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AMPLION WEEK 
February 8th to 13th. 

The House of Graham 
has arranged that Free Demonstra-
tions shall be given on AMPLION 
Loud Speakers during this period at 
AMPLION STOCKISTS, and all Radio 
Dealers of repute, also in the AMPLION 
Showrooms at 

25, Savile Row, London, W.1 10, Whitworth St. West, Manchester 
79. High St., Clapham. S.W.4 101, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow 

In the interests of 

Better Radio Reproduction 

Do not miss your Demonstration 

THE WORLD'S STANDARD (\-:-\-, \j," A  . ,, 
WIRELESS LOUD SPEAKER 

The name and address of the nearest AMPLION STOCKIST will be gladly supplied upon request by the Patentees 

and Manufacturers. Alfred Graham & Co. (E. A. Graham). St. Andrew's Works, Crofton Park, London. S.E.4. 

llentia,: of ""Ille Wireless World, - 'Oren 'writing to advertisers, will ensure pomp al ten! ion. 
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here yè tit thefamilp mow/ 
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\YJHAT a difference broadcasting has made to family 
VV life; for indoor days no longer bore, but are filled 
with brightness and gaiety now that all the charm of 
radio music, song and interest is available through the 
medium of a good receiving set and loud speaker. 
Greater still becomes the charm with the supremely 
perfect Sterling " Mellovox," the latest and most 
popular hornless type of loud speaker. A perfect 
reproducer, artistic in appearance and ample in volume 
for all home requirements. 
Hear the “Melloyox " at your radio dealer's, then add the pleasures 
of true reproduction of broadcasting to the family circle. 

MELLOVOX 
Loud Speaker. 

Write for a copy of Publication No. W. W. 439. 

THE MARCONIPHONE COMPANY, LTD. 
Sole Agents for STERLING TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO., LTD. 

Registered Office: Marconi House, Strand, London, W.C.2 
Head Office: 210-212 Tottenham Court Rd., London, W.' 

Branches: Alardeen, Bristol, Birmingham, Belfast, Cardiff, Cheltenham, Dullipi, Glasgow, 
Leeds, Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastle, Nottingham, Southampton, Swansea, 

STERLING "MELLOVOX" 
HORNLESS LOUD SPEAKER 
In brown, blue, mauve or 
black with gold floral A 0 
diaphragm. PRICE 1'04 /-

An Innovation 

STERLING "MELLOVOX" 
and 

LAMPSHADE COMBINATION 
Consisting of the " Mellovox" 
combined with an adapter, com-
plete with electric light fittings 
and attractively coloured silk 
shade. Can be suspended in a 
few seconds and the adapter 
plugged into an existing lamp-
holder. 

PRICE 
Complete 
as shown 

£4.4 .0 

Shade and 
Adapter 
only 

£2 : 2 : 0 

... 

Advertisements for " Tile Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable. AI 
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is remarkably steep, indicating a very high degree of amplification, 
and, by reason of the long straight portion of the curve, freedom 
from distortion over a very wide range of grid potential variation. 

The " Cosmos" SHORTPATH SP.'S Valve works on t*2 to 
volts and consumnpere. It is eminently suitable for 
use with a a VOLT ACCUMULATOR. 

Made in two styles designated RED SPOT and GREEN SPOT 
and recommended for use as follows :— 

COUPLING. *H.F. 

R NSF OR ER breen 
RESISTANCE - b-Mit • 

* If set oscillates use Re ,1 e for H.F. Stages 
Publication 7117's "A Talk to 'aloe. Users" gives exhaustive 
details and should be in the hands 01 ali interested: 

METRO-VICK SUPPLIES LTD. 
(Proprietor, : Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., LtrU 

4, Central Bldgs., Westminster, London, s.w.1 

°out° L.F. F iriqL.F.Inter-
Stage. I  mediate. 

Green • Green • I Red e 
u I ei. reen - Green I Green •  

L.F. Last 
Stage. 
Red • 

A2 Mention of " The Wireless lForld,'2 when writing to advertisers, will ensure .prompt attention. 

" THE BECO-DE-LUXE 

Loud Speaking 
Excellence  — 
FOR excellent volume, with exceptional 

purity of tone and clarity, the " Beco" 
Hornless Loud Speaker is infinitely superior 
to previous loud speakers. The " Beco-de-
Luxe " (British made) is an artistic piece of 
furniture for any home, and the volume 
from it will fill a large hall. Obtainable 
fitted in either oak or mahogany cabinet. 
Height 13". 
Oak, £5 : O : O. Mahogany, £5 : 5 : 

HORNLESS LOUD SPEAKER 

Extract from " BROADCASTER" : " We can un-
hesitatingly recommend the new 'Beco-de-Luxe Loud 
Speaker, for we are of the opinion that on account of its 
exceptionally pleasing appearance and splendid qualities as 
a reproducing instrument it has a great future before it." 

THE small 1926 " BECO "— 
a very efficient and 

attractive model—gives unusual 
volume, with crystal clarity. 
Height 6". 
Nickel vile Oxydised sil-
Plated ilL/ ver or Copper "The 1925-26 BECO." 

Dept. W., British Electrical Sales Organisation, 
623, Australia House, Strand, W.C.2. 

I :Pee e2i e Telephone: 
;IA"- .e/,/igieree CITY 7665 •-•./i4vi4'iiey Le„eà 

32 
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An Igranic-Pacent 
Engineering Achievement 

A True 
Straight-Line 
Frequency Condenser. 

The 
Best 
of two 
Countries. 

RAN IC 
- Pa e ret 

Pacent Radio Essentials have 
won such renown in America 
as to be made standard equip-
ment by over go leading 
manufacturers of receivers. 

Igranic Radio Devices are 
known the world over as the 
highest standard of British 
components. 

The arrangements by which 
the Igranic Electric Co. 
become sole manufacturing 
licensees of Pacent Radio 
Essentials make available to 
the constructor a range of 
components representing the 
best of two countries. 

Igranic and Igranic - Pacent 
Radio Essentials meet every 
requirement in the construc-
tion of modern receivers of 
the highest efficiency. 

 r •  

ExclusiveManufacturinglicensees. 

149, QUEEN VICTORIA 
STREET, LONDON. 
BRANCHES: BIRMINGHAM, BRISTOL 

Features which make the 
Igranic - Pacent Straight - Line 
Frequency Condenser distinctive 

1. True straight line frequency tuning. 
Negligible losses. 
Perfect insulation, properly placed. 
Brass plates, riveted and soldered. 
Rigid channel frame construction. 
Permanent plate alignment. 
Extra tie bars. 
Large dust-proof bearing. 

9. Positive enclosed stop. 
1o. One or three-hole mounting. 

Tandem mounting to form dual condenser. 
12. Distinctive, compact, sturdy. 
13. Price of .00035 condenser only 14/6. 
14. Price of .0005 condenser only 18/6. 

Send for List No. P.37 giving particulars of 
Igranic and Igranic-Pacent Radio Essentials. 

2. 

3-
4. 
5. 
6. 
7-
8. 

  1   

IGRANIC 
ELECTRIC 

CARDIFF, GLASGOW, 

) ) ExclusiveManulacturinglicensees. 

Works: 
Elstow Rd., BEDFORD. 

LEEDS, MANCHESTER, NEWCASTLE. 

2 Advertisements for " The Wheless Wcnbl '' are only ,h-cepted ftom firms iee believe to be thoroughly reliable. Ai 
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eye 5. tt , 

COMPENSATED 
SQUARE LAW 
EFFECT 

LOW LOSS 

NO ' 
LASH 

ffre' e, 

be% 

f 

ADJUSTABLE 
CONE BEAR NGS 
OF HARDENED 

STEEL 

The 
"COSMOS" 
SLOW MOTION 

CONDENSER 
with its ratio of 10 to 1 makes it 
possible to dispense entirely with the 
customary vernier and its attendant 
losses. Particular stations can be 
lugged. Backlash is avoided, not 
temporarily but permanently, and 
movement is smooth, permitting fine 
adjustment. This model can alto be 
arranged for remote control, as shown 
in the illustration below. Also supplied 
without slow motion feature when the 
condenser is one-hole fixed. Both 
models are constructed to eliminate 
hand capacity, for low loss, and to give 
a compensated square law effect. Cone 

bearings of hardened steel ensure 
constant calibration and a pigtail 

connection gives permanent 
positive contact. 

Metro-Vick Supplies Ltd. 
4, Central Buildings, S.W.I R 

Prices: 
Ordinary. Blow Motion. 

(02..n 1.1, .0005mfd. '00025mfd. .0005mfd 

15, 17/6 19/— 21/6 

,  

s. 

'z :0.0" , 
Mention of " The Wireless florid, " 'u•li,n writing to advertisers, will CUSH? e tnompt attention. 

AT LAST! 

A Buzzer that ',Buzzes 
Built especially for Waverneter work, this buzzer 
really buzzes. A simple turn of the knob adjusts 
it in a moment, and it gives a clear steady note. 
No delicate handling is necessary, no tinkering or 
fiddling with screws has to be done to persuade the 
instrument to work. 
Contacts are of pure platinum: the instrument is 
rigidly built, guaranteed for a year, and supplied 
complete, with Operating Knob and screws for mounting below 
panel. With this Buzzer, waremeter operation is a 
quick, simple and certain business. Order it from 
your dealer or direct. PRICE 51-

The Bowyer-Lowe 

PRECISION BUZZER 

Bowyer-Lowe 
Co., Ltd. 

Radio Works, 
Letchworth. 

LOOK WHO'S HERE! 
BRIGHTSON'S 

!Bee 
0\ 

(N.Y., U.S.A.) 
True Blues consume one-half the 
amount of H.T. battery current re-
quired by Valves of other makes. This 
can readily be shown by placing a 
milliammeter in positive lead of H.T. 
battery and taking the comparative 
readings of True Blues as against other 
Valves. H.T. battery will last twice 
as long with True Blue Valves in the 
receiving set. 

6 Volt cr2.5 Amp. 
PRICE - - - £1 - 1 - 6 

J. Y. SELLAR 
Distributor for the British Isles. 

Room 43, POLAND HOUSE, 167, OXFORD ST., W.1 
'Phone : Regent 5606 

3 
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Use 0 

Can you juggle with foreign stations 
as successfully as this ? No ? Then 
simply install an Ormond Condenser 
in your radio set and the trick 
is learnt! 

For 25 years ORMOND PRODUCTS 
have led in performance. Notably 
so with Condensers. You can get 
any types you want at your Dealers 
at the following remarkably low 
prices :— 

BALL-BEARING FRICTION 
CONTROL CONDENSER 

15/-
14/6 
13/6 
15 -1. 

Brass End Plates, highly nickelled finish. 

R gd. 
Trade Mark. 

199-205, Pentonville Road, King's Cross, 
London, N.I. 

'Phone: Clerkenwell 9344, 3 and 6. 
'Grams: " Ormondengl, Kincross." 

Factory: Whiskin Street, Clerkenwell, E.C.1 

NNoe •noDIAL 

horn WI, Gnus 
Scnr 

PATEN 

FoncrooN 
Cup-

ÇPTIONAL Sum, 
imam. TAG. 

AD bruSTre  

fp.yee Aeftne_tqb 

6' tZFAS1 

Punt Esorml 
k,005 ANO 011¼ 

ONE Flocs 
Fawn 

SPECIAL Tans 

op SPRING. 

SALA CENTERING 
BALL RACE. 

_-XQuaure 
&wort STRIVE 

%EGON ThSCG. 

c — 
CENTRE PIVOT. 

.40.100 TINO SPRING. 

3 .1drrrtisements for " The Wircle;s World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable. A 5 
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PRICE 

PERFORMANCE 
The 

SUPERTRAN TRANSFORMER 
at 19/6 

makes a strong appeal because it puts up a 
performance which is equal to that of the more 
expensive transformeeS on the market. 

THE APPEARANCE of the Supertran is very 
attractive and it looks the high-class component 
it undoubtedly is. 

THE GRAPH shown below is not a theoretical 
curve showing what the transformer is designed 

• to do, but it is the actual laboratory curve recorded 
upon testing a Supertran Transformer taken at 
random from stock. 

'en) Amoco". 'G -re Govo .R • V., VES 

• 
1:1-111 

.111, 

We strongly recommend the use of the 3I to 1 
ratio to follow the detector valve and the 5 to 1 
for power stages or following a crystal. 

5 to 1 
or , 

3+ to 1 
Guaranteed 

against 
mechanical 

and 
electrical 
breakdown 

SHROUDED 
only 
19/6 
ah 

UNSHROUDED 

186 
ew_h 

CLADWELL & KELL, LTD., 
258, GRAY'S INN RD., LONDON, W.C.1. 

'Phone: Museum 7367-7368. 

WRITE FOR OUR INTERESTING CATALOGUE. 

TESTED 
-'AT • 
500 
VOLTS 

44-411 
• , 

e -/ „ 

,z4 

FIXED CONDENSERS 
GIVING FIXED RESULTS 
The "Cosmos" Permacon is 
an ideal fixed condenser, being 
light in weight, of guaranteed 
acqurate capacity, and having 
the lowest possible losses. 

The dielectric is mica and each con. 
'enser is tested at 500 %'olts during 
immection. Nickel plated cases give 
them a particularly neat appearance. 

'000l mid 1/6 
1/6 
1/6 

0003 .. t gridIcI 1/8 

aol 1/8 
1110 
2/8 
3/9 

" COSMOS " GRID LEAKS 
are uniform and permanent. 
L 2, 2 and 3 megohms, each 1/6 

Ask for copy of the Coemot 
Components Brochure. 

METRO-VICK SUPPLIES LTD. 
(Proprietors Metropolitan. r)cks. late. Co. Ltd.) 
4 Central Buildings, Westminster, /t 

LONDON, 
S:eW.1 

cesmo,„.., 
CATN 5 51.-i...3 

•00o3-ktF• 

A6 Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertis.ers, will en.sure prompt attention. 

4d, 

1 
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THE HAPPY FAMILY 

There is a decided 
affinity, a quite definite 
link between each Ecliswan 
Receiving valve and 
Ediswan Power valve. 
The Receiving valves are 
supplied either H.F. or 
L.F. and the best Power 
valve to use is shown 
in the table opposite 

612-96 

ïjeig%ifier-

They always get on well together. It's 
like that in every large family. Always 
two that will work—or play—better with 
one another than with anybody else. 
Every Ediswan valve has its family affinity. 
It gives good 

The Valves to use. service in any 
conditions — the 
best service 
when it is em-
ployed with its 
"tvvin." 

Receiving. Accumulator or 
Batten, Volts. Power' 

AR 6 PV5 
ARDE 2 PV6 
AR*06 3 PV8 

With these groups and &llama H.T. wid 
L.T. Accumulators the ideal is attained. 

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. Ltd., 
123-5, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.4. 

Ediswan 
Valves 

are 
entirely 
British 
made. 

4 Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable. A? 
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Improve your L.T. and H.T. supply 
The Balkite Battery Charger will enable you to charge 
your accumulator at home in a very simple manner. 
You just put a plug into the lamp socket, connect 
two clips to the accumulator, and switch on. The 
appliance, which is noiseless in operation, charges an 
accumulator for about 8d. It has no valves or moving 
parts and gives full-wave rectification. 

No. 491, for 200-240 volts, 50-60 cycles, £4-15-0. 
No. 492, for 100-115 volts, 50-60 cycles, £4-15-0. 

The Burndept Super Radio Battery will work a four-valve set used 
four hours a day for at least six months It is constructed of large, 
seamless cells and is contained in a strong box, made to resemble 
mahogany. The top of the battery is covered with a dull red insulating 
compound—there is no messy wax—and screw terminals are provided. 

No. 202. Burndept Super Radio Battery, tapped 
at 20, 25, 28 and 50 volts, in sealed carton, 24s. 

Further particulars of these Burndept products will be sent on request. The Burndept 
range includes everything for radio reception, from components to complete installations. 

HEAD OFFICE: Aldine House, Bedford St., Strand, London, W.C.2. 
Branches and Agents Everywhere. 

Telephone : 
Gerrard 9072. 

Telegrams: BURNDEPT BU RNimeTRA D, 

636:Me ' ' 

NEW LAMPLUGH 
STRAIGHT LOW 
LINE LOSS 

CONDENSER 
ro 

/-
MP. 

reee....e•-'•*: . .. A. e -,.. -- as .. .,,,.. •. .- tee-. 
;_;>;-- e:-.. 

:-.-e-:,----;-~ -

z — e-e-e-1.---
•  
\ 

10/6 

.00.2 MF, 

TYPE 
C.A.I. 

Produced In response to numerous 
requests for a cheaper condenser having 
the same electrical qualities as the 
De Luxe model. 

If your dealer cannot supply we can. 
Send for list. 

S. A. LAMPLUGH, Ltd., King's Road, Tyseley, BIRMINGHAM. 

With 
LAMPLUGII 

Grip•riiiaL 
Minimum 
capacity 

icro-Mloro 
Farad,. 

HAVE YOU GOT YOUR COPY YET? 

1111:11111 

THE 

WIRELESS 
ANNUAL 
FOR AMATEURS 
11. EXPERIMENTERS 

1 9 2 6 

imel he pi• gaud al 

îiiireless LONDON 

IBM &SONS LTD 

    An indispensable volume of in— 
   formation for every enthusiastic   
    radio amateur. 

    Price 2/6 net. By Post 2/8i 
From all booksellers or direct from: 
ILIFFE & SONS LIMITED 

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, 1E.C.4 

A8 Mention of 7.12e Wheless World," :ohen 7oriting to advertis,ns, will ensure blonzét attention. 

w.w.8 
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BETTER 

A' , new general purpose Valve 
with the wonderful N filament 

YOU can now have the advantages of the unique 
" N " filament for every valve in your receiver! 

The New P.M.3 
1. Better than three "R" type 'valves because the 

ample ,proportions of the " N" filament are 
equivalent to three ordinary filaments. 

2. Requires ONLY ONE-TENTH AMPERE fila-
ment current. A saving of over 85% of your 
accumulator energy giving each charge SEVEN 
TIMES THE LIFE. 

3. Is so economical of heating power that no sign 
of glow can be discerned. 

4. Will operate fromeither dry cells or accumulator. 
From 3 to 4Volts may be used with perfect safety. 

5. Free from all microphonic disturbances. 

The P.M.3 . . . . 16/6 
Suitable Mr all stages al amplification in any circuit. 

THE IDEAL COMBINATION for any receiver — P.M.3. valves 
followed by a P.M.4. for l'OWER AMPLIFICATION with loud speakers. 

The Finest Loud Speaker Valve,the P.M  4  226 

GET ONE FRQM YOUR RADIO DEALER. 

Mullar 
THE • MASTER.- VALVE   

  - 

ADVT. THE MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO., LTD., BALH AM LONDON, S.W.12. 

8 Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable. ho 
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Little slips that 
prove " Lissen " efficiency 

.11K.7eNir 

Lissen Fixed Condensers are made very accurate—to with-
in 5% of their marked capacities - and, also, no matter what 
the temperature conditions behind the panel may be, 
they will never vary and will not leak. 

If, when soldering a connexion to your Lissen 
Fixed Condenser, the iron should sip and burn 
the outside case, you will find or. testing that 
. the capacity has not altered at all. Heat cannot 
affect a "Lissen "—its internal construction is 
too good—fit Lissen and make sure you are using 
trouble-free Condensers, and NOTE THE NEW 
PRICES. 

.0001—.001 ... 1/3 
.002 —.006 ... 2/-
Mica dielectric. 

(With each .0002 and .0003 
there is included free a pair of 
clips to take a grid leak.) 
The Lissen Fixed Grid Leak goes 
a long way towards making a 

silent circuit. Noise in a receiver is often 
caused by the varying resistance of a supposedly 
fixed grid leak. The Lissen Fixed Grid Leak 
is unalterable, because its resistance is settled. 
Fit one and be still more sure of your circuit, 
Price 2/6. 
In certain critical circuits a Variable Grid 
Leak is essential. Wi h a Lissen you can 
obtain any resistance between 
/ and 15 megohms, smoothly, 
gradually and noiselessly. When 
using a Choke Coupled Ampli-
fier it is always advisable to 
use the Liasen Variable Grid 
Leak. One hole fixing, of 
course. Price 2/6. 

LISSEN 
THERE IS NO 'WEAKEST LINK' IN THIS LISSEN CHAIN 

Lissen Limited, 21-25, Friars Lane, Richmond, Surrey 
'Phone: Richmond 2285 (4 lines). 'Grams: "Lissenium, Phone. London." 

A 10 Mention of " The Wireless World.' t when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention. 17 
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DRASTIC PROPOSALS. 

MM date to the Broadcasting Committee 
OST of the evidence which has been 

has either been in the nature of criticism of 
tion and the conduct of broadcasting, or 
" defensive " evidence, such, for 
instance, as that tendered by the 
newspaper interests, having for its 
object the safeguarding from com-
petition, in any future broadcast-
ing arrangements, of the interests 
of the party submitting evidence. 
The evidence given recently by 

the wireless traders was, in some 
respects, a welcome change from 
the type of evidence hitherto sub-
mitted, because whilst the manufac-
turers put their own interests first, 
as might naturally be expected, yet 
their evidence contained some defi-
nite constructive suggestions as to 
ways and means whereby, in their 
opinion, the wireless trading inter-
ests in this country might be 
assisted. 
The outstanding proposal made 

by the traders is certainly most 
drastic in character. The sugges-
tion is that, instead of a number 
of medium-powered transmitters 
dotted about the country as at 
present, these should be superseded 
by six or seven high-powered broadcasting stations, 
which they claim would serve the whole country more 
efficiently than the present network, whilst, in addition, 
giving the alternative of two or three distinct programmes 
in nearly every part of the country. It was suggested 
also that each station might transmit a particular type of 
programme. 

lercim the point of view of the public, it is quite evident 

submitted to 
of Enquiry 
the organisa-
it has been 

that every possible step should be taken to give alterna-
tive programmes to listeners, and until this can be done 
there will always be a perpetual subject for grouse, 
because no one programme can possibly satisfy all tastes. 
As things are at present, the average listener using the 
average set has only a choice of programmes if he happens 

to be located more or less equi-
distant from two or more stations, 
except in cases • where the more 
selective types of receivers are in 
use. We are, however, afraid 
that the ever-present complaint of: 
so many listeners that if they are - 
located anywhere near a broad-
casting station they are swamped 
by the power of that station and 
so prevented from getting other 
transmissions, will only be 
accentuated if the power is sub-
stantially increased. A partial 
solution might be found if at the 
same time arrangements could be 
made for these few stations to 
work with a much greater wave. 
length spacing, but it is question-
able whether this could be done 
without an extension of the present 
wave-band. 

It is difficult to say, without a 
thorough investigation, how far 
such changes would land the 
B.B.C. in heavy additional expen-
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diture in providine new equip-
ment. There is also the question of whether the present 
locations could be utilised if the total number of stations 
in the country were restricted to, say, six or seven of 
high power. But even if this proposal could only be 
carried out at great cost and with considerable diffi-
culty it is still well worth careful consideration if it 
is going to provide a solution to the problem of alterna-
tive programmes. 
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A Three Valve Reflex Receiver. 

UST lately we have heard a good deal of the dis-
advantages of reaction. We have been told that a 
set with reaction is a nuisance because it radiates 

and disturbs other people, that re-
action spoils the quality of the broad-
cast transmission, and so on. With 
these statements we mostly agree, 
especially when the reaction is 
applied direct to the aerial circuit of 
the receiver, while we do not forget 
the fact that the majority of our 
great British wireless manufacturers 
are selling as hard as they can two-, 
three- and four-valve receivers which 
make use of reaction to get those 
distant stations they claim to get in 
their catalogues.' 
We have also been told at many different times that 

reflex sets are no good—that a valve cannot work well 
as a high-frequency and as a low-frequency magnifier, 
and that the devices employed to separate the high- and 
low- frequency currents are bound to distort the signals. 

I.:EBRUARY 3rd, r926. 

set using reaction on the aerial (detector and 2L.F.) or 
reaction coupled to a tuned anode (H.F. detector and 
2L. F.). In addition, the set illustrated here has the 
  enormous advantage that it can be 

The receiver has three valves, the first 
acting as a H.F. and L.F. magnifier, 
the second as a reacting detector, and 
the third as a straight L.F. magnifier. 
Reaction is used on the circuit between 
the first and second valves; and as the 
first valve is balanced, and direct 
coupling between its input and output 
circuits is prevented, the aerial circuit 
cannot have locally generated oscilla-
tions set up in it. Loud - speaker 
reception of some twelve to fifteen 

stations is normally obtained. 

Reacting and Reflexing. 

The gentlemen who 
believe in this no reaction, 
no reflex, business are going 
to get a shock, for I propose 
to show that both reaction 
and reflexing can be used in 
such a way that the quality 
obtained is quite as good as 
that obtained from the best 
of commercial sets, while 
the range and selectivity of 
the set described are better 
than can be obtned from a 

' Apparently it is largely 
being left to the American 
manufacturer to produce non. 
interfering sets. 
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Fig. i.-.High-frequency circuits of the 
receiver in simplified form. 

used in the condition of critical 
reaction, and can be made to oscillate 
without setting up oscillations in the 
aerial circuit. 

How to Get Selectivity: 

The first step in the design of the 
set we have in mind is to choose the 
number of valves, and we will choose 
three, with the object of using one as 
a detector, one as a low-frequency 
amplifier, and one as a combined 
H.F. and L.F. amplifier. 

Then there is the question of selectivity to be con-
sidered. As we can make single layer coils which have 
a lower H.F. resistance than most commercial coils of 
the same inductance, single layer coils will be used. A 
single layer coil of 250 microhenries can easily be made 

to have a H.F. resistance 
at 400 metres as low as 4 to 
5 ohms. But a good coil 
such as this would give no 
better results than a bad coil 
if it were connected directly 
to the aerial circuit or to 
the anode circuit of a valve. 
Thus it can be shown that 

a circuit comprising a con-
denser of low losses and the 
s. ohm coil just referred to, 
connected to the anode of a 
20,000 ohm valve, acts as 
though it had a loss 
resistance of about 25 
ohms so far as the tuning— 
that is, the selectivity—is 
concerned, while a 15 ohm 

ts 
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Oscillation without Radiation.— 
coil in the same circuit would act as though it had a 
resistance of 35 ohms which is not so much in proportion. 
The magnification ohms, 

«not be . very much 
different in the two cases. 
We must therefore so connect our tuning coils that 

damping due to the aerial and valve respectively are 
reduced to a reasonable figure, for then we shall be taking 
full advantage of the selective properties of low-loss 
components. The two tuning coils are therefore con-
nected to the grids of the H.F. valve and of the detector, 
the two coils being marked L, and L3 in Fig. r. It 
should be remembered that the signal strength and the 
selectivity we shall get from the two valves employing 
two low-loss coils (ignoring reaction) will depend entirely 
on how the two coils are coupled to the circuit, and 
further, that signal strength and selectivity depend on 
one another, extreme selectivity being obtained at the 
expense of signal strength. 

Aerial-grid Coupling. 

So far as the aerial circuit 
is concerned, in the design 
as presented here it is easy 
to provide for two degrees 
of selectivity and signal 
strength in the aerial-grid 
circuit by coupling the 
aerial to the grid coil 
through a coil having a 
tapping. Then when the 
full number of turns are 
included in the aerial circuit 
the signal strength will be 
a maximum and the selec-
tivity not quite so good as 
when only part of the aerial 
coil is •connected in the 
circuit. Connecting the 
whole of the aerial coil in 
circuit, therefore, gives 
maximum signal strength, 
while when part of the 
aerial coil is connected the 
selectivity is improved at 
the expense of signal 
strength.' This arrange-
ment is a valuable one, as it 
enables us to make the tuner 
as selective as possible when receiving a station working 
on a wavelength near that of the local station, while the 
full aerial coil can be used when receiving a station so 
separated in wavelength that the local station does not 
provide a background. For instance, to receive Bourne-
mouth, at a place 2•! miles from London with the latter 
station working, the part of the coil included between 
earth and the tap is used; to receive Newcastle, the full 
coil is employed. 
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Intervalve Coupling. 
Now for the output circuit of the first valve. We have 

seen that a " low-loss" coil connected directly to the 
anode circuit to form the familiar though usually ineffi-
cient tuned anode coupling, will not give us any better 
results to speak of than a." high-loss" coil (when using 
an ordinary receiving valve of, say, 20,000 ohms anode 
impedance), but obviously there aie advantages to be 
gained from the use of a circuit with low losses. One 
way of making good use of the properties of a low-loss 
tuned -circuit would be to pick out a valve having an 
impedance of some fraction of a megohm with the 
largest possible magnification factor,2 but valves .of this 
type cannot ordinarily be obtained, and in any case would 
not suit our purpose. For reasons which will be ex-
plained directly, we must use.a grid bias of negative 6 
to 7.5 volts, which at once fixes the type of valve to he 
used if we wish to employ the moderate H.T. voltage of 
r20. Suitable valves for this stage are the B,T.H.B.4, 
Mullard D.F.A.r, Marconi or Osrain D.E. s or 
D.E.8 I..F., or the Cosmos S.P.I8, Red Spot. These 
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Fig. 2.—Complete circuit diagram. The sequence of amplification is indicated diagrammatically 
in the top left corner. 

' These statements apply exactly to the design as given here, 
and to most receivers employing a similar aerial-grid circuit. 

but would not apply if the aerial coil had almost as many turns 
as the grid coil. 

o 

valves have, roughly, an anode impedance of ro,000 ohms 
and an amplification fact % of 7. As a matter .of fact, 
one of the new Marconi or Osram D.E.8 L. F. valves, 
which take a filament current of 0.12 ampere at 6 volts 
is recommended for this stage in the receiver. 
We have therefore to consider how best to couple a 

20,000 ohms valve to a circuit with a loss resistance of 
5 ohms (we are neglecting the detector for the moment), 

Those with the receiver having a tuned anode circuit might 
remember this. For maximum selectivity, use a high impedance 
valve in the tuned anode circuit. The Americans have never 
used tuned anode couplings to any extent, probably for this 
very reason—that the valves on the American market am low 
impedance ones. 
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Oscillation without Radiation.— 
hearing in mind that as there are only two tuned circuits 
the selectivity must be as good as is consistent with reason-
able amplification in order that by pure tuning the local 
station shall be eliminated within a reasonable wave 
band.3 
What we have to do is so to arrange the circuit that 

the amount of the resistance the valve puts in the tuned 
circuit is approximately equal to the loss resistance of the 
tuned circuit. Pul in another form, the valve should be 
connected to the grid circuit in such a way that the resist-
ance of the portion of the circuit connected directly to the 
valve is practically the same as the anode impedance of 
the valve. 

H.F. Transformer Ratio. 
This can be done by connecting the tuned grid coil to 

the anode of the H.F. valve as an, auto-transformer, or 
by using the tuned grid coil as a secondary of a trans-
former whose primary is so tightly coupled that it is 
tuned by the grid condenser, and connecting this primary 
winding to the anode of the valve. Approximately. the 

best ratio of primary to secondary is given by 

Where R,, is the anode impedance of the valve and Z is the 
impedance of the whole tuned grid circuit, that is, the 
complete secondary circuit. In our case, with a 5-ohm 

It will be noticed that the word " reasonable " has entered 
the discussion several times, from which it may be concluded 
that the best arrangement depends largely upon circumstances, 
a man living near a station and wanting a set which will get 
distant stations at any price having to make his set more 
selective (and pay for it by losing a certain amount of signal 
strength) than someone else' situated a few miles from the 
station. 

3/4 3/4 
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coil (at .4.00 metres) of 250 microhenries, the best ratio 
from the point of view of signal strength is nearly 5— 
the primary winding having one-fifth as many turns as 
there are in the secondary—the assumption still being 
made that the primary is actually part of the secondary 
as in the case of an auto-transformer or that the primary 
is a separate winding so closely coupled to the secondary 
that it is tuned by the condenser shunting the grid coil. 

Amplification Obtainable. 

The theoretical amplification obtained from the valve 
and transformer under these conditions is 17 which com-
pares with the maximum of 7 obtainable from the plain 
tuned anode coupling. We llave also considerably in-
creased the sharpness of tuning, as now the resistance 
added to the grid coil by the valve is approximately equal 
to that due to the loss of the grid coil itself. But although 
the condition where the impedance of the output, circuit is 
equal to the anode impedance of the valve gives the maxi-
mum amplification (and incidentally quite good selectivity 
in our case) it is possible to reduce the impedanee of the 
output (primary) circuit still further and so to gain in 
selectivity at the expense, however, of magnification. 

But the gain in selectivity is, in our case, where we llave 
only two tuned couplings, of great importance as com-
pared with the reduction in signal strength from the maxi-
mum obtainable, and therefore in the final arrangement 
used, a certain amount of signal strength is deliberately 
thrown away in order to get the tuning characteristics which 
the writer found by experiment were desirable at the place 
where he uses the set-21 miles from 2LO. For those' 
readers who live at a greater distance from a main 
B.B.C. station, a transformer having a smaller ratio, 
that is, a larger primary, will give louder signals with 
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sufficient selectivity, while those living in the country may 
very well use a ratio of about 5 as determined by the 
method given above.4 

Grid and Anode Rectification. • 
Having now discussed the design of a suitable coupling 

between the H.F. and detector valves, it remains to be 
said that a transformer is employed in the set illustrated 
here, because the first valve is used as a reflex stage, and 
also that in the above discussion no notice has been taken 
of the nature of the grid circuit connected across the tuned 
grid coil. With anode bend rectification, the constants 
of the tuned grid circuit are not altered very much when 
the valve is connected, provided ample negative grid bias 
is used, but when leaky grid rectification is employed, the 
grid-filament part of the rectifier conducts, and therefore 
throws aload on the tuned circuit. Provision is made for 
leaky grid or anode rectification to be used in the set 
illustrated here, it only being necessary to connect the 
return end of the grid leak to a point of suitable potential 
on the grid bias battery provided on the set. Thus, if the 
grid leak return (Fig. 2) is connected to — 6 volts and 
the anode of the valve is given a suitable voltage, we 
get anode rectification, while if the grid return wire is 
joined to a positive potential, the valve rectifies on the 
leaky grid principle. The best operating conditions ran 
be found by trial, and with the D.E.8 H.F. valve 
(normal impedance 25,000 ohms, amplification factor t6), 
best all round results are obtained with the grid return 
joined to positive 1.5 volts, with an anode voltage of about 
So. The grid circuit then throws a load on the tuned 
transformer and slightly reduces the amplification and 
selectivity, but the low-frequency output is usually louder 
than when anode rectification is employed, even though in 
the latter case the grid voltage is higher. 

Details will be given in the section describing the construc-
tion of the transformer. 
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The H.F. stage mould normally oscillate; therefore' a 
balancing condenser is connected between the grid end of 
the secondary of the transformer and the grid of the first 
valve. When this condenser, which has an exceedingly 
small capacity, is properly adjusted, the circuit will not 
start the aerial oscillating. 

Reaction Effects. 
We now come to what is perhaps the most important 

part of the receiver, and that is the reaction circuit, but 
before explaining the means for obtaining reaction it might 
be as well to discuss the effect of reaction and to see how 
reaction will benefit us. We have to bear in mind that 
when we apply reaction to the grid coil we also apply it 
to the anode coil of the H.F. valve, and so modify the 
characteristics of the whole transformer. The first thing 
to note is that reaction causes a magnification of jamming 
signals as well as the signal to which the receiver is 
tuned, the amount depending on the selectivity of the re-
ceiver. This is why such attention was given to the ques-• 
tion of selectivity, for if we are tuned to Bournemouth 
and the I.ondon station is coming in as a background so 
that with moderate reaction both signals are of about the 
same strength, or London is stronger, it is pretty well 
hopeless to try to eliminate London by applying more 
reaction. But if by the circuit design London is reduced 
in strength by pure tuning so that Bournemouth can be 
brought up in strength (by applying reaction up to the 
limit), to several times the strength of London, Bourne-
mouth will he received free from London, and, what is 
more, will not be distorted to any noticeable extent by 
using critical reaction. The effect of reaction in this ex-
ample is thus enormously to increase the selectivity without 
impairing the quality of reception. As we tune further 
away from London (or the local station which tends to 
jam. us) tuning becomes easier, and reception perfectly 
free from London is obtained. 

A 5 
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Oscillation without Radiation.—. 
Without discussing the mechanism of reaction we may 

say that, provided our control over the reaction is suffi-
cie_utly good, we can improve the selectivity of the set 
and increase the signal strength by a very large amount. 
The actual magnification produced by the reaction depends 
on the design of the circuit and on the strength of the 
signal. It would also appear that louder signals are 
obtained from a transformer with small losses than from 
one having larger losses, while. weak signals are magnified 
by critical reaction much more than stronger signals. 
Thus with reaction properly arranged and skilfully 
applied, we can receive very weak signals. 
As to the method of applying reaction, it has been 

found by experiment that a very easy way to get smooth 
reaction is by the arrangement shown in Fig. r. A coil 
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properly chosen, adjustment of the reaction condenser 
has no noticeable effect on the tuning of the grid circuit, 
reaction control is very smooth, and the setting of the 
reaction condenser can be calibrated just as accurately 
as the tuning condensers. 

Reflexing the First Valve. 

The capabilities and limitations of an ordinary set with 
detector and L.F. using critically adjustable reaction are 
very well known. By using an additional tuned circuit 
as here described, the performance of the set is greatly 
improved, and by the use of the balanced circuit properly 
adjusted, it will not be possible to generate oscillation in 
the aerial circuit. This removes at once the main disad-
vantage of reaction, because unskilled persons can 
the set and not be troublesome. 

o 

0 

— 214 7/8 

and condenser, L,„ Ca, connected in series are joined be-
tween the anode of the detector and the filament, while 

ea high-frequency choke coil, H.F.C., is connected be-
. tween the anode and the primary of the L.F. transformer 

or telephones. This H.F.C. prevents high-frequency 
currents entering the transformer or telephones and forces 
them to take the path provided by the, reaction coil and the 
tuning condenser. The reaction coil is fixed in position 
near the grid end of the H.F. transformer and the amount 
of H.F. current passing through it, and therefore the re-
action effect is varied by adjusting the tuning condenser. 
With the condenser set at minimum, the reaction effect is 
small; as the condenser is turned to increase its capacity 
the current passing through it and the reaction coil 
increases, increasing reaction. 

Reaction Coil Adjustment. 

It is best so to arrange the reaction coil that with the 
grid circuit condenser set at maximum, the circuit will 
just oscillate with the reaction condenser at maximum. 

If the distance separating the reaction and grid coils is 

A 16 
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Fig. 5.—Layout of components on upper side of sub—panel. 
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The use of a stage of H.F. to effectively isolate the 
oscillating circuit from the aerial is more than sufficient 
justification for its inclusion, in a set, and when it can be 
used to effect a big improvement in the selectivity and 
signal strength, and so to add to the number of stations 
which we can usefully receive, we might well feel that 
this stage is doing all that can reasonably be expected 
of it. But no, we can reflex it. That is to say, we can 
pass the L.F. output from the detector (see Fig. 2) to the 
grid of the first valve, and then couple the anode of this 
valve to the grid of the third valve. To do this we have 
to arrange the circuit in such a way that the H.F. currents 
do not flow through the transformer and so reach the 
anode circuit of the detector where. they would cause 
trouble, and we also have to take care not to spoil the 
quality by shunting the L.F. transformer with capacities 
of too large a value. 
We therefore break the grid circuit of the first valve so 

far as L.F. currents are concerned, by putting in a fixed 
condenser (0.0003 mfd) and connect the transformer 
through a grid leak. R„ to the grid of the valve. As to 

• 
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Oscillation without Radiation.— 

the H.F. currents, their path 
is not changed in the least by 
the alteration, because they are 
not affected by a fixed condenser 
(0.0003 mfd.), and the resist-
ance of the grid leak does not 
lower the impedance of the 
grid-filament path by a very 
great amount. A 0.5 megohm 
grid leak is used, and this, 
being in shunt with the tuned 
grid coil will have the effect of 
slightly damping it—to the ex-
tent of about 2 ohms on the 
lower B.B.C. band. Of 
course, a good H.F. 
choke could be used in-
stead of the grid leak, 
but it is doubtful whether 
the choke would offer an 
impedance of 0.5 megohm 
to the H.F. currents. 
The choke would, however, be a very much smaller 
resistance in series with the L.F. transformer than 
a grid leak, and we would also benefit should grid current 
start through strong signals. 

Loud-Speaker Reception. 

Now the reason for the insistence on using a 6- or 
7.5-volt negative grid bias is clear, for it is to prevent the 
possibility of grid current flowing in this circuit which 
would cause distortion and also to enable us to 
deal with large L.F. amplitudes. With the first valve 
having a bias of negative 7.5 volts when it is working 
at full load, a comfortable loud-speaker volume is ob-
tained, and that with the two valves, the detector and 

Plan view of sub-panel, showing position of capacity shield. 

reflex stage. Provision is therefore made for connecting 
the loud-speaker or telephones to the anode of the first 
valve, and our standard of loud-speaker strength is that 
which will fully load a valve having this 'grid bias. 
l'he last valve is connected to the same grid bias and 
H.T. voltage, and is used for receiving signals that are 
at telephone strength on the two valves. 

It should be noticed that the bottom of the grid leak is 
connected by a o.000r mfd. fixed condenser to the nega-
tive side of the filament, and its purpose is to act as a 
shunt across the transformer secondary to H.F. currents 
which pass through the grid leak. These are of very 
small magnitude, and the condenser is hardly required, 
but is used for safety. It does not affect the quality 
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LIST OF 

3 Colvern square-law "Selector" condensers, capacity 0.0003 
mfd. 

1 0.0001 mfd. fixed condenser (Dubilier). 
2 0.0003 mfd. fixed condensers (Dubilier). 
1 0.001 mfd. fixed condenser (Dubilier). 
1 Cosmos H.F. choke (Metro-Vick Supplies, Ltd.). 
1 3 : 1 transformer, " Junior Ideal" (Marconi). 
1 4: 1 transformer, "Ideal" (Marconi). 
1 Anliphonic valve holder (Burndept). 
2 "Quality" valve holders. 
1 0-5 megohm grid leak (Dubilier). 
1 2 megohms grid leak (Dubilier). 

Approximate cost: ¿ro, 

MATERIALS. 

1 2 mfds. fixed condenser (T.C.C.). 
2 1 mfd. fixed condensers (T.C.C.). 
1 Tapped 9-volt grid battery, type G.B.4 (Ever Ready). 
1 Edison Bell No. 5 jack with plug. 
1 Pair aluminium brackets (A. J. Dew & Co.). 
2 Cosmos filament rheostats (Metro-Vick Supplies, Ltd.). 
13 Pairs of coil plugs and sockets (Dayzite, Ltd.). 
1 Mahogany panel, 18in. X 9in. x fin. 
1 Ebonite panel, 18in. x 8in. X lin. 
1 Compton Cabinet No. 403 (Compton Electrical and Rudio 

Trades Supplies). 
4 Lengths ebonite tube tin. wall, 3in. dia. 41in. long. 

excluding cabinet, valves, etc. 

of the signals for the transformer has a ratio of only 
3: I. 

Another point which should be noticed is the way the 
grid bias is applied to the grid of the valve through the 
grid leak and transformer secondary. The method is a 
very good one to use, apart from any consideration as to 
reflexing the first stage, for 
it biases the grid without 
adding any disadvantages 
worth considering. We can 
earth the negative side of the 
filament battery, and any 
leakage of the grid battery 
is of no account so far as 
the circuit is concerned, be-
cause its potential is applied 
directly between grid and filament. 
\\Then wé add the reflex trans-
former we gain a valve, saving its 
filament and H.T. current, less 
the slight loss in L.F. amplifica-
tion caused by the L.F. voltages 
being impressed on the grid of 
the valve through a 0.3 megohm 
grid leak. This loss is very slight, 
if indeed it exists, as it is diffi-
cult to detect by hearing whether 
any change in strength is produced 
by connecting the O.S. terminal of 
in an ordinary straight set to the grid 
a 0.3 megohm resistance or direct. 

Automatic Indication of Grid Current. 

Having explained at some length the reasons under-
lying the design of the circuit and its components, I hope 
the reader will agree with me that the reflex stage will do 
the work of two straight valves, less, perhaps, ro per 
cent., which can be allowed for the effect of the grid 
leak, (although I do not admit it) without adding any 
complications and without impairing the quality in the 
least. If the L.F. input to the reflex valve is too great, 
as it will be in the case of those who normally receive 
the local station on the loud-speaker with a two- or three-
valve set, an automatic buzzer will start off and warn 
them that grid current is flowing in the grid circuit of 
the reflex valve. The remedy is to increase the grid bias 
and the H.T. when they will receive louder signals, or 
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Components associated 

a . transformer 
of the valve through 

to reduce the input by cutting down reaction. This 
buzzing5 which starts with grid current, as can be seen 
by connecting a microammeter in series with the grid 
leak, is an excellent feature, for if the grid current 
flowed and there were no buzz, the signals would be dis-
torted, and might lead some to put it down to the reflex-

with the low-frequency portions of the circuit and mounted an 
the underside of the ebonite sub-panel. 

ing. In a sense they would be right, too, for the reflex 
stage is a powerful magnifier, although, incidentally, it 
is as distortionless as the characteristic of the valves and 
L.F. transformer will allow it to be. 
Much more could be said in the way of the detailed 

design of the set, but we will pass on to a consideration 
of the circuit of the complete receiver. This is given 
in 'Fig. 2, where the reflex valve is Vi, the detector 
and the L.F. amplifier Vs. The jack is connected in 
the anode circuit of the first valve, and when the tele-
phone plug is inserted the third valve is disconnected, 

'When grid current flows, the grid isolating condenser, 
Fig. 2, charges up, and the currents cannot leak away fast 
enough through the grid leak and transformer in series, hence 
the buzz as the combination charges and discharges. An H.F. 
choke instead of the leak will cure this, but would lower the 
efficiency of the tuner a little, although no one should tolerate 
grid current. It) is therefore just as well to keep to the grid 
leak, as it is cheaper than a good choke. 
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while a o.00t mfd. fixed condenser is shunted across the 
L.F. portion of the output' circuit of V, to prevent H. F. 
currents passing through the telephones or the trans-
former T.J. Interchangeable aerial and anode trans-
formers are employed to give a tuning range of zoo to 
530 metres and 700 to 1,850 metres, and two reaction 
coils are required. 
The three tuning condensers are of o.0003 mfd. capa-

city. A common grid bias battery is included in the set 
and condensers are provided to shunt the H.T. battery. 
Valves V, and V2 are controlled by a common rheostat 
of low resistance, while V:, has its own rheostat. 

Arrangement of the Receiver. 

The receiver has been built up in such a way that 
the coils and valves can be easily handled, while the 
parts which do not have to be disturbed are placed below 
a panel. They are arranged to facilitate wiring and to 
give live wires, short, clear paths. Usually in reflex sets 
several rather long connecting wires are to be found, 
but in the arrangement adopted here the apparatus is 
advantageously placed. 
A front panel of polished mahogany is used to carry 

the•three variable condensers, two filament rheostats, and 
jack, and . they are arranged on the panel as shown in 
Fig. 3 and the photographs. The mahogany panel 

-• measures ISin. X 9in. X gin., and has a batten at each 
end, a wooden panel being- used because all the parts on 
it are connected to earth except the jack, which is joined 
to positive H.T. All the remaining apparatus is 
assembled on an ebonite panel, which is held by means 
of two brackets screwed to the front panel, and by a 
block of wood screwed to the back edge, the bottom of 
which rests on the floor of the cabinet. 
Mounted on the top of the ebonite panel are the three 

valve holders, the holder for the detector being of the 
anti-noise type, the plugs and sockets for the inter-
changeable aerial and intervalve transformers and re-
action coil, the H.F. choke, terminals for the aerial, 
earth and loud-speaker, and connections for the battery 
wires. 

It should be noticed that the aerial-grid transformer 
stands vertically, while the anode mid transformer is 
mounted in line and horizontally. grid is to reduce 
magnetic coupling between the aerial and detector cir-
cuit, to eliminate the last trace of magnetic coupling, and 
to prevent capacitative coupling a copper sheet is fixed 
to the panel as shown. This copper screen is important, 
for not only does it remove all coupling between the aerial 
and detector circuits and so enable us to obtain a good 
balance by adjusting the neutralising condenser, but it 

It» 

tends to prevent direct coupling between the aerial lead-
in wire and the detector circuit. 

If we are to prevent the oscillating detector circuit from 
energising the aerial it is absolutely necessary to remove 
all possible couplings. This is done by placing the aerial 
and earth terminal on the left-hand edge of the ebonite 
panel, so that the earthed screen is between the aerial 
lead-in and earth wires, and the oscillating detector cir-
cuit. What we require is that the first valve shall act 
as a true one-way repeater; that voltages applied to its 
grid shall influence the anode circuit while the currents 
flowing in the anode circuit do not produce any currents 

Fig. I.—Method of supporting grid battery. 

in the grid circuit. This requirement can only be met 
by removing all couplings except that through the valve, 
and this can be balanced out by the neutralising con-
denser. 

Great care should be taken to place the parts in their 
correct position, as shown in Fig. 5, particular care being 
given to the arrangement of the plugs and sockets for 
the coils. Fig. 6 shows the arrangement of the parts on 
the underside of the ebonite panel. These include the 
two transformers, grid condensers, grid leaks,. by-pass 
condensers, and grid battery, and they are fixed by drill-
ing and tapping the ebonite and fitting in most instances 
No. 6 B.A. brass screws. Exact dimensions are given in 
Fig. 6, and if this drawing is followed it will be found 
that when the parts are assembled they have ample room. 
Some of the holes indicated in Fig. 6 are for connecting 
wires. 
The grid battery is 'held at one end by a brass clip, and 

at the other by the block of wood which is cut away to 
allow the battery to fit. Details are given in the sketch 
of Fig. 7. After the components have been fitted the 
panel should be screwed together to make quite sure 
that everything is satisfactory. Then connecting tags can 
be fitted to the terminals where necessary, those for the 
coil sockets and plugs being cut from thin tinned sheet 
iron. 

(To be concluded.) 

BUYERS' GUIDE NUMBER. 

Our experience shows that a very large proportion of those who contemplate the purchase of 
wireless sets do so only after seeking technical advice. The feature of next week's issue will 
be the inclusion of brief technical details of the sets available on the market to-day. 

Our Buyers' Guide Number is being compiled to assist readers in selecting and comparing the 
many receivers and will be invaluable for reference. 
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Account of the Receiving Equipment at Brentwood. 
By R. KEEN, B.Eng., A.M. I.E.E. 

N the choice of a receiving aerial system for the ter-
JI minal station of a number of commercial wireless 

services on wavelengths of 2,000 up to 20,000 metres 
a number of alternatives present themselves, and a variety 
of methods have been adopted by the several large foreign 
wireless companies. The following is a brief description 
of the multiplex system which has been in use for some 
time at the Marconi Co.'s receiving station at Brentwood, 

in Essex. . 
From the time of the introduction of the Bellini-Tosi 

system of directional reception in 1907 until about 1922, 
no really successful attempt bad been made to use more 
than one radiogoniometer on any one pair of fixed loop 
aerials, except by the employment of such 
loosely coupled radiogoniometers that inter-
ference between the receiving circuits was 
reduced to a reasonably small amount. Even 
in this case the wavelengths of the received 
signals had to be fairly widely separated. 

In view of •this difficulty, provision was 
made in laying out the Brentwood station in 
1921 for a final complement of 
eight Bellini-Tosi aerial systems 
for Continental reception, four 
of wli'.ch were erected to accom-
modate the services with 'Paris, 
Berne, and Madrid, leaving one 
spare aerial. The arrangement 
of one of these aerial systems 
'with its length of transposed 
" leading-in " wires is shown :n 
Fig. r. 

In 1923, since the number of 
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Fig. 1.—Layout of one of the four • • Continental" 
B.-T. aerial systems. 
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Continental services was increasing, the importance of 
finding a method of using one Bellini-Tosi aerial system 
for a number of directional receivers became more acute, 
in order to avoid, if possible, the necessity for construct-
ing additional towers and aerials. The use of loosely 
coupled radiogoniometers was ruled out, because the 
" aperiodic aerial " system had become practically uni-
versal, and this makes tight coupling of the radio.gonio-
meter advisable. 

Aperlodic Aerial: Bellini—Tosi System. 

The aperiodic aerial system has been described a 
number of times in these pages, and is shown diagram-

matically in Fig. 2, where the 
two fixed frames at-right angles 
to each other are seen to be con-
nected to the two field coils, of 
the radiogoniometer, these coils 
being also mutually at right 
angles and having an exploring 
coil mounted so as to rotate 
about their common axis. This 
exploring or search coil circuit 
is tuned by means of a variable 
condenser and coupled to the 
high-frequency circuit of the 
receiver. A further coil may 
also be included in the search 
coil circuit for coupling to an 
open aerial, in order to get a 
cardioid diagram of reception 
if required. It will be noticed 
that the aerial loops and their 
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Multiples Directional Reception.— 
respective field coils form untuned inductive circuits, but, 
owing to the tight coupling between the search coil and 
the field coils, there is an appreciable element of tuning 
introduced to the aerial circuit from the tuned search coil 
circuit, thus making the whole combination far more 
simple than the original " tuned aerial " Bellini-Tosi 
system, in which each aerial loop had to be separately 

V  OPEN 
AERIAL 

• 

  DAMPING 
RESISTANCE 

B-T LOOP AERIALS 

RADIOGONIOMETER . 

SEARCH COIL 

FIELD COIL 

SEARCH COIL CIRCUIT AND 
liVe AERIAL TUNING 
CONDENSER 

Fig. 2.— Aperiodic aerial: BOHM-Tea system. 

tuned and the phases of the currents in the two aerials 
synchronised. A radiogoniometer may be said to be 
tightly coupled when the coefficient of coupling between 
a field coil and the search coil approaches 8o per cent. 
This tight coupling involves the search coil and field 
coils having a very small clearance. Owing to the 
capacity between them, there is a tendency for the whole 
aerial system to oscillate as an open aerial resulting in a 
non-directional component of E.M.F. in the receiver 
which distorts the normal " figure eight " polar diagram 
of reception of the frame system. This is reduced to a 

negligible amount by con-
necting to earth the mid-
point of the field coils and 
also by using a loose mag-
netic coupling between the 
search coil circuit and the 
receiver, as in Fig. 2. 

Now note the effect of con-
necting a number of such radio-
goniometers to one pair of 
aerials, using the aperiodic system. 
In Fig. 3, F, is a field coil of a 
radiogoniometer, and S, a search 
coil with tuning condenser and 
leads to an associated receiver. 
The field coil is shown connected 
to one loop of an aperioclic Bellini-
Tosi aerial system, in parallel 
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with which is the field coil F, of a second radiogonio-
meter. The other two field coils are similarly connected 
in parallel across the second aerial loop, but are not 
illustrated. It is easy to see that these two radiogonio-
meters cannot be worked independently, for any current 
in the search coil S, due to a signal will result in inter-
ference in the search coil S,, owing to the tight coupling 
via F, and F„. Similarly, any signal in S, will inter-
fere with the first receiver. Provision must therefore be 
made that "any coupling from S, to S, is neutralised, 
and one method of doing this is shown in Fig. 4. Each 
radiogoniometer is now a double instrument having two 
search coils S, and s, connected in series and which are 
fitted on the same spindle and rotate together, as in 
Fig. 5. Each search coil has two sets of field coils, 
those belonging to one radiogoniometer being con-
nected in parallel across the main aerial loops, whilst 
those of the other radiogoniometer are connected in 
series with " dummy aerials," which consist of coils 
wound on small formers and having an inductance which 
is. a function of the field coil and frame aerial 
inductances. Again, only one aerial 
loop and one dummy aerial are illus-
trated for the sake of simplifying the 
diagram. 

Anti-coupling. 

If, now, the arrow (r) in the search 

DUMMY 
AERIAL 3 
COIL 

f 3 

TO 
RECEIVER 

Fig. 4.—Three radiogoniometers connected to a B.-T. aerial with 
dummy aerial" anti-coupling. 

coil S, represents the instantaneous direction of the 
current due to a signal, it only remains to find out 
whether the effect of this in the search coil Sa can be 
neutralised. Suppose the curredt represented by the 
arrow (I) causes an E.M.F. in the field coil 1', shown 
by the arrow (2), then the resulting current will flow as 
shown 'by the arrows (2), (3) and (4), and will induce 
an E.M.F. in S, as indicated by the arrow (5). Return-
ing to the first circuit again, the S, current flowing 
through si as shown by arrow (6) will induce an E.M.F. 
(7) and a current (7), (8) and (9) in the dummy field 
coil circuit, and the E.M.F. (ro) induced in s, will be 
in the opposite direction round the search coil circuit to 
the E.M.F. (5) induced in S,. The dummy aerial 
circuit therefore anti-couples the search coil circuits, and 
it will be found that any number of receivers may be 
added, and all the search coils are anti-coupled one from 
another. In such a series-parallel arrangement it is 
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Idultiplex Directional Reception.— 
preferable to maintain the parallel connection in the active 
aerial in order that the mid-points of the field coils may 
be earth-connected for the purpose already mentioned. 

Practical Precautions. 

Fig. 6 shows the complete aerial circuits for a set of 
directional receivers in which the dummy aerial circuit is 
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5.—Connections of double radiogoniometer. 
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rendered as symmetrical as possible by winding the field 
coils in two halves, as in the case of the active field 
coils, and by also winding the dummy aerial coils in two 
halves and connecting them as shown. It will be noted 
that the dummy aerial coils are disposed at right angles 
to one another to prevent mutual induction between them. 

Aerial Towers. 

By means of the above scheme the four Bellini-Tosi 
aerial systems originally erected at Brentwood now each 
supply two receivers, these eight receivers being tied for 
the services with Paris, Berne, Madrid, Barcelona, and 
Vienna, with spare receivers for additional channels as 
required. The aerial S are each supported by a 7oft. 
tower with a 2oft. topmast, and these can be seen in the 
photograph reproduced at the beginning of this article 
and the plan of Fig. 7. 

The four 2ooft. towers were erected in 1923 for the 
Transatlantic reception from New York and Glace Bay 
(Canada), and these support a Bellini-rosi aerial system 
composed of two rectangular loops each about 'Soft. 
high by 600ft. in width, and having an inductance of 
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goo mhys. The cage aerials between the towers are a 
part of the open aerial system for obtaining cardioid 
diagrams of reception on the Transatlantic receivers. 
These are omitted from Fig. 7. Six directional receivers 
are fed from the large loops; they are all identical and 
have a•wavelength range of 6,000 to 30,000 metres. 

These receivers are frequently all in use during busy 
periods corresponding to the peak of New York traffic, 
and though they are normally all on different wavelengths 
there may, at times, be two receivers taking the same 
New York station for purposes of comparison. In any 
case, each receiver is quite independent of the remainder, 
and any radiogoniometer can be rotated, without affecting 
the rest of the circuits, to cut out interference due to a 
jamming station, or to reduce the strength oî atmospherics 
when, as is usually the case, the bulk of atmospherics 
are arriving from the sanie direction. 

Open Aerial Multiplex Reception. 

In the. aperiodic Bellini-Tosi system the normal method 
of obtaining the necessairy circle diagram of reception 
for combination with the figure eight diagram to give a 
cardioid is by means of an open aerial which has been 
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Multiplex Directional Reception.— 
approximately tuned to the incoming wave and then ren-
dered almost aperiodic by the insertion of several thou-
sand ohms in series with it, as in Fig. 2. This main-
tains the open aerial current and E.M.F. in the correct 
phase relation to give a cardioid balance in the search 
coil circuit when combined with the E.M.F. due to the 
frame current, and also renders the balance less sensitive 
to small changes in wavelength than in the case where 
the open. aerial is of the low-resistance tuned type.' It 
appears, then, that in the case of multiplex directional 
reception the number of open aerials will have to be the 
same as the number of receivers, unless some method of 
using a single open aerial can be found which does not 
cause mutual interference between the receivers. 

Valve Coupling to Aperiodic Open Aerial. 

The open aerial in the diagram in Fig. 8 is connected 
to earth through a resistance of about ioo,000 
ohms, and the top point of this resistance is taken to the 
grid of a valve, the values of plate current and grid bias 
having been so arranged that the valve is working on the 
straight part of its plate current—grid volt curve—and 
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Fig. 7.—Plan of site, showing layout of aerials and supporting 
towers. 
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is not passing grid current at any time. The anode 
circuit of the valve contains the coupling coil to the 
search coil circuit of a directional receiver. Now, clearly, 
this arrangement is almost aperiodic, and all the oscilla-
tions taking place in the open aerial will cause corre-
sponding fluctuations in potential of the grid of the 
valve, due to the varying potential drop across the 
too,000-ohm. resistance. These oscillations will be re-
peated in the anode circuit, and the search coil circuit 
will respond to that frequency to which it has been tuned. 
By adjusting the coupling between the open aerial " coup-

' The theory of the aperiodic system was briefly described by 
the present writer in The Wireless World of April 2nd, 9th, 
and 16th, 1924. 
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ling valve " and the search coil circuit, a correct cardioid 
balance can be got with very little trouble. Since it has 
been arranged that there shall be no grid current in the 
coupling valve, the receiving circuit is " potential oper--
ated," and cannot exert any damping effect on the open 
aerial, or affect it in any way, and there is no reason why 
any number of coupling valves and receivers should not be 
connected across the same open aerial as shown, the vari-
ous search coil circuits selecting from the anode circuits 
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TO 3" RECEIVER 

TO 2" RECEIVER 

H T. 

TO SEARCH 
COILS OF DOUBLE 
RADIOGONIOMETER 
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ig. 8 —Connections of coupling vats es for operating more than 
one receiver on an open aerial. 

of their coupling valves those frequencies with which they 
are in resonance. This simple circuit has to be slightly 
modified in practice. Owing to the very high resistance 
in the open aerial, any charge imparted to the aerial will 
take an appreciable time to leak away, and during a 
storm of rain from an electrically charged cloud a large 
positive or negative charge will collect on the aerial and 
will have the effect of sweeping all the coupling valves 
either up their curves to saturation, or down them to zero 
anode current. The circuit of Fig. 9 provides capacity 
coupling between the aerial and the valves, so that whilst 
the grids of the coupling valves will still follow the 
fluctuations of potential across the aerial resistance, they 
will not be affected by a static charge. 

Other Similar European Stations. 

The Bellini-Tosi system with double radiogoniometers 
thus provides a solution of 
the problem of multiplex 
directional reception with a 
comparatively simple aerial 
system and a reasonably 
small receiving site. In addi-
tion to the Brentwood 
station, similar though less 
extensive installations are 
also in use at the Laaerberg 
receiving station of the 
Radio - Austria Company, 
I.td., near Vienna, and at 
Riedern, the terminal receiv-
ing station of the Radio-Marconi Société Anonyme Berne, 
Switzerland. 

COUPLING 
VALVE 

Fig. 9.—Capacity coupling 
to eliminate effect of static 
charges on the open &weal. 
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GERMAN VALVE MANUFACTURE. 
Methods Employed in the Radioroehrenfabrik Factory at 

By A. DINSDALE. 

IN the pages of this journal' the methods and pro-
cesses employed by some leading British valve manu-
facturers were described and illustrated. It is 

trought, therefore, that the following description of the 
author's tour of a foreign factory may be of interest, be-
cause, although the general principles of valve manufac-
ture are much the same everywhere, the individual 
methods and processes of different makers vary consider-
ably. . 
The factory visited was that of the Radioroehrenfabrik 

G.m.b.H., of Hamburg, Germany, the parent firm of 
which has been established for many years in the manu-
facture of X-ray tubes and associàed apparatus. They 
are at present engaged in the production of seven different 
types of receiving valves, covering all purposes, and also 
transmitting valves of various powers up to 500 watts. In 
all cases, but particularly in the case of the transmitting 
valves, the writer was struck bv the extraordinary neat-
ness, strength, and regularity of construction. 

Gauging the Bulbs. 

The receiving valves are all of the pipless variety, 
with the sole erception of the loud-speaker ,power 
valve, thus making them particularly attractive in 
appearance, and less liable to damage. The necessary 
glassware is supplied to the factory in three forms : the 
bulbs, blown approximately to required size and shape ; 
long length s° of tubing, about five-eights of an inch in 
diameter for making the " foot " ; and lengths of quarter-
inch tubing for sealing the bulbs to the pumps. Lead 
glass is used throughout, and it is annealed after each 
heat process. 
The first operation in connection with the bulbs, as 

' The Wirelees World, Sept. 301h, 1925. 

Fig. I —New machinery is constantly being designed for use in valve manufacture. 
This machine automatically cute the foot tube to size and bells out the ends. 

à 24 

Hamburg. 

Fig. 2.—Electric welding machine for fixing anodes and grids 
to their supports. 

received from the glass-blower, is to wash them in water 
to free them from accumulated dust and dirt. The next 
operation is to reduce or extend the opening into which 

the foot is inserted, till it is of the correct 
size. This could, of course, be done by 
the glass-14lower at the time of manufac-
ture, lut to ensure that every bulb shall 
be blown to just the exact size would prove 
too expensive a matter, and the process of 
correcting irregularly shaped bulbs is a 
simple one. The bulb is mounted in a 
kind of lathe, and, whilst the sifoot open-
ing is being heated in a gas flame, the bulb 
is slowly rotated and the operator either 
distends or contracts the opening by press-
ing against either the inside or outside 
with a metal rod. 

The Foot Tube. 

Meanwhile the tubing for the foot is 
heing cut up into lengths about 4,in. long. 
These lengths are then mounted in the 
machine shown in Fig. r, which slowly 
rotates the tube, whilst the end projects 
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German Valve Manufacture.— 
into the concentrated flame of the six gas jets which can 
be seen in the picture. When the correct temperature has 
been reached, the operator then' bells otit the end to the 
correct size for entering the bulb opening by holding 
against it a curved metal rod. The process is similar to 
metal turning in a lathe. only instead of the work being cul 
to size and shape, it is pressed whilst in a semi-molten state. 

Fig. 3.—Method of intro-
ducing filament. The grid 
and anode have been omitted 
for the sake of clearness. 

The next s ep is the insertion and sealing into the foot 
of the connec ing ires, anti, in the case of pitiless valves, 
the thin tube used for sealing the completed valve on to the 
pumps. 

Foot Tube Making Machinery. 

The machine used for this purpose is circular in shape, 
rotatable, and about eight feet in diameter, and is con-
trolled by three operators. 
The revolving table moves on at regular intervals for 

a short distance, and then stops for about a minute, or 
less. The movements are under the control of the 
operator in charge. Round the edge of the machine are 
regularly spaced holders, or jigs, which accommodate 
the tubes and connecting wires. As they regularly re-
volve from one series of fixed gas jets to mother, the 
tubes become shaped arid finally pinched 
into the completed foot. In the case of 
pipless valves, the attachment of the 
exhausting tube is the final process per-
formed in this machine. 
To do this, the gas jets are trained on 

a spot just beluw the pinch, whilst the 
thin tubing to be attached is introduced 
inside the foot. Within a short space of 
time, sufficient heat is brought to bear to 
cause fusion between the tube and the 
foot, and, in order to clear an air pass-
age through this point, a blast of com-
pressed air is blown up through the thin 
tubing. This air blast blows a small hole 
through the molten glass at the point of 
fusion. 
The final process in the manufacture of 

the foot is the finishing of the supporting 
wires. The operator first bends the fila-
ment, grid and plate supporting wires to 
the correct angles, and then cuts them off 
to exactly the required length by means 
of shear tools in a hand press. 
The anodes for the valves made in this 
i6 

German factory are either cylindrical or rectangular, and 
in each case they are stamped from the sheet nickel and 
rolled to shape. 
The grids also are either cylindrical or rectangular, 

but in each case the method of winding is the same. 
The requisite number of turns is wound upon a former, 
cylindrical or rectangular as the case may be, the wind-
ing machine being arranged to stop automatically when 
the iequired number of turns has been wound. The 
spacing is arranged for' by feeding the wire from the 
bobbin through a slot in a block which moves along a 
threaded rod, the threads of which are arranged to give 
the requisite spacing. 

Mounting the Electrodes. 

Before the wire is cut and the tension relieved, the 
strengthening rib or ribs are laid along the winding and 
welded to each turn separately. The former, by a 
special arrangement, is then slightly contracted in 
diameter, and the completed grid slipped off. 

At the assembly benches the filaments and completed 
grids and anodes are then welded to their supports by 
means of the electric welding machine shown in Fig. 2. 
This machine is foot operated, so that the operator may 
have both hands free to arrange the parts in their proper 
position on the lower welding electrode. On pressing the 
foot pedal, the top electr,m le comes down and the joint is 
instantly welded. 
The dull-emitters made by the Radioroehrenfabrik have 

grids and anodes of the cylindrical type, and bese two 
elements are fitted to the foot first; the introduction of 
the filament is the last operation. 
The foot is held by means of supporting blocks, C. so 

that the grid and its encircling anode lie in a horizontal 
position in the welding machine. On the right of the 
machine is a bobbin B of filament wire. For dull-
emitters this wire is of the order of o.(215 mm.' thick, so 
that its fragility, and the difficulty of handling it. may 
well le a pprecíated. 

Fig. 4.—The battery of gas jets is directed on the junction of the foot ttbe and 
bulb until fusion takes place. 
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German Valve Manufacture. 
The end of the wire is kept threaded through a thin 

steel tube T (Fig. 3), in appearance like an over-sized 
darning needle. This tube is introduced into the space 
enclosed by the grid, and, by means of it, the projecting 
end of filament wire F is held in contact with the left-
hand filament support. The operator then depresses the 
foot pedal, and that end of the filament is welded to its 
stipport. The tube is then -withdrawn through the 
channelled supporting block S until the filament wire can 
be brought in contact with the right-hand support and 
welded. The wire is theri cut off, close to the support, 
but in such a manner as to leave a short length projecting 
ready for the next operation. 

\Ve now come to the last operation in connection with 
the glass-work : that of introducing the foot, complete 
with filament, grid, and plate, into the bulb and welding 
the two together. This operation is carried out by the 
machine shown in Fig. 4. The foot is slipped over the 
central iron rod, and the bulb is placed over it and held 
there in a jig which grips the exhausting tube. In the 
pipless type of valve, the central iron rod carrying the 
foot takes the form of a tube, into which the exhausting 
tube is inserted to protect it from the heat, whilst the 
bulb is held by a different form of jig. 
When the parts are in position. the table is moved 

round so that gas jets play on the bulb at the point 
where fusion is to take place. There are eight such jigs 
on this machine, and as they are loaded up with valves. 
so the table rotates them from one set of gas jets to 
another, until, by the time they have nearly completed 
one revolution, the glass has been sufficiently heated to 
cause fusion between the belled out portion of the foot 
and the encircling lower edge of the bulb. Whilst still 
in the semi-molten state, an operator pulls away the sur-
plus glass with a thin iron rod, and thus the joint is left 
clean and free from jagged edges. 

The Pumping Process. 

The valves are now ready for exhaustion, and are 
passed on to the pumping room. Here the thin exhaust-
ing tubes are sealed on to the pump mains, and pump-
ing commenced. When the vacuum has rèached a certain 
tlegree of hardness, the filaments of the bright-emitter 
class of valve are heated to a high temperature and a 
high voltage connected to the plate and grid. By this 
means a powerful bombardment of the grid and plate is 
set up, which raises the plate to a dull red heat and drives 
off all the occluded gas in the metal. 

In the case of dull-emitters, however, such a process 
would be harmful to the fine wire filament, and the 
elements of this class of valve are heated by means of 
induction from high-frequency coils which are placed 
over them. From time to time the operator tests the 
degree of vacuum by bringing into contact with the 
feed tubes a highly charged rod. This rod has an insu-
lated handle to protect the user from shocks, and is fed 
from an induction coil. On coming into contact with the 
glass tubes leading to the valves, a glow occurs within 
them, -such as is familiar to those who have experimented 
with neon or Geissler tubes, and this glow indicates to 
the operator in a rough-and-ready fashion how much gas 
is still left in the valves. 
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Fig. 5.—Ageing racks where valves are run for some time under 
normal conditions to stabilise their characteristics. 

In the final stages, in the case of dull-emitters, a piece 
of magnesium, previously welded to the plate, is fired to 
hasten the removal of the last traces of gas. When 
finally exhausted, the thin tube connecting the valve to the 
pumps is heated near the bull) and the valve sealed off. 
This process leaves the 'ave with the well-known pip on 
the top. In the case of pipless valves, the pip is con-
cealed within the foot. 

The valve is now ready for mounting in its base. After 
the leads from the valve have been soldered to the pins, 
the base is sealed to the bulb by means of a special com-
pound which is supplied from an electrical heater. 
The next process is that of ageing the valve. This pro-

cess consists simply of running the valve under its normal 
operating conditions in order that it way attain stability. 
For this purpose the valves are put into racks, as shown 

in Fig. 5. 
The final operation in the manufacturing process is 

that of testing. ln the factory herein described, every 
valve is tested before being sent out, to ensure that each 
and every one of them shall possess the required 
standard characteristics. 

This firm has also produced a special form of low-loss 
socket, in tviich the base of the valve is made of insulat-
ing material. The leads from the interior are brought 
out to narrcw strips of metal which are bent round and 
fixed vertically on the outside of the base. The socket 
used in conjunction with this arrangement consists of a 
short cylinder of insulating material having contact strips 
running vertically down inside it, so that when the valve 
is pushed into it, the strips on the base make contact 
with those ia the socket. A reduction in self-capacity of 
25 per cent. is claimed for this device. 

It is only a few years ago that Germany was very far 
behind us in the matter of valve manufacture, but the 
writer came away from the above-described factory con-
vinced that great strides have been made since broadcast-
ing was first inaugurated in Germany. To-day, a wide 
range of valves of very good quality can be obtained with-
out difficult;. 
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A Section Devoted to the Practical Assistance of the Beginner. 
ADDING H.F. AMPLIFICATION. 
The addition of a stage of low-

frequency amplification to an existing 
receiver usually presents no difficulty, 
as the ends .of the primary winding 
of the input transformer are merely 
connected across the telephone ter-
minals of the set. If it is desired to 
add an H. F. amplifier, however, the 
solution of the problem is not so 
simple, and in many cases certain 
alterations in the wiring will be 
necessary. 

Fig. 1.—A neutralised H.F. amplifying 
unit. The variable condenser of the set 
with which it is used will shunt the out-

put terminals. 

Luckily, it is fairly easy to make 
this addition to the conventional re-
ceiver containing • a simple detector 
calve directly coupled to a plug-in 
aerial coil, and having perhaps one 
or two stages of low-frequency am-
plification. In no-e• t is shown the 
circuit diagram of a single-valve 
" neutrodyne " H.F. amplifier for 
the 25o-55o metre broadcast wave-
band, suitable for connection to a set 
of this description without undue 
complication. It will be found con-
venient to mount the unit in a case 
of similar shape to that housing the 
receiver itself. 
The aerial coil of the unit is not 

separately tuned, and is fairly tightly 
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coupled to the grid coil, which is 
shunted by a o.0005 infd. variable 
condenser, and has about 65 turns of 
No. 20 or 22 D.C.C. wire on a sin. 
former. The aerial winding consists 
of to to 15 turns of wire wound either 
over the earthed end of this coil, or 
as a continuation to it. Alternatively, 
one of the many " fixed couplers " 
on the market may be used. 

It is suggested that a small nega-
tive bias be applied to the grid as 
shown, although this is not absolutely 
necessary. Its use, however, helps 
to reduce the drain on the H.T. bat-
tery, and damping, due to the flow of 
grid currents, vill be reduced. 

Various types of neutralised H.F. 
transformers have been described in 
recent issues of The 1Vireles.s World, 
and the prospective constructor may 
make his own choice in this matter, 
always bearing in mind that a given 
design will only be suitable for the 
type of valve specified, or for one of 
another make having similar charac-
teristics. In most cases it will be 
found easy to construct the trans-
formers shown in Fig. 1, the general 
arrangement of which has already 
been described. Some further hints 
as to construction may be of value. 
The secondary winding consists of 

65 turns of No. 24 D.C.C. wire on 

A 
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RUBBER BAND ek Fi e. 2. — Const ructional 
details of a " neutro-
dyne " transformer. 
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a former 24in. in diameter and sin. 
long. Thin ebonite tube is probably 
the best material for this former, but 
cardboard tube, if carefully dried, 
treated with shellac or paraffin wax, 
and finally baked (if shellac is used) 
is an effective substitute. 
The number of turns in the primary 

winding will depend on the imped-
ance of the valve in the anode circuit 
of which it is to be connected. Low-
impedance valves are always to be 
recommended in neutrodyne circuits, 
and, acting on the assumption that 
one of these will be used, the primary 
winding may consist of 15. turns of 
No. 30 D.C.C. or D.S.C. wire, 
which will be found to be a good 
average value. This coil, together 
with the neutralising winding, is 
separated from the secondary by 15 
ebonite or wooden strips, nearly an 
inch long, and about Mn. square in 
cross section. Match sticks have been 
suggested for this purpose, and are 
quite suitable, as the wood is usually 
dry, and is often impregnated with 
paraffin wax. Some difficulty is 
generally experienced in keeping these 
spacing pieces in position while the 
winding is being commenced, but if 
a tightly fitting indiarubber band is 
used in the manner shown in Fig. 
2 the process will be found quite 

easy. The band is 
removed as soon as 
sufficient turns to 
secure the spacers 
have been put on. 
A tapping point 
is prepared at the 
fifteenth turn, by 
scraping away the 
insulation and sol-
dering on a short 
length of wire. This 
section completes 
the neutralising 
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winding, and the primary, which is 
wound continuously with it, as stated 
above, has tile same number of turns, 
the end being secured by a few turns 
of thread, or it may be held in posi-
tion with a touch of Chatterton's 
compound or similar adhesive. A 
slight spacing between the turns of 
the primary winding is recommended. 
The external connections are shown, 
in Fig. 2; P being joined to 
plate of the H. F. valve, H.T. to the 
positive terminal of the high-tension 
battery, N.C. to neutrodyne con-
denser, G to grid of the detector 
valve, and L.T. either to the negative 
or positive low-tension battery bus-
bar. 

It is intended that the batteries 
supplying the set should also feed the 
H. F. unit, and a system of plug and 
socket connections should be used, 
rather than terminals, for ease and 
quickness in changing over. Before 
connecting up, special care should be 
taken to see that the system of H.T. 
and I.. T. connections of the set 

Wit'd,@0g, 
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'(— H.T. to either — or + L.T.) 
corresponds to that adopted in the 
unit, and, if necessary, the appro-
priate change must be made, or a 
short-circuit of the L.T. battery will 
result. 
• As already stated, the transformer 
as described is suitable for a low-
impedance valve. If it is desired to 
use one of the general-purpose four-
pin type, the primary and neutralising 
windings should each have about 30 
turns of No. 36 D . S. C. wire. Such 
a transformer will give moderately 
good results in a single-stage ampli-
fier, but it is recommended that low-
impedance valves should always be 
used in a set incorporating two 
neutralised H.F. amplifiers. 

000 0 

CLEANING VARIABLE CONDENSERS. 

Particles of dust between the plates 
of variable condensers often give rise 
to peculiar " scratching " noises, 
which are sometimes wrongly attri-

DISSECTED DIAGRAMS. 
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buted to atmospherics. This dust may 
be removed with the aid of a pipe-
cleaner, but the process, particularly 
in the case of a large condenser, - is 
a rather laborious one; and, if the 
vanes are thin and easily bent, damage 
may be done by introducing a,short-
circuit. - 
A bicycle or motor pump will be 

found most useful for blowing away 
any accumulations. By its use, a 
strong blast of air may be directed 
between the vanes, without any risk 
of doing harm. It will also be founa 
useful in removing dust from any in-
accessible corners of the receiver. 
The experimenter who habitually 

uses a quantity of apparatus con-
nected up in a temporary manner, 
and unprotected from dust, will prob-
ably find it worth his while to con-
struct a special long nozzle for the 
pump, preferably made of some in-
sulating material, such as ebonite 
tube, in order that it may be used 
when the batteries are connected with-
out risk of short-circuiting. 

No. 16.—A " Tropadyne " Superheterodyne. 

For the benefit of readers who find difficulty in reading circuit diagrams, we are giving weekly a 
series of sketches showing how the complete circuits of typical wireless receivers are buiU up step by 
step. Below are shown the connections of the combined detector-oscillator valve of a "Tropadyne" 
superheterodyne. A suitable intermediate-frequency amplifier-detector was shown in "Dissected 

Diagrams," No. 146. 

A grid condenser. leak, and a circuit 
tuned to a frequency differing from that 
of the incoming signal by a value suffi-
cient to set up a beat frequency equal to 
that of the intermediate frequency ampli-

fier are inserted. 

H.T+ 

TO 1..F. 
AMPLIFIER 

A frame aerial, tuned by a variable con-
denser, is connected between grid and 
filament of a valve, the filament of which 
is heated by an L.T. battery through a 
ariable resistance. The frame is some-
times replaced by an aerial-grid coil. 
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tonnection is made to the centre point 
of this inductance. To it is coupled the 
reaction coil, the plate circuit being com-
pleted through the primary of a trans-
former•with its secondary connected to 
grid and filament of the first I.F. valve. 
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GERMANY'S FIRST MILLION. 

A Berlin correspondent informs us that 
at the end of 1925 the number of broad-
cast listeners passed the one million 
mark. 

0000 

WIRELESS THE INDISPENSABLE. 

Ships in the Atlantic, particularly on 
the lines to the West Indies, are benefiting 
by the re-opening of the Terceira station, 
Azores, the recent closing of which caused 
great inconvenience to many vessels. 

0000 

CRAOIBHSCAOILEACHAIN I 

A Wigan listener is understood to have 
thought he had picked up a Fiji Island 
broadcasting station the other evening 
when he heard this announcement : 
" Stasiun Craoibliscaoileachain Ath Cliath 
calling 
He should have known, of course, that 

this is one way of proclaiming the identity 
of 2RN, the Free State broadcasting 
rtation in Dublin. 

0000 

TALK ON ELECTRICAL CONDUCTORS. 

At. an informal meeting of the Radio 
Society of Great Britain, to be held at 
6 p.m. at the Institution of Electrical 
Engileers on Wednesday next (February 
10th), Mr. E. L. Wildy will give a talk 
entitled, " The Manufacture and Pro-
perties of Electrical Conductors." 

O000 

WIRELESS FOR WORLD PEACE. 

Mr. Eric II. Palmer, an official of the 
Freed-Eisemann Radio Corporation in the 
United States, has arrived at Geneva for 
the purpose of submitting his plans to 
the League of Nations for the establish-
ment of an International Radio Tribunal. 
For some time past Sir Eric Drummond 

and other League officers have been 
interested in an International Educational 
programme suitable for broadcasting. 

0000 

HIGH VOLTAGE TRAGEDY. 

By touching a cable carrying a voltage 
of 20,000 at the Horsea naval wireless 
station last week, Herbert Charles 
Taylor (20), a telegraphist, was instantly 
killed. It is thought that the deceased 
had been attempting to make adjust-
ments behind the transmitting panel. 
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RADARIO. 

" I guess last night's radario was the 
goods," is what they now say in New 
York. 
"Radario" is the latest addition to 

the American language. It signifies 
" broadcast programme." 

0000 

CUTTING OUT THE CACKLE. 

The Radio Vigilance. scheme, fostered 
by the American Radio Relay League, 
is having fruitful results in locating and 
suppressing sources of interference to 
radio reception. 
In Vancouver radio interference has 

been practically eliminated by the efforts 
of the Committee in that district, and 
similar reports have come from many 
other busy centres in the United States 
and Canada. 
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WIRELESS TORPEDO WONDERS. 

New rumours are afloat in the daily 
Press concerning " hush hush" work 
which is being conducted in Britain, 
France and America in the development 
of the wireless-controlled instruments of 
war. 
One report, by far the most perturb-

ing, comes from the United States and 
concerns a " flying bomb" which is said 
to have been successfully directed by 
wireless to previously-indicated spots 30, 
60 and 90 miles away from the point of 
launching. France, apparently, is con-
centrating on the pilotless bombing aero-
plane, while British researches also tend 
in this direction. 
The secret nature of all these experi-

ments should be remembered, however. 
and new rumours should be accepted 
with a degree of caution. 

HIGH POWER BROADCASTING. A new photograph of one of the transmitters at 
WJZ, the 50—kilowatt broadcasting station recently opened at Bound Brook, N.J. The 
new station, which participated in last week's experimental transmissions to Europe, 
has been designed to overcome the atmospherics and interference prevalent in North 

America. 
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THE GREATER TgMPTATION. 

A burglary in which the sole object of 
the intruders was the theft of a wireless 
set took. place last week at the Regent's 
Park Club, Hanover Gate. 
The instrument, containing, five valves 

and valued at £50, was taken from a con-
servatory adjoining the ball-room. The 
burglars had passed through the ball-
room, where tables were laid for meals, 
without touching the silver or plate. 

0000 
EXPERIMENTAL BROADCAST 

TRANSMISSIONS. 

From reports gathered at the time of 
writing, the experimental transmissions 
between European and American broad-
casting stations have been 
crowned with only moderate 
SUCCESS. 

Early in the week the Ameri-
can transmissions suffered a 
check through the sending of an 
SOS call front a ship in distress, 
'involving an enfinced silence 
for a considerable period. 
Several British and Continental 
stations were heard in the 
U.S.A.. including London, 
Bournemouth, Daventry, Car-
diff and Barcelona. Reception 
of the South American stations 
appears to have been unexpect-
edly good in New York, listeners 
reporting clear signals front 
Buenos Aires, Lima, and Mexico 

Reports of the -reception of 
American stations in this coun-
try were generally disappoint-
ing, though towards the end of 
the Week American listeners had 
greater success in picking up 
Europe. Among the stations 
successfully heard in New York 
were Hamburg, Madrid, Brus-
sels, Prague, Breslau, Birming-
ham, Vienna, and even Moscow. 

0000 

NEW RUSSIAN BROADCASTING 
STATION. 

Using the call sign RAW, a 
'flew broadcasting station is 
carrying out test transmissions 
at Tnapse, in Russia. The 
power is 4 kilowatts, and we understand 
that the experimental wavelengths vary 
between 1,200 ail(' 1,800 metres. 

0000 
WIRELESS AT BRITISH INDUSTRIES 

FAIR. 

Wireless enthusiasts will find much to 
interest them at the White City from 
February 15th to 26th. when the nritish 
industries Fair will he open to the public 
daily from 5 to 8 p.m. The wireless 
section, which constitutes an exhibition. 
in it will contain representative ex-
hibits of the leading manufacturers. 

0000 
WIRELESS AND WEATHER FORECASTS 

A highly efficient wireless installation 
has been erected at the Kovno meteoro-
logical station in Lithuania for the pur-
pose of preparing weather bulletins. The 
aim of the officials is to prepare weather 
forecasts for several days ahead. and it 
is believed that this undertaking will be 
materially assisted by the use of wireless. 
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OSCILLATOR HUNT IN LEEDS. 

A short but thrilling hunt for the owner 
of an oscillating receiver luis been carried 
out by members of the Leeds Radio 
Society, according to the &ed..: Mercury. 
Complaints were received of incessant 

interference to broadcast reception in one 
of the suburbs. The Society was 
informed, and a number of " detectives.'' 
formed into three parties, set out in anent 
cars provided with frame aerials. Bear-
ings were taken and, by a stroke of luck, 
the offender was fonnd to be within the 
triangle formed by the three parties. 
Further bearings were taken, until the 
culprit was traced to a certain street 
containing several aerials. At length, 

PUTTING IT ACROSS. A power line insulator undergoing a 
breakdown test in a German research laboratory. The volt-

age used averages between 80,000 and 120,000 t 

after another observation, the oscillator 
was definitely located. 
The owner of the offending set—a badly 

adjusted neutrodyne—had been in bl.ssful 
ignorance of the trouble created, and to 
show his appreciation of the Society's 
efforts, appliel for membership or: the 
spot ! 

0000 

MORE LICENCES IN BELGIUM. 

The announcement of the lierding 
erection of a new broadcasting strtion 
in the Antwerp Zoological Gardens is 
said to have resulted in an increased 
demand for receiving licences. 

o o.o o 
NEW RUGBY SHIP SERVICE. 

A high power wireless service from 
the Rugby station te ships at sea opened 
on Saturday last. 
The sert..ice of long-distance radio-

telegrams to ships too far away to reply 
has hitherto been conducted front the 
Oxford wireless station, and has been 
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limited to a range of 3,000 miles. The 
transfer of the service to the Rugby sta-
tion, the range of which is world-wide, 
will permit of communication to any 
point on the high seas, however remote. 

Ships listen for Rugby daily at 12.55 
a.m. and (except on Sundays) at 12.55 
p.m. They cannot, of course, reply; but 
in view of the possibility that atmo-
spherics may sometimes hinder reception, 
the Rugby station repeats each message 
during the next period of transmission, 
i.e., messages first sent at 12.55 a.m, are 
repeated at 12.55 p.m. 

new service, which is intended for 
communication with ships more than 
1.500 miles distant, is available to the 

public at is. 6d. a word. 
0000 

MOVE TO END WIRELESS 

STRIKE. 

Negotiations are on foot, 
through the instrumentality of 
the Ministry of Labour, for the 
settlement of the strike of 
marine wireless operators (says 
The Times Labour correspon-
dent). The Ministry has ob-
tained proposed terms of 
settlement from the employers 
and has submitted them to the 
Association of Wireless and 
Cable Telegraphists. 

0000 
TALKING FILMS 
DEMONSTRATED. 

A private demonstration of 
De Forest Phonofilms, in which 
a photo-electric cell is used tó 
synchronise sound and pictures, 
was given at the Holborn 
Empire on Thursday last. 
Among the subjects seen and 
heard with success were alt epi-
sode front ".Rigoletto" and life 
in a farmyard. The sounds 
were projected from loud-
speakers near the screen. 

0000 

CANADIAN POLICE AND 
WIRELESS. 

A wireless patrol service is 
the new project of the police 
at Victoria, B.C. A trans-

mitter and receiver would be installed 
at headquarters for communication with 
two wireless cars, which would be kept 
in direct touch with the police station. 

0000 
BAD OUTLOOK FOR GERMAN 

EXPERIMENTERS. 

An announcement that wireless experi-
menters are causing much annoyance to 
private individuals has been made by the 
German Post Office, which has ordered 
that experiments must cease for the tinte 
being. In the meantime experimental 
transmitters are limited to telegraphic 
work on 100 metres only. An enquiry is 
being held with regard to future regula-
tions for private experiments. 

00 00 

LICENCES IN AUSTRALIA. 

Although there was a considerable in-
crease in the number of receiving licences 
taken out in Australia during 1925 as 
compared w: Ut 1924, no fewer than 3,513 
iicences were cancelled. 
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-a carefully cultivated acquaintance 

THE TABLE-TALKER 
The new goose-neck design is 
the result of research in radio 
acoustics, which definitely es-
tablishes its value in relation to 
the diaphragm fitted. !latent 
material used in the constriction 
of the born eliminates metallic 
harshness. Volume and sensitivity 
controlled with small lever located 
at the rear of the base. Elegantly 
shaped, tasteful neutral brown 
finish, felt-padded base. Height 

ins., bell to ins. 

30/-

OURSELVES AND THE 
,,,,,eieee"`Aer 

„44.4 ELEC1RICAL IMPULSE 

Certain of our technical experts, having foregathered in the sanctum of our 
chief-of-staff, did ponder with deliberation on the wisdom of his discourse. 
" Now gentlemen," he said, " you will have to exercise considerable mental 
brilliance and thoughtful friendliness in pursuit of the electrical impulse. We 
know that he is the electrical energy which quickens the radio receiver into 
pulsating life; our job is to tempt him just a little further without fraying 
his temper. That is, to transform him into voice and music with radio in-
struments having the correct scientific elements for a really natural trans-
formation. Build, gentlemen," he added, " and remember, he is to be 
carefully cultivated." But that was long ago. After seventeen years' peaceful 
penetration in the Brandes laboratories, we are perfectly acquainted with the 
best methods of effectually harnessing the properties of this elusive spirit of 
radio sound. Get Brandes radio instruments, built by master craftsmen and 
scientists in the reproduction of radio sound. 

Any good dealer stocks Brandes. 
MATCHED TONE HEADPHONES THE AUDIO TRANSFORMER 
The whole secret of Matched Ratio y to 5. The main objects 
Tone is that one receiver refuses in view are high amplification of 
to have any quarrel with its applied voltage, together with 
twin. Ably schooled in these a straight line amplification-

requency curve. That ts to 
say, for a given input voltage, the 
amplification it constant over a 
wide band of frequencies, thus 
eliminating resonance. Mechanic-
ally protected and shielded so 
that the transformers may be 
placed. close together without 
interaction. • 

generous sentiments by our 
specially erected Matched Tone 
apparatus, their synchronised 
effort discovers greater sensi-
tivity and volume and truer tone. 
There is no possibility of the 
sound from one earpiece being 
half a tone lower than its mate. 

20/- 17/6 
Brand's Limited, aye> Rogan S rrrrr W A. If Burài. 

eep 

«ember--

# 

THE BRANDOLA 
Specially built to bring greater 
volume with minimuni current 
input and exceptional clarity 
over the full frequency range. A 
large diaphragm gives new 
rounded fulness to the low 
registers and new clarified light-
ness to the high. Reproduction 
controlled by a thumb screw on 
the base. Polished walnut plinth 
with electro-plated fittings. 
Height 26 ins., bell ¡a Lus, 

90/-

EXPERTS IN RADIO ACOUSTICS SINCE 1908 
08-1t3i Service Advertising 
ii Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we b!bere to be thoroughly reliable. A3 I 
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DORTM UN D (Cerez2n.0 
288 METRES 

ai 

You CAN get those 
Elusive Stations! 

mfd. 
O002 
O0025 
0003 
'0003 
'001 

221. 
23/. 

27/6 
32/6 

Dial readings can be adjusted by the hundredth of an 
inch with the GECOPHONE Condenser! Stations of 
close wave-length are separated easily with knife-edge 
tuning. The exclusive friction-drive micrometer 
adjustment mechanism gives this marvellous selectivity, 
and dead silent velvety operation, free from the slightest 
backlash. Prove for yourself that the GECOPHONE 
Condenser will tune-in more elusive stations—and get 
easy stations more easily — than any condenser 
on the market. 

\\GEC0PFJONE 
LOW LOSS SLOW 
VARIABLE CONDENSER 

Your wireless dealer sells it! 

II 

ece eac 

warluardeadee 

Adot. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London. W.C.2.. 

A32 Mention of " The Wireless World,.! when writing to advertisers, ensure prompt attention. 28 
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ti 

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms 'Zoe believe to be thoroughly reliable. 
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PRICES 
POLAR Cam-
Vernier -N" 
Type, 2-way Coil-
Holder .. 11/-

POLAR Cam-
Vernier "N" 
Type, 3-way Coil-
Holder .. 17/-

POLAR Cam-
Vernier " J" 
Type, 2-way Coil-
Holder .. 
With long handle 6/9 

POLAR Cam-
Vernier "J" 
Type, 3-way Coil-
Holder .. 9/6 

EWB 

Cam Vernier 
provides the 
first step to 
efficiency 

Fine Reaction Control 
C INCE some 50% of results on long-

distance work are due to the use of 
reaction, use the only Coil-Holder that 
you know will give you efficient control. 
The " Polar " Cam-Vernier Coil-Holder 
means fine adjustment--smooth, precise 
and delicate. 

Vernier movement of io degrees> over 
any portion of the "sweep," by 
means of the patent " Polar" Cam-
Vernier' device; absence of gearing 
and NO BACKLASH; próvision made 

'Po 
Cam 

Wireless There are now vacancies on 
Operators our Sea-going Staff for Junior 
still Wireless Operators, trained on 
wanted, our apparatus. Youths of good 

education, preferably between 17 and 
25 years of age, wishing to enter the Wireless 
Profession, should communicate with the Managing 
Director, London Radio College, 82-83, High Street, 
Brentforcl, Middlesex, who will be pleased to 
furnish particulars of the training course necessary 
to qualify for our Service. 

for accommodating the heaviest Coil 
without danger of dropping; the 
high finish and sound mechanical 
design common to all " Polar" Com-
ponents; and a firm guarantee—these 
very real advantages are to be found 
only in " Polar" coil-holders. 

The " Polar " J' Type Coil-Holder is 
now available with long extension 
handle for back-of-panel mounting—a 
further advantage in avoiding hand-
capacity effects in ' lively ' circuits. 

Has no 
Gears --

9 thus ob-
Via tin g 
Backlash. 

Moving Coil 
cannot fall. 

_ 
Illustration 
f actual size. 

Polar Components are available 

from all Reputable Radio Dealers. 

In case of difficulty write direct to: 

Radio Communication Co., Ltd., 
34-35, Norfolk St., Strand, London, W.C.2. 

A 1; ifention of " The Wireless World," when writing to adv,rtisr,rs, w ill ensure brotnht attention. 
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Radical P)ramld Power Valve. 

FFURUARY 3rd, 1926. WiTell@Og 
Wet 

W E have recently had the opportunity of testing 
samples of the Radion series of valves. Three 
types were tested, the DE.o6, the DE.34, and 

the Pyramid (t). The DE .o6 and the DE.34 are 
similar in appearance and of about the same size as valves 
of the .o6 class of other makes, while the Pyramid (i) 
has a much larger bull) and actually is a little larger than 
the usual 1 ampere power valve The bulbs of all the 
samples tested have a silvery coating which effectually 
prevents an examination of the interior, and each of the 

bulbs has a brown and 
blue patch which is a 
characteristic of Radion 
valves. All samples had 

Ruction DE. Type. 

a base of moulded insulating materials with a metal shell 
with contacts of the split pin type. 

Type DE.06. 

The filament of this valve is rated at 3 volts (maxi-
mum), 0.06 ampere, as would be expected from its name, 
and the range of anode volts is from 30 to sio. Printed 
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Radion Types. 

on the box in which the valve is packed i$ a statement 
to the effect that the valve is suitable for either H.F., 
detector, or I.. F. positions. We would, therefore, expect 
the valve to have a medium amplification factor, and on 
test the average value under operating conditions was 
found to be about 6.5. The amplification factor Allowed 
a remarkably small change for different combinations of 
grid and anode voltages, while the anode impedance aver-
ages 30,000 ohms. The actual figures obtained are given 
in the accompanying table, and show the valve to be 
rather better than many similar valves of other makes. 

Filament characteristics : 

RADION VALVE. 

TYPE DE.34 

1.6 volts. 0.29 ampere. 
1.8 volts. 0.31 ampere. 
2.0 volts. 0.33 ampere. 

Total emission, 10.5 milliamperes. 

Anode 
Anode 
Volts, 

Current 
at zero 

Actual 
Anode 

Grid 
Bias. 

Ampli. 
&alum IniApenVane;.e. 

Grid Volts. Current. Factor. 
Milliamperes Milliamperes Volts. Ohms. 

30 0.6 0.6 0 8.2 39,0011 
45 1.02 0.76 -1 7.3 32,400 
60 1.5 0.96 7.3 30,400 
75 2.04 1.20 -3 7.4 30,400 
110 2.6 1.34 -4.5 7.7 27,81/0 

Used with an anode voltage of 75 and a grid bias of 
- 3, the valve will work well in a high-frequency ampli-
fier having tuned transformer couplings, and will be very 
suitable for the first stage of amplification for loud 
telephone signals. A small loud-speaker could be oper-
ated quite comfortably from two of the valves connected 
in parallel in the last stage of the amplifier. 

Filament characteristics : 

RADION VALVE. 

TYPE DE.06. 

2.6 volts. 
2.8 volts. 
3.0 volts. 

Total emission, 7.5 milliamperes. 

0.07 ampere. 
0.073 am pere. 
0.076 ampere. 

Anode 
Volts. 

ao 
45 
60 

Anode 
Current 
at zero 

Grid Volts. 
Milliamperes. 

Actual 
Anode 
Current. 

Milliamperes. 

ots 
1.0 
1.54 
2.1 
2.78 

0.55 
0.78 
1.05 
1.34 
1.56 

Grid 
Bias. ls'ation 

Factor. 

Anod, 
Impedance. 

o 

-3 

6.6 
6.4 
6.4 
6.5 
6.5 

Ohms. 

36,600 
30,600 
29,200 
26,200 
26,000 

A 35 
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Type DE.34. 

This valve is designed to work from a 2-volt accumu-
lator, and is rated at 1.6 to 2 volts, 0.34 ampere, with an 
anode voltage of from 20 to 80. Details of the results 
obtained are given in the table, which shows the ampli-
fication factor to average 7.5 and the impedance 30,000 
ohms-satisfactory values for a valve of this type. 

Type Pyramid (I). 

This is a power valve taking a filament heating current 
of 5.5 volts at 0.26 ampere, and is capable of dealing 
with sufficient power for satisfactory loud-speaker opera-
tion. The total emission obtained was 27 milliamperes. 
A stamped and addressed postcard is included in each 

box with the valve, which the purchaser is asked to fill 
in and post. Results of our tests are given in the table. 
The amplification factor averages 7.35 with an anode 
impedance of about 8,500 ohms. These values remain 

y 
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practically constant over the working range of the valve, 
and we have no hesitation in recommending this valve to 
our readers. 

Filament characteristics 

RADION VALVE. 

TYPE PYRAMID (1). 

5.0 volts. 
5.5 volts. 

Total emission, 27 milliamperes. 

0.24 ampere. 
0.26 ampere. 

, 
Anode Anode 

Anode 
Volts, 

Current 
at zero 

Actual' 
Anode Grid Bias. AmPli. fication Impedance. 

Grid Volts. Current. Factor. 
Milliamperes. Milliamperes Volts. Ohms. 

48 2.39 2.39 0 7.85 0,900 
60 3.7 2.85 -1 8.1 9,800 
72 5.4 3.34 - 2 7.25 8,000 
84 7.1 3.9 - 3 -7.35 8,800 
96 9.0 4.5 - 4 7.35 7,300 
108 11.2 5.2 -5 7.35 7,100 

NEW MARCONI STATEMENT ON ROYALTIES. 

SOME little while ago a Warning Notice was inserted 
in the Press generally by the Marconi Co. regarding 
the use of Marconi patents, and, as a result, a good 

deal of correspondence was received from readers on the 
matter. 
The following is the text of a letter we received, dated 

January r 1 th, 1926, which is typical of many others:-
With reference to the recent advertisement of the 

Marconi Co. regarding infringement of their patents by 
amateur constructors, 1 should like to ask, in the interests 
of constructors generally :-

(r) What constitutes a Marconi patent? 
(2) If I purchase, say, a couple of Mullard valves, 

an R.I. transformer, Dubilier grid leak and con-
denser, Igranic coils, etc., etc., and wire up a 
straight circuit, two-valve set, am 1 infringing any 
Marconi patent ? 

(3) What constitutes a sale of apparatus by an amateur ? 
If I make up a set for a friend and charge him 
the bare cost of material and parts as far as can 
be calculated, that is, he buys the parts and I do 
the work, am I selling a set? The actual money 
received by me may be half a crown more or half 
a crown less than the actual cost. 

We forwarded a copy of this letter to the Marconi 
Co. with a suggestion that they might like to answer thé 
points raised, and below we reproduce their reply :-
DEAR SIR,-We acknowledge receipt of your letter, 

Ref. HSP/ES, of the 13th inst., enclosing copy of a 
letter which you have received from a correspondent. We 
appreciate the point which you raise, and have pleasure, in 
replying to the various questions in the order in which 
they occur. 

(r) The meaning of this question is not clear to us. A 
Marconi patent is, of course, any patent owned or 
controlled by Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Com-
pany, Ltd. 

(2) Yes. 
(3) We have no means of knowing whether or not profit 

is made upon such a transaction, and if the use 
of our patents is involved, royalty is payable. 
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As there seems to exist considerable misunderstanding 
regarding the position of private persons who make up 
their own receivers, the circuits of which involve the use 
of Marconi patents, we should like to take this oppor-
tunity of clearing up the matter. As far back as 1922 
the Marconi Company placed at the disposal of the bona 
fide experimenter (or wireless amateur, as he is often 
styled) the use of their patents. Whilst we have no inten-
tion of withdrawing this, we are afraid, however, that a 
large number of people who do not come within the desig-
nation of " wireless amateur," even upon the widest 
interpretation of that term, have assumed that the Com-
pany's concession is applicable to them. Upon that 
assumption they consider themselves exempt from the pay-
ment of royalty upon receivers constructed by them at 
home, exclusively for the purpose of obtaining amusement 
from the broadcast programmes. Such construction, as 
everyone knows, does not now require any knowledge of 
wireless, and consists merely in the wiring up of compo-
nents by closely following the instructions which can he 
obtained from various sources. 

It is obvious, of course, that this could never have been 
the intention, as in that case the royalty would reduce 
itself to an unfair penalty imposed upon the manufac-
turer, who has to bear besides heavy overhead charges. 
The class of home constructor referred to has multi-

plied very much, and the Company, not only to safeguard 
their own interests, but also for the protection of the legiti-
mate trader, wish to make it known that, while they have 
no wish to influence the public as to whether a set shall 
he bought complete or constructed, royalties must be paid 
in either ras-e. 
Many firms are licensed for the sale of complete sets 

of parts for the home construction of various receivers 
and will supply the necessary licence plate upon payment 
of royalties. 

Yours faithfully, 
MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH COMPANY, LTD. 

(Signed) I. SIIOENBERG, 

Joint General Manager. 
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PIONEERS OF WI RELESS. 
By ELLISON HAWKS, F.R.A.S. 

5.—Arago. 

:N. the previous article in this series we learned how /  
Ampère, the distinguished French mathematician and 
physicist, discovered that a conductor when carrying 

an electric current is surrounded by an electric field. We 
saw, to,), that Ampère showed that parallel conductors 
of electricity will repel or attract each other, according to 
whether the currents they carry are flowing in similar or 
opposite directions. Because of his work in this con-
nection, Ampère's name is perpetuated for all time in the 
" ampere," the electrical unit of current. . 

Whilst Ampère was working out more fully the rela-
tionship between electricity and magnetism, and pursuing 
his investigations into the behaviour of the magnetic 
needle, his illustrious countryman Arago was at work 
studying the state of a wire through lv 11 i ul i an electric 
current was transmitted. 

Early Life of Arago. 
Dominique François Arago was born on February 26th, 

1786, at Estagel, a little town at the eastern end of the 
Pyrenees. He died on October end, 1853, in Paris, 
after a remarkable life, and one that wa‘ more in keep-
ing with that of a merchant-adventurer or explorer than 
that usually associated with a famous savant and 
scientist. 

In his autobiography (which 
unfortunately extends only to 
the year iSso) Arago tells us 
how, in the first place, he con-
tended successfully against all 
the ialluences of home, reject-
ing the course of life for which 
his fi.ther—a prominent lawyer 
and landowner--intended him, 
and adhered unwaveringly to 
his own inclination to become a 
soldier. At that time officers 
were not commissioned in the 
French army unless the in-
dividuals hai-I passed with credit 
the scientific and military 
courses of the Polytechnic. 
Admission to this famous school 
was not open. however, and 
candidates were required to 
undergo a severe and searching 
entrance examination. This 
did not deter young Araa'-'o, 
who threw himself into the 
study of mathematics with 
characteristic impetuosity. At 
the age of 17 he was com-
mended by his examiner, the Dominique François Arago 

illustrious Monge, and schm after entered the school. 
Later he was examined by Legendre, one of the foremost 
geometricians of the century, in which test he acquitted 
himself with honour. He passed through the Poly-
technic with the greatest distinction, having gained in the 
meantime the friendship of the most eminent men in 
Paris. 
When to years of age he was appointed secretary of the 

Paris Observatory. He assisted Biot in attempts to 
determine the refracting properties of different gases, and 
out of this association there sprang another of greater 
scientific importance—that of meridional measurements. 
Arago was selected, with Biot and two Spanish commis-
sioners, to carry out a geodetic survey in the Balearic 
Islands. This work resulted in considerable hardship 
and danger, for Arago had to make his observations from 
the summit of one of the loftiest of the Catalonian 
Pyrenees and suffered considerably from exposure. 

Adventures in the Mediterranean. 
While Arago was in Majorca the French armies 

entered Spain. The inhabitants imagined that the 
geodetic signals were those of a spy, and he was com-
pelled to take refuge from their fury in the castle of 

Belver. From here, after a 
narrow escape from death by 
poisoning at the hands of a 
furious and rascally priest, he 
escaped to Algiers, disguised as 
a peasant. Embarking for 
Marseilles in an Algerine vessel 
he was captured in the Gulf of 
Lyons by a Spanish corsair, car-
ried to Rosas, and brought back 
to Spain. Here he was con-
fined first in a• windmill, but 
later transferred to the hulks of 
Palamos, where he was merci-
lessly ill-treated and suffered 
very considerably. 
At last he was ransomed by a 

friendly chieftain and ligain set 
sail, but as the ship drew near 
the French coast it was-driven 
southward on to the African 
shore, where once again Arago 
was forced to land, this time 
three days' journey f r o ni 
Algiers. In the meantime his 
benefactor had been beheaded 
and his cruel successor was 
on the point of throwing Aragó 
into a slave prison when he 
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vas, 'very opportunely, himself hanged at the hands 
of some of his mutinous followers ! 

After an interval of six months Arago again embarked, 
this time safely reaching Marseilles (on July 2nd, 1809) 
with his instruments and charts complete and uninjured. 
He returned to Paris, where he was received with 
acclamation. He was elected a member of the Academy 
of Sciences at the early age of 23, a thing previously 
unheard of, and appointed a professor at the Polytechnic. 
In 1830 he became the Academy's secretary, and subse-
quently contributed a multitude of treatises on almost 

every aspect of physical science. It was Arago's work at the Observatory that led him 

to investigate magnetic phenomena. He was the first 
to show a connection between the aurora and magnetic 
storms, and later a connection between electricity and 
terrestrial magnetism. 

Working on Oersted's original discovery, Arago 
directed his own enquiries to endeavouring to determine 
the state of a wire through which a current was being 
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transmitted, so as to discover whither every part of its 
surface was endowed with similar magnetic properties. 
He placed iron filings al-C*1nd the wire, and found that 
it attracted them so long as the current flowed, and that 
they fell away instantly when the current was broken. 
He also found that if an electric current is passed 
through a coil. of wire in which is placed a steel needle, 
the needle is not only attracted but is permanently 
magnetised. These discoveries were also made inde-
pendently by Davy in England at about the same time. 
Arago was the first to perform an experiment with an 

induced current. At the time this experiment could not 
be explained, but it subsequently afforded a starting point 
for Faraday's epoch-making researches in this field. 
Altogether, Arago's studies in electro-magnetism were of 
great value to those who immediately followed him. 

In addition to his electrical and magnetic researches he 
investigated the nature of light, and determined that it 
consists of vibrations or undulations in the ether. He 
also invented the polariscope, which was the starting point 
of a great advance in the science of optics. 

REUSS COMPONENTS. 
Legal Position of the Purchaser in Cases of Misrepresentation. 

m OST of us will have to admit that at some time 
or other we have been " had " over the pur-
chase of a wonderful patent which was going 

to make our two-valve set much superior to our neigh-
bour's four-valve, but which, unfortunately, didn't quite 
work as we expected it to. Perhaps we were too proud 
of our technical knowledge to take the marvel back to 
the shopkeeper and tell him we couldn't make it work, 
or if it was taken back the shopman would probably put 
off his disappointed customer by such a statement as: 
" It was in perfect order when it left the shop, sir, other-
wise . . ." (we are left to guess the rest). Now if we 
knew what view the law took of such a case we should 
probably refuse to be put off by such a statement, and 
perhaps forget our technical knowledge for a while if 
it was for our -financial benefit 

Implied Conditions of Sale. 

The general rule in connection with the buying and 
selling of goods is expressed in that well-known legal 
maxim, caveat emptor—let the buyer look after himself 
—brit' to such a sweeping general rule as this there must 
necessarily be some important exceptions. The first ex-
ception is where the buyer makes known to the shopman 
the use to which he proposes to put the article, in such a 
way as to show that he relies on the shopman'i skill and 
judgment, and the article is one of a kind which it 
is "in the course of the shopman's business to 
supply; then it is an implied condition to the sale that 
the article is fit for the purpose stated. So if a man 
walks into a wireless supply shop and asks for a valve 
suitable for a set of well-known make and he is supplied 
with one which is no more use than a cake of soft soap, 
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he has a legal right to be supplied with one which will 
operate in the set he names. 

How to Give an Order. 

But to this exception there is, unfortunately, another 
exception, and this is where an article is sold under its 
patent or other trade name, and here there is no implied 
condition as to its fitness for any particular purpose. 
The exact meaning of the sale of an article under a 
patent or trade name is a field of much controversy among 
legalists, but from the latest reports it appears clear that 
if a man goes into a shop and says that he hears that 
the two-valve " Wonder " set is capable of getting 2L0 
from that place, and if this is so he will buy one, and 
the shopman sells him one without disputing the state-
ment, then, if when he gets home it turns out that 2L0 
is much beyond the limits of the " Wonder," although 
the set was brought under its trade name, the buyer 
should still have a legal right against the shopkeeper. 

If, however, the buyer goes into a shop and says, " I 
hear that the ' Wonder' set will reach 2LO: please 
sell -me a two-valve Wonder ' set," he would have a 
very poor chance of getting his money back if it turned 
out he had been misinformed. 

Although we have quoted the legal maxim caveat 
emptor, we would remind our readers of another: pos-
session is nine-tenths of the law; so, where possible, 
deal with a firm with whom you have an account, and 
then, if your purchase turns out a failure, a seller who 
has not actually got your money is much more likely to 
take back a useless article, than one with whom you have 
made a " cash deal." 

H. A. S. 
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Savoy Hill Topicali .t.es : By Our Special Correspondent. 

Higher-power Stations. 
Reports such a, that circulated in the 

North of England last week that the 
Sheffidd station is to be closed down 
and a higher-power station erected about 
twenty-five miles away should not be re-
garded to seriously at the moment, as 
no scheme has yet been put forward by 
the B.B.C. for the transformation of the 
present system. Rumours that the 
closing of any station is contemplated 
may therefore be d,smissed as absolutely 
without foundation. 

0000 

Regional Stations. 
The rapid changes in the broadcasting 

situation make it impossible to predict 
exactly what scheme the Post Office will 
be asked to sanction : but it may be said 
definitely that, in the development of 
the btoadeasting service, the plan is to 
provide listeners with improved alterna-
tive facilities. ;mil to that end a number 
of new high-p,twer regional transmitters 
will be netessio y. The industrial areas 
of the North \yin benefit considerably: 
but if the changes invehre the removal 
of transmit•.ers to other sites, away from 
centres of population and industry, so 
as to secure improvernunt in quality and 
range, the studios will not, be closed but 
will remain where they are at present. 

0000 

Great Changes Coming. 
That, broadly, is a forecast of a scheme 

which may come into operation in a year 
or so. It may prove, to be only a very 
small part of the revolution in wireless 
which .s going to take place; and when 
it comes we may even find another 
station within a short distance of London 
operating on a power at least three times 
as gren as the present 2LO, while 
Daventry may be devoted entirely to 
short-wave transmissions. 

0050 

"Hullo ! " 
Listeners to Daventry, especially in 

the Midlands, have noticed what appears 
to be telephone conversation on the lines. 
The call " Hullo!" has been reported 
occasionally, and the engineers at Savoy 
Hill are conducting an investigation. It 
is presumed to be another case of tele-
phone induction on aerials. 

Telephonic Interference. 
Apropos the question of telephonic 

interference, a listener in a provincial 
town installed a crystal set some time 
ago and shortly afterwards his neighbour 
in the flat underneath had a telephone 
installed. Tho telephone wires pass 
within ten feet of the aerial, with the 
result that reception on the crystal set 
has been entirely eliminated and a one-
valve set is cut down to crystal strength. 

0000 • 
Dance Music. 

If the purpose of broadcasting dance 
music were simply to appeal to the ear 
of the listener, one could believe that 
disappointment will be caused to a great 
number of people by the cessation of the 
Savoy bands on February 27th; but if 
dance music is broadcast solely for the 
convenience of dancers, it would seem 
that there is really no widespread de-
mand for broadcasting into the small 
hours of the morning. 

000 0 

Late Broadcasts. 
This has been put to the test during 

one of the late transmissions from 
Daventry. A request was broadcast at 

about 1 a.nt, that listeners who were 
(lancing at that hour should communicate 
with the B.B.C. Some forty persons 
responded, a number of the replies coming 
from the Continent. One may assume 
that the response represented only a 
percentage of the dancers, some of whom 
would not trouble to write; but even so 
the need for transmissions later than 
midnight does not seem to be conclusive. 

o 000 

Special Dance Nights. 
The matter is receiving consideration 

at Savoy Hill; but I ant told that 
meanwhile a new arrangement will be in-
troduced into the Daventry programme 
as from February 27th, when 5XN will 
begin a monthly series of dance nights. 
The times are 8 to 10 p.m. and 10.10 to 
midnight, the interval of ten minutes 
being occupied with the time signal, 
weather and news bulletin. 

0000 

A New Radio Revue. 
The first val at ion of the improved 

Radio Revue, entitled "Listening Time." 
will be broadcast on February 13th. 
This revue will take the place of "Radio 
Radiance," which had its final per-
hamance last month. 

A BROADCAST LESSON. A typical scene in a Wolverhampton school, where the pupils 
listen regularly to the educational talks from the Birmingham station. At the con— 

clusion of the transmission the children write essays upon what they have heard. 
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" Which ? " 
Another serial is to be broadcast next 

month. When " The Mayfair Mystery" 
was given in December it was recognised 
that, the intervals of about a week be-
tween the episodes were too long. Hence 
the new serial will be broadcast on 
March 1st, 3rd and 6th, all three epi-
-sodea being given at 10.30 p.m. The 
title of the story is "Which? " This 
is the plot :— 
After a disastrous shipwreck a woman, 

gently nurtured, beautiful, and essen-
tially human, is cast adrift in a ship's 
boat, with three men of widely differing 
types' sharing vicissitudes that fling them 
near to death. They reach a deserted 
island in mid-Pacific. The men are all 
in love with the girl. One man is a 
big, arrogant millionaire, who has thrust 
his way to the forefront by indomitable 
perseverance and relentless fighting 
against heavy odds—the cave-man type, 
with primitive passions. Another, a 
dilettante society man, who has never 
lifted a hand to help himself since the 
day he was born. The third is an 
ordinary seaman, one of the wreck's crew. 

0000 

The Unexpected. 
Great hostility grows between the three 

men as to which shall win the girl's 
favour, and there are no social restric-
tions to hamper them. They must make 
their own laws. They act according to 
their original natures. The play pro-
vides an unexpected solution that much 
careful knowledge of human nature under 
exceptional circumstances will be re-
quired to reach. Will the veneer of social 
conventions survive the extraordinary 
conditions in which the protagonists of 
this moving comedy are placed? 

ouoo 

The Prince of Wales. 
The Prince of Wales's speech at the 

Mansion House on February 15th, when 
H.R.H. will propose the toast of " The 
British Industries Fair" at the B.I.F. 
banquet, will be broadcast from 2LO. 
The Prince's speech will be the only 
speech broadcast in connection with this 
function. 

0000 

A Distorted Sense of Humour. 
A gross libel was perpetrated on a cer-

tain section of listeners when it was sug-
gested recently that, owing to their non-
appreciation of Father Ronald Knox's 
"London Revolution" skit, they had no 
sense of humour. I should say that it 
is these same listeners who have been 
practising their particular line of humour 
on the B.B.C., by posing as children and 
sending in requests to be included in the 
birthday greetings broadcast in the Chil-
dren's Corner from 2LO. 

0000 

Advertising ? 
Attempts have also been made by play-

ing on words to introduce such names as 
" Olof Meeling of Ealing," " Ida Down, 
look under Mummy's eiderdown." These 
may, or may not, be genuine, but seeing 
that as many as 350 names are some-
times sent in, and there is never time for 
the inclusien of more than 200, the ornis-
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FUTURE FEATURES. 

Sunday, February 7th. 
LONDON.-3.30 p.m., The Band of 

the 12th Royal Lancers (Prince 
of Wales). 9.15 p.m., The 
Choir of Christ Church, 
Oxford. 

BOURNEMOUTH. —9.15 p.m., Light. 
Symphony. 

CARDIFF. —8.10 p.m., Concert in 
Conjunction with the Cardiff 
Musical Society. 

N EWCASTLE. —9.15 p.m., Hadyn : 
The Station Symphony 
Orchestra. 
Monday, February 8th. 

LONDON.-8 p.m., A Light Sym-
phony Concert : The Wireless 
Symphony Orchestra conducted 
by Percy Pitt. 

5XX.-8 p.m., The Band of H.M. 
Royal Air Force. 

MsslcriesTER.-13 p.m., Grand Guig-
nol, No. 1. " In the Library' 
(W. W. Jacobs). 

BELFAST. —8 p.m., Band of the 1st 
Bann. The Highland Light 
Infantry. 
Tuesday, February 9th. 

LONDON.-8.40 p.m., Act. II. 0 f 
the Opera, " The Magic Flute " 
(Mozart). Performed by the 
B.N.O.C. 

A BERDEEN. —9.10 p.m.,' Chamber 
Music. 

GLASGOW .-8 p.m., Charles Dickens 
and Old London. 
Wednesday, February 10th. 

LONDON.-8 p.m., Dale Smith (bari-
tone). Song Cycle : " Maud." 
9 p.m., Requests and favourites. 

B I RMINGHAM. —8 p.m., A Popular 
Concert in aid of a well-known 
Birmingham and Midland. 
Society, relayed from the Town 
Hall. 

NEWCASTLE. —9 p.m., Scenes from 
" Faust." 

A BERDEEN. —8 p.m., Scottish Choral 
Concert under the auspices of 
the Peterhead Choral Society. 
Thursday. February 11th. 

BIRMINGHAM AND 5XX.-8 p.m., 
" Phillida," a Light Operetta 
in Two Acts, affording a very 
humourous selection. 

M ANCHESTER. —8 p.m., Lancashire 
Talent Series : A Contribution 
by Burnley. 
Friday, February 12th. 

LoNnoN.-8.30 p.m., Speeches at. 
the Civil Service Dinner, re-
layed from the Connaught 
Rooms. 10.35 p.m., " The Blue 
Kitten " relayed from the 
Gaiety Theatre. 

But:wpm MM.-8 p.m., Chamber 
Music : Winifred Small (vio-
lin) and Maurice Cole (piano). 
Saturday, February 13th. 

LONDON. —8 p.m., Popular Orches-
tral Concert. 

C ARDIFF. —Birthday Programme. 
"No. No, Nunkie," by the 
Station Aunties and Uncles. 

sion of " doubtfuls " from broadcast 
greetings can be understood. More palp-
able indiscretions on the part of would-
be hoaxers are the colourable imitations 
of trade names associated with articles 
of apparel, but the B.B.C. is on the alert 
against attempts to introduce advertising 
matter, however skilfully they may be 
made. The Uncles and Aunts are also 
alive to the possibility that . these 
" names " are submitted by hostile critics 
who hope subsequently to make " copy" 
out of the " ineptitude" of broadcasting 
officials in allowing themselves to Le 
victimised. 

0000 

Strict Censorship of Greetings. • 
I find that a strict censorship is exer-

cised over the birthday greetings, feature, 
and all possible precautions are taken to 
prevent a slip-up, but if. many more 
attempts are apparent to play the puerile 
joke of submitting fictitious names there 
is a likelihood that the feature will be 
discontinued. The little ones who take 
a genuine delight in receiving birthday 
greetings from their broadcast uncles and 
aunts will in that event be the sufferers, 
and it is to be hoped therefore that the 
hoaxers will not persist in their foolish-
ness. 

0000 

The Schoolboys' Concert. 
The Bermondsey Central School for 

Boys, which is going to broadcast a con-
cert on February 16th, takes in boys from 
thirty-five London County Council 
schools—boys who have failed to win 
admission to a secondary school—for a 
four-year course. As I indicated in last 
week's Brevities, listeners will have 
the opportunity of judging and com-
paring the musical ability of the pupils 
of a school situated in the heart of Lon-
don with that of the Marlborough College 
boys, whose end-of-term concert was 
broadcast a few weeks ago. 

0000 

The Programme. 
The programme to be relayed to 2L0 

from Bermondsey will consist of the fol-
lowing items :—" The Monnow Song," 
words and air by Dr. Robert Jones, 
setting by J. Manning Hughes; "Ytnith 
and War : A Song Sequence," words by 
Dr. Robert Jones, music and orchestra-
tion by J. A. Phillips; and " Ships of 
London Town," words and air by Dr. 
Robert Jones, setting by J. A. Phillips. 
The latter will act as conductor, while 
thé choirmaster will be Mr. F. L. Keefe, 
L.R.A.M., the pianist, Mr. T. Scott, 
L.R.A.M., and the 'cellist, Mr. F. L. 
Keefe. All the names mentioned are 
those of present or recent masters at the 
school. 

0 0 c) 0 

Daventry Heard 1,398 Miles Away. 
A letter to Savoy Hill from s.s. " Pipe-

stone County" reports reception on 
board that vessel of 5XX at 1,398 miles 
on a journey across the Atlantic. This, 
says the writer of the letter, compares 
very well indeed with American stations, 
none of which has been received at a 
greater distance than 800 miles, and in 
the majority of cases not more than 400 
miles. 
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ROADCAS FING 
PRO ILLEMS IN 
AMERICA. 

Questions of Finance, Talent and 
- Power. 

IN the United States the ques tion of Ffroadcasting 
development has to be regarded from a point of view 

, differing vastly from any survey of broadcasting in 
this country. We have to remember that American 
listeners are served by a galaxy of nearly 600 stations, 
mostly of low power, which are sponsored by private 
enterprise for the purpose of indirect advertisement or 
propaganda. Therefore it is hardly surprising that, 
with the departure of the first thrill of novelty in broad-
casting, American listeners are now asking for better 
programmes. This raises a problem of the first magni-
tude. Who is to pay? 

.A note of optimism has been struck by Mr. David 
Sarnoff, Vice-President and General Manager of the 
Radio Corporation of America. In a recent address 
before the Boston Chamber of Commerce, Mr. Sarnoff 
cheerfully declared that the problem of economic support 
of broadcasting is solving itself. 
" Notwithstanding the fact that most broadcasters have 

found no way of obtaining direct returns from the listen-
ing public," he 'remarked, " the indirect returns are, in 
many cases, sufficiently impelling motives for the con-
tinuance of broadcasting. Already there is a waiting 
list for the privileges of the air." . 
The two main sources of economic support, he be-

AN AMERICAN HIGH-POWER STATION America's ambitions in broaticasing are Indicated 
by the constructoin of VVJZ, Bound Brook, N.J., operating with a power of 50 kW. The abore 
photograph was taken in the transmitting room, which actually contains three 50 kW. instruments, 

including an emergency transmitter and a short-wave set. 
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ONE OF THE SIX HUNDRED. A typical low-power broad-
casting station in America, of the kind which, it is urged, should 

be supplemented by a chain of high-power stations. 

lieved, would come from the 
radio industry and from 
commercial broadcasting, 
although it was apparent. 
that help would also be 
forthcoming from educa-
tional and social interests. 

When Broadcasting Calls 

the Tune. 

On the questions of broad-
cast talent and the supply of 
suitable programmes, Mr. 
Sarnoff propounded an in-
teresting possibility. Up to 
the present broadcasting 
has had to seek programme 
features from the opera, the 
concert hall, the orchestra, 
and the stage. " The dà.y 
may come," he, said, 
" when the relationship may 
be reversed—,when the 
broadcasting station will 
comb the field of original 
talent; when broadcasting 
will create new reputations 

1 
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Broadcasting Problems in America.-
instead of capitalising old ones; when broadcasters will 
compete with music publishers for original compositions, 
and not only buy, but sell, music publishing rights." 

Mr. Sarnoff reminded his audience that broadcasting, 
although it must be essentially popular in its appeal, was 
not to be limited to the sphere of entertainment. Service 
was its true mission, of which entertainment was but a 
part. 

It is interesting to note that, after alluding to the 
educational value of broadcasting, the speaker referred 
to its powerful influence in the realm of politics. Popular 
interest in government, he asserted, would be enormously 
increased by the broadcasting of important Congress 
debates. 

High-Power Broadcasting. 

The international aspect of the subject was also re-
ferred to, and the speaker claimed that a chain of high-
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power stations was necessary in the United States. The 
local stations (and America is well served in this respect) 
would always remain as a permanent institution, but Mr. 
Sarnoff declared that there was a need for a system of 
national broadcasting with facilities to cover the entire 
country and to span the ocean if desired. 
" We cannot expect," he added, " to receive regu-

larly organised programmes broadcast to us through the 
powerful stations of Europe unless our own voice is strong 
enough to span the Atlantic with reciprocal programmes." 

Mr. Sarnoff concluded his address with an intrigu-
ing forecaît regarding the wireless transmission of 
pictures:-
" Already the Radio Corporation of America are oper-

ating photo-radiogram circuits from Honolulu to San 
Francisco, and from San Francisco to New York daily 
for test purposes; very soon service by this method to 
and from Europe will be opened upon a commercial 
scale." 

TRANSMITTERS' NOTES AND QUERIES. 
General Notes. Mr. A. E. Livesey, Stourton 
Mr. C. H. Targett (G6PG), 21, High Hornca,stle, Lincs., states that he received 

Street, Dartford, is conducting experi- Uruguay JCP on January 19th at 1.0 a.m. 
ments with an underground aerial on 23, on a wavelength of 3-0 metres, signal 
45 and 90 metres, and will welcome reports strength about 113, and asks if any other 
on his transmission, amateur has heard this station. 

0000 0000 

We understand that Mr. E. Van New Call Signs and Stations Identified. 
Vianen (NPC2), The Hague, is experi- N PAO. - Technische Hoogeschool, 
menting on a wavelength of 3.75 metres. Kanaalweg 26, Delft, Holland (communi-

cations for PA9a, PAM), PA9c, etc., may 
be addressed to the Radio Laboratory at 
this address). 
G 2AHH.-K. R. Brecknell, 27, Caris-

brooke Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham. 
G 2BDP.-(Art. A), A. Berry, Haute 

Croix. St. Johns, Jersey. 
G 2BLV.-L. White, 22, Reynolds 

Close, Hampstead Way, N.W.11 (Art. 
A). 

0000 

Communications for Swiss amateurs, 
H9BB, Et9XB, H9RNA, H9WWZ and 
H9NAZ may be sent c/o Dr. W. Merz, 
President S.V.A.S., Berne-Bumplitz. 

0000 

Communications for F8LDR and F8JD 
may be sent via Mr. W. Bakewell (G6UZ), 
Yeovil House, Regent Street, Stoke-on-
Trent. 

0000 

A Belgian station, BW5, works on 
wave-hand of 180-200 metres after 2200 
G.M.T. on weekdays and between 0900 
and 1300 on Sundays, and wishes to get 
into communication with British 
amateurs. He asks, however, that any 
transmitters who reply to his call, unless 
they speak French, will speak very slowly. 
His signals have been heard by Mr. A. G. 
Binnie, 1, Cromford Road, West Hill, 
S.W.18, who reports their strength to be 
about R7-8. 

0000 

Mr. Gerald Marcuse, while experiment-
ing with some new Marconi transmitting 
valves, succeeded in speaking to Mr. 
Reid (8AR), in St. John's, Newfoundland, 
at about 6 p.m. on Sunday, January 10th, 
on a.wavelength of 45 metres. 

oo oo 

Mr. H. W. Heywood (0A3E), 91, Berea 
Park Road, Durban, Natal, gives the fol-
lowing schedule of times when British 
amateurs should look out for South 
Africans: Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 
1530-1630 G.M.T. ; Tuesday, 1530-1830 
G.M.T. ; Saturday and Sunday, 1530-1700 
G.M.T.; and daily at 2030 and 0300. 
G.M.T. 
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G 5BD.-C. E. Bradford and A. C. 
Simons, Empire Buildings, Mablethorpe, 
Lincs.. transmit on 45 metres. 
F 8AIX.-P. Longayron, 10, Rue 

Nelson, Cherico, Algiers. 
KFUH.- U.S. S3S "Kaimiloa," c/o 

Messrs. Heintz and Kohlmoos Inc., 219, 
Natoma Street. San Francisco, Calif. 
PR 41M-U.S. Naval Radio Station, 

San Juan, Porto Rico. 
SMSR.-P. H. Svensson, Lindgatan 6, 

Liljeholm, nr. Stockholm. 
000.0 

QRA's Wanted. 
G 2AH, G 2BL, G 2ST, G 2ZA, G 5TD, 

G 5UN, G 6MB, G 6RA, G 5S0, G 6LL, 
AN 3FZ, BZ PT2, CH 3AT, CRP (India), 
F 8HFD, F 8NN, F 8RF, F SRX, GFP, 

1FN, R DD7, R DG2, U NOT, 
X 3YY, 82E. 

SOUTHEND WIRELESS EXHIBITION. Great success attended the exhibition recently 
held under the auspices of the Southend and District Radio Society. The photograph 
shows a number of interested visitors and, incidentally, the popularity of the modern 

loud-speaker I 
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3,—Growth and Decay of Current in Inductive Circuits. 
S. O. PEARSON, 

CONSIDER a circuit whose inductance is L henries 
and whose resistance is R ohms. If a steady 
potential difference of E volts is applied to the 

ends of the circuit the normal steady value of the current 

is given by I =E amps. Now when the voltage is first 
R 

applied the current has to build up from zero to I amps., 
and in doing so it induces an electromotive force, e, pro-
portional at every instant to the rate of growth of current, 
and by Lenz's law this E.M.F. acts in such a direction 
as to oppose the growth of the current, that is, it acts 
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Fig. 1.— Growth of current in an inductive circuit. 

in the opposite direction to the applied voltage E. Hence 
. E - e 

the current at any instant is given by t- amps., 

and thus we see that the current builds up gradually and 
not instantaneously. The " back E.M,F." e does not 
become zero until the current ceases to increase, and the 
current does not cease to rise until c is zero,. So in theory 

the current never reaches the final steady value -I(, but it 

approaches so closely to it after a few seconds that the 
difference cannot be detected. 

Another reason for the gradual growth of the current 
is that the energy stored in the magnetic field cannot be 
accumulated instantaneously, just as it is impossible to 
fill a tank with water in an infinitely short space of time. 
The growth of a current in a D.C. circuit is discussed 
here because the laws governing the building up of elec-
trical oscillations are almost identical. 
Tie manner in which the current builds up is indicated 

graphically in Fig. r. The rate of growth is fairly rapid 
at. first arid then falls off to a slower rate of increase as 
the value of the current gets larger.' 

' The value of the current at any time t seconds after first 

switching on is given by i =Mr — Et34, where e = 2 71828 etc. 

is the baie of Napierian logarithms. 

B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E. 

z8z 

, 

The time constant of an inductive circuit may be defined 
as the time which the current would take to reach its final 

E 
steady value, -- if it continued to grow at the initial rate. 

Thus in Fig. t the slope of the line OA represents the 
initial rate of growth, and the time constant is equal to 
OB seconds. The value of the time constant depends on 
the inductance and resistance of the circuit only, and may 
be found quite simply as follows :— 

E c 
From the expression i=- ---- above we get induced 

E.M.F. 
e=E -Ri volts. 

But we have already seen that the induced F.M.F. is 
equal to L x (rate of change of current), so that 

L x (rate of change of current) = E - Ri, 
E R. 

or rate of change of current= - - - -1, amps. per sec. 
L 

Now at the instant of switching on, the current is equal 

to zero, and therefore ;3,-i= 0, so that the initial rate of 

growth is equal to fr: amperes per second. If this 

rate of increase could be maintained the current would 

reach the final value in  r: seconds, that is, in 

seconds. We see, then that the time constant of the cir-
cuit is equal to the ratio of inductance to resistance; the 
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rig. 2.—Decay of current in an inductive circuit. 

higher the inductance and the lower the resistance, the 
greater will be tl time constant. It can be shown that 

the current builds tip to 0.64 in a time equal to the 

time constant of the circuit. 

Decay of a Current. 

If the applied electromotive force maintaining the cur-
rent in an inductive circuit is suddenly reduced to zero 
without breaking the circuit or in any way altering its 
resistance, the current will die away gradually, nnt in-
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Wireless Circuits in Theory and Practice.— 
stantaneously, because as soon as the current begins to 
fall in value the changing of the magnetic field induces 
an E.M.F. which tends to maintain the current round the 
circuit. The laws are practically the same as those con-
sidered for the building up of the current, except that 
now we have no applied voltage. The die-away curve 
is shown in Fig. 2, and it will be seen that the current 
falls fairly rapidly at first and then more gradually as its 
value gets smaller. The curve is exactly the same shape 

• as that of Fig. I, the only difference being that it is 
virtually upside down. 

If I is the initial value of the current and i the value 
at any time t seconds after the applied E.M.F. is 
switched off, the equation to the curve is 

i=Ie- Lt amps., 

17 _RL i 
from which 

where e is the base of natural logarithms and is equal to 
2.71828, etc. 
Taking logarithms to the 

base e of each side, the 
expression simplifies to 

IR 
log -. = t. 

t 
This logarithmic law. is very 
similar to that used in con-

Fig. 3.—Mutual inductance nection with damped oscilla-
tions, and will be referred to 

again when dealing with that branch of the subject. 

As before, the time constant of the circuit is 1-t seconds, 

of two coils. 

and when t= —R seconds we have 

=0.368.1 amps. 

Thus in a time equal to the time constant the current falls 
to a value of 0.368 of its initial value. 
The time lag in an inductive circuit plays a very im-

portant part in relays as used for recording wireless 
signals, and in other electromagnetically operated devices 
where it is necessary to obtain sudden changes in the 
value of the current. The time constant of an inductive 
circuit can be reduced by adding extra resistance in series 
with it, but in order to get the same normal current as 
before a correspondingly larger applied voltage must be 
used, and this is not always practicable. When an extra 
resistance R, is connected in series with an inductive 
circuit of resistance R ohms, the time constant is reduced 

from to   seconds. 
R (R 

Comparison with Simple Laws of Mechanics. 

It was mentioned in the previous instalment that the 
part played by inductance in the electric circuit is very 
similar to that played by inertia or mass in mechanics, and 
the following table shows the similarity of the laws obeyed 
in each case. Current and inductance in electricity 
correspond to velocity and inertia respectively in 
mechanics. 
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ELECTRICIT It • 
Self-inductance is that pro-

perty of a circuit which tends 
to prevent any change in the 
value of the current. 

When the current is chang-
ing an opposing (electro-
motive) force proportional to 
the inductance and to the 
rate of change of current is 
set up. 

--,Lx (rate of change of 
current). 

The current cannot be 
started instantaneously in a 
circuit possessing self-induct-
ance, but takes time to reach a 
given value. 

The energy stored in a 
magnetic field is proportional 
to the inductance and to the 
square of the current, being 
given by W=g,I2. 

FEBRUARY 3rd, 1926. 

MECHANICS. 
Inertia is that property of 

matter which tends to prevent 
any change in the 'motion or 
velocity. 

When the velocity is chang-
ing an opposing (mechanical) 
force proportional to the 
inertia or mass and to the rate 
of change of velocity (accelera-
tion) is set up. 

F=-111x (rate of change of 
velocity). 

The velocity cannot be 
acquired instantaneously in a 
body possessing inertia, but 
takes time to reach a given 
value. 

The energy (kinetic) stored 
in a moving body is propor-
tional to the inertia and to the 
square of the velocity, being 
given by K.E.= 

Mutual Induction. 

Mutual induction is said to exist between two circuits 
or coils if a current in one of them causes lines of 
magnetic force to be linked with the other or if a vary-
ing current in one circuit causes an electromotive force to 
be induced in the other. The mutual inductance has a 
value of one henry if a current of one ampere in one 
circuit (called the primary) causes ro8 line-linkages in 
the other (called the secondary). The mutual inductance 
between two circuits in henries is called the coefficient of 
nzutual induction, and is usually denoted by M. Thus 
if a current of I, amps. flows in the primary coil, the 
number of line-linkages produced in the secondary will be 
MI, x tos. If the current in the primary coil is varying 

Typical variometer. Note small clearance between rotor and 
stator windings to increase coefficient of coupling. 

in value the E.M.F. in volts induced in the secondary 
will he, by Faraday's Law, 

e,= (rate of change of linkages)÷ log 
= [M x (rate of change of I,) x le] 
M x (rate of change of primary current). 
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The mutual inductance between two coils is the same 
no matter which is. taken as the primary. The value of 

the mutual inductance depends on the self-inductances of 
the individual coils and on their relative positions and 
proximity. Two coils which 
are arranged to have mutual 
inductance are said to be 
electromagnetically coupled 

together, and when they 
are brought close together 
so as to obtain a relatively 
large mutual inductance they 
are said to be tightly 
coupled ; when they aro 
moved apart so as to obtain 
a low value of mutual 
inductance they are sail 
to be loosely coupled. 
The degree of coupling is 

measured by the ratio of the 
mutual inductance, M, to 
the square root of the pro-

duct of the individual self-

inductances 1. and 1..„ that is, the degree of coupling 

_ This is called the coefficient of coupling, 
VI„I„ 

sometimes the coupling is expressed as a percentage, so 
that 

(a) 

(b) 

4.—Principle of the 
varlometer. Magnetic fields 
of the two colis (a) in the 
same sense, giving total 
inductance L = LI + L2 + 
2M, and (b) in opposition, 
giving L = L1 + L — 2M 

percentage coupling =  x too.. 
11.2 

In practice the coupling is always less than Too per cent., 
but in theory a too per cent. coupling would occur when 
the whole of the lines of force produced by the current 
in the primary coil are linked with the whole of the turns 
of the secondary coil. Couplings will be considered in 
further detail in connection with oscillatory currents, etc. 
• When the secondary circuit is closed or completed a 
current will flow in it whenever the primary current is 
varying, and this secondary current produces a magnetic 

field of its own which links with and so reacts upon 

" How Radio Receivers Work " (Radio 
Broadcast Booklet No. 3), by Walter 
Van R. Roberts, B.S., E. C. ; Ph.D. 
pp. 53 with 65 diagrams, published by 
Doubleday, l'age tez Co., Garden City, 
New York. Price $1. 
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" The Wireless Retailers' Handbook, 
1925-6." Published by The Wireless 
Retailers' Association of Great Britain. 
100 pp 

0000 

" Radio Engineering, with Special 
Sections on Telegraphy and Telephony " 
(being Vol. III. of Electrical Engineers' 
Data Book). Compiled by J. H. Reyner, 
B.Sc., A.C.G.I. (Hon.) app. 258 and 293 
figs. with 195 pp. of appendices, tables, 
data, etc. Published by Ernest Beni,. 

id., 8, Bouverie Street, E.C.4. Price 
15s. 
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the primary circuit. This has the effect of apparently 
altering the self-inductance of the primary, the apparent 
inductance being usually less than the true inductance J. 
when current is allowed to flow in the secondary. 

Principle of the yariometer. 

When two coils with self-inductances of L, and I, 
respectively, between which the mutual inductance is M, 
are connected in series in such a manner that the 
magnetic fields assist one another when a current 
passed through the circuit, as in Fig. 4 (a), the resulting 
self-inductance of the circuit is given by 

I.= + +2M henries. 

If the coils are connected so that the fields oppose each 
other as in Fig. 4 (b), the resulting self-inductance of the 
circuit is 

I.=L, +L.,— 2M henries. 

This principle is made use of in tilt_ ordinary vario-
meter for obtaining a continuously variable self-induct-
ance; a movable coil, called the rotor, is mounted inside 
a fixed coil, called the stator, and is rotated about an 
axis at right-angles to the axes of both coils, so varying 
the value of M. To obtain the greatest range the in-
dividual self-inductances of the coils should be equal, 
and the coupling should be as tight as possible when the 
coils are co-axial. Taking as an example a maximum 
coupling of So per cent. and assuming the inductance of 

NI 
each coil to be I. henries, we see that —NI-7 = = o.8, 

VI2 
Ni=o.81.. Then 

maximum inductance = 2L + 2M 
= 2(L+o.8I.) 
= 3.6L henries 

and minimum inductance = 2L — 2M 
= 2(L — o.8L) 
= o.4L henry, 

maximum inductance = 3.6L = 

minimum inductance o.4L 9' 

or an inductance ratio of nine to one With a no per 
cent. coupling the inductance ratio works out to nineteen 

to one. 

therefoee 

BOOKS RECEIVED. 
" Pitman's Radio Year Book, 1926." 

pp. 182 with numerous illustrations and 
diagrams. Published by Sir Isaac 
Pitman & Sons, Ltd., London. 
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" Radio and High-Frequency Cur-
rents." by G. T. Lamer (2nd edition. 
enlarged). pp. 64 with 25 diagrams and 
5 half-tone plates. Published by Crosby, 
Lockwood & Son, London. Price 2s. 6d. 
net. 
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" Broadcast Reception in Theory and 
Practice," by J. Laurence l'ritchard. 
pp. 259 with 160 diagrams and illustra-
tions and 23 pages of tables and useful 
information. Published by Chapman & 
Hall, Ltd., London. l'rice 8s. 6d. net. 
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" Come flInziona e come si cos-
truisce una Stazione Radio sia recevente 

che trasmettente (4th edition), by Ing. 
E. Montu. pp. 677 -i-XII. with 389 dia-
grams and illustrations and numerous 
tables. Published by U. Hoepli, Milan. 
Price 24 lire. 
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A useful booklet of pocket eizo for 
recording tuning data has been compiled 
by the Marconiphone Co., Ltd. 210-212, 
Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1. • 
The pages are suitably ruled for recording 
call sign, location of station, wavelength, 
and dial settings. In addition advice on 
the operation of Marconi valves is in-
cluded, followed by several pages giving 
valve data, while 16 pages are left blank 
for general notes. 
The Log Book is intended for free dis-

tribution. and will be despatched to any 
made. on addressing a request by postcard 
to tue Marconiphone Co., Ltd. 
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Secretaries of Local Clubs are invited to send in for publicatim clu) news of general interest. All photographs published will be paid for. 

"Short-Wave Reception." 
On January 18th the Swansea Society 

was visited by Mr. F. H. Haynes, 
Assistant Editor of The Wirelm World. 
It speaks much for the popularity of 
short-wave reception, the subject upon 
which Mr. Haynes lectured, that many 
peoplo had to be turned away from this 
crowded meeting. 
The speaker first dealt with the precau-

tions and modifications necessary in the 
design of apparatus to receive on wave-
• lengths below 100 metres. An interesting 
demonstration was then carried out with 
Mr. Haynes' short-wave transmitter, fol-
lowed by successful reception on two 
short-wave receivers. 

0 0 0 0 

Getting Results with a Crystal. 

A demonstration showing the excellent 
results obtainable under good conditions 
with a crystal set was given by Mr. 
Byrnes before the Manchester Radio 
Scientific Society on January 13th. The 
speaker emphasised the importance of 
paying the utmost attention to design and 
the quality of components. 

Tbt. question of efficient earths and 
counterpoises was discussed, and it was 
shown that froni a reasonably good aerial 
a rectified current could be obtained of 
as much as 70 microamperes, whilst in 
exceptional cases it could be as much as 
190 microamperes. Details were given 
as to the correct dimensions of coils, the 
demonstration set employing a coil of 
bare wire almost entirely air-spaced, mov-
able contact being made by means of a 
special clip. 
The hon. secretary of the Society is 

Mr. Geo. C. Murphy, Meadow View, The 
Cliff, Hr. Broughton, Manchester. 

0000 

Fighting Oscillation in Leytonstone. 
In view of the persistent reports of 

annoying oscillation in the Leytonstone 
district, it is interesting to note that the 
Leyton Radio Association has now moved 
its headquarters to 683, high Road, 
Leytonstone, E.11, and will in future be 
known as the Leyton and Leytonstone 
Radio Association. 
The Association is endeavouring to 

overcome the oscillation nuisance in the 
neighbourhood, and with this end in view 
would greatly appreciate the support of 
readers who reside in Leytonstone. Pro-
spective members should apply to the 
hon. secretary, Mr. R. T. Kensey, 17, 
Station Rd., Leyton. 
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Nentrodyne Problems. 

Why do we require to " neutrodyne" 
a set? Do we know how to " neutro-
dyne " a set? How can we apply this 
knowledge practically? 
These questions were dealt with in an 

interesting manner by Mr. R. F. O. 
Holuess, lecturing before the Tottenham 
Wireless Society on January 13th. Mr. 
Ifolness carefully explained how the 
phase changed in resonant, circuits and 
how capacitative coupling in a valve was 
a cause of self-oscillation. 
He then dealt with the elementary 

principles of the Wheatstone Bridge, 
showing how they could be applied to 
radio-frequency uses. Then from a bridge 
diagram he evolved in steps a capacity 
neutralised circuit, finally showing how 
this could be modified in order that 
tuning might be simplified without appre-
ciably upsetting the state of balance. 
The lecturer emphasised the necessity 

of careful design and lay-out of com-
ponents, as it was important that there 
should be an almost complete absence of 
stray magnetic couplings and capacities 
between leads. 

FORTHCOMING EVENTS. 

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 3rd. 
institution of Electrical Engineers (Wire-

less Section). At 6 p.m. (Light re-
freshments at 5.30 p.m.) At the Insti-
tution, Savoy Place, 1V.C.2. Lecture: 
"The Propagation a Electric D'arcs," 
by Mr. J. Hollingworth. 

Musical Hill and District Radio Society. 
At 8 p.m. At St, James' Schools, 
Fortis Green, 5.10. Lecture: " {Fire-
less Reception." by Mr. II. F. Klotz. 

Barnsley and District 'Fireless Association. 
At 8 psi. At 22. Market Street. Low 
Frequency and Resistance Amplifica-
tion. 

Edinburgh and District Radio Society. At 
117, George St ref!, Belleine88 Meeting 
and Questions Evening. 

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 4th. 
Tottenham Wireless Society. At 7.30 p.m. 

At Landsdowne Hall, 'High Road, Tot 
tenhani. Demonstration, Exhibition 
and Public Meeting. 

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 5th. 
Sheffield and District Wireless Society. At 

7.30 p.m. At the Dept. of Applied 
Science, St. George's Square. Competi-
tion. 

Ipswich and District Radio Society. At 
8 poni. At the Museum, High Street. 
Lecture by the Ediswati Company. 

MONDAY. FEBRUARY 8th. 
Swansea Radio Society. Lecture: "Re-

jectors," by Mr. J. C. Kirkman, B.Sc. 

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 10th. 
Radio Society of Great Britain. Informal 

Meeting. At 6 p.m. At the Institu-
tion of Electrical Engin eels, Savoy 
Place, W.C.2. Talk by Mr. E. Law-
rence IVildy on "The Manufacture and 
Properties of Elentrical Conductors." 

FEBRUARY 3rd, 1926. 

Faraday's "Text." 
Taking as his subject " Faraday's 

Earlier History and Experiments," Mr. 
J. Ewles, M.A., delivered a fascinating 
lecture on January 8th before a large 
number of members of the Leeds Radio 
Society. The lecturer based his remarks 
on Faraday's " text" " There must be 
some connecting medium between forces 
which act upon one another." 
Many interesting experiments were 

performed, including the famous example 
demonstrating that a current is set up in 
a wire rotated or otherwise moved in a 
magnetic field. 

In congratulating Mr. Ewles at the 
conclusion of the lecture, Mr. Fox, 
Director of the Leeds Relay Broadcast-
ing Station, said the lecture should have 
been comprehensible even to the man 
who refused to pay his wireless licence 
because he used the water pipe and was 
not connected to the electric light. 
Hon. Secretary: Mr. R. Toynbee, 

6, Roberts Avenue, Harehills, Leeds. 
0000 

Obtaining Selectivity. 
Mr. Whitehouse, of the B.B.C., gave 

an interesting lantern lecture before the 
Norwich and District Radio Society on 
January 15th, taking as his subject 
" Selectivity." His very comprehensive 
survey of the question covered the various 
forms of coupling, the use of wave traps, 
directional properties of frame aerials, 
and, last but, not least, the elimination 
of tram interference and A.C. hum. 
The Society will shortly allot a special 

night for an- exhibition of home-made 
sets, while an exchange and mart also 
figures in arrangements for the future. 
Hon. secretary: Mr. J. Hayward, 42, 

Surrey Street, Norwich. 
0000 

All About Valves. 
The non-technical members of the 

Ipswich and District Radio Society were 
specially catered for on January 12th, 
when Mr. F. E. Henderson, A.M.I.E.E., 
of the General Electric Co., Ltd., gave a 
very cleù explanation of the history, de-
velopment and working principles of the 
thermionic valve. 

In designing the perfect valve, said 
Mr. Henderson, the aim should be to 
obtain low filament consumption, a mini-
mum of danger of overrunning the fila-
ment, efficient characteristics giving 
range, volume and purity, robustness, 
reliability, and an efficient life of at least 
nine months of constant usage. 
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A Review of the Latest Products of the Manufacturers. 

SPARTA ANODE REACTION UNIT. 
Among the range of components manu-

factured by Fuller's Unite Electrio 
Works, Ltd.', Woodland Works, Chadwell 
Heath, Essex, is an anode reaction coupling 
unit consisting of an iuductance, which 
normally constitutes a tuned plate coil 
rariabl; coupled, to which is another wind-
ing for providing reaction. The unit is 
totally enclosed in a moulded ebonite box, 
and the reaction coil is rotated by means of 
milled pinions controlled by an extension 
handle. The anode coil is an air-spaced 
winding of fine wire, and the reaction 
coil is carried on a slotted ebonite spool, 
reliable contact being made by means of a 
pair of coiled bronze springs'. The unit 
shown is rated to have a tuning range of 
280 to 600 metres, and by means of a base 
piece with spring clips units of other 
wavelcrgth ranges can be substituted. 

Sparta anode reaction unit. The 
operating knob is detachable so that the 

\ unit can be lifted from between the 
spring contacts, facilitating easy insertion 

of units of other values. 

TERMINAL AS WELL AS PLUG AND 
SOCKET CONNECTOR. 

A vast variety of terminal connectors 
is now available, but only a few designs 
possess outstanding merits sufficient to 
warrant their adoption in preference to 
the earlier forms of terminal. The new 
Eelex cotuiector, manufactured by J. J. 

Eastick and Sons, 2, St. Dunstan's Hill, 
London, E.C.3, combines in a single ter-

Eelex combined terminal and plug and 
socket connector. 

mina' all the usual forms of making 
temporary circuit connection. 
The stem is drilled to take a split 

plug, while the top of the terminal in 
screwing down on to the base can be 
made to engage either a spade connector 
or wire lead. By means of a side hole, 
which is again of suitable size to take 
a split plug, circular conductors can 

be held. 'The stem on the under4 
side entries connecting tag and 

back nut, or a wire can be 
secured by the use of the slotted 

end and clamping nut. 
The head of the terminal 

carries a coloured 
label, and the corre-

• 
spond ng plugs are 
identified by selecting 
similar colours. Cir-
cular labels are sup-
plied also, if required. 
for inserting under 
the coloured sleeve on 
the plug. The Eelex system of con-
nectors makes use of small standardised 
parts, including eye, pin, and spade con-
nectors, the shanks of which are drilled 
to engage on the split plugs, bridging 
bars to link up sockets to form pairs, and 
tubular connectors for joining together 

plugs end on end, together with a wide 
range of circular coloured labels. 

0000 

BELLING LEE CRYSTAL DETECTOR. 
Two small cups having serrated edges 

and pressed together by a spring firmly 
grip the crystal. The crystal can be 
revolved and almost the entire surface 
searched for points giving good detec-
tion. A simple form of mounting is 
adopted for the stem to which the wire 
is attached, yet critical adjustment is 
readily obtained. The interior of the 
metal box container, like the exterior, 
has a bright finish, and in consequence 
the point of contact can be easily seen 
thrmigli tile colourless celluloid window. 

Belling Lee totally enclosed crystal 
detector. 

This detector, which is produced by 
Belling and Lee, Ltd., Queensway Works, 
Ponders End, Middlesex, being of 
unusual outline, has an attractive appear-
ance when fitted to an instrument panel. 

000 o 

COSMOS VARIABLE CONDENSER. 
This recent product of the Metro-

politan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd., and 
which is sold by Metro-Vick Supplies, 
Ltd., 4, Central Buildings, Westminster, 
London, S.W.I, presents a robust appear-
ance and is an example of a really good 
mass production instrument job, being 
assembled from substantial pressed and 
turned parts of somewhat intricate out-
line. The moving plates are assembled 
in the usual manner on a threaded' 
spindle clamped together with spacing 
washers and nuts, other nuts being 
used to hold the spindle in its correct 
position. 
Both the main knob and dial are fitted 
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with brass bushes and secured by screw-
ing on to the spindle. C6nsequently the 
spindle, which is of small diameter, is 
left threaded where it passes through 
main bearing, an arrangement which is 
common in many condensers; though it is 
to be deprecated owing to the danger 
of slackness occurring in the bearing and 
resulting in side play. At either end of 
the spindle there is a supple packing 
washer compressed under the lock nuts 
to prevent end play in place of the 
customary method of using a spring 
washer. 

In addition to the knob and dial 
attached to the spindle, an auxiliary 
control is provided for giving critical 
adjustment. The additional knob rotates 
a small pulley, which is coupled to a 

The Cosmos square law condenser. 

pulley of much larger diameter on the 
main spindle. The pulleys are linked 
together by a tough coiled spring band, 
and, contrary to expectations, the moving 
plates when propelled from the fine 
adjustment knobs have no tendency to 
acquire a jerky movement brought about 
by the elasticity of the spring. On the 
other hand, however, when the main 
knob is revolved the position of the 
plates restores very slightly in the 
opposite direction to rotation, owing to 
uneven tension of the spring. 

DR. N. W. McLACRLAN, M.I.E.E., 
in his lecture at the meeting of the 
Radio Society of Great Britain on 

January 27th, clearly defined the funda-
mental principles underlying loud-speaker 
design. Although he devoted his attention 
essentially to loud-speakers of the hornless 
type, the effects of combined resonances 
were carefully analysed and the response 
curves were given for various forms of 
diaphragm and drive. The designs 
described were based on the assumption 
that the loud-speaker was to be operated 
with a uniform input in which the various 
frequencies were present in their correct 
relative intensities, though in referring to 
the amplifying apparatus it was suggested 
that an increased amplification of the 
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There is no room for criticism of the 
design • electrically, three ebonite bars 
being employed to give rigid support for 

Fine adjustment of the Cosmos condenser 
is provided by means of an auxiliary knob 
and pulley. The fine control knob with 
its bearing can be detached from the end 
plate of the condenser and assembled on 
the instrument panel, a useful modifica— 

tion in certain receiver designs. 

the fixed plates. The plates are securely 
clamped together, a plaited copper lead 
ensuring reliable connection with the 
spindle. 
Excepting the plates, which are of 

aluminium, all metal parts are of brass 
with a dull nickel finish. The dial is of 
large diameter and the knobs are of new 
mid attractive design. 

0000 

THE VARLEY ANODE RESISTANCE. 
In a recent reference to the Varley 

wire-wound anode resistance it was stated 
that, the silk-covered resistance wire was 
employed for winding the resistance spool. 
The Varley Magnet Co. point out, how-
ever, that bare wire is used, silk 
separated, the winding being carried out 
by the Varley " Bi-duplex" method. 

0000 

"RAVALD " TUBULAR CONNECTING 
WIRE. 

• Equivalent in gauge to No. 16 S.W.G., 
tubular connecting vire is now available 
from John Moores and Co., Ravald Street 
Works, Salford. A reduction in high-
frequency resistance as compared with the 
solid conductor is claimed, brought about 

by the elimination of eddy current losses. 
The walls of the tube are of tinned 
copper. 

ocoo 

DECK° NEUTRALISING CONDENSER 
Some new features are to be found in 

the. Decko neutralising condenser, shown 
in the accompanying illustration, a recent 
product of A. F. Bulgin ,St Co., 9-11, 
Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, London, 
E.C.4. 
An ebonite tube about lin. in length 

is used to space the metal end pieces, the 
lower one being mounted on an ebonite 
hase. The capacity charge is produced 
by revolving a threaded stem to which a 
brass disc nearly in diameter is 
attached. Although an exceedingly 
critical control is required, condensers of 
this type are very often fitted with an 

The " Deck° " neutralising condenser is 
one of the few types designed for base— 
board mounting, although this component 
is invariably accommodated behind the 
instrument panel. A blade ended ebonite 
rod is supplied for adjusting, and when 
once the condenser is set the adjustment 

cannot be tampered with. 

adjusting screw having a coarse B.A. 
thread, but in this instance a suitable 
fine thread is employed. 
An ebonite rod with a blade shaped 

end is supplied with the condenser for 
obtaining adjustment, and the comet 
setting is maintained with the aid of a 
milled lock nut. 
The ebonite has a polished finish and 

the metal parts are nickel-plated. 

LOUD-SPEAKER DESIGN 
higher note frequencies was desirable 
when the detector valve is preceded by 
one or more highly selective radio-
frequency amplifiers due to curtailing of 
the side bands and consequent attenua-
tion of the higher frequencies. 
A point of importance was the inter-

ference occurring between sound waves 
emitted simultaneously on both sides of 
a vibrating diaphragm. The overlapping 

't of the compressions and rarefactions com-
ing at the same moment from opposite 
sides of the diaphragm brought about a 
reduction in the amplitude of the sound 
waves. This effect was most admirably 
demonstrated by interposing a screening 
board around the loud-speaker to increase 
the path of inter-action between the waves 

emitted from the two sides of the parch-
ment diaphragm. The withdrawal of the 
screen resulted in a considerable reduc-
tion in intensity. 

Directional propagation in which the 
sound is emitted in the form of a beam 
was discussed, particularly in its reference 
to preventing inter-action between the 
loud-speakers and the microphone in 
public address systems. 
The construction of a loud-speaker em-

bodying the principles dealt with was 
described and subsequently demonstrated, 
and the desirable effects of tone control 
provided in the amplifier shown. The 
quality of reproduction undoubtedly sub-
stantiated the arguments appertaining to 
the design. 
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents. 

Smespondence sho3k1 be addresied to the Editm, "Te Wireless World," Deset noise, Tudor Street, E.C.d, and most be accompanied by the writer's name and addrsas. 

"DOING" THE ACCUMULATOR. 

Sir,—In " News from the Clubs " in your issue of January 
20th I note that you report a " lecture " on " Doing' the 
Accumulator" by a Mr. L. C. Holton. This gentleman re-
marks with horror that he has actually seen a garage pro-
prietor washing down an accumulator with a hosepipe. 
Presumably, when Mr. Holton's own battery requires clean-

ing externally he carries it tenderly to the bathroom and gently 
washes it with baby soap and a sponge. 

It should be obvious that it cannot harm a battery to hose 
it down if the stoppers are in place. In the business with 
which I am connected, we sometimes receive accumulators for 
charging which have not only to be washed to rid them of 
filth, but we find that thé oxygen flame sometimes has to be 
employed to loosen the terminals, and vigorous use of the 
wire brush is necessary before they are fit to put on charge 
without the risk of heating and possibly of fire. 
The garage proprietor whom Mr. Holton condemns for hosing 

down the battery was merely doing his duty by seeing that 
it left his hands in a clean and serviceable state. 
Although not personally in the motor trade, I feel that 

attacks of this kind are quite uncalled for, and do more harm 
to the user of accumulators, by misleading him, than to those 
upon whom they are directed. J. B. TAYLER. 

Southport, Lance. 

NIGHT EFFECT ON 25 METRE SERIES. 

Sir,—I have for the past few weeks been carrying out ex-
periments in the reception of short waves down to 18 metres. 
I have come to the conclusion that the results obtained from 
the following stations are worthy of note :— 

PCM3L—Signal strength at 
13.00 0.M.T. on 25 metres: 
116. 

Signal strength at 18.00 
G.M.T. on 25 met res : 
R7-8. 

PCLL.—Signal strength at 
18.00 G.M.T. on 55 metres : 
19. 

Signal strength at 18.00 
G.M.T. on 27 metres 
(same transmission) : 115-6. 

Unknown station on 25 metres 
at sunset : 119 at Ismailia. 

The above stations have been 
observed on several occasions, 
with identical results. I 
append a diagram of the re-
ceiver used (one valve). 
I would appreciate it very 

of The Wireless World who has had 
rommunicate with me. 
EDWIN J. ALWAY, A.M.I.R.E. 

(Cpl., Royal Air Force.) 

o 
x, 
o , 
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Diagram of C d. Aiway's 
short-wave receiver. 

much were any reader 
a similar experience to 

Ismailia, Egypt. 

PROGRESS OF BROADCASTING—ENGLAND AND 
AMERICA COMPARED. 

Sir,—An article in the February issue of the American journal, 
Rodio News, dealing with the progress of the wireless industry, 
is not without interest, though, of course, it is founded ou what 
can only be called pure guesswork. This guesswork shows 
that 17% of American homes are fitted with wireless receiving 
apparatus. In view of the exaggerated claims which they 
make for their position in radio, I think this is rather low. 
Now consider the English figures. which can be based on 

definite fact. Accepting the American definition of a home 
as consisting of four persons, there are ten million homes in 
this country which are definitely fitted with one million six 
hundred thousand licensed sets, or 16c,v. Beyond this, the 
P.M.G. assumes there are a further six °hundred thousand un-
licensed sets, which would bring the total of radio-equipped 
homes up to something like 22%. 

It seems to me to be a clear proof that this shows the advant-
ages of a well organised system of broadcasting, for we cer-
tainly beat the Americans on their own ground. 
Old Bond Street, W.I. ARTHUR C. BANFIELD. 

A QUESTION OF DISTANCE. 
Sir,—Under the heading " A Question of Signal Strength " in 

The Wireless World of December 23rd your correspondent, 
H. E. Adshead, refers to my article of December 9th, viz., 
" Crystal Reception from 5XX." 

It is stated that I have measured the distance from Chelms-
ford to Daventry incorrectly. I presume that the 40 miles 
has been subtracted from 130 miles, thus giving a greater dis-
tance than Mr. Adshead obtained by measuring from Chelms-
ford to Daventry. You will notice that in the diagram in the 
article mentioned a definite dimension was net put between 
these two places. I do not question the measurement given by 
Mr. Adshead, but perhaps if I state how my measurements were 
obtained it will be seen how the difference has originated. 
The distances between that part of Birmingham concerned 

and Daventry, and between Birmingham and (Chelmsford, 
according to a Bacon map, were 44 miles and 137 miles respec-
tively. Using a Bartholomew differently projected map the 
distances were 3,5¡ and 126 miles. 

It will be seen that a compromise was made when giving 
40 and 130 miles in the article. Measurements made from 
another Bartholomew map gave : Birmingham to Daventry, 35 
miles : Birmingham to Chelmsford, 116 miles ; these values agree-
ing fairly closely with those of your correspondent. I do not 
attach great importance to the discrepancy in the figures which 
are given, and as a matter of fact I hesitated whether or not 
to mention these values at all in the article. Mr. Adshead sug-
gests that I am not. aware that signal strengths received would 
follow a square law. I am not sufficiently pedantic to mention 
in a short article all that I have become acquainted with after 
many years' study of die subject concerned. 
I purposely refrained from connecting the results which were 

given with any mathematical law owing to the- fact that there 
are too many variable and unknown factors to be considered. 

Aston, Birmingham. H. L. CAPE, 

14 A 40 
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rALVE-CRYSTAL RECEIVERS. 

Sir,—In The Wireless World of December 30th last, Mr. 
J. W. Canham described a valve-crystal receiver in which the 
usual positions of crystal and transformer primary are reversed, 
and the aerial inductance is included in the grid circuit of 
the valve. This receiver, as Mr. Canham pointed out, is par-
ticularly suitable for loud-speaker reception from the local 
statiori, but the basic circuit can, of course, be applied to a 
receiver for more distant working. One convenient method 
of providing for this is shown in the accompanying diagram, a 
stage of high-frequency amplification being employed without 
disturbing the essential valve-crystal circuit. This arrangement, 
which is described in Radio Engineering Company's Patent No. 
234,965, covering the basic circuit, permits of closer adjust-
ment of reaction, and, by reason of the additional tuned cir-

e 

Modified valve-crystal circuit. 

cuit, will give greater selectivity. It will be seen that the 
anode of the H.F. valve is coupled through a small condenser 
to the high potential end of the valve-crystal circuit, the anode 
feed current for the H.1'. valve being carried through a high-
frequency choke coil. 
An alternative method of extending the usefulness of a 

receiver embodying this particular valve-custal circuit has also 
been described in the same company's Patent No. 239,310, and 
consists in the use of a detector mounted within a telephone 
plug which can be inserted in a jack so connected that when 
the detector is removed the first valve functions as a rectifier 
with a condenser and leak in its grid circuit. The receiver is 
then suitable for headphone reception of distant stations, but 
on replacing the crystal the circuit described by Mr. Canham 
for loud-speaker reception of local broadcast is produced. 
The self-capacities of various types of intervalve trans-

formers when used in this circuit have been found to vary 
considerably, and with some of the latest types the capacity 
existing between the adjacent turns of the primary and 
secondary windings can be best utilised by connecting O.P. to 
aerial and I.S. to grid. In some cases a small condenser not 
exceeding 0.0091 mfd. may be placed between the aerial and 
grid; this is done with advantage when a low resistance de-
tector of the galena type is used and a large amount of 
reaction applied to counteract the heavy damping in the cir-
cuit, or when the valves employed have grids of relatively 
high capacity, as in some of the recently developed valves 
having flattened electrodes. Selection of a suitable transformer 
ratio between the crystal and the grid should he facilitated 
by the use of an auto-transformer in place of the ordinary 
inter-valve transformer and is particularly useful where it is 
desired to use crystal combinations the impedances of which 
differ considerably. Other minor modifications will no doubt 
be obvious to those readers who have given attention to the 
possible applications of valve-crystal circuit arrangements, and 
the very favourable conclusions reached by writers in The 
Wireless World and Experimental Wireless on this subject fully 
justify further experimental work in this direction. One im-
portant advantage which the circuit described by Mr. Canham 
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possesses is its immunity from interference caused by electric 
light mains and kindred disturbances; this is mainly due to 
the absence of any large collective capacity across the grid 
and filament of the valve. It will be noticed upon examining 
the circuit that both the aerial and filament are substantially 
at zero low-frequency potential, a condition not easily realised 
in conventional reflex circuits. E. A. B. SNOADEN. 

Southfields, &W.18. Radio Engineering Co., Ltd. 

SLOW MORSE TRANSMISSION. 
Sir —With reference to the letter of Mr. E. H. Robinson 

(G5leM) in your issue of October 7th, I should like to state 
that, although I have been an operator for the last seven and a 
half years, it was only on reading that letter that I learnt 
that "SOS is sent at five w.p.m. by international rule." 
However, in Appendix X. to the P.M.G.'s Handbook for 
Wireless Operators it is stated that "the following special 
arrangements . . . are additional to the International Radio-
telegraph Regulations," and about half-way down the page, 
under heading " Distress Signal," is the following :—" The first 
SOS signal should be transmitted at a speed equivalent 
tu about five words (i.e., about eight repetitions of 
— — — — — — — — —) per ‘,minute, special attention being 
given to the sending of long clear dashes." • 

It is not clear whether Mr. Robinson means that the call is 
made at a slow speed to attract the attention of operators, the 
majority of whom can read up to 30 w.p.m., but I feel I must 
say, in justice to all operators, that such is not the case. The 
slow call is primarily for the benefit of the " watchers," who on 
some ships take the place of fully qualified operators during 
the periods when the latter are not on watch. 

A PROFESSIONAL BRASS-POUNDER. 
Buenos Aires, Argentina. 

THE WORK OF THE AMATEUR. 
Sir,—Your correspondents, " C.W.B.," Captain Eckersley, 

and others of like mind have missed the main point with regard 
to amateurs. These are of two classes :—(1) Research workers 
with adequate qualifications, (2) constructors engaged in a 
scientific hobby, making improvements, etc. The first class 
requires no comment; the second exists for the joy of a 
creative intellectual hobby. Such amateurs usually possess a 
knowledge of physics, etc., of Matriculation or Intermediate 
standard. I categorically deny "C.W.B.'s" statement that 
they are chiefly concerned in receiving broadcasting cheaply. 
Nine-tenths of their time is engaged in constructing, and the 
broadcasting is of secondary importance. This class—educated 
electrically—is here to stay, and should not be confused with the 
small minority of profit-making constructors, whose conduct is 
to be condemned. 

Further, the tradesmen, for whom I presume Capt. Eckersley 
speaks (or writes), have _overlooked a small fact. The public 
does not exist simply to supply them with delectable profits. 
On the contrary, the tradesmen exist to satisfy the public's need. 
The trader who attempts to sell things unrequired—exor-
bitantly priced multi-valve sets, for example—to the public will 
speedily find himself in the bankruptcy court. 
The opinions of our leading component makers would be 

interesting to know. 
Your delightfully curt correspondent, Mr. Beamish, is surely 

a Pelmanist! L. H. ASHLEY. 
Harlesden, N.W.10. 

SURFACE INSULATION OF EBONITE. 
Sir,—With reference to the article in The Wireless World 

of January 20th regarding surface insulation on ebonite panels, 
it may interest you to know that our Regal polished ebonite 
is entirely free from surface leakage, and, moreover, the polish 
is obtained without the use of tin foil, a special process being 
used to obtain the finish on the sheets. 
We enclose copy of test made by the National Physical 

Laboratory on this material, and we enclose a small sample 
for your inspection. For SPICERS, LTD. 
London, E.C.4- F. Walker, I.M. Dept. 

[An examination of the N.P.L. Test Report referred to shows 
that the surface resistivity is so high as to preclude the 
possibility of any surface leakage.—En.] 
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SPEECH AMPLIFIER DESIGN. 

Sir,-I was very interested in the article by Dr. 'McLachlan 
on " Speech Amplifier Design " in the -issue of The 'Ureic's,' 
World for January 13th. 
In rlsgard to the best mode of coupling the loud-speaker in 

'the anode circuit of the last valve, I have found that, for 
high-resistance instruments, the choke-capacity feed method, 
coupled as the accompanying diagram shows, to be about the 
most useful from the practical point of view. In addition to 
the usual advantages of this feed, it puts the loud-speaker and 
its leads at earth potential. thereby minimising the chance of 
a shorted high-tension battery 
when long leads are used. If, 
when the electric mains are 
used for -high tension, the loud-
speaker lead is connected direct 
to the earth lead, a short cir-
cuit bec75tnes still more remote. 
The two fixed condensers A 

and B control the exaggeration 
of frequencies, i.e., apparent 
pitch, similar to the diagrams 
in his Fig. 8. At the bottom 
of these he states that " a re-
duction in the value of the con-
denser (d), which is in parallel, decreases the high tones." 
Surely this is incorrect. With no condenser (in parallel) there 
at all, the high tones will be at full strength, but. wheit a 
condenser is put across the speaker terminals the high tones 
will be weakened until, as the condenser is increased in value 
up to about 0.05 mfds., only the lowest tones will be audible. 
I find that decreasing the value of the series condenser A 

is a much better method of exaggerating the high tones than 
the method of shunting the speaker with a high resistance or 
a choke, as is sometimes recommended. There seems to be 
little weakening of the low tones until A becomes smaller than 
0.25 mfd., but by "le time 0.005 mfd. is reached the tone 
has become very thin and high. Accordingly the correction 
values seem to lie between these two points. 

It is not intended that a small value at A and the shunt 
condenser B should he both need at once, though this occasion-

WOX 
WOR 
WOS 
WOE 
JON 
WF 
CR 3 
JR 2 
3 A 
CB 6 
CP 8 
AC 
Nos. 
21 
24 
26 
35 
50 
54 
76 
79 
83 

124 
1.39 
155 
214 
245 
248 
270 
346 
400 
472 
455 
609 
622 
704 
910 

1161 
1180 
1244 
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suggested- loud...speaker feed 
circuit. 

URUGUAY. 

T. R. Polero, 18 de Julio 1954. 
É. Leborgne, Luis B. Cavia 2784. 
A. Marroche, G. Ramirez 1870. 
G. Pozzoli, 25 de Mayo 232. 
J. G. Nores, Justicia 2149. 
W. Fernandez, Durazno 1665. 
C. M. Rubio, Mazzini 3141. 
J. Beretervide, Larrafiaga 572. 
F. Garcia, Cerrito 419. 
C. Butler, San José 828. 
C. Piazensa, Avelino Miranda 2541.. 
J. y A. Morelli, Canelones 982. 

W. Figueira, Magallanes 1070. 
Galvez, Nicaragua. 
E. Fernandez, Agraciada 1896. 
R. Lujan, Lima 1570. 
Patietti, Sarmiento 2533. 
P. Pose, Cerro Largo 1184. 
J. P. Greco, Uruguay 1121. 
A. V. Guerra, Rio Negro 1432. 
O. Parodi, Buzareo 600. 
J Montaldo, 8 de Octubre 3035. 
R. Elena, Garibaldi 2965. 
Llaguen, Boulevar Espana 2491. 
A. M. Perez, Emilio Reue 2486. 
i• Moscatelli, Fomento 19. 
G. Baranda, Defensa 1056. 
A. Torra, San Martin 3220. 
J. C. Mussio. Gral. Urquiza 2528. 
Biso, Av. Espana 2218. 
F. Darrigrand, Joaquin Requena 1043. 
M. Sibils, J. B. Blanco 746. 
C. Stefani, Canelones 874. 
H. Paganini, Colonia 2090. 
A. Nin Ramos, Joaquin Requena 1155. 
V. Zamora, Chucarro 58. 
S. Santamaria, Caridad 1365. 
E. Staniar°, Mercedes 1212. 
A. Giorello, hijo, Agraciada 2320. 
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ally makes a good method of weakening the output (i.e., de-
creasing both high and low tones simultaneously) when it is 
desired to do this without altering, any of the otlfer working 
characteristics of the whole receiver. 
The impedance of the choke does not seem to be very 

critical in practice if one uses a D.E.5 or a B.4 valve in the 
last stage, but if a valve with a higher impedance is used the 
impedance of the choke must be watched carefully. 
I shall be very interested in future articles on this subject, 

and in wishing The Wireless World a continuation of its suc-
cesses, I would add that it is articles *if this character that 
make the paper what it is. 
Trusting that this may be of interest to your readers. 
Preston, Lancs. J. M. TOULMIN. 

MORSE RECEPTION. 

Sir,-I was very interested to see your remarks under the 
heading " An Unexplored Field " in the current issue of The 
1Vircless World and Radio Review." 
I am one of those who get most enjoyment. out of „Horse. 
I only had that to listen to in the days before Captain 

Eckersley was saying " Two emma toc, Wr-r-r-rittle 
end have never lost interest in it. I have a tuner for coils, 
and coils up to 30,000 metres. a 'specially selective 300, 450 and 
600 metre tuner for spark for my own use, and a Daventry 
tuner for the use of the family while I am away. I use a 
separate heterodyne for C.W. reception. and log much of the 
traffic between ships and Devizes un 2,100 and 2,400 metres 
C.W., also on 600 metres, and have several times intercepted 
and listened to the finish of SOS calls on 600 metres. 
I also have a home-made Morse hiker (syphon type) which 

works very well on the high-speed traffic from and to Otigar. 
Other interesting traffic includes Admiralty messages on 3,000 

metres, aviation traffic messages on •1,400 metres, and Air 
Ministry traffic with GHA. 
I think all the above is far more interesting than listening 

to entertainment, etc., beside.; being good exercise for the ears, 
eyes and brain. W. G: PHILPOTT. 
Appledore, Kent.. 

EXPERIMENTAL TRANSMITTING STATIONS. 

Additional Call signs to the supplementary list to the "Wireless Annual for Amateurs and Experimenters," 1926, which 
included in last week's issue. 

Radio Larraimga-E. Legrand, Larraitaga 140. 
Radio Mamilas--P. G. Flores 7058. 
Radio Victoria-M. Gonzalez, Dante 2354. 
Radio Paysandft-Aragunde, Chard 1834. 
Radio CIMilá-Araguntle, Chana 1834. 
Radio Blandengues-J. Peña, G. Flores 2881. 
Radio Minas-R. Walder, Minas 1721. 
Radio Canelones-1. Colombo, Canelones 1982. 
Radio Bella Vista-E. Ledoux, Canelones 961. 
Radio Vaguarón-R. Maurifto, Vaguarán 1796. 
Radio América-A. Camogli, Cerro I.argo 2157. 
Radio Capurro-R. Casahó, Capurro 57. 
Radio Savago-E. Bravo, Savage). 
Radio Artigas-0. Domenech, Canelones 1022. 
Radio Union-H. Cabral, 8 de Octubre 2769. 
Talleres de D. Bosco. 

DEPARTMENT OF SAN Jose, 
No. 1 A. Daverde, 
No. 2 Santiago Vivas. 
No. 3 It. Garcia. 
No. 4 Santiago Brucoleri. 
No. 5 J. Saquieres. 
No. 6 E. liorzone. 

DEPARTMENT OF CANELONES. 
Canelones 1. P. Ferrari. 
Canelones 2. C. Vidal y Vidal. 
R I H, Espiga. 
1105 de Santa Rosa. G. Pertuso Santa Rosa 
Colegio del Manga. Manga. 

DEPARTMENT OF COLONIA. 
Dr. Arribillaga, Carmelo. 

RJ E. Judie, C. Piainoutesa. 
C 1 E. Vols, Tarariras. 

DEPARTMENT OF SALTO, 
1000 F. Giordano. 

DEPARTMENT OF DURAZNO. 
ERE R. Evangelist. 

we 

DEPARTMENT OF SORIANO. 
Palmitas. A. Fernandez Coyechea, Palmitas. 
La Calera. Alberto Urtubey, Drable. 

DEPARTMENT OP TACUARE.MBO. 
CH 15 A. H. Galli, Paso de los Toros'. 

SOUTH AFRICA. 
Additional Stations received since 27th January. 
A SR H. J. Wilson, llilrise, Meverton, Tiansvaal. 
A 8L R. I. Beckley, 79, Auckland Av., Auckland 

Park, Johannesburg. 
ANN C. P. Beckley, 79, Auckland Av., Auckland 

Park, Johannesburg. (Portable.) 
A 60 G. W. Smits, Estancia Estate, Hendrina, 

E. Transvaal. 
A 6P R. F. Olsen, 28, King Edward Rd., Bloem-

fontein. 
A 6Q A. Davidson, elo D. R. Boyce, Orange Grove, 

Greenwood Park, Durban. 
A 6R E. Thorne, 3rd Av., Fishhook, Cape Province. 
A 65 J. II. Cliff. " Alice Grange." Pietermaritzburg. 
A ST The Registrar, University of Stellenbosch, 

Stellenbosch. 
A 6U P. E. Card, 9, Signal Hill, East London. 
A OT R. J. Holmes. 21, 1st Infantry Lines, Roberts 

Heights, Transvaal. 
A OW A. S. Fault, 16, Main St., Strand, Cape Town. 
A OX W. II. Bowles, Erf No. 109, Piet Relief. 
A 6Y R. E. S. Smith, 6, Sussex Rd., Observatory, 

Cape Town. 
A 6Z H. Betts, Queensville, Queen's Rd., Sa Point. 
A 7A D. R. Boyce, Orange Grove, Greenwood Park, 

Durban. 
A 7B R. N. Perrott, llifod," 1st Av., Walmer, 

Port Elizabeth. 
A 7C A. E. Neseman, 13, Medusa St., Kensington, 

J oh annesburg 
A 7D Il. J. Buckley, " Longacres," Lot 5, Little 

Amanizinttoti, Natal. 
A 7E C. M. C. Bone, Bulawayo House, Celliers St., 

Pretoria. 
A 7F R. Suttner, 39, Ockerse St., Johannesburg. 
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Definitions of Terms and Expressions commonly used in Wireless 
Telegraphy and Telephony. 

This section is being continued week by week and will form an authoritative work of reference. 

Spark Frequency. The number of sparks 
passing per second in a spark trans-
mitter. This determines the pitch of 
the note heard in the telephones at the 
receiving station. 

Spark Transmission. The sending of 
Morse signals in wireless telegraphy by 
trains of damped oscillations induced in 
the aerial circuit by shock excitation 
from a series of sparks passed between 
the electrodes of a suitable discharger 
connected in an oscillatory circuit. 

Spark Gap. A small air space between 
two conductors or electrodes and across 
which a spark passes when the voltage 
becomes sufficiently high to break down 
the insulation of the intervening air. 
Usually provided as a protection 
against excessive voltages; e.g., a spark 
gap or safety gap is often provided 
between the leading-in wire of an aerial 
and the earth wire as a protection 
against lightning. 

Specific Conductance or Specific Confine. 
tivity. The reciprocal of specific re-
sistance, i.e., the conducting power of 
a substance in mhos per centimetre cube 
or per inch cube. 

Specific Inductive Capacity (S.1.C.). A 
measure of the extent to which a di-
electric permits electrostatic lines of 
force to pass through it. The S.I.C. of 
a material is defined as the ratio of the 
capacity of a condenser with that 
material as dielectric te the capacity of 
another condenser of identically the 
sanie shape and dimensions with dry 
air at normal pressure as the dielectric. 
A vacuum has the lowest S.I.C., being 
about 0.9985, whereas that of pure 
• water is about 81 at 170 C. The S.I.C. 
of mica varies from 4 to 8, according 
to the quality. 

Specific Gravity (of accumulator acid). 
The ratio of the mass of a given volume 
of the acid to the mass of an equal 
volume of water. The statement that 
the specific gravity of the acid is 1.2 
means that the acid is 1.2 times as 
heavy as water. 

Specific Resistance. The resisting pro-
perties of a material expressed as the 
resistance of a conductor of unit length 
and of unit cross section, i.e., the re-
sistance measured between two opposite 
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faces of a cube of the material, the 
sides of the cube being of unit knelt_ 
and the current distribution throne/1r' 
uniform. It is usually expressed in 
micro/fats per centimetre cube or per 
inch cube. Another name, probably 
more suitable, is " volume resistivity." 
The specific resistance is usually de-
noted by the Greek letter p. 

If 1 is the length of a conductor in 
centimetres, a its cross sectional area in 
square centimetres, and p is the specific 
resistance in ohms per centimetre cube 
at a given temperature, then the resist-
ance of the conductor is given by 

R=p—ohins at that temperature. See 
a 

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT. 

Speech Amplifier. A tom/requeny ampli-
fier for increasing the strength of speech 
signals in a wireless receiver, etc. See 
LOW-FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER. 

Sp. Gr. Abbreviation for specific gravity. 

Square Law Condenser. A variable con-
denser in which the plates are of such 
a shape that the capacity is proportional 
to the square of the angle of rotation of 
the dial from the zero position. Used 
for tuning in cases where it is desired 

Square Law Condenser. 

that the change in wavelength shall be 
proportional to the change in condenser 
reading, thus preventing the crowding 
of the lower values of wavelength at 
the lower end of the scale. Particularly 
useful in waveeneter construction. 

S.S.C. Abbreviation for single silk 
covered. 

Stand•Bi. A change-cver switch is some-
times provided in a loose-coupled 

receiving circuit enabling the detector 
to be connected either directly to the 
'aerial circuit, giving comparatively fiat 
tuning, or to the secondary circuit for 
sharp tuning. The former is termed 
" stand-bi " position, and facilitates in 
the searching for signals. Once the 
desired signal is found the detector is 
switched over to the secondary circuit, 
or "tune" position as it is called, in 
order to get greater selectivity. 

Standard Condenser. A condenser, either 
of variable or fixed capacity, specially 
constructed to be free from losses ad 
to have a constant calibration. For 
wireless measurements standard con-
densers always have air dielectric. 

Standard Wire Gauge. A series of num-
bers by means of which the diameters 
of wires are legally denoted in Great 
Britain, the sizes of wires being in a 
regular progression for successive 
numbers. No. 1 is 0.3in. in diameter, 
and No. 50 is 0.001in. in diameter. 
Other wire gauges are the Birmingham 
Wire Gauge (B.W.G.), also used to a 
certain extent in this country, and 
the Brown and Sharpe Wire Gauge used 
in America. 

HIDDEN ADVERTISEMENTS 
COMPETITION. 

The following are the correct solutions 
for "The Wireless World" Hidden 
Advertisement Competition for January 

20th, 1926. 
Cue No. Name of Advertiser. 

Nelson Electric Co., Ltd. .. 
2 Brandes, Ltd• • • • • • • 
3 Reflex Ratio Co., Ltd. 
4 Telseu Transformers .. 

A. P. Stevens & Co. (1914) Ltd. 
6 Halladay% Ltd. 

• • 
• • • • • • • 

The prizewinners are as follow: 
W. Smalley, London, N.I6 
G. M. Pargitcr, Percy Main, North-
umberland 

S. R. Nicholls, London, S.E.26 

Page 
23 
11 
21 
23 
13 
Ill 

£5 

£2 
£1 

Ten shillings each to the following four: 
J. W. Mann, kfytholmroyd, Yorks. 
F. W. Moffat, Birmingham. 
C. E. White, Bournemouth. 
G. E. H. Rawlins, Bembridge, 
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" The Wireless World" Information Department Conducts a Free Service of Replies to Readers' Queries. 
Questions should be concisely worded, and headed "Information Department." Each separate question must be 

accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for postal reply. 

Using a Double-reading Voltmeter. 

/ am building a three-valve set consisting 
of a conventional detector valve cir-
cuit employing the usual system of 
rectification with reaction on to the 
aerial coil followed by two stages of 
transformer-coupled L.F. amplifica-
tion, my main object being to obtain 
plenty of volume coupled with purity 
OIL the stations that are well within 
my range with only a moderate 
degree of reaction. In order to 
ensure purity I have equipped myself 
with the proper types of valves in 
bath detector and L.F. stages, the 
transformers being specially chosen 
to work with the valves. 1 have 
also a double reading voltmeter with. 
a common negoire terminal with 
scale readings of 0-6 roles and 0-120 
volts. I desire to arrange switching 
on my panel so that I can measure 
the .voltage of my accumulator and 
also measure areurately the voltage 
obtainable at each H.T.+ tapping in 
order to ensure that correct 11.7'. 
voltages arc sufficient to each valve. 

A. W. R. 

The arrangement of switching the volt-
meter in the manner which you suggest 
is perfectly feasible, and we give in 
Fig. 1 a diagram of the necessary con-
nections to effect this result. You will 
need a double-pole, double-throw switch, 
which may be of the "Utility" or 
similar type, and also a selector switch 
and nine studs. By placing the double-
pole switch to the left the voltage of the 
accumulator will be indicated, the low-

resistance side of the voltmeter connect-
ing directly across the accumuhaor and 
indicating its voltage. It should not be 
forgotten that in order to obtain a cor-
rect indication of the voltage of the 
accumulator the test must be made when 
it is actually lighting the valve filaments. 
Upon throwing over the double-pole 
switch to the right the high-resistance 
winding of the voltmeter is substituted 
for the low-resistance winding. It might 
be thought by many that this operation 
could be performed by a single-pole 
switch, but a moment's thought will 
indicate the impossibility of this. With 
the selector switch on the first stud, of 
course, the voltmeter will be in the 
"off" position. Upon moving the switch 
to the third stud, the voltage being 
applied to the detector valve will be indi-
cated, the fifth and seventh studs giving 
the readings of the first and second L.F. 
amplifiers respectively. The purpose of 
the ninth stud and the additional H.T.-1-
terminal is to enable a reading to be 
taken of the total voltage of the H.T. 
battery. Suppose, for instance, you were 
using a 120-volt H.T. battery, and the 
highest H.T.+ tapping applied to the 
set were 110 volts, the extra H.T. ter-
minal should be connected to the 120-volt 
wander plug socket of the battery, and 
then an indication could be obtained of 
the total voltage of the battery. It is 
extremely useful to make use of a 
selector switch in conjunction, with a 
voltmeter in this manner, in order to 
correctly adjust the H.T. voltages sup-
plied to the valves, and this more 
specially applies when special circuits are 

Fig. I.—Double-range voltmeter connected in three-valve receiver to indicate 
volt age of L.T. battery and of each H.T. tapping. 

used involvisig. the necessity of the use of 
definite H.T. 'voltages on different valves, 
such as in a superheterodyne receiver, 
since, of course, the system is applicable 
to any number of valves. In the case of 
a new H.T. battery the different wander 
plug sockets are marked with the dif-
ferent voltage values, and adjustments 
can be made in this manner, but after 
a comparatively short period of use the 
voltage of the battery drops, and thus 
figures are then entirely misleading. 
The reason for the use of alternate blank 
studs is to prevent sections of the H.T. 
battery being short-circuited when the 
switch is passing from stud to stud, 
since, of course, the switch is then 
momentarily in contact with two studs 
simultaneomly. 

0 0 0 0 

Obtaining H.T. from Mains with an 
Earthed Positive. 

have recently tried out an arrangement 
for obtaining D.T. from D.C. mains 
using a 2 tilde. condenser in the 
earth lead. Every satisfaction was 
obtained by this method, but 1 was 
rather puzided as to the reason why 
it should work, since the positive 
main is earthed. Later Isubstituted 
on ordinary 60-volt H.T. battery, 
still retaining the condenser in the 
earth lead, and earthed the H.T.+ 
terminal, said reception was perfectly 
normal. I fail to see how a receiver 
can function with the ll.T.+ ter-
minal at earth. potential, and an 
explanation will oblige. J.J.M. 

The results you have been obtaining 
are quite normal, and the explanation is 
quite simple. As you are aware, in the 
conventional receiver, the H.T.— is con-
nected to earth, and therefore the posi-
tive terminal of the normal H.T. battery 
is 60 volts above earth potential, but 
only with respect to D.C. At all times 
the positive terminal of the H.T. battery 
is just as much at earth potential with 
respect to both H.F. and L.F. as is the 
H.T.— terminal, since the 1 mfd, con-
denser acts as a complete short circuit 
to both H.F. and L.F., but not, of 
course, to D.C. It will be seen, there-
fore, that it is quite irrelevant whether 
or no the positive main is earthed except 
that a 2 mfds. condenser must be placed 
in the earth lead in order to prevent the 
mains being short-circuited. When we use 
a tuned anode coupling it is important to 
connect, the moving plates of the anode 
tuning condensers to H.T.+ and not 
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the fixed plates, since then the moving 
plates will be at earth potential with 
respect to H.F. as is also the hand of 
the operator, although, of course, the 
moving plates will still be at high 
potential with respect to D.C., which, 
however, is immaterial from the point of 
" view of hand-capacity effects. 

0000 

A Question of Switching. 

I am constructing a receiver using the 
circuit given in reply to " 8.117.B." in 
your December 2nd issue, but .wieh 
to be able to cut out the Hi'. stage 
when listening to thé local station. 
I propose to join the yrid of the 
H.,. valve to the junction between 
the two fixed condensers, at the same 
time, of course, turning out the fila-
ment of the Hi'. valve and removing 
the grid coil of the detector valve. 
Four criticism of my proposal would 
be esteemed. E.M. 

This method would be quite in order, 
were it only proposed to make use of 
grid rectification, but a moment's glance 
at the diagram will reveal the fact that 
on switching over to anode rectification 
the receiver would become more or less 
inoperative, since negative bias would be 
applied to the grid of the detector. If, 
on the other hand, the grid coil were 
not removed, we should have two aerial 
tuning coils in parallel. The difficulty 
can be quite easily surmounted, however, 
by connecting across from the grid of the 
H.F. valve to the position between the two 
condensers, and turning out the filament 
of the H.F. valve as you suggest, but it 
is the aerial tuning coil which must be 
removed, and then, of course, the grid 
coil of the detector valve will function 
as the aerial tuning coil. Of course, the 
value of this coil will have to be 
adjusted, since it now has the effect of 
the aerial capacity and inductance added 
to it, and a size smaller coil will be called 
for; that is, a No. 35 instead of a No. 50 
in the case of the local station, or a 
No. 150 instead of a No. 250 in the case 
of Daventry. It should, however, be 
pointed out that when using anode recti-
fication it is advisable, even on the local 
station, that the H.F. stage be not 
eliminated, since this method of rectifica-
tion demands a fairly steady input in 
order to operate efficiently. 

0000 
• 

An Economical Superheterodyne. 
/ am desirous of building a superhetero-

dyne receiver, but wish if possible to 
restrict the number of valves, to four. 
1 do not, if possible, wish to make 
use of a harmonic oscillator, nor to 
include a crystal, and am also 
desirous of operating a loud-speaker. 

T.R.D. 

Since you wish to restrict the number 
of valves to four, and wish at the same 
time to dispense with a crystal, it is 

obvious that great thought will have to i be exercised n the design of the instru-

ment. Two of the valves, of course, 
must be used as detectors, but we can 
fortunately avoid the use of a separate 
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oscillator valve without employing the 
harmonic system to which you object. 
It is scarcely worth the trouble to con-
struct a " superhet." embodying only one 
stage of intermediate frequency, and so 
it is obvious that both remaining valves 
must be included in the intermediate 
amplifier. If, however, we are to operate 
a loud-speaker it is necessary to include 
a stage of L.F. amplification, and as we 
have no remaining valve for this pur-
pose it is necessary to reflex one stage of 

Fig. 2.—Four-valve superheterodyne receiver. 

0.0003 m fd 

FRAME 

the intermediate amplifier. It is, of 
course, perfectly feasible to do this, but 
it is distinctly advisable that the wave-
length of the intermediate amplifier be 
kept lower than the customary 5,000 to 
moo metres, in order to keep as wide a 
difference as possible between the inter-
mediate frequency and the low-frequency 
components of the current with which 

BOOKS FOR THE 
WIRELESS EXPERIMENTER 

Issued in conjunction with " The Wireless World." 

THE AMATEUR'S BOOK OF WIRE-
LESS CIRCUITS," by F. H. HAYNES. Price 
3/6 net. By Post, 4/, 
" TUNING COILS AND METHODS OF 
TUNING," by W James. Price 2/6 net. By 
Post, 2110. 
" WIRELESS VALVE RECEIVERS AND 
CIRCUITS IN PRINCIPLE AND PRAC-
TICE," by R. D. BANGAY and N. ASHBRIDGE, 
B.Sc. Price 2/6 net. By Post, 2/to. 
" WIRELESS VALVE TRANSMITTERS 
—THE DESIGN AND OPERATION OF 
SMALL POWER APPARATUS," by 
W. limas. Price 9/- net. By Post, 9/6. 
DIRECTION AND POSITION FIND-

ING IN WIRELESS," by R. KEEN, B.Eng. 
Price 9/- net. By Post, 9/6. 

" THE RADIO EXPERIMENTER'S 
HANDBOOK," Parts z & 2, by P. it COURSEY, 
B.Sc. Price 3/6 net. By Post, 

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) Irons 
ILIFFE & SONS LIMITED, 
Dorset House, Tudor St., London, E.C.4., 

or ol Booksellers and Bookstalls 

FEBRUARY 3rd, 1926. 

the dual valve has to deal. A suggested 
value is about 3,000 metres. It will be 
found that this wavelength is sufficiently 
low to avoid interfering with the L.F. 
duties of the valve, and at the same time 
sufficiently high to be really effective. It 
should be pointed out that a superhetero-
dyne with only two intermediate stages 
is a perfectly practicable proposition, 
and in average hands will frequently per-
form greater feats of distance than one 
with three H.F. stages, Owing to the fact 
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that it is more inherently stable than one 
having three stages, and does not need 
the same degree of " holding down" by 
positive grid bias applied to the grids 
of the valves. It will be found -that 
when using two stages only it is only 
needful to use potentiometer control of 
the grid of the first intermediate valve. 
This is an important point, since it must 
be remembered that we must on no 
account apply positive bias but negative 
bias to the grid of the succeeding valve, 
owing to the fact of it acting as an L.F. 
amplifier. With regard to the construc-
tional details of the oscillator grid and 
plate coils, to cover a wavelength of 
250-500 metres they should be made as 
follows :—Obtain a 4in. length of ebonite 
tube 21in. in diameter, winding thereon 
eighty turns of No. 24 S.W.G. enamelled 
wire, a tapping being taken at the centre. 
This will form the grid coil. The plate 
coil should be wound on a cylindrical 
ebonite former 1,1in. long by 11in. in 
diameter, and should consist of ninety-
five turns of No. 38 D.C.C. wire. The 
plate coil former should be mounted on 
a spindle at one end of the grid coil 
former and made rotatable in order to 
vary its coupling with respect to the grid 
coil. With regard to the intermediate 
transformers, they may be either pur-
chased or home constructed, the details 
as to the number of turns depending on 
the actual wavelength which you decide 
upon. A complete diagram of connections 
is given in Fig. 2. 
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Loud Speakers and 
Receivers may be obtained 
by easy payments from 

H. Taylor & Co. Ltd., 
49-50, 52, 53, Sussex Place, 
South Kensington, S.W.7. 

Write for particulars. 

CHOKE UNITS, 
Um:prising shrouded choke, ec..1 
leaks, and fixed condensers, t 

first and SCCOWI stage, 

20/. 
Choke only (shrouded), 

15/. 
Ask for publication No. z15. 

"'THERE is a world of difference between the varying 
I quality of sounds which are emitted from some 
Radio Receivers, and the re-creation of the musical 
genius of great artists, as obtained when using an 
A. J.S. choke coupled circuit in conjunction with an 
A. J.S.. Loud Speaker. The quality of radio repro-
duction depends almost entirely on the method of 
intervalve coupling and the type of loud speaker used, 
and for this reason A. J.S. have devoted a great 
amount of research to produce an ideal choke---one to 
do credit to the fine qualities of their loud speakers. 
A. J.S. Loud Speakers are not 
black, unless you particularly 
desire them so. The most 
popular models have metal 
flares, hand coloured and grained 
in various shades of Oak, 
Mahogany. Walnut and Rose-
wood. They may also be 
obtained with Oak or Mahogany 
flares, truly fine instruments. 
The Junior model is not a 
" Baby," but the" Big Brother" 
of the Stancar... types. It is 19 1 r 
inches high and produces full 
round tones. 
The A. J.S. Choke Unit is a most 
important component in a 're-
ceiver, where the constructor 
desires the re-creation of speech 
and music which is absolutely 
true to life. 

Publication No. 118 describes 
all A.J.S. Loud Speakers. 

STANDARD LOUD 
SPEAKERS. 
Height 24 inches. 
In Wood— 
Mahogany sot Oak Flares 

, £4 15 0 
In Metal—' 
Black Matt or Stove Finish 

£4 0 0 

Grained, various wood 
finishes 4-

7' -. £4 5 

JUNIOR LOUD 
SPEAKERS. 
In metal. Height 19-in. 
Black Hots 

£1 15 
Grained wood finish 

£1 17 

Cabinet Model in 
Mahogany £4 1 5 

Pedestal Model in 
Mahogany or Rosewood 

£22 10 0 

o 

o 

6 
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Is 

A. J. STEVENS & CO. (1914) LTD. 
RADIO BRANCH, WOLVERHAMPTON. 
Telephone: :74i (7 lines. Telegrams: " Reception, Wolverhampton." 

London Showrooms: 122/124 Charing Cross Rd., 
London, W.C.2. 

Telephone: Regent 7:16r 2. Telegrams: " Ajayessco, Westcent, London." 
Glasgow Showrooms: 223, st. George's Road, Glasgow. 
Telepnone: Douglas 140. Telegrams: " Reception, Glasgow." 

A. J. STEVENS & CO. (1914) LTD., 
RADIO BRANCH, WOLVERHAMPTON. 

Muse send publications No, t is and 115 describing Loud Speakers and Chokes respectively 

Name 

Address 

W.W. 3/2126. 

ISSUED BY THE PUBLICITY DEPT. A. J.S. 

Advertise neatz for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms lve believe to be thoroughly reliable. A55 
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£10 Weekly in Cash Prizes 
A New and Simple Competition 

for all Readers of "The Wireless World 
To be continued weekly until further notice. 

HIDDEN ADVERTISEMENTS 
Below will be found six reproductions of fragments cut from the Advertisement pages of this 
issue of " The Wireless World." Each fragment is a clue. Can you from these clues identify the 
Advertisements ? Seven cash prizes will be awarded to the first seven readers who send us 
correct solutions. No technical skill is required, merely observation. There are no restrictions 
or entry fees and the conditions are simple. 

£5 
for the first 
correct solution 

opened. 

£2 
for the second 
correct solution 

opened. 

1 

N 
2 

...f 

3 

V 
4 

\'‘• 
ç's 

5 

,ci 
e .g., 

jnted 

6 

CONDITIONS 

7. AU solutions must be written on the special coupon appearing 
on an advertisement page in this issue and addressed to The 
IVireless World, Dorset House, Tudor Street, London. L.C.4, 
and marked " Hidden Adverts." in bottom left corner. 

2. Clues will not, of necessity, appear in the seine way as in the 
advertisement page, but may be inverted or placed in some 
other position. 

3. In order that town and country readers may compete on 
equal terms, solutions will not be dealt with until so a.m. on 
Monday next. All solutions received before that date will be 
retained until Monday morning. Competitors may submit any 

£1 
for the third 
correct solution 

opened. 

and 

4 
consolation 
prizes of 

10/ 
Each 

for the next four 
correct solutions 

opened. 

number of entries. Erasures or alterations on a coupon will 
disqualify the entry. 
4. The first prize of £5 will be awarded for the first correct 
solution opened; the second prize of £2 to the next correct solution; 
the third prize of (z for the third, and four consolation prizes of 
Rd- each for the next four correct answers. In the event of no 
readers sending correct solutions the prizes will be awarded to the 
competitors whose solutions are most nearly correct. 

5. The decision of the Advertisement Manager of The Wireless 
IVorld is final, and no correspondence can be entered into. 
Competitors enter on this distinct understanding. No member of 
the stall of the paper is permitted to compete. 

5(5 Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention, 
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ENSURE PERFECT RECEPTION 

ILLIAMPÈRES 

i 
10 15 20 

Flush or Projecting Types 25 - 

t.ssing 

MILLIAMMETERS 
VOLTMETERS 

AMMETERS 
Prices from 7j-

1f your dealer is out of stock write to:— 

SIFAM ELECTR:CAL INSTREMENT CO., 
Dept. W, 95 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, 

LONDON, E C.4. Flush or Projecting Types 27'S 

Sangamo 
91w Welv Condenser 

Stays 
Accurate 
SIMPLICITY IN 
ASSEMBLY.—When con-
necting up in the ordinary 
way, simply clamp the leads 
under the terminal screws: 
if prefcrred, just tack with 
solder in addition. When 
connecting up with bus-bars 
remove the condenser ter-
minal screws, pass the bus' 
bars through the screw-
holes and tack up with 
solder. The soldering pro-
cess can be carried out 
without any risk of burned 
fingers. No cutting of leads 
is required. 

Mottlded in smooth brown bakelite. the Sangamo Fixed 
Condenser presents a pleasing appearance that adds to the 
attractiveness of your set. It is guaranteed to be accurate 
and is entirely unaffected by temperature and humidity changes. 

Sangamo Condensers are made in all 
standard capacities, and supplied with or 
without grid leak clips. Ask to see one at 
your usual supplier. 

SANGAMO 
Accurate 
Radio Parts 

TRADE INQUIRIES INVITED. 

THE BRITISH SANGAMO Co., Ltd. 

Ponders End, Middlesex. 

 "ANVIL 
the only 

9, 

GENUINE DUOLATERAL COIL FORMER 

The Pins 
Stem in 

(Pat. 2399441 

Price 4/— 
el all dealers 

or direct by ¡rosi. 

You will save 70',, by 
making your own coils. 
The best type of Low-Loss, 
Duolateral and Honey-
comb coils can only be 
wound on a 15 pin former. 
The "ANVIL" supplies 
this need. 
Full instructions, together 
with wave and broadcasting 
charts supplied with each 
"ANVIL" FORMER. 
Made entirely of brass with 
neat wooden handle. 
Write for full catalogue) 

\s,..._ 6(\......._22_ntIOOD  (Concessionaires) LTD., 41, Gt. Queen St., W.C.2. 

(Paten ted) 

YOU 'WMB ql1c .RES 
BATTERY 
YOU CAN 

SERVICE 
GET —with a steady 

voltage on discharge; noise-
less in operation; and easily and 
cheaply refilled AT HOME. 
You get this with the 

DARIMONT  
HIGH EFFICIENCY 

BATTERY 
When  used with Dull Emitter Valves. 

Write or phone for LIST which 
fully describes the convenience 
and economy of the 

"HOME SERVICE" 
BATTERY. 

BUY BRITISH-MADE BATTERIES. 

DARIMONT ELECTRIC BATTERIES LTD. 
DARIMONT WORKS, ABBEY ROAD, PARK ROYAL, 
LONDON, N.W.*10. Telephone: Wembley 2807. 

• 

REGo 

PLUG C SOCKET 
TERMINALS ARUM 
FINEST «RENAL; 
IN TES WORLD 

/OR ALL WIRELESS 
CONNECTIONS. 

BRITISH MADE. 

If moo 
Deolor 
cannot 

ruyele.ell 
día-rol to 
rhe maker. 

W. J. 
CHARLESWORTH, 

— Established 11397 

ACTUAL 
5i z 

• _ 

Reo? 
No bit, or beat ti,, cc 
brass, or screwed corns 
position sleeves to malts 
your connection, but a 
reliable meet-anneal 
article which has teen 

copied by 
many bail 
Kluane I 
ty none. 
Insist upon 
tr ovoron, 

orliefr 
6 0. 
EACH 

Post tres. 

Made fe RM. Black Psi' 
Green. nor.' in.'. 

Amber. Yellow. Brown. 

Advertisements for " The Wireless ¡lot-Id " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable. A57 
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The most reliable wireless books are 
published by "The Wireless World" 

ELIABILITY is the first 
and most important thing one 
expects from a textbook on 

wireless. Every possible care has 
been taken to ensure that "The 
Wireless World" publications con-
tain only information that is strictly 
accurate and reliable. 

ALL of the volumes are written 
by technical experts; men who 
have years of wireless experi-

mental experience to their credit 
and whose names are a guarantee 
of the soundness and dependability 
of the advice and instruction that are 
given. Illustrations play an im-

TUNING COILS and 
METHODS OF TUNING, 

by W. James. 
An exhaustive little manual 
discussing the principles and 
practice 01 tuning coils with 
explanations of spade, con-
denser and variometer tuning, 
etc. 
Price 26 net. By post, 2110. 

portant and useful part in making 
the intricacies of modern apparatus 
clear to readers. 

THE range of useful books is 
enormous — from the " Ezi-
Wiring Series" for the 

beginner, to such authoritative works 
as " Wireless Valve Transmitters," 
by W. James (gs. net), or "The 
Therinionic Valve," by Dr. J. A. 
Fleming (25s. net). 

ELOW are illustrated a few 
volumes chosen from our 
extensive library. They are 

representative of the high standard 
of technical writing which is a 
distinguishing feature of all publica-
tions issued by this paper. 

l'e 

A complete list of books published by " The Wireless 
World" will be sent free on request. This includes 
volumes dealing with all phases of wireless activity, and 
adapted to the needs of beginners, home constructors, 
experimenters and advanced workers. Remittance 
should accompany orders sent by post. 

THE HOME 
CONSTRUCTOR'S 
WIRELESS 
GUIDE 

THE HOME CON-
STRUCTOR'S WIRELESS 

GUIDE, 
by W. James. 

A usenet little encyclopedia 
01 wireless technology, which 
will solve difficulties you meet 
with in practical work. 
Price 316 net. By post, 3110. 

WIRELESS VALVE 
RECEIVERS AND 
CIRCUITS in Principle and 
Practice, by R. D. Bangay and 

N. Ashbridge, B.Sc. 
Written to enable the amateur 
to understand the working ol 
any circuit he constructs. 
Price 216 net. By post, 2110. 

WIRELESS 
VALVE RECEIVERS 
AND CIRCE HIS 
IS PRI1CIIII PIMCIICli 

THE RADIO 
EXPERIMENTERS 

THE RADIO 
EXPERIMENTERS 

HANDBOOK 
h Plcor “).«Mr 

THE RADIO EXPERI-
MENTER'S HANDBOOK 

in Two Volumes, 
by P. R. Coursey, B.Sc. 

These two volumes explain the 
principles of wireless tele-
pathy and constitute a reliable 
guide to working practice. 

Price 316 net, per volume. 
By post, 3110 each. 

Publishers: ILIFFE & SONS LTD., Dorset House, Tudor Street, LONDON, E.C. 4 

W.W. 28 
A58 ;ilention of " The Wireless World," -Alen 'writing to advertisers, win ensure prompt attention. 
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11/MCIIIIIIES, 
• 

That's the height of the " Hearth-
side " Speaker. Don't mistake it 
for a baby" because the price 
is low! 
It gives full-size results with crystal-
clear tone. 

Send post card for new catalogue. 
General Radio Co., Ltd., 235, Regent St., W.l. 

e 
• 

35/-

At' 
GOOD 

DEALERS 
gaseriSTRAtE 
•SEE fr TO-

DAY 
• 

FYOU WANT THE 

FINEST VALVE MADE 
COMBINING 

VOLUME, QUALITY and ECONOMY 
BUY 

NELSON-MULTI 
ALL Three Filament 

BRITISH 

ALWAYS 
GET 

VALVES 
"A GOOD RECEPTION" 

The Belle« Swint] In the base of the Valve controls 3 
Pis:meats. With the ;witch closed, any one filament cas he 
used, leaving 2 in reserve. Open the swell, placing 2 tiln. 

• ment, in parallel, nad the Valve u at once a POWER 
• AMPLIFIER. 

Each Valve fulfils the functions of 11.F.. Detector, LP. , or 
Power Amplafler. Tote LIFE OR 

7-0-#AEE. y ALVE s 
FOUR IMPROVED TYPES cos./. oF TYPE A. A. PRICE, II'  

à to 5 VOLTA. 0.43 AMPS. per Filament. 
TYPE D.B.A. PRICE. IS'. 

26 VOLTS. 
TYPE D.E.!. 

to VOLTS. 
TYPE D.E. 1/8. 
J VOLTS. 

018 AMPS. per gdattemt. 
PRICE. IN-

0'35 AMPS. per Filainet.,. 
PRICE, 188 

(PM; AMPS. per Fit:toe:et. 
ALL VALVES ARE GUARANTEED. 

II unablc to obtain from ¡tour local ¿color. wrilc to the makers 

NELSON ELECTRIC CO., LTD., 
MERTON PARK, LONDON, S.W.19. 

Too,ea,n, Valreael,o. Wimb•e, Londm. 'Phone WtmlPedon 172. 

The " GRIPPLESHELL  
Registered design No. 714,927. 

A device for simplifying Aerial Erection 
These brackets are made 
twin L' best quality 
Wrought Iron painted 
with weatheryroot enamel. 

PRICES 
Ct.inteined Corner brat bet, Insu-

lator and Pulley 3/6 
0" I told oil tiracket • • 31— 
p 3'-
12' 3/6 

Manufactured by 

PARTRIDGE & WILSON ELECTRICAL WILSON, 
217a, Loughborough Road, LEICESTER. 

FolsIlsoc 5012. 

SERVICE 

QUALITY 

PRICE 

6/6 

LOUD SPEAKER HORNS 
Brown's pattern Loud Speaker 
Horns. Polished Aluminium. 
Complete with cast base solid 
brass and screwed cup to fit 
Brown's Sterling etc. phone. 
These horns have excellent 
reproducing qualities and give 
good volume. You can make 
this Loud Speaker for 66. 
We can supply Brown's 
—A.' Type Phones to 
fit above, 226. 
Li ssen ,uachmeni 136 
Postage 1/-. 

Log Card and Ca'aloguo 
FREE. l 4i 

PUGH'S WIRELESS, 95-101, Holloway Road, LONDON, N.7. 

PRICE, fe.. 
complete an i ready 1, 'T-n '• 

for use. 
Unit £3 10 0 

A.C. Unit £6 0 0 
Royalty on A. C 
Unit 12,6 
extra 

zrbc 

flbaín$ 
Unit — 
for D.C. or A.C. Mains 

(from 100 250 Volts) 

If your H.T. battery 

or H.T. accumulator 

is a constant source 

of trouble to you, 

then write to us. 

Cbc inlè0111Di0 Mains Mutt costs less and is 
much smaller than a good H.T. accumulator and has 
none of its faults, and requires no maintenance. 
Owing to the extreme smoothness and constancy of 
supply the volume and tone from your set must be 
improved. 

Absolutely safe — fully guaranteed. 
Money relunded it you are not satisfied. 

Zuborabío 1Ltb•, 
Tudor Works, Park Royal, N.W.10. 

Phone Wembley 91. 

I III 111111111 II 11111111111111111111111m  

EBONITE 
SHEETS 
RODS & 
TUBES. 

Awarded Silwr Medal for 
Ebonile, Crystal Palace Elearixt! 

Exhibition, 1892. 

OF THE 
FIN EST 
QUALITY 

PANELS CUT ANY 
SIZE AND ANY 

THICKNESS. 
Egg Shell Matt or Polished 

Surface. 
LARGE STOCKS. IMMEDIATE 

DELIVERY. 

BRITKAM-EBONITE (Britannia Rubber & Kamptulicon Co.Ltd.) 
7, NEWGATE STREET, LONDON, E.C.1. 

Telephone: Central 2163 çà ti,eit. Tel.groini: Britannia. London. 

Advert i se Ine r to 1, ,r " The Irbeless 11 .0,1,1 " are only neceo cd from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable. A59 
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XP   
IRELESS 

&The WIRELESS ENGINEER 
" EXPERIMENTAL WIRELESS" is published 

in the interests of all keen radio enthusiasts, 

and is widely read by professional wireless 

engineers and advanced amateur workers and 

experimenters. 

Its articles are contributed by men who have 
made a prolonged study of the science of wire-
less communication and are recognised leaders 
in the experimental field. The correspondence 
columns, which are open to all, provide a 
forum for the discussion of readers' problems 
and experiences. 

PRINCIPAL CONTENTS for FEBRUARY. 

An Experimenter's Wireless Laboratory, by 
Leonard A. Sayce, M.Sc., Ph.D., A .I.C., and 
James Taylor, M.Sc., Ph.D., A.Inst.P. 

Valve Nomenclature, by Prof. G. W. O. Howe, 
D.Sc. 

R.S.G.B. Lecture. Some Facts and Notions 
about Short Waves, by Capt. Duncan Sinclair. 

Some Remarkable Effects of Large High-
Frequency Electric Currents, by G. H. Farm's, 
B.Sc. 

Monthly: One Shilling. Post free Is. 3d. 

Annual Subscription : i3s. post free. 

Obtainable front Newsagents or direct from the Publishers: 

ILIFFE & SONS LIMITED, 

Dorset House, Tudor Street, 
LONDON, E.C.4. 

iP 

\ ctt• 
, ' 

, 

W.W.2 

No: 3. 

No. 4. 

A WORD TO HOME CONSTRUCTORS 

Vols. 

•le,wP:EZI-IsifilitY6seri:;7sie 

51.101ri POCOCX 

A THREE VALVE 

PORTABLE 
RECEIVER 

Containing - 
COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS 
Co• WORKING DRAWINGS. 

- • 
rut WneweESt» rra 
•5 11161.111ETZA '27-ZEt 

2/— each. 
By post 2/2 

Why Worry? 
about working 

out circuits when 
The 

EZI-WIRING 
Series 

give you complete working instructions, detailed measure-
ments and explanations of the components necessary for 
building highly-efficient sets at very moderate cost. A four-
colour wiring diagram enab!es you to build the set without 
any possibility of incorrect wiring. 

NO. 1. A Three—Valve Portable Receiver: by Hugh S. Pocock. 
This receiver can be used in any situation with a temporary 
aerial or with the frame aerial incorporated in the receiver itself. 

No. 2. A Three—Valve Receiver: by F. H. Haynes. The tuning 
arrangements of this receiver are self-contained. All the 
B.B.C. Stations are, therefore, within the range of this receiver 
when used in conjunction with an outdoor aerial. 
A Two—Valve and Crystal Reflex Receiver: byW.James. 
Reflex receivers are capable of giving a very high degree of 
ampliticatión per valve. This two-valve and crystal reflex 
receiver, unlike many reflex receivers, will be found perfectly 
stable in operation, and will be capable of giving loud speaker 
strength within a radius of thirty miles of a main B.B.C. station, 

'A Four—Valve Combination Set: by W. James. A four-
valve receiver of this type is ideal for general reception both with 
telephones and a loud speaker. Switches are provided so that 
two, three or four valves may be used at will. An entirely new 
principle is used to eut out the H.F. valve; no switches being 
employed. 

Price 2/— net each. By post 2/2 each. 

Obtainable front the publishers of ' The Wireless World" : 

ILIFFE & SONS, LTD., 
Dorset House, Tudor Street, 
LONDON. E.C.4. 

W.W.6a. 

Abo Mention of " The Wireless. World," ityhen wr ling to advettis,-,s, eosin e prompt attention 

• 
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CAXTON 4-VALVE CABINET 
Made for Editor of Wireless Magazine 
for Set "As good as money can buy" 
described in issue February, 1925. 

Cash with Order. Fumed Oak £1 5 0 

or Real Mahogany polished .. £1 14 0 
Wi'h detachable recess fitted Base Board to mot 21 in. by 7 in. panel to slide out of Cabinet Ind. 

Extra 10/- with two beaded front doors totally enclosing fitted panel. 

Cabinet overall length 22; ins. Width 8; ins. Height 9 ins. 

Polished with the new enamel that gives a glass 
hard surface that cannot be soiled or scratched. 
SENT FREE.—Catalogue of standard Wireless Cabinets in various 
sizes and woods. Special Cabinets made to customer's orders. 

PACKED AND DELIVERED FREE IN U.K. 

CAXTON WOOD TURNERY CO., Market Harborough 

1 GREAT SUCCESS 1 
OF THE 

LOWFORM 
This set, embodying a LOWFORMA, erected by the Techqical Stan' 
of the WIRELESS MAGAZINE and fully described' in tiv• 
February issue (1926) has received the KDKA (East Pittsburg) 
62 metres transmission. at Loud Speaker strength, on a 21 ft. indoor 
aerial in London. 
The LOWFORMA 
is a valuable unit 
which can be 
utilised in the 
erection of numer-
ous Crystal and 
Valve Sets, fre-
quently securing 
50% BETTER 

RESULTS. I_ 

PRICES: 3r dismeter by 5" long, 419; e, 5., 7', 5;8. 
()I ALL DEALERS. In case of digiculty ¡cite the maker', 

A. H. CLACKSJN LTD., Dept. D, Head Offices, 119, Fleet SI., Lanier', E.C.4. 

REFLEX 
COIL PLUG 
Packed separately in 
attractive yellow cartons 

Price 1 Each. 

The neatest and 
most efficient 
coil plug of all • 
The new REFLEX" Coil Plug is just what 
wireless enthusiasts have been trailing for. 
Costing only a I - it is really wonderful value 
for money. 
Here are a few leading features :— 
Moulded throurloint in genuine "Bakelite." Highly 
finished. Metal parts reduced to lowest possible 
mini ttttt m. Skeleton design, reduces losses t.s 
practically a negligible amount. Reversible pin. 
No external connections, these are made under-
neath coil. Tapered holes for taking twine to 
facilitate mounting coll. Lip la elm provided, 
thereby offering two alternative Inethods,ot mount. 
Ing, either through the hol, or round the Wing. 

REFLEX RADIO CO., LTD., 
198, LOWER CLAPTON ROAD, LS. 

'Phone: Clissola 

REFLEX!: 
self- supporting COILS 

make perfect 
reception certain; 

Wiféless COUPON 
World for 

" HIDDEN ADVT." COMPETITION 
This coupon Is available until Monday 10 a.m., Feb. 8th, 1926 

Clue 
No.  

1 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Name of Advertiser. Page 

1 enter the above solution subject to the published 
rules 

Name . 
tPlease terile tirdriy, 

Address 

312126 

is for " he ll'irele.Ns Woe " are only occebled from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable. An 1 
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS. 
NOTICES. 

THE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS In these 
columns is: 

12 words or less, 3/- and 3d. for every 
additional word, e.g., 18 words, 4/6 ; 24 words, 61-
Name and address must be counted. 
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers 

as follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a 
contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh 
instructions the entire" copy" is repeated from the 
previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions, 5% ; 26 con-
secutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15';'e. 
ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted up 

to FIRST POST on THURSDAY MORNING (previous 
to date of issue) at the Head Offices of " The Wireless 
World," Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or 
on WEDNESDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices, 
19, Hertford Street, Coventry; Guildhall Buildings, 
Navigation Street, Birmingham ; 100, DeauSgate, Man-
chester. 

Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular 
issue will automatically be inserted in the following issue 
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All 
advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid. 

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for adver-
tisements should be made ---- payable to ILIFFE Co 
& SONS Ltd., and crossed Treasury Notes, 
being untraceable if lost in transit, should not be sent as 
remittances.  

AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the 
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement, 
and the date of the issue in which it appeared. 
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or printers' 

errors, although every care is taken to avoid mistakes. 

NUMBERED ADDRESSES. 
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be 

• addressed to numbers at " The Wireless World" Office. 
When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of 
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added 
to the advertisement charge, which must include the 
words Box 000, cjo " The Wireless World." Only the 
number will appear In the advertisement. All replies 
should be addressed No. 000, c/o " The Wireless World," 
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers who 
reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending 
remittance through the post except in registered envelopes; 
in all such cases the use ol the Deposit System is recommended, 
and the envelope should be clearly marked "Deposit 
Department." 

air- DEPOSIT SYSTEM. 
Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons 

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our 
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The 
Wireless World," both parties are advised of its receipt. 
The time allowed for decision is three days, during which 

time, if the buyer derides not to retain the goods, they 
must be returned to the sender. If a sale is effected we 
remit the amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the 
amount to the depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer, 
but in the event of no sale, and snbject to there being no 
different arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays 
carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or 
damage in transit, tor which we take no responsibility. For 
all transactions up to £ro, a deposit fee of r/- is charged ; on 
transactions over Lin and under ao, tLe fee is 2/6; over 

5/.. All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset 
Rouse, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and 
money orders should be made payable to Dille & Sons 
Limited. 

'Mel SALE OF HOME-CONSTRUCTED UNLICENSED 
APPARATUS. 

A New Service to our Readers. 
We have made an arrangement with the Patentees 

whereby readers who wish to dispose of a home-constructed 
receiver not licensed under the patents made use of, cas 
do so by means of the Deposit System referred to above. 
The person desiring to sell, in sending us particulars foi 

his advertisement, will in every case make use of a Box 
No., and should add to the price which he requires the 
amount of royalty customarily paid by manufacturers, vi: 
in the case of Marconi Patents the amount should be. 
calculated at 12/6 per valve holder. 

If the purchaser is satisfied with his purchase, the sum 
realiged will be forwarded to the seller, less the amount 
due in respect of royalties, which amount will be paid by 
"The Wireless World" to the owners of the patents 
concerned, and a certificate will be handed on to the 
purchaser of the set. 

FOR SALE, 

JJ IGII-TENSION Accumulators, 6o, So, 
to volt sets, 3os., 40s, 555.; trans-

mitting sets, 200 volt, 132s. 6d. .Good trade 
terms. Particulars free.—Pearson Bros., 
s To, Marston Road, Bedworth, Nuneaton. 

A62 

For Sale.—Contd. 
400 mils loud-speaker range on the 

Miracle 2-valve set. 72s. 6d. plus 
royalties. List free.—World's Wireless Stores, 
Wallington. (0008) 

Q AVE los, to is. in the £ by buying direct 
kJ from us. All goods guaranteed. Car-
riage paid. Guinea headphones ios.; 6o-volt 
It.T. batteries, 6s. ; flashlamp batteries, 25s. 
per too; II.T. battery containers, 63-volt, 
3s. 6d.; best condensers, 6s.; best quality L.F. 
transformers, Ss. 6d.; latest push-pull trans-
formers, 12s. 6d., worth double, guaranteed 
no distortion whatever; 3-valve set, unit 
system, ; valves, 3.8-4 volts, (let., amp. and 
power, 3S. ; 1.8-2 volt, ds. ; D.F.., 3.8-4, 
5s. 6d.; power, D.E., 3.8-4, 6s. 6d.; loud-
speakers, 22s. 6d., 37s. 6d.; our famous model, 
28.in. high, main. horn, 6os., equal to any 
costing £7 75. Cash willingly refunded if 
not approved. We are direct importers. 
Dealers and set makers supplied.—Radio Im-
port Co., 280, Sheffield Road, Chesterfield. 

A MATEUR'S Surplus Apparatus.—B(r1o4‘2%.61)) 
Speaker, Neutrodyne Parts, Set Igranic 

Coils, etc. Half-price. Perfect.—Write list : 
G. Ford, Wentworth, Northwood, Middlesex. 

(1802) BURNDEPT Wavemeter Rejector, nearly 
new, best offer secures.—Gamble, 9, Pre-

toria Road, Cambridge. (1798) 

rIONSTRUCTORS' Plans and Parts for 
ti every circuit.—Express Radio, Factory 
Square, Streatham. (1803) 

-1-1 
T.H. Portable Receiver and Loud-
speaker, frame aerial and covers as 

new.—Address: BM/BBFQ, W.C.I. (1805) 

MISCELLANEOUS. 
Q ECOND-HAND Apparatus taken in 
Li part-purchase of new ones. Leading lines 
supplied.—Wharton, 9, Victoria Street, West-
minster. (1412) 

WIRELESS Cabinets made in sections 
Finest workmanship, best woad, nicely 

varnished. Send exact size and quantities re-
quired when writing for quotations.—J. E. 
Jacquemin, Premanon (Jura), France. (1434) 

CHARGE Your Own Accumulator.—Send 3d. 
stamp to-day for lists of our small gas 

and petrol engines and dynamos, and complete 
charging sets, from 20 to t6o watts.—Tom 
Senior, Cleckheaton, Yorks. (0013) 

a ENUINE Clearance of Radio Stocks and 
Tools.—List free. S.L. geared ball-bear-

ing condensers, .0005, is. 6d.; sets B.A. 
stocks, dies, and 'taps, o-4, 6s. 9d.; double-
geared hand-drills, 5s. 3d. ; set g twist drills, 
yg-13,v, is. 9d.—Symax, 261, Lichfield Road, 
Aston. (1797) 

PATENT AGENTS. 
w BRYSON, B.Sc., Chartered Patent 
VV • Agent, 29, Southampton Buildings, 
W.C.. 'Phone: Holbcrn 672. (1297) 

REPAIRS. 
TRANSFORMER Repairs. — Rewound to 
.1. original efficiency and guaranteed is 
months 4s., post free. Phones 3s. 6d. Trade 
supplied.—Transform, 70A, Longley Road, 

(1794) Tooting. (con) 

Mention of The Wireless IVorld.',f when writing to advertisers, will 

t TA, I I' lint-in. 
& as. eneneyuy LA• 

Loin«. W.O. 

TUITION. 
TNSTRUCTION in Morse, day or evening, 
.1 easy terms.—Telegraph School, 29, Tal-
lourd Road, Peckham, S.E. (1799) 

WANTED. 

WANTED.—Eliminator for 2LO, within 
miles without losing strength. Trial 

before purchase.-6 L. Z., 13, Mercers Road, 
N.I9. (1795) 
A GENTS wanted everywhere. Everything 

wireless. Stamped envelope.—Garner, 
31, Little Britain. E.C.I. (18o1) 

SITUATIONS WANTED. 

YOUNG Man, experienced wireless experi-
menter, desires post; would prefer labora-

tory or design work; business experience in 
executive capacity; good draughtsman.—Box 
561o, W IRELESS W ORLD Office. (1790 
VOUNG Radio Engineer, certified, practical 
1. experience radio and electricity, requires 
any technical, commercial, or sales position; 
disengaged.—Box 6691, W IRELESS W ORLD 
Office. (1804) 

BUSINESSES & PROPERTY FOR 
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED. 
Q HOP, Arcade, mos. weekly.—Squibbs, Ltd., 

Bridgwater. (1786) OLD-ESTABLISHED Electrical and Wire. 
less Business; will sell for half-cost 

stock and plant or consider amalgamation 
with another firm.—Wright, 395, City Road, 
E.C. I. (184)6) 

BOOKS. 

BACK numbers of THE W IRELESS Wonul and 
other wireless publications for sale.—Box 

6502, W IRELESS W ORLD OfTICe. (1472) 
WIRELESS WORLD," Vols. X to 
TV XVII; " Wireless Weekly," Vols. i te 

6; " Experimental Wireless," Vols. i and 2 ; 
unbound, clean. Offers.—Beeson, Southwell. 
Notts. (1800) 

PATENTS, DESIGNS AND TRADE MARES, 

J. S. Withers Ele Spooner. 
‘EAETEEEE PATENT Acnowo. 

6TEELIC— IMPROVAELT, 
Roan., LONDON: 

7 ken.: —480HoLooxi 

We put new life in Valves  
—REDUCED PRICES 

BE 4/6 DE 7/6 *o6 9/6 POWER 12/6 

Guaranteed Power and Tone as when Sew. 
Our Renewal Proem ensures a Perfect Renewal. 
Genuine Seven Day Service. 

ALL MAKES UNDERTAKEN. 
G.W.M. ELECTRICAL CO, LTD„ 
43 Grafton St., Tottenham Court Rd., London W.I. 

HANDBOOKS 
There is a handbook for every phase of Wireless. 
Send a post card for the complete list of book, 
published in conjunction with 

THE WIRELESS WORLD" 
Dorset House, Tudor St., London, E.C.4. 

w.w.23 

ensure prompt attention. 
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Prices. 

*0005 10/8 
.00s 12/6 

7lested otti-loss 
condensers 

Constructors I For your D.X. 
ork plump for Friestion 

Tested Condensers. They're 
the last word in accuracy. 
Losses are kept down to 
zero. Stout ranee accurately 
spaced — etas' liege • built all 
through. They pull their 
weight in long-distance work. 
Template suppl led. 
Ebonite end plates. 

Write for lids to-day. 

The BRITISH L.M. ERICSSON 
MIS. Co. Ltd., 

07/73, Hingimiy, Loudon, 
W.C.2. 

TESTED 
CONDENSERS 

A DIFFERENT HIGH-

FREQUENCY SYSTEM. 
For R.5.NGE The " NEUTOROID " 

SELECTIVITY 
PURITY end (Neutrodyne) KIT 
VOLUME takes some beating) 

Aerial Co.I and 2 H.F. Couplings, with working 
di.sgrams, etc., 25! post free. 

TOROIDAL COILS that can be handled! 
Carefully wound, D.S.C. wire, for broadcast 
waves, with tappings for experimenters. 

With suggested circuits, 8:- each, post free. 

KING, 4 Bank Street, NORWICH' 

oN1Crz 
ANTI-CAPACITY 
AIR-SPACED 

VALVE HOLDER 
Capacity and Voltage 
Leakage Losses cut 
down to the absolute 
iuinls.. Will improve 
any circuit. 

Model •. D." 
Base-Board Mounting, 21 each. 
" Hack if Paiiele, 6 each. 

Manufaetur,rx and Distributor., for London and 000th England: 

JAMES CHRISTIE & SONS Ltd., 248, West St., SHEFFIELD 
London Agent, A. F. Bold n lo. Cursitor Street, E.C.4. 

Agents—Remainder British Isle, 
Messrs. V. It. Pleasance. 50. negate, Sheffield. 

REPAIRS SETS PHONES 
T'FORMERS 

— Officially approved by Radio I ssoc eat ton — 

ALL WORK GUARANTEED. LOWEST 
RATES. 24 HOUR SERVICE. 

JOHN W. MILLER, 68, Farringdon Street, E.C.4 
'PHONE: CENTRAL 1950 

LO-LOSS COILS 
NO. 25 - 1.3 No. 150 - 2,9 
No. 35 - 116 No. 175 - 33 
No. 50 - 1/9 No. 200 - 36 
No. 75 - 21 No. 250 - 3/9 
No. 100 - 2,6 No. 300 - 4/0 

OBTAINABLE FROM ALL DEALERS 

FIN8TON MANUFACTURING CO., LTD., 

45, Horseterry Road, LONDON, S.W. 
'Phone: lei orla 1014 

Advertisements for " The Wireless 

TIME 

WEATHER 
BY WIRELESS 

By W. G. W. Mitchell, 
B.Sc., F.R.A.S., F.R.Met.S. 

T
IIE first half of the book sets out 
to explain how time signals are 
sent and how they may be 

received with the utmost accuracy. 
Accuracy is, in fact, the key-note of 
the time-signal section. The latter 
part, which is devoted to the weather, 
will enable the amateur to distinguish 
the different weather telegrams, and 
for this he must acquire a knowledge 
of plow Morse. (Our book, Perry Morse System, 
7d. post free, is ideal for this purpose.) Simple 
diagrams and illustrations show clearly how the 
apparatus works and how you can fit up similar 
mechanism for home use. Crown 8vo. 113 pages. 
66 diagrams and illustrations. 

Price 3/6 net. By post, 3/9. 

Obtainable from the Publleheri of "The Wirrlems World" 

'LUTE 8c SONS LTD., 
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C. 

tv.w.t 6 

ELECTRADIX RADIOS 
Have opened a large City Showroom at 218, UPPER 
THAMES STREET, E.C.4, and are selling an enormous 
stock of Radio and Electrical Goods of the 
highest grade—Marconi, Siemens, Sullivan, Brown, 
Western Electric, at bargain prices. Send sd. for 
illustrated catalogue and price list. The Stores at 
g, Colonial Avenue, blinories, contain tons of goods 
at sacrifice prices to save removal. Callers only. 
Telephone Avenue 4166. 

NEW WESTERN ELECTRIC LOUD SPEAKERS. 
Complete with Cord in Makers' Sealed Carton, 20/, 

Cheaper than elsewhere. 
,OOO ohms 22,11; 2,000 Ohms 20/- ; 

70 ohms . • 17/6. 
"THE CATALOGUE THAT SAVES 

YOU POUNDS." 
Its scope ranges from a 5s. pair of 
British Headphones or a 12/O milli' 
ammeter to a 30,000 volt Generator, 
and covers all requirements. 
If you cannot call and inspect goods 
in our showrooms between 9 am, and 
6p.m. it will pay you to send 4d. 
for our catalogue at once. Goods 
promptly despatched all over the world. 

ELECTRADIX RADIOS 
218, Upper Thames St., London, E.C.4: 

'Phone: City 191. 
Address all Post Orders to City Showroom 

218, Upper Thames Street, E.C.4. 

" The Universal" 
P.I•ent Expanding 
Plug is a marvel of 
efficiency and neat-
ness. Expanding 
Band quickly and 
firmly mounts any 
sire Coil. Perfect 
Low • Loss reVersb 
ble Plug and socket. 
Adda fine finish to 
all Home - made 

Each 113, Postage 2d. 
"The Quick Fix" for Basket Coils 
with detachable l'in and Knob 
securely mounts all size Coils per. 
mite fullest action and quick a djud 
ment. luw•Lossrevers.ble Plo,:t n.1 
Socket. Solid Ebonite, 

Trod; 
E rug u,' eue  

fo-leut te GOODMAN. IITTLEY & HARRIS. 
14, Broad Street Chambers, Broad Street, Sheffield. 

C-30   

SIM:LAKER. MASTS 
• 1 as eupplied to H. M. GOVERNMENT, 

BRITISH BROADCASTING CO.. and 
e to all leading eupplitei of Wireless 

Equipment. 
Prices: 25 ft. .. 30 ft. ., 45ç an ft. .. 

40 ft- 03/- 45 ft. .. 75/- 50ft. .. 951 
A "Laker" Steel Mat will improve your reception 50%. 

Proem:Me from all ireleo stealers or sUpplIed direct by 
the Manufleturere, 

4. & J. LAKER CO., Engineers, 
BECKENHAM, KENT. 

Writ.. for Catalogue. 
Whole-eel. Sappho, :—Brown Bros., A. J. Dew d Co. 

Houghton', Ltd. 

PATENTS, DESIGNS 
Zir TRADE MARKS. 3 

- H. D. FITZPATRICK & CO. 11 
Chartered Patent A gents, 

- 49, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2 
'Phone Holborn 455. 

• 

World ' are only accepted from firms ice believe to be thoroughly reliable. A63 
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No Moro 
Short Circuits 

if you use a 

" CAN'TCROSS " 
CONNECTOR 

(Patent 4 ppliod for.) 
Conalsta of a Plug element for fitting 
to the panel, to replace the lama! H.T. 
and L.T. terminal». The Socket element 
corresponds to the Plug element, ami is 
arranged to receive the necessary leads 
from the reepective batteries. 

BURNT-OUT VALVES IMPOSSIBLE. 
ACTS AS A DISCONNECTING SWITCH. 

EASILY FITTED TO ANY SET. 
Terminal 5,'. each. 5 Termina1,8;- each. 

7 Terminal. 7i- each. 
(Leads not included). 

Poet Free on receipt of Postal Order and Dealer's Name from 

"N J. ale W. BARTON, 22a, Virginia Street, SOUTHPORT. 

3 

Adaptable to all Circuits. 4 6 
Example Wired as follows: 1. H.T.L 2. fi.T.2. 

3. E.T.3. 4. il.T.— 5. L.T.+ 6. L.T.— 

THE BEST LAMP IN THE WORLD 
The model of perfection. The lowest price. 

Our famous double-grid lamp. 

Price list on demand-48, rue Greneta, PARIS, 2e 

— EXPERIMENTAL. APPARATUS — 
Corn pieta Transmitti ng Sets. 

Broadcast. 

Coil Formers. 

Short Wave. 

Panels 
Engraved 

Vale 

N.V 

EIMER , Co., Ltd. 
Road, Oatlends Park, Weybridge 

ev 

Receiving Sets 

Low Loss Coils. 

Receivers. 

Condensers of 
all Kinds, etc. 

H 

H 

The BEST BOOKS on WIRELESS 
The range of books published from the offices of 
" The Wireless World" covers every conceivable 
phase of wireless. Below are given a few selected 
titles. A complete list will be sent on request. 

"The Thermionic Valve and Its De-
velopment in Radio-Telegraphy and 
Telephony " : by J. A. FLEMING, M.A., D.Sc., 
F.R.S. I'rice 151- net. By Post 15/9. 

" Continuous Wave Wireless Telegraphy— 
Part I": by \V. H. ECCLES, D.Sc., A.R.C.S., 
M.I.E.E. Price 25/- net. By Post 25/9. 

" Direction and Position Finding in 
Wireless": by R. KEEN, B.Eng., A.M.I.E.E. 
Price 9/- net. By Post 9/6. 

" Thermionic Tubes in Radio-Telegraphy 
and Telephony " : by JOHN SCOTT-T - AGGART, 
F.Ins.P., A.M.I.E.E. Price x5/- net. By Post 15/9. 

" Wireless Valve Transmitters": by W. 
JAMES. Price 9/- net. By Post 9/9. 

"Calculation and Measurement of In-
ductance and Capacity": by W. H. 
NOTTAGE, B.Sc. Price 7/6 net. By Post 8/-. 

" Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony " : 
by H. M. DOWSETT, M.I.E.E.. Price 9/- net. By 
Post 9/6. 

"Telephony without Wires": by R. A. 
COURSEY, B.Sc., F.Inst.P. Price z5/- net. By 
Post 1.5/6. 

. Obtainable from all booksellers or direct front the publishers: 

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. 

A64 Mention of " 1 lie Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure kromPt attention. 
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Palleg ft,ettegce 
AND ' 

uTheWirelessV/orld 
_   

PRICES: 
14d. extra. 
pencil and 
postage 2d. 

Cloth Edition, 11-, postage 
Leather Case, with pockets. 
season ticket window, 216, 
extra. 

Published jointly by 

"The Wireless World,- Dorset House, Tudor St., London, E.C.4., and 

THE 

ELESS 
Y 

U .W.31 

The DIARY for WIRELESS ENTHUSIASTS 

WI 
DIA 

1926 
Compiled by the Editorial Staff of 

"The Wireless World." 
Contains over 75 pages of indispensable in-
formation for all who take a keen interest 
in this fascinating hobby, including: 

A revised list of Experimental Transmitting 
Stations. Hints for Aerials and Earths. 
Efficient Crystal Receivers. Practical One-
valve, Two-valve and Three-valve Circuits. 
Neutrodyne and Supersonic Heterodyne Re-
ceivers. In addition—a convenient and well-
printed diary giving one week at an opening. 

Obtainable at all Booksellers and Railway Bookstalls. 

iSALkes,retts&C 

p 

is 

tÀ•  

A Service that gives Security! 
MANY readers naturally hesitate to 

send money to unknown persons. 
We have therefore adopted a Deposit 
System which gives complete security 
both to buyer and seller. 
If the money be deposited with - The 
Wireless World" both parties are advised 
of its receipt. The time allowed for 
decision is three days, after which time, if 
the buyer decides not to retain the goods, 
they must be returned to the sender. If 

PREPAID ADVT. DEPT., "THE WIRELESS 

a sale is effected we remit the amount to 
the seller but, if not, we return it to the 
depositor. 
Full particulars may be found on the 
Miscellaneous advertisement page at the 
end of the book. 
Use this service for your wireless 
requirements and avoid all risk! Sell 
the apparatus you no longer require! 
Write out your advertisement to-day 
and send to— 

WORLD," DORSET HOUSE, TUDOR ST., LONDON, E.0 4. 

1. 

naine and address must Sc tounled. If s bot number is required, 6d. etirt must Sc sent for postage on replies. 

12 
Words 

or 
Less 

3/-

each 
addi-
tional 
word 

3d. 

.1ilvcitiseinents for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable. 

• • • --- ••••••••• •••I 
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DU BI LI ER 
TRANSMITTING CONDENSERS 

The small traqsmitting condenser 
illustrated here is one of the many 
specialised Dubilier products, and 
is particularly suitable for use in 
experimental and amateur trans-
mitting stations. 
Among the many purposes for which 
these condensers are used we would 
like to mention the following 
(a) For use in low power transmitters up so 

100 metres as aerial series condensers, 
oscillating circuit condensers, grid con-
densers, etc. (Types S.W.A.F. 650, 
S.W.A.F. 700, S.W.A.F. 750, S.W.A.F. 
800.) 

(b) As Anode Feed Condensers (Capacity 
range 000005 mid. to 005 mfd. for 
working voltages up to 6,000 D.C.) 

RE,,,,5y. at D 

(c) As high frequency by-pass condensers. 
(d) As grid condensers. 

Condensers for the last three purposes 
are scheduled as types A.F 650, 
A.F. 700, A.F. 750, and A.F. 800. 

They are enclosed in porcelain con-
tainers, so as to insulate the whole 
condenser when used at a high 
potential above earth (e.g., as in the 
case of Anode Feed Condensers). 
The Terminals are mounted on the 
porcelain lid and this type of con-
denser is a most reliable and 
convenient unit for experimental use. 

Prices from 25/. to 60/. according 
to requirements. 

o uelLie 

ti" TRADE MARE 

DIMMER 

« CONDENSER CO (1925) LTD 

ALVERT. 01 THE DUMLIER CONDENSER CO. (5925) LTD., DIXON WORKS, VICTORIA ROAD, N ACTON, LONDON. W.3. TELEPHONE; CHISWICK 2241-2-3. E.P8. W4. 

Printed tor th.• Publi,Ilers, It IFFE & SON,. I.To., Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, by The Cornwall Press Ltd., Paris Garden, Stamford Street, Loudon, S.E.I. 
Colonial and Foreign Agent»: 

Barran Heaves—The International New» Co., 83-85, Duane Sheet, New York. FRANCE—W. H. Smith A Son, 248. Rue Rivoli, Paris; Hachette et Cle, Rue Rau mur, r, l'aria. 
Bmanon—W. II. Smith a 8.m. 78, Marche aux Herbeadlinameln. Isola—A. II. Wheeler A Co., Bombay, Ailahabad ard Calcutta. 8oUrit AFRICA—Central News Agency, IAA. 

A VW,RALIA—Cortion d Gulch, LW., Melbourne (Victoria), Sydney IN.N.W.), Brialane (Queenaland), Adelaide W.A.), l'erth (W.A.) and Launtexton (Taanitinial. 

Car...a—The American New» Co. Ltd., Toronto, Winnipeg. Vancouver, Montreal, Ottawa, St. John, Hall/ax, Hamilton ; Gordon ai Gotch, Ltd.. Toronto; Imperial Ne Mg I o..TOFOIAO. Montreal., Winnipeg. Vancouver, Victoria. New ZEALAND—Gordon A Clutch Ltd. Wellington, Auckland ehriatchurdi and Dunedin. 
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3 Star Radio 
Performers 
Popular with countless 
listeners everywhere 

Type D.E.2—L.F. & 
H.F. for 2-
volt accumu-
lator. Price 

Type D.E.3 — 
for 4-volt accu-

Price mulawr16/6 

'Type D.E.R.— 
for 2-volt accu-
mulator 14/. 
Price 

Write for Valve Catalogue No. 443 

MARCONI 
VALVES 
IN THE PURPLE BOX 

THE MARCONIPHONE COMPANY LIMITED 
Registered Office : Marconi Ilpuse, Strand, London, W.C.2 Head Office : 210-212 Tottenham Court Road, London, W.r 

Branches Aberdeen, Bristol, Birmingham, Belfast. Cardiff, Cheltenham, Dublin, Glasgow, Leeds. 
Liverpool, Man hester, Newcastle, Nottingham, Southa:npton, Swansea. 

 .• . •.¡;....• ... .. . ..• ... ... . ; . .. .. ...   .....   . .... .... ..... .... .... 
Adverti4..tnents for " The Wireless World are only accepted from firms zee' believe ta ghorô,gjhl relabIe. At 
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London Depol: 

176, Tottenham Chadwell Heath  Essex. 
Court Road, W.1 
Telephone: Museum 9008. 

FARTA is a speaker that 
. does its own sales talk. Its 
tone appeals at the first hearing. 
The reason lies in a construction that 
is different. That difference is the 
outcome of long experiment. 

The large "Sparta " has a unique 
feature—an additional tone selector 
which enables very delicate refine-
ment of tone values. The new 
patent magnetic compensator gives 
remarkably distinct rendering. 

FULLER'S UNITED EbECTRIC WORKS, LTD. 

Telephone: Ilford 1200 Telegrams: "Fuller, Chadwell Heath." 

For 1-3 tares: 
Types 1111A, HUB. 

or REJ. 

For 3-5 raire,: 
Types HA or H B. 

Foe 5 mir,. 
Or MO', 

Types A or B. 
¡'BIC ES. 

Types A. HA, 
HHA 

£4 : 15 : 
Type B 

£5 : 15 : 
Types HB, HHB 
£6: 0 : 0 

Type HW 
£2 : 10 : 
Topo B mockl5 
f with both 
«gaine and font 

control. 

-sells on the test eetone 
174 -II 

RADIO 
BUY BRITISH GOODS 

" THERE IS NOTHING 
— I BETTER THAN THE BEST." 

E WE SUPPLY YOU WITH 

F 
0 
R 1st EXAMPLE 

A 

A 

O 

U 
E 
S 

à 

THE BEST— 

(OTHER EXAMPLES WILL 
APPEAR SHORTLY) 

THE EDISON BELL 
"GEM" 2-VALVE SET 

PRICE £3 - - 
(I oie,, Batteries, and Oarconi Licence extra.) 

EVERY HOME SHOULD POSSESS THIS SET. • 
Manufactured by an ALL-BRITISH FIRM with 33 YEARS' REPUTATION FOR QUALITY. 

J. E. HOUGH, LTD., Edison Bell Works, London, S.E.15, & Huntingdon. 

\USE 

SPECIFICATION: 
12 10 4" deep, highly polished 
base, fitted ebonite panel and 
nickel-plated fittings. 
A Grid Bias battery is fitted in 
panel which enables good musical 
quality to be obtained. This set is 
supplied with Colis suitable for 
300-500 metres. Coils for higher 
wave lengths can be supplied at 
extra cost. 

This is a very efficient 
2-Valve Set and will give 
good Loud Speaker results 
at 25 to 30 miles, it having 
one Detector and one Low 
Frequency Stage. 

FOR PERFECT 

RECEPTION THIS SET 
CANNOT BE BEATEN. 

A 

O 

U 
E 
S 

à 

AS Mention " The Wireless World," lehen writinf: ta advertisers, -.vil! ensure prompt attention. 
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/4,,e310AD/esekading 
e ------ as in 1886 Y 5 v v V MANY people will recall the victories V 
V V V of "ORMONDE," who in 1886 
So carried off the Triple Crown—winning e 
V the Two Thousand Guineas, the Derby, V 
V V and the St. Leger. In the whole of his 
so career he was never beaten, and is generally e so regarded as the best horse of all times. V 
V SO, 
V Since then the naine " ORMOND" has repeatedly 1e 
V been associated with success. To-day, in the V 
V V V World's Long Distance Race, the " ORMOND" V v Condenser Mount easily comes in first, leaving 40 
Sio behind it a field of straggling components. SO 

v For a magnificent finish,back "OR3IOND" e V 

V 4, 
V SELECTIONS FOR TO-DAY :— SO 
SIO NO 
SI BALL-BEARING FRICTION CONTROL CONDENSER 
SO SO 

'0005 SO ' .. 15/- 
0003 14/6 SIO 

'00025 13 6 V V 

V 

------# 

IDEAL RATIO : 55 1 

Brass End-plates, highly 
nickelled finish. 

/:2 eye 7-,-ncte MderM 

199 205 PENTONVILLE ROAD KINuS CROSS, LONDON, NJ. 
Phone. Clerkenwell 931-9.5&6 y'rains Onnonclenyi Krncross. 

Yaeloy. WHISKIN 5F -ERKENWELL E.C. I 

EASILY FIRST IN EVERY FIELD  

a A dye) tiseiheins for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from tir w 'c believe to be Ibo, oughly A3 
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„_.sss.«E_NTW 
IGRANIC — PACENT Universal Plug 
(as illustrated). This is one of the most popular 
in use to-day. Standard equipment on many 
well-known makes of loud-speakers. To connect 
--insert cord tips in connector springs and 
i lamp shells together. Polarity stamped on 
cunnector springs. Price, black, 1/6 

IGRANIC—PACENT Double Circuit Jack 
Generally used between stages to permit of 
phones or loud speaker being plugged-in accord-
ing to amplification required. Price 2/6. 

IGRANIC—PACENT Six—spring Auto— 
matic Jack. 

For the filament control of modern multi-valve 
circuits, and for switching in experimental 
circuits. Price 4/— 

The 
Simplicity and Certainty 

of 

Igranic-Pacent Plugs & Jacks 
Igranic-Pacent Jacks are designed and made for radio work. The 
silver contacts make reliable and adequate contact—always. 
The German silver springs and the heavily plated non-magnetic 
frame all contribute to the sturdiness and reliability which have 
caused 40 prominent manufacturers in America to incorporate them 
in their receivers. 
The ro different patterns of Igranic-Pacent Jacks meet every switching 
requirement and make possible many operations which would be difficult 
with switches. 
Various patterns of Igranic-Pacent Plugs complete a range of Plugs and 
Jacks to meet all needs. 

Igranie-Podent Radio Essentials are fully described in our List No. P43. Mat' tue semi you a copy? 

IGRANIC ELECTRIC CO., LTD., 1-19, Queen Victoria Street, Lon-'on. 
Exclusive manufacturing Licensees of Pacent Radio Essentials. Works: BEDFORD. 
Branches: BIRMISOIIAR: 73-74. Exchange Buil.lingg BRISTOL: British Dominions Han,, Tramway. Cen.r..; 
CARDIFF: Weaterc Mail chamber. : GLUM/IV: Wellington Street; Lem., Standard Buildingt City 8.inai, 
ANCIIFATER 30, Cris., Street: NEWCA92LE 30, Pilgrim Street. 

\./ 

11111111 1111111111111 11111 edide  

e-54« 

The MELLOWTONE FOUR 
£24 - - 

Plus Licence Tax £2 - 10 0. 
TWO VALVE SET £8.15-0. Tax £1-5.0. 

(4021.111111.1le  2311.11M11111k. 

111fM11:11111111. 
IMMIMM••••• 

Radio-Ads. 

with the PATENTED 

1,TONE CONTROLumn,  
All that is BEST in both electrical and mechanical 
components goes into the " MELLOWTONE it 

is th eresult of many years' research and testing—repre-
senting the highest standard of quality and excellence in 
Wireless Receivers. Economical production methods 
alone make the comparatively low price possible. 
RANGE 150-2000 metres. The " MELLOWTONE" 
Four will normally receive any concert that atmospheric and 
ether unavoidable conditions will permit. CONTROL 
TUNING by 100/1 Special Vernier Dials. TONE by 
three-way Switch giving normal, soft, or mellow results. 
STRENGTH by "Volume Control" and Last Valve 
Control. CABINET is beautifully made of real OAK and 
French polished. Size 2ft. 2 in. high, 1 ft. 11 in. wide, 

ft. 2 in. deep. 
FULLY GUARANTEED. EASILY OPERATED. 

Write NC W for Illustrated List, Folder which gives 
users' opinions, and address of nearest Agent. 

Telephone: 
Stourbri ige 318. 

BRETTELL LANE WORKS 

C) 

*4 Ilcution 0/ Thc 11 ireless Wor!d,'=ledtcn writing to advertisers, •adll ensure prompt attention. 

Experimental 
Station 2WQ 

31 
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THE HAPPY FAMILY 
all;;Me 

There is a decided 
affinity, a quite definite 
linkbàweeneachEdiswan 
Receiving valve and 
Edisivan Power valve 
The Receiving valves are 
supplied either H.F. or 
L.F. and the best Power 
valve to use is shown 
in the table opposite. 

61 2-96 

They always get on well together. It's 
like that in every large family. Always 
two that will work—or play—better with 
one another than with anybody ehe. 
Every Ediswan valve has its family affinity. 
It gives good 
service in any 
conditions — the 
best service 
when it is em-
ployed with its 
" tw.n.-

The Valves to use. 
Receiving. Accumulator or 

Battery Volts. Power. 

AR 6 PV5 
ARDE 2 PV6 
AR*06 3 FV8 

., 
With these groups and Edisu;an H.T. and 
L.T. Accumulators the ideal is attained. 

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. Ltd., 
123-5, Queen Vtctoria Street, London, E.C.4. 

ri r  

Edistvan 
Valves 

are 
entirely 
British 
made. 

3 Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe in be thoroughly reliable. Ai 
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flouncing 
the New Range 

of 
Six Sixtg 

Valves 
THE increasing demand for 

all types of Receiving Valves 
has proved to us that despite 

the excellent all—round qualities of 
the original 660 Electron Dull 
Emitter Valve, the general Radio 
public require specialised valves 
for definite circuits. 

Our new range, embodying the 
latest developments of modern 
scientific research, will prove 
the continued and greater success 
of Electron 660 Valves. 

And remember, no matter what 
type you choose, each valve is 
carefully designed to carry out 
its particular job, and bears the 
Six Sixty Mark of 

PERFECTION OF QUALITY 
S.S.1 (Itlue IMte). BRIGHT EMITTER GENERAL 
PURPOSE VALVE. Vt.Itago-3'7 volts, con-
,umption 1;6 amp)). 

S.S.2 H.P. (Red Dise). D.E. SUITABLE AS A 
DETECTO It WHEN FOLLOWED BY RESIST-
ANCE OR CHOKE. Voltage-2 ta OM. 

,1111111t.01.1 3alhips 

SAS L.P. (f)reen Disc). D.E. SUITABLE FOR 
SMALL it MEDIUM-SIZED LOUD SPEAKERS. 
Voltage-2 volta, consumption -3 atop.. 

S.8.3 H.F. (R.,1 Disc). D.E. SUITABLE AS A 
DETECTOR WHEN FOLLOWED BY RESIST-
ANCE OR CHOKE. V.dt tge-3 volte, con• 
minp) ion 06 annvt... 

S.S.3 L.F. (Green Disc). D.E. SUITABLE YOR 
SMALL & MEDIUM-SIZED LOUD SPEAKERS. 
Voltage —3 cultv, conannip ) ion mti amp, 

S.S.4 D.E. L.F. AMPLIFIER AND LOUD 
SPEAKER VALVE. Voltage-5 volts von. 
,11111.1 P. .25 amp, 

s.s.5 D.E. H.F. AMPLIFIER AND DETECTOR 
VALVE. Voltage-3'5 to t; volts. consumption 

S.S.6 D.E. RESISTANCE CAPACITY AMPLIFIER 
& DETECTOR VALVE. Voltage-5 volte, Cow 
sumpt it. '25 

5.5.7 D.E. POWER VALVE. Voltage-2'7 colts. 
Connumpli an '1 amp., . 

Writc for leaflet 

S.S.I. 7 for full 

particulars. 

8/. 

14/. 

14/. 

16 6 

16/6 

22,6 

24,16 

22 6 
226 

BETTER BY SIX TIMES SIXTY 

CAHILL AND COMPANY LTD. 
64, Newman St., London, W.1 

Ta.,:rarn; Pdcarad, \Vesdo, Teluph 0110 ". Mtisvuni 5236. 

XCELSIOR 
A REALLY TRUE 
ANTI - CAPACITY 

VALVE HOLDER 
at a startling price 

ERICE 

COMPLETE 
WITH FIXING 

PINS. 

Neatly boxed and fully guaranteed. 
(Descriptive Leaflet of Complete Sets 
and Components on application.) 

THE EXCELSIOR MOTOR COMPANY, LTD. 
WIRELESS DEPT., King's Road, Tyseley, Birmingham 

Loudon Distributors: BROWN BROTHERS, Ltd., Gt. Eastern St., E.C.2 
The Electron Co., Dd., Triumph House, 559, Regent Street, London, W .I. a. 

A6 Mention of '` The Wireless World,' -when writing to adve)tisers, will ensure pro; pi attention. 30 
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ANNOUNCING 

SeM e PARTS 
for the SILVER MARSHALL 
ALL WAVE SUPER-HETERODYNE 

50-3,000 metres. 
Ever since the first S.M. product was marketed, the 
reputation for quality apparatus of originally dis-
tinctive design has been growing steadily until to-day 
it is only logical to find S.M. with apparatus, not 
designed just for season 1925-6, but with equipment 
that will be adding to that reputation years hence. 

TYPE 210 & 211 
TRANSFORMERS. 

S.M. Type 210 and 211 
Charted Intermediate Trans-
formers are produced under 
new and advanced manufac-
turing processes, and each 
transformer is supplied with 
an individual amplification 
chart showing its character-
istic curve. 
Kit consisting of Two type-
210 laboratory charted trans-
formers and One type-21I 
filter with matched condenser 

£6 : 5 : 3 

AERIAL & OSCILLATOR COILS. 
All bakelite low loss interchangeable coils 
with adjustable rotor. 

AERIAL. OSCILLATOR. 
110A. 190-550 m. 111A. 190-550 m 
11013 90-210 m. 11113. 90-210 m 
110C 50-110 m. 111C. 50-110 m. 

13/6 each 13/6 each 
HOD. 500-1, 250 m. 111D 500-1, 250 m. 

16/6 each 16;6 each 
110E. 1,200 m. up 111E. 1,200 m. up. 

17,6 each 17/6 each 
TYPE 515 SOCKET, 5,6 each 

S.L.F. CONDENSERS. 
S.111 Silver-plated condensers are at 
once the smallest and yet most 
efficient available. 

Type 311, •00035, 30'- each. 

Write for:— 
Complete Wi ring 
Diagram and In-
structions for the 
S.M. All-wave Super 
Heterodyne, 

6d. post free. 

We have also in stock kits and com-
ponents for the " SILVER SIX" 
Receiver. 

Complete instructions and diagrams, 
2/6 post free. 

ANNOUNCING 

BT• PARTS 
for the BREMER - TULLY 
COUNTERPHASE RECEIVERS 

4, 5 and 6 valve. 
We firmly believe the COUNTERPHASE will not be 
equalled for years to come. B.T. Products are the 
result of years of experimental work and have a 
habit of not going out of date. 

COI N I ERPHASE 
KITS. 

Kits for building 
the Counterphase 
contain essential 
parts and complete 
blue prints with 
building instruc-
tions 
Kit No. 6 for 6-valve 
Receiver (operating 
on short indoor 

antenna) 
£9 : 18 : 6 

Kit No. 5 for 5-valve 
Receiver (for out-

door antenna) 
£7 : 8 : 6 

tyr 
-M SC/STYLE' FOR 
EASY WIRING 

TOROSTYLE TRANSFORMERS. 

The heart of the " Counterphase " A coil 

that reduces local pick-up to a minimum. 

Eliminates inter-coupling and stray feed— 
backs. 

Type T.A. (Antenna Coupler) 21,/- each 
Type T.C. (Interstage R.F.) 211- each 
Type T.4 for 4-valve Set .. 21i- each 

TANDEM CONDENSERS. 
All the efficiency of the well-known B.T. 
Lifetime Condenser is now available in 
the Tandem. 
One dial controls Two Condensers. 
Crose balance between two units is ob-
tained by the sensibly-designed B.T. 

Trimming Arrangement. 
Type L.D. 17, .00035 (em-
ployed with Torostyles) 

49,6 each. 

Write for : 

"Better Tuning," 8th Edition. A 48-page 
Book/et of diagrams, hook-ups, and general 
advice. Post free, 6d. 

The 9-Colour Wiring Diagrams for the 
"Counterphase" surpass all previous efforts. 

A COLOUR FOR EVERY WIRE. 

A WIRE FOR EVERY COLOUR. 

POST FREE, 4,6 

Our new and enlarged 1926 Radio Catalogue and Circuit Supplement is 
NOW READY. It contains the most exhaustive information on the 
World's Finest Radio Apparatus and a Supplement of America's Foremost 

Circuits Post free, 9d 

ROTHERMEL RADIO CORPORATION of GREAT BRITAIN LTD., 
24-26, Maddox Street, Regent Street, LONDON, W.1. 

Telephone: Mayfair 578-9. Telegrams: Rotherrnel,"14esdo," London. 

ti Is for " 1 he 11' ir ¡Jess florid " are only aecePted front films we believe to be thoroughly reliable. A7 

r 
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Music from 6 Countries 
on a G.W.R. train with the 
BURNDEPT ETHODYNE RECEIVER 

This wonderful result was achieved last week on an 

etsk your dealer 
to show you the complete 
range of Burndept sets, 
which includes every type 
from simple crystal receivers 
to the powerful super-
heterodyne. 

HEAD OFFICE : 

Aldine House, Bedford Street, 
Strand, London, W.C.2. 
Branches and Agents Everywhere. 

experimental run between Bristol and Cardiff. Read 
what the special correspondent of the " Evening News - says :— 

"A perfectly standard model Ethodyne, by Burndept's, was installed and no fewer than 
20 loud speakers connected to it. Cardiff was quickly tuned in as the train drew out 
of Bristol station. On the return journey all 20 loud speakers were giving out dance 
music, at splendid strength, from San Sebastian, in Spain, 700 miles away. London, 
Manchester, Bournemouth, Birmingham, Toulouse, Oslo, Madrid, Munster, Barcelona 
and Vienna were logged on the rest of the way, most of them at loud speaker strength." 

Evening News, Jan. 25th. 

This achievement was accomplished with the aid of Burndept 
Super-Valves. 

ILMJRNDEPT Telephone: Gerrard 9072 
(4 Lines). 

Telegrams: Burndept, 

Westrand, London. 

TESTIMONY 
. . . very pleased indeed 

with my purchase (No. 9 
ChaleophOne) . . . Berne, 
Toulouse, Madrid, Ham-
burg, Hilversum, etc., give 
good loudspeaker results, 
and almost anv Conti-
nental station .can Le 
'gol' on the phones. 
. . . the efficiency 
of your lie: 
machine seents 
extra9rdinary." 

Ask your dealer 
to demonstrate 
this 2 - valver. 

EAGLE ENGINEERING 
COMPANY, LIMITED, 

WARWICK. 
London Showrooms: 8, Gt. Rumell St.,W.C. 

Chalcophone "No. 9" 
2-valve set 
Royalty Pai 3 

£6 o 15 . 

"EN C 0 RE" 
INDOOR AERIALS 

,roo,.. TE ,Eerl.TOli 

5/6 
Complete with 7' G" 

Either aerial ii erected 
or removed in a low 
zooment, 

 [BONITE seee..rous--. 

DE LUXE. 
An indoor aerial, being small, assists 
selectivity. By turning the condenser dial 
a few degrees you can tune out your local 
station. If you desire the advantages of 
an outdoor aerial without its disadvantages, 
try the Encore de Luxe. Strongly made 
and neat in appearance, this specially 
designed and constructed aerial has a 
crystal set range of 15-30 miles. 

,EBONITE SER.R.TORS> 

Ph trt: 

3/-
.mplete with 7' G' 

lead-in. 

It unnble to obtain thege 
nerialsthrough gour lovai 
looter, &end P.O. with 
dealer's naine and 
addrees, when we will 
elad atrial post free. 

Sole Manufacturers of Encore Prodads. 'Phone : Putnry 3973. 

THE ENCORE MANUFACTURING CO., 
16, Lower Richmond Road, Putney, London, S.W.15. 
Sole Agent.; for Ireland :— The Brimoe Importing Co., Ltd., g, 'falun Quay, Dublin. 

LENGTH 10" 6" 

STANDARD. 

Although not quite equal to the Encore 
de Luxe the "Standard" is the next 
best thing to the regulation 100 ft. P.O 
Aerial. You have probably tried home-
made indoor aerials with varying results. 
but the " Encore" will give exceptional 
results consistently. Over 15,000 satisfied 
users can substantiate our claims. 

A8 Mention of " The Wireless World,". when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention. 29 
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THE UTILITY CRYSTAL RECEIVER 

‘1111 11111111111111111fle -' 

171,u've. 
9,6outs 

First-class materials and ini,h throughout 
characterise the f tilil v Crystaal Receiver. It 
is c•-impact, highly efficient, and is fitted into 
a handsome polished wood box. It is designed 
to receive either the local Broadcasting 
station or Daventry by means of changing 
over a switch. 
The Utility Automatic Detector which, by 
merely turning a knob, brings one sensitive 
spot after another in contact with the cat's 
whisker at a scientifically regulated pressure 
makes good reception a certainty at all times. 
Provision is made for using two pairs of 
telephones and instructions are supplied for 
operating each set. 

• • • 

UTILITY SWITCHES 
Utility Switches are found in 
most of the first-class sets of 
to-day. The reason is not 
hard to find. They are 
simple, thoroughly reliable, 
electrostatic capacity has 

¡I been reduced to the absolute 
minimum, they are most 

reasonable n price, and, like every other 
Utility corn mnent, tiny carry our uncondi-
tional guara nee. 
They are supplied either with knob or lever 
control with any number of poles from r to 
n and at prices from 3/6 for the knob type 
single pole to to/- for the 6 pole lever type. 
Your dealer will gladly supply you. 

dO-MPC5NEt4T/' 
IVILKINS & IVRIGHT, Ltd., 

Utility Works, Kenyon Street, Birmingham. 

-r 

NO NO 
CONDENSER I VARIOMETER 

NO VERNIERS 
THE RADIO ENTHUSIAST'S DREAMS OF AN 
INFINITELY VARIABLE ALL WIRE INDUCT-
ANCE AND REACTION TUNER NEED WORRY 

HIM NO MORE. TO TUNE A STATION ON 
THE 200-600 METRE WAVEBAND IN BARE 
WIRE WITHOUT THE AID OF REACTIVE 

CAPACITY, IMAGINE THE ACCURACY, THE 

HIGH FIGURE OF INDUCTANCE, AND THE 

POWERFUL COUPLING WHICH THIS METHOD 

WILL ALLOW. 

NICK-O-TIME INDUCTANCE 25/-
NICK-O-TIME REACTION . . 25/-
This efficient and only correct method of Coil 
construction, which will permit of maximum 
volume combined with selectivity, has been 
applied in the production of two fixed inductance 
coils for use on the B.B.C. main waveband. 

COIL No. 40 7/6 
0005 TUNING CONDENSER 

IN PARALLEL. 
STANDARD AERIAL. 220-370 M. 

COIL No. 50 8/-
0005 TUNING CONDENSER 

IN PARALLEL. 
STANDARD AERIAL. 300-500 M. 

PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS— 

TUNOMETER WORKS 
GOSFORD 

BECCLES, SUFFOLK, ENGLAND. 
TE 4.EG RAMS: TUN( 01 EFE RS, I:Ea LES. 

8 Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accated from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable. , 
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£10 Weekly in Cash Prizes 
A New and Simple Competition 

for all Readers of "The Wireless World 
To be continued weekly until lurther notice. 

HIDDEN ADVERTISEMENTS 

77 

Below will be found six reproductions of fragments cut from the Advertisement pages of this 

issue of "The Wireless World." Each fragment is a clue. Can you from these clues identify the 
Advertisements ? Seven cash prizes will be awarded to the first seven readers who send us 
correct solutions. No technical skill is retmired, merely observation. There are no restrictions 
or entry fees and the conditions are simple. 

£5 
for the first 
correct solution 

opened. 

£2 
for the second 

correct solution 

opened. 

p. 
1 2 

-=T-. 

3 

, 

'0' 

4-

5 

t 

6 

CONDITIONS 
• 

I. All solutions must be written on the special coupon appearing 
on an advertisement page in this issue and addressed to The 
Wireless World, Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, 
and marked " Hidden Adverts." in bottom left corner. 

2. Clues will not, of necessity, appear in the same way as in the 
advertisement page, but may -be inverted or placed in souls 
other position. 

3.- In order that town and country readers may compete on 
equal' terms, solutions will not be dealt with until lo a.m. on 
Monday next. All solutions received before that date will In 
retained will Monday morning. Competitors may submit any 

for the third 

correct solution 
opened. 

ani 

4 
consolation 
prizes of 

10/ 
Each 

for the next four 

correct solutions 

opened. 

number of entries. Erasures or alterations on a coupon will 
disqualify the entry. 
4. The first prize of £5 will be awarded for the first correct 
solution opened; the second prize of a to the next correct solution; 
the third prize of LI for the third, and four consolation prizes of 
zo/- each for the next four correct answers. In the event of no 
readers sending correct solutions the prizes will be awarded to the 
competitors whose solutions are most nearly correct. 

5. The decision of the Advertisement Manager of The Wireless 
World is final, and no correspondence can be entered into. 
Competitors enter on this distinct understanding. No member of 
the staff of the paper is permitted to compete. 

AI 0 Mention of '' TI:e Wireless World,'! when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention. 17 
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BUY BY POST 
AND SAVE MONEY 

The Little Giant. 

A TWO VALVE SET COMPLETE 

for £6 - 15 - 
(Marconi Royalty included) 

The above is typical of the value we are 
enabled to offer you as the result of our 
policy of selling through the post. 

This policy in a few months has met 
with overwhelming success. 

It enables us to maintain the high stan-
dard of quality fur which Fellows 
apparatus has idways been famous and 
at the same time we offer you value 
which defies competition. 

When you compare the prices of Fellows 
sets offered in the Buyers' Guide, 
remember Mal our low prices are the 
result not of sacrificed efficiency or quality 
but of our policy of selling through the 
post. 

You can inspect our a pparatus and satisfy 
yourself as to quality at our London 
Showrooms (20, Store Street, Tottenham 
Court Rd., W.C.f ., Telephone Museum 
(1200), at Nottingham ( 3:1, Bridlesmith 
Gate) and at Cardiff (Dominions House, 
Queen Street). 

We will send you free our .to page illustrated catalogue 
which shows al our products from insulators to 
Cabinet Sets, shows you how to effect a very 
substantial economy on all your wireless purchases, 
and es pialas how you can obtain wireless sets on 
the DEFERRED PAYMENT system. 

You take no risk in ordering by post as all our goods 
are sent on SEVEN DAYS APPROVAL against cash, 

Write for our catalogue to-day and kindly mention 
The Wireless World. 

The Fellows Magneto Co., Ltd., 
Park Royal, Willesden, N.W.10 

E.P.S. 215. 

i,'""ViY"te/ve' , 
telee:-" 
4„, 
7;ee' 

<en 
e e, ;;( 

7/ 

"COSMOS" 
The 

SLOW MOTION 

COMPENSATED CONDENSER 

• /SQUARE LAW 
EFFECT 

\\I
..OW LOSS 

NO 
BACK LASH 

ADJUSTABLE 
CONE BEARINGS 
OF HARDENED 

STEEL 

with its ratio of 10 to I makes it 
possible to dispense entirely with the 
customary vernier and its attendant 
losses. Particular stations can be 
logged. Backlash is avoided, not 
temporarily but permanently, and 
movement is smooth, permitting line 
adjustment. This model can also be 
arranged for remote control, as shown 
in the illustration below. Also supplied 
without slow motion feature when the 
condenser is one-hole fixed. Both 
models are constructed to eliminate 
hand capacity, for low loss, and to give 
a compensated square law effect. Cone 

bearings of hardened steel ensure 
constant calibration and a pigtail 

connection gives permanent 

positive contact. 
Metro-Vick Supplies Ltd. 
4, Central Buildings, S.W .1 R 

Prices: 2, 
Ordinary. Slow Mol ¡On . 

01 (1.25111ili..0005nlid• .0002:Ale& •OlP .5rnt I. 

15 - 17/6 19,- 21,6 

7 .1dvertisements for " The Wireless lIc, Id " arc an y accepted Iron: firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable. 
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10 Days in Sun and Rain did not 
alter its resistance 

Last Summer, when it rained in London for five days without stopping, 
an uncovered case of Lissen Fixed Grid Leaks was left the whole time 
upon the roof of our factory. When the rain stopped the case was lk ft 
exposed to the sun through a heat-wave. Then it was handed over to our 
research department who carefully tested the contents. In every Grid Leak 
the resistance was found unvaried, and true to its marked value. 

• 

This points an obvious moral—fit 
Lissen Fixed Grid Leaks and be sure 
of your circuit. Their unalterable 
resistance goes a very long way towards 
making a circuit silent. Price 1/8. 
In certain critical circuits a variable 
grid leak is necessary. With a "Lissen" 
you can obtain any resistance between 
and 15 megohms, smoothly, gradually 

and noislessly. When 
using a Choke Coupled 
Amplifier it is always ad-
visable to use theLissen 
Variable Grid Leak. 
One hole fixing, of 
course. Price 2,16. 

It is also well worth while to fit Lissen 
Fixed Condensers. Accurate to with-
in 5% of their marked capacities, they 
will not vary and will not leak. What-
ever the temperature behind your panel 
may be, the capacity of a Lissen Fixed 
Condenser always remains constant. 
Fit Lissen and make sure of trouble-free 
condensers. 

NOTE THE NEW PRICES - 
1/3 '002—'006 ... 2/-

Mica dielectric. 
(With each '0002 and 
0003 there is included 
free a pair of clips to 
take a grid leak:) 

LISSEN 
THERE IS NO 'WEAKEST LINK' IN THE LISSEN CHAIN 

Lissen Limited, 21-25, Friars Lane, Richmond, Surrey 
'Phone: Richmond 2285 (4 lines). 

£12 

• Grams: " Lissenium, Phone, London." 

Mention of The Wireless World,'"- -when writing to advertisers, will cosa re prompt attention. 18 
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ON BUYING A SET. 

GLANCE at the pages containing the special 
feature of this issue, which constitutes a Buyer's 
Guide to complete sets on the market, is quite suffi-

lent to make anyone realise that it is no easy matter 
t ) pick out a set for one's own use 
r to undertake to help a friend 

in the choice, even if the con-
sideration of how much to spend 
I as already been decided. 

There is to-day an enormous 
ariety of sets with a very wide 

ringe of prices. It is not pro-
rosed here to enter into any dis-
cussion as t.) the merits of the 
products of different manufac-
turers, but merely to discuss the 
principal points which should be 
taken into consideration in the 
selection of a set under varying 
e rcumstances. In most cases the 
nount to be spent on a set will 

.lcide the limits of ambition, but 
h.iving got clear on that point 
p -nimbly the next most important 
ti ing is to consider the location 
of the receiver and decide whether 
tdephone or loud-speaker repro-
duction is wanted. 

laid on to the house, a crystal set may be prefer-
able, provided the distance from the broadcasting station 
is not too great. 

The Choice of a Valve Set. • 
It is always difficult to advise in the matter of the choice 

of a valve set, especially as ex-

CONTENTS. 
PAGE 

EDITORIAL VIEWS 
IMPROVING LOUD SPEAKER QUALITY 195 

By F. L. Devereux. 
RUVER's GUIDE. INDEX To SEIS ON 
THE MAIUKET ... 199 

Cr R RENT TOPICS ... 215 
MUSIC WITHOUT MUFFLING ... ... 217 

By N. P. Vincer-Minter. 
PATENT INFRINGEMENT AND EXPERI-
MENTAL USE ... 219 
PIONEERS OF W IRELESS. 6.—WIL-
LIAM STURGEON 

By Ellison Hawks. 
HINTS AND TIPS FOR NEV READERS 223 
REGULATING THE H.T. POTENTIAL ... 225 

By F. H. Haynes. 
WIRELESS IN A RAILWAY TUNNEL ... 228 
BROADCAST BREVITIES ... 229 
OSCILLATION WITHOUT RADIATION 

(concluded) ... ... 231 
By \V. James. 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR ... ... 235 
READERS' PROBLEMS ... ... 237 

Crystal Sets. 

The crystal set should not lie 
tit spised because of its simplicity and cheapness. There 
art: iminy occasions when the crystal set should be 
reeommended in preference to a valve set, as, for instance, 
in the case of old people or invalids Who would never 
us • wireless at all if they thotni,ht that it involved 
the care of batteries and recharging of accumulators. 
Then, again, if there is no convenient means avail-
able for accumulator charging and elertriirity is not 

6 

perience shows that people who 
come for help in the selection 
seldom really know what they 
want themselves if they have 
never owned a set before, and have 
not had the opportunity of know-
ing what there is to hear. 

It is, of course, a mistake to 
recommend a super valve set to 
people who are really only in-
terested in quality reception from 
the local station. If the location 
is near enough for good crystal 
reception a convenient arrange-
ment where loud-speaker repro-
duction is required from the local 
station is to add a one- or two-
valve low-frequency amplifier to 
the crystal set. 
Net, it should be remembered 

that if you are located at no 
greater distance than two or three 
miles from Your local station it 
will not be the simplest of valve 
sets which will give you reception 
from a second station, because the 

simple valve sets will not be selective enough to cut out 
the local station so that others can he received. 

Those most fortunately situated for the choice of 
programmes are those wh.ose location is such that they 
are more or less equi-distant from two or more stations 
and can then, with a three-valve set where one valve is 
acting as a high-frequency amplifier, expect to get a Choice • 
of stations without mutual interference because no one 

A 13 
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worm 
of the stations will be too powerful to be rejected from 
the wavelengths on which the others are working. 
Many people who have not had experience get the im-

pression that a super set, by which is meant one of five 
valves or over, ought to give them a choice of most of the 
programmes in Europe, or, at least, a very fair propor-
tion of them, and that the reception will be good enough 
to be enjoyable at all times; but as things stand to-day 
one is forced to be considerably more conservative in an 
estimation of the possibilities of a super set. The best 
of the super sets to-day should be able to guarantee you 
a choice of four and perhaps, with good luck, five 
different programmes each evening, but not entirely with-
out interference, so that super sets can scarcely be recom-
mended to people who want to use their receiver as a 
means of entertainment, expecting much the same kind 
of thing they would get from an attendance at a concert 
or a lecture. 

Limitations of Super Sets. 

The people who will appreciate super sets are those 
who, in addition to getting their local station and 
Daventry with excellent quality, are yet sufficiently in-
terested in wireless for its own sake to derive satisfaction 
and enjoyment from being able to listen-in to the foreign 
and other distant programmes, and are prepared to put 
up with the occasional or, in some instances, frequent, 
interruptions which will result from Morse transmissions, 
atmospheric disturbances, local interference from oscil-
lators, and so forth. But the taste for distant reception 
is undoubtedly on the increase, and most people feel that 
they have been adequately rewarded if they can hear 
clearly two or three items from, foreign programmes each 
evening. 

In recommending a super set it must be remembered 
that the initial cost is considerably greater than for one 
which will give good reception from the local station and 
Daventry alone, and before persuading anyone to acquire 
a set of that description, it is well to make quite sure 
that its limitations as well as its capabilities are fully 
recognised, and that it will not, after a short while, 
be merely a source of disappointment because the owner 
really only wanted a means of entertainment, and derived 
no permanent enjoyment from distant reception. 

Now, as regards. the operation of loud-speakers, there 
seems to be a good deal of misunderstanding amongst the 
public, partly, we are afraid, due to the lack of 
explanatory literature with the apparatus sold by 
manufacturers. 

Loud—Speakers and the Amplifier. 

One of the most common sources of failure or ineffi-
ciency of wireless sets to-day is due to the well-advised 
employment of low-impedance power valves, but neglect-
ing meanwhile to realise that such valves are a consider-
able drain on the high-tension battery, especially if the 
grid bias to the last stages of the amplifier is insuffi-
cient. It is quite unsatisfactory to use the ordinary type 
of dry cell of very small dimensions with power valves, 
because it can only have a limited life. If power 
valves aré used (and we would naturally recommend that 
they should be employed for loud-speaker reproduction 
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wherever possible), then the H.T. battery should be of 
ample dimensions so that it can deliver six milliamps. of 
current, or whatever may be required of it, without putting 
an altogether disproportionate strain upon its resources. 
Where possible for good loud-speaker work with low-
impedance valves, it is better to use accumulator high-
tension batteries, or, alternatively, to supply the valve 
current from the house-lighting mains if electricity is 
available in the house. No valve set, however carefully 
designed, must be expected to give a good performance 
unless all the circumstances are in its favour. Just the 
same remarks apply in the case of a good many types 
of loud-speaker at present on the market. Not every 
loud-speaker can be expected to work at the end of any 
amplifier, and at least one particular make of loud-
speaker on the market to-day is probably not achieving 
the popularity which it deserves simply for the reason 
that the average user is not employing it under the proper 
conditions which it should be the business of the manu-
facturer to stipulate quite clearly in instructions issued 
with the instruments when sold to the public. 
. In these days, when the facilities for demonstration 
have so increased, one would not recommend that a set 
should be bought, particularly an expensive super set, 
without the opportunity first being taken of hearing it 
demonstrated, and the demonstration should preferably 
be given in the location where the set is to be used because 
one can never be quite sure that local causes of inter-
ference may not exist which would render the use of 
a super set impracticable. There are, as a good many 
people have learned to their sorrow, certain artificial 
causes of interference, as, for example, from local elec-
trical machinery, which the user of a wireless set may 
be powerless to cure on his own account, and equally 
unable to get remedied at the source. 

Finally, as a word of advice in the selection af a set. 
Never let external appearances': take too large a part in 
influencing the choice, because some of the best sets on 
the market to-day are by no means the best looking from 
the outside; and, again, expensive cabinets and beautiful 
finish may often hide had design and poor workmanship 
within. 

Standard Specific It ion. 

No doubt the time will come when every set will be 
definitely rated in such terms that the limits of its per-
formance can be estimated without actually testing the 
set, provided that the manufacturer guarantees the speci-
fication. We shall no doubt get down eventually to arti-
ficial means of estimating the percentage of selectivity, 
efficiency, quality, and sensitivity (which, of course, will • 
include range of reception), and there will also be taken 
into account in the specification of every set its economical 
rating, from the point of view of battery current con-
sumption, both for high-tension and low-tension. At 
present no standard of measurement has been set up, 
although some attempts to arrive at an approximate result 
have been made in the United States of America. Some 
day, however, the choice of a set will be a comparatively 
simple matter, because the rating of the set will tell us 
all that we need to know about it, and any risk of a 
gamble in the purchase of a set will be practically 
eliminated. 

IQ 
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Tone Control Unit for Adding 

to Existing Receivers. 

By F. L. DEVEREUX, B.Sc. 

? :I I. lust consequence of the elimination of distor-r 

tion in I.. F.' amplifiers has been to reveal theti_ 
shi ,rteumings of the average loud-speaker as • 

sot ml converter. Low-frequency amplifiers giving repro-
u iii-iii uf speech and music that is for all practical pur-

p,-i. es distortionless are quite common now that manufac-
turei-s are supplying the special valves, transformers, and 
n ire-wound anoile resistances for which keen amateurs 
hive been kept waiting so long. The frequency response 
curve n Fig. 9 of Prof. Mallett's article on " Simple 
Acoustic Measurements on Loud-Speakers and Tele-
p wines," in the issue of November Itth, 1925. must have 
clime as a shock to those accustomed only to the gentle 
nidulatiinis and slopes of transformer characteristics. 

Introducing Controlled Distortion. 

The experimenter, having produced an amplifier with 
a straiulit-line characteristic, has now to introduce dis-
tortion—this time under control—in order that the over-
all response of the amplifier ',ha the particular loud-
sreaker available may lie uniform. 

-Regular readers of The Wireless World are already 
afquainteil with the devices l'y means of which these 
t!Yects may 1,, , prodnreil hoth in resistance-capacity and 

o 

NPUT 

LOUDSPEAKER2 

INPUTO 

o  0
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L
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(C) (d) 

F g. 1.—Alternative tone correction circuits provided by the unit. 
The wander plug positions id Fig. 2 for each circuit are as lot— 
Icw: (a) L, centr.; C, centre; (b) L, centre; C. right; (C) L. 
right; c, centre; (d) L, left; C, left. In circuits (a), (h) and (c) 
tl e top left hand input connection is joined to terminal R (Fig. 2.) 

5 

transformer-coupled amplifiers.' Where a commercial 
amplifier of standard design is being used, however, it is 
not always convenient or desirable 'to modify the connec-
tions in order to bring about the desired result, and it is 
to meet the requirements of owners of such instruments 
that a description of an independent tone control unit is 
given. There is a current belief that tone correction by 
means of a separate unit is not so efficient as tone cor-

ow, 
0 

02 

ts 

 II  

00015 infd 

 II  
0-002 rnfd 

,c.eur 

r,IGH1 

Fig. 2.—Complete circuit diagram of unit. 

rection in the amplifier itself, and that a considerable 

margin of volume is necessary to allow for loss in the 

c. ,ntrol unit. 'Tests on the instrument described in this 

article failed to substantiate this view, the reduction in 
volume being quite negligible. 

Connections. 

The control unit is connected between the output or 
loud-speaker terminals of the amplifier and the loud-

speaker itself, the input terminals . from the amplifier 

' H. Lloyd, " Tone Correction in L.F. Amplifie-s," Jan. 6th, 
1926. N. W. - McLachlan, ." Speech Amplifier Design," Jan. 
13th, 20th and 27th, 1926. • 
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Improving Loud-Speaker Quality.— 
being situated on the left-hand side, and the terminals 
for the loud-speaker connections on the right-hand side 
of the panel. A composite circuit has been adopted for 
the unit, which gives four distinct types of tone control. 
The circuits obtained with different methods of connec-
tion have been analysed in Fig. r. The external connec-
tions of the unit necessary to produce these circuits have 
been indicated in the caption to the diagram. Although 
it was not originally intended to include a pure volume 
control, it was found that, by connecting the output leads 

k794 

DIA 

onHil 

—I I--
1/4 

Fig. 3.—Details of the choke coil and former used for winding the 
sections. 

from the amplifier to the terminals on the control unit 
marked R and Input — and by connecting the loud-speaker 
leads to the L. S. — and Input — terminals as indicated in 
Fig. t(a), the variable resistance could be made to func-
tion as a volume control by being connected in parallel 
with the loud-speaker. 

It is generally found that the higher frequencies pre-
dominate in the reproduction from the average loud-
speaker, and that tones below, say, 500 cycles lack 
volume. This state of affairs is corrected by means of 
the circuit shown in Fig. t(b), which enables any capa-
city between 0.002 and o.ot mfd. to be connected across 
the loud-speaker terminals in series with the variable re-
sistance. Now the resistance offered by a condenser to 
the passage of fluctuating currents decreases as the fre-
quency of fluctuation increases, therefore a portion of the 

d 

-él-

1)-

F .Ye 
 oF 

23/4 . 
1/2 

ki 
2/4. 

_e_ 
23/4  134 --"' 

Fig. 4.—Drilling details of the front panel. Diameters of holes 
are as follow: A. 314in. die.; 13, 7/16in. dia.; C. 318m, dia.; D, 
5 16in. dia.; E, 3,16in. dia.; F, 5/32in. dia.; G, 1/8in. dia.; H, 

drill to fit Clix plug 
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higher frequencies is by-passed through the condenser 
and resistance circuit instead of passing through the 
loud-Speaker. The low frequencies, on the other hand, 
are practically unaffected, and the result is an improved 
balance of tone. The variable resistance alters the 
degree, to which this selection between the high and Ow 
tones takes place, thus, with the resistance all out (i.e., 
a very low resistance in series with the condenser), a 
marked diminution of the higher tones in relation to the 
low tones will be produced. As the resistance is in-
creased, so will the higher tones become more prominent, 
until finally, with the full resistance of 0.5 megohms in 
series with the condenser, it will be difficult to detect 
any difference between the quality obtained with and 
without the control unit in circuit. The circuit in Fig. 
r(c) produces the converse effect, viz., a reduction of the 
lower tones in relation to the high tones. This type of 

rig. 5.—Wiring diagram indicating lay out of components. 

correction is seldom required, but is mentioned in order 
that the reader may learn to appreciate the general effect 
on the quality of speech and music produced by inade-
quate amplification of the lower tones. 

Perhaps the most irritating form of distortion in loud-
speakers is due to the presence of one or more sharply 
defined resonances. These can be easily detected by 
listening to scale passages in instrumental music. If 
resonances are present it will be observed that certain 
notes stand out above all others, and that these notes 
are accentuated every time the music falls within the 
resonant frequency. These resonant notes can be more 
clearly heard by listening in the next room; indeed, under 
these circumstances, it frequently happens that these are 
the only tones which can be heard. The circuit in Fig. 
1(d) is arranged to suppress resonant frequencies of this 
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Improving Loud-Speaker Quality.— 
kind. It is capable of dealing only with one frequency 
or band of frequencies, but in general it \yin be found 
that there is 'only one major resonance in the loud-speaker 
which gives annoyance. 1f more than one major reson-
ance is present, other tone control units would be re-
quired to deal individually with each frequency. The 
required result is achieved by introducing a tuned circuit 
into one of the loud-speaker leads, which offers a high 
resistance to alternating currents of the frequency to 
which the circuit is tuned. 
A variable resistance to to 0.5 megolim) is connected 

in parallel with the circuit to broaden the tuning when 
it is desired to suppress a small band of frequencies in 
the neighbourhood of the major resonance. If very sharp 
tuning is required, the variable resistance may be entirely 
ilisronnected. 

The Circuit. 

A complete circuit diagram of the unit is given in 
Fig. 2. A special choke coil. having a total inductanee 

,Ipproximately 17 henries, with li e equally spaced 
tappings, is tuned by means of a composite cundenser 
consisting of eight fixed mica c-ndensers and a sink' 
variable condenser. The connections have been arranged 
so that the minimum capacity in parallel with the choke 
coil is 0.002 11161. This capacity can be inereased bv 
steps of 0.001 fi hi. Iv means of a special paralleling 
switch, and a variable condenser o.co15 lad, is provided 
to obtttin a continuous variation of capacity between a 
minimum value of 0.002 mfd. and a maximum value of 
approximately 0.01 mfd. Actually. the maximum capa-
city came out to o.014.3 mfd.. due no '1 tilt to the addi-
tio-nal capacity of the choke coil tvinilin and the wiring 

TO -INPUT 
O H.T.+ 

TERMINAL 

TO WANDER 
PLUG L 

TO WANDER 

PLUG C 

TO END X 

e"-• 

1-111111--•—*111—• 
GB + - 

• 

Frequency in f 'yeles per see. 

No. of Sections. 0.4402 in íd. 4)44145 mfd. 

860 300 
1,150 430 

3 1,44X) 530 
4 2,130 7544 
5 4,55(1 1,714) 

Clix sockets and wander plug connections enable the 
choke coil and the back of condensers to be connecte'] 
in parallel or used independently. 

OF CHOKE COIL 

6.—Valve connections for setting up the unit as a low-
frequency oscillator. 

of the unit. The frequency range provided bv this com-
bination of inductance and capacity is indic.ited in the 
taule below. 

192 

The variable resistance is of the graphite line type, 
and was found in practice to remain constant in value 
at any given setting. 

Constructional Details. 

The choke coil was built up on an intervalve trans-
former core (Ripault), the dimensions gif which are given 
in Fig. 3. The sections of the winding were wound 
in the fi inner 'damn at the right-hand side of Fig. 3, 
each section c,,nsisting of Soo turns of No. ,38 D. S.C. 
rfq ,per wire. Whte each winding was finished the 

Back-of-panel view of the 
finished instrument, 

former was R2111.. \ 01 from the lathe (or hand drill) and 
immersed for a few minutes in a bath of int'llten paraffin-
wax. After shaking off superfluous wax and allowing tc 
cool, the former was dismantled, and the hin. centre piece . 
ithdrawn from the coil. This operation will be facili-

tated if the centre piece is tapered slightly and polished 
to•remove file marks. When live secticins have been com-
pleted they are assembled with the direction of wind-
ing the saine in each case on a square wooden mandrel 
having a cross-section equal to, or slightly larger than, 
that itf the transformer core. The coils are spaced 
witli cardboard discs r tin. diameter and -11,;in. thick, 
which have been previously soaked in paraffin-wax. 11 
the coils and spacing discs are then slightly warmed a 
cttniplete unit will be fttrineil which can be removed from 
the mandrel, and which will withstand the handling 
necessary when assembling the core. A layer of empire 
eloth must be inserted between the windings and the 
iron core. 

The transformer is mounted on brass legs extended at 
the top to carry an ebonite terminal block. Soldering 
tags are fixed to this block by means of No. 6 B.A. 
screws. and the ends of the winding and the tappings 
from the junction between each section are soldered to 
the tags. The choke coil when finished is screwed to the 
left-hand side of the baseboard opposite the five-point 
switch and the Clix plug and sockets on the front panel. 

9 A 17 
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Improving Loud-Speaker Quality.— 
A neat. method of mounting can be adopted with the 

-particular type of fixed condensers used in the unit. 
These are threaded on to a length of No. 4 B. A. screwed 
rod with lock-nuts between each condenser. The unit so 
formed is mounted vertically between ebonite brackets 
extended from the front panel. The variable condenser 
should have a maximum capacity greater than o.00t mfd., 
and should be preferably of the air dielectric type. The 
condenser actually used in the unit was taken from an 
ex-Government Mark III*, crystal receiver, and has a 
nominal capacity of o.00t5 mid. 

Mica dielectric variable condensers are not recom-
mended for this particular purpose. The variable con-
denser is mounted in the centre of the panel, and the 
switch and Clix sockets are mounted at the right-hand side 
corresponding to the choke coil switch and sockets. The 
variable resistance, which ig not often used, is mounted in 
the centre of the panel above the variable condenser. 

Drilling details for the front panel are given in Fig. 4. 

Wiring and Testing. 

As a result of arranging the choke coil and condenser 
unit opposite their respective switches on the front panel 
the wiring is simple and direct. No. 16 S.W.G. tinned 
copper wire is used throughout, with the exception of the 
connections for the choke coil and condenser tappings. 
For these No. 24 S.W.G. wire is used with Systoflex 
covering. A complete wiring diagram is given in Fig. 5. 

In testing out the unit it is perhaps as well first to 
try the circuits (b) and (c) in Fig. r, as their effect on 
quality is most marked and will give valuable informa-
tion which will enable the reader to deal more effectively 
with the adjustment of the rejector circuit (d). 

Without exact knowledge regarding the frequency range 
. of each setting of the inductance and capacity in circuit 

(d) the search' for the frequency which it is desired to 
suppress may well be a long one. It can be calibrated 
by systematic searching and careful observation, but a 
far better method is to set up the unit with a valve as a 
low-frequency oscillator. The external connections for 
the well-known single coil Hartley circuit are given in 
Fig. 6. It will be noticed that the centre tap grid con-
nection is taken from the arm of the choke coil distribut-
ing switch, so that various tapping points can be obtained 
with the grid return lead from X. When the active 
turns are limited to two sections, only one tapping is pos-
sible, of course, and it is not possible to obtain a direct 
calibration of the first section only. The figures given 
for this section in the table were deduced from the f re-

" Gaston E. 3Iarbaix." (27-28, Aiming 
Street, E.C.2.) Indian guide issued by 
the All-American Radio Corporation, 
Chicago. Also particulars of the " King 
Quality Products " rheo-switch (61 
ohms). 

0000 

" Marconiphone Co., Ltd." 210-212, 
Tottenham Court Road, W.1.) Publica-
tions 396s, 439, and 440, dealing respec-
tively with " Primax " loud-speaker, 
"Mellovox " loud-speaker, and " Mini-
loss" square law condenser. 
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quencies measured iil the case of the other sections. A 
D.E.5A valve was used with anode voltages between 30 • 
and 120, and a negative grid . bias of 3 to 6 volts., 
An H.T. voltage of 6o and grid bias of 4-1 gave best 
results, as with 120 volts H.T. the amplitude of oscilla-
tion was so great that the variable condenser flashed over. 
During the tests the 0.5 megohm resistance was dis-
connected. 
The note produced by the loud-speaker in the anode 

circuit of the valve was compared with a pianoforte and 
frequencies were worked out on the assumption that 
middle C is equal to 256 cycles. The results were re-
markably consistent, particularly on frequencies below 
r,000 cycles, where observed and calculated frequencies 
agreed to less than r per cent. 
Knowing the frequencies corresponding to various capa-

cities, it was possible to calculate the inductance of the 
choke coil by substituting in the formula 

i,000  
f - 

where f = frequency in cycles per second. 
L = inductance in henries. 
C = capacity in microfarads. 

The inductance worked out as follows :— 

No. of sections No. of turns   

Inductance (henries)  

1 2 3 4 5 
800 1,600 2,400 3,200 4,000 
0.6 2.8 6.2 9.5 17.2 

These results are given in case any reader should wish 
to construct a choke of higher inductance for the pur-
pose of suppressing lower resonant frequencies. This is 
quite easy to do, remembering that the inductance is pro-
portional to the square of the number of turns, to the 
cross-sectional area of the core, and to the reciprocal of 
the length of the magnetic circuit. 

LIST OF COMPONENTS. 

1 Ebonite panel, 9m. X 7M. X ¡tn. 
1 Baseboard, 84in x Sin. X 
1 Variable condenser. 
fiFixed condenser, 0.002 mfd. (British Sangamo). 
7 Fixed condensers, 0-001 mfd. (British Sangamo). 
1 Ten-way switch (Silvertown). 
1 Five-stud switch (Bowyer-Lowe). 
1 Variable resistance, 0 fo 0.5 megolun (Marconiphone). 
2 Clix plugs. 
4 Clix sockets. 
5 Terminals (Belling Lee). 

Materials for choke—No. 38 D.S.C. wire, soldering tags, etc. 

CATALOGUES 

RECEIVED. 

" Ripaults." (1. King's Road, St. 
Pancras, N.W.1.) Catalogue of " Rip-
aults" productions, including accumu-
lators, dry batteries, and L.F. trans-
formers. 

" W. & T. Lock " (15, St. Peter's 
Terrace, Bath). An illustrated price list 
of cabinets of distinction for wireless. 

0000 

" Hatton Supply Co." (Hatton, Middle-
sex). Leaflet describing the Sarbolt 
insulator. 

0000 

" Rockwood Co.. Ltd." (147, Queen 
Victoria Street, E.C.41. An illustrated 
price list of Rockwood radio tools, includ-
ing Spintite wrenches, panel cutters, 
taper reamers, etc. 
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INDEX TO SETS ON THE MARKET 

AVERV considerable port ion of our daily corre-
spondence is devoted to satisfying enquiries from 
our readers concerning the best type of receiver 

suited to the especial needs either of themselves or those 
who seek their advice. We have, therefore, compiled, 
from information furnished by the manufacturers, the 
following list of standard receivers, which, we believe, 
will prove of advantage to all concerned—our reAers, 
the manufacturers, and ourselves—and will lie a guide to 
purchasers in their choice. 

Tn compiling a list in tabulated form derived from 
information supplied from so many individual sources. 
it is difficult to preserve absolute consistency in the very 
»id space available for the " general description and 

199 

remarks. — In some cases the manufacturers, in furnish-
ing us with particulars, have over-described their sets, 
while in a few instances the details sent in were almost 
too scanty for our purpose. We have, however, en-
deavoured to make these brief remprks as consistent and 
comprehensive as is possible in a few words, and for 
further details our readers are referred to the descrip-
tions in our advertisement pages, and catalogues which the 
manufacturers senil to prospective purchasers. 

In the case of multivalve receivers or those with com-
plex circuits, it is not always possible to apportion the 
valves under the tespective headings of r.. F., detector, 
and H.F. We have, therefore, in such cases, merely 
indicated the total number of valves. 

CRYSTAL SETS. 

Manufacturer. Name of Set. Type of Cabinet. Price. Description and Remarks. 

£ s. d. 
Auriol Supplies Co., 31, Leys Avenue, Premier   Sloping or enclosed 0 II 6 Set only. 

Letchworth. „ .. .. I 2 6 te 

• •• .. .. .. .. .. 1 5 ti „ 
.. .. Clearcryst   Sloping   C. 17 6 ., 
.. .. .. Auriolphone .... Enclosed   1 10 0 ,. 

telling F.-. Lec, Ltd., Queensway' 
13'orks, Ponder's End, 311(1.11esex 

.. „ 

— 

— 

Polished mahogany 
with lid. 
„ 

1 5 0 

1 7 6 

Set only. With loading-coil sockets. 

With loading coil under panel. 
I ritish Timmson-Ilonst on Co., Ltd., 
Crown House, A Id wych, London, 

II.T.H. Bijou.... Box form (walnut) 1 0 0 ,,ut) Varnimeter tuning. 5XX loading-coil device, 
3s. 6d. extra. 

W.C.2. 
,, .. .. B.T.II. Model A . Box form (walnut) 

with sloping panel 
1 15 0 As above. but n Rh alternative crystals. 

British Wireless Supply Co. (1924). Britphone 213 ... Oak box   0 6 6 Variometer tuned. 
Ltd., 6, Blenheim Terrace. Leeds. ,. 3   . 1 5 ti Condenser and coil tuning. 

2A   Enclosed, oak or 
walnut. 

1 2 6 Similar to 213 but enclosed cabinet. 

Burndept Wireless, 1,1,1., Aldine 
House, ISucltord SI ru..1. Strand, 

Ethophone I., 
Mark Il f. 

Polished mahogany- 
box.. 

3 3 0 Set only. 

London, W.C.2. 
Cable Accessorics Co., Ltd., Britannia Revophone   Mahogany case ... 2 10 0 Complete with all accessories for local and 

Works. Tivida le. Tipi 'ii, St Ifs. 5XX stations. 
City Radio Service, 226. ' Warwick Warwick No. 1   Oak, vith lid  1 6 0 Set only. Tuning 2501900 metres. 

!toad, Greet, Birmingham. 
Collins Sz John, Ltd., 52, Hatton 
Garden, London, E.C.1 

.. ., ,. 

Amplex Model A. 

Amplex Model II. 

Enclosed cabinet, 
oak or mahogany  

Open panel  • 

1 9 0 

0 15 0 

Fitted with A mplex patent detector. 

,. .. 
.. .. Amplex Model C. Enclosed cabinet, 

oak or mahogany. 
1 17 6 Seine as modd A. but with loading coil and 

tittiatz.- for .',XX. 
Amplex 5X X .... Enclosed cabinet, 

oak. 
1 0 0 For 5X X only, fitted with patent detector. 

Ci rtis, Peter. Ltd., 75A, Camden road, Radionette   Oak, enclosed  1 5 0 Set only. Parallel detector. 
London: N.W.I. 

Darlene Bros., Ltd., Simplon Tech- Simplon No. 1 ... 11«. type 17 6 Set only. 
Meal Instrument Works, Halifax. 

,. ,. .. 
,. 
.. ii.' 2 : :: N 

.. 
„ with lid. 

1 10 0 
1 12 6 

Complete with headphones. 
Set only. 

„ ... ,, . 2 5 0 Complete with headphones. ... 
Dunham, C. S., 2341b6, Brixton Hill, 

London. S.W.2. 
Dun' hamCrystal 

lteceiver. 
C.S..31   B 1 5 0 Set only. Spare crystal. 

"Co., 
2 5 0 With accessories. Coil for 5XX, 4s. 6d. extra. 

Eagle Engineering Ltd., Eagle Clialonhone Box type, mini 11(1. 2 0 0 Set only. Slide tuned with 5XX plug-in 
Works, Warwick. No. 3A. coil and compartment. for phones. 

No. I Open, box type   1 10 0 Set. only. Self-contained condenser tuned 
300-500 and 1,200-2,000 metres. 

Edison Swan Electric td., 123/5, 
Queen Victoria Street, Co.,Londou,E.C.4 

Ediswan WL 1924 
Short Wave. 

Tray. mahogany 
finish. 

0 12 6 Set only. 

1 18 4 With accessories. 
.. „ W 1924 L I.ong I. .. 0 15 0 Set only. 

Wave. 
2 0 10 With accessories. 

IO A 19 
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Description and Remarks. Manufacturer. Name of Set. Type of Cabinet. Price. 

A'. s. d. 
Edison Swan Electric Co.. LW., 123/5, 
Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.4 

WL 1921 P for 
High Power 

— 1 0 0 

Station. 
— 2510 

Electrical Accessories Manufacturing 
Co., Progress Works, Low Hall 

211 'Type   Polished Jacobean 
oak cabinet. 

1 5 0 

Mills, Mol beck, Leeds. 
Ericsson, British L.M., Manufacturing 01.002   Oak case with lid.. 1 1 0 

Co., Ltd., 67/73, Kingsway, London, 
W.C.2. 

Oil 050 Miniature Turned and polished 
ebonite case. 

0 7 6 

Falk, Stadelmann & Co. Ltd., 83/93, 
Farringdon Road, London, E.C.1. 

Efescaphone 
Benbow. 

Efescaphone 

Mahogany, enclosed 

Mahogany, open .. 

2 1 0 

1 1 0 
Benbow Junior. 

Fellows Magneto Co., Ltd.. Cumber- 
land Avenue, Park Royal, London, 

Fellocryst Super . Oak ease   1 13 0 

NAVA°. 
Flinders (Wholesale), Ltd., I. Butt Flinderphone ... ' — 1 7 6 
Road, and Essex Street, Colchester. 

Fraser & Glass, Assembly Works, 
Middle Lane, IIornsey, London, N.S. 

„ ., 

Fortevox, Junior 
Model No. 1. 

.. No. 2. 

Self contained with 
moulded bases. 

.. ., 

0 0 0 

0 7 6 
General 'Electric Co„ Ltd., Magnet 

House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2. 
Junior   Mahogany, open 

type. 
0 16 0 

No. 1   Matt ebonite box 
type. 

2 5 0 

Henderson, W. J., & Co., Ltd.. 351, B.R.C.1   Box rype, with lid. 1 12 6 
Fulham Road, S.W.10. .. .. 3 2 6 

„ .. .. B.B.C.1 A  :: 1 19 0 
3 9 0 

Hirst Bros. & Co., Ltd., Roscoe Street, 
Oldham. 

Tameside "Lao . 
. 

Oak. open box type 0 10 0 

11.519. „ P. 1 2 6 

11.421 . Oak, open desk type 1 5 0 

„ 11.515 . Oak. hinged lid .... 1 10 0 

Holrose Manufacturing Co.. -13, Lon- 
dale Road. Kilburn, NAVA 

The Helves°   Leatherette case .. 8 6 

'gnu Eng. Co., Ltd., 99, High Street, Ignaphone   Leatherette   0 15 6 
Dudley. 

Johnson, Thos. T.. 17/19, Catherine 
Street, Salisbury. 

Sarno:Leone .... Mahogany box with 
lid. 

1 0 0 

Lamplugh, S. A., Ltd., King's Road, No. 1030   Oak cabinet   1 10 0 
TYseleY, Birmingham. 

.. ,. .. No. 1052 Junior . Moulded ebonite   0 9 6 

„ ., .. No. 1018   Oak cabinet   1 I 0 

Lissen Ltd., Lissenium Works, Friars Lissen   — 0 10 0 
Lane, Richmond, Surrey. 

Liver Radio Manufacturing Co., Ltd., 
30, Islington, Liverpool. 

Liverphone   Sloping, oak or 
mahogany. 

1 5 0 

2 0 0 

M.A.P. Company, Great. Lister Street, M.A.P. Crystal  Polished aluminium 1 7 6 
Birmingham. 

Marconiphone Co., Ltd., 210/212, 
Tottenham Court Road, London, 

Marconiphone 
Universal Baby 

Moulded base .... 1 7 0 

W.I. 1159 
Sterling 11.1550   Walnut   3 3 0 

Master Radio Mfg. Co., 30. Rosamond Master Junior ... Mahogany  0 7 6 
Street East, All Saints, 51ancliester. 

Mastavox   .. 0 8 6 

Metro:Vick Supplies, Ltd., 4, Central Cosmos   — 1 5 0 
Buildings, Westminster, London, 
S.W.1. 

National Wireless 6:. Electric Co. Gnat N.51k.CI  Wood   1 1 0 

(R. R. Getting, Ltd.). 42, Gray's Inn „ N.Mk.CL. ... Mahogany, with lid 1. 12 6 
Road, London, W.C.1. „ N.51k.CX. .. .. „ 2 2 6 

Ratli-Arc Electrical Co., Ltd.' Bennett Liberty Ironclad. Iron cased   0 16 6 
Street, Chiswick, London, W. I. 

Radio Communication Co., Ltd.. 31!35, Polar  Oak, sloping  1 7 6 
Norfolk Street, London, W C.2. 

Radio Instruments, Ltd., 12, Hyde 
Street, London, W.C.1 

Radio Supply Ce., Superfone Works, 

I.C.   

Superfone Maxum. 

Polished mahogany 
with, lid. 

Walnut, with lid .. 

2 2 0 

215 0 

1 2 6 
Four OM's, Birmingham. 

Set only. 

With accessories. 
Set only. 

Micrometer crystal detector—tunes from. 
300-700 metres, supersensitive crystal. 
Provision for loading coils. 

All mechanism concealed, adjustable cat. 
whisker and crystal, fine tuning. 300-500 
metres. 

Set only. 

Set complete with all accessories. 

Set only. 

Set, only. 

Set" only. Wavelength 300-500 metres. 
Two aerial terminals for short or long 
aerials. (Two pair phones can be con• 
fleeted.) Plug-in coil for 5XX, 7s. 6d. extra. 

Set only, with two 10-ft. lengths flexible 
wire for aerial and earth connections. 

Set only. 
With phones and aerial equipment. 
Set only. 
With phones and aerial equipment. 
Set only. Sliding coil tuner. 01ass-covered 

detector. 
Set only. Variometer tuned. Glass-coverel 

detector. 
Set only. Condenser tuned. Glass-covere.1 

detector. 
Set. only. Condenser or variometer tuned. 

Shorting plug for loading coil. 
Set only. 

Set only. 

Set only. 
• 

Set only. Variometer tuned, 300-500 metre* 
and 5XX. 

Set only. Solenoid inductance, 300-500 metre 
and 5XX. 

Complete with accessories. Varionteter 
tuned, 300-500 metres and 5XX. 

Set only. Appropriate coil extra. 

Set only. Variometer tuning. 

Complete with headphones and aerial equip-
ment. 

Set only. For high and low wavelengths. 

Set only. 300-500 metres. Variometer 
tuned. Galena type crystal. 

Do. With loading coil for 5XX. 
Complete with 1 pair headphones. Vario. 

meter tuned. Semi-automatic crystal 
detector. 300-500 metres. Switchhig 
arrangement for 1,800 metres. 

Set only. Open type detector. Timing* 
250-600 metres. 

Set only. Dustproof detector. Tuniti4 
250-600 metres. Socket for loading coil. 

Set. only. Variable condenser tuning. Glass• 
enclosed detector. Includes 1 coil either 
for B.B.C. or 5XX. Additional coil, Is. 6d. 

Set only. 
*e 

Set"only, Liberty detector. 

Set only. With 'grant° plug-in coil. 

Set. only. Fitted with P.M. detector. 
300-500 metres. 

Set only. Do. Includes 1,600 metres 
wavelength. 

Set only. Variotneter tuned, including 
5XX coil. 
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Manufacturer. 
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Name of Set. Type of Cabinet. 

Pignut, J., 108, Euston Road, London, 
NAVA. 

P* 

Service Radio Co., ltd.. 67, 'Ohurch 
Street, Stoke Newington, London, 
N.16. 

S.H.C.S., Co.. 10, Clare Terrace. 
Sidcup, Kent. 

Sherman, P., 12, River Street, Loudon, 
E.C.1. 

Spa Radio Co., Ltd., 107a, Lneksbrook 
timid, Bath. 

Tent. W. 11.. & Co., Transant Works, 
Dollman Street, Birmingham. 

1.• 

Telephone Manufacturing Co.. Ltd., 
Hollingsworth Works, West Dul-
wich, London, S.E.21. 

P• P. 

Thames Electric Wireless Co., Ltd., 
40. Old Town, Clapham, London, 
S.W.4. 

Ward & Goldstone, Ltd., Frederick 
Road (Pendleton). Manchester. 

PP 

0. 

00 PP 

PP 00 

Wales Bros., Ltd., 1'3/14, (kcal. Queen 
Street, Kingsway, London, W.C.2. 

Wilkins "& Wriggt, Ltd.. "Utility 
Works, Kenyon Street. Birmingham 

Wnotten, F. E., Ltd., 56, High Street, 
Oxford. 

Yorkshiré. Radio Ltd., estern 
Works. Rockingham S tree t, 
Sheffield. 

L Type   

1) Ty-
V Type   

S Type   
Service  

Thor No. 5   

Thor No. ii   

0.0.  

o. 

Spa 

'1"i:ensue 

T.M.C. 2%. 

T.M.C. 8 

T.M.C. 9 Pavent ry. 

Thames  

Goltone   

Geffen° A.   

Golton.° B.   

Bijouilone  

Wootephone 
Type 11. 

,. 11.2 
Cheaper Model .. 
Spotter  

Mahogany, closed, 
sloping panel. 

Seine as a bave 
huh.. mahogany, 
open sloping panel 

Flat mahogany box 
Mahogany, with 

hinged lid with 
phones and ampli-
fier compartment. 

Open, stained walnut 

Mahogany, with lid 
and clasp. 

Leal her covered, 
with clasp. 

American type, oak 

Mahogany  

PolisYmd ebonite   

Polished dark oak 
case and lid. 

Polished wood lid 
cover, flat panel. 

Polished walnut 
sloping panel or 
grained ebonite. 

Moulded ease .... 

Desk type   

Wood ease with 
ebonite top. 

and fall down 
lid with special 
compartment for 
phones. 

Polished wood .... 

Mahogany  

EnclUsed. Jacobean 

et 

Price. Description and Remarks. 

O s. d. 
O 19 6 

1 2 6 
O 11 6-

O 6 11 
1 10 0 

0 13 6 

1 7 6 

O 15 0 

1 5 0 

I 7 6 

1 1 0 

1 5 0 

1 9 6 

2 7 6 

O 12 6 

1 12 6 

O 7 6 

'l o 

2 2 0 
1 10 0 

2 11 0 
O 7 6 

0 10 0 
2 2 0 

4 10 0 

1 12 0 
3 0 0 
O 6 6 
O 10 6 
O 17 6 
1 5 0 

Set only. Fine and coarse tuning and tapped 
inductance. 

Set only. Wound for Daventry. 
Variorneter tuned. 

Slider movement. 
Set only. 

Set only. 

• 11 ,1 

Set only. Nickelled fittings. Variemeter 
tuning, socket and coil for Daventry. 

Set only. Nickelled fittings. Condenser 
tuning, somi-automatic detector. Change-
over switch for local or 5XX stations. 

Set only. 
Set. complete with all accessories. 
Set only. Enclosed detector and U piece for 

Daventry coil. 
Set only. Do. 

Set only. 300-500 metres. Fixed loading 
coil for 5XX. No plug-in coils used. 
Slider tuned. 

Set only. 300-1,800 metres without use of 
plug-in coils. T.M.C. Air-wound Vario. 
meter tuned. 

Set only. 1,600 metres wavelength only. 
Varlometer tuned. 

Set only. Also receives Daventry. 

Set only. Tunes to 1.860 metres without 
additional coils. Vertical dustproof do 
teeter, Sonyte crystal. 

Receiver only. Terminals for 300-400 metres, 
400 metres and over and plug sockets for 
over 600 metres. 

Receiver with phones and aerial. 
Receiver only. Particnlars as Goltone A. 

Receiver with phones and aerial. 
Set only. Adaptable to high and low wave-

lengths. 
Do. 

Set only. Suitable for tuning in any station 
by means of plug and coils. 

Complete with accessories. 

Set only. 
Complete with accessories. 
Set only. 

•• 

CRYSTAL-VALVE SETS. 

Manufacturer. Name of Set. Type of Cabinet. 
Valves. 

Price. 
H.F. L.F. 

Burweod (Concessionaires). 
Ltd., 41, Great Queen 
Street, Kingsway, London, 
W.C.2. 

Cable Accessories Co., Ltd., 
Britannia Works, Tivldale, 
Tipton, Staffs. 

Collins ct John, Ltd., 9/10, 
Ten ny Street, Birming-
ham. 

Edison Swan Electric Co., 
Ltd., 123/5, Queen Victoria 
Street, London, E.C.4. 

Falk, Stadelmann & Co., 
Ltd., 83/93, Farringdou 
Road, London, E.C.1. 

D'Accord 

llevo   

Amplcx A.V. 

W.L. 217   

Efescaphone, 
St. Vincent. 

Oak, American 
type. 

Mahogany ease ... 

Enclosed cabinet, 
oak or mahogany. 

Tray   

Mahogany, oblong  

£ s. d. 
1 2 11 5 0 

1 5 2 6 

1 317 6 

1 -- 8 7 6 
1 — 10 12 9 

1 512 6 

1 1 810 0 

. Description and Remarks. 

Receiver only. Crystal 2V. REFLEX. 

Receiver only. Extra loading and anode 
coils for 5XX, el 2s. extra. 

Receiver only. 

Receiver only. 
With A.R. .06 valve, 60-v. H.T. battery, 

D.E.200 dry cell and aerial equipment. 
Receiver only. REFLEX. 

11 A-21 
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INVIAnivv-‹ 

.„, 
Manufacturer. Name of Set, Type of Cabinet. 

Valves. 
Price. Description and Remarks. 

H.F. L.F. 

e s. d. 
lough, J. E., Ltd., Edison 
Bell Works, 62, Glengall 

Crystal valve ... Oak, desk pattern, 
open. 

1 1 7 19 6 Receiver only. One valve dual. 

Road, Peckham, London, .. .. Mahogany. do  1 1 8 7 6 .. ,. 
S.E.15. 

,.. 
Crystal 2-valve .. Oak or mahogany. 1 1 10 14 0 ., R .:FLEX. 

- Jacobean, folding 
doors, ou ped-
estal. 

1 1 17 0 0 

.. .. Crystal 3-valve .. Desk pattern, open 1 2 13 2 6 „ 
(The three last can be supplied wit 
resistance amplifier if desired.) 

lIctro-Vick Supplies, Ltd., 
4, Central Buildings, 
London, S.W.1. 

Cosmos   Circular, of moulded 
composition, 

1 2 8 5 0 Receiver only. One dual valve wit 
crystal detector and two addition, 
resistance-coupled stages. 

1 2 14 10. 0 Complete installation, valves, batterie 
A. and E. equipment, loud-speaker. 

Radio Instruments, Ltd., 
12, Hyde Street, New 
Oxford Street, London, 

No. 209   Polished mahogany, 
with lid, folding 
doors. 

— 2 11 15 0 Receiver only. Wavelength 300-5( 
and 1,600 metres. Switch to cut es 
L.F. Pedestal base 30s. extra. 

W.C.1. 
The S.T.100 Re- 

ceiver. 
Mahogany case ... 1 1 10 4 I Receiver only, with 1 pair plug-in coil 

Nos. 50 and 75. REFLEX. 
B.H.C.S. Co., 10, Clare Ter- 

race, Sidcup, Kent. 
Thor No. 8   Enclosed, with lid, 

solid mahogany. 
— 1 6 15 0 Receiver with batteries in cabinet, sr 

valve. 
Thor No. 9   .. ,. -- 2 14 14 0 Do., with Brown 112 loud-speaker. 

Service Radio Ltd., 67, 
Church Street, Cod.,toke Now- 
ington, London, N.16. 

Service   Mahogany, hinged 
lid, compartment 
for phones, etc. 

— 1 3 0 0 Receiver only. 

4 0 0 
Sherman, P., 12, River 1  American type, oak -- — 5 0 0 Receiver only. REFLEX. variometer tunin 
Street. Clerkensvell, 
London, E.C.1. 

11.F. transformer coupling, tunes local i 
5XX without extra coils, semi-automat 
detector. 

rutills, Ltd., 719, Swan T 1 n ol Electric Oak (American — 2 13 10 0 Receiver for D.C. mains, with valves as 
Street, Manchester. Main $et. type), lift-up lid. loud-speaker. 

Ward & Goldstone, Ltd., 
Frederick Road (Pendle- 
ton), Manchester. 

Goltono   Polished hardwood 
case with ebonite 
top. 

— 1 4 12 6 Receiver only. 

— 1 7 7 6 Do.. with valve, batteries and phones. 

VALVE SETS VALVE 

gi 
ir 

.1 

Manufacturer. Name of Set. Type of Cabinet. Price. Description and Remarks. 

L s. d. 
Britieli Engineering Products Co., 
570/2, Abbey House, Victoria 

Tonyphone I. ... 13ox with lid  9 10 0 Complete with accessories. 

Street, S.W.1. 
>hie Accessories Co., Ltd., Britannia 
Works, Tividale, Tipton, Staffs, 

i7.ollins & John, Ltd., 9/10, Tenby 

Revophone   

Amplex   

Mahogany case ... 

Open panel   

4 2 6 

3 12 6 

Receiver only. Adjustment for longer wave-
lengths by plug-in coils. 

Receiver only. Reaction, special coil holder. 
Street, Birmingham. Amplex-Reinartz. „ 4 17 6 „ et Coil and low-loss condenser. 

Ainplex roll top.. Roll top in real oak 
or mahogany. 

6 2 6 ,, „ 

:,orrall, A. J., 226, Warwick Road, 
Greet, Birmingham. 

Warvilek IV. .... Oak   7 0 0 With valve (D.E.2) accumulator. 60-v. 
H.T. battery, 1 pair phones, coils for 300-500 
and 1,600 metres. 

Dunham, C. S., 234/6, Brixton IIill, Type C.S.D.37 .. — 3 5 0 Receiver only. 150-3,000 metres. 
London, S.W.2. 

Eagle Engineering Co., Ltd., Eagle 
Works, Warwick. 

Chakophone, No. 1 Open box type  3 12 6 „ „ 300-2,000 metres with self' 
contained tuner. 

,. .. „ 

., .. ., 

.. No. .5a 

., No. 11 

Box cabinet with 
lid, 

Antique " Salt 
Box" with lid, 
oak. 

5 0 0 

• 5 17 6 

Receiver , with coils. 300-2,000 metres. space ., 
in cabinet for batteries and coils. 

Receiver only. 300-2,000 metres on tuner 
incorporated. 

Electrical Accessories Manufacturing Prento D.1   Flat oak ease .... 3 17 6 Receiver only. 
Co., Progress Works, Low lia II 
Mills, Holbeck, Leeds. 

Elliott, C. L.. 12, Queen's Road, Voluteno   Oak   From 
London, S.W.8. 2 10 0 

Fairbrother, John, 94, Present Road, 
Fairfield, Liverpool. 

Fair-Fal   Polished mahogany 
box. 

6 5 0 Receiver, complete with accessories. 

Fellows Magneto Co., Ltd., Cum- Fellophone Super Leatherette 4 17 6 Receiver complete with all accessories. 
berland Avenue, Park Royal, One. cabinet. . 
Loudon, N.W.10. 

Flinders (Wholesale), Ltd. 18, Butt Flinderphone   — 5 0 0 Set only. 
Road, and Essex Street, bolchester Super One   — 7 19 0 With valve. accessories and 1 pair phones. 

General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet 
House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2. 

(lecophone, 
B.0.3000 

Mahogany  5 0 0 Receiver, with D.E.2 valve. 

B.C.3001 .. 7 16 6 Receiver, complete with ba I tery and all 
accessories. 

13.0.3050 „ 5 5 0 Receiver only, with D.E.3 valve. 
be be, et be B.C.30.51 „ 7 16 6 Receiver, complete with battery and all 

accessories. 

A 22 22 
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OURSELVES-AND THE ELECTRICAL IMPULSE 

his secrets are ours 
Think of it! Seventeen years' patient study of the vagaries of our jolly 
impulsive friend, the electrical impulse. And our laboratory experts have 
come through with intellects unscathed. Nay! Not only unscathed, but 
brightly furbished. They were able to establish friendly contact with the 
electrical impulse; he helped them with their plans for building radio sound 
reproducing instruments and encouraged their scientific research. Now, 
this electrical impulse uses his electrical energy to bring the radio as far as 
your receiver. To get him to talk easily and naturally is an operation we 
have perfected with his own help and advice. Seventeen years' study of 
the best way to capture and transform this spirit of radio sound has 
helped us to build the best radio speakers of the age; his secrets are ours. 
Get a Brandes and you will know that the properties of radio sound 
are harnessed as effectually as you can possibly desire. 

Any good dealer stocks Brandes 
THE TABLE-TALKER 
The new goose-neck design is 
the result of researa in radio 
acoustics, whin definitely es-
tablishes its value in relation to 
the diaphragm fitted. Patent 
material used in the construction 
of the horn eliminates metallic 
harshness. Volume and sensitivity 
controlled with small lever located 
at the rear of the base. Elegantly 
shaped, tasteful neutral brown 
finish, felt-padded base. Height 
ib ins., bell in in,. 

30/-

MATCHED TONE HEADPHONES THE AUDIO TRANSFORMER 

The whole secret of Matched 
Tone is that ono receiver refuses 
to have ami v quarrel with its 
twin. Ably schooled in these 
generous sen t intents by our 
specially erected Matched Tone 
apparatus, their syncluonised 
effort discovers greater sensi-
tivity and volume and truer tone. 
Theie is no possibility of the 
sound from one earpiece being 
half a tone lower than its mate. 

20/-

Ratio a to 5. The main objects 
in view are high amplification of 
applied voltage, together with 
a straight line amplification-
frequency curve. That is to 
say, for a given input voltage, the 
amplification is «instant over a 
wide band of frequencies, thus 
eliminating resonance. :Mechanic-
ally protected and shielded so 
that the transformers may be 
placed close together without 
interaction. 

Bremdc, Lin,ifed, 296 Regent St., London, W .I. 

17/6 
himks—Slough, Bucks. 

THE BR A NDOLA 
Specially built to bring greater 
volume with minimum current 
input and exceptional clarity 
over the full frequency range. A 
large diaphragm gives new 
rounded fulness to the low 
registers and new clarified light-
ness to the high. Reproduction 
controlled by a thumb screw on 
the base. Polished walnut plinth 
with electro-plated fittings. 
Height 26 ins., bell la ins. 

90/-

EXPERTS IN RADIO ACOUSTICS SINCE 1908 
Service Advertising 

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only (+twined front firms we Lb, ue to be thoroughly reliable. A23 
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TWO COMPONENTS THAT WILL INCREASE THE EFFICIENCY OF THE H.F. STAGE 

rTIO those who, constructing their own sets for 
the first time, desire range, selectivity and 

stability, the " Dimic " Coil offers a certain *and 
satisfactoty solution. 
To thoge who wish to 
improve or, add to 
existing sets this com-
ponent gives an adapt-
ability and efficiency 
hitherto unobtainable. 
To the advanced ex-
perimenter the design 
speaks for itself. The 
complete series will 
finally be available 
covering all wave-
lengths from zo to 
7,000 metres and 
fitting the standard 
base. 
In the accompanying 
diagram we indicate 
the application of the 
Dimic Coil to an H.F. 

IBM  

stage preceding a supersonic receiver of the 
autodyne type. The excellent results obtained 
with MH supersonic outfits arc enhanced 

enormously by this 
addition. It has a 
double advantage, 
giving even greater 
range to the set, and 
increasing the selec-
tivity without inter-
fering with the perfect 
tonal properties asso-
ciated with MH Super-
sonic outfits. It is 
applicable to any 
supersonic system, 
however. The Diagram 
is self-explanatorv,and 
the circuit is strongly 
recommended, givink 
as it does a very high 
degree of efficiency, 
ease of control and 
simplicity of layout. 

.0 
........ lb ...unman. 

KEY TO DIAGRAM No. 2  

1. Loop Aerial. 7. Reset, en  2(.0.1 
. Neutrode Condenser yn 2/10 React .» I 

3. Aerial Tuning Condennei „S. MU Atiti.dyne I bin'''. 21 
1,995 .. 10,6 unit 300.90nin., Unit 

4. 11F. Tuning Cmidenser 9. Autudyne Tuning Con-
.o005 .F.. 10 6 denscr '0003 816 

IS. UMW COIL No. I .. 10'. 10. MR Grid Leak Mu .. 2,8 
Boor und Clips 2,6 Base awl Clips 1/-

6. Mil Mica Cowden,''001.3 21 ii. Mit $uperenie Filter 21i-
itaae and Clip, 1 Succeeding stages as usual. 

MH H.F. TRANS FORMERS 
" The Tranform:'r that matte H.F. Amplification popular." 

Supplied in six ranges of wavelengths covering go to 7000 metres . . . . 
Prier 10/— each. With H.F. Damper 12/— each. 
Special Neutrodyne Units and Super-heterodyne Couplers also supplied. 
All transformers are accurately matched. 
MH H.F. DAMPER, PRICE 2/—. The H.F. Damper is a device 
which, when inserted in the central hole of the H.F. Transformer, 
stabilises a circuit which otherwise could oscillate. 

morwractorers or Wireless and Scientific Apparatus 
WREXHAM ROAD, SLOUGH, BUCKS. 

Phone SLOUGH 441-442. 

lleniion of The Wireless World,'' When to advertisers. loin ensure prompt attention. .2 1 
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Manufacturer. 

Whz.®11,seo 
Would 

; 

ply er's Clide to Ses 
VALVE SETS (1 Valve)—can tinted. 

Description and Remarks. Name of Set. Type of Cabinet. 

-n. W. J., & CO., Ltd., 351, 
Fulli:ini Road, S.W.10. 

Hirst Bros. & Co., Ltd., Roscoe 
Street, Oldham, Lancs. 

E night, A. W., Ltd., 167, Rye Lane, 
Peckham, Loudon, S.E.15. 

Marconiphone Co., Ltd., 210212, 
Tottenham Court Road", Lotaltin. 
W.I. 

National Wireless 8: Electric. l'o. 
(It. It. Doffing, Ltd.), -12, Oray's 
Inn Road, London, W.C.1. 

Itaillo Supply Co., Superfone Works, 
Four Oaks, Birmingham. 

Sherman, P.. 12. River Strtet, 
t.lerkenwell, London, E.C.I. 

Spa ltadio Co.. Ltd., 107a. Locks' 
brook Road. Ilotit. 

Thames Electric Wireless Co.. Ltd.. 
.10. Old Town, Clapham, London. 

Tutills, Ltd., 7'9, Swan Street, 
:Manchester. 

U.S. Radio Co.. Ltd., Radio Works. 
Tyrwhitt ltoad, Brockley, London. 
S. 1. 

Ward Sc Goldstone. Ltd., Frederick 
Road (Pendleton), Manchester. 

wilson7 W., 8; Pon (Hert), Ltd., 
1. Loadon Road. Royston, Herts. 

wootten. F. E.. Ltd., 56, 
Street, Oxford. 

B.1t.1   

Ta'aieside, 11.1000 
11.363. 

liaynite 
ilate Dulcivox). 

V.1   

Sterling Anotlinn, 
R.1360. 

N. Mk. l•   
„ de Luxe 

Superfone 
Max= I. 

Spa 

Thames   

Tinol A.   

Yew-ess I.   

((nitrate A.   

Excedall   

Wootophone 
Type E. 

',Oak upright, panel. 
Oak desk, sloping 

panel. 
Slope, with battery 

comport nice. 
Mahogany  

Walnut   

:Mahogany  
., with glass 

doors. 
Mahogany, portable 

American type, in 
oak, with 2 fold-
ing doors. 

Panel type   

Oak (American), 
lift -up lid. 

Walnut, open top. 
Hat. 

Open t ype, polished 
oak. 

Mahogany or oak 

Price. 

e s. d. 
1 0 0 
7 12 0 
3 2 6 
1 12 ti 

7 15 0 

9 7 8 

10 S 4 

5 0 
6 15. 

1 17 6 

12 0 0 

3 12 6 
7 6 0 
3 2 6 

3 17 6 

2 17 6 

3 2 6 

5 17 6 
2 17 6 

5 13 0 
9 17 0 

Receiver only. 
Complete with aceessories. 
Receiver only. Reaction. 

Receiver only. Single knob REFLEX. 

Complete with valve, batteries and 1 pair 
phones. 

8• 

Receive: only. 

I teed ver only. Tumid anode, 5X X coils 
embriquil. 

lleeeiver only. ULTRA AUDION, four circuit, 
low 'bus condensers with Ac.curatune geared 
dials, potentiometer, reaction control. 

Receiver only, with pair coils. 
lteeeiver, complete with all accessories. 
Receiver only. Provision for loading eoils. 

Receiver only. 

Receiver only, with 300-500 metre, eons. 

Receiver only. 

With phones. valve. H. and L.T. batteries. 
Receiver only. „pole coil units. 

Receiver only. 
Complete with valve and accessories. 

Manufacturer. 

I rnett & son u. High 
Street, Bettering. 

Ernest J. 157, Dun-
stable Road, Luton, Beds. 

Engineering Pro-
awls Cu. 570/2, Abbey 
I I o ase, Victoria Street, 

British( Radio Corporation, 
Ltd. El mgrove Itoad, 
Weibridge, Surrey. 

f• 
British Thomson -Roust on 

Co., Ltd., Crown House. 
Aldwych, London. W.C.2. 

British %Vireless Supply Co. 
(1924), Ltd., 6, Blenheim 
Terrace, Leeds. 

Jiurndept Wireless, Ltd.. 
Aldine House, Bedford 
Street, Strand, London, 
W.C.2. 

Cable Accessories Co., Ltd, 
Britannia Works,Tividale, 
Tipton, Staffs. 

Curtis," Peter," Ltd., 'i5a, 
Camden 'toad, London, 
N.W.I. 

iargue Bros., Ltd., Simplon 
Technical Instrument 
Works, Halifax. 

Dunham, C. S., 23116, 
Brixton Hill, London, 
S.W.2. 

VALVE SETS (2 VALVES). 

Name of Set. 

Itarsons 2   

The Bat y Two   

Tonyphone 
Super Two. 

0.11.   

G.L.S. 
B.It  C 

PP 

Brit phone 2E ... 
25... 

Ethophone-Duplex 

Short wave   

Revophone   

Itevo-iagna 
Duodyne 11. 

Simplon   

Simplon 
Autodyne H. 

C.S.D. 58   
C.S.D. 42   
C.S.D. 48   

Type of Cabinet. 

oak, lidded box... 

Sloping desk  

Mahogany, Anteei-
can type. 

1%1 walnut "  

Walnut. totally en-
closed, to take 
batteries, etc. 

Valves. 

H.F. Del. I L.F. 

Flat top panel, 
valves sunken. 

Oak, desk type 
Oak, enclosed, Pat 

Moulded Bakelite 
CirSe. 

Polished Mahogany, 
open front. 

Mahogany outer 
case with inner 
frame for mount-
ing components. 

:Mahogany case ... 
Teak, open   

Teak, enclosed, 
folding doors. 

Enclosed, sloping 
panel. 

Table cabinet type 

Open model   
Desk model   
Cabinet model   

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

16 

1 

1 
1 

1 

1 

Price. Description and Remarks. 

• s. d. 
13 5 0 

IS 0 it 

15 9 0 

15 9 0 

15 9 0 
7 15 0 

11 4 6 

13 0 6 

19 10 0 

7 5 0 

6 10 0 
8 5 0 

6 10 0 

19 3 0 

9 5 0 

5 15 0 
S 15 0 

11 15 0 

S 7 6 

10 ii 0 

17 6 
15 0 

10 18 0 

Complete with all accessories. Trans-
former coupled. 

Receiver complete with all acces-
sories. Direct current from main. 

Complete with accessories. 

Receiver only. 
Complete with all accessories In-

cluding loud -speaker. 
Receiver only. 

Complete with all accessories in-
cluding loud-speaker. 

Receiver only. Fitted with dual 
rheostats. Loading coil for 
1,500-1,800 metres, 18s. extra. 

Receiver only. 
„ Transformer coupled. 

Receiver, including valves and 2 
coils. 

Receiver, with 3 valves, range 
30-100 metres. 

Receiver, with H.T. battery. Wave-
length 300-600 metres. 

Receiver only. 
Receiver only, with all coils for 

230-300 metres. 
90 89 

Receiver only. 

Receiver only 

A 25 
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VALVE SETS (2 Valves)—continned. 

FEBRUARY wilt, 1026. 

Manufacturer. Name of Set. Type of Cabinet. -- 
H.F. 1 

Valves. 
-- -- 

L.F. 
Price. Description and Remarks. 

Det. 

S. d. 
Eagle Engi 'leering Co„ Ltd., 
Eagle Works, Warwick. 

No. 2   Mahogany, sloping 
desk pattern. 

1 1 — 6 17 6 Receiver only, with Mlle. coils. 

„ „ „ •• „ „ 1 1 5 17 6 Complete set of parts, B.B.C. coils 
and full instructions. 

Super No. 5   Vertical panel. 
mahogany. 

— 1 1 8 15 0 Receiver only. 200-2,000 metres. 
Tuner incorporated. H.T. com-
partment in base. 

PP PP PP No. 7   Vertical panel. nut • 
hogany cabinet. 

•.. valves 12 3 0 Receiver only, with B.B.C. coils and 
plug. Coupled aerial circuit. 
II.T. compartment in base. 

11 11 P. No. 9   Vertical panel. oak 
cabinet, 

— 1 1 6 15 0 Receiver only. 300-2,000 metres on 
tuner incorporated with switch for 
one and two valves. H.T. battery 
compartment in base. . 

Edison Swan Electric Co., Toovee   Mahogany, vertical 2 valves 11 15 0 Receiver only, mun.Ex. 
Ltd., 12315, Queen Vic- 
toria Street, 'London, 
E.C.4. 

.. 

Compactum  

,. .. 

Moulded insulation 

1 

— 

1 

1 

— 

1 

18 5 0 

4 0 0 

.. .. With 2 A.R. valves 
and all accessories. 

Receiver only. 
1 1 11 I I 0 With 2 PV8 valves, 

batteries, all accessories; and 
Dulcivox loud-speaker. 

„ .. .. Portable Toovee . Mahogany, 2 doors I. valve: 16 5 0 lInmEx. Complete excepting valves. 
Electrical Accessories Mann- l'rento 12   Flat, walnut  1 0 10 0 Receiver only. 
factoring Co.. Progress Pronto 142   Flat, oak ease .... — 1 1 6 5 0 ,. .. 
Works, Low Hall Mills, 
Holbeck, Leeds. 

Elliott., C. L., 12, Queen's Volutone   Oak   1 1 From Receiver only. 
Road, London, S.W.S. 4 4 0 

Emsco Radio, 24, Leyton- 
stone Road. Stratford, 
London, E.15. 

Rinse° 1   

„ 2  

— 

— 

— 

1 

1 

1 

1 

— 

13 0 0 

10 0 0 

Receiver, including batteries. valves 
and loud-speaker. 

Receiver, including batteries, valves 
and phones. 

Engineering Works (Eke- 
tricot it General), Ltd., 

flayed 2V.   Jacobean fumed 
oak, glass panel. 

1 1 -- 10 14 0 Receiver only. Tuned anode. 

17121, Thurlow Park 
Road, West. Dulwich. 

Ericsson, British L. M„ 
Manufacturing Co.. Ltd.. 

0/1001   Walnut, box type. 1 1 — 7 10 0 Receiver only. Wavelength 300-500 
metres. (Tuned anode.) 

67/73. Kingsway, London, 
W.C.2. 

0/1005   Sloping panel .... 1 1 — 7 15 0 Receiver only. Interchangeable 
coils. (Tuned anode.) 

,. ,. .. 0;1082 Family Set Oak folding doors, 
oak panel. 

— 1 1 8 13 0 Receiver only. Transformer-coupled. 

Fairbrother, John, 94, Pres- 
cot Road. Liverpool. 

Fair-Pal   Mahogany folding 
doors, 11.T. inside. 

-- 1 1 13 0 0 Receiver complete with accessories. 

Falk, Stadelmann & Co.. 
Ltd.. 83/93, Farringdon 

Efescaphone 
Seymour. 

Oak. with sliding 
shutter. 

— 1 1 11 15 0 Receiver only. 

Road, London, E.C.1. 
Fellows Magneto Co., Ltd.. 
Cumberland Avenue,Park 

Little Giant   Leatherette ease . . — 1 I 0 15 0 Receiver complete with all neces-
suries, including loud-speaker. 

Royal, London, N.W.10. Fellophone Super2 Sloping. ma lioga ny 1 1 — 7 17 6 Receiver complete with accessories. 
Flinders (Wholesale), Ltd., 

18, Butt Road, and Essex 
Flinderphone 

Super Two. 
— — I 1 6 10 0 Receiver only. ' 

Street, Colchester. ,. .. — — 1 1 11 1 0 With all accessories and loud-speaker 

Gambrell Bros., Ltd., 76, 
Victoria Street, London, 
S.W.1. 

The Gambrell 
Cabinet 2. 

The Gambrel 

Mahogany cabinet 
with folding doors. 
Wax polished 

— 

— 

1 

1 

1 

1 

15 15 0 

S 0 0 

Receiver only. 

„ „ with 2 coils for B.B.C. 
Baby Two. mahogany. . 

The Gambrell 
Baby Grand D.C. 
model. 

Mahogany cabinet, 
all enclosed. 

— 1 I 17 0 0 
. 

Receiver, with valves, B.B.C. coils. 
including 5XX. 

General Electric Co., Ltd.. Gecophone B.C. Mahogany. flat .... 1 1 S 12 0 Receiver only, with 2 D.E.2 valves. 
Magnet House, Kiugsway, 
Loudon, W.C.2. 

3250. 
.. .. 3251 .. ,, — 1 1 11 5 0 Receiver complete with all acces-

sories and accumulator. 
3260 .. — 1 1 9 5 0 Receiver only, with 2 D.E.S valves. 
3266 ,. — 1 1 13 0 0 Receiver complete with all :owes-

series and accumulator. 
3220 Mahogany, cabinet. 

model. 
1 1 11 15 0 Receiver only, with 2 leads and 2 

1):E.2 valves. 
.. .. .. „ „ 3200 „ .. -- 1 1 15 7 6 Receiver complete with all acces-

sories and acco ttttt lator. 
,. „ .. .. .. 3205 .. .. — 1 1 15 15 0 Receiver complete with all acces-

sories and dry battery. 
o* 2000 .. .. 1 1 — 11 15 0 Receiver only, with 2 leads and 

2 1)..E.8 valves. 
2001 „ „ 1 1 — 17 S 0 Receiver complete with all acces-

sories and accumulator. 
PP oe ee 2003 .. „ 1 1 — 11 0 0 Receiver only, with 2 leads and 

2 D.E.2 valves. 
„ 99 lo *9 oe 2002 .. .. 1 1 — 15 10 0 Receiver complete with all acces-

sories and accumulator. 
Gent & Co., Ltd., Faraday 
Works, Leicester. 

Tangent Radio- 
matte D. 

Teak or oak   — 1 1 8 5 0 Valves tint coils extra. 

Disbornes, 28/32, Longmore 
Street, Birmingham. 

II.   Oak, folding doors. — 1 1 10 5 0 Receiver i neluding valves. batteries 
atol loud-speaker. 

99 99 Pt Silvertoue   Portable, 2 cases 
rexine covered, 

— 1 1 15 0 0 Complete. Second rase for phones 
and all accessories. 
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Manufacturer. Name of Set. Type of Cabinet. -- 
H.F. 

Valves. 
Price. Description and Remarks. 

Det. L.F. 
—_, 

£ s. d. 
Henderson, W. J., ,S; Cei., 

Ltd., 35! , F. ale 0i Road, 
S.W.I O. 

P.R.')   — 

— 

— 

— 

1. 

1 

1 

1 

6 5 0 

10 15 0 

Receiver only, with coils, 350-50 
metres. 

Wit II all accessories. 
„ .. ,. 11.j1.2A.   — 1 1 — 9 15 0 Receiver only. 

1 1 — 14 19 0 With al! accessories. 
Hirst Bros. & Co.. Ltd., Tameside 111011 . Oak, upright panel 1 1 — 6 5 9 Receiver only. Tuned anode. 
Roseoe Street. Oldham, „ 11101111 „ ,. -- 1 1 6 5 0 „ ,. Aerial reaction. ' 
Lanes. .. de Luxe 

1111-17. 
Oak. upright panel, 

folding doors. 
1 1 — 11 à 0 .. .. Tuned anode. 

R130   Oak desk, sloping 
panel. 

1 1 — 5 là 0 .. ., 

11555   Oak. enclosed fold- 1 1 --- 11 5 0 „ „ „ „ 

Hough, J. E.' Ltd., Edison 
Bell Works, 62, Glentroll 

Bijou   
I tig. (100ES. 

Desk shape, dust- 
proof flap. 

-- 1 1 5 0 0 Receiver only. Grid bias. 

Road, Peckham, London, Gem  Flat base, open top -- 1 1 1 à 0 .. .. „ 

Era   Cabinet, folding 
doors. 

— 1 1 5 15 o „ ,, Automatic grid Mat 

:*ohnson, -Thos. T., 17119, 
Catherine Street, Subs- 
bury. 

Sarumphone   Mahogany cabinet. 
2 doors and lid, 
drawer below for 
butteries. 

1 1 — 10 0 0 Receiver with valves, coils, aéris 
equipment. 1 pair phones an 
H.T. battery. 

}Knight, A. W., Ltd., 167, 
It ye 1.anc. Peckham, 

Kaynite (late 
Duleivox). 

Slope, with battery 
compartments. 

— 1 1 9 17 0 Receiver only. REFLEX. Singl 
knob. 

London. S.E.15. 
I .amplugh, S. A., Ltd., Lamplugh Desk Oak, sloping   1 1 — 7 15 0 Receiver only. Plug-in coils, ope: 

King's Road, Tyseley, 
Birmingham. 

Type. 
La mplugh Popular 

2-valve Loud- 
spea ker. 

Flat type   — 1 1 6 12 6 
panel type. 

Receiver only. 300-2,000 metres 
without extra coils. 

1.iver Radio Manufacturing Liverphone   Sloping   — 1 1 7 3 9 Receiver only. 
Co., Ltd., 30, Islington, 
Liverpool. 

11e1lichael, L., Ltd., Wcx- 
ham Road. Slough, 

11.11.2   

11.11.2A.   

Mahogany  

.. 

I 

— 

1 

— 

-- 

2 

16 5 0 

II 5 0 

Receiver only, with tuning coils fo 
all wavelengths. Tuned anode. 

Receiver only. Coils and tuning a 
above. Arranged for gnu bias. 

11.A.P. Company. Great 
Lister Street,Birminglians. 

11.A.P. Minor ... Mahogany, totally 
enclosed, vertical 

— 1 1 12 15 0 Receiver complete with all batterie 
and valves. 

Pal! ern. 
Mareoniphone Co., Ltd., 

210 ,212, Tottenham Court 
V.2 Long Range.. Teak, walnut or 

mahogany. 
1 1 -- 13 16 2 Complete with valves, batteries ant 

headphones. L.F. THROW-BACK. 
Road, London, W.I. V.2 Portable Model .. ,. 2 valves 17 8 0 Receiver complete with accessories. 

., .. .. 21 Mode!   Ma 110 .Z111Y  — I 1 13 4 6 „ 
'Nrith .. .. .. Sterling Anodion 

R1572. 
Walnut   --- 1 1 11 14 4 Receiver complete 1 pal 

headphones. 
Sterling Long .. 1 1 — 11 11 ti ,. 

Range Anodion 
111565. 

111388 ,, I I — 18 II 0 9, 09 09 

Midland Radiotelephone 
Manufacturers, Ltd., 

Mellowtone 2 .... Tray. oak or 
mahogany. 

-- 1 1 S 12 6 Receiver only. Self-contained. 

Brettell Lane Works, 
Stourbridge. 

Yational Wireless& Electric 
Co. (It. R. Coding. Ltd.), 
42, Gray's Inn Road, 

N. 11k.2 de Luxe 

N. 11k.2 '   

Mahogany, glass 
doors. 

Mahogany  ..  

— 

— 

1 

1 

1 

I 

10 10 0 

8 10 0 

Receiver only. 

„ „ Transformer coupled 
London. W.C.1. 

Crmsby, L., ee. Co., 28, Page 
Street, Vi'estminster, 
London, S.W.I. 

Ormsby   

'„ 

Lidded. polished 
mahogany box. 
„ ,, 

1 

1 

1 

1 

9 10 0 

15 0 0 

Receiver only. 

Complete with all accessories, in 
eluding lond-speaker. 

I:inn-Arc Electrical Co., 
Ltd.. Bennett Street, 

Liberty Short- 
Wave. 

Oak or mahogany. — 1 1 6 0 0 Receiver only. 40-100 metres. 

Chiswick, London, W.4. 
1:adio Communication Co., Polar Twin  Crystalline metal . — 1 1 6 13 0 Receiver only. 

Ltd., 34 i33, Norfolk St., „ Oak  -- 1 1 8 2 6 
London, W.C.2. 

Radio-Electric Co., 21, St. 
Job!' Street, NVolver- 

R.E  V B  Oak or mahogany. 
enclosing 11.T. 

— 1 1 5 9 0 Receiver only. 1 control. 

hampton. R.E.3V.B.   „ „ -- 1 1 8 3 6 Receiver only. 1 control, 1 trans 
former and 1 resistance-couple, 
L.F. 

1; adio Indruments, Ltd., 12, 
Hyde Street, New Oxford 

No. 210   Mahogany, folding 
doors. 

— 1 1 13 5 0 Receiver only. 300-4,000 metres 
Pedestal base, £1 10s. extra. 

Street, London, W.C.1. Lyrianette   Mahogany, with 
cupboard for 
batteries. 

— 1 1 20 8 0 Receiver, self-contained with valves 
batteries and loud-speaker. 300. 
500 and 1,900 metres. 

li adlo, R.M. Ltd., 21, 
Garrick Street, London, 

11.11.10   Oak or mahogany, 
space for batteries 

-- 1 1 11 11 0 Receiver only. Hand control re 
action. 

W.C.2. 
Radio Supply Co., Superfone 
Works, Four Oaks, Birm 

Superfone 
Maxunt II. 

Mahogany, portable — 1 1 7 7 0 Receiver only. Tuned anode. 570 
coils embodied. 

inglia.m. ' 
Table model. 

Mahogany, sloping 
panel, shaped 
sides. 

— 1 1 7 7 0 er or re 99 

1 ead et Morrie, Ltd., 31, 
East Castle Street, W.I. 

Mains Set D.C. 
Model. 

— — 1 1 15 19 0 Receiver only. D.C. mains supply. 

9-9— 1 1 29 3 0 „ „ 
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Manufacturer. 

Reeves, A. W., M.I.M.E., 
3, Edmund Street, Birm-
ingham. 

Botax (Motor Accessories), 
Ltd„Rotax 
den Junction, London, 
N.W.10. 

Sherman, P., 12, River 
Street, Clerkenwell, 
London, E.C.1. 

Standard Telephones and 
Cables, Ltd., formerly 
Western Electric Com-
pany, Ltd., Bush House, 
Aldwych, London, W.C.2. 

Stevens, A. J., & Co. (1914). 
Ltd., Walsall Street, 
Wólverhanipton. 

Stirling, Ltd., 17/19. Clar-
ence Street, Kingston-on-
Thames, Surrey. 

Stratton & Co., Ltd., Bal-
moral Works, Bromsgrove 
Street, Birmingham. 

Telephone Manufact nring 
Co., Ltd., Hollingsworth 
Works, West Dulwich, 
London, S.E.21. 

Thames Electric Wireless 
Co., Ltd., 40, Old Town, 
Clapham, London. S.W.4. 

Tutills, Ltd., 7 and 9, Swan 
Street, Manchester. 

U.S. Radio Co., Ltd., Radio 
Works. Tyrwhitt Road, 
Brockley, London, S.E.4. 

Ward & Goldstone, Fred-
erick Road (Pendleton), 
Manchesto:. 

PP 

PP 

910 

P9 

Wootten, F. E., Ltd., 50, 
High Street, Oxford. 

Yorkshire Ralo Co., "Ltd., 
Western Works, Rocking-
ham Street, Sheffield. 

Young, A. M., & Co., 52, 
Bordesley Street. Birm-
ingham. 

FEBRUARY milt,  1926. 

BuyerS Guide to Ses 

Name of Set. 

VALVE SETS (2 ValveS)—conlinited. 

Description and Remarks. Type of Cabinet. 
Valves 

H.F. Dot. L.F. 

Reevcs-Itoberts . 
*lb 

Rotola Model A . 

Model 

Portable 

2 

f • 

PP 

Weconnmy 
44081. 

Set 

2-valve Standard. 

Model Z.   
Stiradio IL   

Eddystone Twin . 

T.M.C. 2A  

T.M.C. 7B  

Thames 

Tino! Series A   

Yew-ces II  

PP 

Golione A   

ft 

Of 

Wootophone 
Type D. 

Tyi;c C 

,. Type D.2 
Deucalion   

PP 

Rondar   

90 

Black morocco case 

Mahogany or oak, 
with folding doors. 
Black morocco ease 

American t ype, oak 

Mahogany case ... 

Sloping   

Upright cabinet   
Sloping,open panel, 

valves enclosed. 

Oak, enclosed, plate 
glass trout. 

PP PP 

Wit I nut. box, flat 
panel. 

‘Va hint enclosed. 
sloping panel, 
glass doors. 

Panel type   

Oak, American, 
lilt •p lid. 

Open front, hinged 
lid, American style 
Oak, lock-up doors. 

to take all acces-
sories. 

Oak, open   

er 

PO 

Mahogany or oak.. 

American pattern, 
oak. 

PP 

1 1 

1 1 

—i 1 
—I 1 

1 

--• 

1 
1 

2 valves 
PP 

9P 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
1 
1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Price. 

-2 s. d. 
15 0 0 
21 0 0 

14 18 0 

14 18 0 

13 19 0 

7 15 0 

10 0 0 

16.17 6 

8. 2 6 
9 0 0 

8 15 0 
11 5 0 
15 15 0 

6 0 0 

13 .3 0 

4 7 6 

5 15 0 

6 5 0 

3 10 0 

6 5 0 

9 18 0 

7 17. 7 

11 7 6 

9 1 6 

13 14 0 
11 0 (i 
15 14 0 
12 0 0 
8 8 0 

8 5 0 

15 5 0 

Receiver only, with valves. 
Receiver complete with all acces-

sories including loud-speaker. 
Receiver complete with all acces-

sories, including loud-speaker. . 

Receiver complete with all acces-
sories, including 1 pair phones. 

Receiver only, with coils for local 
and 5XX. 

Receiver with valves. 

Receiver complete with all acces-
sories. 

Receiver only. 
Receiver only, including tuning 

unit for 2LO. 

Receiver only, with coils. 
loud -spea kcr. 

Receiver complete with all acces-
sories and loud-speaker. 

Receiver only with 2 plug-in coils 
for 300-600 metres. Variable 
reaction. 

Receiver only. Ttnpr.Ex COMBINA-
TION. 300-2,700 metres. No plug-
in coils necessary. Variable re-
action. 

Receiver only. Provision for loading. 

Receiver only. 

Receiver only, with 300-300 metres 
coils. 

Receiver only. With set of 5 
basket coils covering all B.B.C. 
wavelengths including 5XX. 

Complete with phones, valves. II. 
and L.T. batteries and 5 basket 
coils. 

Receiver only. With set of 5 
basket coils covering all B.B.C. 
wavelengths including 5XX. 

Complete with phones, valves, H-
and L.T. batteries and 5 basket 
coils. 

Receiver only. 

Complete with all accessories. 
Receiver only. 
Complete with all accessories. 

Receli:er only. 

Receiver only. 

With accessories, in-
0;11= Plug-in coils and loud-
speaker. 

VALVE SETS (3 VALVES). 

Manufacturer. Name of Set. Type of Cabinet. 
H.F. 

Valves 
Price. Description and Remarks. 

Dei. L.F. 

C s. d. 
Atherton & Hall, The Clare- 
mont Garage, General 

Athol' Radio C.3 Oak or mahogany. — 1 2 14 17 6. Receiver only. 1 stage T.C. 1 stage 
R.C. 

Street, Blackpool. 
Beard & Fitch, Ltd., 31/36, 
Aylesbury Street, Clerk- 
enwell, London, E.C.1. 

Success, Reinartz. Mahogany  — 1 2 30 0 0 Receiver, complete with all twee,. 
sones and Sterling Mellavox loud-
spea ker. 
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Manufacturer. 

W'hp,s11,soo . 
Weuile 

Buyery Gaae'.to Seis 
VALVE SETS (3 Valves) —continued. 

Description and Remarks. Name of Set. 

Belling S.: Lee. Lt d.. Queens-
way Works. Ponder's 
End. 3liddlesex. 

British Engine( ring. Pro-
ducts C'o., 370 2. Abbey 
House, Victoria Street, 
SAV.I. 

British Radio Corporation, 
Ltd.. Elmerove Road, 
Weyitritkre, Surrey. 

British Thomson - Houston 
Co. Ltd., Crown House, 
Aldwych, London, 

British Wireles, Stipply 
(1021). Ltd.. 
Terrace, 'l,. 

Burndept Wireless, Md.. 
Aldine House, Bedford 
Street, Strand, W.C.2. 

PP •• •• 

Cable Accessories Co., Ltd.. 
Britannia Works, Tivi-
dale, Tipton, Stalls, 

C. T. Colliery Sr C'o., Ltd., 
St-lames' \Valk, Clerk-

enwell Green, London, 
E.C.I. 

C'ollitis Se. John, Ltd., 9 and 
10, Teulty Street, Birm-
ingham. 

Curtis, Peter, Ltd., 73a, 
Camden Road, Loudon. 
N.W.1. 

• • 
•• 

rtargne Bros., Ltd.. Simplon 
Technical Instrument 
‘Vorks, Halifax. 

• • 
Dunlui'm, C." S., Ï3 I 

Brixton Hill, London, 
S.W.2. 

Dyne mergy Mains Supply, 
Staines. 

Eagle Engineering Co., Ltd., 
Eagle Works, Warwick. 

PO 

99 •' 

te 

Electrical Accessories Manu-
facturing Co., rogress 
Works. Low Hall Mills, 
lIolbeck, Leeds. 

Mien, C. L..' 12. eeen's 
Road, London, S.W.S. 

PP 

EMSCO Raffle, 21, Ieyton-
stone Road, Stratford, 
London, E.15. 

Engineering Works (Flee-
tricot S.; General), Ltd.. 
17121, Thurlow Park 
Road, West Dulwich. 

D.C.3   

Tonyphone 3V. „ 

B.R  r  

•• 

11.T.B. Portable . 

Brirphone 35:' 
,. :is. .. 
„ 3V. .. 

F.thophoneTriplex 

Et hophone Ill., 
Mk. III. 

II.F.2 ltee.   

Revopliene III.   

Portable   

Amplex 

Dnodyne III., re-
generative. 

Duodyne Ill., re-
genere t ive. 

Duody ne I I. I., . 
flood yne 11 „I F. 

Simplon 
A utodyne 

C.S.D.51D. 

3-valve Mains 
Supply Receiver. 
No. 2 ..... 

No. 2  " 

No. 1B.   

No. 7   

Prento E.3   
„ 
„ ('.3   
„ 31).2 
„ 31).4 

Vol'iltonDe.3  

Itayol 3V. 

Type of Cabinet. 

M'ahogany, wit h lid, 
vertical panel. 

Vertioal panel, 
Jacobean. 

Plain walnut. in 
totally enclosed 

hinet to take 
batteries, etc. 

Polished mahogany, 
with 2 doors. 

Leal her cloth ease. 
with carrying 
handle. 2 doors. 

Polished mahoga uy 
Enclosed oak, fiat. 
Oak, swing door .. 

Encheed oak, Hat. 

Oak. swing do7ir 
Moulded Bakelite 

Case. 
Polished ma hog.any, 
open front. 

Polished mahogany, 
open front. 

Mahogany outer 
case, with inner 
'ire me. 

Black leather ense 
with handle. 

Itell top, oak or 
ntahogany. 

Teak, open   

Teak, enclosed, 
folding doors. 

Teak, open   
Teak. enclosed, 

folding doors. 
Table eabinet type 

9, 

Floor type, maho-
gany or oak. 

Oak or mahogany, 
de.31: model, front 
(Item's. 

Oak or mahogany, 
cabinet model, 
front doors. 

Mahogany, sloping 
de,k pattern. 

P9 

Oak cabinet, with 
folding doors. 

Vertical panel, ma-
hogany cabinet. 

Flat, walnut  
Oak cabinet   

with doors 
1.9 

Flat, oak case 
Oak  

Jacobean fumed 
oak, glass panel. 

Valves. 

H.F. Det. L.F. 

- 1 

1 1 

2 

Price. 

31 17 6 

92 10 0 

2 11 17 6 

2 19 11 9 

1 46 17 6 

3-va lye super 
Let. 

2 

2 

1 

se 

3 valves. 

3 valves. 

26 5 0 

27 17 6 
2 10 7 6 

13 7 6 
1 13 7 6 

10 7 6 
1 15 0 o 

1 S 0 o 
2 12 11 6 

2 24 7 

— '26 17 6 

2 11 17 6 

21 0 0 

2 11 12 

2 11 17 6 

13 7 ti 

11 17 6 
— 1.3 7 6 

2 12 15 o 

2 23 5 mi 

2 29 1 0 
'2 18 13 6 
1 12 S 0 

1 15 16 0 

30 0 0 

1 817 ti 

1 7 12 6 

2 11 17 6 

1 15 0 6 

1 9 7 6 
1 12 17 6 
1 12 2 6 
1 15 7 6 

20 17 6 
2 10 7 6 
1 From 

5 5 0 
2 From 

6 6 0 
1 '20 0 0 

2 20 0 0 
1 13 8 

207 

1Z.,,ivur, complete with all acces-
it, t,xeept valves. l'Itigs into 

IL( electric mains, no battery 

Complete with all accessories. 

Receiver only. 

„ Complete with all 
accessories and loud-speaker. 

Receiver, dual amplification, com-
plete with all accessories, loud-
speaker in cabinet. 

Receiver, SUPER HETERODYNE, ROiu. 
pletc with all accessories. 

iteceii:er only. fransforme'r. coupled. 
.. .. 

.. Cuts otdiocal staGon. 
.. ., .. ,. 
.. .. .. .. 

..  R .. 3' , Receiver only, with valves an„d 2 
coils. 

Receiver only, with 3 valves, coils 
for 5'XX and 300-500 metres. 

Receiver only, with 3 valves. 

Receiver only, with H.T. battery. 

Self-contained, complete with acces-
sories. 

Receiver only. 

Receiver only, with necessary coils 
from 250-300 metres. 

•• 

•• 

lieceiver only. 

Complete with valves, batteries, 
loud-speaker and aerial. 

P• 

Receiver only. 
Receiver only (without front doors, 

25/- less). 

•• 

et 

Receiver, with valves for D.C. 
main supply. • 

Receiver only, with B.B.C. coils. 

Complete set of parts, B.B.C. coils 
and full instructions. 

Receiver only. 200-2,000 metres. 

Receiver only. Coupled aerial cir-
cuit, with set of B.B.C. mils and 
Plug, H.T. compartment in base. 

Receiver only. 

Iteceiver nutty. 

Receiver, with battery, valves and 
loud-speaker. 

Iteceivër only. fullest ancae. 
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Buyer3-' Clide to Sets 
VALVE SETS (3 Valves)—continued. 

FEBRUARY lOth, I92(5. 

Manufacturer. Name of Set. 
Valves. 
' 

L.F. 
Price. Description and Remarks. Type of Cabinet. 

H.F. Det. 

£ s. d. 

Ericsson, British L.31 „ 
Manufacturing Co., Ltd., 
67 ITS, Kingswa•y, London, 

0/1003   Sloping panel .... 1 1 1 14 0 0 Receiver only. Transformer coupled. 
Switch for 2 or 3 valves, tuned 
anode. 

W.C.2. 0/1083   Mahogany, folding 
doors. 

1 1 1 20 0 0 

Falrbrotber, J.. 94, Prescot 
Road, Fairfield, Liverpool. 

Falk, Stadelmann & Co., 
Ltd.. 83/93, Farringdou 

Fair-Fal   

Efescaphone 
Nelson. 

Mahogany. folding. 
doors. H.T.inside. 

Mahogany, with roll 
front. 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

17 10 0 

22 17 6 

Receiver complete with accessories. 

Receiver only. 

Road, London, E.C.1. ,. Rodney Walnut, sloping 
front. 

1 1 1 15 17 6 

Hood  Walnut, square, for 
table or wall. 

1 1 1 13 17 6 

Fellows Magneto Co., Ltd., 
Cumberland Avenue, Park 

Fellophone 
Super 3 

Sloping mahogany 
cabinet. 

1 1 1 10 5 0 Receiver complete with accessories. 

Royal, London, N.W.10. ,, Portable 3 Leatherette ease .. 1 1 1 12 0 0 PO PP DP 

(In real cowhide. Cl 10s. extra.) 
Grand 3 Oak or Sheraton, 

folding doors. 
1 1 1 11 10 0 Receiver, complete with accessories. 

. 

Clantbrell Bros., Ltd., 76, 
Victoria Street, London, 
S.W.1. 

The Gambrel] 
Cabinet 3 

Polished mahogany 
cabinet, with 
folding doors. 

— 1 2 21 17 6 

2376 

Receiver only. 

P. 
„ 31 

3D 
„ „ 

. ., 
1 

1 
1 

1 
1 
1 29 13 0 

,. .. 
„ 

General Electric Co., Md.. 
Magnet House, Kingsway, 
London, W.C.2. 

B.C.3350   

B.C.3351   

Mahogany  

,.   

— 

— 

1 

1 

2 

2 

19 2 6 

23 9 6 

Receiver only, with 2 leads. 2 D.E.8 

1 D.E.5 valves and grid battery. Receiver complete with accessoriet 
and accumulator. 

B.C.3353   „   -- -- 1 2 17 2 6 Receiver only, with 2 leads, 2 D.E.2 
1 D.E.6 valves and grid battery. 

B.C.3356 ..... .. .   — — 1 2 21 17 6 Receiver complete with accessoriei 
and accumulator. 

pe 99 9, B.C.3301   Mahogany case. 
double hinged 
doors and drawer. 

— 1 2 20 2 6 

.. 

Receiver only, with 2 leads, 2 D.E.8. 
1D.E.5 valves and grid battery 

PP „ •• B.C.3300   ,. ,. — 1 2 23 17 6 Receiver complete witlt accessoriei 
and accumulator. 

B.C.3306   „ ., — 1 2 19 2 6 Receiver only, with 2 leads, 2 D.E.2 
1 D.E.6 valves and grid battery. 

B.C.3305   „ 9P 1 2 21 7 6 Receiver complete with accessorie 
and accumulator. 

Gent & Co., Ltd., Faraday 
Works. Leicester. 

Gisbornes, 28/32, Longmore 
' Street, Birmingham. 
Henderson, W. J., & Co., 

Ltd., 351, Fulham Road, 
S.W.10. 

Hirst Bros. & td., 
Roscoe Street, Co&.,Maui, 
Lancs. 

Tangent. Radio- 
matie. Type II. 

III.   

II.R.3A   
„ 

Tameside 11.1013 

.. R.1013D 
de Luxe 
11.1148 

— 

Oak, folding doors. 

Vertical panel type 
,.. 9P 

Oak, upright panel 

„ „ 
Oak. upright panel, 

folding doors. 

1 

— 

1 
1 

1 

— 
1 

1 

1 

1 
1 

1 

1 
1 

1 

2 

1 
1 

1 

2 
1 

17 7 6 

12 10 0 

15 0 0 
21 2 0 

9 17 6 

9 17 6 
13 7 6 

Receiver only, including valves am 
coils. Cabinet extra. 

Receiver with valves, batteries am 
loudspeaker. 

Receiver only. 
Complete with valves and acres 

sones. 
Receiver only. Tuned anode, trans 
former coupled. 

Receiver only. Aerial reaction. 
Receiver only. Tuned anode circuit 

ILE. amplification. 
R.419 Oak desk for slop- 

big panel. 
1 1 1 8 17 6 

Johnson, Thos. T., 17/19. 
Catherine Street, Salis- 
bury. 

Sarumphone   Mahogany, 2 fold- 
ing doors, top 
opens, • drawer 
below for bat-
teries. 

1 1 1 16 0 0 Receiver complete with accessories 

Lamplugh, S. A., Ltd., Lamplugh 1078   Oak, self-contained 1 1 1 18 7 6 Receiver only. 

King's Road, Tyseley. 
• Birmingham. 
Liver Radio Manufacturing Liverphone   Sloping   -- 1 2 12 5 0 Receiver only. 

Co., Ltd., 30, Islington, 
Liverpool. 

McMichael, L., Ltd., Wes- 
ham Road, Slough. 

blarconiphone Co., Ltd.. 
2101212, Tottenham Court 
Road, London, W.1. 

11.11.3   

V.3A   

31  

Mahogany  

Mahogany  

PP 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

19 17 6 

33 18 8 
' 

21 15 6 

Receiver only. • 

Receiver, ',F. throw-back, complet 
with phones and all accessories. 

Receiver complete with all accel 
sones, no phones, operates o 
2 or 3 valves. 

Sterling Anodion 
11.1 581 

Walnut   -- 1 2 24 11 5 Receiver complete with phones an 
-s. all aect sories. 

11.1605 Walnut, table 
cabinet. 

— 1 2 36 0 1 

11.1578 
" Long Range. 

Walnut   1 1 1 22 13 4 Receiver complete with phones an 
all access'ories. Adaptable 10-5,01 
metres. 

Midland Radiotelephone 
Manufacturers, Ltd., 
Brettell Lane Works, 
Stourbridge. 

99 99 „ 

National Wireless & Electric 
Co. (R. R. Coding, Ltd.), 
42, Gray's Inn Road, 

Mellowtone 3 .... 

,. 3 .... 
„ 3 .... 

N. 31k. 3* de luxe 

N. Mk. 3*   

Tray, oak or mating- 
any. 

Popular, oak   
De Luxe, oak   

„ mahogany 
Mahogany. glass 

doors. 
Mahogany  

1 

1 
1 
1 
— 

— 

1 

1 
1 
1 
1 

1 

1 

1 
1 
1 
2 

2 

16 17 6 

20 17 6 
26 17 fi 
31 17 6 
11 10 0 

12 10 0 

Receiver only. 

.. .. 

.. ., 
,. 

Receiver only. 

„ „ Transformer couple 

London, W.C.1. N. 3Ik. 3 Portable „ .   --- 1 2 11 17 6 PP „ 

1 

e 

3. 

d 
0 

d. 

A 30 
'77 
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SPECIFICATION. 

g 45-5o volt Treble Capacity Giant H.T. Batterie:. 
z A.J.S. Lucas 6 volt 50 atop. (actual) "Milani" 

ACCUMUlatOr• 

3 A. j.S. Mallard specially designed Valves and 
AIS. Milliard Power Valve. 

✓ pair A.I.S. tleadphones. 
s (too feet) Aerial Wire. Copper 7;22 gauge. 
4 Shell Insulators. s g-in. Lead-in rub,. 
• Aerial and Earth Satetv Gap. 
✓ Coil Holder. r each Coils Nos. 200 and 300. 
• t Connecting Wire. 

Guarantee and Free Insurance Scheme. 
Receiver illustrated above complete with accessories as 
per specification £30 10 0. Receiver only £21 5 0. 
4 Valve Receivers from £18 10 0. Loud Speaker 
illu.trated “ 10 0. 

I T matters not whether a Radio Receiver 
is used for the artistic pleasure it gives, 

or for bringing in distant stations under 
the expert hand of a keen experimenter, it 
must, above all other things, be reliable. 

A. J.S. Receivers are highly efficient and give 
WORLD-WIDE SATISFACTION The intervalve 
coupling is by A. IS. Chokes, and this method 
cannot easily be surpassed when musical repro-
duction is being considered 

Moreover the standard receivers are more selective 
than usual, owing to the method of aerial coupling, 
and the fact that the coils for use on the lower 
Broadcast range are single layer wound, and that 
the variable condensers are of the A. J.S. low loss 
type. The wavelength range is from 150 metres 
upwards. When used above 550 metres, plug-in 
coils are employed. The standard type receivers 
are so constructed that the aerial cannot be 
energised by self-oscillation. 

2 Valve Loud Speaker Receiver complete with all accessories as 
illustrated and inclusive of Junior Loud Speaker. Price £.13 18 6. 
Receiver only £8 2 6. Junior Loud Speaker from 35/—. 

A. J. STEVENS & CO. (1914) Ltd., 
Radio Branch, WOLVERHAMPTON. 

Telephone: 1748 (7 lines). Tdegrams: "Reception, Wolverhampton.' 

LONDON SHOWROOMS: 122/124, Clawing Cross Road, London, 
W.C.2. 

Telephone: Regent 7161-2. Telegrams: "Ajayessco, Westcent, London." 

GLASGOW SHOWROOMS: 223, St. George's Rd., Glasgow. 

elephene: Douglas 3449. Telegrams " Reception, Glasgow." 

A. J. STEVENS & CO. (1914) Ltd., 
Radio Branch, Wolverhampton. 

Please send Publication No. 120. 

Name  

Address. 

5012/26. 

•aNaltallnalIIM 

ISSUED BY THE PUBLICITY DEPT. A.J.S. 
13 Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoranehlv AU 

r 
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knot too crowded 
for the 

t"I BLUE SPN OT " 
CIDY 

ALL-WAVE COIL 
(Three Provisional Patents) 

You can switch over in a second to the desired wave-length with 
the BLUE SPOT MULTIDYNE, and with the usual fine-
tuning attachments of any set you can practic,Ily cut out interference. 

The BLUE SPOT MULTIDYNE -COIL is not a tapped 
coil- it incorporates a series of entirely separate coils that 
give the desired wave-length and the right inductance 
values by a simple turn of the switch. Instead of a 
series of plug-in Coils of various wave-lengths for different 
stations, the BLUE SPOT MULTIDYNE brings the world 
within your range without ever changing coils. Replace 
those obsolete sets of coils with a simple BLUE SPOT 
MULTIDYNE and you will never have to buy another Coil. 

Wavelength Range 180 to 5,300 metres 

—and NOT A TAPPED COIL! 
NO DEAD-END EFFECT. 

Price 13/6 only. 
In case of difficulty in obtaining, WRITE TO-DAY TO 

LINDALL'S LTD., 
64, LOMBARD STREET, BIRMINGHAM 
'Phone : Mid 5%. Telegrams : LIFELIKE. 

59 60, CHANCERY LANE, 
and British Colonies 
Agents for London BARKER & Co. (Supplies), Ltd., LONDON 

A32 Mention of ' 2he Wireless Worlii,". when writinz to clik.ertisers, Pr0111P1 it'llti011. 23 
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Manufacturer. 

Buyer* aide to Sets 
VALVE SETS (3 Valves)—continued. 

Description and Remarks. • Name of Set. Type of Cabinet. 

Ortn-hy. L., & Co., 28, Page 
street, Westminster. 
London, S.W.1. 

R.M. Radio, Ltd.. 21, Gar-
rick Street, London,W.C.2 

99 99 

Radio Communication Co., 
Ltd., 31135, Norfolk St., 
London, W.C.2. 

Radio Instruments. Ltd., 
12. Hyde Street. New 
Oxford Street, London, 
W.C.1. 

Radio Supply Co.. Su perfone 
:works, Four Oaks, Birm-
ingham. 

Read & Morris, Ltd.. 31, 
East Castle Street, W.I. 

Rotax (Motor Aecessories) 
Ltd.. Rotax Works. Wil-
lesden .1 unct ion, London, 
N.W.10. 

Sherman, p., 12. River 
Street, Clerkenwell, 
1.ondon, 

Stevens, A. J., & Co. (19111. 
Ltd.. Walsall Street. Wol-
verhampton. 

Telephone Manufacturing 
Co.. Ltd., Hollingsworth 
Works. West Dulwich, 
London. S.E.21. 

Thames Electric Wireless 
Co., Ltd., M. Old Town, 
Clapham, London, S.W.I. 

l'udoradio Co., Ltd., Tudor 
Works, Park Roya 

'Mills. Ltd., 7 and 9, Swan 
Street, Manchester. 

91 

Radio Co., Ltd., Radio 
Works, Tyrwhitt Road, 
Broekley, London, S. E. t. 

• Yard k (oldstone, Ltd., 
Frederick Road (Pendle-
ton), Manchester. 

'Vootten, F. E., Ltd., 56, 
High Street, Oxford. 

ioung. A. M. & Co., 52, 
Bordesley Street, Birm-
ingham. 

Ormsby   

Carpenter   

1131.10   

Polar Illok 11.3   

No. 21.1.   

Lyrianette   

Superfone 
.Maxim III. 

Mains Set ... 

Rotola Model A . 

Modcl 11. 

3-valve Standard. 

Trio-Portablè. 

Thames 

Tudoradio S.B.3 . 

Tinol Series A .. 

.. Pure-Tone 

Tinol Electric 
Mains Set. 

•• 
Yew -ess III..... 

Goltone Type A . 

Typa 

de Luxe 

Wootophone 
Type B  

Bonder   

99 

Lidiled polished 
mahogany box. 

Period oak or ma-
hogany, space for 
battery. 

Oak or mahogany. 
space for all bat-
teries. 

Cryst. metal or 
mahogany. 

Mahogany, folliuig 
1101)1.F. 

Mahogany. with 
cupboard for bat-
teries. 

Ma hi gait y, portable 

Burr walnut . 

Mahogany  

Mahogany or oak   
Figured walnut   
Anieriean type, oak 

Sloping 

Enclosed, black 
leather - cloth 
covered. 

Panel type   
Open cabinet type  
Enclosed ea bliwt 

type. 
Mahogany or oak, 
with folding doors. 

Oak, American, lift.-
up lid. 

Upright cabinet, 
folding doors. 
rompartment s for 
batteries. 

Mahogany, Ameri-
can type, double 
doors. 

e• 

Oak cabinet to take 
all 'acc2.ssories, 
lock-up doors. 

Polished oak, op..it 

Polished oak   

Oak  

Ma"hog,any or oak   

Anii;rican partern , 
oak. 

99 

Valves. 

H.F. Del. L.F. 

3 valves 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
1 
1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

' 

2 

1 
2 

• 2 

1 

2 

2 
2 

1 

• 
3-valve reflex 
combination. 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 

2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 1 
1 

Price. 

£ s. d. 
12 0 0 

18 7 6 

32 1.0 0 

14 10 0 

12 0 0 

13 0 0 
16 17 6 

25 9 G 

12 12 0 

41 17 
to 

46 17 
28 2 

33 7 
34 7 
10 Li 

a 

fi 

21.13 6 

21 0 0 

11 0 
13 5 
11 10 

o 
O 

30 0 0 

5 0 

11 10 0 

26 10 0 

28 10 0 

7 17 6 

9 7 
13 11 
10 17 
15 1 
18 12 
24 2 
17 0 
22 11 
12 0 

6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
o 

o 

o 

19 II 6 

Receiver only. REFLEX. 

Complete with all accessories, in-
cluding loud-speaker. 

Receiver only. Single dial tuning 
control with automat le reaction 
compensation. 

Receiver only. Hand control 
reaction. 

Receiver only. 1 R.C.C. coupled and 
react ion. 

Receiver only. Wavelength 300-
.1,000 metres. Extra for pedestal 
base, £1 10s. 

Receiver, with valves, hatterics and 
loud-speaker. Self-contained, 
300-500 metres. and 1,609 metres. 

Receiver only. Tuned anode. 5XX 
coils embodied. Transformer 
coupled L.F. 

According to supply. Not including 
• valves. 

Receiver complete with all acces-
sories, including loud-speaker. 

.. Self-contained. 

Receiver only. 

Receiver complete with accessories. 

Receiver, variable reaction, with 
accessories, dull-emitter valves, 
300-600 metre. REFLEX. 

Receiver only (5XX without loading) 

Complete with valves, batteries and 
Amplion A.11.19. 

Receiver only. 

., Resistance coupled. 9* 

• 
With valves and loud-speaker. Direct 

current. 

With valves and loud -spec ker, 
alternating current. 

Receiver only, with coils. 

Receiver only. 
With phones, valves and batteries. 
Receiver only. 
With phones, valves and batteries. 
Receiver only. 
Complete with all accessories. 
Receiver only. 
Complete with all accessories. 
Receiver only. 

Complete with accessories. 

VALVE SETS (.4. OR MORE VALVES). 

Manufacturer. Name of Set. Type of Cabinet. 
Valves. 

H.F. Det. I L.F. 

_.therton & Hall, The Clare-
mont Garage, General 
Street, Blackpool. 

Barnett & Soans, High 
Street, Kettering, 
Northants. 

Athall Radio S.V.4 

Barsons 4   

Onk or maliogonY, 
folding doors. 

Mahogany co se with 
lid. 

1 2 

3 

Price. • 

s. 0. 
25 0 0 

:13 10 0 

Description and Remarks. 

Receiver only. 

Resistance coupled, complete with 
all accessories, including f loud-
speaker. 

7 BI 

• -• • ime ̂ ewe ,...••••••••••••• • IIII 99 I •.111. tee .111.11.1. el re. 
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Manufacturer. 

Buyers' Guide to /Yes 
VALVE SETS (4 or more Valves)—conlineted. 

Description and Remarks. 
Name of Set. Type of Cabinet. 

Valves. 
- 

H.F. Det. L.F. 

Barnett & Sons, High Barsons I 
St., Kettering, Northants. 

Baty, Erne,t .1., 157, Dun-
Stable !toad, Luton, Reds. 

Beard S.: Fiteli, Ltd., 34 n30, 
Aylesbury Street, Clerk-
ell well, London, E.('.1. 

Belting & Lee, Ltd.. Queens-
way Works, Ponders End, 
Middlesex. 

British Radio Corporation, 
Ltd., Elmgrove Road, 
Weybridge, Surrey. 

British Thomson - Houston 
Co., Ltd., Crown House, 
Aldwych, London, W.C.2. 

British Wireless Supply (o. 
(1921), Ltd., 6, Blenheim 
Terrace, Leeds. 

iurndept Wireless. Ltd., 
Aldine House, Bedford 
Street. Strand, London, 
W.C.2. 

Elmwood (Concessionaires), 
Ltd.. 11, Great Queen 
St rect.Kingewa >London, 
W.C.2. 

Cable Accessories Co., Ltd., 
Britannia Works, Tivi-
dale, Tipton, Stairs. 

fortis. Peter. Ltd., 75o, 
Camden Road, London, 
N.W.I. 

00 „ 

Dargue Bros., Ltd., Simplon 
Technical Instrument 
Works, Halifax. 

90 

Dunham. C'. S., i'34!6, 
Brixton Hill, London, 

Dynaniergy .A.fains Supply, 
Staines. 

Eagle Engineering Co.. Ltd., 
Eagle Works, Warwick. 

00 

Pr. 19 

The linty Four .. 

Success   

A.0 .1   

B.R.C.   

/1 

B.T.II.   

Brit phone 4.. 

Et hoplione V. 
:\ lurk IV.. 

„ Mark V  

Ethodyne   

Ethophone Grand 

D'Accord Super 5 

Revoplione 1661. 

1668. 

4662. 

4666. 
Dianlyne 

Portable IV. 
>. 

Duodync V.   

Curtis   

Simplon IV.   

Simplon   

C.S:D.57   

-Valve •Mains 
Supply Receiver. 
De Luke Pedestal 

No. 2 

No. 2 

No. 7 

No. 7 

Jacobean cabinet. 
2 sets folding 
doors and hinged 
lid. 

Mahogany case with 

Jacobean, 2 sets 
folding doors and 
hinged lid. 

:Mahogany  

Mahogany. with lid, 
vertical panel. 

In totally enclosed 
ea binet.. 

Walnut, to take 
batteries. etc. 

Walnut cabinet- ... 

Period inahOZZI y 
cabinet. Nvit 11 2 
front doors and 
hinged top. 

Oak, desk type ... 

swing door .. 
Polished mahogany, 
open front. 

Polished mahogaimy. 
double door. 

Polished mahogany. 
open front. 

Polished nut hoga n y, 
with full front. 

Mahogany. Ameri-
can type. 

Jacobean oak, 
pedestal type. 

Mahogany, pedestal 
t ype. 

Jacobean oak 
cabinet. 

Mahogany cabinet. 
Mahogany, totally 

enclosed. 
Art crocodile 

leather, totally 
enclosed. 

Tea k. open   
Tea 1..eiglosed, fold-

ing doors. 
Mahogany, walnut 

or lacquer, open 
or enclosed. 

Mahogany or oak, 
lifting top and 
folding doors. 

Mahogany, floor 
cabinet type. 

Oak or mahogany, 
folding doors. 

P• 

Mahogany or oak, 
sloping panel. 

Pedestal, oak. with 
self - contained 
loudspeaker. 

Mahogany. sloping 
desk pattern. 

00 

Vertical panel, oak 
or mahogany 
cabinet, wit Ii 
folding doors. 

Vertical panel, oak 
cabinet. 

1 

1 

1 

1 

3 

3 

4 valves. 

1 2 1 or 2 

1 
reeti-
tier. 
1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 power valves. 

1 2 
2 1 2 

6 valves. 

1 

o 

1 

2 

2 

2 

1 
1 
1 
1 

1 

2 

' 

1 

1 

1 

1 

' 

1 
2 

2 

2 

2 
2 

2 

2 

2 
2 

2 
2 

Super het 
with 2 

4 valves. 

1 2 

1 1 2 
4 valves. 

4 valves. 

1 1 2 

1 
1 
1 

1 

1 
1 
1 

1 

2 

' 

2 

2 

Price. 

S. S. d. 
38 0 0 

.12 10 0 

17 0 0 

12 0 0 

55 to 150 
guinea s. 

42 10 0 

21 13 (1 

30 13 0 

43 18 0 
;i11 13 6 

132 15 0 

11 0 0 

22 10 0 
32 111 !I 

37 10 0 

80 12 6 

78 2 6 

33 2 6 

58 0 0 

60 10 0 

40 10 0 

41 10 0 
21 0 0 

22 0 0 

21 2 6 
25 12 6 

16 5 0 
to 75 

guineas. 
31 0 0 

17 10 0 

35 7 6 

25 0 0 
27 10 0 

31 0 0 
18 10 0 

2, 10 0 
3; II 0 

35 10 0 

10 17 6 

0 7 6 

21 18 0 

13 13 0 

Resistance coupled. complete with 
all accessories, including £5 loud-
speaker. 

el 

Receiver complete with all acces-
sories. Direct current. from mains. 
SUPER-IIETERODYNE, 2 intermediate. 
1 oscillator valves. 

Receiver only. Plugs into any A.C. 
mains (no batteries required). 

Receiver only. 

With all accessories and loud-speaker. 

NRUTRODYNE. Receiver only. 
Do. With all aecessorkm, including 
loud -speaker. 

SUPER-HETERODYNE. Receiver com-
plete with accessories and enclosed 
loud-speaker. 

Receiver only. Straight reaction 
circuit. 

Receiver only. Transatlantic. 
lteeeiver with 4 valves and coils 

for 301)-500 metres. 

Receiver with 7 valves (1 oscillator) 
and long- (mil short-was-0 frames. 

Receiver with 8 coils. 

Receiver only. 

Complete with all accessories. 

0.• 

Complete wit h.accessorres. 

Receiver only. 
*9 19 

Complete with frame aerial. May 
be used as 2-3-valve or 7-8-valve 
receiver. SUPER-IIETERODYNE. 

NEC7RODYNE. Receiver only. 

Complete with valves, batteries, 
loud-speaker and•aerial. 

•• 09 

Receiver only. 
Receiver only. 

Complete with accessories. • 
Receiver only. 

Complete with accessories. 
Receiver with valves. Direct cur-

rent from mains. 
Receiver. Coupled aerial circuit, with 

11.13.0. roils ami loud-speaker. 
Space in cabinet for batteries. 

Receiver only, with B.B.C. coils. 

Complete set of parts, B.B.C. coils 
and full instructions. 

Receiver. Coupled aerial circuit, 
with 13.13.0. coils and plug. H.T. 
compartment in base. 

152 
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Buyer:sr atieto Sets 
VALVE SETS 4 or more Valves -Lcontinued. 

Manufacturer. Name of Set. Type of Cabinet. 
Valves. 

Description and Remarks. 
H.F. Del. LE. 

Price. • 

Edison £ s. d. Swan Electric Co., 
Ltd., 123,5, Queen Vic- 
toria St, London, E.C. I. 

Electrical Aoecssories Mann- 
factoring Co., ProeTe,s 
Works, Low Hall Mills, 
Holbeck, Leeds. 

Long-range 
Radiophone. 

Prento .F.4   
,. C.11.1   
.. C.4   
.. 4D.2   

Mahogany. 2 doors 

Flat. walnut  
Oak cabinet   

,. 
„, with *doors. 

1 re- 
flex. 

1 
1 
1 
1 

1 

1 
1 
1 
1 

2 

2 
2 
2 
2 

29 0 0 

13 10 0 
19 10 0 
16 10 0 
21 0 0 

Receiver with 1 pair range bloc! 
H.T. and bias batteries, no valv, 
REFLEX. 

Receiver only. 
.. .. 
.. .. 

„ 
PO p• „ 

Elliott, C. L. 12. Queen's 
Road, London, SAWA 

Vorutone41" . • . • Oak   
.t 00 1 

1 
1 
1 

2 
2 

270 0 
From 
10 10 0 

.. 
Receiver only. 

Emsco Radio. 21, Leytnn- 
stone Pond, Stratford, 
London, E.15. 

Entsco 5   

„ 6  

— 

— 

1 1 

4-va ve reflex, 

2 30 0 0 

32 0 0 

Complete with accessories and lou 
speaker. 

with neutro.- NEUTROLISED REFLEX. 
tl.i tied 11.F. 
valve. Engineering Works (FJee• 

trieal & (eneral), Ltd., 
17/21, Thin-low Park 
Road, West Du' wielt. 

., .. ., 

ilriesson, British L.M. Maim- 
factoring Co., Ltgl.. 67/73, 
Kiugswa y , London, W .C.2. 

Radio-pal   

Radin -Pal de Luxe 

011011   

Self-ennta ined, in 
crocodile leather- 
et te case. 

Self-contained,solid 
leather. 

Queen Anne periol. 
in oak, walnut or 
mahogany. 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 

22 9 0 

27 14 0 

77 10 0 

Receiver. Tunegl anode. aeri 
reaction, with 2 H.T. batteries ai 
accumulator, frame aerial in ca 
and B.B.C. tuning coils. £1 1 
extra for 5XX frame aerial. 

£1 5s. extra for 5XX frame aerii 
Reeelver only. Compartinsnts fg 
accumulator and other batteries. 

„ „ .. 

,a 

011081   Mahogany, folding 
doors, with Inek-
drawer for 
phones. 

1 1 2 30 0 0 Receiver only. 

irbrother, John, 91. Pre- 
cot Road, Fairfield, Liv?r- 
pod. 

Fair-Fal   'Alahogany cabinet, 
folding doors, 
II.T. inside. 

1 1 2 25 0 0 Complete with accessories. 

,alk. Stadelinann & Co, 
Ltd., 83.93, Farring,don 
Road, London. E.C.1. 

Ef'scaphone 
Nelson 

Mahogany, with roll 
front. 

1 1 2 32 10 0 Receiver only. 

'eliows Magneto Co.. Ltd., 
Cumberlangt Avemic,Park 
Royal, London, N.W.lig. 

Fellophone 
Super 5. 

Jacottean 

Oak folding doors 1 1 3 21 0 0 Complete with accessories. 1 ti 
coupled, 2 res -coupled L.F. stage 

idler 's United Eleet rie 
Works, ltd., Wooglland 

.. 5 
Sparta   

Oak bureau   
— 

1 
1 

I 
1 

3 
2 

50• . 0 0 
19 6 0 

., 
Receiver only. 

Works, Chadweli 1•leath, 
Essex. 

tandrell Bros., Ltd., 76, 
Victoria Street, London, 

The flaitibrell 
Cabing.4 1. 

lia 'alga ny cabinet, 
oltig foiling doors. 

1 1 2 30 10 0 Receiver ou/Y. 
S.W.1. ,. „ 4A .. „ 1 1 2. 32 10 0  encrai Electric Co., Ltd., 
Magnet. 11 ouse, K ings IN ay, 
London. W.C.2. 

B.C.1000   

B.C.1020   

Ma hogany, ta ble 
model. 
„ .. 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

30 0 0 

29 0 0 

Receiver with 3 11.E.8 and 1 D.E. 
valves and grid battery. 

Receiver with 3 D.E.2 and 1 D.E. 
valves alld grid battery. 

99 f t 

B.C.4001   

B.C.1021   

., 

„ „ 

1 

I 

1 

1 

2 

2 

37 .5 0 

35 10 0 

Complete with all accessories an 
accumulator. 

It P9 .9 B.C.4441   Polished mahogany, 1 1 2 GO 0 0 Complete with self-contained low: 
cabinet model. speaker, 1 pairs phones, batterie 

and all accessories. 
eft P9 Of R.C.2010   Polished mahogany. 

cabinet de Luxe 
model. 

1 1 2 85 0 0 Receiver complete with self-cor 
tained loud • speaker,4 pairs phone+ 
lgatteries, valves. B.C.3400 4-valve 

Combination Set, 
Polished mahogany 1 1 2 29 10 0 2-Valve receiver and 2-stage ampli 

tier, complete with all aceessorietg . ., 13.C.2050   Polished mahogany, 
cabinet model. 

1 1 3 36 2 6 Receiver with valves. 
--

39 IP 91 13.C.2051   

13.C.6000   

„ „ 

Polished mahogany 

I 

6 

1 

valves. 

3 44 7. 6 

52 10 0 

Receiver with valves. phone, ILI 
batteries & accumulator. R.-C. CI 

SUPERSONIC HETERODYNE, complet 

— ,, 
.87t 

. 

13.C.8800   .. ,, 8 valves. 73 10 0 

with frame aerial, valves, bal 
teries and 1 pair phones. 

snt Co., Ltd., Faraday 
Works, Leicester. 
ladwell & Kell, Ltd., 258, 
Gray's Inn Road, London, 
W.C.1. 

Tangent Radio- 
matie Type B. 

Liryuitone  

— 

Mahogany cabinet, 
with batteries 
inside. 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

22 5 0 

25 4 6 

Receiver with valves and 11.11.< 
coils. Cabinet extra. 

Receiver, with valves and gri 
battery. 

,• „ ., 

reliant, R. F., & Co., 
Norbex Works, 101, 
Gloucester Road, 
Kingston - on - Thames, 

„ 

Broadwood- 
Graham. 

„ P9 

Floor type. self- 
coat ained. 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

35 0 0 

68 10 0 

Complete with all accessories, it 
eluding loud-speaker. 

Ree.eiver complete with all acct. 
Ponies, lougl;speaker horn carve 
out of solid piece of wood. 

Surrey.. 
enderson, W. J., & Co.. 
Ltd., 351, Fulham Road, 
M.W.10. 
irst Bros. & Co. Ltd., 
Roscoe Street, Oldham, 
Lancs. 

.. .. 

H.R.1A   
„ 

Taineside R.1016 

., de Luxe 
R.1149. 

p• 11.137 

Oak or mahogany 
tt „ 

Oak, upright panel 

Oak. upright panel, 
folding doors. 

Oak desk for slop- 

1 
1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
1 

1 

1 

1 

2 
2 

2 

2 

2 

20 9 0 
26 10 0 

13 10 0 

16 0 0 

11 0 0 

, 
Receiver only. 
Complete with valves and recessoriei 

Receiver only. Tuned anode cireult 
2 transformer-coupled L. F. stage, 

Receiver only. Tuned anode circuit 

.. 
Mg panel. 

.. .. .. 11.444 Oak table, hinged 
lid, folding doors. 

1 1 2 24 10 0 

I 

1 

G 

G 

G 

G 

B 3 

d-

al 

se 
s. 

1. 

5 

0 

d 

1. 
e 

d 

•• ea. 



Manufacturer. 

Johnson, Thos. T.. I 7.: I 9. 
Cat herine Street. f'SZI Ii- 

btu-y. 

Ring Quality Produel ,. 
Inc. iG. E. Mai-lux, 
Manager). 2718, Aiming 
Street, E.C.2. 

•• 

Lamplugh, S. A.. Ltd., 
King's Road, Tyseley. 
Birmingham. 

Liver Radio Manufacturing 
Co., Ltd., 30, Islington, 
Liverpool. 

McMichael, L., Ltd., Wex-
ham Road, Slough. 

M.A.P. Co., Great Lister 
Street, Birmingham. 

lifarconiphone Co.. Ltd.. 
210,212, Tottenham Court 
Road, London, W.1.• 

es 

et •• 

99 

ee 

Metro-Vick SUpplies, Ltd., 
4.Central Buildings,West-
minster, London, S.W.1. 

P• 

9. •• •11 

•• e• 

Midlati Radiof elephonc 
Manufacturers, Ltd., 
Brettell Lane Works, 
Stourbridge. 

• • 

• • 

• • 

e• 

• • 

• • 

National Wireless & Eks.tric 
Co. (R. R. Clotting, Ltd.). 
42, Gray's Inn Road, 
London, W.C.1. 

Ormsby & Co., F.t.tree, 
Ilerts. 

B. M. Radio, Ltd., 21. Gar-
rick Street, London. 
W.C.2. 

Radi-Are Electrical Co., 
Ltd., Bennett Street, 
Chiswick, W.4. 

Radio Communication Co., 
Ltd., :11135, Norfolk 
Street, London. W.C.2. 

e• 

Wfinhog 
WOIrile 
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Description and Remarks. Name of Set. 

Sarumphone 

• Type of Cabinet. 

King 10S.E. 

., Model 25 .. 

„ Model 255.. 

Desk Type 

Liverplione 

Standard de Luxe 

M.A.P. Major ... 

M.A.P. Pedestal 
Grand  

41   

81 Straight 8 .... 
Sterling Threctlex 

11.1590. 
Sterling Anodion 

.1-V. Long Range 
Sterling 11.1615 .. 

Sterling Regina 
11.1618. 

Sterling Imperial 
11.1619. 

Sterling Floor 
Cabinet 11.1620. 

11.1621 
Cosmos Universal 

V.S.6. 

e• 

e• 

• • 
COSMOS Universal 
V.S.7. 

f P• 

•• 

Mellowtone 1 ... 

„ 4... 

N. Mk. 1* de Luxe 

Ormsby ,  

Carpenter   

Liberty   

Polar 4   

Quartette . 

Blok Bd.. 

,. 14.4 .. 

Mahogany, 2 fold-
ing chairs. 

Mahogany. Ameri-
can type. 

Dark ma hoga n y, 
American type. 

Two .tone dark 
mahogany,Ameri-
Can type. 

Oak. sloping   

Enclosed 
• . 

Mahogany, folding 
doors and pro-
vision for ba t - 
tories in cabinet. 

Mahogany, all en-
closed, vertical 
panel. 

Mahogany pedestal. 
with loud-speaker  

Mahogany  

WaltUtt   

Oak   

Mahogany  

Walnut  

Iltn:awood case   

Jacobean oak 
cabinet on legs. 

Mahogany cabinet 
on legs. 

Simple Jacobean 
oak cabinet on 
legs. 

Simple mahogany, 
cabinet on legs. 

Rich Jacobean Oak  
Mahogany,Georgian 
Tray   

Popular, oak   
De Luxe, oak   

„ mahogany 
Tray   
Popular, oak   
De Luxe, oak   

mahogany 
,. oak  
.. mahogany 

Mahogany  

Polished maliog,any 

Period oak or maho-
gany, with space 
for batteries. 

Oak or mahogany: 
„ . 

Polished mahogany 

• • 
Cryst. metal or pol-
. ished mahogany. 

Valves 

H.F. Dei. L.F. 

1 1 3 

2 1 1 

2 1 2 

2 1 2 

1 1 2 

4 valve., 

1 2 

1 1 2 

1 1 2 

1 1 2 

5 1 2 
3 1 2 

1 1 2 

1 1 2 

1 1 2 

1 1 2 

I 1 2 

1 1 2 
1 Reflex. Valve 

detector 3 
L.F. rests-
tanceent pled. 

1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 

2 
2 
1 

•P9 

99 

1 
1. 

2 

2 
5 
'2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
2 

4 Ira Ives. 

1 1 2 

4 2 • 2 
3 2 1 

— 1 3 

3 

— 1 3 

1 1 2 
2 1 1 

Price. 

s. d. 
21; 0 11 

26 0 0 

32 0 0 

55 0 0 

17 10 0 

17 10 0 
22 10 0 

35 10 0 

2.1 10 0 

45 0 0 

37 19 0 

67 16 0 
29 7 6 

30 19 7 

43 4 7 

65 10 0 

71 10 0 

98 10 0 

122 10 0 
22 5 0 

28 10 0 

30 10 0 

42 0. 0 

46 0 0 

50 0 0 
63 0 0 
22 10 0 

26 10 0 
32 10 0 
37 10 0 
28 2 6 
32 2 6 
38 2 6 
43 2 6 
67 13 0 
73 13 0 
28 5 0 

27 0 0 
39 10 0 

38 0 0 

38 10 0 
32 5 0 

32 10 0 

17 10 0 

16 0 0 

15 0 0 
16 - 0 0 

Complete with acce,snries. 

Receiver only. NEUTRODYNE. 

.. .. Exposed 
metal parts gold-plated. 

As No. 25. with Amplion loud-
speaker incorporated and space 
for 2 H.T. batteries. 

Receiver only. 

Receiver only. 
, 

Receiver only, with tuning coils far 
all wavelengths. 

Complete with accessories. 

Complete with valves. batteries and 
loud-speaker, all enclosed. 

Complete with accessaries. Rejector 
for main and high-power wave-
lengths. 

Complete with accessories. 
Frame aerial receiver, complete with 

phones. 
Complete with 1 pair headphones. 

Adaptable 40-5.0014 metres. 
Complete with battery, base and 

headphones 40-5,000 metres. 
Complete. 11ml-speaker fitted in 

cabinet, 40-5,000 metres. 

• •• 

Receiver only, with 1 cil box, 
300-800 metres. REFLEX. 

et le• 

•• 
Receiver milt-, with 1 coil bor. 

300-800 metres. Built-in loud-
speaker. 

•• 

Receiver only. Space in cabinet for 
all batteries. 

Ire 

Receivér only. " 

9. 

•• 

•• 

•• 

•• 

•9 

Receiver only, with 7 tuning coll. 
Receiver complete with all acces-

sories and A.11.19 Amplion. 
Receiver only. Single dial tuning 

control with automatic reaction 
compensation. 

SUPERSONIC. Receiver only. 

Receiver only. L.F. re.sistance-
capacity coupled. 2 separate 
tuners, with distant control. 

As above, hot with single tuner. 
including grid bias battery. 

Receiver only. Res. .Cap. coupled 
and reaction. 

B 4 9-13 

1 
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Manufacturer. Name of Set. Type of Cabinet. 
Valves. 

Det. 
Price. Description and Remarks. 

H.F. L.F. 

£ s. d. 
Radio Instrumente, Ltd.. 

12, Hyde Street, New 
No. 1 L.B.   Mahogany, folding 

doors, with base. 
1 1 2 24 0 0 Receiver only. 200-4,000 metres. 

Oxford Street, London, 
W.C.1. 

No. 6   Mahogany cabinet. 
with lid. 

1 1 2 24 0 0 .. „ 300-4,000 „ 

t• et p• No. 65A.   ,. .. 1 1 3 30 5 0 .. 
PP e• pp No. 65  „ „ 2 1 2 30 5 0 ,. ,. .. ., 
.., ., .. Lyrian No. IL.   Chippendale cabinet, 

wit h cupboard 
for batteries. 

1. 

- 

1 2 75 0 0 Complete with accessories. Including 
self-contained loud-speaker, 300-
4,000 metres. 

•. ., „ .. ., *. .. 1 • 1 3 6000 . „ 9 f pp 

2 1 2 8000 „ 
and 1 pair plug-in coils, Nos. 50 
and 75. 

Radio Supply Co., Super- 
(one Works, Four Oaks. 
Birmingham. 

Superfone 
Maxim IV. 

Mahogany, sloping 
panel. 18 x 7', 
shaped sides, 

— 1 3 15 15 0 Receiver only. Tuned anode. Single 
or double circuits at will. 5XX 
coils embodied. 1 tr.-coupled, 
2 res. -coupled L.F. stages. 

Read 8: Morris. Ltd.. 31, Simplicity Five   — 2 1 2 53 3 0 According to ea binet. Receiver only. 
East Castle St neet, W.I. to Mains units extra according to 

73 3 0 mains supply. 
Reeves. A. W., M.I.1\1.E., 

3, Edmund Street, Birtn- 
Heaves - Roberts 
de Luxe. 

— I valves. 21 5 0 Receiver only, with valves. 

Ingham. „ — e• 30 0 0 Do., complete with all accessories, 
including loud-speaker. 

S.H.C.S. Co., In, Clare Ter- 
race, Shicup, Kent. 

Thor No. 10   Mahogany, all en- 
closed, with lid. 

1 1 2 25 4 0 Receiver, with batteries in cabinet 
and Brown 11.2 loud-speaker. 

Sherman. P.. 12, River 
street, Clerkenwell, 
LoLdon, E.1'.1. 

4   

4A.  

Oak, American 
type. 

Mahogany, Atneri- 
ran type. with 2 
folding doors. 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

15 0 0 

20 0 0 

Receiver only, with coils for local 
and 5XX. 

.. ,. ,,,. 2 1 9 3000 
Stevens, A. J. .'t: Co. (Y911), 

Ltd., Walsall Street, Wol - 
Console   Mahogany  1 1 2 75 0 0 Contplete With concealed loud-

spcaker and all accessories. 
verbampton. Pedestal de Luxe „ 1 1 2 65 0 0 .. .. .. 

,. .. .. Pedestal   
. 

., or oak . 1 1 2 52 0 0 .. ..' ., 
Table de Luxe   , 1 1 o - 35 0 0 .. pt 

, • • Table   ., or oak . 1 1 2 30 10 0 Receiver complete with accessories. 
.. ,. .. 1-Va I ee Standard ., sloping desk 1 1 2 26 15 0 ., 1 • f • 

Telephone Manufacturing 
CO., Ltd., Hollingsworth 
Works, West Dulwich, 

T.M.C. lit .   

- 

Walnut, enclosed 
sh•ping panel, 
glass doors. 

1 1 2 23 10 0 Receiver only. 300-2,700 metres, 

London. S.E.21. 
Terry. Herbert. & Sons, 

Ltd., Redditch. - 
The Terry 

• 
Antique oak or 
mahogany. 

I valves. 45 0 0 Reeeiver complete with all acees-
sortes. 

Thames Electric Wireless 
Co.. Ltd., 40, Old Town, 

Thames   Mahogany cabinet. 7 valves. 32 14 0 SUPERSONIC HETERODYNE. Receiver 
only. 

Clapham, London, S.W.4. 
Turloradio td., Tudor 

\VIts.,Park Co.,doyal,N.W.10. 
Tieloradio S.B.1 . Mahogany or oak, 

folding doors. 
1 1 2 36 0 0 Complete with accessories and 

Amplion A.11.19. 
Ward Sr Goldstone, Ltd., Goltone Type A  Oak   1 1 2 11 15 0 Receiver only. 

Frederick Road (Poodle- .. ., .. .. 1 1 2 16 10 (I Complete with accessories. 
ton), Manchester. „ Tyne 11.. Polished oak   1 1 2 13 ' 0 0 Receiver only. 

.. .. .. ,. „ 1 1 2 17 12 0 Complete with accessories. 

.. .. „ ,. de Luxe . Oak, totally en- 
closed. 

1 1 2 21 5 0 Receiver only. 

., .. ,, .. .. .. 1 1 2 31 10 0 Complete with accessories. 

.. .. ., 
.. „ 

.. .. 
., 

.. .. 

.. .. 
1 
1 

1 
1 

3 
3 

28 2 6 
37 12 6 

Receiver only. 
Complete with accessories. 

Williamson. Robert, :56. Thttlephone   Plain   1 1 2 25 0 0 Complete with accessories. 
Co llllll erelal Street, 1 ,C r - 
wick, Shetland Isles 

., de Luxe Cabinet, with fold 
tog doors. 

• 1 1 2 30 0 0 

Wootten, F. E., Ltd., 56, Wootophonc Mahogany or oak 4 valves. 25 7 0 Receiver only. 
High Street, Oxford. Type A. ., .. ., 30 1$ 0 Complete with valves and all 

accessories. 
.. .. ., Type F. ,. „ 

pedestal type. 
,. 48 0 0 

.. .. ,. .. .. 38 17 0 Receiver only. 
Yorkshire Radio Co.,' Ltd., Deucalion   Cabinet ..." . .... 1 1 2 31 10 0 Receiver only. 
Western Works, Rocking-
bait Street, Sheffield. 

Young, A. M., & Co., 52, Tiondar  American pattern, 1 1 2 1.5 10 0 Receiver only. • 
Bordesley Street, Birm- 
Ingham. 

,, oak. 1 1 2 28 0 0 Complete with aeressoeies and loud-
speaker, 

AMPLIFIERS. 

Manufacturer. Name of Set. Type of Cabinet. 
Valves. 

--- 
H.F. 

--- 
L.F. 

Price. Description and Re:narks. 

British Thomson - Houston 
Co. Ltd.. Crown House, 
Aldwych, London, W.C.2. 

.. .. .. 

B.T.H. Portable . 

B.T  II  

.. 

Leather-cloth en,7e. 
with carrying 
handle, 2 front 
doors. 

Mahogany  
Flat top panel, 

valve sunken. 
.. .. 

-- 

— 

— 

' 

,, 
1 

2 

d. 
22 15 0 

2.1 15 0 
3 18 6 

7 10 0 

— 

C'ornbined amplifier and loud-speaker, 
complete with accessories. 

•• •, ., 
Amplifier only. Single-stage. 

.. Two-stare. 

2 B 5 
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Description and Remarks. 

British Wireles. Supply Co. 
(1924), Ltd.. 6, Blenheim 
Terrace, I,ecrls. 

Burndept Wireless. Ltd.. 
Aldine /Blase, Bedford 
Street, Strand. • London, 
W 0.2. 

Cable Accei..ries Co., Ltd.. 
Britannia Works, Tividale, 
Tinton, Staffs. 

Corraii, 26, Warwick 
Road. Greet, Birmingham. 

Dunham. C. S., 234 G. Brix-
ton. Hill, London, S.W.2. 

Engineering Works (Mee-
trical & General), Ltd. 
17 21, Thurlow Park Road. 
West Dulwich. 

General Electric Co., Ltd., 
Magnet Ilome, Hingsway, 
London, W.0.2. 

Johnson, Thos. T.. 17119. 
Catherine St., Salisbury. 

Lamplugh, S. A.. Ltd., 
King's Road, Ty.teley, 
Birmingham. 

Marconiphone Co., Idd.. 
210!212, Tottenham Court 
Pond, London. W.1. 

•• 

National Wireless & Electric 
Co. (R. R. Goding, Ltd.). 
42, Gray's Inn Road, 
London, W.0.1 

Radio Communication Co.. 
Ltd., 34135, Norfolk Street, 
Strand, London. W .C.2. 

Radio Supply Co. Surerfone 
Works, Four doks, ilirio-
inshain. 

Iletax (Motor Acecessories), 
Ltd., Rotax Works, Wil 
lesden Junction, London, 
N.W.10. 

Sherman, P., 12, River 
Street. London, E.C.1. 

Sea Podio Co. Ltd., 107a, 
Lori:door& flood, Bath. 

Standard Telephones Sc 
Cables, Ltd., Bush House. 
Aldwyeb, London, W.C.2. 

'Tutills, Ltd., 7 and 9, Swan 
Street, Manche•der. 

Ward & Goldstone, Ltd.. 
Frederick Road (Pendt(' 
ton), Manchester. 

Vates Bros., 13/14, Great 
Queen Street. Kingsway, 
London. W.C.2. 

Young, A. M., & Co., 52, 
Rordestey Street, Birm-
ingham. 

u 

Power Amplifier 
Aik. 1. 

rniplex ..... 
Power Amplifier 

Mk. IV. 
llevo W.4584 ... 
llevo Standard 
W.3196 New 

Type. 
Pero W.1176 ... 
Warm ick 1V.A. 

No. 1 

No. 
Two Stage 

Payed IV. Model A 
Model B 

2V. Model A 
Model 11 

BX%2585   

B.C.2580   

Sarumplume . 

I.amplugh   

No. II.3  .. 

,11.2 , . ... 
Sterling 11.1335 

„ 11.1336 . 
„ 11.1533 .. 
. 11.1537 .. 

N. A'fk. C.2   
N. 31k. C.3   

Polar Blok A.2 .. 

Superfeme 
Maxum I. 

• .. II  
„ 

Roieela   

No. 7 

8   
Spa   

Weconomy Power 
No. 44013. 

Double Power 
No. 41014. 

Weconomy Small 

Hone No. 44001 . 

„ No. 44901 . 

Tined   

.• 

Goltone 
•• 

Supratone   

Render 

Type of Cabinet. 

Oak box 

Polished mahogany, 
open front. 

Moulded Bakelite . 
Polished mahogany, 
open front. « 

Mahogany case ... 

Oak• . ... . . •. 

Mahogany ("9. 

9.6 

Fennel ciak   

Poli4;ed mahogany 
ease. 

Polished nia hog:, n 
enclosed cabinet. 

Mahogany box ... 

Oak, iiopinr   

'Mahogany... 

iValmmnt   

Mein.' shield   
re 

W00,1 . • 

Mahogany  

Cry4. metal or po1. 
isbed mahogany. 

Alaliogany,portabl., 

BlEUck morocco. 
mahogany or oak 
cm.e. 

American type. in 
oak. 

99 •• 

Mahogany case 

99. " • • • 

Valves. 

Skeleton tram for 
fitting in crystal 
sets. 

Skeleton built for 
fitting in any 
case or furniture. 

Mahogany cabinet. 
self - contained. 
Room in eabinet 
for batteries. 

Oak. American 
type. lift-up lid. 

31ahogativ  

American pattern, 
oak. 

H.F. L.F. 

1 

1 
2 

2 
2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

72 
1 
2 
1 

2 

1 

1 

'2 

•I 

2 

2 

2 

'2 

1 

2 
2 

Price. 

2 o 

11 12 

4 la 
23 3 

11 5 
10 

6 

o 
o 
O 

• 6 6 
3 0 0 

4 In fl 
S 14 6 

4 5 0 
• 2 6 

13 8. 6 

517 6 
3 12 6 
S 12 0 
6 5 0 
.516 

10 10 0 

1 15 0 

6 10 0 

• 16 
9 9 

14 12 
21 1 
11 3 
10 to 
3 3 
6 4 
2 ii 

2 

9 
3 

0 
o 

O 
O 

9 10 0 

2 12 6 

7 t n 
s o o 
$ 2 6 

2 0 0 

4 15 0 
4 5 0 

12 12 0 

17 17 0 

6 0 0 

12 17 6 

15 5 0 

317 6 

6 5 0 
11 11 0 

2.17 6 
5 12 6 

1 0 0 

• 7 10 

Ampli:;er only. Otte-$til.ze. 

With valve. Transformer coupled. 

With valves. Transformer coupled. 

Valves and batteries extra. 

Amphlier 04% with Valve. 

Amplifier only. 
. complete with power valve. 

11.T. supply and accumulator. 
Amplifier only. 
Amplifier only. 

complete with power valves. 
WT. supply and accumulator. 

Transformer coupled. 

Amplifier, with valve. 

with 2 valves. 

Amplifier only. 

Amplifier only. 

Complete with valves and accessories. H.F. 

A tor:finer only.-•• • . 
Amplier oni•v. 

99 

99 99 

Amplifier only. One tage tram. coupled 
One stag.e Res.-Cap. Coupled. 

Amplifier only. 

•• 

Amplifier. complete with valve and H.T. 
battery. 

Amplifier Only, 

Amplifier onry. 

Amplider only, with valves. 

Amplifier only. 

o;itie valves: for running off 
D.C. mains: 

Amplifier only. 
Complete with all accesritis. 

Amplifier only. 

Amplifier only (power). 

10-14 
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CLEaRTRO Clh'IARACTER111711C3 

C.T.25. 
Filament Volts  5 
Fl lament Amps.  025 
Anode Volts  30-200 
Voltage Amplification Factor 9 
Impedance   io,000 
Mutual Conductance 800 
Plate Current Saturation at 50 

Volts over 30 milliamps -10 -s o 

Type 

C.T.o8. 

C 

Accumulator or Fil.volts. FA. amp.1 
battery volts   

Dry cells 

2 volt 

Accumulator 
6 volt 

Accumulator 

6 volt 
C.T.23.B. Accumulator 

Purpose 

out 

025 

025 

H.F., L.F. 
Detector 
11.F., L.F. 
Detector 
H.F., L.F. 
Detector 

General purpose 
resistance coupled 

amplification 

Pr ice 

12/6 

12/6 

15/-

151-

Here we show you the electrical characteristics 
of the CLEARTRON Dull Emitter C.T.25; we 
could talk to you for hours about its general 
excellence. But charts and talk cannot convince 
like an actual trial. Give it a " try out " and 
prove by your experience that CLEARTRON 

. 0 

valves in your set mean vas ly increased volume 
and greater distance; operatic purity, keener 
selectivity and longer life. And unless the G.T.25 
produces all these claims and advantages it will 
be replaced without cost or question — our 
IRONCLAD GUARANTEE sees to this. 

CLEARTROINI RPADI10 L111011ITED 
1 CHARING CROSS, LONDON 

AND BIRNIINGHANI. 

Telephone: 
Regeat 2231 2. 

'Grains: Cleartron, 
We,trand, London. 

Made 

Service Advertising 

Advertisements for " The Wircless World " are only accepted from Prins zee believe to be thoroughly reliable. P./ 
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Tone-Perfect   
The GECoPHONE Transformer amplifies evenly 
over the main range of audio-frequencies. In 
other words, given a good loud speaker, it will 
ensure that closely life-like reproduction of speech 
and music which every radio user to-day demands. 

For many years past the G.E C. 
has made transformers for telephones. 
Thus a unique manufacturing experi-
ence lies behind the GECoPHONE 
radio transformer 

Maximum amplification is assured 
—and leakage prevented—by high 
insulation between primary and 
secondary. Even amplification is 
assured by a primary of high 
inducta nce. 

A neat drawn-metal case of crystalline 
finish contains the transformer. 
This guarantees effective shrouding 

and pre% ents inaeetic interaction. 
Coils and stampings, hermetically 
sealed in the case by a special com-
pound. are absolutely moisture-proof. 
The • conveniently spaced terminals 
are plainly marked for wiring. 

RATIO 2 to I. Recommended For use 
with general purpose valves. such as 
OSRAM types R.. D.E. R 22/6 
D.E.3.. etc. Price 

RATIO 4 to 1. Recommended for use 
with low impedance valves, such a 
OSRAM types D.E.4.. D.E.5., 
or D.E.6. Price GO/ — 

Your wireless dealer sells it ! 

tir, _Low Frequency 

neNSFORDelee 

, 

Zercee-
y.. juraremeee 

; 

Advt. ol The General Electric Co., Dd., Magnet House, Kingneay, London, 11..C.C. 

13 8 Metitioi, of '' The Wireless when writing to advertisers, lei!: ensure prompt attention. 
• 
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Type 610 Mica Con.lenses 
for general use iitereiv. 
in, circuit,. riipacitgcs 
O Oüi11-0-0/1P.F. 

Fri);"i7 3/-

• 30 MILLION 

DIMMER 
Condensers 
Are now in use 
These stupendous figures seem at first sight 
almost incredible. Yet they are correct, for 
Dubilier products are known and used all 
over the world. 
The World's leading set mfflufacturers have 
standardised on Dubilier condenser equip-
ment ; the World's most important transmitting 
stations are equipped with banks of Dubilier 
Condensers, and every important Government 
department in the principal countries of the 
World makes use of Dubilier products for 
radio purposes. 
The Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925) Ltd. manu-
facture Fixed Mica Condensers, Variable Air 
Condensers, Anode Resistances, Grid Leaks, 
the Dubrescon Valve Protector, the Ducon 
Aerial Adaptor, the Minicap Switch and the 
Mansbridge Variometer. 
The Company are also sole concessionaires 
for the products of the Mansbridge Conden-
ser Co. Ltd. 

Specify Dubilier 

RE CiSTER( 
TRA7C 1,14RR 

DIMMER 

CONDENSER CO (1925) LTD 

The Dubrescon 
Permanent la/ve 
Protector - 61. 

ADVERT. OF THE TUE/LIER COHDENStR CO. (i925) LTD., DUCON WORKS, VICTORIA ROAD, NORTH AC1ON, W.3. TELEPHONI: CHISWICK 2241-21. 
E.P.S. 172 

lo ,1 lent/on of The Wireless World," when writine to advertisers, will ensure pow pt ‘atention. 
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Events of the Week in Brief Review. 
LIGHTHOUSE WIRELESS. 

The Cits,piets Lighthouse. situated on 
the dangerous reef lo the west of Alder-
ney, has been fitted with a wireless trans-
mittittg and recyiving installation. 

odoo 

DUBLIN ASKS FOR REPORTS 

A steady improvement in quality has 
been a marked feature of recent trans-
en:edons from the Dublin broadcasting 
stat het. An appeal is now made ter 
reports from British ho are 
asked te address their coniiiiiiiiieati,nts to 
the Editor, Th, 11,1,1i,, lo eir not , 179, 
Great Brunswick Street. Dublin. All 
such reports will be warmly appre-
ciated. 

0 0 0 

MARCONI AND A SOVIET CLAIM. 

The claim which has been put forward 
by the Russian SuN let 1., the effeet that 
lirofessor A lexa in.er -1 .'opoff was the in-
Vent el* rrf Wirele,S was discounted in an 
amusing fashion by Senatere Marconi 
when interview, d a few days age. 

After referring t.. the conclusive judg-
ments of Ameriean and French courts. 
senator, mar,•,,,,i sa id o The soviet 's 
claim was never once put forward by Pro-
f ess,er Popia Wilell I visit ed 
Petrograd in 1902. Professor Popoff sent 
me a telegram. 'Greetings to the Father 
of Wireless!' 
"This ohviously disposes of a claim 

which I knew Popoff, were he alive, 
would never make himself." 

0000 
RADIO SOCIETY'S ANNUAL DINNER. 

Dr. W. H. Eccles presided at the sixth 
annual dinner of the Radio Society of 
Great. Britain, held again this year at 
the Waldorf Hotel, where the dining hall 
was filled to its lila S imum capacity. In 
the course of the evening a message was 
despatched to H.R.H. the Prince of 
Wales. Patron of the Society, wishing him 
a speedy recovery from his recent acci-
dent. and also to Sir Oliver Lodge, the 
president, WhoSO regr,•t al»ence was 
occasioned by an enforced visit to Italy. 
The speaker's included Mr. Reith, Earl 
Russell, and Commander Carter of the 
B.B.C., who, in responding to the toa- , 
of the guests, referred to the co•operati.,i. 
given by members of the Society in the 
service of broadeasting. 

0000 
BURNDEPT BATTERY TAPPINGS 

In the advertisement of Messrs. Burn-
dept Wireless. Ltd.. appearing in The 

11-orld of February 3rd, it was 
stated erroneously that the Burndept 
super radio battery is tapped at 20, 25, 
28 and 50 volts. Actually the battery is 
tapped at 20, 45, 48 and 50 volts. 

FOR THE EXPERIMENTER. 

Two articles a special Interest to the 
experimenter appear in the February 
number of E.r»,•riliè , Ord •• Att 
EXporillletkier's Wireless Laboratory. - by 
Leonard .1. Sayce. \t. M., and James 
Taylor. M.Sc., is the first of a series on 
this subject The Piezo-Eleetric Effect 
and its Applicat luit to Wireless," by 
C. 11'. (oyder t2SZ-21-1M), deals with the 
principles and practical application of the 
quartz crystal for frequency control. In 
the sa nue issue there is also published the 
text uf the lecture given by Capt. Duncan 
Sizlelair before the Radio Society of 
Great Britain. entitled "Some Facts aunt 
Notions about Short Waves." 

000 o 

THE TESTS THAT FAILED. 

Great resourcefulness was shown last 
week in explaining why the experimental 
broadcast transmissions between America 
and Europe were such a failure. 
The baneful influences at work were 

enumerated thus :—.(n) The Heaviside 
Layer, (b) the full moon. (r) the A ti Fora 
Borealis, (d) shooting stars, sunspots, 
and (1 abnormal weather eond it ions. 
\nether any or all ,uf these factors played 
a mischievous, part in ruining the trans-
mis.sions reina ills open to conjecture, or, 
better still, research. No one. of course, 
bad the temerity to suggest that the 
American stations power 

THE WIRELESS STRIKE. 

At the tinte of going to press no settle-
ment had been reached in connection with 
the strike of wireless operators. Repre-
sentatives of the Association of Wireless 
and Cable Telegraphists attended at the 
Miti istry of Lallour on Wednesday last, 
February 3rd, and had three hours' 
'ii on with . an official regarding the 
terms for a basis of settlement proposed 
,y the employers. Further informal 
meetings were held on Thursday and Fri-
day, but, as stated above, no settlement 
had been reached. 

0 0 0 0 

B.B.C. AND LICENCE FEES. 

That the activities of the British 
Broadcasting Company were being de-
finitely curbed by the present limitation 
of revenue wits one of the points urged 
by Mr. J. C. W. Reith, managing 
director of the B.B.U. in a supplementary 
memorandum presented at the final sit-
ting of the Ilroadcasting Committee on 
Thursday last. It was becoming increas-
ingly difficult, said Mr. Reith, to keep 
within the present figure of £5C0,000, and 
so far from restricting the 7s. 6d. pro-
portion .of the licence fee now payable to 
the Company it should be increased to 9s. 

It was stated that the Company was 
proceeding with the scheme for the erec-
tion of four more high-power stations in 
different parts of the country. 

REJOICINGS IN COI,OGNE. One of the large loud speakers in front of Cologne 
cathedral used for amplifying the speech of the Burgomaster after the evacuation by the 
British troops. The Burgomaster% address was also heard by wireless throughout 

Europe. 

iu II 
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THE AMATEUR'S PART IN SHORT-WAVE DEVELOPMENT. 

TWO letters of such unusual interest to readers of The 
Wireless World have recently appeared in our contem-
porary, The Electrician ' that we have sought permission 

to reproduce them. The first letter, from Senatore G. Marconi, 
appeared in the issue of January 22nd, and was in reference to 
a contribution to The Electrician a January 8th by Mr. L. B. 
Turner, M.A., who has replied in the issue of January 29th. 
We publish the text of both letters below :— 
Sir,—Will you permit me to endeavour to correct what seem 

to tile inaccurate statements in " Notes on Wireless Matters," 
compiled by Mr. L. B. Turner, of Cambridge University, and 
appearing in your issue of the 8th instant. 

In the article referred to the writer makes the following 
statement regarding the ascertained overstatement of the 
attenuation in the Austen-Cohen formula when this is applied 
to short-wave transmissions :— 
Within the last two or three years it has been discovered that with 

much shorter waves the formula overstates the attenuation enormously. 
It is largely this discovery, made by wireless amateurs transmitting 
with the pitifully useless wavelengths ois all thought) allotted to them 
by the authorities.. .. 

I do not know whether Mr Turner intended to limit, his 
statement—" as all thought "—to the experts at Cambridge, 
but it is only fair to point out that such a statement cannot 
apply to nie and to certain engineei s of the Marconi Co. 
A paper read by Mr. C. S. Franklin on May 3rd, 1922, before 

the I.E.E., contains a detailed description of important tests 
carriéd out since 1916 by himself and myself with very short 

. waves of a wavelength between 20 and 2 metres. 
In a paper I read at a joint meeting of the American Insti-

tute of Electrical Engineers and the Institute of Radio Engin-
eers on June 20th, 1922, before—so far as 1 can ascertain—any 
attention had been drawn by amateur results to the capabilities 
of short waves, I stated, forcibly I think, how important the 
study of short waves was likely to become. 
I take he following passages from that paper :-

- I propose to-night ... to call your attention particularly to what 
1 consider a somewhat neglected branch of the art, and which is the 
study of the characteristics and properties of very short electrical 
Waft& 
I have brought these results and ideas to your notice as I feel, and 

perhaps you will agree with me, that.the study of short waves, although 
sadly neglected practically all through the history of wireless, is still 
likely to develop in many unexpected directions and open up new fields 
of profitable research. 
These statements which were published more than " two or 

three years " ago, clearly show, I think, that I at least did not 
consider these short waves " pitifully useless," 
With reference to the inapplicability of the attenuation factor 

of the Austen-Cohen formula, which is attributed by Mr. Turner 
to the " discovery " made by amateurs, I would like to point 
out that in my Royal Society of Arts paper of July 2nd, 1924, 
I stated :— Perhaps one of the most remarkable results of the experimental work 
carried out on my yacht (in lee) was to ascertain quite definitely 
that the coefficient of the well-known Austen-Cohen formula for the 
propagation of the waves was defective when applied to short wave 
phenomena. 

I would be glad if Mr. Turner could kindly refer me to any 
earner published statement or conclusion to the same effect 
concerning the work of amateurs, or others, based on the. 
observed results of transmissions with wavelengths of less than 
100 metres.—I am, etc., G. MARCONI. 
London, W.C.2. January 19th, 1926. 
Sir,—In last week's Electrician Mr. Marconi takes me to 

task for a statement in this month's " Notes on Wireless 
Matters," to the effect that the discovery of the remarkable 
carrying powers of short waves over long distances is attri-
butable to the amateurs. He quotes my phrase : " the piti-
fully useless wavelengths (as all thought)— " with special 
reference to the three words in brackets, for, he says, such a 
statement cannot apply to him and to certain engineers of the 
Marconi Co 

Of course. I admit that no statement as to what all thought 
about anything at any time is likely to be mathematically 
accurate; and only Mr. Marconi and Mr. Franklin can say 
what their own thoughts were. But I do not find any evi-
dence Get the new facts about the world-wide range of short 
waves were first brought to public notice by Mr. Marconi. He 
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cites two papers—by Mr. Franklin and himself respectively, 
published in 1922—describing experiments carried out since 
1916 with wavelengths between 2 and 20 metres. As an 
argument against the tribute I paid to the significance of 
the amateur results, Hertz's experiments themselves might 
almost as well be quoted. The Franklin paper was entitled 
" Short-wave Directional Wireless Telegraphy "; the origin of 
the experiments was an effort to get secret beam signalling, 
and the whole emphasis was laid upon the return to Hertz's 
very short waves in order to utilise reflectors as Hertz did. 
Thé. Marconi paper, though dealing with other topics as well, 
was to the same effect as regards short waves. The greatest 
range reported was 97 miles, in the Birmingham-Hendon 
experiment, and in this use was made of reflectors whose effect 
was estimated to increase the received power 200 times. It 
was a brilliant piece of work as regards the production and 
manipulation of very short waves; but, whatever may have 
been in the minds of the authors, I venture to assert that no 
reader of the papers would have been warned by them to expect 
world-wida ranges between low-power, . non-directional, short-
wave stations. 
Mr. Marconi then refers to his paper before the Royal Society 

of Arts in July, 1924. This is a different story. Here the 
object of the experiments was to obtain long ranges; they 
were strikingly successful, culminating in Juue, 1924, in trans-
mission between Poldhu and Buenos Aires, a distance of 5,820 
miles, using a power of 21 kW and a wavelength of 92 m. 
This indeed proves that the Austin-Cohen attenuation does 
not hold with short waves. But the paper was published on 
July 25th, 1924, when amateur and other reports had already 
proved it. Mr. Marconi invites me to quote earlier published 
statements concerning the work of amateurs or others. These 
are wearisome to collect., but I have turned up a few. He 
must allow me to wander a few metres from his arbitrary 
limit of 100 m. The dates refer to issues of 7'/se Wireless 
World. 
July 30th, 1924. Natten to Buenos Aires, on very short wave Luxem-

bourg to Finland; A=95 in.; 0.25 A in aerial. 
July 18th, 1924. Results of Eiffel Tower tests on 115-15 m.. which had 

been in progress for some months. 
July 16th. 1924. Argentine to N. America, New Zealand and England; 

A=118 m.; 5 A in aerial. 
June 25th, 1924. Mr. Haynes instructs amateurs how to build a re?eiver 

for 90-180 m. 
May 28th, 1924. French amateur on 108 m. heard freuently in Brazil. 
May 14th, 1924. Edinburgh to Canada; i=115 m.; 0.65 A in aerial. 
April 23rd. 1924. " Well-known Dutch transatlantiz transmitter"; 

A=108 m. ; 500 watts. 

Surely these show that the world did not await Mr. Marconi's 
Society of Arts paper to appreciate the astonishing qualities of 
short waves for long ranges. 
The writer has a profound respect for the achievements of 

Mr. Marconi and his engineers. But virtue is not confined, nor 
is any person or corporation omniscient. It is apposite to con-
clude this defence of the amateur's achievement by a quotation 
from The Times expressing Mr. Marconi's own views at no 
remote date (January 6th, 1923). After, an American amateur 
had visited this country to show his English confrères how best 
to receive American short-wave signals, systematic amateur 
transatlantic tests were made in December, 1923, on a wave-
length of 200 m. In discussing the results with a representa-
tive of The Tintes Mr. Marconi said that 
the tests undoubtedly reflected great credit on the experimenters and 
were extremely interesting. Ile did not, however, agree with the 
suggestion that they had proved that the existing high power wireless 
stations for long distance communication, using wavelengths up to 
30,030 in.. and power up to 350 kW, were needlessly large and expensive. 
Such a suggestion was likely to cause wrong impressions in the minds of 
the publi.. These tests were made at a time of the year, and at a 
tinte of the day when transatlantic signalling was least difficult. 
. . . . During the rest of the year, and in the daytime generally, 
there would be no eertainty of the reception of transatlantic and other 
long distance signals on such short wavelengths and low power. The 
commercial stations were established to maintain a rapid and reliable 
service under any atmospheric conditions, at any time during the twenty-
four hours, and any tinte of the year. This called for installations such 
as were now in use. This was the considered view of the experts of 
America, France, and Derniany, as well as of this country. 

Well, we must wait and see. Meanwhile, let the surprised 
amateur receive the credit which is his due.—I am, etc., 
Cambridge. January 25th, 1926. L. B. TURNER. 
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Extension Unit. Single=wire Loud=speaker 
By N. P. VINCER.MINTER. 

THE history of almost every person who has, in a 
a moment of vveakness, 'been induced by the 
blandishments of a misguided friend into joining 

the ever-growing army of wireless enthusiasts. folliiws 
more or less the same course. Having qualified for his 
(or her ?) B.C.L. degree by purchasing or otherwise acquir-
ing a wireless receiver, the victim settles down to the 
reception of the programmes which nightly fill the ether. 
Sooner or later (more often sooner) a feeling of restless-
ness makes itself felt, and no matter whether the 
receiver be a simple crystal set or a multivalve re-
ceiver complete with three passengers. one detector, and 
two L. F. valves, a desire manifests itself to make some 
addition to the receiver, this being the lirst symptom of 
a deadly disease finally leading to financial and moral 
hankrup vv, and the disintegration of the once happy home. 
this fell disease being classified in the -American Medical 
Dictionary under the heading. of mardor chnicis lectidarii 
urbanis. 
One of the earliest desires which thus 

rears its ugly head, is to use the loud-. 
speaker or telephones in some part 
of the house which is remote from the 
receiver, the remoter the better. 
Further good money is therefore 
expeniled in the purchase of a 
.large number of yards of light-
ing " flex," and connections are 
duly made. Let it be said 
at once, that the nett result 
of this pioneer work is that 
the quai it delivered by the 
louii-speaker is conspicuous 
l,y its al)sence. speech be-
coming " woolly " and 
muffled. The services of some 
•• expert " friend are en-
listed, and he, not uishing to 
display his ignorance of the 
real cause of the phenome-
non, is prepared to seize on 
anything to save his reputa-
tion, like a drowning man 
clutching at a straw, and 
forthwith order; that a 

The completed 
instrument. Note 
the plug-in fixed condenser. 
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power valve, price 22S. 6d., be obtained, and takes his 
qleparture. Once more, therefore, the children's money 
box is attacked, and the unfortunate novice, armed with 
205. and a burnt-out valve, hies him to the West End of 
London, and duly returns with a D.E.5, or some such 
valve, -inserts it in the final stage, gets the same poor 
results, and decides to do what he should have done in 
the first place, namely, write to TIte Wireless World 
about it. 

Remedies Considered. 

Having written, therefore, and duly received his reply, 
he learns that the trouble is due to the excessive capacity 
between the two leads of the long extension wire, which 
has exactly the same effect in producing distortion as if 
a large condenser had been shunted across the loud-
speaker terminals. One remedy, frequently advocated, 
is to obtain a to to j step-down transformer and a low-

resistance loud-speaker. The trouble will then 
I )e. eliminate( I, not because the actual 

capacity is eliminated, but 
because the effect of the 
capacity is approximately 
decimated. This is, how-
ever rather useless advice to 
the unfortunate wretch 
already possessing expensive 
high-reistance telephones 
anti loud-speaker. 

What then is the solu-
tion? In the opinion of the 
writer, who has experimented 
considerably on these lines, 
the first thing is to get rid 
of one of the wires by 
adopting the device which 
forms the subject matter of 
this article, and to use the 
earth as the return wire. A 
high impedance I..F. choke 
is connected permanently in 
the plate circuit of the out-
put valve, and at the same 
time the telephones or loud-
speaker are connected to the 

B 13 
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Music Without Muffling.— 
plate of the valve through the intermediary of a large 
capacity fixed condenser, the far end of the telephones 
being merely connected to the actual earth, or to any 
earthed object such as a water pipe. The diagram of 
connections is self-explanatory, but those readers who 
prefer a theoretical diagram are referred to Fig. 2, 

o 

—1— e 

(I)A 
ci3 

--e 

e 

PY4.4"--21/4: 
Fig. 1.—The panel layout. Drilling sizes are: A, 3,16in.; B, 

5/321n.; C, 1/81n.; countersunk. 

page 953, of the December 30th, 1925, issue of this 
journal. 

Practical Application of the Instrument. 

Many may be deterred from adopting this scheme by 
the thought that a certain amount of volume will be 
lost. The writer can assure them from practical experi-
ence that provided a good choke of high impedance be 
used, it is impossible to detect any difference in volume 
between this method and the ordinary direct• coupled 
method. Do not, however, economise on the choke, since 
it must not be forgotten that the system is also intended 
to be used for extension of telephones following a 
detector valve, which is in many cases of high impedance. 
With regard to the earthing of the far end, there is no 
special call for a good earth system, and the writer has 
obtained full volume by merely twisting the wire round 

a brass water tap, by push-
ing the end of the wire into 
the lawn with a piece of 
wood, and by merely 
dropping the end into a bath 
full of water, whilst fair 
results were obtainable by 
merely dropping the end on 
a damp wood floor or hold-
ing it in the hand whilst 
standing on the afore-

mentioned damp wood 
floor. If it is desired 
to use a loud-speaker at 
a very remote distance 

from the receiver, such as at 
the end of a garden, or in a 
neighbour's house, there is 
really no alternative to this 

OUTPUT 

+H.T PLATE 

Fig. 2.—The wiring diagram. 
The 0.001 mfil. condenser across 

the choke is remos able. 

system. It will be noticed that in the title block of this 
article our tame artist, inspired no doubt by the approach 
of spring, has given full rein to his feelings and given 
us a picture of a large garden. presumably in Bethnal 
Green or Birmingham, showing the wire neatly suspended 
between two G.P.O. swan-neck " telegraph insulators. 
It should be pointed out that two.or more loud-speakers 
may be used on this continuous wire, and actually the 
writer used this method for operating a loud-speaker in 
the house of a friend over a distance of about zoo feet 
at the same time that a loud-speaker was operating in 
the same house as the receiver, and there was not the 
slightest trace of " muffling " or loss of volume asso-
dated with either of the loud-speakers. 

With regard to the actual constructional details of 
the instrument there is very little that can he said : this 
being one of the very few wireless instruments in which 

An interior view; note 
specially the large sized 

choke used. 

the home constructor can alter the layout and general 
design to his heart's desire without destroying its 
efficiency. The instrument as actually made by the 
writer cannot. by any stretch of the imagination, be 
described as " a thing of beauty and a joy for ever," 
and doubtless intending constructors can evolve a more 
artistic design. The small o.00 t mfd. condenser shunted 
across the choke should only be inserted when the instru-
ment is used immediately following a detector valve. 

LIST OF COMPONENTS. 

L.P. choke (Grafton Electric Co.). 
1 2 mfd. fixed condenser (T.C.C.). 
I 0-001 mfd. plug-in condenser (Peto See. 
3 Indicating terminals (Belling Lee). 

Ebonite panel, Gin. X 6in. X tin. 
I Cabinet, 6in. x 6in. X 6in. 

Approximate cost. 30/-. 
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PATENT INFRINGEMENT AND 
EXPERIMENTAL USE.' 

An Expression of Opinion. 
By A PATENT AGENT. _ 

LETTERS Patent for invention confer upon the 
patentee, i.e., the owner whose name is for the 
time being entered on the Register of Patents, the 

sole and exclusive right to make, use, and sell under the 
' patent. The patentee may share this monopoly with 
others in many ways. For example, he may grant 
licences to others to make, use, or sell or to do all these 
things. Again he may merely manufacture and sell and 
a straightforward sale ivithoin restrictions is an implied 
licence to use. The manufacture, sale, and use of a 
patented article, or proces-: without the patentee's permis-
sion, however, constitutes infringement and is actionable 
at law. Manufacture of à single article for personal use 
undoubtedly constitutes infringement just as much as does 
manufacture in quantities for sale. It is a mistake there-
fore for manufacturers to imagine, as is too frequently the 
case, that if they buy a patented machine they are entitled 
to build and use replicas in their own factory. In a 
successful action for infringement the court grants the 
patentee an injunction to restrain the infringers from com-
mitting further infringement together, in the absence of 
peculiar .circumstances, with damagcs. These damages 
are based not so much on the profit which the infringers 
have made but the damage which their action has done 
to the patentee. 

Construction for Experimental Purposes. 

To the foregoing there is, however, one notable excep-
tion. Use by way of bona fide experiment is no infringe-
ment. To quote Frost : " It is no actionable invasion of 
a patentee's rights for another person to use the invention, 
and thereby produce the finished product by way of bona 
fide experiment or amusement, without the intention rd 
selling or making use of the thing so made for the pur-
pose for which the patent was granted. but with the view 
merely of improving upon the invention the subject of the 
patent, or with the view of seeing whether an improvement 
can be made." The term " amusement " needs some 
qualification. 'One might build a wireless set for the en-
joyment of building it, but assuming the set to be in 
accordance with an existing patent then the use of the set 
when once built for receiving broadcast programmes would 
unquestionably constitute infringement. The reasoning is 
simple. In building the set no damage or injury was 
done to the patentee. and the set, being built merely for 
the fun of building it, there was no intention nf selling 
the set and therefore no intent to evade the patent. If • 
the set is used, however. probably for amusement, the 
patentee's intereses are injured. That is to say, he has 
the sole right to supply sets in accordance with his patent 
and would presumably have made a profit on the sale. 
To build a set in accordance with a. patent and satisfy 

' Reprinted from Experiniental 11-irekdo, Feb., 1926, 

oneself that it works does not constitute infringement, but 
it is the use after this satisfaction has been obtained that 
is an infringing action. If after the set has been made 
one experiments with it for the purpose of trying to im-
prove upon it then again there is no infringement. The 
experiments may conceivably be quite exhaustive and 
extend over an appreciable period, and the behaviour of 
different apparatus may be tested in conjunction with the 
set provided that the experimental work has a direct bear-
ing upon the set itself. To build a set in accordance with 
a patent, however, and then use the set for testing the 
qualities or properties of apparatus without relation to 
the set cannot be regarded as experimental use under this 
heading. As an example, the properties of loud-speakers 
might be tested with a set built in accordance with ail' 
existing patent. Assuming these tests could be carried 
out with practically any other type of 'set, then obviously 
there is no experimental use in 'so far as the set is con-
cerned, and the use of the set for this purpose mliSt be 
regarded as infringement. 

Experimental Use—a Precedent. 
Experimental use is a term N% hich in common with 

many others is ifitclined to have somewhat different mean-
ings applied, and a case,. decided in i885, is worthy of 
hote. An English electrician purchased and imported 
certain articles made abroad in accordance with a British 
patent. In an action for infringement brought by the 
patentees the electrician defended his action on the 
grounds that the articles were bought for the:papose of 
experiment and examination by himself and his pupils. 
The articles were never sold or used for any other pur-
pose, and it was submitted that the articles produced in. 
this country under the patent were too costly to be used 
for taking to pieces. The Court. however, held that the 
use complained of was infringement, and an injunction 
was granted restraining the continuance of it. 

Infringement by the User. 
In another case, decided in 1889, a number of infring-

ing machines were purchased on the understanding that if 
they were unsatisfactory or unsuccessful they were not to 
be paid for These machines were installed by the pur-
chasers in their factory and were used for a few months, 
after which use was discontinued. In a subsequent action 
for infringement the Vice-Chancellor of the Court of the 
County Palatine of Lancaster held that such use was not 
experimental and granted an injunction. The .case was 
taken to appeal, when the injunction was dissolved, the 
ground being that even though infringement were proved 
the defenders were not manufacturers but only users, 
and the use complained of had not only been dis-
continued an appreciable time. but further, there was 
no evidence of further use or intention to continue in the. 
act complained of. 

B 15 
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Patent Infringement and Experimental Use.— 
Concerning the question of manufacture without sale, 

it is to be noted that this may constitute infringement. 
Two precedents are of interest. Firstly, if a retailer 
exposes for sale certain infringing articles but effects no 
sale, then there is no infringement. If the retailer was 
unaware at the time of purchasing the articles that they 
were infringing articles he would under no circumstances 
be liable provided no sale was effected, although innocence 
after sale is no excuse. To be a party to the manufac• 
ture, however, renders one liable, and in a case tried in 
1860 infringement was held to have been committed 
when a defendant had manufactured articles and his 
traveller had offered them for sale, although none had 
been actually sold. A decision of the House of Lords 

Experiments with the Selenium Cell. 
The Control of Oscillatory Circuits 

by Light" formed the subject of a 
fascinating demonstration by Mr. G. G. 
Blake, M.I.E.E., before the Golders 
Green and Hendon Radio Society on 
January 20th. After describing the 
nature and function of the selenium cell, 
Mr. Blake performed a number of experi-
ments with his apparatus. 
An attractive syllabus is being prepared 

for this session, particulars of which will 
be gladly forwarded to interested persons 
by the hon. secretary, Lt.-Col. II. A. 
Scarlett, D.S.O., 357a, Finchley Road, 
N.W.3. 

0000 

Broadcast Programme Difficulties. 
Before the Swansea Radio Society on. 

January 11th, Mr. E. H. Jenkins 
("Uncle Ernest" of the B.B.C.) gave a 
talk on "Broadcasting—A Public Ser-
vice." Speaking on the difficulties in 
compiling acceptable programmes, Mr. 
Jenkins said that the only reliable way 
of ascertaining the wishes of listeners 
was by a careful study of correspon-
dence. This was being done, and the 
results showed that of the letters re-
ceived 90 per cent, were congratulatory, 
5 per 'cent, embodied constructive 
criticism, and 5 per cent, were adverse. 
The adverse criticism usually came 

from thoughtless folk who had no con-
ception of the difficulty of catering for 
every taste. They forgot that a pro-
gramme often took months to prepare and 
minutes to perform. 

oo ao 

Low Loss Coils. 
Much useful information was gleaned 

by members of the Croydon Wireless 
Snciety on January 25th. when an in-
formal talk took place with regard to the 
winding of low loss coils of 14 s.w.g. 
wire for the short wavelengths. The 
difficulty of working this gauge wire was 
recognised, but one member described a 
comparatively simple method of construct-
ing a very efficient cod. 
Various types of slow motion mechanism 

for variable condensers were also con-
sidered, particular interest being shown 
in a member's description of his method 
for making up a gearing of very high 
ratio. In this example twelve revolu-
tions were necessary to complete the scale 
covered in one revolution by the ordinary 
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in 1900 should, however, be considered in connection 
with this latter case. 

Concluding, it must, of course, be recognised that each 
case is one of fact and must be treated on its merits, but 
in the words of Jessel M.R., " patent rights were never 
granted to prevent persons of ingenuity exercising their 
talents in a fair way. But, if there be neither using nor 
vending of the invention for profit, the mere making for 
the purpose of experiment, and not for a fraudulent pur-
pose, ought not to he considered within the meaning of 
the prohibition, and, if it were, it is certainly not the 
subject for an injunction." 

[NOTE.—The Editor does not hold himself responsible 
for the views expressed above.] 

NEW2 FROM 
THE CLIP30. 

condenser. The arrangement of the con-
denser dial took the form of a clock face 
and pointers, the settings being accurately 
recorded in time measurements of hours 
and minutes. 
Information regarding the Society will 

be given at any of the Monday evening 
meetings at 128, George Street. or by the 
hon. secretary, Mr. H. T. P. Gee, 51-52, 
Chancery Lane, W.C.2. 

FORTHCOMING EVENTS. 
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 10th. 

hadio Society of Great Britain. Informal 
meeting. At 6 p.m. At the lnstitu 
lion of Electrical Engineers, So 1.0.1 
Place, W.C.2. Talk by Mr. E. L. Wildk 
on "The Manufacture and Properties 
of Electrical Conductors.' 

Tottenham Wirders Sotiety.—At 8 p.m. 
.4t 10, Bruce Grote. Lecture: " uteri 
can Apparat 118. " by Mr. Ford, of 
Mears. R. .4, Rotherniel. 

Edinburgh and District Radio Society. 
Ai 117. George Street. Lecture: " Th • 
Function of Broadcasting," by Mr. 
G. L. Marshall. 

Barnsley and District Wireless Association. 
—At 8 p.m. At 22. Market Street. 
Lantern Lecture: " The Ether," by 
Mr. J. Fletcher. 

Maxwell 11111 and District Radio Societe. 
At 8 p.m. .4 t St. James's Schools, 
Fortis Green, N.10. Lantern Lecture: 
" Broadcasting, Foot, Present and 
Future," by Mr. J. H. .4. Whitehouse. 
of the 11.B.C. 

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 12th. 

Sheffield and District Wireless Society.— 
At 7.30 p.m. At the Dept. of Applied 
Science, St. George's Square. Lecture 
by Mr, H. Lloyd. M.Eng. 

Radio Experimental Society of lion-
chester. —._4 t 7.30 p.m. At the Ath•n-
(rum, Princes Street. Lecture "Thr 
A rmstrong Su pe r-Itege »era ti R 
ceicer," by 11r. F. Charoley. 

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 15th. 
Swansea Radio Society.—Lecture (alth 

lantern illustrations) ) " Supersonic 
Heterodyne Reception," by lie. 
of the loran& El•ctrie Co.., Ltd. 

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 17th. 
Royal Society of A ets.—A t 8 p.m. .41 

lieadop...rtrr., John Street. Adelphi 
London, W.C.2. Lecture: "The Pro-

ion of Electric Wares." by Ile 
J. E. Taylor. M.I.E.E. In the chair• 
Admiral of the Fleet Sir Henry Jack 
5011, K.C.B., F.A.S. 

A Visit to 2LO. 
On January 20th fifteen members of 

the Muswell Ihll and District Radio 
Society paid an enjoyable visit to the 
London broadcasting station. The party 
was first conducted round the studios and 
the control room by Mr. Menzies, a 
B.B.C. engineer, who provided much in-
teresting information. A trip was then 
made to Messrs. Selfridge, where the 
party was able to inspect the transmitting 
apparatus. Much amazement was shown 
at the strong directional effects obtainable 
with a frame aerial working a loud-
speaker at full strength from a single 
valve set. 
The Society has great pleasure in an-

nouncing that Capt. H. J. Round, M.C., 
has consented to become 

President. 
Particulars of membership and a syl-

labus of lectures and demonstrations can 
lie obtained from the hon. secretary, Mr. 
Gerald S. Sessions, 20, Grasmere Road, 
N.10. 

0000 

Loud-speaker Efficiency. 
A striking array of British loud-

speakers was on view at the headquarters 
of the Lewisham and Bellingham Radio 
Society on January 19th. 
The feature of the evening was a test 

of the different loud-speakers operated 
behind a screen, the members voting on 
a 100 per cent, basis of efficiency. The 
result of the ballot was astonishing, in 
that the verdict ghen in a similar test 
held recently was completely reversed. 
It was also obvious that in certain in-
dividuals the sense of hearing is incapable 
of distinguishing tone differences and 
changes of volume in loud-speakers. 
Hon. secretary : Mr. C. E. Tynan, 62, 

Ringstead Road, Catford, S.E.6. 
0000 

A "Superhet" at Oxford. 
The Oxford University Radio Society 

held its first meeting this term on 
Wednesday, January 27th, when the 
treasurer, Mr. C. E. G. Bailey, of 
Balliol College, gave an instructive lec-
ture on practical aspects of the Super 
Heterodyne, with which type of instru-
ment he has had considerable experience. 
The bon. secretary. Mr. Eric Cuddon, 

of Merton College. will be glad to hear 
from marbers of the University who 
would like to join. 
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6 Polar -Twin and Polar du Four' 
between them meet every need 

POLAR-TWIN P achieves distinction 
by its remarkable 

SilltPliCh'y and by its very moderate 'cost. It will give 
.1 surprisingly long Loud-Speaker range----the standard 

distance, within Go miles of a Main Station or t_to miles of 
Daventry, often being exceeded. 

One user has received Dance Music on the Loud-Speaker 
from a Station 400 miles away; Headphone reception of all 
B.B.C. and many Continental Stations is continually being 
reported by satisfied customers. 
And with " Polar-Twin '' this remarkable performance is under the control of 
a single knob, making it the ideal /amity Set. The Set alone (aces Lb • 15 - o 
(Royalties paid) ; completo installation, as below, 
ready to connect to aerial • . • • • • • • £ 12_ 12 - 0 
Acccssories Maud: 2 Mallard Polar l).3 rah-es t 2 66-r. H.T. Batteries, and 
plugs; Accumulator, completely charged ; t Short-waye 
Coil Urn:;  i Darentry ditto; z A mplion A R.3S Loud-Speaker, and necessary 
connecting tr:re.s. 

Cabinet-de-Luxe, in highly finished Dark Oak, to house Set, Batteries and .1ccumu, 
tutor, as illustraled 

Polar 
We will gladly 
put you in touch 
with the nearest 
Polar " SKTV 

Agent, who will 
f rev I y demon-
i-trate either the 

Polar - Twin " 
or 'Polar-Four." 
Ile will give any 
rrquirtid assist-
am,u, iniitailing 
aiel maintaining. 

Sold by all reputable 
Radio Dealers. 

OLAR-FOUR 

The Polar Remote 
Control Box. 

is the latest develop-
ment in the design of 

high-class Radio Sets. This powerful 4-valve Set gives 
remarkable volume of pure music, totally free from distortion. 

The circuit adopted consists of a delicated tuning system, 
detector and three stages of L.F., inter-valve coupling being 
effected by means of standard Polar" Resistance-Capacity 
Coupling Units. Once set, the dual tuner enables alternative 
programmes to be switched on at will, without any further 
adjustment being necessary, by a system of Remote Control. 

%Vherever a " Radio-de-Luxe " installation is required, "Polar-Four" fills the 
nerd. The " Polar-Four" may be placed inconspicuously in any part of the 
house, or out in the Garage. A number of Loud-Speakers may bri operated 
simultaneously from a house-wiring system, with no more trouble than just 
plugging-in the Remote Control. 

Price, without accessories, but with Remote Control 
and L.S. Jack, Coil Units for two Stations, and all 
necessary leads (Royalties paid) £32 - 10 - 

Sets 

There are other " Polar " Receiving Sets. Write ta•itay lor booklets—sent gratis--
giving full details 01 thee outstanding achieventents in kmlio Sa Design, and ask for 

name of your neare.l 

Radio Communication Co. idd. 
34-35, Norfolk Street, Strand, W.C.2. 

Wireless T11 are now 
pera ors .1!•:1.111:1e1i 011 OM :.; 

going Staff for Junior 
still Wireless Operators, 
Wanted, trained on our appa-

ratus. Youths of 
good educatiompreferably1xlween 
17 and 25 years of age, wishing to 
enter the Wireless Profession, 
should communicate with th,-
Managing Director, London Radio 
College, 82-83, High Street, 
Brentford, :Middlesex, who will Ze 
pleased to furnish particulars of 
the trauu,iO4•,.orse necessary to 
qualify for Lila Survicri. o 

EWIll 

Ailyertisemeals fa, " Wireless World are only a rceP fed from firms we believe lo be lhoronebly reliable• A33 

MO' •er • 1 la, ••••••••• .• • 
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C 1--11 OICE 0 IF 

In ease of difficulty remit 
; direct—we Day postage. 

E X. PIE -r s 

AMERICAN EXPERIENCE 
The American Ether is much more congested than that of Great Britain, and 
for successful reception in U.S.A. wireless components must be ultra—efficient 
and selective. The products listed below are made by the leading Radio Company 

of America and cannot be surpassed. 

24711. 

LOW L093 

VARIABLE CONDENSER. 

With Veinier Gear. 

D,ign.d to separate stations only a few in.tros apart. 
No metal spacers art, employed. Interspacing secured 
by grouping rotor and stator plates in special jig 
out soldering them while in alignment. This meal., 
minimum resistance. mop; rigid assembly. perfect 
alignment. Plate resistance and capacity always 
constant. Drilling Template supplied. 

PRICES: 

1.005 blicro•Farad 27/6 each. 

MOM 28/6 ,. 
•oo,re „ 24/6 „ 

SEND for FREE BOOKLET : 
"The Trut'l about Variable 

Condensers." 

Radio Specialit. 

Type 388. 

M ICRO-

CONDENSER. 

Low Loss. 

A splendid small condenser 
that enjoyes the some soldenol 

method e roi. 
pioyed on type 24711. Oto 
Dole lining. amool -2 711. 
Farad Max. (minim, n..1. 
niemiurable/. FRG 'L 7 e 

• / ••• 

'Phone: Central 4641. 

Sole Conies,ionaires tor Great Llritain 

Type 231A. 41 

L.F. TRANSFORMER 
A superior transformer that 
gives maximum amplification 
with splendid tone quality. No 
resonance point within the audio 
range. Ratio 31 tu 1. Suits all 
stages of amplilication. Shell 
type closed cone of high grade 
bilicon steel. 

PRICE 118/6 

CLAUDE LYONS 
76, Old Hall St., LIVERPOOL. 

In case of difficulty remit 
direct—we pay postage. 

Ty I. 217W. 

WAVE-

METER 

and FILTER. 

Increased selectivity and less interferenee are the 
results of acting this component. The tiler coil can 

connected in Series or Parellel with the receiving 
Cet. In Series a single interfering station can he cut 
out. In Parallel several stations can be cut emit 
simultaneously and only ,die station %Rhin Il,'  niter 
range accepted. The range of the filter is 200 to 600 
metre', P1111 .E STS 
When longer or shorter wave lengths ore required the 
following extension coils can be interchanged >— 

EXTENSION COILS. 
Type 247-W2 (400-I200 metres)) PRICE 
„ 247-W 1100- IRA „ t,12/6 
.. 247-WI ( alt. 150 .. f 1 Each. 

Established 1918. 

'Grams: "Minnietkem" 

)./C-e--  G ENE AMERICA RAL FRADIO CO. 

SEND for FREE BOOKLET 

- Stop hterference." 

'OUR FREE OFFER 

TEN DAYS ONLY 
To introduce 

our New 

"VARIODENSER" 
we will send to all purchasers of this article 
next ten days a Halladay VERNIER DIAL 
receipt of 
Coupon in- - 
eluded with 

the order. 

The "Vari. 'denser " 
will, in tell seconds, 
give vou any one of 
05 vállies of fixed 
condenser simply 
by depressing, one 
or more uf the six 
Limbs shown. (13 

condensers at 2 ta 
each would cost 
you 1.,'8 2 6. We 
offer you the equi-
valent for 

32/6 
POST FREE 

This instrument has 
been thoroughly 
tested by Bir-
mingham Research 
Laboratories and 
also by some of the 
largest firms in the 
country: copies of 
report sent on 
request. 

during the 

free upon 

Send for the only Condenser of its kind and utility ROW. 

HALLADAY'S LTD. 
(RADIO SUPPLIES DEPT.), 

TANIS ROAD WORKS, VVITTON, 

BIRMINGHAM 

VERNIER 
QN-. DIAL 

sss,   
•.‘, 

PRICE 

416 
EACH 

Poitace &Packinz 
13.1. extra. FOR SUPER PRECISION TUNIFc 

WITHOUT HAND CAPACITY. 

In vernier position quite a considerable move-
ment of the handle produces such a minute 

rotation of the Dial that it would be difficult to see 
that any had actually taken place, unless the vernier 

scale was provided. Coarse tuning is about six times 
liner than direct tuning, and yet when necessary the 

time occupied in covering the whole 180° is only slightly 
sager. Will It any standard condenser ; please sPecily 
Iether plain or screwed spindle. To be obtained from the 

.L :bal manufacturers. 

No. NAME  

ADDRESS  

A34 Mention of The Wireless World," when zeritine to advertisers. will ensure prompt attention. 
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PIONEERS OF WIRELESS. 
By ELLISON HAWKS, F.R.A.S. 

6.—William Sturgeon. 

AN announcement of great importance to electricity 
in general and wireless in particular was made in 
1825. This was the discovery by Sturgeon of the 

electro-magnet, an appliance that is the basis of nearly 
all the technical applications of electricity. The electro-
magnet is also of the greatest service to the physicist, 
and many of Faraday's brilliant discoveries were made 
by its aid. 

NVilliam Sturgeon was born on May 22nd, 1783, at 
Whittington, near Kirkby Lonsilale, Lancashire. His 
father, John, an ingenious but idle shoemaker, who 
neglected his family to poach fish and rear gamecocks, 
came from Dumfries. In 1796 he married Betsy Adcock, 
daughter of a small shopkeeper at Whittington. 

Military Service. 
William had little or no education, and was apprenticed 

to a cobbler at Old Hutton, where he was starved and 
ill-used. As he saw no hope of advancing in his trade 
he enlisted (in 1802) in the Westmorland militia. Two 
years later, at the age of 2t, he enlisted as a private in 
the Royal Artillery, with the 2nd BataIlion of which he 
served 20 years. He went out with them to Newfound-
land, and a terrific thunderstorm caused him to turn his 
attention to natural science, particularly electricity and 
magnetism. 

In order that he might understand what had been 
written on the subject he educated himself in barracks. 
and, with the help of a friendly sergeant who lent him 
books, studied mathematics, Latin, and Greek. Mien 
he returned to Woolwich his 
models and electrical apparatus 
attracted some considerable atten-
tion, and we are told that •the 
cadets of the Royal Military 
Academy " used to swarm on the 
barrack field to get shocks from his 
exploring kites." 

Sturgeon left the army on Oct 
her ist, 1820, when .37 years of 
age, his commanding officer testify-
ing that his conduct had been 
" altogether unimpeachable." 
Curiously enough, in spite of hi , 
intelligence he never rose above the 
rank of gunner. On discharge. as 
his pension was only is. per day, 
he resumed his 01(1 trade of shoe-
maker; and during his spare time 
constructed scientific apparatus 
and lectured to schools. He pro-
duced, in a mo(lifie(1 form. Am-
père's rotating cylinders, which he 
described in the Philosophical 
!Magazine for 1823, and in 182_1. William Sturgeen. 

he contributed to the same journal four able papers on 
thermo-electricity. Through the influence of several 
scientific men, with whom his work had brought him into 
contact, he was appointed lecturer in natural science and 
philosophy at the East India Company's Royal Military 
College. 

In November, 1823, Sturgeon noticed that when a core 
of soft iron was placed within an electrical coil, the iron 
immediately became a strong magnet, and that the instant 
the current was broken the magnetism disappeared. In 
May 1825, he presented to the Society of Arts his im-
proved apparatus for electro-magnetic experiments, includ-
ing his first soft iron electric-magnet, but unfortunately 
these early historic relics have since disappeared. 

Sturgeon's original electro-magnet consisted of an iron 
bar, half an inch in diameter and a foot in length. This 
was bent in the form of a horse-shoe and coated with an 
insulating varnish. Eighteen turns of bare copper wire, 
each separated from the other, encircled the iron bar and 
were connected to a voltaic battery with an area of 130 
sq. in.' Although this crude electro-magnet weighed only 
7 ozs. it was capable of supporting a weight of 9 lb.— 
quite a remarkable performance in those early days. 

Sturgeon was awarded the Society's silver medal and 
a premium of 30 guineas on his agreeing not to patent the 
electro-magnet. 

Sturgeon's Numerous Contributions to Science. 
In recent years Sturgeon's work has often been over-

looked, credit for the discovery of the electro-magnet 
generally being claimed for Joseph 

, Henry, in America. In this con-
nection it is interesting to find 
that J. P. Joule said that to 
Sturgeon " is undoubtedly due 
the credit of being the original 
dis-coverer, he having constructed 
electric-magnets in soft iron, both 
in the straight and horse-shoe 
shape as early as 1823." What 
Henry did was to greatly improve 
Sturgeon's primitive device, and, 
as we shall shortly learn, it was 
chiefly his researches, and the .re-
markable discoveries resulting 
therefrom, that placed the science 
0f electro -magnetism on a sound 
basis. 

In 1826 Sturgeon experimented 
with the firing of gunpowder by 
electric discharges, and in 183o 
he made the important discovery 
of the now well-known process of 

sori,,ty n1 Arta Tranaactions, 1825, 
Vol,. XLIII., pp. 38-52. 
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amalgamating the zinc plate of a voltaic cell with a film 
of mercury, thus effecting a considerable economy in zinc 
waste when the cell was not in use. Shortly after this 
he experimented with the phenomenon of the magnetism 
of rotation, discovered by Arago, and came to the con-
clusion that the results were due to a disturbance of the 
" electric fluid " by magnetic action—a kind of reaction 
to that taking place in electro-magnetism. The actual 
cause of the phenomenon was brilliantly explained by 
Miehael Faraday in 1831 in his researches on electro-
magnetic induction. In 1832 Sturgeon constructed an 
" electro-magnetic rotary engine," which Joule assures us 
was the first contrivance by means of which any consider-
able mechanical force was developed by the electric 
current.' 

In the saine year an exhibition of models and inven-
tions was held at the Adelaide Gallery,2 in the Strand, 
and Sturgeon was appointed to the lecturing staff, but 
the appointment was only of short duration, for the 
Galleries did not achieve any degree of popularity and 
were closed. In 1836 he established a new monthly publi-
cation, The Annals of Electric/iv, the first journal to be 
solely devoted to the subject. This continued until 1843, 
and it is interesting to note that it was to this publica-
tien that James Prescot Joule, the Manchester brewer, 

Sturgeon's original horseshoe electro-magnet. 

contributed the results of his own researches in electro-
magnetism. In passing it may be mentioned that 
Joule succeeded in making an electro-magnet, of which 
the core was an iron tube, weighing only 15 lb., but 
capable of supporting nearly i ton! 

In 1837 Sturgeon invented his electro-magnetic coil 
machine for giving shocks. About this time, too, he 
discovered an effective means of preventing the frequent 
fracture of Leyden jars by heavy electric discharges. 

Efforts to Stimulate Public Interest in Science. 

In 1840, at the age of 57, he went to Manchester to 
act as superintendent of the Royal Victoria Gallery of 
Practical Science. This was an institution intended to 
increase popular interest in science and was a pioneer 
of the present day technical schools. But, as was the 
case of the Adelaide Gallery and the Royal Polytechnic 
in London, the movement was in advance of its time, 

The site of this building is now occupied by Gatti's 
Restaurant. 
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and after four years the gallery was closed. Sturgeon 
then lectured in the towns around Manchester, carrying 
his apparatus about in a cart. In this manner, although 
he added to his reputation, he only managed to eke out 
a bare livelihood. 
The last five years of Sturgeon's life were spent in 

great penury and he keenly felt the pinch of poverty. 
Influential friends, including 
the Bishop of Manchester, 
succeeded in obtaining for him 
a grant of £200 from the 
Civil List, and (in 1849) a 
pension of £50 per annum. 
In 1847 his health compelled 
him to remove for a time to 
.Kirkby LonSdale, where he con-
tinued his observations on at-
mospheric electricity. He later 
returned to Manchester, how-
eVer, and died at Prestwich on 
December 4th, 1850. He was 
buried in the churchyard there, 
and a marble tablet was subsequently erected to 
memory in Kirkby Lonsdale Church. 

Personal Characteristics. 

Sturgeon is described as having been a tall, well-built 
man, with a high forehead and strongly marked features. 
He had an animated manner and a lucid and vigorous 
literary style. Jacobi, of St. Petersburg, has claimed 
him as co-discoverer with Oersted of the principle of 
the electro-magnetic engine. Certainly Sturgeon was the 
first constructor of this apparatus, and there seems to be 
no doubt that he clearly perceived the possibilities of the 
electro-magnet as a source of mechanical power. 

Sturgeon was the first to discover and perfect an 
apparatus for-what was then termed " throwing opposing 
currents in one direction "—a contrivance now known as 
the commutator. He foresaw the possibilities of electric 
light, and at one of his lectures (in 1849) exhibited an 
electric light, the current for which was obtained from 
a roo-cell galvanic battery. " I quite anticipate," he 
said, " that the electric light will supersede gas for 
public, whatever it may do for private, purposes." 

Sturgeon was constantly endeavouring to simplify and 
cheapen his apparatus so that his discoveries might be 
more readily available for practical purposes. It is 
interesting to learn that in his (lay a Grove's battery cost 
£7 and a Daniel cell £6, both of which Sturgeon super-
seded with his own battery, costing £3 ros. 

Bar-type magnet used 
by Sturgeon. 

his 

EXPERIMENTS FROM RADIO-BERNE. 

FROM January 31st to February 6th some interesting test transmissions were carried out from Radio-Berne 
using a wavelength of 434 metres, instead of the usual 
315 metres, with the object of determining whether 
better results could be achieved by such a change. 

Readers who may have heard and compared the trans-
missions on these two wavelengths are kindly requested 
to communicate with " Radio-Berne," Kursaal, Schânzli, 
Berne, Switzerland. Acknowledgment will be made by 
Q.S.L. card in every case. 
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A Section Devoted to the Practical Assistance of the Beginner. 

INTERCONNECTED UNITS. 
Some of our readers have learnt, 

ta their cost, that care must be exer-
cised when adding an amplifier unit 
to an existing receiver, the two in-
struments being supplied by the same 
set of batteries. Unless the connec-
tion between the negative side of the 
high-tension battery and the ac-
cumulator or dry cells feeding the 
filaments corresponds in both cases, 
the low-tension battery will be short-
circuited. The reason for this will 
be made clear by consideration of 

F ig. 1.—Interconnected units, showing 
the danger of short-circuiting the L.T. 

battery. 

Fig. i, where the —H.T. is con-
nected to ±L.T. in one case, and 
to —L.T. in the other. When the 
interconnecting leails. shown in 
dotted lim•s. are joined up. a short-
circuit will occur. 

This diffwultv may be overcome by 
either re-arranging the wiring of one 
of the units. or else by omitting the 
connection between the; two — H.T. 
terminals, as will be possible in 
many instances. 

0000 
CAPACITY CONTROLLED REACTION. 
A certain amount of care ,hou id 

be exercised in the choice of a vari-
able condenser for use as a reaction 
control in modifications of the so-
called " Reinartz " or " Weagant " 
circuits. The first point which should 
receive attention is the Insulation 

WfiP®11®00 
WorT1A 

between the fixed and moving vanes, 
and there should also be no risk of 
a possible short-circuit, due to bent 
or distorted plates A consideration 
of the circuit diagram will show that. 
if this occurs, the high-tension battery 
will be short-circuited. 
A reasonably low minimum capa-

city is desiral;le, otherwise, if the 
reaction coil is excessively large, it 
may be impossible to prevent oscilla-
tion. 

0000 

RANGE. 
It is almost impossible to give an 

adequate answer to the often-asked 
question as to what range should be 
obtainable from a given type of re-
ceiver. The matter is so entirely de-
pendent on the conditions under 
which it is to be used, and there are 
so many factors to be taken into con-
sideration. Conditions are conceiv-
able under which a good eight-valve 
superheterodyne would be inferior to 
a simple detector valve with a stage 
of low-frequency amplification, the 
latter being used in the most favour-
able possible manner, and the 
former. perhaps, in a steel-framed 
building. 
The skill of the operator, efficiency 

of the aerial, quality of the com-
ponents. freedom from misplaceil 
high-resistance connections and leak-
ages, the presence of strong interfer-
ence, screening and absorption by 
neighbouring buililings anil other 
objects, will all have a bearing on 
the range obtainable. Those living 
in large towns are, as a rule, dis-
tinctly handicapped, and it may be 
said that, to a very great extent, 
" situation is more than set." Re-
ceiving conditions also vary from 
day to day; in spite of the use of 
directional reception, the most elab-
orate balancing and filtering devices, 
and a carefully chosen site for the 
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receiving station, commercial long-
distance communication is sometimes 
interrupted by atmospherics, so the 
amateur, however great his know-
ledge and experience, or however 
long his purse, must not expect 
aheays to be able to receive the more 
distant transmissions. 

Sufficient emphasis is seldom laid 
on the difference between night-time 
and day-time reception. Many con-
structors of well-made receivers of 
efficient design would be offended if 
told that their fairly consistent re-
ception of a station such as Rome, 
over 900 miles distant, was a freak ; 
yet it would almost certainly be true.' 
Night reception of any station not 
normally receivable in daylight is, in 
the language of the professional 
wireless man, freak reception, and, 
though perhaps fairly consistent. 
signals will be 'subject to periodic 
fading at times. Incidentally, ex-
periments involving comparisons of 
sensitivity should always be carried 
out in the day-time, otherwise quite 
misleading results may be obtained, 
as the signal under observation may 
have changed in intensity during the 
time occupied in carrying out an ex-
perimental alteration in either circuit 
or components, even if this has only 
taken a few moments. 

In the same way, statements as to 
ranges obtained with any receiver 
should specifically state whether the 
tests were made under day or night 
conditions; if the latter, the state-
ment will be almost valueless, as 
American broadcasting stations have 
often been received on a single-valve 
set at night, but, as far as is known, 
have never been heard when daylight 
conditions prevail over the whole 
path of the signals, even on the most 
elalKirate superheterodyne. These 
latter remarks, of course, apply to the 
normal broadcasting waveband, and 
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riot to the ultra-short wavelengths. 
Apart from adding to the number 
of H.F. amplifying stages, there is 
probably nothing which gives such an 

.7@licem, 
MÉcl 

increase in respect of range obtain-
able as does improvement to the 
aerial-earth system. Very occasion-
ally, it is. admitted, an increase ;n 

FEBIWaxr rota, 1926. 

height may give only a disappoint-
ingly small improvement, but in the 
vast majority of cases such an altera-
tion will be found well worth while. 

DISSECTED DIAGRAMS. 

No. 17.—A Neutralised H.F. Amplifier with Crystal Detector and Reflexed L.F. Amplification. 

For the benefit of readers who find difficulty in reading circuit diagrams. we are giving weekly a series of 
sketches showing how the complete circuits of typical receivers are built up step by step. The receiver 
shown below is sensitive, selective, and economical, but like all sets containing two stages of H.F. ampli-

fication calls for a certain amount of care in layout and wiring-up. 

L.T.-

1 

Two valves, the grid circuit of the first being connected across 
the tuned secondary of a conventional coupler, of which the aerial 
circuit is not separately tuned. For the sake of simplicity, the 

filament circuits are not completed. 

Amplified high-frequency currents in the anode circuit of the 
first valve are passed on to the grid of the next through a" neutro-
dyne" transformer with a tuned secondary dinding. The anode 

circuit is completed through the H.T. battery. 

o 
H.T.+ 1 

o 
H T.+ 2 

H T.-

LT-

3 

NC. 

A small grid bias battery (optional, but recommended) is inserted 
in the first grid circuit, and the secondary of an L.F. trans-
former, and another bias battery in that of the second. The 
primary of a neutralised transformer is connected in the anode 

circuit of this valve— 
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—the amplified output being rectified by a crystal and passed 
back to the grid circuit through the L.F. transformer. The 
rectified pulses are again amplified and operate the phones in the 
anode circuit. Damping due to the crystal may be reduced by 
connecting it across only a part of the transformer secondary. 
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A Plate Current Meter and its 
Uses. 

By F. H. HAYNES. 

LTHOUGH much has been said concerning the 
operation of the various Valves in a receiving set, 
steps are rarely taken to ensure that the valves 

ire correctly run and adjusted to operate within their 
aormal working limits. 

Purpose of a Plate Circuit Milliammeter. 

A sensitive moving coil milliammeter connected in the 
lead from the high-tension battery will show, in the case 
of a high-frequency amplifying valve, whether the grid 
and plate potentials are correctly adjusted, and will indi-
.ate whether the circuit has any tendency to oscillate 
iefore any audible sign of oscillation is apparent. Con-
lected in the lead to the detector valve, the battery volt-
ige can be regulated, and the meter here again serves 
is a sensitive indicator of oscillation. In the case of a 
.ow-frequency amplifying valve the reading shown by 
:he meter reveals whether the correct adjustments of grid 
)ias and plate voltage are applied by reference to the 
anode current grid voltage characteristic. 
The fitting of a milliammeter permanently in any part 

of the circuit of a multi-valve receiver is rarely undertaken 
owing to the comparative high price of a sensitive moving 
coil instrument, but, by incorporating with it a switch so 
:hat it can be transferred to the plate circuit of any of 
:he valves, its utility will be extended, making the initial 
cost less prohibitive. The object is, therefore, to set up 
a switching system so that the meter can be interposed in 
lily of the nigh-tension battery leads, and the design 
.liown here, in which the meter and its switch are coin-
iined as a separate unit, is, perhaps, the most convenient. 
is it can lie used in conjunction with any set. 

The Switching Circuit. 

Th2 circuit changes to transfer the meter are not as 
simple as at first thought. The leads to the meter's two 
:erminals must in turn both be separated from all except 
one of the high-tension battery leads, whilst other leads 
-yhich, for switching purposes. cannot have one pole 
common, need to be connected through to by-pass the plate 
current requisite to keep the receiver in normal operation 
-.Yhile testing. 
Three double-pole, two-position, change-over switches 

can be wired together to throw the meter into the plate 
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lead of any one valve, yet the necessary wiring up will 
occupy considerable space, the exposed brass levers are 
liable to be accidentally short-circuited, whilst if two of 
the switches are accidentally thrown simultaneously on to 
the meter terminals a section of the high-tension battery 
will be injured. A barrel switch has therefore been used 
to bring about the circuit changes, and the largest model 
available, which is fitted with five pairs of contacts, will 
show the current passed in any one of three leads and also 
provide an " off " position for the high-tension supply. 

Constructional Details. 

The construction is extremely simple. A cabinet is 
obtained with sufficient top area to accommodate a cheap 
model moving coil meter, the barrel switch and the three 
pairs of terminals. The drawing shows the drilling posi-
tions, the meter being secured by means of two 6 B.A. 
screws with back nuts. The fillets provided in the box 
are .kin. below the top, and thus a panel ,in. in thick-
ness will be raised by a detail which adds to the 
finished appearance. 
The wiring up is not difficult if followed systematically 

from the practical wiring diagram, using bare No. 16 
tinned copper wire. 

What the Meter Indicates. 

The effects obtained by connec.ting the meter in the 
various valve circuits may be classified as follows :-

11.F. Amplifiers.—In the case of a single-stage ampli-
fier employing a tuned anode or tuned transformer, it is 
customary to apply a negative bias to the grid of the H.F. 
valve. A slight fall in the value of the current passing 
will be observed when receiving a moderately strong 
signal. assuming that some system of stabilising is em-
ployed to prevent self-oscillation. If self-oscillation 
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.Zegulating the H.T. Potential.— • 
occurs as the aerial and anode circuits come into step a 
;lightly increased falling off in the plate current reading 
•viii result. 

Sometimes an H.F. amplifier is stabilised by connecting 
the earth side of the tuned grid circuit to the L.T. posi-
tive instead of the L.T. negative terminal, a change which 

clnsiderably increase the value of the plate current. 
Should self-oscillation occur in this case the ammeter 
reading will rapidly diminish as the oscillating 
oint is approached. 
Detector Valre.—Employing 

grid condenser and leak to pro-
duce rectification, and with a posi-
tive potential applied to the grid 
el ther directly through the leak 
o• by connecting the earth side of 
tlie tuned input circuit to the 
L.T. positive, the ammeter will 
indicate whether the circuit is 
oscillating long before the usual 
click or " breathing " sound is 
detected in the telephone re 
('el vers. 
A typical general purpose 

alt-e used as a detector and 
employing a plate potential 
of about 30 to 40 volts will 
register, probably, from 4 to 
6 milliamperes. As self-
oscillation sets in the meter 
re ding will fall off, and at 
flu- " silent point " prob-
ab y only I milliampere rill 
be recorded. Particularly 
is this the case if the tuned 
in ut circuit of the detector 
is a loose coupled oscillation 
tra isformer connected to 
high-frequency valve stabil-
ised by the neutrodync 
armngement. If the input 
H. I". amplifier is stabilised 
by grid current, or if the detector valve is coupled up 
directly •:o the aerial without being preceded by a high-
fret uencv amplifier, the decrease in plate current when 
osci'latioa occurs will not be so great, vet nevertheless 
will be well marked and will give a deflection easily 
readable in the milliammeter. 

amplificrs.—The utility of the meter lies chiefly 
in its use as a means of indicating when a correct adjust-
men: of grid and plate volts has been obtained by refer-
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ence to the grid current—anode volts curves supplied by 
the valve makers. Taking the curve showing the applied 
anode volts, the grid bias should be regulated to conform 
with the plate current reading obtainable from the curve 
read off from a point some half-way down the straight 
part on the negative side of the grid volts scale. Signals 
produce a swinging of the pointer, and the effect of an 
excessive negative bias is evidenced by an increase in the 
mean reading when tuning to a strong signal. 

How to Determine Voltage Amplification Factor. 

A simple direct method for determining the 
amplification factor of a valve consists merely 
in increasing the plate potential and regulating 
the grid bias so that the plate current is restored 
to its original value. The relationship between 
the increase in applied battery potential and 
change in grid bias determines with sufficient 
accuracy for practical purposes the amplifying 
properties of the valve. 

Thus, taking a practical example, a current of 
6 milliamperes may lie regis-
tered when the H.T. battery 
potential is So volts and the 
negative grid bias is 3 volts. 
On increasing the battery 
voltage to loo the meter 
reading increases perhaps 
to 6, but a readjustment of 
the grid battery so that 7 
volts negative is applied may 
be found to bring the read-
ing back again to 6 milli-
amperes. The amplification 
is given by dividing the in-
crease in 'plate potential by 
the change in the grid bias 
voltage, and in this case is 
20 
— Or 5. 

A rear view of the unit, 
showing the switch con— 

nections, 4 

PARTS REQUIRED. 
Ebonite panel, Gin. '; Gin. j in. 
Polished box container, Gin. x GM. 11in. (Fleet Radio 

Stores, Fleet Street, London, E.C.). 
Five-section barrel switch, with screw and nuls (Sterling 

Telephone & Elec. Co., Ltd.). 
Milliammeter 0-10 mA. (Fonteyn Gilbert & Co., Ltd.). 
6 Terminals (Belling & Lee). 
Small quantity of No. 16 S.W.G. tinned connecting wire. 
2 No. G B.A. x 4in, round headed screws with nuts. 
4 No. 4 x in. wood screws. 

The cost of these parts is :/.,2 12C. M. 

WIRELESS TELEPHONY AT SEA. 

T
HE Great Western liailway C;aupany announces the com-
pletion of some unusually interesting experiments in which 
wireless telephony communication has been successfully 

maintained between the company's Channel Islands steamer and 
a pu ate station in Gael nsey dispensing with both ;aerial and 
earth 

Conversation was carried on with the s.s. Beinderr. pli 

route from the Channel Islands to Weymouth, the inventor 

m. the system, Mr. D. B. S. Shannon. of Sutton Coldfield. oper-
ating the land station. 
Using for test purposes an ordinary telephone instrument con-

fleeted to a special portable téansmitter, an operator on board 
could be heard speaking over a distance varying front 10 to 70 
miles. The company's own operator was able to tram-,mit two 
messages front the ship's wireless cabin simultaneously with the 
inventor's without causing interference. 
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WIRELESS IN A RAILWAY ',LUNN 
An Account of Superheterodyne Experiments in a Train. 

A VERY interesting wireless experiment was carried 
out by members of the Great Western Railway 
(Bristol) Radio Society in conjunction with Burn-

dept Wireless, Ltd., on Saturday, January 23rd. A 
suggestion was made to Mr. R. L. Armstrong, chairman 
of the society, by Mr. W. J—Haros, the secretary, that 
a powerful wireless receiver Should be installed on a 
train and an attempt made to pick up broadcasting whilst 
passing through the Severn Tunnel. Eventually, Burn-
dept Wireless supplied one of their Ethodyne receivers 
for this purpose, the set chosen being quite standard in 
every respect. Four corridor coaches were reserved ; the 
coach in which the Ethodyne was installed, by the way, 
had been used some years previously by the G.W.R. for 
experiments in spark transmission from a moving train. 
Twenty low-resistance Ethovox loud-speakers were wired 
up in the various compartments of the train, in order 
that all present could listen in comfort. 

Microphonic Noises Absent. 

When it is stated that certain stations were received at 
" good loud-speaker strength," it should be remembered 
that not' one but a score of loud-speakers were in use. 
With regard to the instrument, a seven-valve superhetero-
dyne receiver employing two stages of power amplifica-
' tion,.it is'rather interesting to note that, although dull-
emitter valves were in use, the movement of the train 

• caused no microphonic noises. The valves were wobbling 
about all the time, and the Anti-Phonic valves holders 
in which they were supported certainly proved their effi-
ciency in preventing trouble of this kind. 
When the first test took place about two hundred 

persons—mostly members of the G.W.R. Radio 
Society—boarded the 2.35 Bristol-to-Cardiff train, 
to which the four special coaches had been coupled. 
At the commencement, gramophone music, broadcast 
by special arrangement with the l'ardiff station. 
was received at excellent strength, and shortly after 
the departure a special message to the party on 
the train was read by the announcer. A little 
later, signals faded considerably as the carriage 
-in which the set was working went under a small 
steel bridge. No fading effect, however, was observed 
as a large gasometer close to the line was passed. 
Patchway Tunnel, which is very damp, caused signals 
to fade completely, and the effect was just the same 
on the return journey at night. 

Signals in the Tunnel. 

On entering the Severn -Tunnel, signals faded, but the 
carrier wave of the Cardiff station could be heard faintly. 
Half a mile from the Welsh end music was picked up at 
good strength immediately after the train had travelled 
clear of the waters of the Bristol Channel. 

Manchester, Munster, and London were received on 
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the headphones, and shortly before the train entered 
Cardiff station the Bournemouth transmission was repro-
duced at good loud-speaker strength. 

During their visit to Cardiff the members of the Radio 
Society visited the local broadcasting station, where a 
new studio is being built and the offices are being re-
decorated. When the work is completed, the station 
will have a very bright appearance. 
The return journey to Bristol, which commenced at 

9.5 p.m., was very interesting indeed. Before the train 
left the station, and when corrugated iron roofs were 
shielding the set, Brussels was received at good loud-
speaker strength. Cardiff was much stronger than before, 
and at 9.t p.m. San Sebastian came through exception-
ally well. In fact, of all the (listant stations received, 
San Sebastian was by far the best for volume and purity. 

Stations received at loud-speaker strength during the 
journey included Daventry (on six valves only), Radio-
Paris, Dortmund, Berne, Hamburg, Bournemouth, 
Madrid, London (on six valves), Birmingham, Man-
chester, Radio Catalana (Barcelona), and Swansea. 
Other stations heard on the headphones were Koenig-
wusterhausen, Vienna, Oslo, and Radio Toulouse. 

Reception Under Water. 

The results of the second test in the Severn Tunnel 
may best be judged by this extract from the log :-

9.55 p.m.—On entering the Severn Tunnel, full 
volume from Cardiff was maintained for 
fifty seconds. 

9.56 p.m.—About three-quarters of a mile in the 
tunnel signals faded, and a few seconds 
later the carrier wave could not be heard. 
By this time the train was passing under 
water. 

9.57 p.m.—Carrier wave heard again in the tunnel. 

10.1 p.m.—Emerged from the tunnel and later dis-
covered that there had been a short 
interval before the time-signal and 
weather forecast. 

The Severn Tunnel, it may be added, is about four-
and-a-half miles in length, has a maximum depth below 
the surface of about fifty feet, and at some points it is 
cover& bv between sixty and a hundred feet of water, 

ding to the tides. The thickness of the tunnel casing 
is fifty bricks. To receive a wireless concert through 
such a mass of material is something which can be put on 
record as a distinct feat. 

After the train arrived at Bristol the four special 
coaches mere shunted into a shed built of steel and corru-
gated iron. With only one Ethovox in operation an 
attempt was made to receive an American station on the 
Ethodyne. Shortly after 11.3o p.m. KDKA, Pittsburg, 
was received at -sufficient volume on the loud-speaker to 
enable it to be identified by all present in one saloon. 
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j'ust listen to the deerence 
this LEWCOS Coil makea 

f  

CLEAR as a bell the typical French Orchestra 
came through as the listener tuned in with 

his LEWCOS coil. Coil after coil had been tried 
and discarded in an endeavour to realise that rare 
selectivity and sharpness of tuning so essential to 
complete radio enjoyment. 

A LEWCOS Coil makes all the difference--try one 
and judge for yourself. Each LEWCOS Coil is 
tested in our laboratory. It is then boxed and 
sealed up, and reaches you in perfect condition. 
Ask your radio dealer for a demonstration.. 

Voes your set need a 

Inductance Coil? 
The LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE CO. ti SMITHS 1:111 

(Makers of Electric Wire for orer 40 years), 

Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane, London,E.C.1 

'lithe LEWCOS 
Coil the makers 
of " Glazite " 
have achieved 
another outstand-
ing success. 

Why 
LEWCOS COILS 
give better tuning 

1. The LEWCOS Coil embodies 
high electrical efficiency with 
great mechanical strength. 

2. The LEWCOS Coil is very 
selective, giving extremely 
sharp tuning. 

3. The LEVCCOS Coil has an ex-
cept i4 m ally low high-frequency 
resist zince, with a correspond-
ing increase in signal strength. 

All LEWCOS Coils 
bear this LEW seal 

This 
Mark 

Advertisements for " 1 he Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thorouehly reliable. A43 
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CUMBING THE GRADIENT 
TO LOUD-SPEAKER LEVEL 

the gradient board on the railway 
indicates a rise in ground level to be 

ascended by the train, so the characteristic 
curve of a valve shows its capability of 
raisings the power of incoming signals of 
Loud-Speaker Level. 

The " Cosmos" SHORTPATH S.P.I8 
RED SPOT VALVE has a very steep 
characteristic curve representing a plate 
current of 0.9 to i milliamp per volt. 

In the inner circles of Wireless, the S.F.'S Valves 
have been known and sought after for sonic time. 
They are now available to the general public. 

An entirely new principle of construction is applied in their 
manufacture, enabling the path which the electrons travel 
between the filament and the anode to be shortened to a 
minimum. The shortened gap gives greater amplification, 
greater output without distortion, and exceptionally good 
rectification. 

The Red Spot valve is the only real power valve taking as low 
a filament current as 03 amp. It compares with other power 
valves requiring 3 cells instead of one and costing nearly 
twice as much. 

The Green Spot valve designed primarily for .H.F. Detector, 
or intermediate amplifying stages, gives twice the amplification 
of any similar valve on the market, takes less current, and is 
te,, cheaper. 

All S.P.18 Valves work off a one 
cell accumulator and are priced at 

12/6 
METRO-VICK SUPPLIES LTD. 

'Proprietors : Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.) 

4, Central Bldgs., Westminster, London, s.w. 

-9 

CO /6 in oe 
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SP.18 SHORTPATH VALVES 

PAY FOR THEMSELVES BY THE CURRENT THEY SAVE 

 ems. 

THE SIMPLEST 
LOUD SPEAKER SET 
IN THE WORLD 

THE GAMBRELL BABY GRAND 
uses NO BATTERIES or ACCUMU-
LATORS .of any description. Draws 
all currents from ordinary D.C. Electric 

Light Mains. 

DRICE, including Valves, coils for 
1 300/500 metres and Daventry, length 
of flex and adaptor and loud speaker leads, 
£15 15 0. Marconi Royalty £1 5 0. 

GAMBRELL 
BROADCAST 
RECEIVERS 

Extract from cable received 
from the Michael Terry 
Expedition which by means 
of Guy Tractor Cars is ex-
ploring the uncharted lands 
of the North Western 
Territory of Australia. — 
Great use of their Gambrell 
Wireless Set has been made 
by keeping in touch with 
civilisation and checking 
their chronometers with 
Broadcast Time signals. 

"41°st excellent 
results (ara with .vo rr wit eci 

ur fj ire. 
less set. z 

auth'eilies °cal 
i'nPressea.„verY 

Prices range from £8 for a 
compact, highly-efficient 2-
valve set to £32 10 0 for a 
super 4-uatee cabinet set. 

For full particulars write to : 

GAMBRELL BROS. LTD., 
76, VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.1. 

Telephone: Victoria 9938. 

A44 Mention of Wireless ll'or/a,'= when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention. 
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5.unday Mornings on the Continent. 
A good deal of interest is taken in the 

Sunday morning transmissions of Con-
tinental stations, and British listeners find 
thein particularly welcome, coming as 
they do when a very large number of 
en.ple can follow them with minds tenu-
I orarily freed from business worries. 

0 000 

(oncerts at 8 a.m. 

Hamburg can usually be tuned in on 
,?.92.5 metres for an excellent concert at 
8.15 a.m, and for another at 12.45 p.m.; 
etween those times the station broad-

casts lessons in Esperanto and German. 
C GO 0 

What You Can Rear? 

A Daventry coil will in most cases' 
enable one to receive the Berlin (Vox-
I sus) contort transmission at 10.30 a.m. 
un 1,300 metres. Radio-Paris broadcasts 
a concert at 12.45 p.m. on 1.750 metres, 
consisting frequently of well-known 
Ilritish music, and Hilversum (Holland) 
transmits a service from one of the Dutch 
churches or friim the Cathedral at 
4tinsterdam round about 9.30 a.m. on 
1,050 metres. A morning service is 
troadcast by Oslo on 382 metres at 10 
a.m.; and Berne (315 metres), and Zurich 
(515 metres) both start their morning 
roadcasts at 10 a.m, with very good 

concerts. 
o 

Sunday Morning Transmissions in 
England. 

Listeners may lie interested to learn that 
t lie question of Sunday Inni:-ning transmis. 
suons in this country i› under frequent. 
consideration; but there would be no 
kelihood of any hut church service trans-

missions taking place during the actual 
I ours of divine service. Several quite 
i iteres-ing broadcasts have been banned 
tui SuLday mornings for the reason that 
t ley would have clashed with church 
liours. 

cccn 

S amething in Their Favour. 
The fact that freshness of mind, a 

natural condition in the morning. plays 
an important part in the appreciation of 
good music has been indicated time and 
again by the letters received from 
listeners, who express the opinion that 
t le 11 a.m. week-day transmissions front 

By Our Special Correspondent. 

Daventry contain much better material 
than the evening concerts. This, of 
course, is not really so; but it is, per-
haps, a case for early Sunday morning 
concerts. 

A Parallel Case. 

The feeling at Savoy Hill is, I gather. 
one of relief rather than dismay over the 
action of the Musicians' Union in refus-
ing to allow their members in the Adelphi 
Theatre orchestra to play during that 
part of the evening in which the pro-
prosed broadcasting of an excerpt front 
" Betty in Mayfair " was to be carried 
out. These iheatrical broadcasts have 
been taking place for some months past, 
and it is rather late in the day for this 
question to be raised; it should have 
been settled last June, when the B.B.C. 
was armiging matters amicably with the 
theatrical associations. A point that has 
to be borne in mind is that no extra 
work on the part of the players is in-
volved, whether a microphone is in the 
footlights or not. A journalist working 
for a newspaper belonging to a corpora-
tion which owns journals in various parts 
of the country can appreciate the posi-
tion. How often does he find that an 
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article which he has contributed to his 
particular paper is published simul-
taneintsly in several other papers! 

0000 

Broadcasting Charades. 
Charades is so well-known as a popular 

feature of private entertainment that the 
game does not need any explanation 
here. In the wireless charades which 
have been specially written by Captain 
Frank H. Shaw, the radio dramatist, and 
to be broadcast on February 17th, 
listeners will have to depend solely on 
the spoken word—in this connection a 
real test of ingenuity. The solution of 
the charades will be given at the end of 
the programme. It is this sort of pro-
gramme that will make listeners sigh for 
the speedy coming of the days of tele-
vision. 

0000 

Tracking Down the Oscillator. 
A few letters have reached me, sug-

gesting that the B.B.C. gives too much 
publicity in cases of heterodyning and 
other interference, and I have seen it 
stated in a weekly paper that prospective 
buyers of receiving sets are deterred from 
purchasing, as they are led to believe that 
the prospects of unhampered reception are 

BRITAIN'S LARGEST BROADCASTING STUDIO.—This photograph gives a good idea 
of the unusual size of the new studio at the Birmingham station. The extensive draping, 

while serving a useful purpose, also enhances the artistic effect. 

45 
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not at all rosy. The reason for such 
wide publicity is that by this means only 
can the nuisance be stopped and the con-
ditions improved so that more sets can 
be sold. 

0000 

Value of Public Opinion. 
It is not sufficient merely to say that 

as the authorities at the Post Office and 
the B.B.C. are cognisant of the trouble 
it can be dealt with quietly and without 
any fuss. Public opinion and co-opera-
tion count for a very great deal in such 
matters. When the B.B.C. announced 
that, in order to assist the investigation 
of the heterodyne position, all sets should 
be shut down on February 9th from 10.30 
to 10.45, little useful purpose would 
have been served if listeners had not 
co-operated by maintaining the period of 
silence 'demanded, to enable Keston and 
the ivireless engineers in other parts of 
the country to trace the Continental inter-
ference to its source. Several cases of 
persistent interference have recently been 
traced and stopped through the extensive 
publicity given by the Press, and it is all 
to the ultimate good of the listener that 
this policy should continue. 

0000 

" The Blue Kitten." 
The broadcast of " The Blue Kitten," 

which was to be given on February 12th, 
has been postponed till April 23rd. 

0000 

A Somerset Night. 
The Society of Somerset Folk will hold 

their annual dinner in London on 
February 15th, and part of the function 
will be broadcast from 2LO. Starting at 
8.30, Mrs. French will give a dialect 
recitation, " Visiting London," by Dan't 
t7;rainger; Lord St. Audries will propose 
the toast of "Somerset, our County" ; 
Miss Helen Alston will sing " The Tune 
of Open Country " ; Sir Robert Sanders, 
Rt.; M.P., will propose the toast 
" Society of Somerset Folk," and Mr. 
Clay Thomas will sing " Up from Somer-
set." 

0000 

Prosecuting the Unlicensed. 
At a recent " round-up " in a village 

in the Home Counties no fewer than 
twelve unlicensed listeners were dis-
covered, including some of the most ilia-
portant people in the place. Prosecu-
tions are to follow. 

0 0 0 0 

International Radio Tests. 
Here is an interesting summary of in-

formation compiled from reports received 
respecting the New Year transmissions 
between Great Britain and the United 
States: 26 out of the 48 States of 
America received our signals. None of 
these was west of a central line down 
America, with the exception of one 
report from California, on the extreme 
west coast. While no reports came 
from the mountainous States, a fair 
number were received from States which 
are separated from us by the Alleghany 
Mountains. 
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FUTURE FEATURES. 
Sunday, February '14th. 

LONDON. —3.30 p.m., Classical 
Favourites. 9.15 p.m.. De 
Groot and the Piccadilly 
Orchestra. 

BIRMINGHAM. —3.30 p.m., Hadyn 
Programme, including Overture 
in D and Symphony No. 19 in 
B. also excerpts from the 
" Creation," doloists, cho:r 
and orchestra. 

BOURNEMOIITH.-3.30 p.m., The 
Elijah, Parts I. and II. 
Monday, February 15th. 

LONDON —8 p.m., " Somerset," a 
programme of typical old 
Somersetshire. Songs and 
Dances. 9.30 p.m., Speech by 
H.R.H. the Prince of Wales. 

DAVENTRY. —8 p.m., The Luton Red 
Cross Band. 

ABERDEEN. —9 to 10 p.m., A Fan-
tasie of Spring. 

LIVERPOOL. — 8 p.m., Light Sym-
phony and an Hour in the Open 
Country. The Augmented Sta-
tion Orchestra. 
Tuesday, February 16th. 

LONDON. —8.30 p.m., A. J. Alan— 
Telling a Story. 9.5 p.m., 
" Carmen." performed by The 
British National Opera Co. 

CARDIFF.-8 p.m., An Hours 
Comedy. 

Gusoow.-8 p.m., Folk Song Re-
cital. 10.30 p.m., Dance Musc 
by The Plaza Band. 
Wednesday, February 17th. 

LoNnoN.-9 p.m., Edward German 
Programme. 

D.SVENTRY.—ll to 12 p.m., Dance 
Music by the Savoy Orpheans, 
Havana and Tango Bands. 

G LASGO W. —8 p.m., Symphony Con-
cert. 
Thursday, February 18th. 

LON DON. —8 p.m., A Variety Pro-
gramme. 8.45 p.m., The Hal:4 
Orchestra and Raoul Girard. 

ABERDEEN.-43.55 p.m., Special Fea-
ture. " What is it ?" 

BIRMINGHAM. —7.30 p.m., Military 
Band Programme by The .City 
of Birmingham Police Band. 

N EWCA STLE.-6 p.m., An Early 
Evening Programme of 
Humour and Song. 
Friday, February 19th. 

LONDON. —8 p.m., The Hungarian 
String Quartet and Vivienne 
Chatterton (soprano). 

DAVENTRY.-8 p.m., ' Programme 
from the Liverpool Station. 
Programme from the London 
Station. 12 p.m., Dance 
Music. 

BELFAST.-8 p.m., Concert by Dub-
lin Artists. 

MANCHESTER.-8 p.m., Coleridge 
Taylor Programme. 
Saturday, February 20th. 

LONDON.-8 p.m., More Musical 
Comedy Memories. The Fifth 
Edition of " Winners." 

ABERDEEN.-8 p.m., Scottish Hour. 
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5XX Heard 2,000 Miles Away on Crystal 
On board ship, at loo to 200 miles from 

Land's End, signals had not dropped in 
signal strength owing to heavy rolling; 
but the transmissions of 14kW. American 
stations werè found to fade and then 
come back to normal when rolling heavily, 
owing to the movement of the aerial. 
Crystal reception was obtained from 
5XX when transmitting from England to 
the United States at 2,000 miles. 

0000 

American Stations Heard in England. 
The power of KDKA, WGY, WBZ, 

and WLW during the experimental 
transmissions has been from 100 per 
cent. to 150 per cent. increased on all 
wavelengths. KDKA on 63-68 metres 
has been received with 100 per cent. 
more power off Land's End than on 309 
metres. The two wavelengths were 
tested simultaneously. 

0000 

The New Broadcasting Scheme. 
Apropos my recent remarks on the re-

moulding of the present system of trans-
mitting stations, T understand that the 
Broadcasting Committee has been placed 
in possession of the scheme which the 
B.B.C. has drawn up for covering the 
country with stronger signals and with 
alternative programmes at such strength 
as to exceed the strength of extraneous 
interference. These transmissions, it is 
suggested, should be capable of reception 
on crystal sets, or at any rate on simple 
and cheap apparatus, so as to benefit 
the greatest number of listeners. 

0000 

Four High-Power Stations. 
It is to be hoped that the matter will 

not be held up until a new broadcasting 
authority (if any) is constituted. A 
considerable part of the new scheme would 
be common to any other suggested; and 
the immediate construction of four high-
power stations in different parts of the 
country is desirable. Delay till next 
year NVOIIICI II, regrettable. 

a000 

Restrictions should be Removed. 
Whatever form the new broadcasting 

authority may take, the B.B.C. feel that 
in the public interest no bureaucratic 
policies and restrictions should, be intro-
duced to hinder the development of the. 
Service. If the ban on controversy, Which 
enables men to form opinions of their own, 
were removed, suitable safeguards for im-
partiality and the exclusion of certain 
subjects would be necessary; but as things 
are at present a highly important function 
of broadcasting is being retarded by the 
restrictions which were imposed in the 
early days and have never been re-
moved. 

0000 

.` Henry VIII." to be Broadcast. 
The Cardinals Scene from " Henry 

VIII." will be relayed from the Empire 
Theatee, Leicester Square, to 2L0 on 
February 26th at approximately 9.50 
p.m. The Queen Katharine is Miss Sybil 
Thorndike; E. Lyall Swete takes. the part 
of Cardinal Wolsey; H. R. Hignett that - 
of Cardinal Campeius, envoy from the 
Pope; and Lewis Casson takes the part 
of Griffith. 

• 
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Constructional Details of a 
Threer-Valve Reflex Receiver. 

By W. JAMES. 

tConcluded from page 161 of the February 3rd 
issue.) 

11-N the first part of this article the main princ iples under-
lying the arrangement of the receiver were discussed, 

' one reason for the inclusion of design notes in what 
is primarily a description of how to build and operate a 
successful three-valve reflex receiver being to .show the 
disc dependence of one component on another. We 
st trted by fixing the grid bias for the reflex vilve. and 
tlacn found a valve which would take this grid bias with a 
reasonable anode voltage. Having discovered the right 
type of valve, we found its differential' resistance and 
than designed couplings to suit it, comwomising with 
se ectivity and magnification to meet our requirements. 
Thus there is an intimate relationship between the 

valves and the couplings, and those who ignore 'he exist-

WnTM®gg 
WWilif 

"Differential Resistance," a new terni suggested as more 
al propriate than " anode impedance" by Prof. Box° in the 
Fibruary issue of Experimental Wireless.' 

, 
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ence of this close connection ask for trouble—and usually 
get it, at least, with properly designed receivers. Of 
course, if we are told by the designer of a set of this 
type that any valves will do, we are presumably at liberty 
to find the best combination ourselves; but then we should 
not be far wrong if we concluded that the designer himself 
was not sure of what he was doing. 
The almost self-evident truths which we have been dis-

cussing can be concisely expressed as equations, thus :— 
Right valves +right couplings=best possible results. 

and 
+Right valves -T right couplings= indifferent results. 

Wiring the Receiver. 

Turning now to the wiring of the set, it was found 
advisable to divide the wiring diagram into two parts, 

which are given in Figs. 8 and 
9. In Fig. 8 the connections 

Plan view of the complete instru-
ment with coils and valves in 

position 

which appear on the upper sur-
face of the ebonite sub-panel 
and the upper part of the front 
panel are shown, while Fig. 9 
gives the wiring of the under 
side of the sub-panel and the 
lower part of the front panel. 
The wires which pass through 
holes in the sub-panel are 
lettered, similar letters being 
given to the ends of the sanie 
wire in Figs. 8 and 9. 
The wiring is simplified if 

the panel and sub-panel are 
taken apart. Then a large pro-
portion of the wires shown in 
Fig. 9 which connect the parts 
on the sub-panel can be put in. 
For instance, the aerial and 
earth terminals can be con-
nected, also the grid condensers, 
by-pass condensers, grid leak 
and intervalve transformers. 
Many of these wires can be seen 
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Oscillation without Radiation.— 
in the illustrations which appeared on pages 139 and 16o 
of the February 3rd issue. Afterwards the sub-panel 
can be screwed to the front panel, and the jack, filament 
rheostats and condensers joined up. No. 16 tinned 
copper wire is used for wiring. 
The neutralising capacity comprises two condensers con-

nected in series, one having a small fixed capacity, while 
the second is adjustable. These are shown in Fig. 8, 
and are sitt ated, of course, on the upper side of the sub-

components on the upper side of the ebonite sub—panel. Fig. 8.—Wiring of variable condensers and 

panel. A commercial type of balancing condenser is riot 
used, the small fixed condenser (NC,), consisting of a 
piece of Systoflex, 4m, long, fitted over the wire connect-
ing the condenser tuning the grid circuit of the detector 
to one side of the grid condenser, with a partial covering 
of 6 turns of bare No. 22 S.W.G. copper wire. The 
copper wire is wrapped over the middle portion of the 
short length of Systoflex and the turns are soldered. Then 
the Systoflex is slipped over the wire connecting the tuning 
condenser to the grid condenser, as indicated in the dia-
gram. Thus a condenser is- formed, one electrode being 
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the connecting wire and the second electrode the few 
turns of wire soldered together on the surface of the 
Systofhtx. One end of a wire is now soldered to the wire 
covering of the Systoflex, and this is bent to the shape 
shown in the diagram and has its other end soldered to 
the grid contact of the first valve-holder. This wire now 
has about ¡in. cut out of it at a place roughly 21in. from 
the grid connection of the first valve and the piece of 
Systoflex 2in, long having a covering of No. 22 S.W.G. 
.opper wire for 11in. of its length is slipped over one of 

the wires wl:ich has been cut. The Systoflex should be a 
fairly tight lit on the wire, and obviously the capacity of 
the two connecting wires (NC.,) depends upon the posi-
tion of the Systoflex with its metal covering. If the Systo-
flex carrying its covering of copper wire, which is soldered, 
is central relative to the gap in the connecting wire which 
was made by cutting out a ¡in. length, the capacity of 
the condenser so formed is a maximum. By moving the 
Systoflex the capacity is varied, and an extremely fine 
adjustment can be obtained because of the small fixed 
condenser connected in series. The balancing capacity 
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Cscillation without Radiation.-
-e(1uired in this set is very small because it is connected 
,etween the grids of the two valves, which are coupled 
.)y a transformer having a 5 or 6 :I turn ratio. 

Flexible wires are employed to connect the grid bias 
)attery and for the LT. and H.T. connections. 

The H.F. Transformers. 

Two sets of transformers are required ; one set for 
-onnecting the aerial-grid and anode-grid circuits for 
:hort waves and another set for longer waves. For 
:lining over 200-530 metres the coils are wound with No. 

9.—Connections of components on underside of sub—panel. The small lettering indicates points of correspondence between the 
two wiring diagrams. 

26 D.S.C. wire, and fur 700-1,850 metres with No. 34 
S.S.C.wire. The coil formers are sketched in Fig. to, 
the aerial-grid coil former comprising an ebonite tube 
3in. diameter and in long, with a piece of in. ebonite 
carrying the coil plugs and sockets fitted to one end. 
Great care has to be taken in the construction of these 
formers, and it is advisable to cut out two pieces of 
ebonite and fit the coil plugs and sockets, first making them 
so that they are a good smooth fit in the sockets already. 
mounted on. the sub-panel. When this has been done the 
two pieces carrying the plugs and sockets can be shaped 
to lit inside the lower ends of the two cylindrical formers. 
The formers for the anode-grid transformer should also 

be very carefully constructed to ensure a good fit. 
Details will be found in Fig. to. To complete the aerial-
grid transformer for the lower waves, commence from the 
lower end of the former, i.e., the end carrying the plugs 
and sockets. Solder one end of the No. 26 D.S.C. wire 
to the contact shown in Fig. to and wind 16 turns, taking 
a tap at the eighth turn to the socket for the alternative 
aerial connection and terminating this winding by con-
necting the end to a socket. From this socket connect the 
beginning of the grid coil and. winding in the same direc-
tion as before, put on 65 turns; the turns should be 
slightly spaced to occupy an overall length of sin. 

For the aerial-grid 700-1,850 metres coil, No. 34 
S.S.C. wire is used, the aerial-earth portion having 5o 
turns with a tap at the 25th turn and the grid coil 220 
turns. The anode-grid transformers are wound with 
No. 26 D.S.C. and No. 34 S.S.C. wire for the short and 
long waves respectively, the short-wave coil having a 
primary of to turns and a secondary of 65 turns. The 
ends are connected to the plugs and sockets, as indicated 
in Fig. to, and both windings are wound in the same 
direction. For the longer wave coil a primary of 25 
turns is used with a secondary of 220 turns. These coils 
give a satisfactory degree of selectivity when the set is 
used 4 miles from 2LO, and those who do not have to 
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Oscillation without Ra1iatiou.— 
. pay so much attention to the problem of selectivity may 

increase the number of turns in the primary win-dings. 
For instance, the aerial-earth winding of the lower-wave 
transformer may be given 24 turns with a tap at the 
twelfth turn and the anode coil of the anode-grid trans-
former be given 15 turns instead of io turns. 

Operating the 'Set. 

-The-valves to be used •in•this set are a D.E.S'L.F. or 
closely similar type in the first stage, a D.E.8 H.F. or 
L.F. for the detector, and a D.E.5 in .the last stage. 
D.E.8 L.F. and H.F. valves are recommended because 
they work off a 6-volt accumulator and consume a fila-
ment heating current of only 0.12 ampere. If .the best 
quality of reproduction is required, a ,D.E.8 L.F. should 
be used in the detector stage, although a D.E.S H.F. 
will work satisfactorily enough for most listeners and 
give louder signals. With a D.E.8 H.T. an anode volt-
age of 8o will be suitable, with the.grid leak connected to 
positive 1.5 volts on • the grid bias battery, the D.E.8 
L.F. working with about 45 anode volts. A battery of 
r2o-r5o volts is -required for the reflex and L.F. stages 
which are connected to a single H.T. terminal. 

Care should be taken that the grid bias is -properly 
connected, the flexjble wire from the two L.F. trans-
formers being put into the negative end of the grid bat-
tery -and the grid leak return in the •positive end. The 
remaining flexible wire, which has one end joined to I..T. 
.negative, should be put in the first tap from the positive 
.,end. Then .the.grid leak return is 1.5 volts positive with 
respect to the L.T. negative, while the grids of the first 
-and third valves are biased 715 - volts negatively. The 
grid bias -battery has a maximum value of volts. 
- Connect the batteries, the aerial and earth and the 

.'lower-wave coils, and-join a pair of telephones to a plug 
and insert it in the jack. When.this.plug is inserted the 
filament circuit-of the third valve is disconnected and the 
telephones are connected in the anode•circuit.of the first 
,valve in place of the primary winding of the 4-I 

Ideal " transformer. Now put -a plug-in-coil having 
about r5 turns in the reaction coil holder, and notice 
whether the set oscillates when the reaction 'condenser is 
increased in capacity. As certain plug-in coils are wound 
in,the.reverse direction to others, it might be found neces-
sary to. undo the coil plug and turn it round so as to re-
verse the direction of the :H.F. -currents through the coil 
when it is put back in the •set. With the set connected and 
arranged so-that :t can he made- to oscillate, endeavour to 
tune in a weak signal, and then adjust the balancing con-
denser to prevent the oscillations generated in the detector-
valve- circuit from passing back through the first valve to 
the aerial. The adjustment is not a difficult one, although 
it is necessary to take considerable care. When the, 
correct adjustment has been•made, it will be found pos-
sible to cause the detector-grid circuit to oscillate feebly 
without affecting the aerial in any way. Once the 
. balancing condenser has been properly set it will not be 
necessary to touch it again unless the first valve is 
changed, and when this condition • of balance has been 
obtained it will be noticed that adjustment of the aerial-
grid tuning condenser alters the strength of a heterodyne 
note and not its pitch.. 
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The final -adjustment to be made is in the reaction cir-
cuit. For the best results the size of the reaction coil 
should be adjusted so that the -set will just oscillate 
when the condensers are .set at their maximum•capacities, 
and turns should be taken off or added as the case may 
be. Preferably use a reaction coil of about the sanie 
diameter as the transformer, that is, sin., or à little less. 
A bigger coil cannot be •used. . 

Fie. to —Dimensions and connections of the tuning coils and 
H.F transformers 

If the set is properly balanced on the lower wave band, 
it will be found .that it is perfectly stable on the longer 
waveband, as the transformers have been designed with 
this requirement in ,mind. The long wave transformers 
are wound with a relatively fine gauge of wire and are 
quite effective, but .of course a larger reaction coil is 
required than for the lower -waves. A No. so coil will 
be found suitable if it is about sin. in diameter; 75 turns 
or thereabouts will be required if the coil is a small one, 
the best number of turns being found by trial. 

HIDDEN ADVERTISEMENTS COMPETITION. 

The following are the correct solutions for "The 
Wireless World' Hidden Advertisement Competition 

for January 27th, 19e, 

Clue No. Name of Advertiser. 

Alfred Graham & Co. 2 • • • • ••• 
Chloride. Electrical Storage Co., Ltd. .. 

3 The Formo Company 
4 The Silvertown Company .. 
5 Metro-Vick -Supplies, Ltd... 
6 J. & W. Barton . 

The prizewinners were as follow: 
W. J. Baden, Brussels .. • • 
C. A. Wuy, Milan .. • . 
Horace Bold, Bryn, nr. Wigan 

Ten shillings each to the following: 
Frank Dobbins, Chester. 
J. V. Cross, Watford. . 
(Mrs.) Minnie Robinson, Moss Side, Manchester. 
Stephen L. Stoker, North Shields. 

• • 

• • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents. 

Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, " The Wireless World," Dareat Home, Tudor Strmt, E.C.4, and must be accompanied by the writer's nime and addren, 

ROYALTIES AND THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR. 
Sir,—I see you have given publication to the text of my letter 

and a reply from the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd., • 
regarding royalties, for which I beg to thank you. 
My first question, which they state is not clear to them, 

ia partly answered by their reply to my second, because the 
vast majority of amateurs, when constructing a wireless set, 
would not be aware whether they were infringing a Marconi 
patent or not unless they knew exactly what those patents 
covered. Apparently any receiving apparatus involves the use 
of these patents. 
Now with regard to the payment of royalties I do not think 

the majority of amateurs wish to escape the payment of same 
provided they can be convinced of the justice of the claims 
put forward by the Company, and it would also be useful to 
'mow exactly what these royalties amount to and where they 
are payable.' 
With regard to the Company's remarks as to the unfairness 

to manufacturers of sets who have to pay royalties, it appears 
to me that the wireless trade generally derives an enormously 
greater profit from the sale of components and other accessories 
to the constructor than they do by the sale of complete sets, 
and to put any hindrance or discouragement in the way of 
the constructor would have a disastrous effect on the huge 
manufa.2turing and retail trade which has sprung up in the lest 
few years. 
Lastly, I think that most constructors make their own sets 

not so much from the point of view of saving money but for 
the pleasure of doing so, and thereby studying this latest and 
most fascinating science. 
My own 4-valve set has probably cost me twice as much as 

a similar set purchased complete from a manufacturer, because 
of the scrapping and renewing of various components which has 
taken place in, the course of my experiments, without which I 
should soon lose interest in wireless. 
Putney, S.W.15. H. COTBY HARPOUR. 

Sir,-1 have read with interest the announcement regarding 
Marconi royalties which you publish on page 174 of your issue 
of February 3rd. 1 have not, so far, had time to consider the 
statemeat in detail, but I would like to ask the Marconi Corn-
pan' whether it is their intention to have licence plates on sale 
at varicus shops for anyone to purchase, or are these plates to 
be sold only to purchasers of complete sets of parts. If the 
plates are to be on sale generally, then, presumably, those who 
wish to manufacture and sell in a small way need no longer 
apply to the Marconi Company for an elaborate licensing agree-
ment, since all they require can be purchased from some local 
dealer. 
Birmingham. E. W. MASON. 

Sir,--As an amateur constructor I note with considerable 
interest the letter relative to the Marconi royalties on page 174 
of your issue of February 3rd. 
I agree that question No. 1 is not clear, and suggest that it 

might have been put as follows :— 
" What are the numbers and dates of the British Patent 

Specifications  for which the Marconi Co. demand 12s. 6d. per 
valve-holder in each set as royalty? " 

Put this way the question leaves no loop-hole. 
On Jan. 12th a letter was published in the Birntinyharn Post 

over my name on this subject. 
At the present moment I am in the midst of searching the 

whole of the British Patent Office matter, and will be pleased 
to let you know the results of my work in due course. 

It is necessary for me to add that I have no manufacturing 
interest in wireless goods; as an amateur I am keenly inter-
ested and systematically peruse '¡'i.e Wireless World, which 
together with an American journal are the only two I have time 
to read. 
I do hope that you will press this question further. 
Birmingham. C. Y. HOPKINS. 

CONCERNING A DISTRESS CALL. 

Sir,—In your issue of January 13th, under the heading nf 
" Current Topics," you have an item headed " A Misread Dis-
tress Call," which gives a truly fantastic explanation of the 
mystery iegarding the supposed distress call on December 29th 
from the Elders and Fyffes liner Coronado. 

It is suggested that the operator of the Spanish steamer 
Maria Victoria heard the Coronado transmit CQ and interpreted 
this to mean " Want assistance." In support of this it is 
recalled that before the present distress call SOS was adopted 
the call used to be CQD, and it is suggested that the mistake 
was due to some freak of memory on the part of the Spanish 
operator. 
We desire to deny most emphatically the possibility of any 

operator. whatever his nationality, making such a mistake. It 
is doubtful if the Spanish operator was ever aware that the 
old distress call was CQD, for that call was withdrawn about 
liftieen years ago, shortly before the Titanic disaster, and the 
operator of the Maria Victoria is but twenty-four years of age 
and has been an operator at sea only five years. 
The truth of the matter is that during the present strike of 

marine wireless operators the Board of Trade has relaxed the 
regulations provided by the Merchant Shipping (Wireless Tele-
graphy) Act, 1919, and permitted British ships to proceed to 
sea with no operators on board, or, in some cases, with only 
partially qualified and totally inexperienced persons in charge 
of the wireless installations. The legality of this action is 
open to question, hut, in any case, both the Board of Trade 
and the shipowners are doing their utmost to prevent the public 
becoming aware of their callous disregard for the safety of 
human life at sea, and the " explanation" of the Coronado 
incident is but one instance of their methods of cloaking the 
real facts. 
Whel the Maria Victoria arrived at Glasgow her operator 

was interviewed by representatives of the shipowners, the Mar-
coni Co., Lloyds, and the Board of Trade, and apparently 
made a statement favourable to their interests. This state-
ment was issued to the Press for publication. Nevertheless, 
in an interview with this Association the Spanish operator 
definitely insists that the Coronado sent out " CQ de Coronado 
Lat. 50 N. Long. 5.07 W. want assistance." Thereafter the 
coast stations in the region—Land's End, Fishguard, Valenti* 
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and Ushant—and several ships, failed to obtain any answer to 
their, calls from the Coronado. 

It is significant that the Coronado sailed with a youth of 16 
years of age in charge of her wireless installation, who failed 
in his examination for the P.M.G.'s first class certificate early 
ill December last. He had never been to sea or handled 
wireless gear before, and, when interviewed by our picket at 
Avonmouth prior to sailing, he admitted his inefficiency and 
even asked our picket to show him how to operate the 
apparatus! And yet such a person was given a "restricted 
certificate " and permitted by the Board of Trade to take 
charge of a passenger liner's wireless apparatus! 
There are now at sea without operators over 800 British 

vessels, including 50 passenger ships, and a considerable 
number of others have only highly inefficient persons aboard. 
These figures are increasing daily, and a position greatly accen-
tuating the danger to life at sea is being rapidly created. 
It is calculated that over 35,000 persons are now at sea 
without the protection directly conferred by the Wireless 
Telegraphy Act of 1919. 
We have made a formal request for a Court of Enquiry 

to be held to investigate the action of the Board of Trade. 
A similar request made in the early stages of the dispute was 
refused, both in Parliament and to our representatives in an 
interview with the Ministry of Labour. 
We shall be greatly indebted to you, Sir, if you will afford 

space in your esteemed journal for the publication of this 
letter, so that the false impression created by the above-
referred-to note in your last issue may be corrected. 

A DINSDALE, Honorary Delegate, 
Association of Wireless and Cable Telegraphists. 

Strand, W.C.2. 

DAME NELLIE MELBA'S FAREWELL. 
Sir,—Amid the sadness of bidding good-bye to so many good 

friends of mine up and down the country it has been a 
pleasure to note almost everywhere a quickening in musical 
appreciation. To-day there are gratifying signs that the British 
audience begins to hear as well as listen; and if the result is to 
be a musical revival the credit for it will be due in no small 
degiee to men like Hallé, Henry Wood, Eugene Goossens, 
Landon Ronald, Albert Coates, Hamilton Harty, and a 
number of other pioneers in London and certain provincial 
centres. 
Yet mainly, so it seems to me, the secret of this new interest 

is to be found in the astonishing enlargement of the audience 
for music accomplished by the gramophone and broadcasting. 
Although I believe I was the first prima donna to make a 
grainophone record and the first to broadcast, I have not, whilst 
recognising the possibilities of these devices, ever accepted 
either of them uncritically, and I am well aware of the flaws 
in wireless as that science is practised to-day. But, just as I 
have followed the gradual perfecting of the gramophone, so I 
think one may look forward to like improvements in wireless. 
Broadcasting and the gramophone are certainly the two most 
eloquent missionaries to the musical heathen in our midst. 
London, S.W.1. NELLIE MELBA. 
[This graceful tribute to the vaiue of wireless broadcasting 

from the fanions prima donna will serve to remind readers that 
Dame Nellie Melba has always been unsparing in her efforts to 
advance the cause of the new art. Readers will recall her early 
broadcasts from the experimental station at Chelmsford.— 
ED.] 

MORSE AND THE AMATEUR. • 
Sir,—Your editorial article about Morse reception in The 

Wireless World of January 27th "interested me very much. I 
.am like the reader you mention inasmuch that I have forsaken 
my broadcast set for a short-wave receiver, which gives me 
hours of pleasure. It appeals to my imagination, and it is 
with difficulty that I can he persuaded to retire to bed! 
South Normanton, Derbyshire. H. BISHOP. 

Sir,—In The Wireless World of January 27th appears a. 
statement that "there is much of interest which the average 
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listener ignores merely because he does not take the small 
initial effort required to learn the Morse code." 
I venture to say that during the summer months a fair 

percentage of listeners temporarily neglect their hobby for 
the cause of brighter evenings and fresh air, which incidentally 
presents an opportune time to learn the Morse code. 
Allowing for this, it is my suggestion that if, say, you 

printed two letters of the Morse code weekly (in either the 
consecutive manner of the alphabet or haphazardly) in very 
bold type, it would become impressed on a reader's mind to 
a greater extent than a complete Morse code system you might 
possibly offer as, say, a supplement. 
The " initial effort " is hardly negligible, and requires no 

small amount of concentration to become proficient at memoris-
ing this code, and I feel sure that if it were put to the vote 
among your readers this suggestion would meet with cordial 
support. A. DAVENPORT. 
Henlow, Beds. 
[Readers' opinions regarding our correspondent's suggestion 

are welcomed.—En.] 

TANTALUM RECTIFIERS. 
• Sir,—On page 132 of the issue of The Wireless World of 
January 27th you refer to an article by Prof. E. V. Appleton 
on the subject of " Tantalum Rectifiers." 
The wording of your reference might, in our opinion, lead 

the uninitiated to believe that the use of a Tantalum Rectifier 
is covered by a patent; 
The rectifying properties of aluminium anodes immersed in 

solutions has been known for at least 20 years, so that, whilst 
it is possible to patent a tantalum rectifier in combination with 
some special feature or features, the basic principle is by now 
common knowledge. L. F. FOGARTY. 

Willesden Green, London, N.W.2. 

AN IMPORTANT MINORITY. 
Sir,—With the future of broadcasting in abeyance and the 

present contest of rival interests laying their grievances before 
the Broadcasting Committee, several endeavours have been made 
to sweep aside the amateur, and the suggestions advanced by 
the scientific radio bodies, on the grounds that the experimenters 
constitute such a small minority. 
• Surely it is of the utmost importance for the development 

of the industry that the experimenter should continue with his 
work of sowing the seeds for a desire to derive just a little 
more out of broadcasting than that which is obtained by listen-
ing to the programmes. Permit me to just once more lay 
emphasis on the progress for which the amateur alone is 
responsible. • J. S. DENHAM. 
Northampton. 

COSMOS SQUARE LAW CONDENSERS. 
Sir,—In your issue of February 3rd, page 185, appears a 

test report of the Cosmos square law condenser. We are 
gratified to see that you regard the instrument as " a really 
good mass production instrument job," and that your com-
ments on the condenser are favourable in all respects with 
one small exception. We refer to your criticism of the fact 
that the spindle is threaded where it passes through the main 
bearing. This is, of course, a fault in design found in many 
condensers fitted with conventional types of bearing. The 
design of the bearings of the Cosmos condensers is, however, 
an evident improvement ..ver most types, and we submit that 
with this design the fact that the spindle is threaded is 
not in any way objectionable. The bearings are arranged in 
such a way Liat the threaded portion does not form the 
bearing surface or take any part in maintaining the spindle in 
alignment. For this purpose cone bearings are employed at 
either end of the spindle, with ample surface to guard against 
wear. These bearings are adjustable so that the user may, if 
he so desires, alter the amount of friction to suit any special 
requirements. Furthermore, such adjustment, however made, 
cannot alter the alignment of the vanes, and even if the 
beatings are completely dismantled it is impossible to re-
assemble the condenser with the vanes otherwise than in perfect 
alignment. H. G. AYTOUN KAY. Radio Sales Dept., 
London, E.C.4. Metro-Vick Supplies, Ltd. 

• 
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Connections of the Grid Return Lead. 

/ am greatly Puzzled by the connections 
of the grid leak in different wireless 
circuits, in some receivers it is placed 
across the grid condenser, and the 
1..T.+ is earthed, whilst in others it 
it connected directly between grid end 
L.T. +, and I should be greatly 
obliged if you could gire me a brief 
explanation of these apparent 
anomatire. 

The explanation of these apparent differ-
ences in wiring diagrams is really quite 
straightforward. It is generally known 
that in order to produce cumulative grid 
rectification it is necessary to bias the 
grid of the valve positively, whilst a 
negative bias is necessary if the valve is 
to be used as an amplifier. When we say 
that the grid must he biassed positively 
or negatively, we invariably mean that 
the grid must be made more positive or 
more negative than the negative side of 
the filament of the particular valve with 
which we are concerned, and if the grid 
is connected via a tuning coil or the 
secondary of a transformer to the nega-
tive side' of the filament, the grid is at 
zero potential. Let us therefore ,consider 
the case of a conventional single valve 
receiver. We desire to make the grid 
positive in order to bring about rectifica-
tion. Now the amount of positive bias 
required by the grid of any valve in 
order to bring about efficient grid rectifi-
cation is nearly always equal to the fila-
ment. voltage requirements of the valve. 
Titis is deliberately brought about by the 
manufacturer of the valve so that dif-
ferent valves can be used as rectifiers 
without any alteration to the wiring of 
the receiver. Thus a D.E.R. valve which 
requires a filament voltage of L8 to 2 
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volts works best as a rectifier when the 
grid is made 2 volts positive, a 0.06 type 
valve is designed to give of its best. as 
a rectifier when the grid is made 3 volts 
more positive than the negative side of 
its filament, and so on. This is very con-
venient, since it means that we need only 
connect the grid return lead directly to 
the positive side of the valve filament in 
order to get the correct value of grid 
bias. Let us glance for a moment at 
Fig. 1 (A). Here the leak is placed across 
the grid condenser, and bias is applied 
ria the aerial tuning coil and grid leak, 
the grid return lead (marked G.R.L.) 
being connected to the positive side of 
the filament. It may be asked, why not 
take the G.R.L. direct to LT.+ in Fig. 
1 (A). This, however, would give the 
grid a greater positive potential with 
respect to the filament negative than is 
possessed by the filament positive owing 
to the voltage drop across the rheostat. 
This would not matter greatly if we were 
using, say, an 0.06 valve with a 3- or 4-
volt source of filament supply, but if we 
were using a 6-volt accumulator and a 
50 ohm rheostat in conjunction with this 
valve, then the grid would have far too 
much positive bias. Incidentally, also, 
any variation of the rheostat would also 
alter the value of the grid bias. 
We can arrange. however, to connect 

our G.R.L. to LT.+, and still obtain 
the correct bias by the simple expedient 
of putting our rheostat in the negative 
lead where it will have no effect whatso-
ever on the value of grid bias, as in Fig. 
1 (s). It will be noticed that this entails 
the earthing of LT.+ instead of the 
more customary earthing of L.T.—. This 
is a point that puzzles many, but actually 
it does not matter in the slightest whether 
we earth L.T.+ or L.T.—, the earthing 

L 
G.R.L 

A B C D 
Fig. 1.—Alternatise grid return lead connections. 
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of either pole of the battery being merely 
incidental to the connection of the 
G.R.L. If you have a foible for earthing 
LT.— you can easily do it by following 
out the connections of Fig. 1 (D), where 
the grid leak is returned direct to L.T.+ 
and the aerial coil no longer forms part 
of the G.B.L. In Fig. 1 (D) either LT.— 
or L.T.+ may be earthed as fancy dic-
tates, this circuit being exactly the same 
fundamentally as Fig. 1 (a). Fig. 1 (c) 

H.T.• 

Ht 

Fig. 2.—Correct grid return lead con-
nections in a three-valve receiver. 

is exactly the same as Fig. 1 (A) except 
that the. grid leak is no longer placed 
across the grid condenser, and so it is 
immaterial which pole of the battery we 
earth. There is no magic in placing the 
grid leak across the grid condenser or 
otherwise, it being a matter of personal 
taste. Fig. 2 gives the grid return leads 
for the other valves of a conventional 
1-v-1 receiver. The H.F. valve requires 
that its grid be not less negative than 
the negative side of its filament. There-
fore we connect our G.R.L. direct. to the 
negative side of the filament. Do not 
conneA it to LT.—, or the result will 
lie that any variation of the filament 
rheostat will alter the grid potential. 
Matters could be simplified and ruade 
more conventional by placing the rheo-
stat in the negative lead and connecting 
the G.R.L. to L.T.—. In the case of an 
H.F. valve it so happens that the LT.— 
is always earthed and not LT.+, but 
this. again, is only incidental to the 
G.R.L. connection. and has no virtue in 
itself. With regard to the detector valve 
a moment's thought will reveal to us that 
following a tuned anode stage it is im-
possible to place the grid leak across the 
grid condenser, as this would permit the 
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H.T. battery to interfere and give the 
grid a heavy positive bias. The bottom 
end of the grid leak can be connected as 
shown, or the rheostat could be put in 
the negative lead, and the bottom end 
of the leak connected to LT.+ direct. 
In the case of the L.F. valve it is neces-
sary to make the grid more negative 
than the negative side of the filament. 
This is done by means of a small biassing 
battery. It is important to note, how-
ever, that the positive end of this biass-
ing battery must be connected to the 
negative side of the valve filament.. Brief 
consideration will reveal why. Let us 
assume that we want to make the grid 
!4 volts more negative than the negative 
side of the filament. Therefore by follow-
ing tha connections shown, only one dry 
cell (4 v6lts) is needed. Assuming that 
we are using a D.E.5 valve and a 6-volt 
accumulator, and have connected the 
positive of this biassing battery to the 
filament positive: we shall then require 
a biassing battery of 7 volts, since we 
have first to overcome the 6 volts posi-
tive bias, given to the grid by returning 
the G.R.L. to filament positive before we 
can start to put actual negative bias on 
the grid. However, no disadvantage 
would be given by this method, other 
than having to use an unnecessarily bulky 
grid battery. An excellent rule to re-
member is as follows : Place all rheo-
stats of amplifying valves whether H.F. 
or L.F., in the negative lead and return 
the G.R.L. direct to L.T.—.• In the case 
of valves used for grid rectification, place 
all rheostats in the L.T.— lead and con-
nect,the G.R.L. direct to LT.+. Place 
the grid leak acroSs the grid condenser 
or otherwise as fancy dictates, except in 
cases where the coupling to the preced-
ing valve is by means of the tuned anode 
method, as in the case of the detector 
valve in Fig. 2. Do not trouble about 
such points as the earthing of L.T.— or 
L.T.+, which will automatically deter-
mine themselves according to thé connec-
tions of the G.R.L. 

Economical Charging of H.T. 
Accumulators. 

/ hose recently purchased a 120-colt 11.7'. 
accumulator made up of six 20-volt 
sections. It is of 1 ampere-hour 
capacity. Can you suggest a suitable 
way of charging it in series with my 
mains, which are 240-volt D.C.? I 
should like, if possible, to do this at 
the time when lights in the house 
are normally in use, in order to 
economise in current. For your 
guidance I might say that two 60. 
watt lamps are habitually in use 
during the course of an evening. 

K. 7'.D. 
It should be quite a simple matter to 

charge this accumulator, the method 
being very economical, since actually the 
cost is nil. Since your accumulator is 
of 1 ampere-hour capacity, its charging 
rate is easily found by dividing .this 
figure by 10, which gives us 0.1 amp. 
Now if we were to connect this battery 
in series with the mains, we should. 
owing to the back E.M.F. of the accu-
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nulators,* reduce the effective 'voltage 
'across our lamps to 120 volts, which 
vould cause them to glow only a dull 
•ed, and so inhibit their use for lighting 
purposes. Besides this, the current pass-
ng would still exceed the requisite 0.1 
amp., and would be detrimental to the 
battery plates. Since they are 20-volt 
inits, it is obvious that it would be quite 
a quick and simple operation to connect 
the units in parallel for charging pur-
poses. The requisite charging rate would 
now he 0.6 amp., and the back E.M.F. 
only 20 volts. The lighting of the two 
60-watt lamps would not be appreciably 
reduced, and since these lamps would 
pass apRroximately 0.25 amps. apiece, 
the charging rato will be correct, with 
an adequate margin of safety. It would 
take about twelve hours to fully charge 
the battery, and thus at this time of the 
year about two evenings' charging would 
be sufficient. That. the cost would be nil 
does not indicate any circumvention of 
the laws of the conservation of energy. 
The slight and negligible dimming of the 
two lamps in use would represent the 
"cost" of the charge. A fuse should 
be placed in one of the accumulator leads. 

0000 

Methods of H.F. Amplification. 
In order to settle on argument between 

myself and several friends, I should 
be glad if you could inform me 'what 
is the maximum number of H.P. 
stages used in any existing commer-
cial broadcasting receiver. D.J.B. 

So far as wé are aware, the maximum 
amount of H.F. amplification employed 
in any broadcasting receiver consists of 
five tuned neutralised stages. There are. 
of course, a large number of superhetero-
dyne receivers on the British market, 
employing a maximum of three stages of 
intermediate high-frequency amplifica-
tion, whilst in America it is possible to 
obtain such instruments with four inter-
mediate stages. Since these intermediate 
stages usually opdate on very long wave-

FEBRUARY roth, 192d. 

lengths where the amplification per stage 
is greatly in excess of that obtainable on 
the broadcasting band of wavelengths, it 
is probable that the actual overall H.F. 
amplification obtained by a good commer-
cial superheterodyne receiver is about the 
same as that obtainable by the receiver 
employing the five neutrodyne stages to 
which we have referred, and this surmise 
is borne out in actual practice if two 
such receivers are tested together under 
the sanie conditions, In neither case is 
an outside aerial necessary. From the 
point of view of economy in valves, the 
direct H.F. receiver is to be preferred, 
since, exclusive of the L.F. amplifiers, 
which are, of course, the same in both 
cases, one more valve is used in the 
superheterodyne which employs an oscil-
lator valve, two detectors, and three H.F. 
stages, as against the five H.F. stages and 
the detector of the other type of instru-
ment. In the case of many superhetero-
dvues, of course, matters are equalised in 
titis respect by combining the function of 
first detector and oscillator. 

0000 

Loading a Variometer Tuned Set. 
/ hare a crystal receiver employing a 

.variometer for tuning which has a 
war, length range covering the nor-
mal broadcast band, and I desire 
to alter the set 80 that I ran receive 
the par, ntry program me. I ant not 
sure, however, whether I ought to 
add a loading roil in series, or .01, ant 
the coriander with a fixed condenser 
when desiring to receive the long-
wrice station. I should be glad al 
your advice in this usait' r. 
• T..V.T. 

It will be b-etter if you arrange to con-
nect a loading coil in series with the 
variometer for the long wavelength 
rather than to add a shunting condenser. 
In all probability your variometer is one 
of the small type and would need a 
shunting capacity of not less than 
0.002 ndd. for the purpose of tuning up 
to the long-wave station. The only dis-
advantage of adding a loading coil in 
series is that only a very small band 
of wavelengths will be covered with the 
same loading coil when rotating the 
variometer owing to the very small 
chauge which the variometer will bring 
about in the total inductance of the cir-
cuit. The loading coil should therefore 
be chosen so that when used in conjunc-
tion with the variometer it tunes the cir-
cuit to approximately 1,600 metres what-
ever the variometer setting. No diffi-
culty will be experienced in this respect, 
however, as the tuning of Daventry is 
by no means sharp. It will be found 
that in nearly all cases on a normal aerial 
and earth system a No. 200 loading coil 
will be called for when used to load the 
typical variometer and not the No. 150 
coil which it is customary to use in con-
junction with a variable condenser for 
the reception of Daventry. The basket 
coil usually sold under the somewhat 
vague title of " 5XX loading coil" is 
not suitable for use with a variometer, 
since it generally contains only 15di 
instead of the required 200 turns. 
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" GOLTONE 
BRITISH MADE. 

V, 

(REGD.) 

PRODUCTS 
represent the very best in Design and Construction. 

To ensure the maximum possible efficiency from your 
set use the " Goltone " range. 

Large Illustrated Radio Catalogue, No. R 113, of interest 
to all, post free on request. Dealers should enclose 

Business Card for Trade Terms. 

" GOLTON 
LOW 

FREQUENCY 
TRANSFORMER 

Unsurpassed for 
Volume of sound 
and Purity of tone. 

Remarkableamplifi-
cation with entire 
absence of distortion 
No make of Trans-
former gives better 

results. 

Ratio 2 to I and 
5 to I. 

Price 17 6. 

Firmly refuse 
substitutes. 

"Goltone" Products are stocked 
by the leading Radio Stores. 
Write direct if unobtainable. 
Firmly refuse substitutes. 

" GOLTONE" CONDENSERS. 
So much depends upon a good condenser that 
the utmost care and precision is absolutely 
necessiry. Goltone " Condensers are made 
from the finest quality materials and undergo 
double laboratory tests before despatch. 
In all standard values. Prices from 1,3 each. 
Extracts from "Wireless Weekly," Nov. 25 1925 :— 

LABORATORY TWITS: 
'Rated (-atrocity correct." " Ineulat ion Reeleteto e 

infinite." " After expoeure for two daye in damp era.. 
apai.ity and insulation uneltered." "Atecheuically 

Blectricey eounit.•• 
See Catalointe R 113 or full perticulan . 

"GOLTONE" 
MICROMETER 
REGULATING 

COIL HOLDERS. 
Potent No. 403724. 

Give that refinement and 
precision to the Receiving 
Set so sital to maximum 
reception and selectivity. 

Two-Coil Type (as illus.) 
l'rice 7'. 

Three-Coil Type, 
Price 10 6 

Two-Coil Panel 
Mounting Type, Single 
hole fitting. Price 6,-
Firmly refuse inferior 
imitations and insist on 
the Trade Mark on bog. 

" GOLTONE " 
MICROMETER 

FILAMENT RHEOSTAT. 
improved Model. 

Smooth velvety action, ball contact. 
Takes minimum space. Single hole 
fitting. Complete with Knob and Dial 

6 ohms 26 
12 29 
30 36 

The BEST 
of ALL 
COIL 
HOLDERS. 

— 

C LTONC PATENT 

Specially 
recommended 
by the leading 

Technical 
Journals. ird5GoldWie 

PENDLE ION ..=„14. MANCIlf SIElar 

THERE ARE NUMEROUS MAKES OF 

SETS and VARIOUS TYPES OF VALVES 

BUT ONE BATTERY ONLY 
WITH THESE REMARKABLE FEATURES.' 
Practically constant Easily and cheaply re-

voltage on continuous chargeable AT HOME 

or in term it tent without attaching to any 

discharge. electrical supply. 

THE 

DAR I MONT 
iPATENTEDi 

"HOME-SERVICE" BATTERY 
is an efficient aid is noiseless 
to perfect reception. in operation. 

Size No. 21 
Cell.; 4, - 
Charg.,,, 1 - 

5 
5/-
1 '4 

6;6 each 
2/3 „ 

WRITE Ni.i\V l'OR LIST 
(fully descriptiM and a 

GUIDE FOR USE WITH VALVES 

DARIMONT ELECTRIC BATTERIES LTD. 
DARINIONT WORKS, ABBEY ROAD, PARK ROYAL, 

LONDON, N.W.10. Telephone: Wembley 2807. 

They cost 
less now! 

Watmel—the better fixed condensers are now sold at reduced 
prices, made possible by the great demand. Wherever a 
fixed condenser is needed you should specify Watmel and 
make sure of trouble-free results. Mica sheets securely 
clamped between the plates render it impossible for the 
capacity to vary. No wax whatsoever is used in their 
construction. One hole fixing is provided, and remember 
that every Watmel is guaranteed to be correct within 

of its marked capacity. 
NOTE THE NEW PRICES: 

*0.'005 to »am Conibaied grid leak and 
reduced front 2/6. condenser .. 

0025 to '006 • • • • 216 reduced from 3/, 
reduced from 3/6. Combined variable grid 

(Size •oo6 is the ideal conden ,er leak and i on !,..11,:ei 
withcholee &resistance coupling.) New Model .. 

Other Watmel products worth buying : 
tirid Leak (Black Nimbi .5 to 5 in, goluns .. • • • • 
Anode Resistan e .1:e.t Knob) 50 ,00. t' roto Ire o 
TI1E 

216 

316 

216 
316 

WIRELESS CO. LTD., 
332a, Goswell Road, London, E.C.1. 

Telephone : 7990 Clerkenreli. 
Lancashire and Cheshire Representative :—Mr. J. L. Levee, 

23, Hartley Street, Levenshulnie, Manchester. 

Advertisements for " 'Die Wireless World " are only accePted from firms we believe to be thoro whly reliable. 

Si gm, r•ses s. 
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SERVICE 

QUALITi 

PRICE 

£22-14 

NOT REQUIRED 
ITT. Batforie, LT. Bat! -ries and TTTTT dil.torbon) 
THE NEW ELVIS MAINS 3-valve RECEIVER. 
This set is worked direct from the Electric Light Mains and 
the most perfect set yet manufneturtd. Plug in on the nearest 
1.,11111. Holder, Switch on and ycu get Loudon or parrot ry. 

Loi Card sod Illostrafrd Cold:ape FREE. 

DIRECT OR 
ALTERNATEIG 
CURREaT 

 - • - 

PUGH'S WIRELESS, 95-101, Holloway Road, LONDON, N.7. 

The Varley Constant 
Wire Wound Anode Resistance. 
A resistaire wound on the famous 
lystein t I minating all ii.ductaive toVeten turns. 

st is absolutely immune front the effects of heat, 
damp, or any atmospheric change and tInrefore 

r:ectly constant in action. The maximum current 
carrying capacity is from twelve to fifteen milliamps. 

For intervals coupling where freedom from 
distortion is the first con,ideration, u,e die Varies', 
Wire Wound ami Weatherproof. 

SEE THAT YOU HAVE A VARLEY 
for Silence, Perfect Tone and Efficiency. 

Complete with Clips and base .. 7 6 
Without Clips and base .. 6.. 

60,000, 80,000 and 100,000 ohms. 
Write for Leaflet. 

Constant always 
Olivar PII Control Ltd. 

Woolwich, S.E.18. 
Telephone: ‘Vuolwich bb). 

Flale SIZE RESIMTS 
WAIF SUE COS? / 

The secret of the crystal-clear 
reproduction is ti-e new cast-in 
diaphragm. Fully guaranteed. 

Send for your FREE copy of 
our new catalogue. 

General Radio Co. Ltd , 235, Regeir St., W.1. 

MOST LOSES 

MODEL "D" 

Ba se-Board 

Mounting, 

2 6 each. 

MODEL "E" 
Back of Panel. 

26 each. 

ANTI-
CAPACITY 

occur in 
the 

VALVE 
HOLDER 

Capacity and Voltage 
leakage losses between 

valve legs are reduced to a 
minimum in the "Aegmonac." 
Strongly recommended where 
Radio Frequency Currents are 
dealt with—as in a Neutrodyne 
H.F. Amplifier, Super-Hetero-
dyne Detector and Oscillator, 
and any H.F. Amplifier 
Cuts out the "howl" in a 
L.F. Amplifier. 
Moulded from the Finest 
Material available lor Strength. 
Heat Resisting and Di-electric 
Properties. 

THE NEW 

AERmoNIC AIR-
SPACED 

VALVE HOLDERS 

Ii.ro ,.Oo-o,rr. .5- Disenbedors for London h ,ordt Beiffland: 

JAMES CHRISTIE & SONS Ltd., 
246, WEST STREET, SHEFFIELD. 

London Agrotm A. P. Itulgin Cc., 10, Cl11,0.01. SI., E.C.4. 
Agents— Remainder 110tich 

»,.1, V. It. Plea›ance. Bi, Forgato. edleffeld. 

1111111111111 tinitnitil 

••••11. Irks. "mu 
RADIO COMPONENTS 
OF ADVANCED DESIGN. 
NEW CATALOGUE NOW READY. 
Straight Line Frequency. Ultra Low 
Loss Condenser. Micro-Vernier Dial. 
High Efficiency. Low Loss Varia. 
Coupler, etc. 

The FORMO Company, 
CrownWorks, Cricklewood,N.W.2 

10/6 Manchester : 
Me.J. B. Levee, 23 Hartley 
St., Levenshulme. 

35 

ALL 
GOOD 

DEALERS 
DEMONSTRATE' 
.SEE IT TO-

DAY 

Reduction in Price 
of 

THEM AYWOO D 
L.T. SUPPLY UNIT. 

Work your set direct from the mains. 
Better, Easier and Cheaper to run 

than accumulators. 
Perfectly Safe—Absolutely Reliable. 

ALWAYS READY FOR USE. 
Just plug into the lamp socket or wall plug 
and you lit-': a continuous II.T. and L T. 
Supply enlin-ly free front " hum and ripple." 

Reduced price of L.T. UNIT, £5.10.0 
The MAYWOOD UNIT can also be obtained for 

H.T. Supolv. Model 7.. £5.15.0. 
IL•r. & L T: „ 79..Eio. io. 0. 

Flirt's, portirolore way bo had from soft, Rent :o bolder, or trots 
tar ll000luelorers 

THE MAY WOOD ENGINEERING & 
...., ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.. LTD.. 
Maywood Works, Charles St., Holland Park, London. W.11 

rcl, Phone : r“, k 'Md. 

CRYSTALS COME • CRYSTALS CO 

..T.RUSSELLSeHERTZITE.,„s 
THE FAVOURITE L. UNRIVALLED 
cRics i,A FROM AL« FIRST (LASS WIRELESS DEALERS 

THE LS RUSSELL LABORATORIES I- 7 HILL ST BiRmIFIGHAst 

A 5', Mention of " The Warld:Z w en writing to advertisers, will ensure tromat attention. 
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• 0 nee youve 
é used e 
iEuergo 
you'll never fit other components. 
Whether your circuit be reflex or 
straight, Energo" components 
will certainly get the best from it. 

The .• Orphean." 
A Shroud .1 L. F. Traie,forni,.r 
the " Ocilv.an ' gives r, ntarkablv dish etionless 
reprodueti. di throughout the cointilete range uf 
audible :requeirdes. Combining purity of tone 
with reliability and extr. me mechanical strength 
it should be in every experimenter's and music 
lover's receiver. That it is used by a number 
of leadirg receiver manufacturers is additional 
proof of its superiority. 
Rat,0 ret, 19,4. Rat iet 21!-. Other 

2I-. (1, , I5-. 

"Eller o " H F. Transtoimers 

Wound with 3 -covered wire' 
The most att active and eln-
rient r inponent of it. kind. 
Est nh nted with '0002 Con. 

den..er :10.0.9,, primary. 

"Ennis'," Batterf Switch. 
l'or perfect bettely con-

il' trol —11.7. or l..T. Ju.d 
screw it on vair LA.. or 
H.T. ternin d. 1/3. 

" Endres" TIMilag Celt. 4 
Ebonite Shielded. 5 

Snecially de+igneil low. 
capacity coil', they add 
selectivity and distance 

. toauy re:ewer. 
Privet.: 

So. - o. 
20 31 350 61 
25 19 200 7:3 
35 4:- 210 70 
91) 43 200 0 •-
73 4 ii 400 9,1 
100 5,i au() 9j. 

3 

Wan.lrok,04 
31tinm. 

150— 410 
250— 700 
450-1200 
000-2000 
11100-3000 
2000-5000 

Prie.. 

3'9 
4'. 
43 
4 
49 

Send for illustrated 

list of our many 

products. Of all 
dealers. If you cannot 

obtain send direct. 

PRODUCTS, 
LIMITED 

1 St James's 
Street, E.G.I 

legrants: 
I. ''. Smith, London." 

Telephone: Clerkenwell 73(e. 

iN4PkiKlel>•s.k.klekeie'•\.\\.\\.\\*\\A \40\ 

Advertisements for " The fritelcss ll'atld " ate wily accepted from firms we 

EFESCA 
•Nfernistat 

UWE 
FILAMENT CONTROL 

TILE Efesca Vernistat pro— 
vides the most delicate 
filament control yet in— 

vented, and is particularly useful 
in circuits requiring individual 
control of valves, where filament 
temperature plays an important 
part in efficient reception. It is 
especially suitable for the control 
of H.F. and detector valves. 

The Vernistat absolutely safeguards valves 
from accidental burn outs, as three com-
plete turns of the knob are required to 
bring in or take out the whole resistance. 

For Bright or Dull Emitter Valves, 5 or 30 ohms, 
6,/- each. 

Ask your Wireless Dealer to show you 
the Efesca Vernistat and the complete 

range of 

Write for Catalogue No. 559 6 
describing all Efesca Components 

110LESALE ONLY: 
FALK, STADELMANN & Co., Ltd, 

Efesca Electrical Works, 

83-93, FARRINGDON RD., 

LONDON, E.C.1, 
and at 

Glasgow, Manchester and 
Birmingham. 

,./EF-E-SC 
COMPONEN 

Get more out 
of your Set 

Fit a 

LOTUS 
Geared Vernier 

COIL HOLDER 

Side Plates, Coil 
Blocks and Knob, 
made in Artistic 
Bakelite Mouldings. 

You have experienced that annoying and 
irritating fading away of volume after 
tuning your coils. This is due to the 
moving block falling. The Lotus 
Moving Block CANNOT FALL. 

The Vernier movement comprises three 
sets of enclosed precision machine-cut 
gears, and reduces the speed of the 
moving coil block by eight times. 

Has the Largest Sale of any 
type of Vernier Coil Holder 

There are Two Types of Lotus 
Coil Holders: 

For Outside Panel Mounting: 
Two - way, 7/- ; Three way, 10/6. 
For Inside Baseboard Mounting with 

6 in. handle: 
Two - way, 8/-; Three - way, 12/6. 

From all first-class Radio Dealers 

GARNETT WHITELEY & Co., 
LIMITED, 

BROADGREEN RD., LIVERPOOL 

be ieve to be thoroughly reliable. A5i 
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For any circuit, 
any set, 
anywhere. 

Bracket for back-
of-panel mounting, 
2d. each extra. 

VALVE HOLDER 
Gives perfect insulation, brass sockets almost 
entirely air-spaced, minimum capacity effects. 
One-hole fixing to base board, or above panel; 
easily mounted below the panel. 
Complete with soldering tags and fixing bolt. 

ATHOL ENGINEERING CO.. 
Cornet Street. Higher Broughton, MANCHESTER. 

FOR 

TONE ' 
AND 
VOLUM E. 

Ki/2 COHLS. au 
Wave Length using '001 

Variable Condenser, in Parallel. 

Coil Maximum Price Coil Maximum Price 

25 400 150 2300 3/10 
35 520 2.2 175 2700 9/3 
40 Rio 216 200 3150 4/6 

,4).) 
840 
loco 

2/6 
2/9 

250 
300 

3000 

4550 
5/- 
5/6 

75 1250 E. 9 350 4750 5/. 
loo 1820 3;-. 400 5000 6/6 

These coils are wound on a entirely new prineipli, pro-
ducing a low loss coil of highes efficiency, and can be relied 
on to increase volume and improved tone of Radio s'gnals. 
They are extremely robust in construction and highly lb 

if unable to egain from your local dealer we will supply direct, upon 
receipt of your order with Cash, post free. 

Patentee and Sole Manufacturer: 

lg. H. ELSON 36' Digbeth' Birmingham Tolophoor Na.—VICTORIA 797. 

Wa9e Length using '001 
Variable Condenser, in Parallel. 

"GRIPilhiSHELL" 
Registered design No. 716927. 

A device for simplifying Aerial Erection 
'1 bese brackets are made from r best quality 
Wrought Iron painted with weather-proof enamel. 

PRICES 
Combined corner bracket, insulator & pulley 316 

llold-off bracket 
PI • 3-

32" 

Manufactured by FREE ON R.411.. 

PARTRIDGE & WILSON, ELierelliS' 
21 7a, Loughborough Road, LEICESTER. 

l'elephone 5812. 

No More 
Burnt-Out Valves! 

if you use a 

" CAN'TCROSS " 
CONNECTOR 

Pe• (Patent applied for.) 
ConFIAR of a plug element for etting 
to panel to replace the usual H.T. .t 
L.T. Terminals. The socket element 
corre-pendo to the plug element, and 
is arranged to receive the necessary 
lead,* from the respective batteries. 

2 
3 SHORT CIRCUITS IMPOSSIBLE. 
4 ACTS ASA DISCONNECTING SWITCH. 

Adaptable Co all cueuits. 9 EASILY FITTED TO ANY SET. 

Example wired as loll-ama: I. 17 1.1. 2. H. T..2. I.Termina I St- each 5 Terminate/. each 
2. U.T.3. 4.II.T.— 5. L.T. + G. L.T. — 7 Terminal 71- each 

rust Eres en reee.pt of Postal Order and Dealer's name trim— 

W. BARTON, 22a, Virginia St., SOUTHPORT 

0.< 

The "REEVES'-ROBERTS 
RECEIVER. 

(2 - Valves) 

Most British & Continental Stations 
ON LOUD SPEAKER. 

(5) (1) The laboratory built instrument— 
precision bulls—not nutss produced. 

(2) Built to work the Western Electric 
"Kone" Speaker, a combination 
resulting in tong quality of highest 
possible (lid ty. 
Kilicienc., on either local or distant (7) Particularly it is non-
broadcaà.—withaut change ot coil,. radiating, i.e., it cannot 
Simplicity of taming—two dials only, cause interfe7ence to other 
each reading alike—giving definite listeners, e, en if improperly 
" logabilit used. 

Comrlete in cabinet with valves and inclusive 
of royalties £15 O O nett. 

. in preparanoi —Particulars of our 4-Valve receiver with 3IONO-CONTROI. 
an eneineeing achievement. Pris-e £25 inclusive of valves and royalties. 

Western "Hone Loud Speaker and complete accessories - £3 19 0 extra for either model. 

A. W. REEVES, Electrical Engineer, 3, EDMUND STREET, 
BIRMINGHAM. 

(3) 

(41 

(6) 

Extremely low running co-t, 
0.33 amps consumption for 
filaments. 

Selectivity approaching that 01 
a super-heterud 

ç. 
War CIOe, tear ear 
04a 

IQA217 

IUALly 

HIGH TENSiori DRY BATTERY FORWIRELESS 

ets vane ln 2.vnd, stem. Pilch tsp. full caftan, plaranteed. A long-le, n a 
Battery at rooderate -,,,t. 60'. 0,zen. Sample. Carriage pail, 

METEOR POCKET LAMP BATTERIES with Sprelttl Terminal, holed arel L,-,-• 
blotted for coniucting in set-it, 39 per dozen, carriage paid. 

WIRELESS CATALOGUE FREE ON REQUEST. 

MASSEY MOTOR Co. Ltd. ,335i. PeI nizetiL I;nrsj: 

A58 Mention of " The Wireless iforhl,'= when writh e to advertisers, 'wit) ensure -prompt attention. 
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THE 

WIRELESS 
ANNUAL 
FOR AMATEURS 
á EXPERIMENTERS 

1 9 2 6 

...en.. e 

Wireless LONDON 

IIIFftg SUS LID 

IThis book should be your wireless guide 
and companion 
throughout 1926. 

THE 

FOR AMATEURS AND EXPERIMENTERS 

1926 
A volume of particular interest to every wireless enthusiast, 
containing amongst a mass of other features the following 
special items: 

CALL SIGNS of ALL KNOWN AMATEUR TRANSMITTING 
STATIONS in Great Britain, France, Ilolland, Germany, Sweden, 
Finland, Italy, Spain, South Agries. India, Australia, New Zealand. 
and South America: REGULAR TRANSMISSIONS (Morse and 
telephony): RECEIVER CIRCUITS (16 pages of diagrams and 
notes): GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL TERMS: CLASSIFIED 
DIRECTORY OF MANUFACTURERS: VALVE DATA, USEFUL 
TABLES, FORMULIE and INFORMATION on ah subjects 
interest to AMATEURS 

PRICE 2/6 net. BY POST 2/8¡ 
Obtainable from all booksellers or direa from the offices of 
"The Wireless World" Dorset House. Tudor St.,London,E.C.4 

•s: 

Service that gives Security! 
I\4 ANY readers naturally hesitate to 
IV1 send money to unknown persons. 
We have therefore adopted a Deposit 
System which gives complete security 
both to buyer and seller. 
If the money be deposited with "The 
Wireless World" both parties are advised 
oil its receipt. The time allowed for 
decision is three days, after which time, if 
the buyer decides not to retain the goods, 
they must be returned to the sender. If 

a sale is effected we remit the amount to 
the seller but, if not, we return it to the 
depositor. 
Full particulars may be found on the 
Miscellaneous advertisement page at the 
end of the book. 
Use this service for your wireless 
requirements and avoid all risk! Sell 
the apparatus you no longer require! 
Write out your advertisement to—day 
and send to— 

PREPAID ADVT. DEPT., ..THE WIRELESS WORLD," DORSET HOUSE, TUDOR ST., LONDON, E.0 4. 

rtees: 
e -

1 12 
Words 

or 
Less 

3/-

each 
addi-
tional 
word 

3d. 
Advertiser's mame and address must be counted, a box 'zumbe, is required, Id. extra must be sent loe postage on rePlies. 

.1dvertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable. 

w.w.3g 
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Less Rechar 
HE boon of less recharging—a happy gift of 
modern science. Not a single valve in your 
receiver need consume more than one-tenth 
ampere if you take advantage of the wonderful 
"N" Filament. This filament is so economical 

of heating power that no sign of glow can be discerned 
and its low current consumption makes each accumulator 
charge last seven times as long. 
You can now have the P.M.3, a general purpose valve 
with the wonderful " N " filament that reduces the total 
consumption of your set to ONE-SEVENTH and gives 
pure and powerful reception free from microphonic 
disturbances. 
The ideal combination-P.M.3 Valves followed by a 
P.M.4 in the last stage—the finest loud speaker valve 
ever produced. 

Ask for the P.M.3 16/6 

and the P.M.4 . . 22 !6 
THE WONDERFUL "N" FILAMENT VALVES 

Mu! lard 
THE -MASTER.•VALVE 

ADVT. THE PAULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO., LTD., BALHAM, LONDON, S.W.12 

_ 
Prinled tor the Pablidiers, IturFe & SONS Leo., Dorset Home, Tudor Street, London, E.0 4, by The Cornwall Press Ltd., Paris Garden, Stamford Stnet, Louden, S.E.1. 

Colonial and Foreign Agent»turrofl : 
tvrares—lrhe international New. Co.. 83-, Doane Firreet. New York. PNANCE—W . Il. Smith it Hon, 248, Rue Rivoli, l'or,' : Hachette et Cie, Rue Réaumur, Park, 
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Test ANY Loud Speaker 
of other make 
against this 

pr iiu 
5-e(kIllOr 

SWAN-NECK AMPLION 
The " Junior " Swan-Neck AMPLION (A.R.38) may not, of course, come out best against 
them all, but it will hold its own EASILY and CONCLUSIVELY against " twice the size" 
and " double the price 
Because of this exceptionally meritorious performance, the " Junior " Swan-Neck has quickly 
become so great a favourite that it has been necessary to provide for an enormously increased 
output. All who desire "BETTER RADIO REPRODUCTION," with a reasonably 
moderate outlay, will be glad to know that quantity supplies are now forthcoming and that, 
therefore, they can secure just what they want—by ordering now an 

STANDARD PLIO N  

THE WIRELESS 

WORLD'S LOUD 

25-26, Savile Row, London, W.I.; 10, Whitworth Street West, Manchester 
79-82, High Street, Clapham, S.W.4; 101, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow. 

Ask your dealer to let you hear it 

Obtainable Irom .1.11PLION STOCKISTS, leaato Dealers or Stores. 

Demonstrations gladly given during business hours at the AMPLION Showrooms: 
; 

SPEAKE/R 

Announcement ol Allred Graham Er Co. (E. A. Graham), SI. Andrew's Work›, Crofton Park, London, 

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention. 
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Yhe biggest little thing on 
your set 

30 
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and Ideal Junior Transformers 
By experts and amateurs alike, Marconiphone " IDEAL" 
Transformers are freely acknowledged to be the most efficient 
on the market because they are made to a standard of quality 
and not of price. 
The " IDEAL" Transformer, which is guaranteed to amplify 
with minimum distortion at all frequencies, is subjected to 
rigorous test at every stage of manufacture. Every transformer 
sold is guaranteed to conform to the individual curve supplied 
with the instrument, and not to a general laboratory standard. 
The windings are impregnated with MARCONITE—a specially 
prepared insulating material which protects it from all risk of 
deterioration and corrosion. 

Thu performance ot th.• '• ideal lean» .onsistent with that of 
the " Idcal " and is designed chiefly to follow the detector valve 
which is usually of high impedance. lit this way a modification of 
di sign, different from that ot ti,.: large model, has been effected 
solely for this purpose, thin, enabiiii:: a special purpose transformer 
with the highest guaranteed pi ri. ,. mauve to be produced at a 
minimum rust. Wri/.. for puMic:of ,, 

THE MARCONIPHONE Co., Ltd. 
Regd. Office: 

Nlanoni I Stiand, London, W.C.4 

Head Office: 
-1 T OttCahatil Court Road, London, W. 

I:ram-his in all principal lowas. 

••1(lell Junior .' Transformer .• 

20 

10 

•  

o 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 

IDEAL" 
Transformer 

Type ' A ' Ratio 2.7 to I 
B ' „ 4 to 

„ ' C ' „ O to 
„ • E ' „ 8 to 

IDEAL JUNIOR" 
Transformer 
Ratio 3 to I 

21 /-

'FR EQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND 
4000 

Advertisements for " The Iii, el, World " are only accepted from firms we b:lieve to be thwoughly reliable. A 1 
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EALLY 
EFFICIENT 
PRODUCTIONS 

Is' 

PRICE : 

5/6 

The GAMBRELL 
NEUTROVERNIA 

CONDENSER 

AREMARKABLE instrument, manufac— 
tured with the utmost precision. 

Note the extraordinary range of capacity. 
Min. Cap. 2 micro microfarads. Max. Cap. 
38 micro microfarads. Only six revolu— 
tions of the knob to cover from minimum 
to maximum capacity. Each revolution of 
the knob covers six micro microfarads. 
Takes less panel space than that covered 
by a sixpenny piece. It is not possible to 
short the moving and fixed elements. The 
Condenser is totally enclosed—damp, dust 
and fool proof. The best condenser ever 
devised for either neutrodyne circuits or 
as vernier condenser. 

— 

GAMBRELL L.F. TRANSFORMER 
These units have shewn hundreds of set builders that 
transformer coupled L.F. amplification WILL give 
purity of reproduction without sacrificing volume. 
Made in Two Models for first and second stages 
of amplification. 

STAGE 1 .. 27.'6 STAGE Il .. 27/6 

rik for fu:l of lise lamons 
Gambrell Coils and °fin" productions whicle 
include le,:ceicing fo, Ira:Tu:das, e le. 

37g-I.J.,,rwe.fe-e,,@/@•.,,e..ewwo./w@./e/bte/e/ft-

e 

e 
e 

e 

GAMBRELL o 
LIMITE!' 

76, VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.1 
.)93ti 

CAXTON WOOD TURNERY CO., Market Harborough 

BROS. 

o 
o 
e 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
e e CAXTON 4-VALVE CABINET 
e e Made for Editor of Wireless Magazine 
e for Set "As good as money can buy" 
e described in issue February, 1925. 
e 

e 
o 
o 

F YOU WANT THE 

FINEST VALVE MADE 
COMBINING 

VOLUME, QUALITY and ECONOMY 
BUY 

ALL Three Filament 
BRITISH 

ALWAYS 
GET 

VALVES 
"A GOOD RECEPTION" 

The Scissor Switch fu the tase ol the Volee controls 3 
filaments. With the switch cloned, any one filament can he 
used, leaving 2 in reserve. Open the switch, placing 2 fila-
meets in parallel, and the Valve à at once a POWER 
AMPLIFIER. 

Each Valve tulftle the functions pf H.P., Detector, L.P., or 
Power Amplifier. THE LIFE OF 

Te-e wEE VALVE 
FOUR IMPROVED TYPES 

COS T •F ONE 
PRICE, 9 6 

043 AMPS. per Filemen,. 
PRICE, 15. 

tEls AMPS. per Filament. 
PRICE. 15/. 

TYPE A.  
4 tu à VOLTS. 

TEPE D.E.A. 

2•6 VOLTS. 
TYPE D.E.2. 
ve to 2 VOLTS. 1E35 AMPS. per Filament. 

TYPE D.E. '06. Plum HM 
3 VOLTS. 0•0t. AMPS. per Fildnient. 

ALL VALVES ARE GUARANTEED. 

II mueble to obtain from your local dealer, write to the makers :— 

NELSON ELECTRIC CO., LTD., 
MERTON PARK, LONDON, S.W.19. 

Telegrams Valvenelm, Wimble, Loud su. 'Phone Wimbledon 172, 

El 5 

El 14 

Cash with Order. Fumed Oak 

or Real Mahogany polished ... 
With detachable recess fitted Base Board to maint 21 in. by 7 in. panel to slide out of Cabinet frcnt. 

Extra 10/- with two beaded front doors totally enclosing fitted panel. 

Cabinet overall length 224 ins. Width 84 ins. Height 9 ins. 

Polished with the new enamel that gives a glass 
hard surface that cannot be soiled or scratched. 
SENT FREE.—Catalogue of standard Wireless Cabinets in various 
sizes and woods. Special Cabinets made to customer's orders. 

P ACKED A NI) DELIVERED FREE IN t.r. Tt 

••• 

••• 
O 
o 

A2 Aleotion o/ " The Wireless Worid," when wrilint, to adrertiseis, ensure prompt ellention. 17 
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Dubili e" 

Condenser Specialists 
HE bank of Dubilie - 
Condensers illustrated 
above is composed of 
the largest Mica Con-
densers in the world. 

It was designed for installation in 
the British Government's new trans-
mitting station at Rugby, and con-
sist; of four large Condenser units 
connected in series for the main C.W. 
circuit, together with an anode-feed 
condenser tapped on to the series. 
This condenser operates contin-
uously at 12,000 Volts D.C., with 

an additional super-imposed radio 
frequency current of over 60 amps. 
The last condenser in the series 
is insulated from the earthed 
containing tank for a potential of 
over 90,000 Volts. The capacity 
of the C.W. condensers in series 
is 0.021 mfd. 
By far the greater proportion of 
government and commercial trans-
mitting stations employ Dubilier 
Condensers, and the leading manu-
facturers of wireless receiving sets 
use Dubilier products. 

Dubilier Products include :—Fixed Mica Condensers, Variable 
Air Condensers, Anode Resistances, Grid Leaks, the Ducon 
Aerial Adaptor, the Minicap Switch, the Dubrescon Valve 
Protector, and the Mansbridge Variorneter. The Company are 
also sole concessionaires for the products of the Mansbridge 
Condenser Co., Ltd. 

Specify Dubilier 

0‘36 IL Izi4? 

REGISTE RED TRADE MARK 

DunaR CONDENSER CO (1925) LTD 

VERT. OF THE DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1923) LTD., DUCON WORKS, VICTORIA RD, NORTH ACTON, W.3 TELEPHONE: CHISWICK 22414-3 E.P.S. 16, 
7 Adveitisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly ! A3 

1.11 • g • qr. • 
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OUR FREE OFFER 

TEN DAYS ONL:NLI To introduce 
our New VERNIER 

"VARIODENSER"c\r:::,....,DIAL 
we will send to all purchasers of this article during the 
next ten days a Hallada y VERNIER DIAL free upon 
receipt of 
Coupon in-
cluded with 
the order. 
Th, .evai.iodeiiser 

will, in ten seconds, 
give you any one of 
05 values of fixed 
condenser simply 
by depressing one 
or more of the six 
knobs shown. 65 
condensers at 2/6 
each would cost 
YOU 1:8 a 6. We 
offer you the equi-
valent for 

32/6 
POST FREE 
This iastruinent ha, 

thoroughly 
tta-le,1 by Bir-
mingham Research 
Laboratories awl 
also by sonic of tic.. 
largest firms in the 
country: copies of 

(RADIO SUPPLIES DEPT.,. 
report sent on TAME Roar, WORKS, VVITTON, 
requust. 

BIRMINGHAM 

Send for the only Condenser is, hurl and utility NOW. 

HALLADAY'S LTD 

PRICE 

EACH 
Portage 8:Paekia,z 

Ud. extra. 
 - 

FOR SUPER PRECISION TUNIFO 
WITHOUT HAND CAPACITY. 

In vernier position quite a considerable move-
ment of the handle produces such a minute 

rotation ol the Dial that it would be diMrult to see 
that any had actually taken place, unl,s; the vernier 

scale was provided. Coarse tuning is about six times 
tuer than direct tuning, and yet when necessary the 

time occupied in covering the whole 180' is only slightly 
anger. Will fit any standard condenser ; please specify 

whether plain or screwed spindle. To be obtained from the 
actual manufacturers. 

NAME . 

ADDRESS   

pi
ht
il
l1
M1
11
1n
no
)t
h 

padeg eette&V 
I AND 

- inheWirelessWorld - =   

The DIARY for WIRELESS ENTHUSIASTS 

PRICES : Cloth Edition, 11-, postage 
extra. Leather Case, with pockets, 

pencil and season ticket window, 2M, 
postage 2d. extra. 

Published Jointly bv 

"The Wireless World," Dorset House 

THE 

WI ELESS 
DIARY 

1926 
Compiled by the Editorial Staff of 

"The Wireless World." 
Contains over 75 pages of indispensable in-
formation for all who take a keen interest 
in this fascinating hobby, including: 

A revised list of Experimental Transmitting 
Stations. Hints for Aerials and Earths. 
Efficient Crystal Receivers. Practical One-. 
valve, Two-valve and Three-valve Circuits. 
Neutrodyne and Supersonic .Heterodyne Re-
ceivers. In addition—a convenient and well-
printed diary giving one week at an opening. 

Obtainable al all Booksellers and Railway Bookstalls. 

Tudor St., London, E.C.4., and ebarfeeefts&Ce 

A4 Mention of " The Il ireleas World," when writing to advertisers, ensure prompt attention. 
23 
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PERFECT UNITY. 

Use them together. Individually an Edis-
wan valve is always better—very robust --
very long in life—very reliable in service. 
But it is in co-operation that Ediswan valves 
give their most remarkable results. You 
can test this on your own set. 

Ediswan A.R. is a bright emitter type made to 
function either as a H.F. amplifier or detector 
(red line); or as a L.F. amplifier (green line). 
Ediswan PV5 is a dull emitter type requiring a 
filament voltage of 5 and particularly suitable for 
use with type A.R. The table below indicates 
the several combinations of Ediswan valves 
giving the best results. 

DISW 

Ediswan 

Valves are 

entirely 

British made. 

The Valves to use. 
Receiving. Accumulator or 

Baum; Volts. Power. 

AR 6 PV5 
ARDE 2 PV6 
AR*06 3 PV8 

With these groups and Ediswan H.T. anil 
L.T. Accumulators the ideal is attained. 

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. Ltd., 
123-5, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.4. 

162.11n 

xi Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only acct. Heil from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable. A5 
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ENSURE PERFECT RECEPTION 

Flush or Projecting Types 25 - 

lay using 

FM) 
MILLIAMMETERS 

VOLTMETERS 
AMMETERS 

Prices from 7:-
If your dealer is out of stock write to 

SIFAM ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO., 
Dept. W, 95 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, 

LONDON, E.C.4. 
Flush Projecting Types 25 - 

-I- '  n. Ft E. OF  

Combined 
WAVEIVIETER and FILTER 

Sena foe 

FREE 

BOOKLET 

and 

COMPLETE 

CATALOGUE. 

Type 247.W. 

CUT OUT INTE FERENCE ! 
THREE INSTRUMENTS IN ONE! 1 Geared vernier 
precision condenser. s. A direct reading waverneter. 3. A series or parallel 
filter, made by the Leading American Radio Manufacturers and guaranteed. 
As a filter in series a single interfering station can be cut out. In parallel 
several stations can be cut out simultaneously and enly one station within 
the filter lange accepted. Range, Type 217-W, '200 to Goo metres. 
Guaranteed CALIBRATED .. PRICE 5716 Post Free. 
When longer or shorter wavelengths are required the following extension 
coils can be interclumged :— 

EXTENSION COILS. 
Type 47-W2 (400!I200 'MU& } 12/6 

17-Wi (IOW 300 ) Each. 
., 247-W1 ( 50/ 150 ) Post Free. 

Sole Concessionaire for Great Britain:— 

Radio Specuutst. CLAUDE LYONS 
76. Old Hall St., LIVERPOOL 

Est. 1918 

'Phone: 4641 Ceo'. ',,préas : efriontenem." 

G ENE Izt..‘1. IDIO GO. 
AMERICA. 

a 

c> he 

RE 
COIL 

mounted! 
A combination of two suet, ontsta nd. 
ins componehts as the Reflex Coll 
and the Reflex Coil Plu u cannot fall 
to be appreciated by Wireless 
Enthusiasts who insist upon getting 
the utmost out of their sets. 
This new addition to the Reflex 
family h.ro than uphokb its 
henslitary efficiency and its cost 
is r k.. ,.ly low. 

No. 25 ... 28 No. 200 ... 4 9 
„ 30 ... 2 8 „ 250... 53 
,. 35 ... 2 8 „ 300... 62 

50 ... 2 10 .. 500... 76 
.. 60 ... 2 11 , 600 „, 8. 
,. 75 3 - 750... 9/-
, .100 ... 3 2 1000 —10 

125 ... 36 1250 ...11'-
.. 150 ... 3 8 ., 1500 

175 ... 4/3 
From all good dealers. 

Get one for your set to-day! 
REFLEX RADIO CO. LTD., 
198, Lower Clanton Road, 

London, E.5. 
Phone, 4952. 

/1 

/1 

The BEST BOOKS on WIRELESS 
The range of books published from the offices of 
" The Wireless World" covers every conceivable phase 
of wireless. l3elow are given a fewi selected titles. A 
complete list will be sent on request. 

"The Thermionic Valve and Its Development in Radio Tele-
graphy and Telephony": by .1. A. linstiNc, D.Sc., 
F.R.S. Price 15/- net. By Post i3:9. 

"Continuous Wave Wireless Telegraphy—Part I": by W. H. 
Eccits, D.Sc., Price 25!- net. By Post 25/9. 

"Direction and Position Finding in Wireless": by R. KLEN, 
B.Eng., A.M.I.E.E. Price 9 • net. By Post 9/6. 

"Thermionic Tubes in Radio-Telegraphy and Telephony": by 
Jon>: Si_oTr-TAccaur, F.Inst.P., A.M.1.E.E. Price 15/- net. 
By Post z5/9. 

"Wireless Valve Transmitters": by W. JAMES. Price 9:- net. 
By Post 9/9. 

"Calculation and Measurement of Inductance and Capacity": 
by 1V. H. NOTTAGE, liSe. l'rice 7, u net. By Post 8,-. 

"Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony": by H. M. Dowserr, 
11.1.E.E. Price 9,'- net. By Post 

"Telephony without Wires": by R. A. COURSE?, B.Sc., P.Inst.P. 
Price re- net. By Post. 15/6. 

Obtainable front all booksellers or direct front the publishers: 

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. W.W.I 

11 

o 

o 
A6 Mention of " The Wireless IVorld,'.! when writing to advertisers, will ensuie prompt atteirion. 27 
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The new T.C.C. 

Mica Condenser 
Here is the latest T.C.C. production—an accurate 
mica Condenser in a green moulded case with 
duplex terminals. Owing to its convenient shape 
it takes up very little room on the panel, and because 
it is sealed from below instead of from above it is 
proof against the heat of the soldering iron. For 
those who do not wish to solder their connections, 
e convenient milled head is provided to ensure a 
perfect electrical contact. 

No need to ask if it is accurate 
—the name T.C.C. guarantees it. 

¡vers' T.C.C. Condenser— 
v. tallier Mica or Mansbridgc 
—has to pass so many tests 
litote it is released for issuc 
that its accuracy within 

very s in a II percentage 
id error is a for e gun': 
coin lusion. 
Your fixed Condenser—on 
which so lintel, depends— 
is one of the least expensive 
(.1 all tlie components you 
law, The difference in cost 
t etween one of doubtful 
1,TM:dint' and a minim! 
T.C.C. may only be a copper 

or two, yet the difference in 
ri -tilts may be phenomenal. 
Experts say that the majority 
ot faults in home - built 
receivers are traceable to the 
use uf inferior and badly 
iitsulated condensers. 
It your own Sm. is not 
giving the results you should 
expect, suspect the condensers 
—substitute T.C.C. Mica (for 
small values) and T.C.C. 
Nlansbridge (tor large values) 
and you obtain a permanew. 
insurance against C‘md...ao:er 
tneakdowm 

Prices: 
N... 33, all capacities between 004 and 

\\\ 'COI mfds. 2/4 
No. 34, all capacities between 0009 and 

'0001 mfds. 2/4 
From all Wireless Shops. 

/ 

T. C.C. 
Mica Condenser 

Advertisement ol nlegraph Coneknser Co., Lid., Kew, Surrey. 

Gilbert eh!. 441 

ures to 6P.emembe,r 

S.S.2 L .F. 

(Green Disc) 

Voltage - 2'0 volts 

Consumption '3 amps. 
PR ICE 14 — 

Ask sour Dealer for 
Leaflet S.S.I.7 for 
full particulars. 

6P6T61@A.N 
— to be remembered 
for the pleasure he gives, he has given, he 
will give. Besides there is the charm of 
his eternal youth You want your vilves 
to give you pleasure, to satisfy you; you 
would like them never to grow old. None 
will give you longer life or better service 
than 660 Valves. You have a wide range 
to choose from and each valve is specially 
designed to carry out its particular job. 
There's the S.S.2 (Red Disc)—a 2-volt 
Valve for H.F. Amplification, suitable as 
a detector when followed by resistance or 
choke. Or again, the S.S.2 (Green Disc) 
—for L.F. Amplification—just the valve 
you want for small and medium-sized loud 
speakers. 
Now let's consider the quest ion of economy. 
These valves have a current consumption 
of only .3 amps. and further work at such 
a low temperature that the life of the fila-
ment is immeasurably increased—surely 
economy in the true sense. 
And this is only the beginning of our 
interesting story. The S.S.3 valves have 
a current consumption of only .06 amps., 
while with the S.S.7—a wonderful Dull 
Emitter Power Valve, current consumption 
'I amps.—no glow from the filament is 
isible when operating at the correct 

voltage. 
For long life, good service, perfect tone, 
insist on Six Sixty Valves. 

2 

BETTER BY SIX TIMES SIXTY.) 
The Eleeirpn Co., Ltd., Triunerà flouse, u j Rqcut Street, London, 

Advcrtisenzews for "The Wireless W ' are onl li a reepted fr<,tu lit HIS 4,e believe to be l hot 01041y r din ble• A7 
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es" 

The " lAssenola " 
instantiy concerts 
any gramophone into 
a load speaker. 

A cone diaphragm 
loud speaker can 
easily be constructed. 
The illustration 
shows one method 

of mounting 

A8 

A 

Now no home need 
lack a Loud Speaker 
The introduction of the LISSENOLA at the amazingly low price 
of 13/6 has created an unparalleled stir. Unbiased critics 
seated behind a screen and asked to distinguish between a 
thirteen-and-sixpenny LISSENOLA and other loud speakers selling 
at several pounds have been completely at a loss. 
Make the test for yourself: go to your nearest dealer and ask him 
to put on the best loud speaker in his stock. Then use the same 
horn on the Lissenola, and see if you can notice any difference. 
THE LISSENOLA is sold exactly as 
illustrated above, and with every 
instrument are simple directions 
and full-size exact patterns which 
show you clearly how for a few 
pence to make a horn of proved 
efficiency to attach to it. Or if 
you possess a gramophone or any 
loud-speaker horn—or any. horn or 
trumpet—that will serve admirably. 

GET A LISSENOLA for your home 
—and build yourself a loud speaker 
fully equal in performance to the 
finest that money can buy. You 
can cover the horn with fancy 
paper, or wallpaper, and paint it 
to resemble a factory article. Also 
by using the " Lissen" Reed (sold 
separately for 1 -) the Lissenola 
will carry a cone, or any other 
diaphragm working on the reed 
principle. 

Your dealer will gladly demonstrate 
and supply—or send postal order direct 

BUY THE LISSENOLA 
and build your own loud speaker 

LISSEN LTD., Lissenium Works, 16-20, Friars Lane, Richmond, Surrey. 
'Phone: RICHMOND 2285 (4 lines). 'Grams: " Lissenium, Phone, London." 

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to adrertiecrs, will ensure prompt attention 

Fiait direc tiont ¡or 
making this horn 
are g.iren with every 

" Liu enola." 

, 

le 

A nother way of 
utilising the eon. 
diaphragm metho4 

of construction 
- 

Th. "Limn" Brea 
ttachment (Pat 

pending) for or. 
with cone diaphrogoi 
loud speaker. Price 

1 
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RELATIVE STRENGTH IN BROADCAST 
RECEPTION. 

/N the struggle after the ideal of quality in broadcast •transmission and reception we are inclined to think 
that there is a tendency to overlook another considera-

tion which may be regarded as of 
equal importance in obtaining the 
desirable ultimate result of abso-
lute faithfulness in repuHluction 
of the original. 

Considering first of all the re-
production of music, it must be re-
membered that the " compass." as 
we may call it, of sound volume 
over which the broadcast micro-
phone and transmitter can respond 
without producing loss of quality 
is limited. That is to say, if ill 
any orchestral work, for 'example. 
the sound energy becomes very 
great, it is necessary to control the 
transmitter and reduce the ampli-
fication in order to bring the in-
tensity within the compass of the 
transmitter. Similarly, with very 
werk passages it may become 
necessary to over-ami)lif y the 
sound energy before transmission. 
so that the net result in a musical 
work of pronounced contrast in 
sound energy is that a certain 
amount of artificial levelling may 
take place. 

Musitf in the studio is almost always played at what 
may be termed " concert strength," and concert strength 
is quite lotid enough, if not a little too loud, to be pleas-
ing in our homes when reproduced by the loud-speaker. 
Now, when an announcement is made or a talk is broad-
cast, what usually happens is that our set, being adjusted 
just as it was for music, now reproduces the voice with 

a viiiume almost as great as was produced by an entire 
orchestra which performed the last item. whereas if a 
natural dIed is require il the \ oice should be very much 
weaker indeed. This unnatural -amplification of the 
human pro .luces an unpleasant effect which is only 
removed when chit, r t\tir receiver or the transmitter con-

trol is ru -adjusted so as to repro-
duce the voice at a strength ap-
proximating to the original. This 

de feet is. we believe. rather accen-
tuated at the studio for two 
reasons : first, because speakers are 
often too near the microphone, 
.111.1 secondly lice:nisi, the speaker, 
knowing that he can rely on the 
amplifiers I' izo 1St up his Voice to 
any required strength, may actu-
ally sFwak quite quietly, thereby 
10,ing a goc..I deal of ti u: character 
of the voice. H. now. \ye listen 
to a mu' 'Il amplified loud-speaker 
version of the original, it will cer-
tainly sotubl harsh and unnatural, 

for an artificially amplified weak 
tice tri il s' 'tin. 1 very iraull worse 
than a strong \ oice reproduced 
below natura I strength. No 
.loubt this is one of the reasons 
why crystal sets with head 'phones 
are s(r) 1. ten rm.:fern., 1 when 
listening to the human voice. A 
few simple tests on y•our receiver 
to ascertain the proper degree of 

amplification to give to music and speech respectively 
will be found worth while by those \\ ho strive after quality 
and faithfulness. but we would much prefer that the 
correction should 1.0 made at the transmitter. This oh-
servation was raised in the interests of music in evidence 
given before the Broadcasting Committee, and it was 
suggested that certain works might be specially " scored " 
to suit the particular requirements of broadcasting. 
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Results of High. 

Frequency Measurements 

on Readers' Coils. 

HE subject of the design of the most efficient t\ pc 
of inductance coil has always been of interest 
both to the professional and to the amateur, but 

the constant and casual use of the expression " Low-
loss coil " prompted us s(nne time ago to undertake to 
test specimen coils of different types submitted by 
readers with a view to providing valuable data on this 
most important subject. 
The number of coils submitteil ran into hundreds, and 

this provides the explanation for the delay in publishing 
results, because, partly in view of the fact that a prize 
of £5 was offered for the best coil submitted, it was 
necessary that all coils should be tested before com-
mencing the publication of reports. It will, of course, 
be understood that the number is far too great for us to 
deal with every coil through the pages of the journal, 
but particulars are being sent to every entrant when his 
coil is returned to hint. a MI the most inté'resting and 
representative types will be dealt with here and in a 
further article which will appear later. We hope next 
week to announce the winning coil of the competition, 

Multilayer coil of straided wire. Inside 
diameter, 2in.; outside diameter, 3 1;8in.; 
length, 1 1181n. Inductance, 115 micro-

henries; resistance, 4'3 ohms. 

A I 0 
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and we also hope to make some comments on any out-
standing points of technical interest which these tests 
have revealed. 

If a tuning coil is measured it is found to possess in-
duela flee capacity and resistance. The inductance, of 
c'ourse, is what we want, and part of the problem when 
designing a tuned circuit is to determine the dimensions 
of a coil which will tune over a given wavelength range 
with a variable condenser. This is relatively a simple 
matter in practice, for the manufacturer of the condenser 
it is proposed to use will give its maximum and mini-
mum value,;, the stray circuit capacities can be allowed 
for, and it is easy enough to construct a coil of the 
required value as found from the wavelength and in-
ductance formula. But even when we know the exact 
inductance of the coil at the frequency or wavelength 
at which it is to be used and the exact values of the 
capacities shunted across it, we cannot work out the pre-
cise wavelength to which the circuit will tune, because 
we have neglected the capacity of the coil itself. 

In coils of the low-loss type this capacity, which may 

NIaltilayer coil of No. 22 D.C.C. Inside 
diameter, 2 3141n.; outside diameter, 
4 1,14in.; inductance, 131 microhenries; 

resistance, 4.2 ohms. 

Nluitilayer coil of 70 turns of No. 24 
D.C.C. Inside diameter, 2 1Htin. ; out-
side diameter, 2 7/8in.: length, lin.; in-
ductance, 100 microhenries; resistance, 
28.5 ohms. The high resistance is due to 

the t3 pe of winding employed 

2 I 
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Low Loss Coil Tests.— 
be considered as in shunt with the terminals of the coil, 
is quite small, just a few micromicrofarads. But still, 
it is there and acts to reduce the extreme tuning range 
with a given variable condenser, although this is rarely 
a matter of any account in actual practice. For instance, 
in a tuned anode circuit—a parallel or rejector circuit— 

we need not worry unduly as 
to the harmful effects pro-
duced by self-capacity as 
such, the self-capacity limit-
ing the wavelength range to 
only a negligible extent, be-
cause coils of the type we 
are considering for the lower 
broadcast band of wave-
lengths will normally have a 
self-capacity of only a few 
micromicrofarads, which is 
generally lower than the use-
ful .minimum of the tunin::-
condenser. What we must 
not lose sight of, however, 
is the fact that the condenser 
formed by the turns of wire 

of the coil, the end connections, etc., is generally a bad 
one, that is, its dielectric is such that there is a loss of 
power. In other words, the self-capacity of a coil acts 
to increase its effective high-frequency resistance, and 
efforts to reduce one of these properties usually result in 
a reduction in the other. It is a fact that low H. F. 
resistance and low self-capacity go together, provided the 

Small single—layer coil of 
No. 30 enamelled wire. 
Diameter, 17 8in. ; length 
of winding, 11 4in.; in— 
ductance. 140 micro— 
henries ; resistance, 6.3 

ohms. 

A cardboard former is used, and the construction will be seen 
from the illustration. There are 40 turns of No. 27 D.C.C. 
Inside diameter, 1 I 21n.; outside diameter, 3 1/8in.; inductance, 

88 microhenries; resistance, 31 ohms. 

self-capacity feature is not overdone and we confine our-
selves to normal coils. 
To provide coil-condenser combinations which will 

cover the desired wavelength range, however, is but a 
portion of the problem which has to be faced when de-
signing the high-frequency circuits of a receiver. We 
do not always want the coil with the lowest losses. To 
put a " low-loss " coil in a circuit haying a relatively 
high series resistance is not wise, for probably a smaller 
coil with larger losses will serve equally as well and 
reduce stray coupling difficulties. Again, if we intend 
to use three or four filter circuits in a broadcast receiver, 
the circuits can have too low a resistance from the quality 

10 
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point of view. On the other hand, if selectivity is the 
main requirement, tuned circuits can be designed to 
have the lowest possible losses, for then the selectivity 
will be a maximum. 

Large multi—layer coil, with ebolite spacers wound with 70 turns 
of No. 18 enamelled wire. Inside diameter, 1 7;8in. ; outside 
diameter, 4 1/81st.; length, 1 14m. ; inductance, 292 microhenries; 

reeistance, 14 ohms. 

There is a close connection between circuit losses and 
signal strength, their exact dependence being governed 
by the circuitual arrangement employed. For instance. 

A loosely wound basket weave coil 64 turns of No. 16 U.S.C.; 
mean diameter, 3in. ; length, 3fn. ; inductance, 130 microhenries; 

resistance, 3.8 ohms. 

in a simple tuned anode circuit the effect of the loss due to 
resistance of the circuit upon amplification depends upon 
the impedance of the valve and the ratio of tuning 

A II 
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Low Loss Coil Tests.— 
capacity to inductance. A certain amount of resistance 
can usually be tolerated here, for the amplification 
obtained depends on the ratio of the circuit impedance 
to the impedance of the valve, this being a maximum 
when the circuit is tuned to resonance with the incoming 
signal. No practical advantage is to be gained by 
making this impedance ratio too large, so that the losses 
of the circuit, which are practically wholly confined to 

Three-layer plug-in coil, having 60 turns of No. 20 D.C.C. 
Distance between two inner faces, 2 593in.; and between the two 
outer faces, 3 1,21n.; inductance, 253 microhenries; resistance, 

16.2 ohms. 

the coil (except when the condenser is set at its low 
reading end) can be allowed to be higher than when the 
circuit is connected direct to the grid-filament of a ,-itive 
and is loosely coupled to the preceding circuit. 

When Losses are Permissible. 

The losses can also be permitted to be higher the 
lower the impedance of the valve that is used. The 
magnification will be about the same, for example, from 
a tuned anode stage comprising a to,000-ohm valve and 
a 200-microhenry coil with a 15-ohm loss resistance at 

Single-laver coil wound on celluloid, 0.01in thick, having 64 turns 
of No. 22 D.C.C. wire with No. 30 S.W.G. spacing. Impregna-
tion, thin solution of celluloid in acetone; length, 3 1 8in.; dia-
meter, 3In.; inductance, 179 microhenries; resistance, 4 ohms. 

A 12 

400 metres 
3o,000-ohm 
to have the 

• 

as with a similar circuit but substituting a 
valve and a 3-ohm coil, assuming both valves 
same amplification fa.•hr. 

Coil wound on fused quartz (Vitreosil) former. 3in. diameter; 51 
turns, wound with Belling-Lee air-spaced wire, No. 24 gauge; 

inductance, 130 microhenries; resistance, 2.8 ohms. 

What, then, is the use of a " low loss " coil? With 
a " low loss " coil properly connected. we can get higher 
magnification and better selectiviy, and a practical ex-

A rather special coil haying two windines joined in series. The 
coils are I 5,8in. in diameter, and 2 3,81n. long; both have 86 
turns. The coils are connected together at the top. The wire is 
No. 22 D.C.C. Inductance. 225 microhenries; resistance, 8.5 
ohms. Coils of this type have been called " binocular" coils. 

26 
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Low Loss Coil Tests.— 
ample of this was given in the article " Oscillation With-
out Radiation," which has recently appeared in this 
journal. 

Measuring H.F. Resistance. 

There are several methods of measuring the high-fre-
quency resistance of a circuit, two of them being of 

.arit 

• .e.t-sr-., 

Ne do. 4c-e >. • 
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fr 

Coil of No. 15 D.C.C. wire, having an inductance of 35 micro-
henries, and a resistance of P2 ohms. The coil is about 2 1114in. 

long and 3 3,4in. in outside diameter. 

special intervst. These are known as the resistance varia-
tion and the reactance variation methods. In the resist-
area variation method the coil t., be teste.I is j(iined in 
series with a tuning condenser and anuneter, and current 
is induced from a valve oscillator generating currents of 

Thick wire self-supported coil, 3 3'4in, diameter, having 42 turns 
of No. 16 D.C.C. Inductance, 102 microhenries; resistance, 

1.5 ohms. 

14 

the desired frequency. The circuit containing the coil is 
tuned to resonance, as indicated by the maximum reading 
of the ammeter : then a resistor of known H.F. resistance 
is in :aed in the circuit and the current at resonance is 

Singte-layer coil, 3 1.4in. long, 3in. In diameter, of No. 22 
enamelled wire. The turns are held together by three strips of 
celluloid and an ebonite clamp, which also carries the contacts. 

inductance, 180 inicrohenries; resistance, 3.8 ohms. 

measured. The resistance c,f the circuit is given by 

R = ohms 

l<=the resistance of the circuit, 
the resistance of the added resistor, 

1 = the curront :It resonance without the resistor, 
the current wiien the resistor is in circuit. 

Plug-in coil, having a mean diameter of 3 1141n. and a winding 
length of 11 4in., wound with No. 18 D.C.C. The inductance is 

56 tnicrohenries and resistance 11•2 ohms. 

'Fhe accuracy of the result will depend a good deal on 
the care taken during the experiment. It is necessary, 
for instance, to employ a powerful source of oscillations, 
so that a weak coupling can be used with the circuit being 
tested, and to limit so far as pi ,ssible electrostatic coup-
ling. 
The reactance variation method emp.loys a calibrated 

A 13 
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Low Loss Coil Tests.— 
tuning condenser. and the coil to be tested is connected 
in series with this condenser and an ammeter, while the 
source of undamped oscillation is loosely coupled to the 
coil. To &termitic the resistance of the circuit, the am-
meter reading is noted when the condenser is adjusted to 
tune the circuit to resonance with the source, and then 
the condenser is varied a little, and the new condenser 
reading and the current are noted. Then the resistance 
of the circuit is given by 

R= XI   ohms, 

R being the resistance of the circuit in ohms, 
X, the reactance of the condenser, 
I, the current when the circuit is detuned, 
I the current at resonance. 

A coil consisting of two separate flat coils mounted side by side, 
connected in series. The inner diameter of each coil is lin, and 
the outer diameter 4 V2in. The wire is No. 16 D.C.C. The coils 
are mounted 3/41n. apart. A former of 3-ply wood is used to 
hold the coils in position The inductance came out at 250 micro-

henries, and the resistance at 5 ohms. 

This method is perhaps not such a good one to employ 
as the resistance substitution method first described, for 
the reason that only a very small change in the condenser 
is usually required. '!'he resistance variation method was 
used in the " low. loss " coil tests, and all measurements 
were made at 400 metres. 
From the value of resistance obtained by either of the 

above methods, the resistance of the meter and the con-
denser must be subtracted. The resistance of the meter 
is usually several ohms, while that of the condenser is 
often only a fraction of an ohm, and for many purposes 
there is no need to bother about the condenser resistance, 
provided it is a reasonably well-made instrument. When 
comparing coils, for instance, the tuning condenser which 

& 14 

Nvill be used for tuning the coil in the receiver can be 
employed in the test circuit, and no attempt need be made 
to allow for its losses. 

Basket coil fitted with a home-made plug mounting. Inside 
diameter, 2 l'4in. ; outside diameter, 4in.; wound with No. 20 
D.C.C. wire. Inductance, 128 microhenries; resistance, 514 ohms. 

The coils tested are of all shapes and sizes, and, un-
fortunately, part of the value of the tests is lost because 
the coils vary so widely in inductance value. But the 
material obtained from the tests is of great interest, for 
it shows the H.F. resistance and inductance of the coils 
at 400 metres, and general conclusions of great value can 

tt1/4‘«Vi‘‘ • \A;s:t'X'S'S‘ïle«X\‘‘‘,NiVNitX". 

Single-layer coil wound on a Quartz.te former, comprising two 
ebonite rings, having a mean diameter of 2 15/16in. and a winding 
length of 2 3/Sin. Eight glass rods are used, the coil having 
55 turns of Litz wire. The inductance of the coil is 164 micro-
henries, and its resistance is 3'2 ohms. Another coil of similar 
construction is No. 18, with ebonite rings having a mean diameter 
of 2 15/16in. and SS turns of Litz wire, occupying a length of 
3 3/161n. The inductance of this coil is 141 microhenries, and 

its resistance is 2 ohms. 

be drawn from the figures. Some from amongst the more 
interesting coils are illustrated here, and beneath each 
figure will be found the details of the coil illustrated. 
Further illustrations and data on individual coils will be 
included in a further instalment. W. J. 
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COMPliCATIONS OF CRYSTAL 
RECEPTION. 

Effect of Crystal Loading on Signal Strength. 

THE chief complication 
which occurs in a crys-
tal receiver is, of 

course, due to the heavy 
loading of the tuned aerial 
system with which the crystal 
detecting circuit is asso-
ciated. In other words, the 
whole of the energy for 
artuating the telephone re-
ceivers has to be obtained directly from the aerial circuit, 
only a portion of that actually received in the form of 
electromagnetic waves being available. This is the great 
point of difference between the crystal and valve receiver, 
the latter being merely a thermionically operated relay, 
the energy from the resonant aerial being required only 
to operate the relay potentially so that the load resulting 
does not limit the current in the receiving aerial. Due to 
this fact that the input circuit of a valve receiver does not 
very appreciably augment the losses in the aerial circuit, 
the full aerial current is available for producing a high 
potential difference across the aerial tuning inductance; 
and, moreover, as is well known, in 
the case of a regenerative valve re-
ceiver the initial losses of the aerial 
circuit itself are still further reduced 
by means of this relay principle, thus, 
by increasing the aerial current I, and 
very considerably increasing the reac-
tive potential wLI across the aerial 
tuning inductance I., the signal 
strength is enormously increased and 
tuning wonderfully sharpened. Even 
the loading of a valve receiver acts as 
an aerial current limiting factor when 
the aerial is of the frame or loop 
form and the experimenter is tempted 
to push up the ratio of inductance to 
capacity of the loop circuit in order to 
obtain more " area-turns." When °II, 
of the loop becomes comparable with 
the input impedance of the valve across 
which it is connected, then the load augmentation by the 
latter very often more than negatives any F.M.F. 
increase due to an increase of "area-turns." 

By W . H. F. GRIFFITHS. 

Since the commencement of Broadcasting several excellent 
articles, mathematical and otherwise, have been published 
in this journal and elsewhere dealing with the complications 
of crystal reception and showing methods of obtaining the 
gieatest possible efficiency from crystal receivers. It is 
thought, however, that an article written expressly with the 
iruention of showing clearly, with the aid of curves, some of 
jhe complications which occur, and how they can be analysed, 

will be of interest lo a large number of experimenters. 

Ratio of Inductance to Capacity. 

This state, however, does not occur until the ratio of 
inductance to capacity becomes very high, and in this 
respect is the loop-fed valve receiver an extreme case of 
the crystal receiver, for, in the latter case, the load im-
pedance (of necessity since its energy is required for 
actuating, directly, the telephone receivers) is of a suffi-
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ciently low order to be com-
parable with even the mode-
rate values of " taL " met 
with in ordinary open aerial 
practice with single-circuit 
tuning. 
The degree of detector cir-

cuit loading and consequent 
damping varies even with 
different classes of detecting 

crys...1s, becoming more important, naturally, with the 
lower resistance crystals, notably with the galena-
catwhisker variety, and the figures and curves given in 
this article will contrast the behaviour of " Perikon " 
combinations and galena in this respect. 

Effect of Crystal -Loading on Resonant Voltage. 

It is difficult to make a choice of crystal and type of 
aerial tuning circuit if one has no know ledge of the effect 

of the loading of the latter by the former, more especially 
for a given type and size of aerial. The choice of aerial 
for any crystal receiver is not, however, difficult, as this 

becomes for crystal circuits, "the 
larger the better," the limits to dimen-
sions being nearly always of a practi-
cal constructional nature rather than of 
electrical constants. The notes and 
curves which follow nearly all refer to 
practice with a moderately large aerial 
of twin " T " form about soft. high 
and 7oft. long. 
The effect of loading by a crystal 

upon an aerial tuning circuit i3 clearly 
shown by the curves of Fig. 1, which 
were plotted from results obtained 
with the above-described aerial when 
tuned with an inductance of about 
TOO whys, and a parallel variable air 
condenser of about o.000s mfd. maxi-
mum capacity. The actual value of 
inductance 't as, in each case of load-
ing, adjusted to such a value that abso-

lute resonance or tuning occurred at the same point of the 
condenser scale, 17.6 degrees. Curve V, is the resonance 
curve of the aerial circuit when no crystal load is applied 
to it, which may be called the no-load resonance curve. 
The only loading was that, negligible in the present case, 
introduced by the thermionic voltmeter by which the poten-
tial differences across the aerial inductance were measured. 
The test circuit showing the voltmeter connected across 

the inductance is given in Fig. 2 (a). and the-curve Vo 
gives the P.D. across the coil " I. " for various settings 
of the condenser when the latter is varied through the 

Vo 

VG 

  VOA  

0° 20° 40° 

'C" DEGREE SCALE READING 

10° 15 mmfds 

Fig. t.— Resonance curves of potential 
difference across the aerial tuning induct-

ance. 
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Complications of Crsstal Reception.— 
resonance point. The voltage thus measured by the volt-
meter must not be confused with the E.M.F. induced into 
the aerial by the advancing electromagnetic wave-front. 
This latter initial E.M.F. is a constant, quantitatively 
given by the product of the potential gradient of the 
advancing waves (in millivolts per metre) and the effec-
tive height of the aerial. It is constant irrespective of the 

-Fig 7.—Circuits with which the curves of Figs. 1, 4, 5 and 6 
were obtained. 

tuning of the aerial, this latter operation merely reducing 
the impedance of the aerial system so that, at resonance, 
a maximum current will flow as a result of this applied 
E.M.F. 

Aerial Current at Resonance. 

At resonance the aerial current is limited only by the 
effective high-frequency resistance of the aerial system as 
augmented by that of the aerial coil and any other appa-
ratus associated with it, and it is this current which, in 
flowing through the aerial inductance L, produces the 
reactive voltage LI, much greater than the applied 
E.M.F. of the impinging wave-front. It is this reactive 
voltage which is measured by the voltmeter V. 
When receiving from 2L0 on 365 metres to miles (lis-

tant, the maximum P.D. obtained across the coil at 
resonance will be seen to he o.68 volt and the sharpness 
of tuning such that a capacity change of io mmfd. reduced 
the voltage to half this value. As an illustration of the 
effect of damping upon this curve, a non-reactive resist-
ance of to ohms was inserted in the aerial lead as shown 
by R in Fig. 2 (b), the voltage was thereby reduced to 
about 0.52 volts maximum and the curve V, (Fig. r) was 
obtained. Besides reducing the maximum " resonant " 
voltage this added resistance has the effect, of 
course, of rendering the " tuning " somewhat less sharp 
as the curve shows, a detuning of 17 mmfd. being now 
required to produce a so per cent. reduction in voltage. 

While studying resonance curves it will, no doubt, be 
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3.—Large receiving and small absorbing aerials. 
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interesting to the reader to see the effect produced upon 
the voitage by the energy absorbed by an adjacent aerial 
of quite small dimensions. The curve VGA was taken 
when an aer-'11 only Loft. high and 25ft. long and 25ft. 
away frr the receiving aerial was tuned to resonance. 
with '..é received wave, the absorption having the effect 
of r _hieing the resonant voltage by 16 per cent., and it 
vil' be seen later that the signal strength is correspond-
ing. • reduced (see Fig. 3). For other phenomena in 

with the interference from adjacent aerials the 
rer -ed to an article specially dealing with this 
subject by the present author.' 

Crystal Damping. 

Now, instead of clamping the aerial circuit by the 
introduction of additional series resistance, the detector 
circuit of Fig. 2 (c) was joined across L. The circuit con-
sisted of a Perikon crystal, moving coil microammeter 
and telephone receivers of 2,000 ohms resistance, with 
the usual by-pass condenser of 0.0002 mfd. capacity. 
Upon referring to Fig. i it will be seen that the resonance 
curve Vp obtained with this parallel loading of actual 
practice is not far different from that obtained with to 
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4.—Resonance curves of voltage and rectified telephone cur-
rent obtained with galena (c) and Perikon (P). ' 

ohms in series, showing that the Perikon crystal loading 
may be regarded as an equivalent series resistance of this 
order. From the curve V, it is seen that the voltage 
available for application across the Perikon detector cir-
cuit is only 73 per cent. of the no-load voltage, while 
the tuning is made less sharp to an extent that can be 
gauged by the fact that a capacity detuning of 18 mmfd. 
is now required to effect a 50 per cent. voltage reduction. 
This reduction of voltage and selectivity is not very 
serious, because Perikon has a fairly high effective resist-
ance, but a much more serious case for consideration is 
that of a galena crystal. 
The resonance curve of voltage obtained when a galena 

crystal is substituted for the Perikon combination is 
given approximately by the curve VG (Fig. 1), and here 
it is at once seen that the loading effect of a low-resistance 
crystal is extremely serious. The maximum voltage at 
resonance is reduced to about 22 per cent. of the no-load 
resonant voltage and a capacity detuning of about 6o 

1 Wireless World and Radio Review. Vol. XVI., Nos. 303 
(page 550) and 304 (page 591). June, 1925. 
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Complications of Crystal Reception.— 
mmfd. is required to effect a 50 per cent voltage 
reduction. 

In view of this serious loading effect it may at first be 
thought to be impossible to get a great overall efficiency 
from the galena crystal receiver, but this is certainly not 
the case, for, leaving for the moment the flatness of tuning 
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Fig. 5.—Reduction of volts and rectified cur-
fient (Perikon) due to absorption by neigh-

bouring aerial. 
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reception from 21.0 (365 metres) at a distance of ro miles. 
It is, perhaps, of interest here to show the effect of 
tuning the neighbouring aerial upon the voltage and recti-
fied telephone current when using Perikon (Fig. 5) and 
galena (Fig. 6). In each case the dotted curves indicate 
the reduction of voltage and rectified current due to energy 
absorption by this very small aerial ; with Perikon a 20 per 

cent. signal strength reduction and 
24 with galena only a 5 per cent. 

reduction owing to the fact that, 
in this case, the augmentation of 
the effective resistance of the large 
receiving aerial by the absorption 

12 < of the small aerial was not so ap-
o ▪ preciable compared with the total 

8 0 - effective resistance of the aerial 
2 system (as already augmented by 

4 the parallel loading of the detector 
circuit) as was the case when 

O Perikon was used. 
It has previously been explained 

that serious damping effects, such 
as that of the galena crystal detec-
tor circuit just described, become 
even more serious with smaller 

aerials or when tuning circuit adjustments increase the 
value of the aerial tuning inductance. As proof of this 
the circuit of Fig. 7 was used in order to obtain larger 
values of inductance by employing a series tuning con-
denser C, of 0.0012 mfd. maximum capacity. 
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Fig. 6.—Curves corresponding to those 
of Fig. 5, with galena as the rectifying 

crystal. 

objection, a far greater rectified . telephone current is 
obtained from galena than would be obtained from Peri-
kon for the same potential across the inductance, so much 
so that, .although Fig. r shows so decidedly in favour. of 
Perikon as regards resonant voltage, the rectified tele-
phone current obtained when using this crystal combina-
tion is only 42 per cent. of that obtained when using 
galena. The complete curves of rectified telephone 
current plotted against tuning settings about resonance are 
given in Fig. 4. 

The. curve tiA,, indicates the rectified current obtained 
with the Perikon crystal and FLA0 that obtained when 

e A 

(a) (o) 

rig. 7.—Circuits for curves in Figs. 8, 9, 10 and 

using galena ; whilst for a comparison of curve shape 
the voltage curves V0, Vp and VG of Fig. r have been 
reproduced in this figure. Although the rectified tele-
phone current from galena at resonance (22.8 micro-
amperes) is so much greater than that from Perikon, it 
obviously suffers from the disadvantage of tuning flatness 
as was to be expected from its corresponding voltage 
curve VG. It is necessary to detune from resonance by a 
capacity change of 52 mmfd., in order to effect a 50 
per cent. signal strength reduction, whereas with Perikon 
a capacity detuning of only 22 mmfd. will effect a similar 
reduction. All these curves were plotted from results of 

9 

Effect of Tuning with Series Condenser. 

The results from the use of this circuit for reception 
from 21.0 give the very interesting set of curves of 
Fig. S. These curves show resonant voltages across the 
inductance I. and rectifier telephone currents for various 
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Fig. 8.—Effect of series aerial condenser upon resonant voltage 
and rectified telephone current. 
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Complications of Crystal Reception.— 
values of series capacity, the inductance for each capacity 
setting being adjusted to tune the aerial circuit to reson-
ance with the incoming signal wave. The curve vo shows 
how the resonant voltage increases in value as the series 
capacity is reduced, i.e., as tor. is increased, when no 
crystal load is applied [circuit as Fig. 7 (a)]. Under this 
condition a maximum resonant voltage of 0.99 volt was 
obtained when the series condenser was adjusted to 20 
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Fig. 9.—Decrease of signal strength due to use oi series condenser 

(P = Perikon, G = galena). 

degrees, an increase of 38 per cent. over the volts obtained 
when using only a variometer to tune the aerial, i.e., 
when C1= oo(inlinity). 

For values of series capacity below 20 degrees the 
resonant volts fell off sharply due to a variety of causes, 
among which may be mentioned the increase in apparent 
resistance of the inductance L caused by its distributed 
capacity becoming comparable to the total capacity of the 
aerial circuit. 

Crystal Damping with Series Tuning. 

Upon completing the crystal detector circuit as Fig. 7 
(b), however, the curves of resonant volts and rectified 
telephone current, instead of showing an increase of 
signal strength with lower values of series capacity, show 
a large decrease. From previous results one would ex-
pect to find a much more rapid falling off of signal 
strength with reduction of series capacity when the galena 
crystal was used, owing to its resistance being lower than 
that of Perikon, and that this is so is very remarkably 
shown by a comparison of the curves µAp and µAG 
(Fig. 8) for Pcrikon and galena respectively. The 
resonant voltages which are available across the inductance 
L when Perikon and galena detector circuits are shunted 
across it are also shown by the curves Vp and VG. These 
voltages do not fall off .-so rapidly as the rectified tele-
phone current produced by them, since the law connecting 
these two quantities is not, of course, a linear one. It 
will be observed that there was orartirally no reduction of 

A 18 

rectified telephone current due to the use of the series 
condenser when Perikon was the detector until a scale 
reading of about 6o degrees was reached, whereas when 
galena was employed for detecting a reduction of 30 per 
cent, was observed with this setting of the condenser. 

At the value of series capacity (zo° of the condenser), 
where the no-load resonant voltage V, was found to be a 
maximum, the actual load voltage and rectified current 
obtained with both Perikon and galena were very seriously 
reduced in value, the rectified current for galena being 
reduced by 6o per cent. and that for Perikon by 3o per 
cent. 
The percentage reduction in rectified telephone current 

due to the use of a series condenser, C„ of various values 
is given in Fig. 9 by the curves (derived from Fig. 8), 
P and G for Perikon and galena respectively. 

Perikon and Galena Compared for Series Tuning. 

In Fig. io is given another interesting curve (also 
derived from Fig. 8), in which the ratio of rectified 
telephone current obtained with galena to that obtained 
with Perikon is plotted against degree scale readings of 
the series condenser C,. This makes it quite clear that 
for low values of resultant capacity of the aerial circuit 
(or low-capacity aerials) the gain by using a low resist-
ance sensitive galena crystal becomes very much smaller 
unless steps are taken to relieve in some manner the aerial 
circuit of the loading due to its use. A method of doing 
this will be explained later in the article, but for the 
moment attention will be confined to the ordinary circuits 
which have already appeared. 

Although, as was seen from Fig. 8, the parallel load-
ing by the crystal detector circuits caused a reduction of 
resonant voltage across the aerial inductance as the series 
aerial capacity was decreased in value, other causes of 
damping, such as the tuning of the miniature aerial, near-
by, to resonance and the insertion of a resistance in 
series with the receiving aerial, will not do so. Fig. 
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Fig. 10.— Comparison between galena and Perikon with series 
aerial condenser. 

shows the increase in no-load resonant voltage as the 
condenser C, was reduced in value whether the nearby 
aerial was open-circuited (curve V0) or tuned (curve VOA). 
The curve V oB was obtained with the neighbouring absorb-
ing aerial tuned, and with a non-reactive resistance of ro 
ohms in series with the receiving aerial. 
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OURSELVES AND THE ELECTRICAL IMPULSE 
det eeitUe"eneeg iiiirr.nur\ 

..---e-   

"That radio contrivance of yours, Smith; it talks very 
naturally. The fellow holding forth on what to plant in the 
garden might well be in this room." 
" Ah yes ! It's a Brandes; an old friend of mine. Always 
did sound clearly and well. Thank Heaven the fellow is not 
in the room, anyhow. It too easily reminds me that my wife 
will probably lend her moral support to my doing some 
gardening on Sunday morning." 
" Yes, but why is it so appreciably better than most ? I had 
dinner with Brown-Jones last week. His port is excellent, 
but his radio is excruciating; I wanted to throw things." 
"Well, these Brandes fellows claim that they build their 
instruments from an expert knowledge of radio acoustics." 
" I don't know what radio acoustics is from Adam." 
"My dear Jackson, of course you don't. Neither do I, 
technically." 
" Well, tell me what you know about it." 
" You perhaps know that acoustics is the science of sound ? " 
" Well, ye-es ! " 

1.> 
Right! Radio acoustics is the science of transforming the 

electrical impulse into audible sound." 
" Do you mean that the electrical impulse is the electrical 
energy which carries the transmitted power from the studio 
to the receiver ? " 
" Precisely ! " 
" And that`the Brandes instrument is constructed with the 
correct scientific elements for a most able transformation into 
audible sound ? " 
"As you say, dear fellow! Brandes are thoughtful radio 
builders and seventeen year's intimate association with the elec-
trical impulse must have given them a lift above the others." 
" Well, that youngster of mine is pestering me for a loud-
speaker—I'll see that it's a Brandes." 
" I should! You have heard mine—ah! the Savoy Bands 
coming through. Don't give John any more whisky. He'll 
probably want us to fox-trot with him." 
No sir! On the contrary, I am thinking of investing in a 

Brandes. 
MATCHED TONI: HEADPHONI S 'HI!. TABLE-TAI.KI R THE BRANDOLA AUDIO TRANSFORMER 

..**, 'C s.W..:.QU ',...•"›.. `,‘.`‘. ','.,. ZeN, 
\ 

\ 

Zr . 
••••••.N, 

Send for particular; 
of our-Dealer, Service 

EXPERTS IN RADIO 

3 0/5 90/ 
, - 
ACOUSTICS SINCE 1908 

ER ANDES LIMITED 
296 Regent Street IV.1 

et-232 Service .4Jatisng 
5 Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted Irons ir is 70e believe lo be thoroughly reliable. A19 
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Miss Phyllie Monkman and her fiancé, Mr. Laddie Clip', with their 
"Beco" ¡braless Loud Stseakes. 

Popular Entertainers 
THE source of entertainment which 

pleases—be it human or otherwise— 
quickly becomes popular. A concrete ex-
ample is the "Beco" Hornless Loud Speaker. 
Reproducing with excellent volume, and 
exceptional purity of tone and clarity, the 
"Beco" is a vast improvement in loud speaker 
design and is rapidly becoming popular. 
The " Beco-de-Luxe (British Made) is an artistic 
piece of furniture for 
any home and the 
volume from it will 
fill a large hall. Ob-
tainable fitted in 
eitheroakormahogany 
cabinet. Height 13". 
Oak . £5 - 
Mahogany £5 - 5 - " The DECO-DE-LUXE.'• 

The small 1926" Beco," a very effi-
cient model with a very pleasing and 
attractive appearance, gives unusual 
volume, with crystal clarity. Height 6'. 

Nickél Ovydised Sii- f 
plated '10 ver or Copper V V/ 11° 

"The 1925-26 BECO." 

HORNLESS LOUD SPEAKERS 

Dept. W, British Electrical Sales Organisation, 
623, Australia House, Strand, W.C.2. 

(..spelecr, 

Telephone: 
CITY 7665 

A20 Aiefiii0/1 of " The Wireless 

ffn4'i.vh9ihf/' reeeeA 

herid,'' zehen writing 

ELECTRADIX RADIOS 
(Leslie Dixon & Co.) 

200 WATT, 500 
CYCLE 

ALTERNATOR 
and EXCITER. 

MIDGET M.C. 
0'10 rnla. 226 

TESTING 
SILVERTOWN 

GALVOS. 

EDISWAN 
VALVES 

C' • . 

LONDON'S 
LATEST 
RADIO 

EXHIBITION 
of 

SURPLUS 
GOVERNMENT 
BARGAINS 

now open at Lambeth Hill 
and 218, tier Thames 
Street, E.C.4 

Great Sale of Surplus 
Radios at Sacrifice Prices. 
The wide range of our 
Huge Stock is World 
Renowned. 

Call early as prices cannot 
be repeated. Our Show-
rooms are easy of access— 
Blackfriars or Mansion 
House Station on the 
Underground Railway; 
Cannon Street or St. Paul's 
on the Southern Railway 
are close by. Id. Bus from 
the Bank lands you at the 
top of Lambeth Hill. We 
are at the bottom comer, 
nearly opposite Siemens 
Bros. Colonial Avenue is 
closed for retail now. 
'Phone City 191, and all 
orders should be sent to 
218, UPPER THAMES 
STREET. 

CRYSTAL 
SETS 

Mark III Tuners. 

MIDGET M.C. 
CELL TESTER 

2 range. 

H.T. VOLT- ' 
METERS, 

G.E.C., 2-range 
1,000 and 2,000 

volts. 

DISTANT 
SWITCHES. 

ELECTRADIX RADIOS 
218, UPPER THAMES ST., LONDON, E.C.4 

'Phone : City 191. 

Address all Post Orders to City Showroom : 
218, Upper Thames Street, E.C.4 

Lo advertisers, will ensure rompt attention. 

Parelay. Ad. 
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Complications of Crystal Reception.— 
If the loading effect of a crystal upon an aerial circuit 

were negligible, one would expect the rectified telephone 

current to fall very rapidly as the ratio-7- was reduced. 

since the reactance wI„ and consequently the reactive volts 
at resonance, would be reduced in ya-lue. As the left-
hand curve of rectified current in Fig. 12 shows, this is far 
from being the case with a galena detector receiver because 

the reduction of the ratio-t- is almost compensated for 

by the reduction of the loading effect due to this change 
of aerial circuit constants. 
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reetg. 11.—Variation of resonant voltage with change of capacity 
of series aerial condenser (no crystal loading) 

The curves of Fig. 12 show the reduction of telephone 
current obtained with a very small aerial (of about o.000r 
mfd. capacity only) when tuning was effected by parallel 
or series capacities of various values. From curve 2'0 

A it will be seen that, although the reactance values 
of the circuit were reduced bv 75 per cent., the recti-
fied telephone current was only reduced by about 18 
per cent. 

Before proceeding further a few values of aerial 
current and voltage may, perhaps, as examples, 
be computed to give some idea as to the relative 
order of things to be expected in a fairly large re-
ceiving aerial due to the transmission of 21.0 or 
similar station at a distance of ro miles. 
x=365 metres, 1=8.25 x ro5, wr.,27rf =5.2 x 
I.= 130 microhenries, and the reactance of this 

inductance at 365 metres is wI.=- 676 ohms. 
The no-load reactive volts across T. at resonance 

= wl.I (where I is the aerial current). This voltage 
was measured by a thermionic voltmeter and found 
to be 0.72 volts, corresponding to the point on curve 
Vo (Fig. 8) where C, = cc. 

Aerial current I at resonance 

0.12 
o.00ro6 ampere. =-

676 

3
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The total effective resistance of the aerial-earth system 
plus the tuning yariometer at 365 metres = 25 ohms (the 
method of estimating this will be shown later). 
The total E.M.F. effective in producing the aerial 

current I at resonance = IR 
= 0.00106 x 25 
= 0.0257 volt, 

or nearly 26 millivolts. 
This E.M.F. is constant whatever the conditions of 

the aerial or detector circuits, and is produned by a 
potential gradient of the advancirig, wave-front of about 
4 millivolts per metre of height, this being therefore the 
approximate field strength due to 2I.O's radiation at ro 
miles radius. 

Numerical Results for Galena. 

If now the galena crystal detector circuit be shunted 
across T., the reactive voltage at resonance across the latter 
is found to be only o.r5 volt by measurement (correspond-
ing to the point on the curve VG of Fig. 8, where C, 

Since the value of I. has been unchanged, the aerial 
current must have leen reduced from 0.00106 ampere to 

V 0.15 
1, = =-- 0.00022 ampere 

676 
and front this the total effective resistance of the aerial - 
system has been increased fnem.25 ohms to 

' E. F. o.o2s7  
R, ' — 115 ohms. 

0.00022 - 
Now the total effective resistance of an oscillatory cir-

cuit having a parallel damping resistance can be shown 
to be 

R, (,,,j)2R •   

where R is the ordinary effective IT. F. resistance of the 

circuit (25 ohms in this case), and - - is a term account-
r 

ing for the effect of the shunt resistance " r " (in this 
case " r " is the effective resistance of the galena crystal 
and its ciecuit). 
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12.— Reduction of signal strength due to use of parallel and series 
tuning condensers with an aerial of small dimensions. 
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Complications of Crystal Reception.— 
(1.)2 

Therefore R ± (.,= 115 

((01.)'  
and = 115 — 25 90, 

from -which r = 5,080 ohms = effective H. F. resistance 
of the galena crystal detector circuit at the low values of 
voltage being dealt with here. 
Now that a value for the shunting resistance introduced 

by the galena crystal has been deduced, it- is possible, 
roughl>, to estimatee its effect, quantitatively, upon the 
current and reactive voltage of the aerial for other propor-
tions of iaductance and capacity. 
As an instance, when the series condenser Fig. 7 (b) 

'is adjusted to 2o degrees scale reading, the inductance L 
has to be increased to 290 microhenries to bring the aerial 
circuit again into resonance with the incoming signal wave. 
The value of O.. becomes 1,500 ohms, 

0025 1, 
and the new value for R, becomes 25 -I- • 

5,0o0 

= 25 + 443 
= 468 ohms. 

The aerial current for this new condition becomes 
E.M.F. 0.0257 

R, 468 
— 0.000055 ampere, 

and the reactive volts at resonance (wLI) 
= 1,500 x 0.000055 
= 0.0824 volt. 

This voltage will be found to agree with that measured 
by the thermionic voltmeter for this particular case (see 
curve VG, Fig. 8). 

Although the above reasoning does not take into account 
all the variable factors involved, it will at least be useful 
in giving an idea of the quantities being dealt with, and 
of the shunt loading effect of the crystal detector upon 
an oscillatory circuit. It has been assumed, in the above 
computations, that the effective high-frequency resistance 
of the crystal is constant for all 'alees of applied voltage, 
and although this is not strictly true it is approximately 
correct over the range of voltages with which we are 
dealing. 

It should be noted, also, that the effective high-fre-
quency resistance of the crystal varies with the resistance 
of the telephones in series with which it is connected, and 
for that reason the saine telephones have been used 
throughout the experiments. 
The Perikon crystal detector circuit would, by the 

same reasoning, be found to have had a resistance " r " 
of nearly 3.4,000 ohms (at the voltages being dealt with 
here), and so it is easy to see why the two classes of 
crystal behave so differently. 

(To be concluded.) 

A NEW DULL EMITTER VALVE. 
Tungsten Superseded as a 

THE firm of Radiowerk E. Schrack, of Vienna, is 
manufacturing a type of valve which is of con-
siderable interest in that it differs in many respects 

from the valves hitherto in general use. In this valve, 
for example, a filament is used which is not made of 
tungsten, but of a metal with low inciting point. ' What 
the metal is precisely is not stated, however, presumably 
for reasons connected with the patent, but it may be 
assumed that it is one of the platinum group of metals. 

Properties' of the New Metal, . 

The melting point of the new material used for the 
cathode, however, is certainly lower than that of tungsten, 
as the cathode has never to be heated at more than red 
heat, a circumstance which is not especially unfavour-
able. On the other hand, the new material possesses 
the advantage that it can take a considerably greater 
amount of thorium than does tungsten. Whilst the latter, 
for instance, can only be alloyed with thorium up to 
a maximum amount of 2.5 per cent., the material now 
used by Messrs. Schrack for the manufacture of cathodes 
can take io per cent. The lower melting point of the 
carrier material used has, however, the special advantage 
that thorium, even at red heat, diffuses relatively easily 
to the surface of the filament, with the result that there 
is no decrease of emission in consequence of the too rapid 
evaporation of the thorium layer. The new valves, it is 
claimed, do not undergo a change in their working condi-
tions, however long they may have been in use. 
The same firm is producing valves with a new kind of 
A22 

Carrier Metal for Thorium. 

grid. This takes the form of a double cone, for which 
reason it is claimed that the capacity between the grid 
and the anode is reduced to about 1.5 cm., or half the 
normal capacity. These valves are therefore of use for 
waves as low as 5 metres.—H. K. 

HIDDEN ADVERTISEMENTS COMPETITION. 

The following are the correct solutions for "The 
• Wireless World" Hidden Advertisements Competition 

for February 3rd issue, 1926. 

Name of Advertiser. Page Clue No. 

Burndept Wireless, Limited 
2 Britannia Rubber and Kamptulicon 
3 Darimont Electric Batteries, Ltd. 
4 Gladwell & Kell, Ltd. . 
5 General Electric Co., Ltd. • • 
6 Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925), Ltd. 

The following were the prizewinners: 
E. W. Weston, London, W.2 .. 
—. White, Winton, Bournemouth 
C. C. Pratley, Ealing, W.5 

Ten shillings each to the following: 

Miss A. Lines, Acocks Green, Birmingham. 
E. Lamertdn, Woolston, Southampton. 
Mrs. Ella Baker, Rotherham, Yorks. 
Herbert Tucker, Colchester. 

Co., 
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19 
17 
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iv 

• • £5 
• • £2 
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A • Description of 
the Transmitting and 
Receiving Apparatus. 

By A. H. HOWE. 

THE aerial is of the inverted L type and is supported 
by two 4oft. masts of the light tubular steel type. 
That the station is not troubled by local screening 

will he seen by the open character of the aerial system 
shewn in the photograph in the title of this article. 
The general lay-out of the instrument itself is of 

unusual character, being built into an old French bureau ; 
an idea of the neat appearance obtained by this system 
is given by Figs. ir and 4. Compactness with adapta-
bility has been obtained by making use of the unit system 
of assembly. The units are screwed to wooden battens 

t.—General view of the receiving and transmitting equipment. 
12 

251 

and external wiring from unit to unit is used. By this 
means it is possible to take out individual units and 
examine them for faults or to change from one arrange-
ment to another for experimental purposes at a moment's 
notice. 

The Receiver. 
The receiving portion of the station is shown in Fig. 4 

and also in the lower portion of Fig. r. It consists of 
seven valves in all, and may be followed better perhaps 
by reference to the diagram given in Fig. 2. 
A series-parallel switch controls the aerial tuning 

condenser, which is of o.00r 
mfd. capacity. Direct- or 
loose-coupled circuit can be 
obtained by means of the 
" Tune-Stand-by " switch 
used in conjunction with the 
three-coil holder. 
The first panel consists of 

two high-frequency stages. 
Transformer coupling is 
used on these stages, either 
semi-a periodic or tuned 
copper-wound t y p e. The 
next panel is also a high. 
frequency amplifier, being a 
tuned anode unit. Arrange. 
ment is made to use any 
number of stages of high. 
frequency amplification or te 
couple direct to the detector 
by 'alteration of plugs in the 
respective grid leads. As a 
general rule, D.E.R. or 
D.E.2 type valves are used 
in loth H.F. and detector 
positions. 
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Fig. 2-1 Pe receiving circuit, showing method of switching H.F. and L F. valves. 

The detector is followed by three stages of audio-fre-
quency amplification. The number of stages of low-
frequency amplification required is controlled by means 
of plugs and jacks. D.E.3 and L.S.3 type valves are 
used in these stages with transformer coupling. Pro-
vision is made for a H.T. supply of up to 200 volts on 
the L. F. valves with a negative grid bias of up to 20 
volts. Arrangement is made to change over from the 
main aerial system to a smaller external aerial, or to an 

rig. 3.—Transmitting circuit and rectified A.C. supply connect ions. 
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indoor aerial or frame. In a similar manner the earth 
system can be changed from one earth to another or to 
a counterpoise. These changes are carried out by means 
of the large plugs and sockets shown on the extreme right 
of Fig. 1. This method of changing aerial and earth 
systems applies to both transmitter and receiver: 

The Transmitter. 

The transmitting circuit is shown in Fig. 3. The 
main supply is 220 volts A.C. at so cycles. Full-wave 
rectification is obtained by means of a 1,300-volt trans-
former with a split secondary and two U.3 type valves. . 
Smoothing is accomplished by means of the bank of con-
densers and iron-core chokes shown in the diagram. The 
condensers are each of two microfarads capacity, and the 
reason of the series-parallel arrangement shown is that 
difficulty was found in obtaining condensers at a reason-
able price to stand up to full line voltage without break-
ing down. After many experiments and numerous break-
downs it was found that cheap ex-Government Mans-
bridge condensers, used two in series, would meet the 
existing conditions. The chokes are of 10 henries im-
pedance, but each has a low ohmic resistance. From 
reports received it would appear that this smoothing 
arrangement gave little or no A.C. component. 
The oscillator consists of either two experimental T.13 

valves (which have been made dull-emitting) or else two 
D.E.T.I valves run. in parallel. The modulator is an 
L.S.3 type valve or else a D.E.T.IA. 
The filaments of the two U.3 type rectifying valves 

are run off a small transformer with a secondary giving 
about ten volts, and insulated for 2,000 volts both between 
winding and above earth. The filaments of the oscilla-
tors and modulator are run off a 6-volt 6o-ampere-hour 
accumulator. In view of the need for accuratt measure-
ments in a number of the experiments carried out, first-
class instruments have been incorporated in the set; the 
greater part of these can be seen at the top of Fig. I. 
These are all " Weston " instruments with the exception 
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Amateur Experimental Station 
OBI.— 

of the " Sullivan " hot-
wire ammeter for aerial 
current.. The range of this 
instrument is amperes, 
and can be seen in the right-
hand top corner. Next to 
this is the plate current 
meter of the transmitter ; 
this has a range of o-roo 
milliamperes, and, like all 
the Weston instruments, is 
of the moving coil type. 
The other instruments in the 
transmitter circuit are the 
plate voltmeter with a range 
of o-r.5oo volts and the 
microphone current meter 
with a. range of o- roo or 
o- ,000 mill iamperes. In 
the receiver circuit there is 
a plate current milliatrimetel-
wiir a range of o-25 milli-
amperes and a plate volt-
mMer with a range of o-250 
volts. In addition to these 
a Weston student's model 
galvanometer is used for 
recording receiveil aerial 
current, in conjunctiim with a crystal rectifier. There are 
three microphones. all of the solid back type. The wave-
meter is an ex-War ()nice buzzer pattern with three ranges, 
covering from roo to 2.900 metres; a home-made C.W. 
meter is also used. In conclusion, it must be stated that 

4.—The unit receiver and, below, Marnent battery ammeter and voltmeter. 

Where was that Station? 
How often it happens that, having 

picked up a distant and elusive trans-
mission, no record is taken of the con-
denser setting and coils which oldained 
the marvellous result ! Consequent ly. 
when we attempt to repeat the perform-
ance for the benefit of a sceptical friend. 
there is " nothing doing." To assist the 
listener in this plight. Messrs. Cart-
wright and Ratray, Ltd., of Hyde, have 
published an extremely useful " Radio 
Tuning Record," which consists of a 
stmt cardboard folder bearing the names 
and wavelengths of the principal broad-
casting stations, and ruled in divisions 
for the insertion of particulars of coils 
and condenser readings required for 
receiving each station. At the top of 
the card is printed the appeal : " Please 
Don't Oscillate!" 

0000 

An Igranic Dance. 
A jolly party of 500. including contin-

gents from London, Birmingham, Man-
chester and Leeds, attended the annual 
carnival dance of the Igranic Electric 
Co., Ltd., at the Café Dansant, Bedford, 
on January 15th. A large number of the 
dancers were in fancy dress, and 20 
valuable prizes were awarded by a special 
judging committee. 
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little D.X. work of outstanding merit has been accom-
plished, but many important experiments in connection 
with low power dull-emitter transmitting valve design have 
been carried out at this station and brought to a successful 
conclusion. 

TRADE NOTES. 

Nentrodynes and Autodynes. 
North of I.'ngland readers who are 

secking a well-constructed neutrodyne or 
autodyne receiver may be interested t.. 
learn that the well-known manufacturers 
of technical instruments, Messrs. Dargue 
Brothers, Ltd., of Halifax, have opened 
a wireless branch and are specialising in 
the production of these instruments. 

Their range of receivers, distinguished 
in each case by the name " Simplon," 
also includes two types of crystal set, a 
t wo-valve set, and a handsome four-valve 
tuned anode cabinet receiver. 

0000 

A Handsome " Gecophone " Catalogue. 
Some interesting price reductions are 

announced in the new art catalogue issued 
by the General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet 
House, Kingsway, London. W.C.2. This 
really handsome publication, printed on 
art paper, covers receiving sets, ampli-
fiers, components, and accessories, and 
contains a useful abridged glossary of 
wireless terms and definitions. 

New Premises. ' 
Owing to increase of business the May-

wood Engineering and Electrical Manu-
facturing Co.. Ltd., late of Thurloe Park 
Mews, South Kensington, have been 
under the happy necessity of moving to 
more extensive premises. The company's 
address is now : Maywood Works, 
Charles Street, Holland Park, W.11. 

0000 
General Radio Co. Receivers. 

Messrs. General Radio Co., 235, Ilegent 
Street, W.1, send us particulars of their 
new two-valve broadcast receiver. Type 15. 
This receiver is of the one-control type, 
all timing being effected by a single knob, 
and ranging from 250 to 2,400 metres. 
The component parts are mounted on a 
one-piece solid aluminium panel and base-
board, and arranged to swing outward 
from the containing walnut cabinet se 
that every component is easily acres-
slide. Price of receiver only (including 
royalty) £6 15s., in. complete with valves, 
batteries, 'phones, loud-speaker, and all 
accessories, £13 5s. This firm aleo 
manufacture the Oil-C.6 crystal receiver, 
£2 10s. : the G.B.C.501 single-valve re-
ceiver. £9; the G.R.C.502 single-valve 
H.F. amplifier. £6; the G.R.C.503 single. 
valve L.F. amplifier, £6; and the 
G.R.C.504 single-valve power amplifier, 
£7. 
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SUPERFIETRODYNE OSCILLA 0:3. 
DESIGN. 

Advantages of the Four.electrode Valve as an Oscillator. 

By HAROLD H. WARWICK. 

THE general working of supersonic heterodyne re-
ceivers is now widely understood, so it is not pur-

  posed here to describe all the processes involved. 
The object of this article is to deal with a particular 
portion of a supersonic arrangement, the portion that in 
the vast majority of instances presents the greatest 
difficulties. 
The fundamental principle underlying an arrangement 

of this nature is the decreasing of the original received 
high-frequency wave to a high-frequency wave of lower 
frequency, so that greater and more stable amplification 
may be obtained. This is arranged by generating oscil-
lations locally and combining them with the original high-
frequency oscillations, so that the two series of oscillations 
alternately add and subtract as they get into, or go out of, 
step, thus forming beats which will still be at high-

TO PRIMARY 
OF FILTER 
TRANSFORMER 

Fig 1.—The well-known tro- Fig. 2.—Local oscillator circuit 
padyne system of connections. In common use in superhetero-

dynes. 

frequency if the difference between the two sets of oscil-
lations In., zuljusted correctly. 
How, then, to generate these local oscillations? As-

suming that the only practical method of performing this 
operation is by the use of a thermionic valve, it is first 
necessary to consider whether an entirely separate valve 
be used for the work or whether a valve, already doing 
certain work, may lie cajoled into doing further work of 
a different nature. On the grounds of economy this latter 
method has something to be said for it, and a circuit 
known as the " Tropadyne " oscillator is given in Fig. r. 

The Tropadyne Oscillator. 

It is claimed that it is not a difficult matter to locate 
the nodal point at the centre of the coil L2, so that 
there is no energy transference to preceding circuits 
due to a potential difference between the tapped point 
and the filament. Practically, although it is by no 
means impossible to find the centre point or to locate it 
so nearly that fine adjustment may be made with the 
leak R„ it is certainly no easy matter. Apart from this, 
even if it be allowed that a valve can perform these two 
operations of rectifying waves of one frequency and 
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generating \\ aves of different frequency at all well, it 
is unlikely that precisely the same filament brilliancy and 
plate voltage will be required for optimum results in each 
case. Also, during the course of operation, should it 
be desired to alter the amplitude of the generated oscil-
lations by varying either the plate or the filament volt-
age, rectification may be affected. Indeed, an impartial 
investigator will find that, for ease and simplicity of 
control of oscillation as opposed to rigid economy, a 
separate oscillator valve is unbeatable, provided its cir-
cuits be well designed. 

The Use of a Separate Oscillator. 

Having now decided that a separate valve be used, an 
overwhelming number of valve circuits capable of generat-
ing oscillations command attention, but many may be 
at once dismissed owing to their failure to embody one 
or other of the following points :— 

(t) Free oscillation over a given continuous range. 
(2) Ease of control of amplitude of oscillations. 
(3) Few controls. 
No. ï above is sufficiently obvious not to merit any 

further explanation. 
No. 2 may not be immediately clear, but a few 

moments' thought will suffice to realise that, if an ex-
tremely weak signal is being received, and t:ie local valve 
generator is oscillating violently, the weaker oscillation 
may be damped right out. Conversely, if a signal is 
strong and local oscillations arc too weak, maximum input 
will not be supplied to the intermediate frequency ampli-
fier and following apparatus, so that the fullest strength 
will not lie obtained. Further thought will make it clear 
that both sets of oscillations should be comparable in 
intensity or amplitude, in order to make the best use 
of the energy collected from the ether. 

H.Ta• 

FRAME 

02 

NEXT 
VALVE 

1St VALVE. 
OF SUPER 

  Q9 00_0_0 ,  
(00000 

TO L.T. 

'OOOO 'Ls 
Fig. 3.—An arrangement of coils LI, L., and 1..3 (Fig. 2), which 

justifies fixed coupling. 
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Superheterodyne Oscillator Design.— 
No. 3 deals with controls. Consistent with adequate 

control, as few varialiles as possible should be incor-
porated, and it is not difficult to arrange for as few as 
three controls, a tuning condenser, variable coupling, and 
filament rheostat, but with fewer controls trouble is 
encountered. 
A circuit in common use against which there is nothing 

to be said, except multiplicity of controls, is shown in 
Fig. 2. This embodies two moving coils, a variable con-
denser, and filament rheostat, and is an arrangement from 
which many modifications have been evolved. Those 
adaptations that- are of interest here are those which 
eliminate variables., 

Fixed or Variable Couplings 1 

The modified arrangements which have had even greater 
use than the original are those in which there is a fixed 
coupling between L, and 1.2, or L2 and L2, or L„ 
L2, and L2, and, admittedly, it is very straightforward; 
but the question arises as to whether any or all of these 
are strictly justifiable arrangements in accordance with 
point (2) above. The answer is that the efficiency of the 
original arrangement, Fig. 2, is not approached except in 
a particular case when L, and L, are fixed, and this 
in such a circuit as Fig. 3. Here L, consists only of few 
turns of wire, so that maximum coupling is always 
required between L, and L.,. 

In every other case there is good and sufficient reason 
why fixed coupling should not he used, and the simplest 
way of explaining this is to point out that the coupling 
1,2, L3 is used primarily to adjust the generated oscilla-
tions and maintain them over a given range, whilst the 
coupling L„ L, is used to vary the energy transference 
from oscillator to receiver. There is no doubt that some 
degree of success play be attained with fixel couplings if 

H.F. CHOKE 

Fig. 4. Fig. s. 
Two forms of the Ultra—audlon oscillator circuit. 

windings are well chosen, but it is impossible to cover 
any but a very short frequency range. unless some other 
means is provided to control oscillation intensity. 

Filament Control of Oscillation. 

There is another means, but it is not good. It is to 
adjust the filament brilliancy of the valve. Any person 
who takes the trouble to control oscillation by this means 
will find two things—firstly, that control is very bad; 
secondly, that at least one other adjustment has to be 
made to restore stability. This is because there is a 
particular optimum plate voltage for every degree of fila-
ment temperature, so that a decrease in filament tempera-
ture without alteration in H.T. voltage results in oscilla-
tion hysteresis, or overlap. To put this right an attempt 
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may be made to adjust the H.T., but if there are only 
4 volt tappings, as are usual, the chances are thousands 
to one that an exact adjustment may be made. 
Out of all this comes the question as to whether the 

arrangement as given in Fig. 2, and its modifications as 
discussed above, are of real value, despite their con-
tinued use in super-bets. 
The answer is, emphatically, No! 
For the moment let us ignore oscillation intensity con-

trol and examine circuits that 
employ as little apparatus as 
possible to obtain oscilla-
tions. 
Two simple circuits are 

given in Figs. 4 and 5. 
Fig. 4 shows a single 

oscillatory circuit comprising 
a coil, L, and condenser, 
C„ a tapping being taken 
from a point on L. If de-
sired, L may be made up of 
two plug-in coils coupled togethet. The remarks ap-
plicable to the operation of this circuit are very much 
the same as those applicable to the circuital arrangement 
of' Fig. 5, which is even simpler than that of Fig. 4. 

This is really the De Forest Ultra-audien oscillating 
detector and one with which the writer has noticed some 
curious phenomena. 

H.F. CHOKE 

Fig. b. 

The Four-Electrode Valve Oscillator. 

The first point that made itself evident was that oscil-
lation was much better over the lower broadcast band than 
on the higher wavelength; in fact, only with difficulty 
was oscillation obtained at a frequency of 15o kilo-
cycles sec. Below broadcast waves it was about as easy, 
or difficult, to procure oscillations as with such a circuit 
as that in Fig. 2, so long as the value of C, is kept low. 
No amount of manipulating would induce regeneration 
when the full 0.00°5 mfd. capacity of the variable con-
denser C, was placed in shunt with honeycomb induct-
ance winding having so turns; 0.0003 mfd. was found 
to be a practical working maximum value. The next 
point discovered was that oscillations were just as easily. 
developed with ro volts H.T. as with 6o volts, although 
their intensity was much decreased, and it was afterwards 
found that oscillations could be kept up with no H.T. 
battery—that is to say, no potential on the plate other 
than that due to the drop across the filament battery. 
Naturally, the strength of regeneration under these con-
ditions was not sufficient to overcome any but the very 
slightest damping external to the circuit L,C„ and a 
closely coupled coil stopped oscillation altogether. 
Now the discovery that a 3-electrode tube would oscil-

late under these conditions was inestimable, for it was 
at once appreciated that if stronger oscillations could be 
produced, their amplitude might be varied by the filament 
brilliancy only, owing to the absence of an H.T. battery. 
To do this, a 4-electrode valve was requisitioned, and 
the circuit was adapted by connecting the inner grid, G, 
to either A or B; the connection to B was thought to give 
hardly appreciably better results than that to A, but in 
both cases oscillation was greatly facilitated. 

This result was due, of course, to the simple expedient 
A 27 
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Superheterodyne Oscillator Design.-
of reducing the space charge, and the whole arrangement 
savours very greatly of Numan's_oscillator. 

Results with this arrangement were almost beyond ex-
pectation, as oscillation control was perfect when a first-
class filament rheostat was used. Variable coupling was 
used between L and the receiver coil, and oscillations 
were found adequate for all stations that could be re-
ceived except a B.B.C. station at a distance of some five 
miles. 

Similarly, Fig. 4 can be adapted to suit a 4-electrode 
valve by connecting the inner grid to +L.T. and remov-
ing the H.T. battery, but regeneration is not nearly so 
good. 
From the foregoing it would appear that this arrange-

ment (Fig. 6) is one of the simplest and most effective, 

London, S.W.I8. 
(December 17th to January 18th.) 

Great Britain : 2QD, 2BL, 2KG, 2ST, 
2AQ, 20Z, 2VY, 5BV, SUN, 50X, 5BT, 
5BY, 5TV, 5CP, 5IS, 5VP, 5PU, 5UL, 
6KJ, 6MB, 6TX, 6Q0, 6B0. Belgium : 
W5, Y5. France : 8IA. 

(0-v-2. All above 150 metres.) 
A. G. Binnie. 

Burnham-on-Crouch. 
(January 1st to 17th.) 

Great Britain : 2AU, 2AYP, 2B00, 
2BM, 2KT, 2MI, 2PX, 2QC, 2SV, 2UD, 
5AR, 5BY, 5GA, 50Y, 5QV, 5UL, 5110, 
5XW, 5ZG, 5ZR, 6HC, 6KA, 6Q0, 6TX, 
6WQ. 

(0-v-1. All telephony.) 
It. C. Horsnell. 

Lowestoft. 
(January 1st to 20th.) 

Great Britain : 1RW. 2WZ, 5AG, 5KU, 
5KZ, 5S0, 5US, 5WV, 6DW, 6GW, 
6IV, 6KB, 6KK, 6KO, 60G, 6YC, 6YD, 
6YK, 6YV, 6YX, 6Z1‘1, 6ER. France: 
8Jc, 8JYZ. 8JNF, 8MAC, 8.XP, 7VX. 
Holland : AlQ, OCMV, NOSB, NOWB. 
Sweden : SMZQ, SMXU. SMTN, SMXT, 
SMVR, SMYZ, SDK, SKA. Denmark: 
7MT, 7BX, 7XP. Belgium : B2, 06, M2, 
S4, S5. Finland: S 200, S2ND, S PH. 
Italy : 1GN, 1AF, 1MV, 1RM, IGW, 
ISS. Germany: K WS, K PL, K W7. 
Spain : EAR10, EAR23. U.S.A. : 2ASM, 
U.S.S. " Pillsbury." Porto Rico : PR4SA. 
Yugo-Slavia: 7XX. Australia : 3BD. 
Norway : LA 1A. India : CRP (Delhi). 
Chile : CH 9TC. S. Africa : 2A0, A6G, 
A6N. Palestine : PE 6ZK. Miscella-
neous : L 1JW, L lAG. 

(0-v-1. All below 50 metres.) 
P. L. Savage (G2MA). 

Harrow. 
U.S.A. •. 6VC, 6CQW, 6ASE.- 60I, 6JI, 

6DAG, 6S13, 6AWT, 6CFT, • 6CAX, 
6CTO, 6BCS, 6KB, 6AMM, 7ADQ, 7UZ. 
Hawaii: NPM, FX1, 6BUC. Japan: 
GFUP, IPP ('phone). Canada : 4GT. 
Philippines: NUQG, NEQQ, NAJD, 
1HR, 1CW, lAW, 1FN. NIPM. China 
NPP, FI8QQ, FI8LBT. South Africa: 
A4Z, A3E, A3X, A6N, A3B (all above 
on 40 metres). U.S.A. : 8CBI. 1UW, 
12113J, 1RD, 2CTH, 2CXL, 2XI, 6X0, 
BAKS, 8AVL. 9A0T. Canada: lAR, 
2F0 (all on 2f) metres). 

T. A. and F. C. Studley. 
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as well as being, from a current consumption point of 
view, the most economical oscillator unit available to 
the amateur who is•looking for a circuit in which the 
disadvantages of the more usual oscillators are absent. 

It is a strange thing that the most troublesome portion 
of a supersonic receiver-the oscillator-has been, rela-
tively speaking, neglected, or, if not exactly neglected, 
no serious attempt has been made to adapt the lesser-used 
valve generator circuits; but, instead, games of trial and 
error in windings and couplings have been played, in 
order to simplify the system shown diagrammatically in 
Fig. 2. 

Therefore it is to be hoped that the remarks made in 
this article will do something to stimulate the tendency 
to break away from conventional but inefficient oscillator 
designs. 

Ilk Heard. 
Extracts from Readers' 

Logs. 

London, W.I. 
(During January, 1926.) 
Great Britain : 2JJ, 2ZA, 2XV, 2FM, 

2GO, 2WJ, 2AKG, 2SZ, 20D, 2UN, 
2BGO, 2MA, 2NM, 2VL, 2SH, 2SV, 
2QM, 2KF, 2DS, 2IH, 2LZ, 2CC, 2IA, 
2ZB, 2VG, 2P0, 2BZ, 2XP, 2MI, 2VQ, 
2LF, 2BM, 2VR, 2EK, 2EIC, 2DR, 5MB, 
5MA, 5ZA, 5FF, 5KU, 5KZ, 5YK, 5LF, 
5WV, 5JW, 5NW, 5HA, 5XY, 5WQ, 
5HS, 5TZ, 5GW, 5RB, 6YC, 6BT, 60G, 
6DA, 6DW, 6PG, 6LJ, 6YV, 6YU, 6TM, 
60P, 6QB, 6ME, 6FT, 6TX, 6VP, 6TI, 
6LB, 6IV. Ireland : 2IT, 6YW, 6IB. 
France: 811/, 8EU, 8111JM, 8UT, 8LP2, 
8NN, 8JN, 8TV, 8ER, 2JR, 8GRA, 
8CG, 8EF, 8HU, 8NA, 8FN, 8RBP, 
8XH, 8LZ, 8ÉX, 8PEP, 8UWA, 8BDY, 
8LX, 80M, 8LDR, 8SD, 8RRR, 8TVI, 
8SSS, 8XP, 8WW, 8jRK, 8RM, 8AR, 
8DS, 8AWI, 8ML, 8PKX, 8WKY, 811', 
8HM, 8DV, 8HFD. Germany : Q2, Q5, 
LO, L4, Y8, lUZ, 2HR, 2IFR, 4LD, 
4PF, 4LV, 4GA. Belgium : B2, C5, 
C22, D4, E9, 08, P7, K5, Si, S2, U5, 
Z1, Z22, 4RS. Holland: OAT, OAW, 
OGA, OPX, OWC, «V. ORO, OPM, 
OGN, OF3, PCLL, 2ÉZ. Sweden: 
SMVG, SMXU, SMUF, SMWQ, SMZS, 
SMWT, SMWU, SMWS, SMXT. Italy: 
1KA, INC, lAM, 1LP, lAY, 1BW, 1GW. 
Finland : 2CO, 2ND. Portugal : 1AF. 
Switzerland 9FR. Spain: EAR20, 
EAR13. Denmark: 7ZM. U.S.A. : 
lAKZ, lAAO, 1BK, 1RTN, 2ACS, 2CJJ, 
2(1K, 2AB, 2XAF, 2XAC, 3JW, 3AHL, 
8GZ, KDKA, WIZ, WIR, WQO. Brazil: 
lAB. Porto Rico : 4KT. New Zealand : 
lAC. Unknown : 9CI-1, 1LX, 8BD, 4J, 
GBZ2AF, NBA, FW. M. Williams. 

(0-v-1 on 30-100 metres.) 

Birmingham. 
(January 17th to 21st.) 

Great Britain : 2CC, 2FM, 2GY, 2IH, 
2IT, 2MA. 2NK, 20D, 2PC, 2XY, 5PM, 

5KS, 5KZ, 5SZ, 5WQ, WO, 6NF, 6RJ, 
6RY, 6TD, 6YU. France: 8CR, 8HU, 
8IX, 8JN, 8NA, 8NN, 8WW, 8HSF. 
Germany: 12, S2. Finland: 7NT, 2CO. 
italy : 1AF, lAY, 1BW, 1GN, IRW. 

(0-v-1. Small indoor aerial. On 38 to 
100 metres.) 

K. R. Brecknell (G2AHH). 

South Normanton, Derbyshire. 
(January 27th to 29th.) 
Portugal : PlAF. Spain • EAR6, 

EAR21, EAR22. Sweden: 2NN, 
SMXR, SMSR, SMXX, SSM. Norway: 
LA1A. Germany : POW. Holland : 
CHB, NPC2, OMS, NOST, OGG. 
France: 8AIX, 8CDJ, 8DP, 8GEP, 
8GL, 8HS, 8KIR, 8JT, 8JR, 8JB, 8JN, 
8JNF, 8IDR, 8IP, 8NA, 8NN, 8PKX, 
8PEP, 8PY, 8RZ, 8WW, 8RBP, BUSS, 
8UWA, 8ROY, 8YOR. Palestine: PE-
6ZK, 6YX. Africa. 0-A6N. Belgium : 
06, J9, S6, 4RS, Z1, D4, S2. India: 
CRP. Canada: 2AZ. U.S.A. : lAB, 
lARF, 1AFY, ARM, AWY, lACI, 
lADF, 2AWF, lAXA, 1ADS, lAY, 
6ARF, 1131IS, IBV, IBIG, 4ME, 4RM, 
1RD, 1RF, 9EG, 6KX, 3KA, IVC, 2ND. 
Great Britain : 2MX, 2FK, 2SD, 20X, 
2SW, 2VN, 2DX, 2WJ, 6VP, 6YI, 
6NA. Various: OCDJ, OCTU, MAROC, 
OHS, GCS, NORP, 3BMS, 1WT, PT2. 

(0-v-1. Indoor aerial. 25 to 50 metres.) 
H. Bishop. 

Hammersmith, W.6. 
(December and January.) 
India: HEX, CRP. Palestine : 6ZK, 

6YX. Brazil: lAB, 1AF, lIA, SQ1, 
PT1, AABZ, 5AB, lAC, 1AP. Argentina: 
FH4, BM.. Porto Rico: 4JE, 4UR. 
• Canada : 1AR, 2BE, 2BG. Egypt: GEH. 
Australia: 3BD, 3EF, 2YI. New 
Zealand : 4AR, 4AC, 2AC. French Indo-
China : FI8QQ. South Africa: A3Z, 
A4Z, A6N. Philippine Islands: 1HR. 
Mesopotamia: 1DH, GHB. Spain: 
EAR23, EAR22, EAR21. Germany: 
KW7, KXH, KPL, KW3. Norway: 
LA4Z, NW3K, NW3Z. China: NEQQ. 
Finland •. 200, INA, 2NX, 3NX, 2NM, 
2ND. Russia: NRL, 1FL. Japan: 
1PP, IAA. Java;: ÂNE, ANF. 
Morocco: FW, 8VX, MAROC, aev. 
Italy : lAY, 1AF, 1CO, 1MT, 1RM, 
1GW. U.S.S. Scorpion: NTT (in the 
Adriatic). Yugo-Slavia : OKI, 7XX. 

(0-v-1.) H. E. Whatley. 
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News of the Week in Brief Review. 
RED RADIO. 

A Moscow message states that the Exe-
cutive Committee of the Cominnuist Inter-
national has elaborated a. project for using 
radio as a propaganda medium. 

0 0 0 0 

NOT A LUXURY. 
The French Wireless Union, in a vehe-

ment protest against proposed new 
" luxury " taxes on wireless apparatus, 
prints out that wireless is by no means a 
luxury, 90 per cent, of the sets belong-
ing to modest employees and workers. 

00 

NEW VIENNA BROADCASTING 
STATION. 

The announcement of the completirn of 
a ileW broadcasting station—stated to be 
the second most powerful in Europe—has 
been made by the Austrian Broadcasting 
Compair.,.. 'rho new station, which is 
situated at Rosenhugel, near Vienna, is 
transmitting un the temporary wavelength 
of 590 metres. 

0000 

NOT PAYING THE PIPER. 

Dissat ist a ci ion is ex pressed by 31 r. 
Walsh, Minister of Posts and Telegraphs 
in the Irish Free State, in regard to the 
number of wireless licences taken ont up 
to the present. A total of £2,900 has 
been received in lit 'ri  fees, including 
£1.300 fuom the Dublin area. 
The Dail has already agreed to an esti 

mate of £14,385 for continuing the broad-
- ca.,ting service from the Dublin station. 

0000 

SPANISH TRANSATLANTIC FLIGHT. 

The successful Transatlantic seaplane 
flight from Spain to South America. 
aceomplislied by t he Spanish officers, 
Major Franco and Captain Ruiz Alda, is 
of definite interest to wireless amateurs. 

Captain Aida. who acted as observer. 
and wirele-,s operator, is a recognised 
witless expert in his own country. The 
equipment carried consisted of a Marconi 
A.11.6 aircraft telephone transmitter, to-
gether with a direction finder. Prior to 
the flight arrangements were made by 
the Marconi Company for its affiliated 
companies in South America to estab-
lish touch with the aeroplane when 
approaching the coast and during the con-
tienance of the flight from Pernambuco to 
Buenos Aires. 

6 

BROADCASTING ANI) THE "IDEAL 
HOME." 

Among the attractions at the Daily 
Mail Ideal Borne Exhibition, to be held 
at the Olympia, London •from March 2nd 
to 27th. will lie glimpses behind the scenes 
in broadcasting. The B.B.C. will erect 
a special Olympia studio. and on Tues-
days and Saturdays. from 4 to 7 p.m., 
the 21.0 programme will be aetually 
broadcast from the Ideal Ilome Exhibi-
tion. 

BROADCASTING VALVES OF TO-DAY. 
A few of the 64 ten-kilowatt valves in 
use at WJZ, the high-power broadcasting 
station at Bound Brook, N.J Note the 
elaborate water-cooling arrangement. 

HAVE YOU HEARD ICELAND ? 

W‘rrk ing on a wavelength of 430 metres, 
the new broadcasting station at Reykjavik. 
Iceland, is understood to be conducting 
test transmissions nightly at 11 o'clock 
(G.M.T.). Reykjavik is approximately 
800 miles from Great Britain. and as the 
station employs a power of only 500 
watts any British listener who picks up 
the transmissions may be justifiably proud 
of his receiver. 

WIRELESS AND THE HAIRLESS. 

An outbreak of baldness among the 
nude prirulat it'll of Kittaning. Pa., has 
been ascribed to the effects of the power-
ful transmissions from KDKA, 35 miles 
distant. ‘Ve knew there would • lie a. 
" snag " ittthis short-wave business, 

o c, 

RUSSIA HEARD IN INDIA. 

.Au enthusiast in t alcutta has irported 
that he has been reeeiving almost. nightly 
the programmes from 1lDW, the Moscow 
broadcasting station, working on 1,450 
metres. f'onsidering that RDW employs 
a power of 12 kW., there should be no 
rrrl difficulty in heating rl in this 

country. 

LOUD-SPEAKER EXPERIMENTS. 
At the next ordinary meeting of the 

Radio Sr 'Ho v rit Gre.at Britain, to be 
it Id at the Institution of Electrical Engi-
neers it n.Irritary 24th, Professor E. 

Will deliver a lecture 
cutitled " Sr ,ine Loud-speaker Ex peri-
merits." 

THE PERFECT WIRELESS ENGINEER. 

The perfect -ti rito engineer of to-day 
requires an extraordinary number of 
qualifications, according to Dr. .1. H. 
Dellinger, of the United Slates Bureau 
of Standards. 
Speaking at the first mutual convention 

of the Institute of Radio Engineers, Dr. 
Dellinger remarked of the radio engineer 
that he nmst be an electrical engineer, 
a physicist, 'a mechanical engineer, an 
expert on accounts, a musician, and last, 
but not least, a diplomat." 

coco 

BINDING CASES. 

Binding cases and indexes are now 
ready for the volumes of The Irirele8$ 
World and Experimental 11* i eelens com-
pleted in December last. 
The cos, of binding case and index for 

The IV irelei,.x World is 2s. 10d., post free. 
For Experimental ll'ireless the index 
.separate is 7d. post free, binding case 
-separate 3s. 3d. post free, or together 
3s. 9d. post free. These are obtainable 
from the publishers, Iliffe and Sons Ltd., 
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, 
E.C.4. 

A 29 
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GERMAN WIRELESS PICTURE 
TRANSMISSIONS. 

Experian•iiis in the transmission and 
reception id photog,,iblis by wireless are 
being conducted he the Telefunken 
stat ion in Berlin and t he physica I 
laburatory at Leipzig. 'University. 

ccoo 

WIRELESS TO BULGARIA AND 
YUGOSLAVIA. 

A new a ria serviee I:as been in-
augurated for the exchange ef tnessages 
between Great Britain, Bulgaria and Yugo-
slavia. High-speed autematie duplex 
apparatus is used. 

0 000 

LACK OF "PEP." 
" For the physical as well as the mental 

welfare " of the girl students. President 
William Wesley Guth, of (lonelier Col-
lege, Baltimore, is reported to have 
banned the use of wireless sets in the 
college. 

Dr. Guth explained that radio was 
responsible for late hours and cunsequent 
loss of efficiency and " pep." 

C 0 0 0 

D.E. ON CANADIAN LAKES. 
Successful tests have been carried ont 

with direction finding equipment installed 
by the Canadian :Marconi Co. en the 
steamer clun,,o11,,,, which is engaged on 
passenger service on the Great Lakes, 
Ontario. During the coming na.vigation 
season the system will Ile °berated in cuti-
junction with lake-shirt stations. 

0 300 

WIRELESS FOR THE BLIND. 
A praiseworthy scheme for distributing 

spare w ireless sets t nd people is 
being set afoot by The Daily Exiereg, in 
co-oneratiun with the National Institute 
for the Blind and the Wireless League. 
Readers desirous of helping in this ex-

cellent movement .shotdd send their 
spare sets or apparatus direct to the 
Secretary-General, National Institute for 
the Blind. Great Portland sti.eet. Lon-
don, W.1. Members of the Wireless 
League have agreed to undertake the 
installation of the sets in the homes of 
the blind in different parts of the 
-ceuntry. 

J 

FLOATING LABORATORY NO MORE. 
A severe loss has been sustained by 

members of the Seeiété Française d'huiles 
de T.S.F. by the sinking Of their wireless 
equipped launch. the Commandant 
Ti..$0t. This unhappy accident occurrel 
last month, when the Commandqn1 

whieh was MOCHA its the Quai de 
Told,. Paris, was struck by floating ice. 
Believed to be the only floating wireless 

laboratory invited by amateurs, the 
Coniienadnat Ti.$ot was equipped with 
a collection of apparatus which will be 
difficult itt replace. In an appeal for con--
trilautions. however small, towards the 
replacemein of their loss, the Soeitly 
voints out that the work carried ont lei 
the vessel had eviiked the interest of all 
amateurs, cspeciallv iii Ainerira. Com-
munications should be addressed to the 
Secrétariat General. 12. rue Hoche à 
Juvisy-sur-Orge (S. et O.), F 

A 30 

"SOMETHING SPECIAL." 
For stealing an accumulator through a 

hole in the wall of a garage, Baden Powell 
Chet wood was fined 30s. at Ellesmere 
(Salop). He admitted that he had sr i shed 
to bear "something special on the 
wireless." 

O 0 0 

U.S. BROADCASTING LICENCES 
WITHHELD. 

Owing to the present. congestion of the 
American ether the U.S. Department of 
tlommerce is discouraging the erection of 
new broadcast ing• stat ions. For the 
present. no new licences are being 
granted. 

0 000 

DANCE BAND ECONOMY. 
Owing to the comparatively high cost 

of dance bands, the Smethwick Borough 
Council proposes to install a broadcast 

WIRELESS TELEPHONY AT SEA. Mr. Derek Shannon, of Sutton Goldfield, with his 
duplex telephony transmitter and receiver. As described in our issue of last week, Mr. 
Shannon has exchanged telephonic conversation with the operator of the s.s. 
"Reindeer," when the vessel was 70 miles out in the Channel. The land station was 

situated at Guernsey, 

'receiver and a lund-speaker in the local 
assembly hall to provide musk for small 
dances. 

0000 

AIRCRAFT WIRELESS MECHANICS. 
The Air •Iiiiistry invites applications 

for five hundred vacancies for aircraft 
apprentices between the ages of 15 and 
161, providing training for several trades 
including that of wireless operator-
mechanic. Enquiries should be addressed 
to the Royal Air Force (Apprentice 
Department), 4. Henrietta Street, W.C.2. 

0000 
BRITISH WIRELESS EXPORTS. 

During 1925 the British wireless indus-
try exported goods to the value of 
£1.335,087, according to interesting 
ligotes given in The Wirelffl Truil,r, 
which justly remarks that a total annual 
figure of one-and-a•third millii/IIS is one 
that an industry scarcely three years old 
,-an view with salisfaetiiin. 
The highest figures relate t 0 Japan, to 

which goods were exported to a value of 
ever £200.000. Australia purchased an 
almost equal quantity. European coun-
tries appearing high in the list are 
Holland, Spain, Italy. and Denmark. 

PERMANENT WIRELESS EXHIBITION. 
With the idea of running a permanent 

exhibition and market of every kind of 
wireless part, a company has been formed 
in New Yerk to be known as the Radio 
Centre, Inc. 
Sound -proof booths will be installed, 

and there will also be a library, reception 
roone and a hall for trade gatherings and 
convent ions. 

0 0 0 o 
RADIO IN WRANGELL ISLAND. 

Wireless is to play a part in the colon-
isation of Wrangell Island, the barren 
piece of land off the north-east coast of 
Siberia. The Russian Government in-
tends to send to  families of Eskimos to 
form the nucleus of the future population. 
The settlers are to be kept in touch with 
the outer world by wireless and a new 
station is shortly lo be erected. 

TRANSATLANTIC TELEPHONY FROM 
RUGBY. 

As was recently predicted, the en-
gineers at the Rugby high-power station 
have lost no time in establishing wire-
less telephiinic communication with the 
United States. 
On Sunday, February 7th, conversation 

was successfully carried on between the 
Rugby station and Long Island, New 
York, where a powerful transmitter has 
been installed by the AnteriZ•an Telephone 
' Company, 

The trial lasted throughout the day, 
in broad daylight, and during the whole 
time speech was maintained with greatest 
ease and clearness. 
That the prollem of privacy has been 

solved is douldful, in view of reports 
from amateurs in the Midlands that they 
picked up one-way conversations. 
The tests were, of eourse, purely ex-

perimental, and although the results 
exceeded the expectations of all who 
participated, it is felt that further pro-
gress must be niade before telephone cam-
versation with America is made available 
to the general public. 
No details are available regarding that 

wavelength used during the transmissions. 

22 
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ea'clipSones 
I
T is only with the aid of a good pair of headphones, 
such as those by A. J .S., that you can do real justice to 
your receiver. It is surprising what people miss who 

try to search for stations with a loud speaker. Undoubtedly 
the best procedure. is to tune in with headphones till 
the best results are obtainable, then switch over. 
A. IS. Headphones are unique in many respects. First of all they are 
ultra-sensitive, they are comfortable to wear by ladies or gentlemen. 
There- is nothing grotesque in their appearance, as their lines follow the 
contour of the head. There are no adjustment screws to get lost or 
damaged, yet they are easily adjusted. When once the correct setting 
has been found, they " stay put " until such time as a fresh adjustment 
is required, and they do not flop about when removed from the head. 

Price per pair 20:-
A.J.S. Loud Speakers should be used when it is desired to obtain the very best 
acoustical results for your receiver. On demonstration you will find them 
difficult to beat, either for purity or by overloading. 

Prices from 35/— Fully described in Publication No. 118. 

A. J. STEVENS & CO. (1914) LTD., 
RADIO BRANCH, WOLVERHAMPTON. 

•• Reccption. Wolvele•npton." 
LONDON SHOWROOMS: 122/12.1, Charing Cross Road, W.C.2. 
Trlephonr: ReLent 7161-2. Telecramm: “Ajayessro, Weatcohl. Longl.m." 

GLASGOW SHOWROOMS: 223, St. George's Road, Glasgow. 
liow;las 31-1U. Teb•grant, •• Iteeepti,m, 1;i Ir...." 

A. J. STEVENS & CO. (1914) LTD., 
Radio Branch, Wolverhampton. 

Please send Publication No. 118, describing Loud Speakers and Headphones. 

Name  

Address  

w.W.17!2126. 

• 

Models with 
wood Ilare4 in 
Mahogattv orOak. 
Ileautifuf Reino-
ducers. 

£4 - 15- 0 

ISSUED BY THE PUBLICITY DEPT. A.J.S. 

13 Advertisements for " The Wireless ll'udd" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoronehly reliable. 1.31 
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Reproduction 
The GECoPHONE Transformer will 
better any set. It provides that long-
elusive factor, even amplification over the 
audio-frequency range. It puts tone-
perfect music and natural speech within 
the reach of any good loud speaker. Fit 
it and hear the difference! 

IRegrAtra Twit Mark, 

Ni Low Frequency 

4RAWSFOReleiS 
High insulation between primary and 
secondary assures maximum amplifica-
tion. High inductance primary gives 
even amplification. A drawn-metal 
case containing the whole provides 
adequate shielding and prevents 
magnetic interaction. Moisture-proof 
coils. Conveniently marked and 
placed terminals. 

RATIO 2 to I. Recommended for use 
with general purpose valves, such as 
OSRAM types R., D.E.R., 
D.E.3., etc. PRICE 22/6 
RATIO 4 to I. Recommended for use 
with low impedance valves, such as 
OSRAM types D.E.4.. D.E.5., 
or D.E.6. PRICE 25/-
Your wireless dealer sells it I 

The G.E.C.—your guarantee 

11111111e11) 

Iii131110diollDll 
1115 

Advi. o/ The General Electric Ca., Lii., 3Iagnet tIuuc, Kingsway, London, IV.C.2, 

A32 Mention of " The ¡Ii, deis World," when writing to ache, tisers, will ensure prompt attention. 29 
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A Need Supplied! 
2-VOLT VALVES 
Giving a GwVollt Result 

Osrarn DE.2 
Only .12.amp. Filament Current Consumption at 

1.8-Volts 
The introduction of D.E.2 H.F. and L.F. OSRAM VALVES marks another big step in 
radio progress, and one which will be welcomed by every wireless user. The most 
severe practical tests have proved conclusively that it is possible to get the same volume 
and tone from these new 2-volt OSRAM VALVES as from many valves requiring 4 or 
6-volt accumulators. The use of D.E.2 OSRAM VALVES means that accumulator 
expenses are halved or reduced by one-third for the same, if not better, results. 

D.E.2 H.F. and L.F. OSRAM 
VALVES are developments from 
the well-known and popular D.E.R. 
class, but possessing better charac-
teristics, a third of the current 
consumption and the same immunity 
from possible destruction by over-
running. You cannot over-run 
the D.E.2 with a 2-volt accumulator 
and a standard 5 ohms filament 
resistance. 

Users of 4 or 6-volt accumulators 
can, by arranging the cells in 
parallel, make their accumulators 
last two or three times as long 
on one charge and still get the 
same volume and purity. 

D.E.2 H.F. and L.F. OSRAM VALVES 
employ the latest form of thoriated tungsten 
filament, which ensures a steady and lasting 
emission throughout a long, useful life. 

Characteristics 
H.F. Type 

Filament Volts . • 18 
Filament Current .. 0.12 
Anode Volts .. 40,120 
Impedance .. 45,000 ohms 
Amplification Factor .. 12 

Price 15/6 each 

The electron emission of the D.E.2 
L.F. OSRAM VALVE is exceed-
ingly liberal, and, as the internal 
resistance is markedly low, the D.E.2 
L.F. proves a most sensiti ve Detector 
for picking up distant stations. The 
anode current it passes also makes 
this type excellent as an L.F. amplifier 
for providing full mellow tone and 
plenty of volume. 
The D.E.2 H.F. OSRAM VALVE 
is specially designed to provide the 
utmost sensitivity to weak signals 
when used in the H.F. stage; and in 
addition gives surprisingly increased 
volume in a choke or resistance-
coupled amplifier. Use a D.E.6 
OSRAM VALVE in the last stage. 
For 2-volt accumulators an ideal combination is 
the D.E.2 H.F. as H.F. Amplifier, and D.E.2 
L.F. as Detector and L.F. Amplifier, with 
the D.E.6 OSRAM VALVE as Power Valve. 

for Broadc a stinsi 
THE G.E.C.—YOUR GUARANTEE. 

Characteristics 
L.F. Type 

Filament Volts .. 1.8 
Filament Current .. 0.12 
Anode Volts • • 20/80 
Impedance . • 22,000 ohms 
Amplification Factor .. 7 

Price 15/6 each 

Advt. of The General Electric Co. Dd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2. 

Advertisements for 'The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable. A33 
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Try the coil that 
"makes all the difference"! 

Every listener who has triud the new 
LEWCOS Coil is talking about the 
difference it makes. Some say that this 
coil in the blue box is as different from 
ordinary coils as " Glazite " is from the 
old connecting wire. 

The Lewcos Coil embodies high electrical 
efficiency with great mechanical strength. 
It gives extremely fine tuning and, having 
an exceptionally low high frequency 
resistance, increases signal strength. 

Try the LEWCOS COIL for yourself— 
it makes all the difference! Your radio 
dealer stocks or can obtain this new coil. 

Inductance Coil 
The LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE 
COMPANY & SMITHS, LTD. 

.3Ianulaclurers of Gla ;Ile Connecting Wire 

Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane, London, E.C.1 

Th:s 

mark 
guarantees 

quality. 

al lull lul ial il  
.%1..ss :1 on sv 

Trouble-free building 
the Ezi-Wiring Way 

All wireless amateurs want a trouble-free 
set. By means of " The Wireless World " 
EZI-WIRING Series, the difficulties and 
trials of home-construction are banished 
for ever. 

These volumes give you complete working 
instructions, detailed measurements and 
explanations of the components necessary 
for building a highly-efficient set at a very 
moderate cost. A FOUR-COLOUR 
WIRING DIAGRAM enables you to build 
the set without any possibility of incorrect 
wiring. 

No s A Three-Valve Portable Receiver: by Hugh S 
Pocock. This receiver can be used in any 
situation with a temporary aerial or with the 
frame aerial incorporated in the receiver itself. 

No 2. A Three-Valve Receiver: by F. H. Haynes. 
The tuning arrangements of this receiver are 
self-contained. AU the B.B.C. Stations are, 
therefore, within the range of this receive, when 
used in conjunction with an outdoor aerial. 

No. 3. A Two-Valve -and Crystal Reflex Receiver: 
by W. James. Reflex Receivers are capable of 
giving a very high degree oi amplification per 
valve This two-valve and crystal reflex 
receiver, unlike many reflex receivent, will be 
found pet fectly stable in operation, and will be 
capable of giving loud-speaker strength within 
a radius of thirty miles of a main B.B.C. station. 

No. 4. A Four-Valve Combination Set: by W. Tames. 
A four-valve receiver of this type is ideal for 
general reception both with telephones and a 
loud speaker Switches are provided so that 
two, three, or four valves may be used at will. 
A entirely new principle is used to cut out the 
HA, valve, no switches being employed 

ULM:. pain,. from the pub!ishers " The II' irefess  

ILIFFE & SONS LIMITED, 
Dorset House, Tudor St., 

LONDON, E.C.4 

EZI-WIRING _ 
, 

gova Nol tercesia, immaissunium 

- 

PRICE: 

2/- net 
per volume. 

BY POST 

2/2 
each. 

By HUGH 5. POCOCIC 

2fr NET 

A THREE VALVE 

PORTABLE 
RECEIVER 

Contarninq 
COM PIETY INSTRUCTIONS i 
I, WORKING DRAWINCS 

.z a Tit 

" The Wheless ll'orld,". when writing to advertisers, Will ensure prompt attention. 

Many othet 
books for the 

home C onstructor 

are published by 

" The Wireless 
World." A full 

list will be sent 

you FREE on 

REQUEST. 
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Secretaries of Local Clubs are invited to send in for publication club news of general inlyest. 

A Good Start ! 
No fewer than eighty person.; have 

already been enrolled for membership of 
a new radio society which is being formed 
at Teignmouth, Devon. The inaugural 
meeting was held on February llth. 
There is every indication that the 

society will continue to grow, and all 
amateurs will wish the new venture every 
success. The hon. secretary (pro, tem., 
is Mr. A. L. Rose, Leicester House. 
Teignmout h. 

0000 

L.F. Amplification Problems. 
The difficulties associated with the use 

of L.F. amplification were dealt with 
in an inte-esting lecture given recently 
before the Soittlque. and Distriet Radio 
Societe bv Mr. A. Hall, A.R.C.Se. 
A successful deministration was given 

in which remarkable amplification was 
obtained with very few valves. 
The hon, secretar: is Mr. T. ft. 

Slurry, 67, Virginia *Street, Smithport. 
0000 

A Radio "Dinner." 
The first dinner of the " Oglander 

Radio Fellowship " was held, with great 
success, at the Oglander hot el, E. Dul-
wich, on February 4f II. An excellent 

repast. provided by Mr. C. L. Wright, 
was followed by a musical programme 
which was much appreciated. 
The Fellowship, which meets every 

Wednpsday at 8 p.m., has a number ,ff 
vacancies for membership. Applications 
should be addressed to the hon. secre-
tary, J. L. Sewell, 25, Wingfield Street. 
'Peckham, S.E. 

0000 

Why Oscillatory Circuits Oscillate. 
The above title was chosen by Mr. J. F. 

Stanley. B.Sc., when he addressed an 
interested gathering of members of the 
Northampton and District Amateur Radio 
Society on Monday, January 25th, 
Mr. Stanley made good use of physical 

analogies to explain the phenomena of 
elecWe circuits, referring to the two 
propertii•s. inertia and elasticity. which 
were necessary for the physical tiscilla-
tion --tr vibration of any body. An 
ingenious experiment was performed 
showing exactly what happened when a 
condenser was charged arid discharged. 
and ht 'w this phenomena correspimeled 
with elasticity in a physical object. An 
interesting discussion followed on various 
Witt' cal points which had troubled the 
members, and Mr. Stanley supplied much 
useful in 
The hon, secretary is Dr. D. S. 

Steward, Regent Square, Northampton. 

Wireless at Worthing. 

An encouraging report was rea-d by the 
bon, secretary at the First Annual .àleet-
ing of the Worthing Wireless Society on 
January 26th: Tim Siiciety, which buts 
been in existence for only seven months, 
now has a membership of 78. 

Otte of the most noteworthy activities 
during the year has been the supervision 
of the installation of wireless apparatus 
at the Worthing Hospital. 

FORTHCOMING EVENTS. 
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 17th. 

i“jar li• ireles, Chit,. u...ion I re »hi ll, 
to be opened by Ile. 11. 11 . Stanfield. 

Barnsley and District Wild( NW .1.0eiatiOn. 

--At 8 p.m. A t 22, Mt" ket Street, 
Simple talc alert ions 

Maxwell Hill and District Radio Sorb:IL--
A t 8 p.m . .1 t St. James's Sehoolx, 
Fortis Green, N.10. Lecture: " raler, 
Character by Mr. 11 irsch field, 
11.Se. 

Edinburgh and District Radio So, --
Al 117, (;rorg.• mrect. •' The 
1•Jaldqe, r." by Mr. .t . P. Taylor. 

Tolle ¿ti,,, n, Soeiety.—A I 8 p.m • A I 
10. Drug, Grace Lect ore and demon-
J.t rat ion by 111. Lucy, of S. G. Drown, 
Ltd. 

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 19th. 

Guiders Greg n and .11 ending Radio Society. 
-it 8 p.m. At thr Club Donee. Willi. 
P. Id it oy..V.11.11. Debate with de man-

cot " Superheterodyne cresos Neu. 
rrodyne," to th; opened by Mr. .1. 

1/..1. 

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 19th. 

.She Yield and District if irides:. Society.— 
.. il 7.30 p.m .1 i the Depart m eat of 
.1 pplif a Sere n rP. St. George's Sq 
Experimental WW1% (4) " Taking e 
11.1 r jNiir Corr.'s." 

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 22nd. 
Royal Sochi yol .1 /Is. .1 t 8 p.m. ..11 John 

Street. Adel ph j, London W.C.2. 
Cantor. lecture by Dr, G, I', Kaye. 
O.R.E.: ' The Production and 11111N1Ire• 

en • nt of lligh l'neaa'• (ILL 
Se a,, qe, Rodio Society.- Freak Net nigh I. 

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 24th. 
Radio Society of Great Rritain.—Ordinary 

meeting. At 6 p.m. (tea at 5.30). At 
the 'Ilion of Electrical Enuineers. 
Soc.", Lerturc: " Some 
Lood-Npeaker E.-torte...ids." by Prof. E. 
.11,111,1t. 

Power Transformers. 

The problems met with in the design 
of commercial transformers were dealt 
with by Mr. L. H. Crowther. A.M.I.E.E., 
lecturing before the Sheffield and District 
Wireless Souiety ifit January 29th. Of 
special interest were the particulars given 

the lecturer of the design, construction 
aild performance of a 200-watt 200/2.000-
volt transfornwr built for his transmitting 
stat ion, I:2E, . A comparison of the cal-
culated and measu rec. 1 .1,SSUS cd a very 
close approximation and an overall efFi-
ch.ncy of 86 per cent! 

.411 photographs published will be paid for. 

Hon. Secretary : Mr. T. A. W. Blower, 
129, Ringinglow Road. Sheffield. 

0 000 

The Social Side. 
Tite wisdom of paying attention to the 

social side of club activities is being 
recognised by the Ipswich and District 
Radio Society, who announce that a club 
dinner is to be held on Friday, 
February 26th. 
An `' exchange " night has been 

arranged, and members who have un-
wanted apparatus for disposal will have 
an opportunity of parting with it on 
ad itntazeons terms. 

0000 

Wireless in the Home. 
A clever (din entitled •• The English 

Home and Radio " was exhibited by Mr. 
D. Bat-brook on his portable cinemato-
graph before the Ipswich and District 
Radio Society on Monday. February 1st. 
The filin depicted the introduction of a 
broadcast receiver in ut typical English 
home, the pleasure it gave, and, later, 
the insatiable curiosity of "Johnny," the 
boy of the family, who demanded au 
explanation of " how it worked." The 
explanation was provided by a series of 
instructive scelles, including a visit, to 
the 2L0 transmitter ant a glimpse of the 
st udio. 
On Friday, February 5th, members of 

the Society enjoyed a lecture on the test-
ing of valves, given by Dr. Hiatt, of the 
Eilison Electric Co., Ltd. 

0 000 

Wireless at L.C.C. Institute. 
A gratifying period of work is dealt 

with in the -Annual Report for 1925 of 
the Beautov Institute Radio Society, 
Prince's Va II xi, all Street, S.E.11... 
The trios! important feature of the year 

was the Annual Exhibition of the Schools 
Radii, Society. which lasted for four 
days, and was held in the hall of the 
Institute. 

'The membership of the Society has been 
maintained. Visits to places of interest 
have been welcome items in the Society's 
programme. The fit -st visit was made to 
2LO. ‘vhere the members were shown 
round the control room and the studio. 
Another interesting visit was that paid 
to the wireless department. at the Croy-
don Aerodrome. 
Arrangements are being made for a 

visit to Ole telephone works of Messrs. 
S. Cl. Brown, Ltd. Hon. Secretary : Mr. 
le. Newson„ L.C.C. Beautify Institute, 
Prince's Load, Lambeth. S.E.11. 
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Woolwich Society's Move. 
Owing to the rebuilding of the 

Y.M.C.A. premises, the Woolwich Radio 
Society has had to seek " fresh fields and 
pastures new. - Very convenient load-
quarters have now been found at Coifing-
ham's College, Pluinstead Common Road. 
Woolwich, S.E.18, where the Society 
meets every Wednesday at 7.30 p.m. In 
tending members are welcomed at these 
meetings, and applications for member-
ship may also be made to the hon. 
secretary, Mr. H. J. South, 42, Green-
vale Road. Eltham. S.E. 
The current issue of " The Oscine.-

graph," the Society's monthly journal, 
reflects the spirit of animation which has 
always characterised this active organi-
sat ion. 

0000 

Distortion and its Cause. 
Promises of solio' excellent lectures in 

the early future were held out by Mr. 
C. F. Spencer. 
President of the 
Southport and Dis-
trict Radio Society. 
in addressing the 
members on Febru-
ary 1st. The ser-
vices of a number 
of highly qualified 
lecturers are to be 
enlisted, and mem-
bers will enjoy the 
additional adven-
t age of experiment-
ing with new 
apparatus which 
is to be placed at 
their disposal. 
An informative 

discussion t ook 
place after Mr. 
R. F. Gregson had 
delivered his in-
teresting lecture on 
The Causes of 

Distort ion." 
Anti] t ions for 

membership should 
be made to the lion. 
secretary, Mr. T. 
Godfrey Storrv, 
67. Virginia a outliport, Lneashire. 

00 00 

Oscillations Controlled by Light. 
An on interesting lecture, en-

titled "The Control of Oscillating Cur-
rents by Visible Light," was delivered 
by Mr.' O. G. Blake, before 
the Oxford University Radio Society on 
February 3rd. The . lecture NVitS illus-

trated by numerous experiments and lan-
tern slides. Mr. Blake also demonstrated 
his model to show the effect of anode and 
grid potentials and Marnent current on 
the characteristics of valves. 
Hon. Secretary : Mr. Eric Cuddon, 

Merton College. 
0000 

Future of the Oscillating Crystal. 
Mr. A. Hinderlich, M.A., lectured 

on " Oscillating and Transmitting 
Crystals " at it meeting of the Ilford and 
DiStrict Radio Society on January 19th. 
The lecturer was strongly of the opinion 

AN AMATEUR DISPLAY. Some of the home-built receivers which were on view at a 
recent meeting inaugurating a local branch of the Wireless League, under the auspices 

of the Tottenham Wireless Society. 
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that a great future still lay before the 
crystal. Certain crystals, it was prob-
able. could bi applied to the rectification 
of current from the mains. and there 
was a distinct possibility that the valve 
rectifier would ultimately be superseded 
by the crystal for this purpose. 
Mr. Hinderlich's remarks on grinding 

quartz for transmitting cuintrol were both 
instructive and entertaining. The grind-
ing Of quartz crystal presented more 
difficulty than cutting diamonds! The 
procedure was attended by constant 
observation thiough the mieroscope. as 
every thousandth of an inch in thickness 
represented approximately two and a-half 
metres in wavelength. 
The Society now meets at the Wesleyan 

tostitqle. Ilford. 
0000 

Valves and their Curves. 
Lantern kindiy li•ut by the Edi-

son Swan Electric Co., Ltd.. added to 
the interest of a leu -tin-e given before the 

Croydon Wireless Society by Mr. W. 'I'. 
Pearson MI M‘ ,11(111y, Fehrlii;r>" 1st. Tak-
ing as his subject "The Manufacture of 
Wireless Valves..' the lecturer deseribed 
the various pisieesses in the production of 
tin' Ediswan AR .06 dull emitter. 

Mr. Pcarti1in ammuneed that the fid-
lowing Monilay's meeting would be de-
voted to the actual plotting of valve 
curves, members being requested to bring 
along their own valves for this purpose. 
A pleasing feature of the meeting \Vas 

the influx of several visitors, who received 
a warm welcome. 
Hon. Secretary: Mr. If. T. P. Gee. 

51-52, Chancery . Lane, London. W.C.2. 

000 

Facts About Condensers. 
A lantern lectine of absorbing interest 

was delivery:I before the Muswell H ill 
and District Radio Society on JanuarY 
27th by Mr. II. Andrewes, of the Diibilit:r 
t'ompany. 

FEBRUARY 17th, 1926. 

Taking as his subject " Mica Con-
densers for Transmitting and neceiving," 
Mr. Audrewes described the viiriuus stages 
through which the mica. plisses, from the 
mica mines of India to the finishing 
bench in the Dubilier Co.'s works. The 
slides depicted the nativa miners in India 
clempieg and sorting the mica, the 
arrival of die raw mater al at the factory, 
and the many processes involved in the 
construction uf the small fixed condenser 
so fantiliar to the listening public. 
Finally some excellent slides were shown 
of the giant condensers constructed for 
the new Rugby station. 
Hon. Secretary : Mr. Gerald S. 

Sessions. 20, t rasmere Road, Muswell 
Hill, N.10. 
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Short-wave Reception. 
Captuin H. J. B. Ilampson (G6JV), 

who has kindly undertaken to give a 
suites (4 let-tures lieFere IC Norm-ieh and 

Radio 
So- 'Ay, delivered 
flu first on January 
29th, taking as his 
subject " Short 
Wave Tuners." 
Captain Hampson 

recounted Ii o w 
t he amateur t vans-
miller had been 
restricted by the 
Post Office to the 
lower wavelengths: 
with results which 
showed the hitherto 
unsuspected merits 
of short waves. 
Pa,-thular interest 
was shown in the 
lee' urer's shoo - 
wave cu ils. which 

were passed rotimi 
fu tu inspection. In 
conrlusioo. Captain 
Hal-in:gin described 
a n iiilified Reinartz 
lilt nÎf 0-v-1) of a 
tv u:' which could be 
made to oscillate 
on a wavelength of 
8 metres. 

II uuii. Seer,tary : Mr. 1'. (1. Hayward, 
42, Surrey Street. Norwich. 

c 000 

A Successful "Reflex." 
"An Efficient Reflex )3eeeiver" was 

the title of a paper given by Mr. J. H. 
Forbes at the meeting (if the North 
Middlesex Wireless Chtb on January 
20th. 

Although Mr. Forbes made no claint 
to miginality in the circuit he used, it 
was evident that lw had carefully tried 
out many variants of the original circuit, 
and the receiver he had constructed, and 
brought with him, gave a very creditable 
performtnce. 
The tact that no crystal was used 

tended to make the set more certain in 
operatiou, and the care devoted to details 
like best sizes of condensers. etc., con-
tributed the success uf the demon-
stration. 

Hon. Secret sly : H. A. Green, 100, 
Pellati fires e, Wood Creon, N.22. 
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RACTICAL 
HINTS AND TIPS 

A Section Mainly for the New Reader. 

AMPLIFIER SWITCHING. 
The design of switching arranc-

ments to eliminate a stage of low-
frequency amplification is not as 
simple a matter as might appear at 
first sight. In a well-designed re-
ceiver, probably using a detector 
valve of the general-purpose type, 
the first L. F. transformer will have 
a higher primary impedance (and 
consequently lower step-up ratio) 
than will the second. Also, from 
motives of economy, the first L. F. 
valve may be of a type incapable of 
handling large input voltages. A 
little consideration will therefore 
show that if, for example, when re-
ceiving loud signals, we arrange to 
transfer the loud-speaker to the 
anode circuit of the first L. F. valve, 
and switch off the second, this 
former valve will probably be over-
loaded. Further, rather complicated 
switching connections may be neces-
sary in crder to assure that the H.T. 
voltage applied is of the same value 
as when both valves are in use. - 

Another possible (and prolfably 
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better) alternative arrangement con-
sists in keeping the loud-speaker in 
the anode circuit of the last valve, 
and changing over the output of the 
detector to the primary of the second 
transformer, which, however, may 
very possibly have an incorrect im-
pedance value. 

In Fig. i is shown a simple 
method of switching, having none of 
these disadvantages, and requiring 
a three-pole change-over switch. 
When this switch is " up," both 
L. F. valves are in operation; when 
it is " down," the filament of the 
first amplifier is extinguished, and 
the output of the (presumably) low-
ratio transformer in the anode circuit 
of the detector valve is transferred 
to the grid-filament circuit of the 
output power valve. The bias volt-
age applied to this valve remains 
unchanged. 
An ordinary D.P.D.T. so itch may 

be used if the refinement of automatic 
filament switching is not required. 
The modifications necessary in this 
case are fairly obvious; instead of 

H.T o  

H.T. +2 

1StLF 

mu. 

n  

o 

2nd LF. 

co 
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H.T. +30 

HT. 
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1.—Switching an I..F. amplifier. 
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connecting the rheostat to filament 
through the switch, a direct connec-
tion is made between these points. 
The only disadvantage of this 

arrangement lies in the fact that the 
grid battery is at the high-potential 
end of the circuit. This may be 
overcome by taking care that it is 
adequately insulated and also by 
choosing a battery having very small 
cells and consequently small capa-
city. Such cells have a rather short 
life, but it must be remembered that, 
in a properly adjusted amplifier, 
they supply practically no current, 
and should last as long when con-
nected in circuit as if they were 
standing idle. Leads to the battery 
should, for obvious reasons, be as 
short as possible. 

LOST EMISSION. 
Many typus of dull-emitter valves 

will, after more or less prolonged 
use, be found to lose their emission, 
although the filament is still intact. 
In fact, it will generally be found 
that the life of many of the more 
robust valves will be determined by 
failure of emission rather than by 
filament burn out. This is rather 
puzzling to amateurs who have gradu-
ated in the " bright-emitter " school, 
and who are apt to regard a valve 
whose filament glows at an apparently 
normal brilliancy as being beyond 
question in good working order. 

Those who are in possession of a 
milliammeter .will have no difficulty 
in deciding if loss of emission is the 
cause of a falling-off in volume and 
quality of reproduction. In cases 
where such an instrument is not avail-
able, a rough and reads- test mai' be 
made lfv inserting the suspected 
valve in a regenerative receiver, and 
noticing if a very much tighter re-
actian coupling is needed to produce 
oscillation than is required where a 
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valve of the same type, and known 
to be in order, is used. 

It will generally be found that a 
dull-emitter valve which has partially 
lost its emission may be made to func-
tion correctly by increasing its fila-
ment temperature. This improvement 
will not, however, be permanent. and 
it will be necessary gradually to in-
crease the filament voltage until the 
valve is operating as a bright emitter; 
under these conditions it will have a 
very short life. 
Some manufacturers issue instruc-

tions with their products for the re-
covering of lost emission ; this is 
generally done by applying a normal 
voltage to the filament for a short 
period, with no H.T. on the plate. 
It should be pointed out that these 
remarks only apply to valves with 
thoriated filaments; those with coated 
filaments cannot be reconditioned. 

0 0 0 0 

A WORKSHOP HINT. 

Amateur constructors not provided 
with a set of taps sometimes find 
difficulty in inserting metal screws 
into ebonite. It is useful to know 
that ordinary brass or iron wood 
screws may be used if a hole of the 

correct diameter (which will best be 
ascertained by trial) is drilled and 
the screw is heated before it is driven 
in. It is recommended that the 
screw be inserted when cold, and a 
few turns given; a hot soldering irorI 
should then be applied to its head 
for a few moments, when it will be 
found quite easy to complete the 
operation, as a thread will be 
formed in the softened ebonite. 

It is probable that a small screw, 
used in this manner, will hold even 
more securely than would a metal 
screw of the same diameter inserted 
into a tapped hole. Care must he 
taken. however, not to strip the 
thread while the ebonite is in a semi-
plastic state. If it is desired to re-
move the screw on a subsequent occa-
sion, it will often be found necessary 
again to warm its head with the tip 
of a süldering iron. 

0000 

FILAMENT RHEOSTAT CONNECTIONS. 

Many of our reaclurs Will have 
noticed that in almost every circuit 
diagram appearing in The Wireless 
World the filament rheostats are 
shown in series with the positive low-

DISSECTED DIAGRAMS. 

tension lead, the other side of the 
filament being joined directly to the 
negative terminal; all the " grid re-
turn " leads are connected to this 
negative bus-bar. 

There can be little doubt that this 
arrangement is the best that can be 
adopted, except under very excep-
tional circumstances. Occasionally 
when a volt or two of grid bias is 
required one is tempted to adopt 
another 'Possible alternative, and to 
insert the rheostat in the negative 
lead, connecting the grid return lead 
to the negative bus-bar. In this way 
the drop of voltage across the resist-
ance will be applied to the valve, and 
we obtaiu a gratuitous source of grid 
bias, amounting to about 2 volts when 
4-volt valves are used with a 6-volt 
I )attery. 

Unfortunately, however, the grid 
voltage of the valve will be varied 
with changes of filament brilliancy, 
thus introducing a variable adjust-
ment which is not under complete 
control. In the case of a sensitive 
and none too stable H.F. valve, or 
a regenerative detector, the operation 
of the set will be unnecessarily com-
plicated by this scheme of connec-
tions. 

No. 18.—A Hartley" Single-valve Receiver. 

For the benefit of readers who find difficulty in reading circuit diagrams, we are giving weekly a series of 
sketches showing how the complete circuits of typical receivers are built up step by step. The arrangement 

shown below is a modification of the well-known transmitting circuit. 
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A valve with its filament 
heated by curient from a low 
tension battery, controlled 
by a variable rheostat con-
nected, as usual, in the posi-
tive lead of the L.T. battery to 
avoid grid bias complications. 
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An oscillatory circuit, consist-
ing of a coil and variable 
condenser, is added. The 
coil is tapped in the centre, 
and only half of its induct-
ance (as shown in full lines) 

is in the grid circuit 

A grid condenser and leak 
are inserted for rectification. 
The external anode-filament 
circuit is completed through 
'phones and high-tension 
battery. An aerial-earth sys-

tem may be— 

—coupled to the grid coil as 
shown. Reaction may be ob-
tained by connecting the plate 
through a small variable con-
denser to the" free " end of the 
grid coil, a choke being in-
serted to deflect H.F. I mpul ses. 
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PIONEERS OF WIR 
By ELLISON HAWKS, F.R.A.S. 

EL,E,SS. 

7.—Michael 

/ICHAEL FARADAY, the son of a blacksmith in moderate circumstances, was born at Newing-
ton Butts, London, on September 22nd, 1791. 

'After a lifetime of brilliant research and experiment he 
died at Hampton Court on August 25th; 1867. 
When twelve years of age, this boy, who was destined 

to become one of the most distinguished of British 
scientists, started life as an errand boy to a bookbinder 
named Ribeau, who bound odd lots of books bought from 
prirters. Ri beau was so pleased with Faraday's work 
that he subsequently took him as an apprentice without 
premium. 

The Bookbinder's Apprentice. 

lem-aday remained with Ribeau until twenty-one years 
of age, devoting his leisure hours to science. He tnade 
numerous experiments with electric machines of his own 
construction, attended scientific lectures. and made many 
f rien• Is. 

In 1812 a happy chance determined his future. One 
day a customer called at the shop about the bindi ng of 
some Itooks, and found Young Faraday fleeply engrossed 
in the perusal of an article on electricity in an encyclo-
p:rdia he was binding. Hearing of the young appren-
tice's industry, the customer—who was a member of the 
Roy ;:l Institutiiir—presented him with a series of four 
tickets for admission to the chemical lectures of Sir 
Humphry Davy. Needless to say, Faraday attended the 
lectures and took copious notes, which he later wrote 
out fully in a quarto volume. 
He tells us that, in his 

Opinion. " trade is vicious and 
selfish." while, on the other 
hand. " science makes its pur-
suers amiable and liberal." 

\Iv desire to escape from 
trade." he wrote, " induced 
me at last to take the bold step 
of writing to Sir Humphry 
Dave. expressing my wishes 
and a hope that if an oppor-
tunity came in his way he 
would favour my views. At 
the same time I sent the notes 
I had taken of his lectures." 
One night, soon after this 

letter had liven despatched. 
there came a loud knocking at 
Ribeau's door. The splendid 
carriage of Davy was in the 
street. and a liveried servant 
handed Faraday a note in-
structing him to call on Sir Michael Faraday, 

Faraday. 
Humphry next morning. The outcome of the interview 
was that Faraday was appointed Sir Humphry's assist-
ant at a salary of 25s. per week. In later years, when 
being congratulated on his discoveries, Sir Humphry 
Davy would sae " Yes, but my best discovery was 
Michael Faraday " ! 

Demonstrator to Davy. 

Faraday soon assisted Davy in his lectures and ex-
periments, which were sometimes of a perilous nature. 
When Davy went abroad Faraday accompanied him as 
his valet and secretary. Davy 's wife behaved badly to 
Faraday, never allowing him to forget he was a menial, 
and insisting on occasion that he took his food with 
the grooms! This (loes not appear to have perturbed 
Farailay, however, who had a beautiful character and 
a charm of manner that endeared him to those with whom 
he came in contact. 

In 1827 the blacksmith's son and bookbinder's appren-
tice succeeded Sir Humphry Davy as Professor of 
Chemistry at the Royal Institution, where he remained 
for forty-one years in all. 
On succeeding Davy, Faraday began the great work 

that will for ever remain a monument to this gifted 
scientist. Oersted had produced magnetism by elec-
tricity, and this suggested to Faraday the possibility of 
obtaining electricity from magnets. Following this line 
of thought, and reversing Oersted's experiment, Faraday 
found (in ¡8 ï) that if a magnet be moved towards or 

from a coil of wire, an electric 
current is induced in the wire. 

Ily this discovery Faraday 
even more definitely connected 
the lodestone of the ancients 
with the current electricity of 
Volta. He showed that there 
is a close relationship between 
electricity, magnetism, and 
motion. Bodies that are elec-
trified and are in rapid motion 
produce magnetic fields around 
themselves, while a magnet in 
motion has the power of creat-
ing currents of electricity in 
conductors that are close to it. 
These two discoveries are now 
in everyday use, and form the 
basic principle of the electric 
motor and the dynamo. 
The great value of Fara-

day's work as a pioneer of 
wireless is difficult to deter-
mine. His discoveries subse-
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Pioneers of Wireless.-
quently made possible the electric telegraph and the tele-
phone. They made possible the many applications of 
electricity and electromagnetism that are to-day part of 
the great driving force of every civilised country. At 
the time Faraday made his discovery radio was, of 
course, quite unknown, and he could not have had any 
idea of the use that would be made of his discovery for 
communicating _without wires. 

In addition to other important discoveries arising from 
it, Faraday's pioneer work was subsequently of the utmost 
consequence to ‘virelcss, for it was the means of leading 
another great scientist, Clerk Maxwell, to investigate 

General Notes. 
Mr. F. R. Neill (GI 5N.1). Chesterfield. 

Whitehead, Co. Antrim, writes that he 
was in two-way communication at an early 
hour on January 25th with V IWP, Hisse!. 
pur, India, whose signals on 38 metres 
were about R7-8. Mr. Neill was working 
on 44 metres 96 watts, and his signals 
were reported to he very good. 

0000 

Swedish Amateurs. 
We are indebted to Mr. Hugo Francio' 

(SM UK), of Saltsjiihaden, for the follow-
ing list of Swedish transmitters :-
SMSL.-Hudiksvalls Radiate eluting. 

Hudiksvall. 
SMSM.-Karlskrona Radio Club. 
SMSN.--Umea Radio Club. 
SMS0.-Varberg Radio Club. 
(The above stations relay broadcast 

news, etc.) 
SMSP.-7.A. Bertilsson, Jârntorget 4, 

Goteborg. 
SMSQ.--N. Larsson, Blekingegat, 

Stockholm. 
*SMSR.-Radiohyran. Stockholm. 
SMSS.-S. Carlsson, Garden 93a, 

Askersund. 
(* Another correspondent gi ves ti t 

QRA of this station as 1'. H. SVellSsuii. 

Lindgatan 6, Liljeholm. nr. Stockholm 
This is probably the address of the 
authorised operator.) 

0000 
The following steamers trading between 

Sweden and South America are equipped 
with short-wave (45-metre) stations :-
SGC.-Ss. " San Francisco." 
SDK.-Ss. "Kiruna." 
SGT.-Ss. " Suecia." 
SKA.-Ss. " Axel Johnson." 
The secretary of the Swedish Radio 

Club, Dr. Bruno Rolf, is now sailing for 
Columbia on sa. " Axel Johnson '' 'With 
an experimental station working on 30-35 
metres, call-sign COS, and will welcome 
reports of his transmissions, which should 
be addressed to Mr. Hugo Francke. at 
the Radio Club, Hamngatau 1, Stock 
holm. 

0000 
Austrian Amateurs. 
The secretary of the Organisations-

komitees der hesterrishiselïen Amateur-
sender has kindly forwarded us the fol-
lowing list of the call-signs and wave-
lengths used by amateurs in Austria. 
The wavelengths, in metres, are printed 
after each call-sign. These stations use 
the international prefix Ô. As they are 
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electromagnetism with brilliant results, as we shall read 
later. It is a remarkable fact that Faraday avoided all 
distinctions, with the exception of D.C.L., and even 
refused the Presidency of the Royal Institution. 

In private life he was a gentle and affectionate man, 
always willing to extend a helping hand to those en-
deavouring to climb the ladder of learning. " I am no 
discoverer," he once said, " but simply one of a vast 
crowd cf workers scattered over the earth who in the 
providence of God are invested with some proportion of 
the Divine afflatus. . . ." A charming man and a 
brilliant genius, whose work as a pioneer of wireless we 
cannot but pause to admire. 

TRANSMITTERS' NOTES 

AND QUERIES. 

iod vet officially licensed. the names and 
add a7esses Caul:et be published. but Corn-
munication's may be sent ria Mr. G. E. 
Roth, e o ' Radio' elt," Rüdengasse 11, 
Vienna III. 
AA (150-200), AF (under 1001, AR (20 

and 100). AW (25-100), BE (200-400 and 
450), BH (3 and 75). CV (33). DA (101), 
FG (80-10t1h. FH (25, 100 and 300-450), 
FL (150 and 580), FM (80-100), FZ 
(under 150). CG (100-150), HF (under 
100), III (95). HM (425), HR (310-315), 
JA )msder 50), JL (425 and 530), EH 
(1001, KK (90-105). LA (100), LM (320), 

AN ITALIAN TRANSMITTING STATION. 
IIBD, owned and operated by Signor 
Enrico Pirovano, at Viale Varese 11 Como. 
The tranmnitter is of the Hartley Direct-
coupled thie. 1BD has been in two-way 
communication with New Zealand, India, 
Canada, and all the nine districts of U.S.A. 

LP (85), MH (500-65(Y, NA (70-75), OA 
(77), OP (35, 50 and 70), RF (200). RU 
(20-50), RH (75-80), SF (73), SJ (70-80), 
SV (45), TA (75-80). TM (93), TO (50, 
70. 120 and 440). WA (115), WM (under 
201, WR (10, 45 and 60). 

0000 
New Calbsigns Allotted and Stations 

Identified. 
C 2BI1R (Art. A.).-R. G. Bonner, 39, 

Abbey Road, Bush Hill, Enfield. 
• 2BLV (Art. A.1.-L. White, 22. Rey-

nolds Close, Hampstead Way, N.W.1. 
• 2IA (in place of 2AWS).-T. H. 

Colebourn, " Ardchalligan," Selbourne 
Drive, Douglas, Isle of Mats. 
• 5IA (late 2 BJM).---G. M. Whiteley, 
" The Hollins," Sowerby Bridge. Yorks. 
• 5X0.-Capt. L. A. Pratt, 24, Mar• 

riott Road, Barnet. 
G 510.-J. Wyllie, 105, Mossgiel Road, 

Newlands, Glasgow, transmits on 45-90-
and 150-200 metres. 
G 5VZ.-G. H. Houghton, 110, Heath-

wood Gardens, Charlton. S.E.7. 
G 6KT.-K. E. Willson, " Hedgerows," 

Main Road, Dovercourt Bay, Essex, trans-
mits on 150-200 metres. (This call-sign 
was formerly that of Mr. F. Burns, 
Birkdale.) 
G 6LL.-J. W. Mathews, 178, Eyering 

Road, Claptou, E.5. 
G 6MI.-R. Maynard. 44, Demesne 

Road. Douglas, Isle' of Man. 
G 6NX.-J. T. 'McDade, 8, Monteith 

Row, Glasgow, S. E. 
G 6YX.-R. F. G. Holness, 34, Dunloe 

Avenue, Tottenham, N.15. 
G 67.C.-Marconi (Chelmsford) Wireless 

Society, Marconi Works, Chelmsford, 
transmits on 45 and 150-200 metres. 
GI 6QD.-.T. C. Pollock, 1, Notting 

Hill. Belfast, transmits on 23, 45 and 
150-200 metres. 
F 8JZ.-A. Crémaille, 15, Rue de 

Vitré, Rennes (I and V). 
F Courteeuisse, 23 bis, Rue 

de l'industrie, Tourcoing (in place of M. 
Boulet, Paris). 

Lagercrankz, Djursholm, nr. 
Stockholm. 

0 0 0 0 

A Correction. 
The call-sign of Mr. A. Marzoli, Via 

Bramanti 3, Rome. is I 1MA, and not 
I lAM, as printed, in error. on page 
142 of our issue of January 27th. The 
owner of ITBD is Mr. Enrico Pirovano, 
whose name, we regret, was incorrectly 
spelt in the supplementary list of experi-
mental stations. 
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Devoted to New Ideas and Practical Devices. 
TELEPHONE TAGS. 

Tho diagram shows a form of tele-
phone tag which enables telephones to 
be connected either in series or in 
parallel. The tag is constructed from 
No. ió hard-drawn copper 
wire, which is wound in the form of 
a spiral on a steel spit equal in dia-
meter to the wire itself. 
When the coil is released from the 

spit, the internal diameter increases 
slightly, thus allowing the ends of the 
tags to fit inside. The tag end is 
bent slightly out of line with the axis 
of the spiral, so that when two tags 

Spiral telephone tags. 

are jqiined together good contact is 
form( il by Ow spring action so pro-
duced. 

\‘T:en connecting telephones in 
series across a single pair of telephone 
terminals, one tag of each pair of 
phones is inserted in the terminals. the 
remaining tags being connected to-
gether as shown in the diagram.— 
s. C. 

0 0 0 0 

REACTION CONTROL. 

The diagram shims a neat method 
oh timing critical control over the 

coupling between the reaction coil 
and A.T.I. or secondary coil in a 
shi.wt-wa ve hm-b iss • tuner. 
The reaction coil is pivoted to 

brass supports sereweil to the front 
panel of the receiver, a hole being 
drilled for this purpose in one of the 
ebonite strips supporting the coil. 
This strip is cut to a special shape, 
with a projection at one corner which 
is normally in contact u ith an adjust-
ing screw passing through a threaded 

bush in the panel. There is an entire 
absence of back-lash, since the pro-
jection is always pulled into contact 

RUBBER BAND 

Reaction control for short-wave tuner. 

with the,head of the adjusting screw 
by means of a rubber band fixed be-
tween the upper end of the reaction 
coil and one of the A. T. I. supports. 
—A. T. C. 

0 0 0 0 

FUSES. 
In experimental work fuses are 

frequently required for currents of 
the order of o. t amp. or less. As 
copper wire of No. 47 S.W.G. has 
a fusing current of r amp., it will 
be necessary to use sinne conductor 
other than wire. For this purpose 
tin foil is excellent A narrow strip 
of the foil is clamped on an ebonite 
base underneath terminals or screws 
and washers. The tin foil is then 
cut away with a sharp penknife or 

VALVES FOR IDEAS. 

Readers are invited to submit brief 
details, with rough sketches, where neces-
sary, of devices of experimental interest 
for inclusion in this section. A re-
ceiving valve will be despatched to ever y 
reader whose idea is accepted for 

publication. 
Lettirs should he addressrd to the Editor, "li ire-
less il orld and Radio keriuo," Dorset House, 
Tudor SL, London, E.C. 1, and marked " 
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safety razor blade until the required 
fusing current is obtained. A few 
experiments with an ammeter con-
nected in series with a variable re-
sistance and battery will serve to 
indicate the current-carrying capacity 
of strips of varying width.— 
J. I.. H. 

0000 
AERIAL-EARTH SWITCH. 

Many readers prefer to use plug 
and socket connections for the aerial 
and earth leads to their receivers. A 
simple earthing switch enabling this 
method of connection to he retained 
is shown in the diagram. 
Two sockets are screwed into a 

small ebonite panel and a short-cir-
cuiting arm of springy brass is 
pivoted in the centre of the panel by 
means of a No. 4 B.A. round-head 
screw fitted with a spring washer and - 
locknuts. 

TO AERIAL TERMINAL 

Earthing switch. 

TO EARTH 
TERMINAL 

TO 
EARTH 

When it is desired to connect the 
aerial through to earth the aerial and 
earth leads to the set are withdrawn 
and the brass contact strip is turned 
horizontally, as shown in the dia-
gram, thus short-circuiting the faces 
of the aerial and earth sockets. 

Normally, with the set in use the 
strip is turned at right angles to the 
I irertion shimn in the (liagram.— 

J. J• 
A 41 



Simple lightning arrester. 
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LIGHTNING ARRESTER. 

A lightning arrester can easily be 
made in the following way. Two 
telephone-type terminals are mounted 
on two separate strips of ebonite 
about 2in. long and Fin. wide, holes 
being drilled at one end of each 
strip in order that telephone terminals 
may be fixed. 

o 
AERIAL 

wen 

o 
Ui 
z 

taw 
1-1-

TO 
EARTH 

These two strips are now secured 
to a piece of wood of suitable size 
by means of small angle brackets in 
such a way that the heads of the 
screws of the terminals are almost 
touching. 
A thin mica washer is placed be-

tween the screw heads, and the space 
formed between the heads of the 
screws will provide an efficient 
arrester. The drawing explains this 
quite clearly.—A. V. C. 

0000 

TUNING HINT. 
When operating a loud-speaker in 

a part of the house distant from the 
receiver it is frequently necessary to 
make tuning adjustments which in-
volve some method of listening-in at 
the receiver. If the set is so con-
structed that telephones can be 
plugged into the plate circuit of the 
detector valve no difficulty is experi-
enced, but where this is not the case 
the signal strength in telephones 
would be excessive if connection be 
made directly to the output terminals. 
It will generally be found that suffi-
cient volume for tuning purposes is 
obtained in the telephones if one side 
only is connected to the plate or 
negative output terminal. If more 
volume is required the other terminal 
tag may be held in the hand, but this 
is not recommended, as variations of 
volume would be produced which 
might be attributed to tuning effects. 
—R. K. 

T,$)1@eg5 - 
Wo'nte 

ADJUSTABLE DIAPHRAGMS. 
Telephone receivers of the flat 

Stalloy diaphragm type can be made 
adjustable for experimental purposes 
by placing a thin rubber washer be-
tween the edge of the casing and the 
underside of the diaphragm. The 
distance between the diaphragm and 
the face of the magnets can then be 
varied by tightening or unscrewing 
the ear cap. 

Rubber washers of suitable dimen-
sions are, however, somewhat diffi-
cult to cut, but it will be found that 
a film of Chatterton's compound, 
which contains a large percentage of 
rubber, makes an excellent substitute. 
The compound should be warmed 
and applied to the edge of the casing 
and not to the diaphragm, as this 
method will be found to give a more 
even distrihution.—J. I.. H. 

0000 

TELEPHONE CONNECTORS. 
The diagram shows a simply con-

structed connector for fitting to tele-
graph type terminals when it is de-
sired to use several pairs of phones 
in parallel. The connector is con-
structed from brass rod of square or 
rectangular section, vertical holes 
being drilled to take the telephone 
tags, with corresponding lateral holes 
drilled and tapped for No. 6 B.A. 

Multiple telephone connector. 

set-screws. The bar is filed down 
at one end to a thickness suitable for 
insertion in the terminal, a slot being 
cut in the lip so formed to pass the 
centre screw of the terminal.— 
H. R. W. 

00 00 

LEAD-IN SWITCHING. • 
It is frequently desired to transfer 

a receiving set from the ground floor 
to a room on the floor above. If a 
change in the position of the set is to 
be made frequently, it may be worth 
while to introduce a system of switch-
ing -into the aeriai lead-in which will 
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reduce the time required to connect up 
the set. A double-throw knife switch 
may be fitted outside each window, 
the aerial lead-in being connected as 
indicated in the diagram. The con-
nections for a single-pole double-
throw switch used in conjunction with 

El VER 

RECEIVER 

WATER. 
PIPE EARTH 

(a) 

1,,,ad-in connections. 

eab 

a waterpipe earth are shown at (a), 
while the connections for D.P.D.T. 
switches are shown at (b).—A. W. L. 

0000 

IDENTIFYING EXTENSION LEADS. 
.oud -spea kers should always be 

connected in such a way that the 
field produced by the steady anode 
current passing through the windings 
tends to assist the permanent mag-
net. In order to ensure the correct 
method of connection the terminals 
of most loud-speakers are marked 
+ and — , the + terminal being con-
nected to + H.T. and the negative 
terminal to the plate of the power 
valve. When the loud-speaker leads 
are extended, say, by means of light-
ing flex in order that the instrument 
may be used in another room, it is 
difficult without the aid of a milli-
ammeter to tell which is the positive 
and which the negative lead. A 
simple method of identifying the 
leads is to connect them at the re-
ceiver end to the grid bias terminals 
-instead of the output terminals, and 
to connect the grid bias battery at the 
other end of the leads in the next 
room. When the battery is con-
nected wrongly the reproduction from 
the loud-speaker will be badly dis-
torted and of poor volume, while 
normal operation will be obtained 
with the battery connected in the 
correct manner. It is then only neces-
sary to tie knots in the positive leads 
for identification.—A. J. 13. 
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Savoy Hill Topicalitics : By Our Special' Correspondent. 

Redistribution of Wavelengths. 
Great store is set on the success of the 

conference which has been summoned to 
Geneva on March 25th to consider propo. 
sAions concerning the redistribution of 
broadcasting wavelengths between 
European stations. These propositions 
are the result of investigations extending 
over four months. The conference will 
consist of all existing or projected broad-
casting organisations, and will be held 
at the Palais de Nations, which has been 
lent by the Secretariat of the League of 
Nations. The conference will be pre-
ceded by a general assembly of old and 
new members of the International Broad-
casting Union. 

0000 

Birmingham Breakdowns. 
One of the speakers at the opening of 

the new Birmingham premises of the 
B.B.C. fell into error in stating that the 
percentage of breakdowns of the station 

tie 

was equal to .12 per cent., or twelve 
hours in every thousand. It will, of 
course, be apparent that he should have 
said twelve hours in every ten thousand. 
Simple as the sum is, iiictst readers of 
the statement would accept it at its face 
value without troubling to check its 
accuracy, unless their attention was called 
to the mistake, which, as it happens, was 
a very important one. 

0000 

A Village Concert. 
Mr. Vivian Foster, the " Vicar of 

Mirth," will be in the chair at a village 
concert which is to be broadcast on Feb-
ruary 26th. This production was post-
poned from a date in January, to the 
disappointment of many listeners. Mr. 
Foster is the son of a clergyman who 
reproduces from first-hand observation 
the little mannerisms and foibles of the 
clergy, and he does it without giving any 
trace of offence. 

BROADCASTING THE BELLS. A picturesque view of Crouland Abbey, Lincolnshire, 
to which the B.B.C. has connected a permanent land line. Crowland was the first 

English Abbey to possess a peal of tunable bells. 

The Broadcasting Inquiry. 
In his supplementary evidence before 

the Broadcasting Committee, the Manag-
ing Director of the B.B.C. was misunder-
stood by some of his hearers to refer to 
the importance, or " pretended " im-
portance, of the amateur experimenter. 
This is a misconstruction which I am 
asked to correct; and the best way of 
doing that is to quote verbatim from the 

shorthand report of the inquiry, viz. Q. : You maintain that their (the 

amateur experimenters') fears and their 
apprehensions have been overstated? 
A. : But I do not overlook their im-

portance, or their potential importance. 
0000 

The Quest of Elizabeth. 
It is a fact worth recording that the 

B.B.C. has broadcast 250 plays, and on 
less than half-a-dozen occasions has a 
reference or criticism of any of them 
appeared in the Press. The particular 
paper which described " The Quest of 
Elizabeth," the play by Capt. Reginald 
Berkeley, which was broadcast from 2L0 
and other stations recently, as " grue-
some" and "Grand Guignol," had on 
only one previous occasion commented on 
any of the plays that have been trans-
mitted. Is this a tribute to the excel-
lence of the other 240-odd plays, or an 
awakening to the fact that broadcasting 
is now so much part and parcel of the 
life of the community that its news value 
cannot be ignored? 

0000 

Only Two Complaints. 
To ins mind, a great deal too much 

capital has been made out of the Berkeley 
play incident. The play was sent out 
last autumn from Glasgow, Cardiff, 
Bournemouth, Manchester. Birmingham, 
Aberdeen, and Belfast. Although some 
millions of listeners presumably heard it, 
olc two complaints were received that it 
wa •-, too dramatic for people who liad 
relatives in hospital. Further, on not 
more than two occasions has the play 
been broadcast in exactly the same form. 

0 00 0 

No Limit. 
So far as radio plays are concerned, we 

are still in the experimental stage and it 
is difficult to see how the B.B.C. can 
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limit the field of selection. either in 
i-espect of pure romance or of plays deal-
ing with the hard tacts of life. 

c000 

An Interesting Forecast. 
From the day when it was announced 

in some sections of the Press that the 
broadcasting of the Savoy Bands would 
cease at the end of February. a desire 
seems to have become apparent to repre-
sent broadcasting as being deserted by 
its friends. This is far from being the 
case. Indeed, I will make a definite fore-
cast. viz., that within a week of the pub-
lication of this note the news about the 
future of the Savoy Bands in connection 
with broadcasting will show that the 
amicable relations which have hitherto 
existed between the two interests remain 
undisturbed in spite of the gloomy 
prophets. 

coo° 

A Thomas Hardy Broadcast. 
The London Radio Players are to give 

two excerpts from " The Dynasts," the 
great epic drama by Thomas Hardy, on 
February 23rd. In these scenes Mr. 
Milton •Rosmer, the well-known actor, 
will take the part of Napoleon. The 
same evening will be a real Napoleon 
evening. The pregramme will not be an 
attempt to analyse the career of Napoleon 
Bonaparte. much less to give a historic 
résumé of his life. What is actually pro-' 
posed is to give a picture of Napoleon 
and his times as reflected in music and 
poetry. 

0000 

What Station was That? 
A 'listener has expresst.d to me his 

bewilderment at an incident which 
occurred last Sunday. He was listening 
to a church service, and in the middle of 
it heard the church clock strike six. 
The clock, he says, must have been 
'wrong, as thé actual time was 5 o'clock'. 
I rather think that he must have been 
receiving the English church at MalmC 
or some other place where the time was 
an hour in advame of England. 

C000 

The "Silent 't Test. 
Perhaps the mist surprising thing 

about the " silent" test which was car-
ried out by the B.B.C. last week was 
that unexpectedly few Continental 
stations were found to be off their wave-
lengths, and the amount of hetero-
dyning was not so serious as it. had been 
on some recent occasions. The scheme 
arranged was that the B.B.C. and a 
small band of amateurs, acting under the 
directions of the B.B.C., undertook to 
try and establish the identity of Con-
tinental stations which had been causing 
inconvenience to British listeners by . 
heterodyning. For this purpose it was 
necessary for all B.B.C. stations to close 
down and for an appeal to be made to 
everyone to refrain from using their 
wireless apparatus fer a quarter of an 
hour. 

0000 

Lnating Offending Stations. 
Previous to the test, the B.B.C. engi-

neers ascertained the wavelengths of the 
majority of stations and noted which 
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FUTURE FEATURES. 
Sunday, February 21st. 

LONDON.-3.30 p.m.. '1 he Casano 
Octet : 5 p.m., "Will o' the 
Wisp," a one-act play by Doris 
Halman. 9 p.m., " Elijah." 

ABERDEEN.-3.3O M ilitary 
Band Concert. City of Aber-
deen Military Band. 

BO L'I:NE MOT:TH.-3.30 p.m., Mili-
tary Band Programme. 9 p.m., 
Ljght Symphony Concert.. 
Monday, February 22nd. 

LONDON.-8 p.m., Itedio Radiance 
Orchestra. 9.55 p.m., Lord 
Lonsdale—Prehminaries to a 
Fight. 10.35 p.m., Sapellnikoff 
in a Chopin Recital. 

"DA VENTR Y.-8 p.m., Callender's 
Band. The Novelty Trio. 
11-12 p.m., Dance Musk. 

B IRM I N GII AM.-8 p.m., Variety 
Pi(gramme. 

C AR D F F.-3.45 p.m., Afternoons 
with the Romantics (III). 

NEWCASTLE.-8 p.m., Music and 
Merriment. 

Tuesday, February 23rd. 
LON DON.-8 p.m., The History of 

Napoleoe Bonaparte in Music 
and Store. 10.30 p.m., Dance 
Music. 

Bewsr.-8 p.m , Herbert T. 
Scott's Male Voice Choir and 
the Station Orchestra. 

Gcssoow.-8 p.m., " The Passing 
of the Third Floor Back "—A 
Prologue, A Play, and an Epi-
sode by Jerome K. Jerome. 

Wednesday, February 24th. 
LONDON. —8 p.m., The Roosters in 

Nigger Minstrelsy. 9 p.m., 
The Savoy Augmented Sym-
phonic Orchestra. 

DAVENTRY. — 1112 p.m., Dance 
Music by the Savoy Bands. 

BIRMINGHAM.-8 p.m., The Or-
chestra and Jack Venables. 

DUNDEE.-8 p.m., A Choral Even-
ing. The Caledonian Male 
Voice Choir. 

EDINBUIIGH.-8 p.m., An Evening 
of Folk Music. 

GLASGOW.-8 p.m., The Works of 
British Composers. 

Hum..-8 p.m., An Evening of 
Variety. 

LIVERPOOL-8 p.m., " The Show-
man's Cabarette." 

LEEDS. —8 p.m., The Station Quin-
tet. The Apollo Glee Singers. 
The Three Tykes and Percy 
Frostick (solo violin). 

MANCHESTER.-8 p.m., A Popular 
Concert. 

NEWCASTI.E.-8 p.m., Popular Arias 
and Lieder. 

NOTTS.-8 p.m., Popular Concert. 
Fourth Evening with Notting-
ham Artists. 

PLYMOrTH.-8 p.m., Popular Pro-
grammes. The Winifred 
Blight Trio—Songs and Synco-
pations. 
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stations were being heterodyned. The 
list was completed during the interval. 
Those stations which were heterodyning 
British stations were all measured up 
during the " silent" period, and the 
B.B.C. definitely located certain stations 
heterodyning the transmissions of British 
stations. Other stations which were off 
their proper wavelength were located, 
and also a number of foreign stations 
which were heterodyning each other. 
The experiment showed that the slightest 
changes would be sufficient to put the 
whole system of European broadcasting 
out of joint. A lot of useful informa-
tion was gained which would not be 
available if the .B.B.C. stations had not 
closed down; and it was satisfactory to 
note that in the main the appeal to 
listeners and those not directly concerned 
in the test was successful in inducing 
them to refrain front using their wire-
less apparatus during the test. 

0 ono 

Unauthorised Experiments. 
I have been specially asked by the 

B.B.C. to point out that none but the 
company's engineers and the few private 
experts already • referred to had any 
.authority to take part in the test, and 
it is regrettable that a few cases occurred 
where unauthorised persons ignored the 
B.B.C.'s appeal to refrain from listening 
and from interfering with the work by 
attempting to measure wavelengths on 
their own authority. 

0000 

A New Accountancy System. 
An artist who makes a tour of six 

broadcasting stations receives his fee in 
the form of six cheques. Although on 
the face of it this may appear to be an 
extravagant - method of paying artists' 
fees, it is actually an economy over the 
system of payment by one cheque " in 
bulk," and has enabled the B.B.C. to. 
save seventeen " clerk days ".per month. 
The system of cheque writing is based 
on the principle of a cheque-writing 
machine. No counterfoil is necessary, 
and the need for writing up a cash book 
is abolished. The allocation of pro-
gramme expenditure as between the 
stations also becomes automatic. 

0000 

Many Advantages. 
The above are some of the internal 

economies effected; but the system of 
sending a separate cheque in respect of 
each station has other advantages. When 
an artist is booked to tour several 
stations, it may be found later that on 
a certain date the artist could not for 
some reason or other perform. By the 
method now in practice it is possible to 
pay artists each fee as it becomes due, 
and no doubt they find this far more 
satisfactory than having to wait until 
the whole amount becomes due and the 
actual fulfilment of each engagement has 
been checked at the end of the tour. 
The broadcasting system of cheque 
writing is being investigated by other 
commercial concerns and will, it is under-
stood,. be adopted shortly by one of our 
leading railway corporations. 
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drive for rough setting. The three self-adjusting T'd• 
V, ball-bearings ensure total absence of backlash— 

permanently. 

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR THE NEW 
M !I 
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Complete with Knob and Dial. 

IDEAL RATIO: 53 — I 

Brass End-plates, high 
nickelled finish. 
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£10 Weekly in Cash Prizes 
• A New and Simple Competition 

for all Readers of "The Wireless World 
To be continued weekly until further notice. 

HIDDEN ADVERTISEMENTS 
Below will be found six reproductions of fragments cut from the Advertisement pages of this 
issue of " The Wireless World." Each fragment is a clue. Can you from these clues identify the 
Advertisements ? Seven cash prizes will be awarded to the first seven readers who send us 
correct solutions. No technical skill is required, merely observation. 'There are no restrictions 
or entry fees and the conditions are simple. 

e, 

for the first 
correct solution 

opened. 

£2 
for the second 
correct solution 

opened. 
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. p • Ibr .4 

JetiSk»): "  
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CONDITIONS 

r. All solutions must be written on the special coupon appearing 
on an advertisement page in this issue and addressed to The 
Wireless World, Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, 
and marked " Hidden Adverts." in bottom left corner. 

a. Clues will not, of necessity, appear in the same way as in the 
ativertisenient page, but may be inverted or placed in some 
other position. 

3. In order that town and country readers may compete on 
equal terms, solutions will not be dealt with until to a.m. on 
Monday next. All solutions received before that date will be 
retained until Monday morning. Competitors may submit any 

£1 
for the third 
correct solution 

opened. 

and 

4 
consolation 
prizes of 

10/-
Each 

for the next four 

correct solutions 

opened. 

number of entries. Erasure; or alterations on a coupon will 
disqualify the entry. 
4. The first prize of f5 will be awarded for the firs, correct 
solution opened; the second prize of fa to the next correct solution; 
the third prize of 41 for the third, and four consolation prizes of 
to/- each for the next four correct answers. In the event of no 
readers sending correct solutions the prizes will be awarded to the 
competitors whose solutions are most nearly correct. 

3. The decision of the Advertisement Manager of The ¡Viceless 
World is final, and no correspondence can be entered into. 
Competitors enter on this distinct understanding. No member uf 
the staff of the paper is permitted to compete. 

• 

ià46 Mriition of " The Wireless -,criiing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention. 
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4.—Alternatinpcurrent Circuits. 
S. O. PEARSON, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E. 

T. HE operation of wireless circuits depends to such a large extent on the effects of inductance and capa-
city in alternating-current circuits that it is essen-

tial for the reader to have a clear conception of these 
effects in order to appreciate the principles involved in 
the various types of receiving circuits in use at the present 
time, and this section is devoted to the more important 
relationship between the various quantities and particu-
larly to the use of inductance and capacity for purposes 
of tuning. 

Rotating Vectors and Sine Waves. 

In dealing with alternating currents, voltages, etc., 
which vary according to a sine law, i.e., whose wave 
shape is a sine wave, it is much more convenient to give 
their values in terms of the sine of an angle which varies 

cc 

Fig. I.—Developmen of a sine curve from a rotating vector 

with time and to plot the values to an angle base when 
drawing a graph rather than to a time base. The reason 
for this will be seen below. 

In Fig. i a sine wave of alternating current whose 
maximum value is I„, amperes has been plotted to an 
angle base, the length of the base line corresponding to 
one complete cycle representing 360°. When this is 
done, the sine wave can be fully represented by a straight 
line of constant length rotating about one end with con-
stant speed. Such a straight line is called a rotating 
vector, and the use of rotating vectors instead of sine 
curves greatly simplifies calculations and reasoning in all 
alternating-current work, and their use in a simplified 
manner is adopted here. From the diagram of Fig. 
can be seen the relationship between a rotating vector 
and the corresponding sine wave. The length of the 
vector is made equal to the maximum value, I., of the 
current, and at any instant the current is given by OM 
or BC. It is important to note that the vector makes 
one complete revolution for each cycle, so that if the 
frequency of the current is f cycles per second, the vector 
makes f revolutions per second. We see, then, that there 
are only two simple conditions to be fulfilled, namely, 
that the length of the vector must be equal, to some 
scale, to the maximum value reached by the current, and 
that it must make as many revolutions per second as there 
are cycles per second. The direction of rotation is 
usually taken as being counter clockwise, and it is essen-

TS 

tial to know this because when we have two vectors it is 
necessary to know which one is leading the other in phase. 

It will be found that, in the great majority of alter-
nating-current formulœ, the expression " 2rr " is in-
volved, re being the ratio of the circumference of a circle 
to its diameter and having a numerical value of 3.1416. 
Now the simple vector which we have just been con-
sidering shows us how this number 27r finds its way into 
the fundamental expression for a sine wave of current. 
We have seen that the vector makes f revolutions per 
second, and, therefore, passes through a total angle of 
360 x f° per second; thus the angle passed through in t 
seconds will be 36o. ft°, and the instantaneous value of 
the current will be equal to the maximum value of the 
current multiplied by the sine of this angle : 

i.e., i= I. sin (360 . ft). 
Now it is well known that the angle subtended at the 

centre of a circle by an arc equal in length to the radius 
is called a radian, and, since the whole circumference is 
2;r times as long as the radius, it follows that 36o° are 
equal to 2m radians, and, substituting this in the above 
expression, we get 

i= I. sin 27rft amperes. 
Effect of Inductance. 

We are now in a position to consider the effects of 
inductance in an alternating-current circuit. For the 
present it will be assumed that no resistance is present 
in any part of the circuit. 
When a sine wave of alternating current passes through 

a coil of inductance L henries, the resulting magnetic flux 

lE 
901A4 

APPLIED 

INDUCED\ 
E.M.F. 

Fig_ 2.—Curves and vector diagram, showing phase relations of 
applied e.m.f., current and induced e.m.f. in a pure inductance. 
It will be observed that the current lags behind the applied 

e.m.f. by 90'. 

Nvill vary according to a sine law also, being at every 
instant proportional to the current. Now, as explained 
in Part 2 of this series,' the changing of the flux will 
induce an E.M.F. at every instant proportional to the 
rate of change of current and to the inductance, this 
E.M.F. being in such a direction as to oppose the change 
of current. When the current is passing through its 

' See 7'he Wireless World, Jan. 27th, 1926, p. 122. 
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Wireless Circuits in Theory and Practice.— 
maximum positive and negative iialues, its rate of change 
is zero, and, therefore, at these points the induced E.M.F. 
will be zero. If a diagram is drawn to scale and the rate 
of change of current plotted for various points along the 
current curve, we find that the new curve is also a sine 
shaped curve but displaced from the current curve by 
90°, or a quarter of a cycle. Hence the induced E.M.F. 
curve will also be sine shaped. 
Now obviously the slope of the current curve is steepest 

when the current is passing through its zero values and it 
can be shown that the maximum rate of change of current 
=271 x In„ amperes per second. Therefore the maxi-
mum value of the induced E.M.F. 

Em = (max. rate of change of cutrent) x L 
27;f1_, x 1,„ volts. 

Since the induced E.M.F. is opposing the change of 
current it is called the " back E.M.F.," and will have a 
negative value whenever the current is changing towards 
a more positive value and vice versa. The induced 

E.M.F. found in this 
manner is shown by the 
(lotted curve of Fig. 2. As 
there is no resistance in the 
circuit an applied voltage 
exactly equal and opposite at 
every instant to the induced 

(t) E.M.F. will have to be pro-
vided in order to maintain 
the current, so that the 
maRimum value of the ap-

plied E.M.F. is also equal to 2rfLx I,„ volts. The 
three curves and their phase relations are shown in Fig. 2 
and also the corresponding vectors. This diagram serves 
to show also how two sine waves which are not in phase 
can be represented by two vectors, the angle between them 
being equal to the angle of phase difference between the 
waves. Henceforth vectors only will be used and the 
sine waves omitted. The R.M.S. value of the voltage is 
0.707 times the maximum value, and is therefore given by 

E=2rfL x 
2rf I, x I volts, 

where I is the effective value of the current. 

R.L 
0-0a5b 

(a) 

00.0-er--0 

 Er 
  E   

I Ex 

Fig. 3.—Equivalent circuit (b) of 
an inductance coil (a) containing 

re i .tance. 

Reactance, 

E 
The ratio of applied E.M.F. to current —I = 2rfL is 

called the reactance of the circuit and is measured in 
ohms, being usually denoted by the symbol X, thus 

reactance X= erfL ohms. 
It should be noted that the reactance is not a constant 
quantity like resistance, but is directly proportional to the 
frequency. 

It will be seen from the diagram that the current reaches 
its maximum positive value a quarter of a cycle after the 
applied E.M.F. has passed through its maximum positive 
• value, and thus the current lags by 9o° behind the applied 
E.M.F. These relations are very important, and will be 
frequently referred to in connection with valve circuits. 
A further important fact to remember is that the average 
power taken by a pure inductance is zero, because there 
is no resistance- to convert the electrical energy into heat. 
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A coil of inductance L and resistance R is equivalent 
to a circuit consisting of a resistance R connected in series 
with a coil of pure inductance T. as shown in Fig. 3, 
because it is the same current which produces the heat in 
the resistance that produces the magnetic field linked with 
the coil, and in a series circuit the current is the same at - 
every part of the circuit. When a sine wave of current 
is passed through such a coil the usual back E.M.F. is 
produced, and in order to maintain the current the applied 
E.M.F. must be just sufficient to counterbalance the in-
duced E.M.F. and to overcome the resistance. The 
component necessary to overcome the resistance will be 
Er= I x.R volts (R.M.S.) in phase with I (see Part r, 
p. 84 of the issue of January 20th, 1926), and that 
required to counterbalance the induced E.M.F. will be 
= I x X -= 2rfL. I volts leading the current by 90°. 

Impedance. 

The vector diagram is shown in Fig. 4, and in adding 
together the components E,. and E. it must be remembered 
that they are 90° out of phase, so that their resultant -is 
given- by the diagonal vector in the vector diagram. 

Thus E2 E,.2 + E.2* 
and applied voltage 

Fi = I2R2 + 12 X2 

= I NIR2 + X', 
where X = 2rfL ohms; 

E 
or I= — amperes, 

where 7, = R2 + (2r fl .)2. 
Z is called the impedance of 
the circuit and is measured 
in ohms. Thus impedance 
is that quantity by which the 
voltage must be divided in order to get the current in an 

circuit, and is for this reason sometimes called the 
apparent resistance of the circuit for a given frequency. 
We see then that 

Ex E 

Ep 
rig. 4.—Vector diagram show-
ing phase relations of E.M.F.'s 
and current in a circuit con-
sisting of resistance and in-

ductance in series. 

Impedance= N/(resistance)2 +(reactance)2. 
-Hence in a circuit where no reactance is present the 
impedance is equal to the resistance, and in a circuit with 
reactance but no resistance the impedance is equal tu the 
reactance. 

Referring to Fig. 4. again, it will be seen that the 
current lags by an angle 0 , which is less than 90°, behind 
the applied E.M.F. We have seen that for a pure 
resistance there is no angle of lag, and that for a pure 
reactance the angle of lag is exactly 90°, and therefore 
it follows that for a circuit possessing both - inductance 
and resistance the greater the ratio of reactance to resist-
ance the greater will be the angle of lag. At the high 
frequencies used in wireless circuits the reactance of an 
inductance coil is so large compared with the resistance 
that the angle of lag may always be assumed to be 90° 
without the introduction of any serious error. 
The average power taken by the circuit is represented 

by that consumed in the resistance only, as we have 
already seen that inductance does not take any power. 
The true power is thus given by I2R or Erl watts, where 
E,. is the component of the applied voltage nzcessary to 
drive the current through the resistance alone (see Fig. 4). 
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Now since Er is obviously less than the total voltage E 
across the ends of the circuit we sec that the true power 
EnI is less than the product of the total voltage and 
current, EI, or apparent power. Thus, in order to get 
the true average power it is necessary to multiply the 
apparent power by a factor which is less than unity, and 
this factor is called the power factor of the circuit, so that 

True Power En 
Power Factor— 

Apparent Power E I 
Fr 

= — =cos it (from Fig. 4), 
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i.e., the power factor is given by the cosine of the angle 
of phase difference between the applied E.M.F. and the 
current, and the true power is therefore 

P=EI.coso watts, 

where E and I are the R.M.S. values of the applied 
voltage and the current respectively. Since E,. is equal 
to the product of current and resistance, and E = product 
of current and impedance, we see that the power factor is 
equal to the ratio of resistance to impedance, that is, power 

factor = 
Z. 

WIRELESS IN GUY'S HOSPITAL. 
The System Installed by 

I  r HE numerous wireless installations in hospitals 
which are being installed through the agency of 
the Daily News Ftind are being added to daily, 

the latest addition of note being that of Guy's Hospital. 
In a hospital sueli as Guy's, where there are numerous 

X-ray rooms installed and practically every known method 
of electrical treatment for massage, etc., together with 
several automatic lifts, it was necessary to select a posi-
tion where the most efficient aerial, capable of reception 
from both the London and Daventry stations, could .be 
erected in order to minimise interference. 

After very careful consideration, . and having located 
practically every conceivable thing which was likely to 
cause any difficulty, the engineers of the Marconiphone 
Co., IAA., decided upon installing the apparatus in the 

Recutver, amplifier and control board of Me wireless installation 
at Guy's Hospital. 

the Marconiphone Company. 

Old Biology Room, where a space of approximately 
6ft. x 8ft. was allocated and a substantial partition 
erected. 
By the position selected being almost in the centre of 

the buildings, the engineers who undertook the formidable 
task of supplying practically every bed in the hospital 
with a point for headphone reception found their task 
of distribution much easier. 

Aerial and Earth System. 

The aerial used is of the indoor type, and consists of 
about 5oft, of rubber-covered wire held into position by 
means of special insulated hooks. The earth, which plays 
a very important part in the reception of wireless, was 
by means of about 6ft. of the same type of cable as used 
for the aerial connected to a main water pipe. 
The instrument used for the reception of the broad-

cast programmes was a standard type Marconiphone V.2 
model. The amplifier used was built to the specification 
prepared by the engineer-in-charge of the work, and a 
very compact and efficient instrument was turned out, 
consisting of three stages of audio-frequency amplification. 

The output of the amplifier is taken to six specially 
designed transformers connected in the 'phone lines, five 
of which have a step-down ratio of 5 to t. The object 
of these transformers is to ensure that the electrical load 
is evenly delivered at each of the headphone points. There 
are approximately ioo points on each line. The sixth 
transformer has a winding ratio of s to 1, and is con-
nected in the line circuif of the loud-speakers. 
An elaborate instrument board is mounted on the wall, 

on which were fixed the transformers mentioned, together 
with special damping resistances arranged so that the con-
trol of each line can be balanced to suit the load or number 
of 'phi mes in circuit. 

Telephone Distribution. 

The wiring throughout the system is composed of lead-
covered cable, of which some two miles has been used, 
all of which, being fixed on the outside of the building, 
necessitated the use of special cradles, ladders, etc. The 
object of placing the wiring on the outside was to meet 
the requirements of the hospital authorities in preserving 
the hygienic principles which have been the outstanding 
features in the design of the wards, which does not allow 
of any dust-collecting object being fixed on the walls 
inside the wards. 
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A Review of the Latest Products of the Manufacturers. 

GECOPHONE FILAMENT RHEOSTAT. 

The requirements of a filament rheo-
stat are that the resistance value at any 
setting shall remain constant, that it 
will not overheat, and that the adjust-
ment shall be smoothh. and effective. The 
Geeophone universal filament rheostat, a 
recent product of the General Electric 
Co., Ltd., is designed to comply in all 
details with these requirements. and 
furthermore is suitable for controlling 
either bright or dull emitter valves. 
The resistance winding consists of two 

coils of wire connected in series, one 
having a total resistance of 5 ohms and 
a second coil of finer wire having a resist-
ance of 25 ohms. The body of the rheo-
stat is of brass, and the wire is insulated 
from the casing by a heat-resisting com-
position. A circular black dial is sup-

The Gecophone universal filament rheo-
stat is provided with two windings so 
that it can be used with bright or dull 

emitter valves. 

plied with the rheostat, engraved in 
white and calilirated itt ohms. while be-
tween the high and low resistance sec-
tions a stop is provided to serve as a 
safeguard against overrunning dull-
emitter valves. 
The rheostat is made for one-hole 

fixing. ' Tension of the contact arm is 
adjustable, so that a very smooth action 
can be obtained. The instrument is neat 
and compact, and of excellent finish. 

0000 

" ENCORE " INDOOR AERIALS. 
Those listeners who are prevented from 

erecting an outdoor aerial will tied either 
of the two indoor aerials produced by 
the Eucore Manufacturing Cu., 16, Lower 

Wfiz@llice 
Wouq,c1 

Richmond Road, Putney, London, 
S.W.15, a good substitute, as every 
endeavour has been made to produce an 
aerial possessing the lowest possible 
high-frequency resistance. 
One model consists of four multi-strand 

(15/36 S.W.G.) silk-covered wires, spaced 
apart by means of ebonite cross pieces 

The " Encore" aerial. for indoor use. 

%in. in length. The total length of the 
aerial as supplied is 12ft. 6in. and the 
lead-in is 7ft. flit,. With such a small 
spacing between the wires the capacity, 
and hence the wavelength. produced by 
this aerial is inappreciably -greater than 
that of a single wire of equivalent length, 
yet this form of construction undoubtedly 
produces an aerial of low resistance. 
The other type, in which eight con-

ductors are supported around a circum-
ference of insulating rings, is a form of 
construction which can be recommended 

Another form of " Encore " aerial, which 
consists of eight enamelled wires spaced 
by means of insulating loops of small 

diameter. 

when. owing to screening or other adverse 
condition, it becomes necessary to employ 
an aerial possessing a minimum of resist-

EBRU ARY 171k, 1926. 

anci'. The strands arc just over 
apart. and thus here, again, the 

capacity is scarcely greater than that 
of the single conductor, but the 
cage form of constinetiiin is generally 
employed for the purpose 6r improving 
aerial efficiency. This aerial is bit. flit,. 
in length, nil). in diameter, with 7ft. flirt. 

of lead-in. 
ccco 

THE " TIGER " COIL 
HoLDeR. 

Akeady die Enei-
:leering Co., Cornet Street, 
ilr. Broughton, Manchester, 
have produced a number of 
ceinponents ill which porce-
lain has been substituted for 
ebonite. The Athol valve 
holder, for instance, consists 
of a porcelain mount, itt 

which the valve pins are in-
serted, and again a coil 
mount has been produced in 
which porcelain is used to 

give summit, tu the plug and socket 
connectors. 
The ••Tiger " single coil holder is 

another application of porcelain as an in-
sulator bet ween connectors carrying radio 
frequeney torrents. It is of simple con-

In the " Tiger" coil holder porcelain is 
used to give support to the pin and 
socket in preference to the customary 
practice of using ebonite or other moulded 

material. 

struction, consisting of a porcelain base, 
to which the plug and socket are attached 
Jis- means of back-nuts. In spite uf the 
difficulties of working porcelain to exact 
dimensions, this holder will be found to 
engage quite easily on to the socket of 
the standard plug-in coil. 
In securing the holder to an ebonite 

instrument panel the reader is advised to 
drill clearance holes liberal in size and 
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to clamp up the back nuts under 4m, brass 
washers. By this means air spacing is 
obtained between the stems of the plug 
and socket and the ebonite panel, so that 
the merit of the porcelain mount is not 
lost by bridging the connectors with the 
ebonite panel to which it is attached. 

oo oo 
KAYNITE WINDING MACHINE. 

Messrs. A. W. Knight, Ltd.. 167. Rye 
Lane, Peckham, London, S.E.15, have 
specialised in the manufacture of small 
coil-winding machines, and were probably 
first in the field in providing the amateur 
with an inexpensive winder with which 
he could construct coils of high efficiency 
and of sizes to snit his special require-
ments. The new model winds a 
different form of coil to that produced 
by the earlier types of machine, with 
which readers are probalily acquainted. 

Kaynite duplex coil winding machine 
with examples of the type 13; coil pro— 

duced. 

As will be seen in the accompanying 
iliostration, a former similar in principle 
to that employed for the construction of 
basket cois is mounted on a shaft, which 
is rotated by a handle drive. A wheel is 
fitted to this shaft, and by means of a 
chain drive is coupled to a smaller pinion 
on an auxiliary shaft operating a cam 
and throw. The wire is fed through an 
eye and guided by means of the throw, 
so that it traverses the winding former. 
The wire is not arranged in a zigzag 
fashion between alternate spokes, but is 
made to pass over two of the spokes 
before moving across to the other side. 
The number of turns run on is auto-

matically recorded upon an indicating 
dial operating through a worm pinion'. 
On completion of the winding the coil 
is finished by binding the sections 
together with thread, an operation which 
is easily accomplished with the aid of a 
needle, and is removed from the winding 
former by withdrawing the pegs. 
This machine is entirely original in 

design and can be used either by the 
amateur or the professional for the con-
struction of compact inductances of low 
self-capacity. It is robustly built and 
will give prolonged service. 

DIMIC COIL. 
The serious experimenter is now devot-

ing considerable attention to the design 
of tuning coils of high efficiency, a 
development that has probably arise 
from the general use of high-frequency 
amplifiers in which stability is obtained 
by the neutrodyne method. 
In receivers in which the effects of 

inter-electrode capacity in the valve tend-
ing to produce self-oscillation is overcome 
by the employment of a tapped coil and 
lialancing condenser, it is important that 
the tuning inductance shall possess the 
lowest possible high-frequency resistance 
in order to maintain sharp tuning and 
maximum signal strength. 
The Dimic coil recently introduced by 

L. McMichael, Ltd., Hastings House, 
Norfolk Street, Strand, London, W.C.2, 
is probably the first low-loss solenoid in-
ductance to appear on the British market. 
Manufactured in a range of sizes, coil No. 
1 is the most popular, as it covers a tun-
ing range of 3C0 to 600 metres. The turns 
of wire composing the inductance are as 
far as possible air supported, being carried 
by the nine ridges arranged on the face of 
an ebonite cylinder. An air spacing is 
provided between the turns which un-
doubtedly improves the efficiency of the 
coil, the turn-to-turn capacity being set 
up across an air dielectric. The winding 
is rigidly held in position by recessing 
the turns in a thread cut on the outside 
of the supporting fins. The ratio of 
length of winding' to diameter is prob-
ably a good one, and in data supplied by 
the manufacturer it is stated that a resist-
ance of 0.055 ohm per microhenry is ob-
tained, measured at an oscillation fre-
quency of KO kilocycles. 
This type of coil has many applications, 

and in addition to its use for intervalve 
coupling it may be adopted as an auto-
or loose-coupled transformer in an aerial 

The new Dimic low—loss coil. 

circuit, neutrodyne transformer, oscilla-
tion coupler in a reflex circuit, or as 
an oscillator in a supersonic heterodyne 
receiver. 
The No. 1 coil has an inductance of 

approximately 200 rnicrohenries and will 
tune from 300 to 600 metres when bridged 
with a variable condenser having a maxi-
mum capacity of 0.0005 mfd. This data 

is engraved on the top plate of the coil, 
in addition to which is a figure, which 
in this instance is 75, indicating the 
nearest equivalent in the Igranic series. 
A base piece to provide interchangeability 
is supplied, fitted with four terminals so 
that the two halves of the inductance 
may be connected up independently. 
The introduction of coils of high effi-

ciency will certainly meet with the favour 
of the scrutinising amateur, whilst their 
undoubted superiority to many of the 
tuning coils available on the market will 
ensure a widespread popularity. 

CATALOGUES 

RECEIVED. 

" Sphinx Electric Supplies." (112, 
High Holborn, W.C.1.) Catalogue of 
" Sphinx " radio apparatus, including 
receivers, loud-speakers, headphones, ac-
cumulators, etc. 

ooeo 

" S. A. Cutters, Ltd." (18, Bernera 
Street, Oxford Street, W.1.) " Salient 
Features," being a catalogue of wireless 
receivers and containing "Hints and 
Tips" by " Pilgrim." Price 6d. 

0000 
" Portable Utilities Co., Ltd." (Eureka 

House, Fisher Street, W.C.1.) Particu-
lars of " Eureka " products, including 
transformers, chokes, and frame aerials. 

000 o 

" Metro-Vick Supplies, Ltd." (4, 
Central Buildings, Victoria, S.W.1). An 
illustrated catalogue descriptive of 
Cosmos wireless components and acces-
sories. 

0000 
" Igranic Electric Co., Ltd." (149, 

Queen Victoria Street, E.C.4). Leaflet 
illustrating Igranic-Pacent components. 
Also Publication No. 6,197, giving parti-
culars of Igranic Tone 'Control and 
Damping Resistance, also Publication No. 
6,198, referring to Igranic Fixed Anode 
Resistance. 

0000 
" Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd." 

(123-125, Queen • Victoria Street, E.C.4). 
The Wireless Catalogue, an art produc-
tion dealing with Ediswan sets, com-
ponents. accessories, valves, batteries, 
etc., etc. 84 pages. 

0000 
" Marconiplione Company, Ltd." (210-

212, Tottenham Court Road, London, 
W.1). Publication No. 443, a compre-
hensive and handy guide to all Marconi 
receiving valves. 

0000 

" Star Wireless Supplies " (101, 
Hitchin Street, Biggleswade). Illustrated 
pamphlet describing " Star " radio com-
ponents and accessories. 

0000 

"Chloride Electrical Storage Co., Ltd." 
(Clifton Junction, nr. Manchester). 
Leaflet No. 4045, relating to the Exide 
battery and describing methods and 
apparatus for testing portable batteries. 
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Definitions of Terms and expressions commonly used in Wireless 
Telegraphy and Telephony. 

This section is being continued week by week and will form an authoritative work of reference. 

Stalloy. A spedal steel alloy containing 
silicon, manganese, sulphur and. phos-
phorus, having better magnetic pro-
perties than ordinary iron or steel, the 
permeability being greater and the 
hysteresis effect less. Used almost uni-
versally for transformer cores, etc., and 
telephone diaphragms. 

Static or Statics. A term sometimes used 
for atmospherics. 

Static Characteristics (of Thermionic 
Valves). The " static " characteristics 
of a thermionic valve are the curves 
showing the relat ion between the 
various voltages and currents when 
these voltages and currents have steady 
values. The chief characteristic curves 
of a three-electrode valve are (a) that 
showing the relation between the plate 

o 

5 
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PLATE POTENTIAL IN VOLTS 

PLATE 
POTENTIAL 
N VOLTS 
 Wa 

-30 -20 -10 0 +10 +20 +39 
GRID VOLTS 

Ito 
Static valve characteristic, (a) plate 
potential—plate current curve; (b) grid 
potential—plate current curves for 

various plate potentials. 

potential and the plate current with 
the grid maintained at constant poten-
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tied with respect to the filament, (b) 
the relation between the grid voltage 
and the plate current when the plate 
potential is maintained constant, and 
(e) the relation between the grid volt-
age and the grid current. The filament 
current is kept constant at the normal 
value in all three cases. 
The curve represented by case (b) 

is the moat important, being the operat-
ing characteristic of « the valve, and 
usually called the " anode charac-
teristic." There is a separate anode 
characteristic for each value of the 
plato potential, the straight portion of 
each having more or less the same 
slope; increasing the plate potential 
merely has the effect of shifting the 
curve bodily to the left without appre-
ciably changing its shape. 
For efficient operation as a thermionic 

amplifier the grid voltage for a given 
plate potential should be adjusted so 
that the valve operates at or near the 
middle point of the particular anode 
characteristic concerned. 
For operation as a thermionic recti-

fier or detector by means of anode 
rectification the grid voltage is ad-
justed so that the valve operates at the 
lower bend in its anode characteristic 
curve. (See ANODE RECTIFICATION and 
GRID REcTIFICATION. ) 

Static Charge. See CHARGE (a). 

Static Component (of wireless waves). See 
ELECTROSTATIC COMPONENT. 

Static Coupling. See ELECTROSTATIC 
COUPLING. 

Static Transformer. See TRANSFORMER. 
,20 

40 Stationary Waves. The state which 
20 occurs when electric oscillations are 

propagated along a straight wire of 
definite length so that the waves are 
reflected back from the end, and, in-
terfering with the oncoming waves, 
produces nodes and loops of potential 
along the wire, and also nodes and 
loops of current, the current nodes 
coinciding with the voltage loops and 
rice velsa. See NODES AND LOOPS. 

Step.Down Transformer. A transformer 
in which the secondary voltage is lower 
than the primary voltage. 

Step-Up Transformer. A transformer in 
which the secondary voltage is greater 
than the primary voltage. 

Storage Battery. A battery of accumu-
lators, or storage cells. 

Storage Cell. See SECONDARY CELL. 

Strap Coil. An inductance coil made of 
flat copper strip wound in the form of 

Strap Inductance Coil. 

a flat spiral, used extensively for trans-
mitting inductances. 

Stray Field. A magnetic field which is 
present in a place other than in the 
desired magnetic circuit of a piece of 
apparatus, the lines of force represent-
ing this field being called "leakage • 

Strays. Another term for atmospherics. 

String Galvanometer. See E1NTHOV EN 
GALVANOMETER. 

Sulphating. The formation of white lead 
sulphate on the plates of a lead-acid 
accumulator cell due to being left in 
an uncharged condition after having 
been over-discharged. Such a deposit 
is insoluble in the acid and renders the 
cell incapable of giving its full rated 
capacity. 

Superheterodyne Reception or Supersonic 
Heterodyne Reception. A system of 
beat reception which can be employed 
for the reception of telephony, and which 
provides a remarkable degree of high-
frequency amplification and selectivity. 
Local oscillations are superintposed 
upon the incoming signal oscillations so 
that a beat frequency is produced (see 
BEAT RECEPTION), the frequency of the 
local oscillations being so adjusted that 
the beat frequency produced is itself 
a radio frequency of a moderately long 
wavelength, i.e., a supersonic fre-
quency. These beats are rectified in 
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the ordinary way and then applied to an 
intermediate frequency amplifier which, 
if desired, may be sharply tuned to the 
supersonic frequency. After amplifica-
tion in this manner, the supersonic fre-
quency oscillations are rectified by a 
second detector, giving audio-frequency 
signals which may be applied directly 
to the telephones or further amplified 
by a low frequency amplifier. 

Super.Regenerative Receiver (Armstrong). 
A special type of valve receiver in 
which rcaction is employed to such 
an extent that the set would oscillate 
continuously if it were not for the pro-
vision of a means of stopping the oscil-
laticus about 15,000 times per second. 
This is done by means of a second 
oscillating circuit, which operates at a 
long wavelength on the grid of the 
detector valve. 
The oscillations in the receiver take 

time to build up. and during a given 
short interval of time they build up 
to a strength which is proportional to 
the strength of the incoming signal at 
the time of their commencement. Thus 
each time the oscillations in the receiv-
ing circuit are stopped by the long 
wave " interrupter " they build up 
again to a value proportional to the 
strength of the incoming oscillations at 
the time of interruption, and so repro-
duce moderately accurately, but greatly 
amplified, the variations of the oscil-
lations received by the aerial, which 
is usually a frame aerial. 

Supersonic Frequency. A frequency 
which is above the audible range of 
frequencies, but is not sufficiently high 
to be considered a rodio frequency. 

Surface Leakage. The leakage of a cur-
rent cf electricity over the surface of 
an insulator due to a 1 cuptisit of mois-
ture or dirt which act s s a partial 
conductor. 

Surge. A sudden rush of electricity in 
a circuit., as sometimes occurs when 
switching a transformer primary on to 
the supply mains ; or a sudden violent 
wave of high voltage due to various 
causes, such. as a sudden short circuit 
in a circuit. 

S.W.G. Abbreviation for Standard Wire 
Gauge. 

Synchronism. Two or more machines or 
other pieces of apparatus with moving 
parts are said to be in synchronism 
when they are running at exactly the 
same speed and are in step. Two cur-
rents which are in phase are sometimes 
said to be " in synchronism." 

Synteny. Two tuned oscillating circuits 
are said to be " in syniony" when their 
natural frequencies of oscillation are 
equal, in which case one circuit will 
respond to free oscillations in the other. 
An example is givers by the oscilla-
tion transformer of a spark transmitting 
set. 

Systoflex." A flexible insulating tubing 
through which bare wires can be 
threaded for purposes of insulation. 
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Various colours may be used to facilitate 
the tracing out of circuits. 

" T " Aerial. An aerial with one or more 
horizontal wires, the down lead being 
taken from the centre of the horizontal 
portion. 

Tap or Tapping. A connection made to 
an intermediate point between the ends 
of a winding such as that of a trans-
former or an inductance coil. 

Telephone. In its true sense the word 
applies to the whole of the apparatus 
employed for the conveyance of speech 
from one point to another by electrical 
means; but the word "telephone " is 
now commonly used to denote "tele-
phone receiver," or the instrument 
which converts electrical pulsations in 
a telephone circuit into audible sound 
vibrations in the air. 

Telephone Condenser. A small fixed-
capacity condenser connected in 
parallel with a telephone receiver in 
order to by-pass high-frequency cur-
rents or to by-pass partially the higher 
pitched audio-frequencies of speech and 
music to produce a more mellow tone. 

Telephone Jack. See ..fvex. 

Telephone Transmitter. (a) An instru-
ment for converting sound vibrations 
into electrical vibrations or pulsations 
of a similar wave form, now commonly 
called a "microphone." (b) In wire-
less, an apparatus employed for the 
sending of telephone messages, music, 
etc. 

Telephone Transformer. A transformer 
for youpling telephone receivers to a 
wireless receiving circuit, such an ar-
rangement having two main advantages : 
(a) the telephone is insulated from high 
voltage circuits (if any) of the receiv-
ing apparatus, and (b) low resistance 
telephones, which are more robust, may 
be employed. 
The primary winding of the trans-

former is connected to the output side 
of the receiving apparatus, the winding 
being designed to have the proper im-
pedance ,to suit the circuit, and the 
telephones are connected to the second-
ary winding. which should have a re-
sistance about.  equal to that of the 
telephones. 

Television. The transmission by electrical 
means of a scene with moving objects 
and its reproduction at a distance as 
a " moving picture," i.e., what 'nay be 
termed as " seeing by wire or by wire-
less." This is at present only in an 
experimental state. 

Temperature Coefficient. The resistance 
of most conductors varies with temper-
ature, the resistance usually increasing 
with increase of temperature, and the 
" temperature coefficient" of a material 
is defined as the fractional increase of 
resistance per degree Centigrade rise in 
temperature. For carbon the resistance 
decreases with increase of temperature, 
so that carbon has a negative tempera-
ture coefficient. 
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If Rt, is the resistance of a conductor 
at t,° C., and . Rt., is its resistance at 
t,° C., then 

Rt.,=Rt, 

where a is the temperature coefficient. 
The same formula may be . applied to 
specific resistances. 

Tension. A terni sometimes used for 
voltage or potential difference, e.g., high 
tension, low tension, etc. 

Terminals. Convenient screws, blocks, 
or clamping devices to which the ends 
of the electrical circuit of a piece of 
apparatus are connected, enabling rapid 
connection and disconnection of external 
wires to the apparatus. Usually called 
" binding posts ' in America. 

Thermal Ammeter. A hot wire ammeter. 
Not to be confused with thermo-
ammeter. 

Thermal Detector, or Thermo•Detector. A 
device for detection of high-frequency 
oscillating currents by their heating 
effects. 

Thermal Telephone. A telephone re-
ceiver which depends for its action on 
the heating effects of the telephone cur-
rent. In one type the expansion and 
contraction of a wire heated to varying 
degrees by the telephone current oper-
ates a diaphragm ..vhich sets up the 
sound waves in the air' whereas in 
another type there is no diaphragm at 
all, the sound waves being produced by 
direct expansion and contraction of 
the air surrounding the heating element. 

Thermionic Amplifier. A three-electrode 
thermionic valve used as an amplifier 
or magnifier of electrical oscillations - 
(see THREE-ELECTRODE VALVE). The 
term also applies to an amplifier employ-
ing a number of thermionic valves in 
rascade. 

Thermionic Detector. _ A therntionic 
valve, either a three-electrode valve or 
a Pleating valve, used as a detector 
of high-frequency oscillations. (For 
action of a three-electrode valve as a 
detector see ANODE. RECTIFICATION and 
Gain RECTIFWATION). The Fleming 
valve acts as a detector in virtue of its 
rectifying properties, possessing /mi-
lateral conductivity between the anode 
er plate and the filament.. 

Thermionic Emission. Tile electron 
emission which takes place from the 
heated cathode or filament of a thermi-
onic tube, the stream of electrons con-
stituting the current flowing between 
the filament and the plate or anode. 

Thermionic Oscillator. A three electrode 
valve used as a generator of electrical 
oscillations, the connections being simi-
lar to those of a regenerative circuit 
as used for reception. Any desired 
frequency of oscillation can be ob-
tained, depending on the constants of 
tho circuit (see OSCILLATION CONSTANT). 
Thermionic oscillators aro used to a 
large extent for continuous wave trans-
mission of Morse sistnals, and almost 
exclusively for teleph.my transmission. 
See THREE-ELECTRODE VALVE.. 
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents. 

Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, " The Wireless World," Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.0 4, and must te accompanied by the writer's name and address. 

THE BEST "ALL-ROUND" WAVELENGTH. 

Sir,—I have been trying to investigate as far as possible 
the reasons for some of the phenomena known to exist on the 
ultra-short waves, and accordingly have devoted a considerable 
amount of time in reception sunder all conditions and times. 
Following is a brief summary of what I experienced, leadine-
me to the conclusion that the ideal wavelength for good  all-
round day and night communication exists on about 27 metres. 
I am open to contradiction on this, and should like to hear 
other views on this subject. 
We all know of the appalling " fade-out" a local signals 

on 45 metres at night, while they remain audible at tremendous 
distances. 
For several nights I made observations on stations working 

during the period, and principally on one amateur station which 
was luckily near enough to enable me to pick up Isis harmonics, 
although I know his power is no more than 8 watts. 
Before the " fade,uut" periods he was distinctly strong on 

his fundamental; his second harmonic was hardly audible, but 
his third was several times the strength of the second, until 
the " fade-out" period, when his second harmonic entirely dis-
appeared, while his third gained in strength until it nearly 
equalled the strength of his fundamental. Also at this time 
other harmonics became quite audible, and I read several 
stations on these harmonics which I knew were using the 
45 metre band, while some remained inaudible on their funda-
mentals. During the whole time I listened in no case did I 
observe a single signal suffering from fading on this wave, i.e., 
26-28 metres, and the conclusion I am forced to is that here 
is perhaps what we are searching for, an all-round frequency 
suitable for day or night communication. 
I should like to hear any other readers' results in this direc-

tion, and should be happy to compare notes with them. 
London, W.8. G. A. EXETER (G-6YK). 

OVERLOADING THE VALVE. 

Sir,—May we refer to the letter published in your corre-
spondence columns in your issue of January 13th, from Mr. 
J. F. Sutton, which was in response to the points we raised in 
his article on the Philips rectifying valve. 

In tisis letter Mr. Sutton states that the factor which limits 
the charging curient in the Philips rectifying valve is the power 
wasted in the valve itself, which must be dissipated in the 
form of heat from the glass bulb, and although we agree that 
its this way it is possible to obtain a considerably larger current 
from thevalve than 1.3 amps, we feel that the life of the 
valve is of far more importance to the user, so that we have 
always stressed the fact that overloading shortens the life 
of the filament. This also occurs when the arc-discharge is 
maintained without the filament current, in which case the arc 
is directed to a small part of the filament only when as high a 
load is carried by this small part as would otherwise be borne 
by the whole of the filament. 
Whilst we greatly appreciate Mr. Sutton's good opinion of 

the usefulness and solidity of our apparatus, we feel bound to 
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warn your readers that pushing the charging current beyond 
the value which we give is liable to result in a shorter life of 
the val ve. PHILIPS LAMPS, LTD. 

Sir,—I regret that I fail to seo any need for replying in 
more detail than I have already done to the comments on my 
article by Messrs. Philips Lamps, Ltd. 

It would be very much more interesting to hear from them 
of -the results of systematic experiments on the valve than 
to read random conjectures which carry no weight. 

Forest Hill, S.E. JOHN F. SUTTON, I3.Sc. (ENG.). 

MORSE PRACTICE MESSAGES DURING BROADCASTING. 

Sir,—Of the several Morse code transmissions which tend to 
spoil long-distance broadcast reception, I would draw attention 
to a soniewhat serious offender. The transmission of which I 
complain emanates from an army station at Aldershot, which, 
working on c.w. with a wavelength of about 1,600 metres, emits 
a sufficiently powerful harmonic in the broadcast band to 
spoil the reception of the Birmingham programme when listen-
ing on a superheterodyne receiver situated in a South London 
suburb. 
The messages, which are transmitted slowly, are easy to read 

and are apparently sent out purely for practice in the reception 
of Morse signals. 

Is not this a class of transmission which could be bétter 
conducted with a non-radiating set—all that is required is a 
buzzer and a key? A. HOWTON. 

Charlton. " 

BROADCASTING PROBLEMS IN WESTERN EUROPE. 

Sir,—I sheuld like to say something about the general ques 
tion of broadçast reception as it exists at present asid with a 
view to the future, especially from the point of view of those 
who, like myself, live in districts where there is iso "local" 
station, and where, consequently, all listening on the 300-500 
metre waveband is more or less long-distance reception. 

Practically what it amounts to is that, in places like tisis, 
Daventry is the only station which is of any real use so far as 
regular and reliable entertainment is concerned. This opinion 
is practically universal amongst my acquaintances. With 
reasonably selective receiving sets, such as are available to 
people of ordinary means, reception on the 300-500 metre wave-
band is merely an exasperation. I have had no experience of 
reception within a short distance of any transmitting station, 
but only in this district, which must be fairly typical of that 
enormously greater part of the country which is outside the 
" swamping area" immediately around ends broadcasting 
station. Dissatisfaction is becoming increasingly apparent 
among those who have purchased or constructed receiving sets 
which they were given to understand would receive distant 
stations satisfactorily, at least on head telephones. Of course, 
the cause of the trouble is the jamming resulting from the 
excessive number of stations working in Western Europe on an 
inadequate wavelength separation. 
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We were informed not long ago that, as the result of large-
scale tests, it had been definitely proved to be impossible to 
eliminate heterodyne interference so long as stations, even of 
small power, were working within less than a ten kilocycle 
separation in an area the size of Western Europe. 

In apparent contradiction, we are now told of a scheme based 
on " exclusive " and " common " wavelengths for the elimina-
tion of this interference, but in view of the first statement. 
and of other facts one remains hardly convinced that anything 
but a reduction in the present number of stations, or, at the 
very least, a drastic limitation on the number to be erected 
in future, can ever achieve more than a partial and temporary 
success, unless present theories as to what is possible in selec-
tive transmission and reception are upset by some new 
discovery. 

It looks, to the interested onlooker, as if the nations of 
Western Ewa:me were just waiting for a lead in this common-
sense scheme to limit the number of broadcasting stations, 
and it also appears rather as if this country's representatives 
were taking the line that, on account of our seniority in broad-
casting. we liare established a prior right to the ether, and that. 
later comers ought to give way to us. If such an attitude 
exists, it can only increase difficulties and postpone a solution. 
Is it not possible for us to set an example which involves a 
good deal of courage and sacrifice, for others to copy? 
From the point of view of manufacturers of wireless appara-

tus, and of all wireless publications, this matter of overcoming 
the interference bugbear is of extreme importance. New re-
ceiving apparatus, designed for selective long-distance reception, 
is continually being developed and improvements to older 
designs are frequently published, but under existing and 
prospective conditions are all these improvements of very much 
practical use? As I understand it. no receiver, however selee-
tive, can properly separate stations which actually heterodyne 
each other unless selectivity be carried to the point of cutting 
off the essential " side-bands." Already there are very few 
stations which are not definitely heterodyned most, or all of 
the time A fin flier aggravation is that all efforts. to secure 
satisfactory IF. amplification with clear, natural loud-speaker 
reproduction are nullified except on Dayentry, to which no one 
wishes to baten exclusively, although very many are already 
compelled to do so, not because other stations are beyond the 
range for reliable reception. 

If, eventually, it must conic to be generally recognised that 
owing to the unavoidably congested state of the ether receiv-
ing sets designed for selective long-distance reception are of 
very little practical utility, it will not mean merely that the 
demand for some of the more elaborate types, and the com-
ponents fer constructing them, will diminish, with a compen-
sating increase in the demand for simpler apparatus. The 
great majority of listeners in this country are not, and never 
will be, contented merely to listen to the local station (if there 
be one) and Daventry, and why should it be expected of them? 
The fascinating possibility of being able to hear distant stations 
has helped the growth of radio broadcasting in this country to 
an enormous extent. Can it be doubted that the removal of 
that stimulus to existence and growth would have a very serious 
effect? 
Much, or ah i of the foregoing, may be wide of the mark, lint 

it is an attempt to sum up the situation as it strikes the aver-
age listener, based on practical reception results as they are, 
and on such information as is available to the general public. 

J. II, S. FILDES. 
Llandudno Junction, North Wales, 

A QUESTION OF DISTANCE. 
Sir,—With reference to the letter from Mr. H. L. ('ape 

on the above subject, I think he hardly appreciates the effect 
on the ordinary and less learned readers (like myself) of incor-
rect figures being given in an article in The Wireless World, 
which has established a well-earned reputation for accuracy. 
If figures are worth giving at all they are worth giving 
accurately in such a periodical. No experienced wireless 
amateur would knowingly use two measuring instruments which 
differed in their readings by about 20 per cent., and then 
effecting a "compromise •' between them; the sanie should apply 
to maps used for wireless purposes. 

The difference between two maps Mr. Cape explains by their 
being " differently projected." Any error of this sort, measured 
over the distance in question, would be a matter of yards rather 
than of nr.e.les. The fact is that both maps were hopelessly 
inaccurate. Measured on a large scale Ordnance Survey map 
(which can always be lelied upon), I make the distances the 
saine as Mr. Adshead. Mr. Cape's reference to pedantry sounds 
dignified, but not convincing; obviously he did not consider the 
square law effect, but rather sought an explanation in the 
" improvement of plant." V. G. P. WILLIAMS. 
High Wycombe. 

Sir,—In reply to H. L. Cape in The Wireless World of 
February 3rd, any map which shows a distance of 114 miles 
as either 126 or 137 miles is not " projected " but drawn free-
hand by a draughtsman with his eyes shut. On a scale of even 
I0 miles to an inch this is an error of 2à inches in plotting! 
The distance from Birmingham Town Hall to Chelmsford aerial 
is 113.93 miles calculated by trigonometry, and the bearing is 
116° 14' 08'. H. E. ADSHEAD. 

Braintree, Essex. 

MARCONI ROYALTIES. 
Sir,—I was interested to read your remarks on the above 

subject, including the letter from the General Manager of Mar-
coni's \Yireless Telegraph Co., Ltd. 
In reply to question 2, wherein your correspondent asks whether 
a certain construction would infringe any .Marconi patent, the 
General Manager of the Marconi Company answers positively 
" Yes." 
Now, will he kindly tell us the number or numbers of the 

Patents infringed, because we want to know where we are, and, 
hitherto, the Marconi announcements have seemed to me un-
necessarily vague? One naturally understands that the Com-
pany holds a large number of patents, but there must be certain 
basic ones which might be mentioned by number, to prevent 
the amateur tripping up. I believe that the Marconi Company 
hold a patent, the number of which, I fancy, is 147,148, cover-
ing grid rectification. If this is the case, why don't they say 
so, and state that amateurs must not use grid rectifications 
unless they pay royalties? 

It is not generally known that a person may not make up an 
article which is the subject of a patent without the patentee's 
permission, even if it is for his own use. There is a wide-
spread misunderstanding on this point, the popular idea being 
that one can make up infringing articles with impunity as long 
as they aro not sold. The patent law prohibits this, although, 
of course, the Marconi Company or any other patentees may 
grant what permission they like. 
I write with no feeling in the present matter, but as a 

chartered patent agent of something over twenty years' practice, 
and a wireless experimenter from the early days. I am merely 
anxious to obtain definite information as to the numbers of the 
chief patents which makers if nil nary sets are likely to infringe. 

Covent m-', E. W. 

Sir,—I am interested in the " New Marconi statemeitt on 
Royalties " in l'hr Wirel,s World of February 3rd. 
The 'Marconi Company ›eein to claim an overriding patent on 

all wireless apparatus whether they hold particular patents or 
not, and judging by their letter they would answer in the 
affirmative if asked viliet her the purchase of a reel of insulated 
wire constituted an infringement of their rights. 
I would suggest that the Marconi Company be asked to state 

the number of the patents alleged to be infringed in the case of 
the ordinary three-valye nrratigenient. The validity of the 
individual patents could then be examined. 
Then comes the question of enforcement, which, in view of 

the difficulty of collecting ordinary broadcast licence fees, would 
appear almast impossible. 

It should lie noted that a change of policy has occurred since 
the inception of broadcasting. It will be recalled that when 
broadcasting started no apparatus could be licensed which did 
not bear the licence plate of the R.B.C. To my knowledge 
several constructors applied to the B.B.C. for licence plates in 
respect ut home constructed apparatus, offering to pay Hie royal-
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ties. Their applications were refused. (The B.B.C. and Marconi's 
are not, of course, identical, but in those days the B.B.C. con-
sisted almost exclusively of Marconi's and the large electrical 
companies.) 
Now the Marconi Company appear to be endeavouring to force 

constructors to buy licence plates. 
The Wireless World has clone a great service to its readers 

by challenging this " Warning notice," and it is hoped that the 
matter will not be allowed to drop until a satisfactory conclu-
sion is reached. UNCONVINCED. 
London, N.W.2. 

INTERFERENCE FROM A ROTARY RECTIFIER. 

Sir,—In the issue of The 1Vireless World for January 20th 
one of your readers (G.M.G., London, N.) asks for a method 
of eliminating interference by a rotary rectifier. I have found 
that this can be done by placing a large fixed condenser (1 or 
2 mfd.) across the D.C. terminals of the rectifier. 
The whole rectifier is then put in an earthed metal box : an 

old biscuit box will do very well. Care should he taken that 
the box is thoroughly closed. 
My personal experience is that this method will cure the 

trouble entirely. 
Amsterdam, Holland. H. W. VAN VEEN. 

CONDENSER DIALS. 

Sir,—A number of British-made condensers and dials with 
slow-motion mechanism incorporated are making their appear 
ance, and they are all graduated with the old-fashioned 0-180 
system. Surely the makers could easily offer a choice of 0-100 
if they chosz. In past times one cpuld buy separate 0-100 dials 
and put on oneself, but this cannot be done now. Perhaps some 
of the manufacturers will give us their views. At present I 
carry on with American goods. H. E. ADSHEAD. 

Braintree, Essex. 

B.B.C. WAVELENGTH TESTS. 

Sir,—We should like to take this opportunity of thanking our 
listeners through the columns of your paper for the whole-
hearted co-operation which they showed it our engineering 
test on Tuesday night. This test, we are glad to say, was an 
unqualified success, and far exceeded our anticipations. That 
this is so is to a very large extent due to the admirable way 
in which listeners complied with our request to switch off their 
receivers. 
Our receiving station at Keston reports that it was possible 

to carry out all and more than was anticipated during this brief 
space of a quarter of an hour without once being subjected to 
interference by oscillation. 

It is extremely gratifying to us to realise the extent to which 
we have sympathy of our listeners in experiments of this nature, 
which must necessarily cause inconvenience to them. 

C. F. ATKINSON, Director of Publicity, 
The British Broadcasting Co., Ltd. 

MORSE AND THE AMATEUR. 

Sir,—As one who had a prolonged and agonising experience.of 
teaching the Morse code during the war, I should like to give 
my vote against your devoting space to this purpose. There is 
one way, and only one way, of learning to read Morse with any 
degree of proficiency by ear, and that is to listen to it. Let 
two friends and a buzzer get together and let the one send 
to the otter: De-daa, Daa-de-de-de, Daa-de-daa-de, with, 
maybe, two or three more letters and then dodge about. And 
let the other fellow write down what is sent in terms of the 
alphabet until, quite automatically, he writes the correct letters 
for the correct sounds, and when, say, five letters have been 
mastered, let more be added. And let them bother as little 
as they possibly can about dots and dashes. That is by far the 
quickest and the best way to get ahead with it. 

It is also advisable to get somebody who is a proficient sender 
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to give a few lessons in that gentle art. It is very far from 
being easy to send well, as anybody who knows Morse and 
listens to the amateurs knows full well. If you could institute 
a movement for better 'sending on the part of amateurs it would 
be a great help. It is sheer torture to listen to a great deal 
of the stuff. E. C. RICHARDSON. 
West Bylleet. 

— — 

INDIAN RECEPTION OF 5XX. - 

Sir,—Readers may be interested in the results of the recep• 
tion of the New Year programme, as broadcast by the B.B.C., 
from 5XX on New Year's eve and morning. 
The whole of this programme was picked up Itere hi Bombay 

on a four-valve (1-v-2) receiver without any difficulty whatever. 
Announcements were clear and loud, and could on this receiver 
be heard on a Claritone loud-speaker in a quiet room 3f t. away. 
This is not an exaggerated report at all. We do not state that 
it could be heard in the next room on a loud-speaker. but we 
do think this good on the part of the transmitter to. be able 
on such a receiver to get strength to operate a loudspeaker at all. 
There has been no time to get any information from London as 

to what took place other than by direct wireless reception as 
above mentioned. The greetings to the Colonies and to Scot-
land, followed by those to Ireland and Wales and then to all 
the different parts of England with the different dialects of thé 
different counties, was amusing and very clearly received. 
For the past few months our Mr. Huhue Smith has been 

broadcasting programmes from his bungalow on a 100-watt set 
using two 50-watt valves—one oscillator and one modulait-r. The 
results have been greatly appreciated. This means that there 
are actually two stations in eperation in Bombay, the other 
being that of the Radio Club, 2FV. Our call-sign is 2.AX. \Ve 
have reports from many parts of India, some up to 700 miles 
away who claim to have heard us. We do not have to doubt 
these claims for- usually programmes have been reported 
promptly, whilst we do not previously announce our programmes 
any more than announcing the time. 
Such distance for a low-powered set is . remarkable. We 

are regularly picked up at places like Poona. There is no doubt 
hut there is excellent scope for practice at long-distance recep-
tion and transmission. These reports have corne in fairly regu-
larly and from different sources. Loud-speaker results are 
regular at 50 miles away. 2FV is rated as a 100-watt set, 
whilst it actually has three 80-watt valves. This station has 
had reports from so far away as Rawalpindi. This is good 
going. and we do not think that the Americans are the only 
real long-distance men ! 

Mr. Hulme Smith will be experimenting en a 108-watt 30-
metre set in the course of the next few weeks. and he will 
definitely let you know more later. Will you 1.e good enough 
to let your readers know? We believe it is possible to get 
through on the wave; 2AX is the call-sign. When in communi-
cation with Britain the usual V will precede this sign. 
Telephony and telegraphy are provided for and both will be 

tried. 
We are still taking The Wireless World. as we have been for 

some years now, and pass on our sincerest wishes for its pro-
gress during the year 1926. WALTER ROGERS k CO. 
Bombay. 

BROADCASTING TO THE DOMINIONS. 

Sir.—The main object of most of us out here is to pull in 
one of the British broadcasting stations. Short wave reception is 
too easy to be interesting, and one tires of getting up at 3 a.m. 
to hear KDKA or other Yankee stations. It would be a great 
thing for the Empire if the B.B.C. would transmit. on 60 metres 
from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. (G.M.T.) as all the Dominions want to 
hear from the Old Country, and the B.B.C. income ought to 
enable it. to do this without thought of payment. Only two. 
valve sets would be required, and if money is needed I think 
quite a sum could be raised and donated to the B.B.C. bv those 
who would listen. Wè are all fed up with our own programmes, 
but we recognise that it is not the fault of the stations. Talent 
is naturally limited in such a small population, and distances 
between towns prevent much exchange of artists. 
Cape Town. E. H. BYSSHE. 



Alternative Choke-filter or Direct 
Output Circuit. 

/ ha, had a conventional detector and 
L. P. valve receiver in use for a con-
siderable period, and find that on my 
two nearest broadcasting stations ex-
cellent loud-speaker results are ob-
tainable. I ant now desirous of using 
the loud-speaker in a room adjoining 
that wherein the receiver stands, and 
propose to use a choke-filler output 
circuit in order to keep the steady 
anode current out of the extension 
leads and loud-speaker windings, but 
wish to include a sins pie switching 
arrangement so that I ran change 
over quickly to the ordinary direct-
rouplPd loud-speaker circuit when 
required. L.T.H. 

This switching can, of course, be pro-
vided in a very simple way indeed by 
provision of a two-way stud switch or a 
simple single pole change-oves- switch. In 
Fig. 1 we illustrate clearly the necessary 
connections to your particular receiver, 
although, of course, the scheme is equally 
suitable for use with any type of set. 
It is important that a good value of 
choke having a high inductance be used, 
the value being not less than 20 henries, 
even if a suitable low impedance valve 
be used. Even then it will be found that 
if the utmost is to le obtained from 
the arrangement, it is advisable to use a 
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still higher value. The fixed condenser 
should, of course, be of such value that 
it offers a low impedance to the passage 
of all audio-frequency pulses, 2 mfds. 
being a good value to use. 
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The Inverse Reflex System. 
What is meant by " inverse reflexing," 

and how does it di#er from " direct 
refiexing "? 

In a direct reflex circuit in which both 
valves amplify at a dual frequency the 
incoming signal first passes to the grid 
of No. 1 valve where it is amplified at 
high frequency and theft passed to the 
grid of the second valve, where it is 
similarly dealt with, afterwards being 
rectified by either a crystal or another 
valve. The rectified signal is then passed 
back to the grid of No. 1 valve where 
it is amplified at low frequency, and after 
being further amplified by No. 2 valve 
it passes to the loud-speaker, which is, 
of course, in the plate circuit of No. 2 
valve. This is the system which is in 
general use. In the " inverse " reflex 
system, however, the signal, after being 
rectified, is passed back directly to the 
grid of No. 2 valve instead of to that of 
No. 1, and after being amplified at low 
frequency is passed back to the grid of 
No. 1 valve, is f irther amplified by this 
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Fig. t.—Alternative choke-feed or direct coupled output circuit in a two-valve receiver. 

valve, and then passes to the loud-speaker, 
which in this case is in the plate circuit 
of No. 1 valve instead of in the plate 
circuit of the second valve. This latter 
system was first developed by a Dr. 
Grimes of America, and it is claimed that 
better quality is obtained owing to the 
fact, of the " load " on the two valves 
being snore equalised, as, of course, No. 1 
valve which deals with strong L.F. 
handles the H.F. component initially 
when it is weakest, No. 2 valve dealing 
with weak L.F. but stronger H.F. It, is 
claimed also that his system tends to give 
greater stability than the more conven-
tional method. 

0 0 0 0 

The Meaning of Push-pull Amplification. 
I have recently constructed the push-pull 

amplifier-receiver described recently 
in " The Wireless World," and ans 
more than satisfied both with the 
quantity and quality of the signals 
obtained from it, and was imme-
diately sttuck by the idea of apply-
ing the system to B.F. amplification, 
but my experiments have not been 
very fruitful. Can you explain why 

J.R.111. this is? 
It, is evident, that you have not cor-

rectly understood the reason for the use 
of this method whereby distortion due to 
the overloading of the final valve of a 
receiver can be prevented by the use of 
ordinary bright or dull emitter valves 
instead of by using an expensive power 
valve. The system actually provides no 
more amplification than would .be pro-
vided by a power valve, but it does 
enable the same quality to be obtained, 
using ordinary valves, as would be ob-
tained by the use of a power valve. It 
can, of course, be-used in the first stage 
of an L.F. amplifier, as well as in the 
final or any intermediate stages, but 
since the input to the grid of the first 
L.F. valve is small, and the valve is not 
likely to be overloaded, there is nothing 
to be gained by using it. Now in the 
case of an H.F. amplifier, we are dealing 
with a far smaller input than is the case 
with our L.F. valves, and we can easily 
keep on the straight line working por-
tion of our valve curve, and so the use 
of push-pull amplification, even if it could 
really be successfully adapted to H.F. 
work, would be rather futile. 
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A Smoothly Controlled Superheterodyne. 
I understand that there are a number of 

superheterodyne receivers on the 
American market which employ the 
" Weagant" oscillator system, and 
having obtained excellent results from 
the " Weagant" single-valve circuit 
given by you in reply to "R.J.É." 
in your November 25th issue, I should 
like to adopt the system in a super-
heterodyne receiver which I am 
building, if you can give me the 
circuit. J.H. 

This circuit, attributable to Roy 
Weagant, erstwhile Chief Engineer of the 
Radio Corporation of America, is given 
in Fig. 2. It will be seen that the 
method of obtaining oscillation is pre-
cisely the same as that given in the reply 
to which you make reference. It is 
advisable to use a good H.F. choke coil, 
such as the " Cosmos " choke, by Metro-
Vick Supplies, Ltd., or one of similar 
characteristics. Alternatively the home-
constructed choke referred to on page 119 
of our January 27th issue would answer 
the purpose. The reaction coil is mounted 
close against the grid coil, and is not 
variable in respect to its coupling with 
this latter coil. It should be large enough 
to cause the valve to oscillate strongly 
when the reaction condenser is full in, 
but at the saine time it should not be too 
large, and the coil size should be care-
fully chosen by experiment, so that the 
valve goes out of oscillation before the 
reaction condenser reaches its absolute 
minimum position. The grid coil should, 
on the normal B.B.C. wavelength, con-
sist of a No. 50 or 60 plug-in coil or a 
Gambrel! "B," a No. 250 or Gambrell 
" F" being substituted on the Daventry 
wavelength. The two coils may be 
mounted side by side in two fixed single 
coil holders, and the usual experiments 
carried out for the correct connections of 
the reaction coil, as in the case of an 
ordinary single-valve regenerative re-
ceiver. With regard to the two "pick-
up " coils situated in the grid circuit, of 
the detector valve and plate circuit of 
the oscillator valve respectively, there is 
not the slightest need, with this circuit, 
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to use variable coupling between these 
.oils as is customary, since control of 
he strength of the oscillations fed into 
he grid circuit of the detector valve is 
ATected by varying, by means of the re-
action condenser, the actual strength of 
oscillations generated. In the conven-
tional circuit, of course, a variably 
coupled pick-up arrangement, is necessary, 
owing to the fact that there is no control 
of the strength of oscillations actually 
generated. The intermediate amplifier 
can be of the conventional type, and of 
any wavelength determined upon by the 
constructor. A frame aerial may be used 
or an ordinary aerial system employed by 
substituting a plug-in coil for the frame. 
This, however, is not advised, owing to 
the fact that radiations would occur, to 
the annoyance of other listeners. Using 
this receiver, it will be found that control 
over the strength of oscillations fed to 
the detector valve is remarkably smooth 
and simple. Furthermore, since plug-in 
coils are used throughout, the circuit is 
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equally adaptable both for the normal 
B.B.C. wavelengths and also for the re-
ception of Daventry and similar long-
wave stations. Since H.F. chokes such as 
the " Cosmos " are constructed to cover a 
waveband of from 250 to 4,000 metres, 
there is, of course, no need for this 
component to be interchangeable. 
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"Distortionless" Transformers. 
I hare taken a great interest in recent 

articles on speech amplifier design, 
designed by Dr. McLachlan, and 
should be greatly indebted to you if 
you can inform me where I can pur-
chase a transformer having a 200 
henry primary, such as he described, 
since I am specially interested in 
obtaining the highest possible quality 
from my loud-speaker. G.M. 

A transformer such as is described by 
Dr. McLachlan is not, of course, avail-
able on the market, nor would it be a 
practicable proposition for any manu-
facturer to attempt to put one forward, 
for two very good reasons. The first is 
that such an instrument would have to 
be of such comparatively large bulk that 
set builders would probably be chary of 
sparing the necessary space for it in 
their sets. Secondly, it must be remem-
bered that in designing an instrument 
having such a necessarily large number 
of primary turns, the secondary would 
have to possess two or three times this 
number of turns if the customary turns 
ratio of a high impedance primary trans-
former were to be maintained. Now in 
an instrument of such dimensions, it 
must be remembered that extraordinary 
precautions would have to be taken in 
the design and construction in order to 
avoid defeating the object of perfect 
quality by the introduction of parasitic 
capacities in the large secondary winding. 
Indeed, the successful construction of 
such an instrument would call for such 
meticulous care and precision that pro-
duction by ordinary factory methods 
would be out of the question, and each 
instrument would virtually become a 
separate laboratory " job." Fortunately, 
however, there is not the slightest need 
to make use of such an instrument in 
order to design a high quality amplifier, 
which will deliver a high percentage of 
the possible purity obtainable from the 
transmissions of the B.B.C. stations. 
It should he pointed out, also, that it 
mould be quite useless to use such a trans-
former without taking all the other pre-
cautions mentioned by Dr. McLachlan for 
so adjusting the characteristic of the out-
put that it is a true reproduction of the 
musical balance obtained in the actual 
studio. Such an arrangement is really 
only feasible when it is desired for some 
particular purpoao to obtain the last iota 
of quality regardless of cost or trouble. 
Provided that one uses the best trans-
formers one can get, and takes care that 
after the ordinary medium or high im-
pedance detector valve a transformer 
having a suitable primary impedance is 
used, the quality will fall very little short 
of such perfection as is obtainable in our 
present knowledge of radio science. 
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FIXED CONDENSERS 
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light in weight, of guaranteed 
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the lowest possible losses. 
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denser is tested at 500 Volts during 
inspection. Nickel plated cases give 
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arranged to rt eels, the neeetentm lento 
front tie reapetivo Itatt,ien. 

BURNT-OUT VALVES IMPOSSIBLE. 
ACTS AS A DISCONNECTING SWITCH. 

EASILY FITTED TO ANY SET. 

3 Term, cal 5.- each. 5 Teranna1,5, vie,. Adaptable to all Circuits. 
Terminal, 7 - each. E.... ple Wi,C4 en f allows.. 1. G.F.1. 2. II.T.2. 

(L. ads not tart...led). a. ii. T.3. 4. H .T.— 5. L.T.+ 
FI I e on recel id of Postal Order and Dealt,' 's Name from 

`‘4. dic W. BARTON, 22a, Virginia Street, SOUTHPORT. e  

A LOUDER CRYSTAL SET 
CA SIRRIA,','  AMPLI-

HER lined cnnatlete with H.T. and L.T. 
Leads and Grid Bias Terminals :;() _ 
Portage FREE. 

When fitted to your Crystal 
or Valve set it 'sill give pure 
and Loud signals. 

Valves. Batteries. 
Accumulators. extra., 

Our sets are menu-
f a c t u r ed under 
Marconi patents and 
Royalties are included 

LOG CARD and 
111:m/reel ,atalogue 

FREE. 

PUG H'S WIRELESS, 95-101, Holloway Road, London, N7. 

ANOTHER PERFECT AND 
VERY POPULAR MODEL. 
Thu tlt•-,;tt i- of solid rigid skeleton type. Spe,ial 
fea tut es :tic tix,s1 vanes insulated outside electrostatic 

thtb reducing josses. Heavy well fitting bearings 
tor central spindle, brass vanes suklered t position, 
pigtail connection making permanent contact from 
lll'iS'lnl %%lids to alutninium end plates. one 
little fixing. 

This Condenser has been specially designed for short 
wave work, aud results on test justify its introduction. 
Price c impiety with improved 4 in. Knob,Dial, packed 
in strong cardboard box : 

.0003 - 16/6 .0005 - 17/6 

SERVICE 
QUALITY 
PRICE 

30/. 
Post FREE 

THE NEW 
"11T 1 ‘Vootophone" 
Square Law 

LOW 
LOSS 

CONDENSER 

F. E. WOOTTEN, LTD., 
WIRELESS MANUFACTURERS, 

OXFORD. 

You will get 25% Power Increase 
uZYNG RADIAX H.F. TRANSFORMERS 

Radiax Reactance Unit 
with. ait Tralttittetia r. 

.. 6,9 

RADIAX LTD. 

owing to their effective step-up ratio. 
,, .hin clearly 'narked for connections.) 

Wavelength 
Me:res 

170-331,, gm 
3.3-500, 31 

Wavelength 
Metres 
500-900, 4/3 

900-2600, 4/9 
1500-2(100, 56 

I pin %nod.. at ...ant.: prices. 
Supph .i also aperiudic fur T; A, T Coupling. 

rtedfogite of llicçe .1nd ollter components 
including SlItyr /ht., Ntamps 3.1. 

30 RADIO HOUSE, 16 PALMER PLACE, 
HOLLOWAY ROAD, N.7. 

'fret lisel nentg for ' The 'orb/ '' are only accepted lion! firms :ce believe to be tharouely 

t 
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS. 
NOTICES. 

THE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS in these 
columns is : 

12 words or less, 3/- and 3d. for every 
additional word, e.g., 18 words, 4/6; ?A words, 61-
Name and address must be counted. 
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers 

as follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a 
contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh 
instructitins the entire "copy " is repeated from the 
previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions, 5% ; 26 con-
secutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%. 
ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted up 

to FIRST POST on THURSDAY MORNING (Previous 
to date of issue) at the Head Offices of " The Wireless 
World," Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or 
on WEDNESDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices, 
19, Hertford Street, Coventry; Guildhall Buildings, 
Navigation Street, Birmingham; 199, Deansgate, Man-
chester. 

Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular 
issue will automatically be inserted in the following issue 
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All 
advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid. 

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for adver-
tisements should be made  co. payable to EL1FFE 
& SONS Ltd., and crossed Treasury Notes, 
being untraceable if lost in transit, should not be sent as 
remittances.  

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the 
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement, 
and the date of the issue in which it appeared. 
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or printers' 

errors, although every care is taken to avoid mistakes. 
NUMBERED ADDRESSES. 

For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be 
addressed to numbers at " The Wireless World" Office. 
When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of 
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added 
to the advertisement charge, which must include the 
words Box coo, c/o " The Wireless World." Only the 
number will appear in the advertisement. AU replies 
should be addressed No. 000, c/o " The Wireless World," 
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers who 
reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending 
remittance through the post except in registered envelopes : 
in all such cases the use cs, the Deposit System is recommended, 
and the envelope should be charly marked " Deposit 
DePartment." 

%or DEPOSIT SYSTEM. 
Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons 

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our 
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The 
Wireless World," both parties are advised of its receipt. 
The time allowed for decision is three days, during which 

time, if the buyer decides not to retain the goods, they 
must be returned to the sender. If a sale is eifc,ted we 
remit the amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the 
amount to the depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer, 
but in the event of no sale, and subject to there being no 
different arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays 
carriage one way. The seller tikes the risk of loss or 
damage in transit, for which we take no responsibility. For 
all transactions up to LI°, a deposit fee of xi- is charged ; on 
transactions over hio and under !so, the fee is 2/6; over 

5/.. All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset 
House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, .•nd cheques and 
money orders should be made payable to Mile & Sons 
Limited. 

Tkis, SALE OF HOME-CONSTRUCTED UNLICENSED 
APPARATUS. 

A New Service to our Readers. 
We have made an arrangement with the Patentees 

whereby readers who wish to dispose of a home-constructed 
receiver not licensed under the patents made use of, cas 
do so by means of the Deposit System referred to above. 
The person desiring to sell, in sending us particulars foi 

his advertisement, will in every case make use of a Bo>. 
No., and should add to the price which he requires tin 
amount of royalty customarily paid by manufacturers, riz 
in the case of Marconi Patents the amount should la 
calculated at 22/6 per valve holder. 

lf the purchaser is satisfied with his purchase, the sum 
realised will be forwarded to the seller, less the amount 
due in respect of royalties, which amount will be paid by 
" The Wireless \ Vorld " to the owners of the patents 
concerned, and a certificate will be handed ou to the 
purchaser of the set. 

FOR SALE. 

TWO Zenith Transformers, one I I.T., 
3,3oov., 175 watts, one 12V., 5 amps., both 

have centre taps, and are wound for 200V., 50 
cycles, brand new.—Write: G2XY, 
" Esholt,'2 Wedgewood Drive, Roundhay, 
Leeds. (1818) 

A62 

For Sale.—Conttl. 
flROIX Transformers, 5.1 and 3.1, guaran-
V teed .i.enuine, 4s. each, postage 4d.—Con-
tinental Supplies, 497, Old Ford Road, Lon-
don, E. (1815) 

C R Amplifiers increase range five 
\'Stimes. r'‘IL Price, complete, 25s. Oscillating 

zincite is. 6d. Original circuit is. All parts 
stocked.—Particulars: tedsham's, 297, King 
Street Ilammersmith. (1817) EEXPEK I NIENTER has for disposal, excellent 

condition, two-thirds cost or nearest, 
Lissen M.K.2 condenser, grid-leak, Lissen-
stats, Watmel grid-leak and anode resistance, 
iturndept crystal detectors, Bowyer-Lowe 
wood mounting valve-holders ;old S. I'. switch, 
microstats, Leigh Bros.' terminals and 
ebonite bushes, G.E.C. headphones, 4,000 
ohm.—Box 6869, W IRELESS W ORLD Office, 

EXPERIMENTER selling" up highly-efficient 
wireless apparatus, 3-va Ive power ampli-

fier, 6-valve superheterodyne, 21I.F. det. set, 
20-40-metre set, large Western electric 
speaker, Morse ink, r with relay and spec il 

amplifier, expensive model iiirman frame 
aerial, 18 coils, A. type telephones, Mil-
liampere meter, etc. ; the lot £70, cost 
£135.—( r' swell, Wittersham, Kent. (182o) 
g-VALVE Neutrodyne Receiver, perfect con-

dition, high-class components, highest 
offer.—R. Alford, The Avenue', Sunbury. 

(1821) 
.C. Charger, ,9 cells, S amps., Rotary recti-

rl. tier, particulars, £1 ; do, as above, 2o-40-
00 volts to 6 amps., new last September, 
complete switchboard, À;6.—County Garage, 

343, Trinity Road, S.W.1S. 
-VALVE Wireless Set, with large Amplion 
loud-speaker; £19 is., including Royal-

ties.—Box t)879, W IRELESS W ORLD Office. 
(1823) 

MISCELLANEOUS. 
QECOND-HAND Apparatus taken in 
Li part-purchase of new ones. Leading lines 
supplied.—Wharton, 9, Victoria Street, West-
minster. (1412) 

CHA KG E Your Own Accumulator.—Send 3d. stamp to-day for lists of our small gas 
and petrol engines and dynamos, and complete 
charging sets, from 20 tO 160 watts.—Tom 
Senior, Cleckheaton, Yorks. (0013) 
A WIRELESS Doctor.—If your set is giv-

ing trouble or you want advice a com-
petent expert will call (anywhere in Greater 
London) -and put you right. No result, no 
charge.—Alexander Black, 2A, ‘Voodville 
Grove, N.I6. Clissold 3687. (1811) 

PATENT AGENTS. 
ixT BRYSON, B.Sc., Chartered Patent 

. Agent, 29, Southampton Buildings, 
W. C.2. : 110160Fil 672. (5297) 

REPAIRS. 

TRANSFORMER Repairs. — Rewound to 
original efficiency and guaranteed 12 

months. 4s., post free. Phones 3s. 6d. Trade 
supplied.—Transform, 70%, Longley Road, 
Tooting. (oot 

SITUATION WANTED. 
VOUNG Radio Engineer, college trained, 
-L thorough practical knowledge radio and 
electricity, draughtsman, etc., requires posi-
tion; disengaged.—Box 6867, W IRELESS 
W ORLD Office. (1816) 

PATENTS, DESIGNS AND TRADE MARKS. 

s. Withers ele Spooner. 
Liane Horse. 

011, 62, ClidtieRRT LA‘n, 
LOND0a. W.1 

uhirnea¢n l'aies? Anis 

rarns:—Imenoycaty. 
Dom., LosuoN: 

I to,,. :-480 lluLD0a9 

LOW LOSS NEUTRODYNE TRANSFORMERS 
M described in several recent issues 
of this paper. 

IOW III Considering t'sem the most efficient 
type evolved, we are making teem for 
the benefit of " The Wireless World" 

ri um; readers' Send stamp for details. 
Price wits base 

TORDA PRODUCTS—COTTON & CLARKE, 
55,59, Lacy Road, Putney, S.W. 

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will 

PATENTS, DESIGNS 
& TRADE MARKS.  

E H. D. FITZPATRICK & CO. 
Chartered Patent A gents, 

49, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2 
'Phone Holborn 4,!). 

90111111triMiiillrHH 

3 

• Itr>11 

G w m  
RESISTANCE CAPACITY UNIT 

purifies the distortion 
in your receiver. 
Send for full panic tiler.; asid 
TWO FREE CIRCUITS. 

G.W.M. ELECTRICAL CO., LTD., 
14....Lit, Oration Street, Tottenham Court Road, Loudon, W.I. 

REPAIRS 
SETS 
PHONES 
T'FORMERS 

— Officially a;hProveil by Radio lssoeMtioa — 

ALL WORK GUARANTEED. LOWEST 
RATES. 24 HOUR SERVICE. 

JOHN W. MILLER, 68, Farringdon Street, E.C.4 
'PHONE: CENTRAL 1950 

EBONITE .4( BUSHES 
FOR 
MOUNTING 
ON WOOD. 

Orders under 
If- send ltd. 
Postage 

PERFECT 
INSULATION 

Two required 
tor each hole 

NU/ABER 1 2 3 4 5 
Sire of hole 415.5, 211A, 1, 4, 5 IR., 3:5' 
Price each : Id. Di. lid. 24. 2d. 

DAREX RADIO CO., 
Standard Works, Forest Hill, S.E.23 

'  KAY'S CABINETS 

g' 

lii  
This (*.billet, 36'x le, for panels IS'. 
IV, or 20- by 12'. Call be adapted to 
other sizes at slightly extra cost, or 
supplied with shelf to house your set. Wi Strongly made of Oak and MO/. 
punched rich Jacobean ds ... Actual makers of merit description 

of IV %reins (Wind. 
Quotations for Specials ley return. 

".j H. KAY, Cabinet Maindacturer, MOUNT 
_ PLEASANT ROAD, LONDON, N.16. 

ensure prompt attention. 
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LO-LOSS COILS 
No. 25 - 1/3 No. 150 - 29 
No. 35 - No. 175 - 373 
No. 50 - No. 200 - 3;6 
No. 75 - 20 No. 250 - 3i9 
No. 100 - 26 No. 300 - 4/0 

ol.raisantiE FROM A Il. DE 11-E11.3 
FINSTON MANUFACTURING CO., LTD., 
45, Horseferry Road, LONDON, S.W 

\re 'Phone Victor' i lu it 

7tee) ft/abte 

cya 1) 
Each 

1 3 :`.-t'go Si. 
" The 1..; ni cereal " 
Patent Expanding 
Plug is n marvel iit enicienee 
and neatne, Expanding IS end 
quickly and firmly mi.mits at, 
size coil. Petted. Yes.1• 

PI I S. t stole ug am ,0 I. . 
fine finish to all 11,11.• › 
made Coils. • ---e ..,-- 
Send to—day to 
Goodman, Ott ey at 
Barrio, 14, Broad Wee . 
Street Chambers, 
Broad Street, 

Sheffield. 

ANTI-
CAPACITY 

"The Qui,it Fix" 
t it., ',It 

Me Pin met 
Koob. ....surely 

all size coils, 
permits fullest netiolt 
:on.' quiek tidjurttuent. 

reverzible 
Pluto Zitiel.et. 

THE NEW 

AERmoNIC 

Trade 
Enquiries 
Solicited 

E..pagity tel V..lt• 
ag” Leakage 
between valve leg, 

MODEL •• I, •• 

;114 

21 ,11 ,1.1. 1 '• 
1: 

2 6 • . 

AIR-
SPACED 

VALVE HOLDERS 

JAMES CHRISTIE & SONS Ltd., 
246, WEST STREET, SHEFFIELD. 

Longon Aget.tsi A. E. Ilulgin cur- iior "reel, 
Acreots—Ite,t lit dish 1.1e, 

Mess, V. It Pleaxange, 56 Par.iatn, 

The ideal 
Rheostat 
for any 
valve. 

Only the special spring 
anti, the perfected 
bearing and winding of 
the Ericsson Du at 
Rheostat permits such 
velvety smoothness. 
By means of small sue-
diary knob the resist-
ance of 6 ohms can be 
altered to one of ho 
ohms. Price complete 
with pointer, knob, 
scale and screws, 8;6. 
Write lor lists taday. 
THE BRITISH Md. 
ERICSSON AIM. Co., Ltd., 
87.73, Esolnway, London, 

W.C.2. 

• 

DUAL 
RHEOSTATS. 

The 

Home 
Constructor's 

Wireless Guide 
by W. James 

FIIS book forms a most con— 
venient little encyclopedia 
of wireless technology: the 

kind of volume to refer to when 
in difficulties. It solves them 
for you. 

A few of the main features: 
Outdoor, Indoor and Frame Aerials; 
Earths ; Variometers for Broadcast 
Wavelengths, Basket Coils, Plug-in 
Coils, etc.; Coupled Circuits; 
Common Faults in Tuners; Re-
action and Self-Oscillation; Special 
Chapter on Sensitive Single-Valve 
Receivers; Double Magnification; 
Points on Dry Cells and Accumu-
lators, etc., etc. 

PRICE 3/6 NET. 

By post, 3/10. 

Obtainable rom Booksellers and Wireless Stores, or 
diree rum he Publishers of The TV ireless World," 

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 
Dorset House, Tudor St., 

London, E.C.4. 

Advertisements for " Wireless II I,' wiv 1 fr, S 'WC 

Another "Lotus" 
Triumph! 

rj1-1E delicacy of your Valve filaments 
A is subject to microphonic elements 
from numerous sources. The LOTUS 
Buoyancy Valve Holder has been 
specially designed and constructed to 
counteract and dissipate these dis-
turbances, and will, by its original and 
unique spring construction absorb any 
shock, protect your valves and eliminate 
all microphonic noises. 

TOP VIEW. 

Valve sockets and springs are locked 
together by a mechanical process, 
making a definite and permanent con-
nection. Bakelite mouldings, nickel 
silver springs and phosphor bronze 
valve sockets. Nickel plated. 

UNDERSIDE SHOWING SPRINGS 

The LOTUS 
Buoyancy 

VALVE HOLDER 
Anti-Microphonic 

3:Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd., 
Designzd and made by the manu-
farturers of the LOTUS VERNIER 
COIL HOLDER and obtainable 
from all reliable Radio Dealers. 

" LOTUS" WORKS, 
IBROADGREEN ROAD - - LIVERPOOL. 

Gel eve to be thoronehly relit bi'. A63 
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Heterodyne Way, Met..r. 

Barton. J. d; 
Bowyer-towe 
Brandes, Ltd. 
Britannia Rubber d. K amptulieon Co., Ltd. 
Brit4.ilt Electrical Sales Organisation ... 
British LA. Eri.)sson liant. Co.. Ltd. ... 
Burndept Wireless, Ltd. 
Caxton Wood Turnery L'ii. 
C'harlesworth, W. J. ... . 
Chloride Electrical Storage Co., Ltd., Th; 
Christie, James, 4). Sons. Ltd.". 
Clarke, H., di Co. (Manchester), Ltd. 
Cleartron Radio Ltd 
Cotton itr Clarke ... ••• 
Darex Radio, Ltd.... 
Darimont Electric Batteries, Ltd. ... 
Dixon, Leslie d; Co. 
Manlier Condenser Co. (1925). Ltd. ... 
Edison Swan Electric Co.. Ltd. ... 
Electron CO.. Ltd.... 
Encore Slant. Co.... 

Co., I.td. 

INDEX 
PAGE 

19 
17 

10 
21 

2 

21 

20 
20 

10 
3 
5 
7 

TO ADVERTISEMENTS. 
PAGE 

Ferranti, Ltd. ... 
Finston Slant. Co.. Ltd. . .. 
Fitzpatrick. IL D. d Co.... 
Fuller's United Ida trie Works, Liti 
Gambrell Bros.. Iitc, ... ... 
Garnett, Whiteley 4:- Co., Ltd.... 
General Electric CO.. Ltd., The 12 and 1:1 

General Radio Co., Ltd. . . ... 19 Goodman, Uttley 4. Barris 21 

G.W.M. Elec. Co. Ltd. ... ... Cover ii. 
Oraban, Alfred, Si Co. ... 

2(1 
Holladay'.. Ltd. • ... 
lIcayberd, F. C., er Co. ... 
'until° Electric Co., Ltd. ... ... . . Cover iv. 
Jones di Stewart ... 22 

20 
Lamplugh. S. A.. Ltd. 
I.issen, Ltd.. 
London Elec. Wire Co. Zx Smiths, 1.td. 
1.yons, Claude 
Slarconiplione Co.. Ltd. The 
Metro-Vick Supplicii, Lid. 

PAGE 

... 21 SI ullard Wireless Service Co., Ltd.,. The ... 
Nelson Electrii Co., Ltd. ... ... ... ... 2 
Ormond Engineering Cu. ... ... ... ..• 
Partridge ir. Wilson ... ... 
Pickett Bros. ... 
Pugh Bros. ... ... ... ... ... 19 
Radiztx, Ltd. ... ... ... ... ... 19 
Radio Communication Co., Ltd. 
Reflex Radio ... ... ... •• • 
Silent Elec. lust. Co. 
Silvert.nn Co., The ... ... 
Stevens, _S. J.. d Co. (1914), Ltd. ... ... 
Stratton d CO.. Ltd. ... ... ... ... 
Telegraph Condenser C'o., Ltd.... 
Varie)' Slagnet Co., Ltd. ... ... 

S Watmel Wireless Co., Ltd., The ... 
14 Webber, N. V., k Co.., Ltd. ••• ... 22 
6 Wilkins & WJit. Ltd. ... 
1 Withers. J. S., O Spooner 

17 W.. ,1 1, 11, I. i;. 1.t.l. 

15 
22 

6 

11 
17 - 
7 

20 
19 

— EXPERIMENTAL. APPARATUS — 
Complete, Tres.risr,,, tt irs t•tS. 

Broadcast. Receiving Sets 
Coil Formers privN Vanumi emu 

Short Wave EBBEFL 
--  do Lo., Ltd. 
Panels va.e Road, Outlands Park, Weybridge 

Engtaved Wey. 031. 

Low Loss Coils. 

Receivers. 

Condensers of 
all Kinds, etc. 

HANDBOOKS! 

Published from the offices of 

"THE WIRELESS WORLD" 

There are handbooks for every phase of 
wireless! Read them! You will find they 
will make your hobby more interesting and 
you will get better results from your set. 
The books published from the offices of 
"The Wireless World" arc written by 

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., Dorset 

men with years of wireless experience to 
their credit. Send for a complete list 
to-day. It includes books for the home 
constructor, the enthusiastic amateur and 
the research worker—make your choice 
among them ! 

House, Tudor Street, London, E.0 .4. 

Wiiéless COUPON 
World for 

"HIDDEN ADVT." COMPETITION 
This coupon is available until Monday, tO a.m., Feb. 22nd, 1926 

Clue 
No.  

1 

Name of Advertiser. 1Page 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

I enter the above solution subject to the pubhshed 
rules 

Name  
elossa unite clearly) 

Address_ 
17/2/26 

Scrap your H.T.= 
Batteries!! 

Use your Electric Lighting Mains!— 

With the "DYNIC" D.C. REGULATOR 
It plugs into any convenient lamp socket and provide,. smooth 
11.1'. Supply, in 5 voltagee. tIen. any 11.C. weint shove Ileu. 
Type X.—For General Lise Price, £3 0 0 
Type N. — Um, ti.,, Main,: at Aerial and Earth in :it-Milton 

to It T. Price, £3 10 0 
Type U.—Provider 6 tappinp w. negative It rid Itias in addi-

tion to 11.T. Price, £4 0 13 
Type UN.—combine N. and O. Price, £4 10 0 
Ail Model. in De Luse iinieb to inetru,tiona roatage 

at !a extra. 

Send far rosie, and êlate your Na;ns Foliage. 
JONES & STEWART 

59, Robertson Street, GLASGOW, 0.2. 
1, I.. no ••litadiert," tenical 4302. 

Ple,cie mention Wit Journal. 

The " GRIPPLESHELL" 
Registered design No. 71(>92.7. 

A device for simplifying Aerial Erection 
These brackets are made 
trom 1" best quality 
Wrought Iron painted 
with weather-Leon enamel. 

PRICES 
Combined Corner bracket, Insu-

lator and Pulley . 
6" Hold-off bracket .. 
tr 
" 

Manufactured by 12 FREE ON RAIL. 

3/6 
3/-
3/-
3/6 

PARTRIDGE & WILSON, ELEENCGTgalks, 
21 7a, Loughborough Road, LEICESTER. 

Telephone 5812. 

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writit g to advertisers. will ensure Promkt attention. 
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WIRELESS VALVE 
RECEIVERS & CIRCUITS 
IN PRINCIPLE AND PRACTICE 

mminum. 

By R. D. 13ANGAY cê 

TH IS BOOK will 
add to the pleasure 
of the amateur wire-
less expel intenter by 
extending his theo-
retical knowledge of 
the whys and where-
fores of .valve receivers. 

WIRELESS 
VAIVE RECEIVERS 
AND CIRCE IIITS 
1114 PkV4114.1 YID PliACIICE 

• a 
...111f11;r ;is •weli 

N. ASHBRIDGE, D.Sc. 

The subject is treated 
from a standpoint that 
will enable the home 
constructor to under-
stand the working of 
any circuit which he 
may evolve, and he 
thus becomes inde-
pendent of published 
diagrams and specifi-
cations. The volume 
is well illustrated. 

4 

4 
4 

4 

4 

4 
4 

4 

1 

PRICE 216 
net 

By Post 2/10 

Obtainable Irom all 
leading booksellers, 
or direct from the 

publishers: 

I JAFFE )NS LTD., 1) , ,rs t. House, Tudor St., Loodon,E.C.4 

W .W W. o. 

ELECTRONS 
ELECTRIC WAVES AND 
WIRELESS TELEPHONY 
By Dr. J. A. Fleming, F.R.S. 

A course of popular lectures delivered 
by the author at the Royal Institute 
of Great Britain forms the basis of this 
work. By means of simple analogies, 
Dr. Fleming paves the way to a 
discussion of the elements of electro-. 
magnetism and an explanation of the 
scientific laws upon which wireless 
telephony depends. 
The whole book is written in a 
singularly clear and fascinating manner, 
and all who are anxious to understand 
wireless cannot do better than read 
Dr. Fleming's a b 1 e 
work. It is an excellent 
starting point for further 
studies. 

PRICE 7/6 NET 
Post Free 8/-

Obtainable from all leading 
booksellers or direct from the 

publishers: 

I I.IF F E & SONS LIMITED 
Dorset House, Tudor St., London, E.C.4 

A Guide to 
WIRELESS 
LITERATURE 
This booklet, describing 
all books published in 
conjunction with "The 
Wireless World," induct. 
ing some other volumes 
by Dr. Fleming, will be 

sent FREE on 
REQUEST. 

VV.W.41. 

A Service that gives Security! 
lUT ANY readers naturally hesitate to 
in send money to unknown persons. 
We have therefore adopted a Deposit 
System which gives complete security 
both to buyer and seller. 
If the money be deposited with - The 
Wireless World" both parties are advised 
of its receipt. The time allowed for 
decision is three days, after which time, if 
the buyer decides not to retain the goods, 
they must be returned to the sender. If 
PREPAID ADVT. DEPT., "THE WIRELESS WORLD," DORSET HOUSE, TUDOR ST., LONDO:'4, 

a sale is effected we remit the amount to 
the seller but, if not, we return it to the 
depositor. 
Full particulars may be found on the 
Miscellaneous advertisement page at the 
end of the book. 
Use this service for your wireless 
requirements and avoid all risk Sell 
the apparatus you no longer require! 
Write out your advertisement to-day 
and send to-

 1 
Advertiser's name and address must be counted. If a box cumber is required, ed. extra must be sent foe postage mi replies. 

12 
Words 

or 
Less 

each 
addi-
tional 
word 

3d. 

Idvertisements for " The Wireless lions) " are only accepted from firms we believe to he thoroughly reliable. 
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IGRANIC  evvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvrrve'vveyvvvv 

IGRANIC LOW LOSS SQUARE 

LAW VARIABLE CONDENSER. 
(Pe. No. 2203121. 

Made in four sizes :-

-000i5 mid. 
.0003 mfd. 

-0003 mfd 

-001 mfd. 
• • 

• • • • 

19/6 

21b-

24/-

27¡6 

Send us your name and address so that 
we may send you our list No. U158 
containing further particulars of Igranic 
Condensers and other radio devices. 

ñ)14\   

IGRANIC 
ak ELECTRIC 

Exclusive manufacturing Licensees 
of PACENT Radio Essentials. 

149, Queen Victoria Street, London. 
Works: Bedford. 

In ranches I—BIRMINGHAM: 73-74, Exchange Buildings. BRISTOL: 
British Do.±inions House, Tramways Centre. CARDIFF: Western Mail 
Chambers. GLAsnow: 5o, Wellington St. LEEDS: Standard Buildings, 
Crty Squars. MANCHESTER: 30, Cross St. NEWCASTLE: 00, Pilgrim St. 

The test 
of short 
Wavelengths 
Look through the technical journals and you 
will notice that most of the short wavelength 
and DX receivers contain Igranic Low Loss 
Square Law Variable Condensers. 

The designers of the receivers availed them-
selves of the most efficient condenser made; 
you have only to examine an Igranic Variable 
Condenser to understand why it is chosen by 
experts for receivers which must possess the 
utmost efficiency. 

Heavy gauge brass plates which will not warp; robust 
framework of specially hardened aluminium alloy; 
continuous electrical connection from the moving plates; 
accurate square law characteristics; the small amount of 
high grade insulating material and the earthed rotor all 
contribute to the high efficiency of the Igranic Variable 
Condenser. 

The ball bearings give a silky movement which permits of 
the delicacy of adjustment so necessary for short wave 
and DX reception. 

You cannot fail to appreciate the perfection of construc-
tion which gives the Igranic Variable Condenser the strength 
and durability of expensive machinery combined with the 
precision of a delicate scientific instrument. 

The IGRANIC 

Instructional Carton 
contains a comprehemive, fully 
illustrated descriptive handbook, 
full - size general arrangement 
drawings, wiring diagrams and 
drilling template for constructing 
a six-valve Supersonic Heterodyne 
Receiver actording to the Igranic 
design. Obtain a copy from your 
dealer. PRICE 2/6. 

SinefitSoracliETERateE 
11111111leeceve:111111111  
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FURTHER TESTS ON READERS' COILS 

No. 341. Vol. XVIII. No. 8. Copyrtght. Regtstereat as a Newspaper 
for transmission in the 011iled K ingdom. 
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Every Part 
an Exclusive 

Feature 
C%7!  

The sound conduit is pro-
vided with a rubber bush 
at each end to ensure 
freedom from objectionable 
resonance. That at the 
wide end is threaded to 
receive the trumpet. 

Contour of the sound conduit 
gives a duct of considerable 
length without unduly in-
creasing the overall dimen-
sions, and the sweeping 
curve allows an unob-
structed path for the sound 
waves. 

The conduit is hinged to 
the weighted electro-plated 
base, giving stability and 
freedom of movement, in 
order that the horn may 
be tilted to suit the acoustics 
of any apartment. 

Radiolux Style 

Type R.S.to 

£7 . 7 .0 

 4‘, 
The exclusive fea;.ures here described 
are incorporated in all " Dragon " 
AMPLIONS, " Senior " and 
- Junior " alike. 
Equally important and exclusive 
features are present in the "RADIO-
LUX" AMPLION, £4.15 .0 to 
£13. 13 . 0, and the " Swan-neck " 
AMPLION, 38/- to £5 . 10 . 0. 

CO'J 

Bell - mouth trumpet of 
polished oak or mahogany, 
furnished with threaded 
metal termination, which 
screws into a rubber bush 
in the sound conduit. 
Complete insulation from 
the sound conduit is thereby 
effected. 

Improved Loud Speaker 
Unit incorporating a 
floating" diaphragm. It 

is completely " insulated" 
from the sound conduit. 

Name plate with Type and 
Serial numbers thereon by 
which the House of 
Graham unconditionally 
guarantees complete satis-
faction to any purchaser. 

These are some of the 
points which make the 

«LION 
The World's Standard Wireless Loud Speaker 

Obtainable from AMPLION STOCKISTS, Radio Dealers or Stores. 

Demonstrations gladly given during business hours at the A MPLION Showrooms: 

25-26, Savile Row, London, W.I. 
79-82, High St., Clapham, S.W.4. 
10, Whitworh St. West, Manchester. 
101, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow. 

Announcement ot ALFRED GRAHAM & CO. (E. A. Graham), Crofton Park, S.E.4. 

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure promét attention. 
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E 

Condensers 

OUBILI 
MICA CONDeraLit 

Y P le. ki00A 
pA-rie.err Kos 

1:1;517 )97zw 

For whatever purpose you may 
require a condènser, Dubilier 
make it. Type 577, for example, 

is suitable for all receiving sets, 
and also for low power transmission. 
0.0001 !LE' to 001 p.F - - - - 7/6 

Types 600 and 600A are for general use 
in radio reception. Absolutely reliable 
and of guaranteed accuracy, they can be 
obtained in capacities frotr. 00001 µF to 
0006 sF - - Prices, 2/6 and 3/-. 

The Mansíridge Condenser, manufactured by 
the Mansbridge Condenser Co., Ltd., is made in 
capacities from 002 µF to 2'0 µF, at prices from 
2/6 to 5/-. It is a genuine Mansbridge as originally 
designed by Mr. G. F. Mansbridge, and is the only 
condenser of its type that carries the Dubilier guarantee. 

For condensers of all types always 

Specify Dubilier 

REC. 3. - EgEr TRADE MARE 

DIMMER 

CONDENSER CO (1925) LTD 

111WERT. OP THE DCEILIEN CONDENSER co. (1925) LTD., DUCON %%ORES, VICTORIA ROAD. NORTH ACTON, LONDON, W.3. 

B.P.S.rYS 
TELEPHONE: CHISWICK 2241.24 

Advertise»i,os " Ti..' 1.1*.ireless World cre only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable. A I 

Mt 11.1.11111•1 91. .11 II • ••• • .1 • • .5. , • 
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XX? 

CbMPONEN'Tf'; 
9.- • 4 

The familiar Utility switches which 
figure in most British wireless sets 
have one great point in common with 
the Power Station switches controlling 
the lighting and tramways of our 
cities—they are designed by electrical 
engineers specially for the work they 
have to do. 
Utility switches can be stiplied with 
either knob or lever control and with 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 poles. at prices 
between 3/6 and 106, according to 
size, type and finish. 
The contacts are of the rubbing type 
and arc therefore self-cleaning. 
Electrostatic capacity, one of the 
greatest sources of loss of signal 
strength, has been reduced to the 
absolute minimum, while the switches 
are extremely compact. • 
The knob control type has one-hole 
fixing, and the lever type has been 
introduced for those who prefer this 
method of control. 

Furthermore, they are all 
completely guaranteed and will be 
replaced if they fail to give entire 

satisfaction. 
Obtainable of all good dealers. 

WILKINS & WRIGHT, Ltd. 
Utility Works, Kenyon Street, Birmingham 

E.P.S.32, 

READ WHAT IS SAID BY DELIGHTED USERS 

FERRANTI 
UNTE FiVALME 

OF 

TRANSFORMERS 
. . There is no doubt your 

.-1 F3 is far ahead of any -Other 
ut the present time . . 

. the deep notes and the 
ill of drums are splendidly 
; cproduced . .." 

. . . have vet to find a Trail-
Inner which will equal ti.• 
• almost prefect' results which 

urs gives." 

• . . . am so pleased with the 
»eat increase in volume' and 
Ilia perfect purity of repro-
duction that I liare decided to 
,,-rap all my other transformers 
,,nd replace throughout with 
Fer, anti .1F3's." -

-- 25/-
ASK YOUR DEALER FOR FERRANTI AF3 

The nearly perfect Transformer." 

FERRANTI LIMITED HOLLININOOD 
LANCASHIRE. 

_e 

CAXTON 4-VALVE CABINET 
Made for Editor of Wireless Magazine 
for Set "As good as money can buy" 
described in issue February, 1925. 

with Order. Fumed Oak Cash £1 5 0 

or Real Mahogany polished ... £1 14 0 
With detachable recess fitted Base Board to mount 21 in. by 7 in. panel to slide out of Cabinet front. 
Extra 10/- with two beaded front doors totally enclosing fitted panel. 

Cabinet overall length 22; ins. Width 8; ins. Height 9 ins. 

Polished with the new enamel that gives a glass 
hard surface that cannot be soiled or scratched. 
SENT FREE.—Catalogue of standard Wireless Cabinets in various 
sizes and woods. Special Cabinets made tc customer's orders. 

PACKED AND DELIVERED FREE IN EK. 

CAXTON WOOD TURNERY CO., Market Harborough 
Mention of." The Wireless If odd, - when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention. 
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EDISWAN VALVES ARE ENTIRELY BRITISH MADE 

162-98 

E 

THE PERFECT PAIR 

Use them together. It is the only way to get the 
real Ediswan quality of reproduction. Individually, 
Ediswan Valves are always better—very robust ; very 
long in life ; very reliable in service. But it is in 
co-operation that Ediswan Valves give the most re-
markable results—you can test this on your own set. 

Ediswan A.R.D.E. is made to function 
either as a H.F. amplifier or detector 
(red line) or as a L.F. amplifier 
(green line). Ediswan P V.6 is 
specially designed for use when 
A.R.D.E is used in the preliminary 
stages 

The following table indicates the 
combinations of Ediswan Values that 
give the best results 

Peedeine* 
Accumulator or 
Batten/ Volis. Power. 

AR 6 PV5 
ARDE 2 PV6 
AR*06 3 PV8 

With these groups and Ediswan H.T. 
and L.T. Accumulators the ideal is 
attained 

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD., 
123-5, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.4. 

V' INES 
  The PIONEER 

VALVE 

2 Advertisements for " The 1I ircless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable. A3 
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,... 

72 

Sparta sales are built on a 
reputation for good tone. That 
fine full voice is a secret shared 
by no other loud-speaker. The 
new patent magnetic compen-
sator gives a remarkably distinct 
rendering. The tone modu-
lator in the base gives the right 
•interpretation to every item. 

spARTA 
LOUD SPEAKER. 

FULLER'S UNITED 
ELECTR IC WORKS LTD., 
Chadwell Heath, Essex. 

Te:ephone: Ilford two. 
Telegrams: Folkr, Chathrell Halo. 

LONDON DEPOT: 
176, Tottenham Court Rd., W.f. 

Telephone: Museum 9oott. 

For 1-3 valves : 
Tees HHA, HHB, or HH.l. 

For 3-5 valves: Types HA or HB. 
For 5 valves or more :Types A or B 
Types .4. HA, NHA £4 15 0 
Type 13 . . . £5 15 o 
Types HB, HHB . £6 0 0 
Ter Mil . . £2 10 0 
Type B models fitted with both 

tnlume and tone control. 

fNe Sécret 
is ix the 

The Radio 
EXPERIMENTER'S 

Handbook 
in two Volumes 

By Philip R. Coursey, B.Sc., P.Inst.P. 

The second edition of this popular handbook 
in•two volumes, which deals with the theory 
and practice of modern wireless telegraphy, 
has been thoroughly revised and brought 
up to date. 

Written by a wireless authority of wide 
experience, " The Radio Experimenter's 
Handbook" is the best and safest guide to 
all amateurs who wish to build sets which 
will fulfil their own particular requirements. 
These two volumes furnish all the informa-
tion necessary to secure a successful result. 

PART ONE deals with the general principles under-
lying the design of radio receiving equipment, and 
explains in clear and simple language the fundamental 
properties of the Aerial and the Aerial Circuit, Receiving 
Tuners, Receiving Amplifiers and Detectors, Hetero-
dynes, etc, etc. 

PART TWO is devoted to data and actual quantitative 
design, as well as to the description of many suitable 
high-frequency measurements which can readily be 
carried out by the experimenter. A few of the subjects 
discussed are the Measurements of High-Frequency 
Currents and Voltages, Fundamental Formula and 
Data, Aerials and Tuning Circuits, Tuning Coils and 
Inductances, Condensers, Valves and their Constants, etc. 

Obtainable from the publishers of "The Wireless World" : 
ILIFFE & SONS LTD., Dorset HoUse, Tudor St., London, L.C.4. 

W.W.3. 
A 4 Mention of " The Wireless li'orld," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention. 18 
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TAN 
REC 

ADVT. THE MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO LTD., BALHAM, LONDON, S.W.12 

S E the wonderful "N" 
filament valves and get 
SEVEN TIMES the life 

from your 4-volt accumulator 
charges. 

Cut down the cost of upkeep and 
reduce recharging journeys to ONE-
SEVENTH. 

This unique "N" filament is so 
economical of heating power that 
NO SIGN OF GLOW can be 
discerned. 

Ask for the P.M.3. . 16/6 
A general purpose valve suitable for 
every circuit. Gives clear strong 
signals free from microphonic 
disturbances. 

Ask for the P.M.4. . 22/6 
A power valve for majestic loud 
speaker volume. The finest loud 
speaker valve ever produced. 

These valves can also be run from 3 dry cells 

BETTER RESULTS W ITHOUT 

ACCU N IULATOR EXTRAVAGANCE 

Mullard 4 THE • MASTER.- VALVE  

3 Advertisements for " The II irelt:,il ut;t1 nte only accepted from firms lee believe to be thoroughly reliable. A5 

MM. • 
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1GRANIC FRESHMAN FIXED CONDENSER. 

(Patent No. 198355.) 

The Condenser for 
reflex circuits 

In reflex circuits, more than in any other type of 
receiver, accuracy in the exact capacity of the fixed 
condensers used is essential for good results. Here 
is where Igranic-Freshinan Condensers can help you. 
Designed upon an entirely new principle, the con-
struction is such that variations in capacity are 
guaranteed within 5%. The plates are composed of 
highest quality brass, and the finest selected Ruby 
Mica is used for the dielectric. The special method of 
assembly precludes the entrance of moisture and they 
will give .the highest performance under all climatic 
and atmospheric conditions. The small space required, 
and ease of fixing, appeal to all radio enthusiasts. 

Obtainable in the following capacities :-----
-000i mfd., 
.0002 mfd., 

-003 mfd., 

.0003 mfd.. 

.0003 tnfd, 

.003 mid., 

.001 mfd. 
'002 

mfd. 

Pr.ce 2... each. 

Price 2/6 each. 
IGRANIC RADIO DEVICES Include: 

Honeycomb Duolateral Coils, Variable Condensrrs, Fixed Condensers, Filoutent 
Rheostats, Intercaler Transformers, Variabie Grid-leaks, Variometers, Vario-
couplers. Coil Holders, Potentiometers, Combined Instruments, Vernier Talltillg. 
Devices, Auti-Mieroplionic Valve Holders, Switches. Stand-off Insulators, Knobs: 
and Dials, etc., .1Iso the Supersonic-Iletcrodyne Receiver Outfit. 

AU carry the It:PANIC guar:inlet% 

IGRANIC-PACENT RADIO ESSENTIALS Include: 

Tb'- Super" Audinformer," Porcelain and Bakelite Rheostats and Potentiometcrs. 
the True Straight-Line Frequency Variable Condenser, the elegant Microv,.rn 
Dial, The Balcon, the most complete line of Plugs. Jacks aid Switches in the 

world, Jack Nameplate', The Racliofil.•. fl. Radiodyle, etc. 

Write for List U 159. cottIPAm.   

IGRANIC 
ELECTRIC  

`MITE,r 
Exclusive Manufacturing Licensees 
of PA CENT Radio Essentials. 

149, Queen Victoria Street, London. 
Works: BEDFORD. 

BP: 
BIRMINGHAM : -3-74, Exchange Ridge. GI.A•h:OW ; SO, Wellingt-n 
BHISIOL: British Dominions House, LEEDs: Standard Building,. I. its' Sq. 

Tramways Centre. 'MANCHESTER: 30, Cross Street. 
t-Annter \Vestern Mail Chambers. NE.WCASTI.F. : on, Pilgrim Street. 

iviIAAAAllua•AAAA/`AA/v1 

SAVE 50% 
by using à 

—in place of COILS and HOLDERS! 
PRICES 

The " MELLOWTONE " 
Coupler is neat, compact and 
finely finished—plugs into 
standard valve holder, takes 

up small panel space and replaces coils 
and holders. It is designed to avoid 
distortion, giving excellent selectivity 
and perfectly smooth reaction control. 
Obtainable at all dealers. Wrote for 

Illustrated List. 

1-înGYYt. 
BRETT-ELI. LANE worms 

S1-01.14.1.5;1:1113° 

Britain's Best in Radio! 
.AiAilEABLE LAMPLUGH AJVCDE - • 

Anode Reaction 

UNIT 
Constructed for reception 
of all stations operating 
on wavelengths from 300 
to 2,000 metres without 
extras. Increased range. 
volume. and selectieity. 

No. 1070-300 in 7,000 

tcre s e completo 12 6 

POTENTIOM ETER 
Micrometer Control 

Unique in design and occupying little panel 
space, strongly built, and permits of vera 
fine adjustment. Is also supplied as Fila-
ment Resistances, and highly recommended 
for Detector Control. 

No. 1049. 400 OHMS 4., re. 

2 
FINE 
COMPONENTS 
This mark is our gua•antee. 

S. A. LAMPLUGH, Ltd. 
King's Road, Tyseley, 

BIRMINGHAM. 

If sour dealer cannot suPala—•we can. 

A r, ltlention of " The Wireless World,' when writing to odvertieers, will cusitte prompt attention. 19 
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ejtgures to q2emember e,:`s33) 

C HARLEY .S AUNT 
The remembrance of sheer enjoy-

ment. Sheer enjoyment for the 

wireless enthusiast is born of perfect 
reception. You can be sure of 
perfect reception and know that 
each and every evening will be full 
of real pleasure if you use Six Sixty 
Valves. 
Our new range embodying the 
latest improvements of modern 
research marks a real advance in 
scientific Valve design. We have 
studied the needs of every section 
of the Radio Public, and the most 
exacting wireless enthusiast can 
get a Six Sixty Valve to suit his 
own special requirements. 

Here's one particular type—the 
a wonderful Dull Emitter 

Power Amplifier capable of hand-
ling output to work the largest 
Loud Speaker without distortion. 

The design of this Valve is such that 
prolific emission is obtained at tem-
peratures so low that the filament 
does not glow when operating under 
its rated conditions. Consider for 
• a moment what this means. The 
destroying influence of high 
temperature and the alternate 
expansion and contraction of the 
filament is almost eliminated, with 
the result that the life of the valve is propor-
tionately increased. Remember, too, this 
valve is entirely non-microphonie, and owing 
to the low filament current consumption can 
he satisfactorily operated from dry cells or 

4 - VOit ae,utnulatr. 

For long life, good service and 
Perfect Tone insist on 660 Valves. 

8.8.7. 
Voltage 37 volts. 

Con•umpt ion 't 

PRICE 22:6. 

Alk VOW Dealer for 
Leaflet S.S.I. 7 for 
full particulars of 

complete range. 

BETTER BY SIX TIMES SIXTY 

(The Electron Co., Ltd., Triumph House, 189, Regent St., London, W.1. 

A dvertisements for " The Wireless WO! Id" ase only a c,-epted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable 
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COMPENSATED 
/Sgt./ARE LAW 

EFFECT 

fy, 

LOW LOSS 

o , 
Leasw 

ADJUSTABLE 
CONE BEARINGS 
OF HARDENED 

STEEL 

SLOW MOTION 

CONDENSER 
with its ratio of 10 to 1 makes it 
possible to dispense entirely with the 
customary vernier and its attendant 
losses. Particular stations can be 
logged. Backlash is avoided not 
temporarily but permanently and 
movement is smooth, permitting fine 
adjustment. This model can also be 
arranged for remote control, as shown 
in the illustration below. Also supplied 
without slow motion feature when the 
condenser is one-hole fixed. Both 
models are constructed to eliminate 
hand capacity, for low loss and to give 
a compensated square law effect. Cone 

bearings of hardened steel ensure 
constant calibration and a pigtail 

connection gives permanent 
positive contact. 

Metro-Vick Supplies Ltd. 
4, Central Buildings, S.W.I 

Prices t 
Ordinary. Slow Motion. 

T002.5 mid. WO5 mfd. '00r,25 mid. Wet mud. 
15,- 176 19,- 216 

PIGTAIL CONNECTIoN  

, 

e 

 ••;:k 

et ecru prmowqr... r • • 111 • • IV, • 11' 
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-r C I...01 0 E  0- ly 

LEADING TRANSFORMERS 
AMERICA'S 

FTACPIC> EXI.IEFt 7" S. 

Type 283. Type 'SL. 
Ratio r-o. Ratio 1-2. 

For First Stag... For Second Stage. 

A real advance in LE. Transformer design 
particularly suitable for Loud Speaker 
work where utmost tonal purity is desired. \ 
Designed in such a way as to improve tfie 
upper and lower ends of the amplification 
curve. For most uses a single stage of 
amplification using the z to fi ratio trans-
former is satisfactory. For additional 
amplification the r to 2 Transformer is 
recommended, and gives amazing volume 
and purity of tone. Send for special 

Type 2S3. Itatiu s-r, 248 
2S5j.. 248 

Typ, 3IA. 

À splendid LE. Transformer of good 
'fone quality at a moderate: price. 
No resonance point within the audio 
r.mge. Ratio 3?.. to 1. Suitable for 
.zIt st.,esc.fn,ulti-stagcampliñcstioi 

PRICE 138 Eaelt 

Sole Conce , -jog ',h.. for I, r--

CLAUDE LYONS Est. z9r3. 

76', Old Hall St., LIVERPOOL 
Cen 1.41. 

[F  G ENE RA 1. R ADIO CO. 
At4a.ICA 

It's contact that counts ! " 
says CLIXIE 

l"CLIXIE" 
Retail Prices: 1. 

CL IX with i 
Lockout. 3d. , 
CLIX Adapter g 

uith Lockout. 2d. I 

, CLIX Insulators / . 
(6 colours). ' 
Id. each. I 

CLIX Bushes I 
(6 colours). , 
Id. pair. I 

CLIX Twin Plug, I 
complete, Ill-  , 

Wiliéhless COUPON 
World for 

"HIDDEN ADVT." COMPETITION 
This coupon is mailable until Monday, 10 a.m., March 1st, 1926 

Clue 
No.  

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Name of Advertiser. Page 
— 

I enter the above solution subject to the published 
rules. 

Name _ _ _ 
write clearly, 

Address 
2-12/26 

AS , u 

"A radio circuit is as efficient as it° 
weakest connection," says CLIXIE.* 
So, when you suspect fau Is in your 

wiring, look to your conne:tions first. - 

" 'Two-point' contact—and touching • 
contact at that—is perhaps the com-
monest form of weakness. Its the 
outstanding attribute of those ingenious 
silly little wiring gadgets to which the 
sanest of us occasionally falls victim. 
And it simply won't do. 

" Nothing will do short of full surface 
contact, constantly maintained. And 
that's why nothing will do but the 
plugsocket CLIX. 

"The ingenious design of CLIX pro-
vides a large area of contact surface 
with the minimum of capacitive metal 
in both plug and socket. Hence the 
CLIX supremacy over every other 
form of plug, switch or term nal." 

Are you well connected? Try 

CLIX 
The Electro-Link with 159 Uses 

AUTOVEYORS LTD., 84 VICTORIA ST.,. LONDON, S.W.1 

The Wonderfully Efficient 
Reactone Low-Loss Coils. 

Wound with double silk— 
covered wire, under con— 
stant tension, on the same 
principle as the Standard 
Reactone Coil. Mounted 
in a low —loss frame, 
giving absolute rigidity— 
no shellac, tape, wax, 
or fibre. 
No. 
23 
30 

35 
40 
50 

• • 
• • 
• • 
• . 
• • 

Price. 
3/9 

4!3 
413 
43 
4.6 

No. 

75 
loo 
530 
200 

250 

Reactone 
Low Loss Cod 

• • 
• • 
. • 
• • 
• • 

Price. 

4/9 
5/9 
6:9 
7/6 
8:— 

All good Radio Dealers sell Reactone Low-Loss Coi?s, 
and also the Standard Reactone Coils. In case of 
difficulty, zerite to the manufacturers:— 

Reactone 

s, 

IMIl
i111

1111
1111

1111
1111

1111
1111

11n1
1111

1111
1111

1111
1111

1111
1111

1111
1111

1111
1i11

1111
1 

Ltd., 88-89, Chancery Lane, 

P. LONDON, W.C. 
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S.P.I8 Valves consume 03 Amp. 
al from 16 to 18 volts. and 
require only a single-cell 2-volt 
ACCUMULATOR 
Made in Two forms— 
Green Spot 
Red Spot 1 12/6 

Get a copy of " A Talk to Valve 
Users." 

An irresistible combination 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 9 

Take the SHORTPATH to 
Better Reception 

EDDYSTONE' RADIO PRODUCTS 
The SHINING LIGHT of the WIRELESS WORLD. 

" ABSORBOS " 
The IDEAL Radio set mount 

They take up all outside shock, 
thus giving longer life to the 
valves. Prevent microphonic 
noises and in addition they add 
an elegant touch to the cabinet. 
They prevent marking or scratch-
ing any potisbea surface the set 
may be placed upon. 

PRICES 
diam.—nickel finish- for heavy cabinet, 

36 Per set of /our. 2 diam.—untarnIshable 
gold finish, 31- per se: of four. 

'EDDYSTONE' „!1,4°,1„1- COILS 
THESE coils are ideal for short 

wave reception, there being 
no unwanted insulation to cauee 
losses, while the self capacity of 
the coil is very low. Adaptable 
for ordinary sets. 

PRICE : 10/6 per set of Three. 
NO. 9-25 8o metres. 

No. I2-50 110„ 
No. 15-8o 150 „ 

Chad ¿or oar latest Catalogue of 
11'' EDDYSTONE " radio products. 

Obtainable from all high-clas dealers. 
It any difficulty write dived to Manitiacturers:— 

STRATTON & CO., Ltd., Bromsgrove Street, 
BIRMINGHAM. 

8 Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable. 

"COSMOS" S.P.18 Valves, by reason of the 
%-' unique construction of their electrodes 

whereby the path—filament-grid-anode is 
feduced to an absolute minimum, provide a-

1 MORE POWER 
SHORTFATH to: FAITHFUL REPRODUCTION 

GREATER ECONOMY 
Olvdinable from most Wireless Dealers 

METRO-VICK SUPPLIES, LTD .9 
(Proprietors—Metro, litan Vickers Elec. Co., Ltd.) 

4, Central Buildings, Westminster, London, S W.I. 

o(mors 
RADIO VALVES 

REFLEX 
COIL 
PLUG. 

Neat, highly 

finished. 

Very 

efficient. 

Low priced. 
1 - each. 

The REFLEX Coil and 
The REFLEX Coil Plug 

mounted / 
• 

1 he coil is scientifically wound with correctly proportioned 
air spaces. No capacity causing fittings wbataoever. The 
coil plug is moulded in Ilakelite. Mkeleton design reduce. 
losses to practically nil. A highly elliclent product at a re-
markably low price. Get one for your set to-day. 

From all good dealers. 

No. 25-2/8 No. 75-3/0 No. 250-5/3 No. 1000-10/0 
No. 30-2/8 No. 100-8/2 No. 300--6/2 No. 1260-11/0 
No. 35-2/8 No. 125-3/8 No. 4011- -7/0 No. 1500-12/0 
No. 40-2/9 No. 150—.1/8 No. 500-7/6 
No. 50-2/10 No. 175-4/3 No. 800-8/0 5XX Laud. 
No. 90-2/11 No. 200-40) No. 730-9/0 log Coil 5/6 

PL 
RADIO CO.. LTD 
198, Lower Clapton Road, London, E.5. 

h,nte: Cliadold 4812. 

REFLEX 

Unmounted 

COILS. 

The only 
successful 
self-support-
ing coils 
made. From 
No. 25 at Sd. 
to No. 1500 

at 10,'. 

AO 
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ser  

'rnefin, 

10 Days in Sun and Rain did not 
alter its resistance 

Last Summer, when it rained in London for five days without stopping, 
an uncovered case of Lissen Fixed Grid Leaks was left the whole time 
upon the roof of our factory. When the rain stopped the case was ltft 
exposed to the sun through a heat-wave. Then it was handd over to our 
research department who carefully tested the contents. Ir. every Grid Leak 
the resistance n'as found unvaried, and true 'to its marlccd value. 

This points an obvious moral—fit 
Lissen Fixed Grid Leaks and be sure 
of your circuit. Their unalterable 
resistance goes a very long way towards 
making a circuit silent. Price 1 8. 
In certain critical circuits a rariable 
grid leak is necessary. With a "Lissen" 
you can obtain any resistance between 
and 15 megohms, smoothly, gradually 

and noislessly. When 
using a Choke Coupled 
Amplifier it is always ad-
visable to use the Lissen 
Variable Grid Leak. 
One hole fixing, of 
course. Price 2.6. 

It is als well worth while to fit Lissen 
Fixed Condensers. Accurate to with-
in 5 of their marked capacities, they 
will not vary and will not leak. What-
ever the temperature behind your panel 
may be, the capacity of a Lissen Fixed 
Condenser always remains constant. 
Fit Lissen and make sure of trouble-free 
condensers. 

NOTE THE NEW PRICES 
'0001—'001 ... 1 3 '002-006 ... 2/-

Mica dielectric. 
(With each '0002 and 
'0003 there is included 
free a pair of clips to 
take a grid leak.) 

LISSEN 
THERE IS NO 'WEAKEST LINK' IN THE LISSEN CHAIN 

Lissen Limited, 21-25, Friars Lane, Richmond, Surrey 
'Phone: Richmond 2285 (4 lines). Grams: " Lissenium, Phone, London." 

A io Mention of " The Wireless World,'4 when writinz to advertisms, will ensure prompt attention. 
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THE PROPOSED HIGH-POWER STATIONS. 

T seems clearly evident now that the B.B.C. is 
/  directing its attention towards the establishment of a 

limited number of high-power stations, with which 
it is hoped it will be possible to serve this country 
adequately with broadcasting. 
thereby paving the way for the 
elimination of many of the exist-
ing smaller stations, and, inci-
dentally, helping to reduce mutual 
interference in Europe and giving 
listeners a better choice of pro-
grammes. Any effort which the 
B.B.C. can make towards achiev-
ing the desirable goal of alterna-
tive programmes for every listener 
is very much to be commended. 
but there are points which occur 
to us as being of paramount im-
portance if this policy is to be 
proceeded with on lines to give 
general satisfaction. 

In our opinion, the most im-
portant question of all in this 
connection is the location of the 
proposed high-poWer stations. 
We are most strongly of the 
opinion that as far as possible 
these stations should be located in 
the more sparsely populated areas. 
and that they should most cer-
tainly not be placed in the imme-
diate vicinity of large towns. An increase in power 
of any of the stations at present located in the larger 
towns would result in adding to the difficulties of recep-
tion of alternative programmes for listeners in the 
neighbourhood of the stations. We recognise that it is 
highly desirable that the studios should be located in the 
larger towns-because of the advantages thereby gained 
in facilitating the organisation of programmes and the 

attendance of those taking part in them at the studio.. 
But there seems to be no reason whatever why, with the 
present stage of development of broadcasting, the 
studios should not be linked up with the transmitters, 
the latter being located at some considerable distance. 
No doubt the B.B.C. will give careful consideration to 

this point, but it is well that they 
should realise, before proceeding 
too far with arrangements, how 
important a consideration this is 
to the vast majority of listeners 
whose sets are not adequately 
selective to ensure the elimina-
tion of the local station, more 
especially if the power of the local 
station is to be increased. 
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B.B.C. FINANCE. 

M R. REITH, the managing 
director of the B.B:C., 
in his evidence before the 

304 Broadcasting Committee recently, 
appealed for special consideration 

307 of the financial position of the 
309 Company. He pointed out that 

whereas in the early days of 
313 broadcasting it was understood 
315 that the proportion of the annual 
317 ios. licence fee which should go 
319 to the B.B.C. was 7s. 6d., with 
321 the remaining 2s. 6d. to meet the 

expenses of the Post Office in-
curred in collecting the licence fees, the Post Office was 
now withholding a very much larger proportion of the 
receipts and limiting the B.B.C. expenditure to £500,000 
yearly. 

It is only natural that those who pay the ios. licence 
for broadcasting should want to know exactly how the 
amount so derived is expended. Some months ago, in 
the issue of The Wireless World for November 25th, 
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1925, we commented editorially on the very large sum 
'which the Post Office was accumulating as a result of the 
introduction of broadcasting, and we stated then that it 
was in the interests of the public to know to what use this 
sum was being placed. More recently statements have been 
reported, which we can only imagine are unfounded, of a 
possible raid on the " surplus " funds arising out of the 
collection of broadcasting licences, with the intention of 
utilising this amount to assist the Treasury in general 
expenditure. Mr. Reith, in his evidence, claimed that 
additional revenue for the B.B.C. was essential before 
any active steps could be taken to improve the broadcast 
service and particularly the programmes ; that, in fact. 
a stage had now been reached when, in 'order to keep 
within the sum which the Post Office had chosen to con-
sider adequate, most careful attention had to be paid to 
general economy, and he thought that the public were 
entitled to see a bigger proportion of their annual licence 
fees devoted, to the improvement of broadcasting. 

Whilst we do not feel competent to discuss whether or 
not the present revenue of the B.B.C. is adequate to pro-
vide a satisfactory service, yet we are entirely with Mr. 
Reith in the view that the Post Office should not 
arbitrarily decide what proportion of the revenue from 
licences should be devoted to the interests of broadcasting. 
This is not a matter which should be left in the hands of 
the Post Office, but should be decided by some dis-
interested, and consequently more competent authority, 
and, in any case, the public will want to know exactly 
to what use any surplus revenue from their annual licence 
payments is put. 
Our editorial comments in the issue of The Wireless_ 

World for November 25th. 192$. were written at a time 
when we had no information to indicate to us whether or 
not the revenue of the B.B.C. was considered adequate 
for their requirements, and we then proposed certain 
special uses to which the surplus might be put. In view 
of Mr. Reith's statement these suggestions require recon-
sideration, although we still hold very definitely to the.. 
view that whatever the allocation of the funds the public 
should be accurately informed as to their distribution. 

0 0 0 0 

EARLY WORK OF PROF. A. S. POPOFF. 
NDER Correspondence in this issue there is pub-
lished a letter from M. Victor Gabel which we 
regard as of' considerable interest and importance, 

as it clears up a misunderstanding which had arisen 
regarding priority over the daims of Marconi and 'other 
inventors on the subject of the first demonstration of the 
application of wireless to communication utilising the 
Morse code. 
A good deal of propaganda has been put out from 

Russia claiming for the late Prof. A. S. Popoff priority 
in the matter of demonstration of the application of wire-
less telegraphy, and it has been stated that Prof. Popoff 
transmitted the words "Heinrich Hertz " at a demonstra-
tion given before the Russian Phy-sico-Chemical Society 
as early as May 7th, 1895. The letter published under 
Correspondence id this issue, which is supported by 
reliable first-hand evidence; corrects this statement, and 

A 12 

makes it clear that the transmission of Mdrse code, 
although given at a demonstration before the same 
sociAy, did not take place until March 24th, 1896. 

0000 

THE SILENT TESTS. 
r 1 HE B.B.C. has made the announcement that the it  success of the silent period tests of wavelength was 

even more successful than they had anticipated, 
and enabled them to ascertain that several foreign stations 
were heterodyning the British transmissions, whilst others 
were off their published wavelength. This test is all 
the more interesting, as it has been conducted just prior 
to a meeting which, we understand, will take place • in 
Geneva shortly to discuss the question of European broad-
cast wavelengths. 
We understand that, on the whole, the B.B.C. was very 

well satisfied with the attitude adopted by listeners-in 
closing down their sets during the silent period, hut keen 
disappointment was felt that this observance of a silent 
period was not respected in all quarters. 

0000 

THE SHORT-WAVE CONTROVERSY. 
HE correspondence between Senatore Marconi and 
Mr. L. B. Turner, which we reproduced from our 
contemporary, The Electrician, in the issue of 

The Wireless World for February loth, opens up again 
an old wound which we thought had been healed by thp 
process of time with the aid of public opinion 
We think it unfortunate that any commercial concern 

should appear to be so little in sympathy with the im-
portant contributions which undoubtedly have been made 
by the amateur investigator. The amateur does not pro-
fess to be in a position, nor does he desire to enter into 
competition with commercial enterprise, but he is fully 
entitled to recognition of what he has &vie towards, the 
objects which both he and the professional engineer have 
in common. We quite appreciate that in consequence of 
competition with rival concerns commercial firms may 
often find it necessary to withhold publication of their 
investigations until the right time arrives for giving the 
information to the world, but; on the other hand, com-
mercial firms must not expect to be able to stop the clock 
until they are ready. They must take the risk that by 
delaying publication of their investigations, others who 
have been working along the same lines, may be the first 
to make known their discoveries. This, it would appear 
to us, has been the case with regard to the development' 
of short waves. The amateur, for the ‘ser' reason that he 
is an amateur, has not been concerned with concealing the 
successive stages by which he has achieved his results, 
whereas in other directions whatever prior work might 
have been done, the fact remains that results were not 
disclosed in time for the claim of priority to be made. 

In an interesting article in this issue entitled " What 
Constitutes Invention? " Prof. J. A. Fleming, F.R.S.. 
contributes his own observations, and we feel sure that his 
views will be read with the keenest interest, especially 
as he makes clear the distinction between priority in di,‘-
closure and priority in practical application on commercial 
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THE high tension dry battery is responsible for a 
large proportion of the upkeep cost of a broadcast 
receiver, and, due to unexpected variations in 

voltage and the development of high internal resistance, 
is liable to give rise to puzzling faults. Small-size 
cells have been found definitely unsuitable for providing 
a steady current of the order of some to milliamperes 
required by most modern sets capable of operating a 
loud-speaker, while even batteries of the largest size and 
of the highest grade often have a disappointingly short 
life. Any method of eliminating this source of expense 
and trouble is clearly worthy of careful consideration. 

Obtaining Several Voltages. 

Where a D.C. supply is available, a simple arrange-
ment can generally be devised for obtaining appropriate 
voltages. Unless very special precautions are taken. the 

current obtained in this 
way is unlikely to be suit-
able for operating super-

+120V sensitive sets for long-
distance reception, but 
will certainly be capable 
of supplying a simple set 
working on the local 
,station. Mechanically 
generated current, as sup-
plied for lighting and 
heating purposes, is 
seldom free from 

" ripple " or irregularities, and, as often as not, is at 
an excessive pressure for direct application to the aver-
age receiver. By the use of the unit of which the 
circuit diagram is given in Fig. r, the voltage may be 
reduced, and potential fluctuations will be " smoothed 

6 

Fig. t.—The theoretical circuit 
diagram, showing how the 
drop of potential across the 
lamps is used to obtain various 

output voltages. 

FIT BAertry 
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A Smoothing Unit for D.C. Mains. 
By H. F. SMITH. 

out " sufficiently to prevent any " hum " being audible 
in the loud-speaker, when working under average con-

Thé unit contains a form of potentiometer, or, rather, 
potential divider, consisting of three lamps with their 
filaments wiped in series, and connected across the 
mains. By a suitable choice of lamp resistances any 
voltage, within limits, may be applied. An iron-cored 
L.F. choke is inserted in series with each positive out-
put lead, large reservoir condensers being connected in 
parallel. Assuming a supply pressure of 240 volts, and 
desired voltages of 6o and 12o, one lamp rated at 120 
volts 40 watts, and two at 6o volts 20 watts might be 
used. This arrangement would give approximately the 
required voltages, but the power consumed (8o watts or 
one B.O.T. unit in 121 hours) may be regarded as exces-
sive unless large power valves are being used. In 
practice we can use one lamp rated at 240 volts 40 watts 
and two at 120 'Volts 20 watts. These lamps will burn 
dimly and consume only 40 watts. Whatever may be the 
supply voltage, lamps of the correct proportionate resist-

r, 
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Fig. 2.—Drilling details of the panel. Sizes of holes are as 
follow: A, 5132in. dia.; B, 1/8in, dia., countersunk; C, 1/81n. 

dia.; D, 3/32 in. dia. 

ance should be used, although to avoid the necessity for 
obtaining special lamps it may be permissible to use 
three bulbs rated at that of the supply (240 volts), and 
perhaps 30 or 40 watts. In this case, neglecting the 
incidental drop of voltage due to the resistances in the 
circuit, we have applied voltages of 8o and 16o, which 
may not be excessive, provided the valves are heavily 
biassed. 
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Eliminating the H.T. Battery.— 

The chokes should have as large an inductance as 
possible; any good make of the type sold for intervalve 
coupling should be suitable. The condensers can hardly 
have too high a capacity. but a value of two microfarads 
will generally he found sufficient. An on-off switch is 

View of the top panel, with lamps removed. 

fitted, and is shown as connected in the positive kad, 
although if this happens to be the earthed side of the 
mains, it would be better to connect it in the negative. 

If components of the same make as those used by the 
writer are chosen, the drilling dimensions of the panel 
may be taken directly from Fig. 2. If chokes of con-
siderably larger size are included, it may be necessary to 
make slight modifications, or even to increase the size of 
both the panel and containing case. Those latter were 
selected as being of standard size and readily obtainable. 
The wiring of the components is clearly shown in 

+H.T 120 V 

+FIT 60 V. 

—HT 

3.—The practical wiring diagram. 

Fig. 3; special care should be taken in providing 
adequate 'insulation, and it must be remembered that 
rather higher voltages than those usually handled by the 
amateur constructor are being dealt with, and any risk of 
causing a short-circuit should be avoided. 
A length of twin flexible wire of suitable length should 

be„fitted with an adaptor for connection to a lamp socket 
or other fitting. The correct polarity may be ascertained 
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by the use of a piece of pole-finding paper, or the bared 
ends of the wire may be immersed in a glass of water : 
that giving off the most bubbles is the negative. These 
wires are now connected to the inFut terminals of the 
unit, the output being joined to the set in the usual 
manner. 

It will be noted that no allowance has been made for 
the drop of voltage actoss the chokes. The amount if 
this drop will depend entirely on the consumption of the 
set, and it may generally be neglected, from a practical 
point of view. If the current is heavy a rearrangement 
of the !Imps will allow a higher initi.il voltage to be 
applied. 

Precautions to be Observed, 

When asing this source of supply a large condenser 
should be inserted between the earth terminal of the 
receiver and the earth connection. Even if the negative 

The underside of the panel, showing arrangement of the com— 
ponents and wiring. 

main is earthed a difference of potential often exi-ts 
between the " receiver earth " and the " main earth." 
Under certain conditions it nias- be desirable to omit an 
earth connection, allowing the mains to act in this 
capacity. 

If in spite of these precautions an excessive amount of 
" hum " is audible, the effect of changing from grid to 
anode rectification should be tried. To do this remove 
the grid leak, short-circuit the grid condenser, and insert 
a bias battery in the grid return lead. The connections 
to this battery should be such that the grid is made from 
about three to six volts negative, depending on the 
characteristics of the valve and the high-tension voltage 
applied .to it. Alternatively, crystal rectification may be 
tried with or without high-frequency amplification. If 
it is desired to retain the grid rectifying valve its anode 
current may be obtained from an ordinary dry-cell 
battery if the main supply is found unsuitable. 

In the February issue of Experimental Wireless. 
editorial comment is made on the differing characteristics 
of various D.C. supplies; mention is made, on the one 
hand, of current so free from ripple and irregularities 
that it could be sufficiently well smoothed by the use of a 
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Eliminating the H.T. Battery.— 
non-inductive resistance and a single condenser; and, on 
the other hand, of a supply with such violent fluctuations 
superimposed on it that a voltmeter needle was not steady 
enough for an accurate reading to be obtained! The 
writer is sincerely thankful that he has not found it neces-
sary to attempt to obtain H.T. current from such mains, 
and would say at once that the simple unit described in 
this article would be totally inadequate. When " ripple " 
of only moderate intensity is present, a double smoothing 
circuit, as shown in Fig. 4 (a), will probably meet the 
case. The largest available values of capacity and 
inductance should be chosen. 

If it is found that a persistent " hum " having a steady 
predominant note is still present, it is suggested that a 
" band rejector" circuit be added and tuned to 
eliminate the particular frequency giving rise to this inter-
ference. This may be constructed on the lines of the 
loud-speaker tone control unit described in the issue of 
The Wireless World dated February loth.' The con-
struction may be simplified considerably, as we only re-
quire the rejector, and not the other alternative circuits 
made possible by the scheme of connections of this unit. 
It should be added that, fortunately, the need for this 
somewhat elaborate arrangement seldom exists. 

Low—voltage Supplies. 

A number of our readers will find that their current is 
supplied at a pressure between roo and 120 volts. 
Taking the latter voltage, the unit as described will be 
quite suitable, • with the exception that the first lamp (that 
connected directly to the switch) will obviously not be re-
quired. If higher voltages than those of the supply 
mains are desired, there is, practically speaking, no alter-
native but to connect a dry battery or accumulators in 
series; such a course is quite permissible. Those wish-
ing for the utmost simplicity may adopt the arrangement 
suggested in Fig. 4, using the circuit shown in (a) or (h), 
depending on the " smoothness " of the supply. Only 
one voltage (that of the mains, ignoring the voltage drop 
in the chokes) will be obtainable, but may he quite suit-
able for certain simple sets, such as would be used for 
local work. 

Experimenters are generally in the habit of using the 
same set of batteries .both for their long-distance work 
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o 

(a) 
rig. 4.— Alternative smoothing circuits without voltage-reducing 

resistances. 

and for the domestic reception of broadcasting. Although 
they will probably wish to retain their batteries for the 
former purpose, they should certainly consider the con-
struction of a " mains " set for the latter, complete with 
self-contained smoothing arrangements ; it will be realised 
that it is not the intermittent use of the long-range set, 
generally with headphones, and without much L.F. ampli-
fication, which accounts for the rapid deterioration of dry 
cells. The steady load imposed by a broadcast loud-

3 
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speaker receiver with one or two power valves working 
daily for three or four hours continuously has a much 
more destructive effect, and in the long run the economy 
effected by using the D.C. current will more than com-
pensate for the small initial expenditure involved. There 
would be no need to duplicate the L.T. battery. particu-
larly if a system of plug connectors and sockets, permit-
ting of a quick change-over, are used. 

In Fig. 5 is given the circuit diagram of a " local 
station " receiver which has been found to oper.ite excel-
lently under these conditions, even when the current as 
supplied is by no means ideal, provided that really strong 

7/del1 I--
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Fig. 5.—A valve-crystal receiver for the local station, suitable for 
operating on H.T. supply from the mains. 

rectified signal currents are available for amplification. 
Sufficient volume for ordinary requirements is obtainable, 
together with high-quality reproduction. 
The aerial coil, consisting of some 12 or 15 turns 

of wire, is tightly coupled to the lower end of the tuned 
secondary coil, the crystal detector being tapped across 
only a portion of this coil—the best position for the tap-
ping will be found by test, and will depend on the resist-
ance of the crystal. The rectified crystal output is passed 
on to the first amplifying valve through an L.F. trans-
former of suitable ratio (which should he high if a 
galena crystal is used). This valve, with a high resist-
ance in its anode circuit, may with advantage be of the 
high-magnification type. 
The second valve, as usual, should be of a type 

capable of handling sufficient power to operate the 
loud-speaker. The chokes and by-pass condensers 
are as already described, while the foregoing remarks 
as to the choice of lamp resistances apply equally 
in this case. To avoid complication it is suggested 
that a voltage of about 120 be applie d to both yaks, 
although this may he increased considerably as far as 
the first one is concerned. 

It may be of advantage to fit a double-pole switch, 
instead of the single-pole one as shown, arranged to break 
both the L.T. and H.T. circuits simultaneously. If this 
is done, the set may he switched on and off by the 
totally inexperienced in the simplest manner possible. 

LIST OP PARTS. 

2 L.F. chokes (.4.J.s.). 6 Terminals. 
4 Fixed condeneers, 2 mid. 1 Switch, owe, 

(T.C.C.). 1 Box. 6in.x8in.x4iin. deep. 
3 Lamp holders. batten type. Screws, wire, cleerang, etc. 
1 Ebonite panel, 6in.x8iii.xlin. Approx. coot LS. 
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BERLIN'S NEW 
The Transmitting 
Plant at Witzleben. 

TH' accomiianying photographs show the 
aerial system and 

transmitter of the Witzleben 
broadcasting station, which 
has now establi-shed another 
alternative daily service for 
the Berlin district. While 
the transmitter itself is situ-
ated at Witzleben, the actual 

I performance of the pro-
grammes takes place in the 
special studio which occu-
pies a central position in the 
Potzdamer Platz. The 
microphone is of the marble 
block type developed by the 
well-known broadcast engi-
neer Reisz. 

The Aerial System. 

The aerial system at Witz-
leben is of the "T" type, the 
horizontal portion consisting 
of five equally spaced wires, 
a down lead being taken 

The 8-kW, tvansmitter which radiates on s wavelength of 503 metres. 

A 16 
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ROADCAST STATION. 

FEBRUARY 24111, 1926. 

The aerial system at the Witzleben transmitting station. 

from the centre of each wire. 
The aerial is supported be-
tween two lattice masts 
262ft. and 44oft. in height ; 
the former-is of the self-
supporting type, and is seen 
at the left-hand side of the 
photograph. 

The Transmitter. 

Power is drawn from the 
mains, and suitable ma-
chinery has been installed to 
provide filament heating 
current and also D.C. high-
tension supply at 4,000 volts. 
A bank of accumulators and 
petrol - electric generators 
have also been installed in 
the basement in case of 
failure of the external 
supply. « 
The 8-kW, transmitter is 

designed for wavelengths 
between 250 and 600 metres. 
At the present time a wave-
length of 5o5 metres is in 
use, and the range for 
simple detector receivers is 
estimated at roo kilometres. 
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WHAT CONST YU FES INVENTION ? 
By 

Dr. J. A. FLEMING, 

F.R.S. 

Prof. Fleming, whose pioneer 
work in the development of 

the thermionic valve is re-
membered with gratitude by 
valve users the world over, has 

always taken a keen interest 

in the amateur movement. 
This fact, together with his 
high standing as an electrical 
engineer, enables him to see 

both sides of the question of 
priority in the development of 

short waves, and this article, 

specially written for "The 
Wireless World," should be 

of immediate interest both to 
the amateur and to the pro-

fessional worker in the field 
of radio research. 

A RECENT controversy 
in a contemporary 
journal between 

Senatore Marconi and Mr. L. B. Turner, some part of 
which was reproduced in The Wireless World for Feb-
ruary loth last, suggests certain reflections on invention 
in general. The subject of this controversy was short-
wave radio and the amateur's part in its development. 
The writer has no intention 6f intervening in the dis-
cussion between the distinguished controversialists, but 
merely ventures to offer a few remarks on a point which 
generally receives insufficient attention in questions of 
priority in invention. The growth of all invention is con-
trolled by the law of evolution, and, like everything else. 
it begins for the most part as a germ of microscopic size. 
It very seldom springs into existence full grown, as. 
Minerva is said to have sprung from the head of Jove. 

At a certain stage it begins to be useful in some way 
to the community, and then we generally have more than 
one claimant to be the originator of it. Not only per-
sonal, but national, pride is involved, and, in proportion 
to the utility of the perfected invention, so much the 
more is national eagerness increased to claim it as their 
own child. The patent actions in Courts of Justice bear 
evidence to the difficulties which sometimes surround the 
settlement of these questions of priority and invention. 
The upbuilding of an invention is, in fact, very n uch 
like that of a house. It is not until the house is finished 
and can be inhabited that it becomes of use to the com-
munity, and it is the person who carries it on to this 
point who, in fact and custom, is the real benefactor of 
the public and is recognised as such. 

Very often a builder starts to build, say, a palatial 
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Senatore Marconi on board his yacht the " Elettra" which has played an important part in the 
commercial development of short waves. 

private residence as a speculation. He puts in the 
foundations in a certain fashion, but then he may go into 
liquidation or die or cease to go on with it. Someone 
else then comes in and has perhaps the idea to convert 
it into an hotel, and he carries it up a certain way, but 
then from various causes may fail to complete the job. 
Finally, someone else with more capital and perseverance 
and clear-:r idea of what the public require most has the 
idea of finishing off the so-far-useless building as a set 
of flats for which there is an immediate demand. 
The public always apply, and rightly so, the test of 

final utility of some kind to an invention. Novelty alone 
is not enough, or even an isolated performance or the 
accomplishment of some feat possible only to the original 
worker or to people of very special skill as an occasional 
achievement. If it is to be any good and bring credit 
to the inventor, he must carry it forward to the point at 
which other people can do the same thing and at which 
it becomes of general utility in adding to the comfort, 
convenience, or pleasure of life. 

Invention and Public Utility. 

Hence it is that we attach the names of certain persons 
to inventions which in a certain form were in existence 
before their time. James Watt did not invent the steam 
engine, but he invented separate condensation in a con-
denser and not in the cylinder, and made Newcomen's 
extravagant engine a useful one. Cooke and Wheatstone' 
did not invent the electric telegraph, but they certainly 
gave it a form in which it became of public utility. 

A 17 
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What Constitutes Invention ? 
Marconi was not the first to 
suggest the employment, of 
electric waves for the trans-

• mission of intelligence to a 
distance. That was sug-
gested verbally, at least, in 
Crookes' prophetic article in 
1892, based on the rudi-
mentary and ill understood 
prior experiments of D. E. 
Hughes. 

Marconi and Wireless 
Development. 

Marconi, by his invention 
of the aerial wire and by 
his final perseverance and 
clear grasp of the funda-
mental principles, was the 
first to produce in 1896 or 
1897 an apparatus which 
could be worked by anyone, 
and did communicate, slowly 
though it was, intelligible 
messages to a distance. He 
gave to .the world not an 
isolatecí personal perform-
ance, but the definite possi-
bility of it being done by 
anyone with no particular 
skill at any time and at any place. Hence he is properly 
given the credit of being the inventor of electric wave 

WâTsiliwo 
Would 

FEBRUARY 2#11, 1926. 

2k1-. O. Simrnnnds (G2012) the first British amateur to establish two-way communication with 
the Antipodes. 

wireless telegraphy. It is just in this quality of pro-
gressive and persistent work, directed to bringing a e, • 

desired achievement to the 
point at which it becomes 
independent of the skill or 
life of the originator, that 
the amateur usually fails. 

Either he has not the 
resources, time or persever-
ance necessary, or he rests 
'satisfied with an initial feat 
or a single achievemens 
which is not easily or 
perhaps at all repeatable by 
others. 

Mr. Gerald Marcuse (G2NM), secretary e the Transmitter and .Relay Section of the Radio Society 
of Great Britain, whose short-wave transmissions have been heard in all parts of the world. 

A 18 

Credit Due to the Pioneers. 

A good deal of credit may 
be due to him for a new 
idea or first attempt to put 
it in practice, but that 
cannot be properly used to 
minimise the value and 
importance of the work of 
the man who gathers up the 
unfruitable or pioneering 
gains of others and presents 
the community with a prac-
tical and efficient appliance 
effective for general use. 

Very often this depends 
on the combination of two 
such perfected inventions as 
in the case of the tele-

25 
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What Constitutes Invention P-
phone. The magneto tel( 
phone was brought by 
Alexander Graham Bell up 
to the utility , stage as a. re-
ceiver, but as a transmitter 
it was inefficient, and not 
until Edison and Hughes 
had given us the carbon 
microphone could practical 
telephony be said to be 
accomplished. 

In the particular con-
troversy relating to short-
wave transmission the ques-
tions that require con-
sideration are how far 
any 'amateur had gone, 
prior lo • the date when 
Senatore Marconi and his 
talented Coacl¡utors took 
up the work, in achieving 
results which could be regu-
larly repeated and constantly 
obtainéd with apparatus 
capable of being worked by 
a sufficiently skilled per-
son. 
How far were these 

long-distance amateur short-
wave performances rather of the nature of freak trans-
missions or exceptional events? • 
We have certainly now a large amount of accumulated 

knowledge on the powers of electric waves of wave-
lengths less than too metres to travel vast distances 
over the earth's surface both by day and night. 
How far is this knowledge due to the orderly and per-
sistent radio research of amateurs or other investigators 
outside of that which has been done by Senatore Marconi, 
Mr. Franklin, and their assistants? 

Isolated instances of short-wave transmission do not 
prove that the knowledge of their working or what could 
be done with them was at all general. Nor that the 
employment of them had arrived at a stage of invention at 
which it could be said that a new chapter had opened - 

Short waves in the public service. The beam receiver at Bridgwater erected for high speed 
reception from the Dominions. 

in radio working. Questions of priority always depend 
to some extent on the point of view of the enquirer, but 
in all practical accomplishments the cardinal, question 
ought to be: Who was it to whose steady, persistent 
and successful work we owe the opening of a new field 
of useful achievement, the working of which is not con-
fined to a few experts, but is thereby thrown open to 
cultivation by innunierable other followers and-workers?' 

Nevertheless, it is clear that the skilled labours of 
amateur radiotelegraphists have in this matter of short-
wave transmission been of very great value and con-
tributed to prove the praétical possibilities of using for 
telegraphic and telephonic purposes wavelengths which 
were formerly regarded almost as waste próducts of 
scientific research. 

EXPERIMENTAL TRANSMITTING STATIONS. 
Additions and Corrections to the Lists published in the "Wireless Annual for 

B N 1 F. Bez, Donato Alvarez 2025. 
B N 2 C. \Yappers, Callao 1405. 
B M 4 C. Cattàneo, Cangallo 1241. 
B M 5 V. R. Christensen, 11 de Septiembre 909. 
B M 6 C. Assorati, Parana 761. 
B M 7 H. J. Simoni, Bogotà 129. 
B M 8 J. Galderisii Nicasio Orono 1524. 
B M 9 J. Villeco, Esmeralda 576. 

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC. 

FEDERAL CAPITAL. 

J. L. Maurete, Adolfo Berro 3557. 
J. M. Sanchez, Costa Rica 592e. 
A. Gatti, Argerich 890. 
F. A. Aguirre, Calle 1 No. 752, Versailles. 
M. L. B. de Castro, Cangaflo 1066. 
A. Peitalva, Directorio 345, Dep. 3. 
D. E. Vaccotti, Alberti 1668. 
E. R. Zambra, Independencia 3053. 
H. Mastro, Rivadavia 8133, Dep. 7. 
A. Brecht, J. E. Uriburu 1009. 
N. Caffaro Marra, Camacuà 81. 
P. A. Gilardoni, Pringles esq. 
H. Cordero, Quito 4164. 
A. E. Loustau, Masco 330. 
P. Cazzaniga, Caseros 2048. 
E. S. Roulier, Carlos Pellegrini 669. 
R. Leymarie, Yatay 66. 
P. Bassenave, Piedras 470. 
J. F. Branca;Alberti 1020. 
C. A. Videla, Bartolomé Mitre 1980. 
J. L. Laguri, 011eros 3215. 
M. Bravo, Independencia 2501. 

PROVINCE or BEENOS AIRES. 

*I) B 3 P. Frers, juncal 331, Teruperley. 
DES G. Chescotta, Calle 50 No. 800, La Plata. 
DES N. Souilla, Calle 57 No. 572, La Plata. 
D E 8 A. Benesch, Julio Fonrouge 530, Lomas. 
D E 9 Radio Club La Plata, Diagonal 74 No. 1254. 
DIS A. H. Scotti, General Paz, Ranchos (F.C.S.). 
D 05 L. Varano, Paunero 8642, Lands. 
D 0 8 E. Estebanez, Caa-Guazili 1049, Lanas. 
D Q 8 J. Linares de Espora, Dolores, Buenos Aires. 
1) W 1 R. Bernotti, Leandro N. Alem 642, Quilmes. 
D W 2 F. G. Langley, M. Pelliza 1025, Olivos. 

PROVINCE or SANTA Fe. 

F 1 2 P. C. Aguirre, Avellaneda 147 Sud, Santa Fé. 

Amateurs and Experimenters, 1926." 
URUGUAY. 
MONTEVIDEO. 

RS 1 W. Seré, Cerrito 585. 
R 5 E. Elena, Curiales 1511. 
R 6 C. Sapelli, Pedernal 1922. 
R 19 A. da Silva, Rio Branco 1284. 
R U C. H. Siringhelli, Bella Vista 101. 
CR 4 P. Buencristiano, Defensa 923. 
CK 7 R. y E. Anaya, Cerrito 315. 
CR 12 T. Evangelista. 
CR 15 A. Galli, Paso de los Toros (Taciiarembé). 
CE 21 C. L. Roma,, Mercedes 1015. 
CR 32 D. Valverde, 8 de Octubre 2796. 
CK 35 V. Alonso, J. Rousseau 2001. 
CBE O. Chiappe, Convención 1280. 
CHM A. Mantegani, Vazquez 1427. 
CED D. Veracierto, g de Octubre 2481. 
ROB P. Mestre, Brandzen 2174. 
RCS C. Stefani, Canelones 874. 
JCP I. C. Primavesi, Nueva York 1590. 
P'WX J.lienderson, San Eugenio 1156. 
PLO A. R. Frederick, Milian 3032. 
* Indicates that these names and addresses super-

sede those originally published in the " Wireless 
Annual for Amateurs and Experimenters.' 
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A Section Devoted to New Ideas and Practical Devices. 
Telephone Plug. 

Using the 4-pin base of an old 
valve as a telephone plug it is pos-
sible tó arrange for the switching or 
L.T. current to the receiver. The 
telephone connections are made to the 
grid and anode pins of the valve, the 
filament pins being short-circuited by 

TELEPHeNrS • 

Telephone and filament switching jack. 

means of a piece of thick wire. The 
connections of the valve socket in 
which the improvised telephone plug 
is inserted are shown at the right-
hand side of the diagram. An addi-
tional advantage of this arrangement 
is that it is impossible to reverse the 
telephone connections, and demagneti-
sation of the permanent magnets due 
to the steady anode current is 
avoided.—W.. B. S. 

COC) 

Hydrometer Holder. 

Unless a definite place is allotted 
for a hydrometer it is certain that 
sooner or later it will be laid down 
on a table or in some place where 
the acid is likely to cause damage, or 
where the hydrometer itself may be 
broken. A simple holder can le 
made by wrapping a length of wire 
(preferably enamelled') round the neck 
of a test tube which is then hung in a 
convenient position near the T.T. 
battery.—H. M. 

A 20 

Spacing Strips. 
Grooves fur spacing the turns of a 

low loss coil may be easily formed in 
the ebonite supporting strips of a 
skeleton former by pressing a heated 
bolt or piece of threaded pipe against 
the upper edge of the strip. A piece 
of pipe gives best results owing to 
its large diameter, but unfortunately 
the range of pitches used in jointing 
pipes is limited ; the most convenient 
spacings are to be found among the 
Whitworth toit threads—F. G. 

c000 
Distortion of Telephone Diaphragms. 
In sensitive telephone receivers the 

clearance between the diaphragm and 
the pole pieces of the permanent mag-
nets is often very small, and under 
the continuous pull of the magnets is 
liable to become distorted, thus 
rendering the telephones inoperative. 
When trouble clue to this cause is 

suspected the ear cap of the tele-
phones should be removed and the 
diaphragm reversed. This will pre-
sent the concave surface of the dia-
phragm to the pole pieces and thus 
increase the clearance. After some 
months of use it is probable that the 
diaphragm will again fall in towards 
the magnets, when the process may 
be repeated.—F. G. 

VALVES FOR IDEAS. 

Readers are invited to submit brief 
details, with rough sketches, where 
necessary, of devices of experi-
mental interest for inclusion in this 
section. A receiving valve will be 
despatched to every reader whose 
idea is accepted for publication. 

Leltee: Aloss:1 be addres,:d I, Mr Ed:*tor,o 
!es: or:d and leadio Re; jet...," 
Tre:tor St., Lond,n, EC. p, and marked 

A Simple Galvanometer. 
The diagram shows the construc-

tion of a simple galvanometer which 
can be built up with components 
usually possessed by the wireless 
amateur. 
Two coil holders are mounted on a 

wooden baseboard, the plugs and 
sockets being connected in series in 
such a way that when a current is 
passed through the plug-in coils the 
magnetic fields surrounding each coil 
are in the same direction. A small 
compass, which can be obtained for 
a shilling or so, is supported on a 
platform in line with the centres of 

Improvised tangent galvanometer. 

the coils, and is deflected when a 
current is flowing. By using coils of 
various sizes the sensitivity of the 
galvanometer may be altered to suit 
the particular conditions of any ex-
periment, and if the compass is of 
good quality it should be possible to 
calibrate the galvanometer with suffi-
cient accuracy for most purposes. 

If the instrument is used as a fila-
ment voltmeter or plate current milli-
ammeter, long wavelength coils with 
a large number of .turns should te 
used. while short-wavelength coils 
with. few turns will serve when it is 
used as an ammeter.—A. C. 
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trand,es 
«HULLO ! What do you fellows want nie for now ? " 

" Come along, you young imp. Our laboratory experts 
want a word with you ? " 

" Shades of Geneva! They want my advice again. Still, 
take the net and cage away, and I'm with you. You Brandes 
people have a little more understanding than most; you con-
sult me with due humility. Others, without any knowledge 
of what I demand, force me to speak. I become refractory; 
their instruments reproducing radio sound talk less naturally 
in consequence. You know, they really ought to study me a 
little more. Here I am, at the beck and call of every soul 
interested in radio, from a high power station to myriads of 
embryo Senatore Marconis. I recommend a study of radio 

MATCHED TONE HEAD. 
PHON 

The synchronised effort of 
both receivers discovers 
greater sensitivity and 
volume and truer tone. 
Ligh t, comfort able ek sturdy. 

Obtainable from any 
reputable Dealer 

THE TABLE-TALKER. 
Material used in the con-
struction of goose neck 
horn elitninates metallic 
harshness. Adjustable. 
Height 18 ins., neutral 
brown fini,h. padded base. 

EXPERTS IN RADIO 
261238 

*new, 

acoustics, which means the study of transforming myself, the 
electrical impulse, into audible sound. I, being the electrical 
energy, walk right into the receiver of Tom, Dick or Harry, 
carrying the voice from the studio. To be able to talk just 
as naturally as the people in that studio I must have the 
correct scientific elements built into the instrument which 
reproduces the sound. You chaps have been the only radio 
builders to consult me to that end. I know you've worried 
me for seventeen years, but I appreciate the tactful con-
sideration which went with it. I hope you have benefited 
by my advice; by what I hear of Brandes instruments, you 
have. Well, lead on to the laboratory, gentlemen; I have 
an appointment at 2 LO after lunch." 

THE BRANDOLA. 
Greater volume with min-
imum current input. Large 
diaphragtn gives fulness 
to upper and lower 
registers. Walnut plinth, 
electro - plated fittings. 

THE AUDIO TRANS-
FORMER. 

Ratio z to 3. High ampli-
fication of applied voltage, 
together with straight line 
amplification frequency 
curve. 

-,7Aeàr'eik't',Mqt'Sgatea=r7.'.n 

17/6 

Brdndet, United, 
296 Regent St., W.!. 

ACOUSTICS SINCE 1908 
Service Advertising 

IT Advertisements for " The 'Fireless Triteit/ " are only accepted from firms ice bcli•ve to b,.• thoroughly reliable. A. s 
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America's foremost valve 
BRITISH MADE 

IWO RE 

CLE-Anrir 
cHemacircleurincss 

MOW we have the characteristics of the 
C.T.o8, another excellent example 

among the seven different types of the 
CLEARTRON range. It is an every 
•purpose Dull Emitter which will work 
equally well as a high or low frequency 
amplifier or as a detector. However 
used, it gives maximum volume without 

FEBRUARY 24TD. H)26. 

distortion. In our set it means greater 
distance, operatic purity, keener selectivity, 
lowest current consumption, and moderate 
initial cost. The " Ironclad" Guarantee 
goes with every valve. Your Dealer in 
giving you this knows that both you 
and he are fully protected by the efficient 
principles of the CLEARTRON organisation 

CLEARTROINI RADIO ILIMIITED 

Se,k1 for 
irate.' 'Prier Li,: 
—post free 

s L‘RING CROS ,, LONDON : AN!) BIRMLNGHAM 
Telepho,te . h'egertt 2231 2. '6,eons : Cleaitrork, We:tem.!. L9•Plon. 

Accumulator or pit 
Battery volts " —;"""' Fil. amp. Purpose : Price 

H.F., LP. —1 
C..o8. 

, H.F., L.F. T — l cio8 Detector . 12/6 

, C.T.15. sit o•z3 r '6 
Detector I ", 

G.T.s5.  5 025 H.F., L.F. 1 , 
Detector 

General purpose i _ 
o•23 msistance coupled; is! 

amplification ¡ 

Dry cells 3 

Accumulator 
6 volt 

Accumulator 

6 volt 
'T'25'B' Accumulator 

Seqd for ill,-
;rated ?rice Li,t 
—pest free. 

Service A:kertiu.se 
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Further Results of High. 

Frequency Measurements on 

Readers' Coils. 
ete-

WliT®il®EZ 
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IN our last issue we commenced to deal with the results obtained from tests carried out on the large number 
of coils of all types, which were submitted as a 

result of The Wireless World Low-loss Coil competition 
announced some time ago. 

In this issue we continue the publication of data on 
a further number of representative types of coils. Un-
fortunately, it is not possible at the time of going to press 
to announce the winning coil of the competition as we had 
stated last week we hoped to be in a position to do, for 
there are a number of coils which may be classed in the 
first rank, and it will be necessary, before the best of these 
can be picked out, to judge them on the basis of ohms 
per unit of inductance. 

Factors to be Considered. 

In devoting special attention to this question of the 
relative efficiency of different types of low-loss coils. 
food for considerable thought has been obtained, and a 
number of questions might be asked relating to the sub-
ject. We would like to know, for instance, what size of 
wire is best to use; what shape the former should be; 
whether the turns should be spaced, and whether bare wire 
or covered wire is preferable—in fact, we want to arrive 
at answers to all the questions relating to the points to 
be taken into consideration in setting out to design a 
really low-loss coil. But, after all, is this the most im-
portant consideration? What do we propose to do with 
our low-loss coil of super-efficiency when we have got it. 
because it does not by any means stand to reason that such 
a super coil is going to be best to use under varying cir-
cumstances? First, we should satisfy ourselves as to the 
results aimed at and the circumstances under which we 
are going to employ our coils when they are built. We 
should decide first of all how many tuned circuits we can 
afford, for if we have got to be satisfied with two tuned 
circuits only, we must he more careful to employ efficient 
coils; that is to say, coils with lower losses than is the 
case if we are going to use, say, five tuned circuits. 

With the question of low losses is intimately related the 
more important quali-ties of selectivity, distortion and 
magnification. Low loss is not the ultimate goal, 
but merely a means to an end, and the wise man is 
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one who fashions his coils with the real end in view—a 
judicious combination of selectivity, quality, and magnifi-
cation, for undoubtedly each of these is of first-rate im-
portance. With several filters we can very easily .get 
razor-edge tuning if we so desire, but the signals will 
then be unintelligible. We can, with equal ease, provide 
for a very good transmission characteristic with negligible 
attenuation of the higher-modulation frequencies, but 
then the result may be that the tuning is too broad and 
we shall not be able to select the signals we desire. 

These observations may, perhaps, be regarded as be-
side the point. Coils with low losses can have a proper 
place in a receiver, but we desire to point out here that 
there is a limit to the size of the coils which may be used. 
The limit is a physical one, large size usually being 
synonymous with large stray fields which can be the cause 
of quite a lot of trouble. It is, of course, largely a 
matter of design, because coils can be made to have a 
small stray magnetic field, as, for instance, the Toroidal 
coil, whirl; may take the form of an enclosed winding or 
a ring of any convenient cross-section; another instance 
is the astatie arrangement of coils, a typical specimen 
being illustrated on page 242 of the last issue. 

Coupling and Other Difficulties. 

This particular problem, of the permissible physical 
dimensions, just happens to work out nicely in practice. 
Thus, if we are limited to one or two tuned circuits, the 
aim will usually be to secure the utmost selectivity. 
With only two coils to arrange, no serious difficulty need 
be encountered in stopping undesired coupling between 
them. Hence the coils can be large ones, and their de-
sign may be dealt with from a purely detached point of 
view with the single object of cutting -down their losses. 
With four or more circuits, coupling difficulties are met 
with at once. Some form of screening is necessary, and this 
together with the practical consideration of the hulk of 
the receiver, renders it essential in the majority of cases, 
to cut down the dimensions of the coils to proportions 
compatible with tuning and magnification requirements. 

It is, therefore, perfectly correct to say that the best 
coil for one particular receiver may be quite unsuitable 
for another. It we have one or two tuned circuits, for in-. 
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A few of the interesting coils submitted to us by readers for the low loss coil tests-
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Low Loss Coil Tests.— 
siance, our coils can, in the majority of cases, be four 
or more inches in diameter, and they would normally be 
single-layer coils, or cils of the cylindrical basket weave 
type. Then. if N. 22 or 24 D.S.C. wire is used, and 
the turns are spaced 1,v a distance of about the diameter 
of the wire, the coils ‘vill have a reasonably low resist-
ance.' Tests show that the resistance will not be much 
reduced by using thicker n ire, the turns still being spaced. 
and for a given ing luctance the length of the coil rapidly 

increases as the wire sizes are increased. It is a step. 
in the wrong direction to use thick wire and to attempt 
to keep the length of the coil down by tight winding. 
If the winding length is an important factor, it is better 
to use No. 24 or No. 26 D.S.C. tight wound. We then 
have the advantage of a favourable length to diameter 
ratio, the best ratio according to theory, which is con-
firmed in practice, being rather less than onelhal f ; that 
is, the length of the coil should be rather less than the 
radius. 

Below we have set out the details of the various coils 
illustrated, and we hope to complete our reports on the 
tests in a further instalment to appear next week. 
1.—A multi-laver coil of No. 22 D.C.C. wire, having 

an inside diameter of and an outside diameter of 
din.  The inductance was found to be 122 microhenries 
and the resistance 2.3 ohms. 

2.-A large basket coil of No. 26 D.Í.I. wire, having 
an inside diameter of tin. and an outside diameter of 

' The discus:4(m ià confined to coils for the 200-550 metres 
band. 
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4hin. Inductance 410 microhenries and resistance 20 

ohms. 

3.—A basket coil of 4 4 turns of No. 28 S.W.G. 
enamelled wire, with an inside diameter of tin. and 
an outside diameter of din. The inductance of this coil 
is Ito microhenries and its resistance 5.6 ohms. 

4.—A three-layer coil of No. 24 S.W.G. enamelled 
wire. The diameter tof the cardboard former is in. and, 
it is I sin. long. The layers are spaced at 9 points with 

match sticks. The inductance was found to be 250 
microhenries and the resistance 7.8 ohms. 

5.—A small multi-layer coil, din. inside diameter by 
hin. long. The inductance is 72 microhenries and the 
resistance 2.9 ohms. 

6.—Flat coil of No. 24 S.C.C. wire, wound in a 
slotted v• -• _a former. The length of the inner face is 
iin...et of the outer face 31in.. Its inductance is 
212 microhenries and resistance ii ohms. 

7.—Compact multi-layer coil of No. 26 D.C.C. wire. 
Inside diameter r¡in., outside diameter 21-in., length 

The inductance is 78 microhenries and the resist-
ance 3 ohms. 

8.—Duolateral coil of 76 turns of No. 24 D.C.C. 
wire. Its inside diameter is rein.. outside diameter sin., 
length hin. Its inductance was found to be 315 micro-
henries and resistance 22.7 ohms. 

9.—A 75 turn coil of No. 24 D.C.C., having a niean 
diameter of 21in. and length iidn. Its inductance is 220 
microhenries and its resistance 17.5 ohms. 

32 
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Low Loss Coil Tests.— 
io.—A coil of Litz cable, having a mean inside dia-

meter of 2lin. and an outside diameter of 3ain. There 
are live layers of wire and the inductance was found to 
be 150 microhenries and the resistance 4.4 ohms. 

11.—A multi-layer coil of No. 18 D.C.C. wire. 
Inside diameter 2lin., outside diameter din., length un. 
Its inductance was found to be 140 microhenries with a 
resistance of 5.3 ohms 

I2.-A seven-layer coil. No. 22 enamelled wire, having 
an inductance of 220 microhenries and a resistance of 
9.2 ohms. 

13.—Multi-layer coil of No. 24 D.C.C. wire. Inside 
diameter rîin. by tin. long. Its inductance is 125 micro-
henries and resistance 5 ohms. 

- 14.—A peculiar coil of No. 20 D.C.C. wire, inside 
diameter about lin., outside diameter sin. The induct-
ance of this coil is 16 microhenries and its resistance is 
9.6 ohms. 

eoil of No: 22 D.C.C., having an in-
ductance of 118 microhenries and resistance of 10.5 ohms. 

16.—Basket weave coil of No. 20 D.C.C. wire. Mean 
diameter en., length iin. The inductance is 96 micro-
henries and resistance 3.6 ohms. 
i7.—A basket weave coil. Mean. diameter 3i/in., 42 

turns of No. 20 D.C.C. Its length is din., inductance 
134 microhenries, and resistance 2.7 ohms. 

18.—Stranded wire space wound basket coil, having an 

15 

inside diameter of 21n., an outside diameter of dain., 
an inductance of 143 microhenries, and a-resistance of 
3 ohms. 

19.—This coil has a form of basket weave winding 
which gives a self-supporting coil. The winding has a 
mean diameter of sin., is iin. long, has an inductance 
of 134 microhenries and a resistance of 4.9 ohms. No. 
22 D.C.C. wire is used. 
20.-A winding, of No. 24 D.C.C. wire, with a mean 

diameter of sin., length tin. Its inductance was found 
to be 310 microhenries and its resistance 30.4 ohms. 

2I.-A 3o-turn coil of No. 20 S.W.G. wire, the 
mean inside diameter being qin. and the outside diameter 
4in. The inductance is 6o microhenries and the resist-
ance 2 ohms. 

22.-A large basket weave type of coil of heavy wire. 
There are 26 turns of No. 18 D.C.C., with a mean 
diameter of din. The inductance is 120 microhenries and 
the resistance 3.7 ohms. 

23.—A basket weave coil, fitted with a plug. Its 
mean diameter is en., length rain., and No. 20 D.C.C. 
wire is used. The inductance, came out at 113 micro-
henries and the resistance 1.9 ohms. 

24.—A nicely made plug-in coil, having an ebonite 
former with 14 slots about lin, deep in the edge of each 
spoke. The hub is tin, in diameter and the spokes 
project iin. Wound with No. 3o D.S.C. wire, its 
inductance is 300 microhenries and resistance 14.5 ohms. 
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Low Loss Coil Tests.-
25.-Wound with No. 17 S.W.G. bare copper wire, 

the coil has 5o turns. Inductance 118 microhenries and 
resistance 4.6 ohms. Its inside diameter is iin., depth 
ain •, - and lloengtthh 4  

26.-A two-layer plug-in coil. Inside diameter about 
rAin. long, wound with No. 28 D.C.C. The 

inductance is low, being 48 microhenries, and the resist-
ance is 1.55 ohms. 
27.-A 15o microhenry plug-in coil, having a resistance 

of 9.7 ohms. Wound- with No. 26 D.C.C. wire, its 
inside diameter is 4-in., depth. fein., and length îin. 

28.-Multi-layer coil with 6o turns of No. 20 D.C.C. 
wire. Its inside diameter is 2in. and length un. The 

inductance ot this coil was found to he 225 microhenries 
and the resistance 12 ohms. 
29.-This plug-in coil has an inside diameter of zin., 

is in. deep and rin. long. Wound with No. 22 D.C.C. 
wire. its inductance is 63 microhenries and its resistance 
2.1 ohms. 
3o.-A multi-layer coil of No. 26 S.W.G. enamelled 

wire, having a former of 2 wooden cheeks and 5 sets of 
ebonite spacers. The length of the inner face is rî-in. and 
of the outer face in. . while the length of the winding is 
in. The inductance was found to be 112 microhenries 

and the resistance 2.6 ohms. 
sr.-Pickle bottle coil. Equivalent diameter 

length qin., having 47 turns of No. 22 D.C.C. wire. 
The binding strips of tape are fixed to the coil with 
seccotine. 'this coil has an inductance of 122 micro-
henries and a resistance of 3.3 ohms. 

32.--A plug-in coil, wound with thin copper tape -fTein. 
wide with a layer of paper between caca turn. The mean 
diameter is 4in. and the length in., while its inductance 
was found to be rot microhenries Pnd its resistance 
8.2 ohms. 
33.-Two-layer coil of heavily insulated \-0. 26 gauge 

wire, the diameter of the inner winding being 
and the length gin. The foil has 27 turns : its inductance 
being 63 microhenries and its resistance 1.8 ohms. 
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34.-A basket weave coil ziin. diameter and 'in. long, 
wound with No. so D.C.C. wire. The inductance of the 
coil is 164 microhenries and its resistance 5.6 ohms. 
35.-A single-layer coil, having 52 turns, each turn 

comprising 3 wires of No. 36 S.S.C. The former is a 
cardboard tube with lengths of string tied on, which has 
the effect of raising the turns of the, wire a little above 
the surface of the tube. The coil is 211n. in diameter, 
2!in. long, has an inductance of 140 microhenries and a 
resistance of 3.5 ohms. 
36.-A basket weave coil din. diameter, 1,1in. long, 

having 22 turns of No. IS D.C.C. wire. Its inductance 
is 92 microhenries and resistance 1.9 ohms. 
s7.-A roil of No. 22 S.W.G. enamelled wire, about 

sin. between opposite inner faces and ;in. long; having 
an inductance of 70 microhenries its resistance is 2.1 

ohms. 

38.-A single-layer coil of No.. 22 D.C.C. wire 
in diameter by sin. long, wound on a wooden tube tin. 
thick. It has an inductance of 142 microhenries and a 
resistance of 4.4 ohms. 

39.-This coil is wound with Litz and is completely 
enclosed, the coil being packed with cotton •tvool. The 
inside diameter of the covering is 21in., and the outside 
diameter 51in., with a length of din. The inductance 
was found to be 'Sr microhenries and the resistance 
8.5 ohms. 

40.-A coil in which the turns are wound in slots cut 
in pieces of ebonite, rubber bands being used as spacers. 
This coil has only 22 turns of No. 20 D.C.C., its inside 
diameter being 4gin., outside diameter Ain., and length 
un. This coil has an inductance of 70 microhenries and 
a resistance of 1.1 ohms. 

41.-The former of this coil has crossed pieces of 
wood and 7 sets of ebonite spacers, making a coil of 
square shape, 41in. outside and 2,1in. inside. The 
winding itself is r-kin. long, and the inductance and 
resistance are 123 microhenries and 3 ohms respectively. 

W.. J. 
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Events of the Week in Brief Review. 
BROADCAST LICENCES. 

The Postmaster-General states that the 
total number of wireless licences in force 
cn January 31st last was approximately 
1,841,000. 

0000 

MUNICIPAL BROADCAST MUSIC. 

The Parka Committee of the London 
County Council is considering a proposal 
to establish a municipal orchestra for 
broadcasting to the people of London. 

ooco 
LISTENERS AND THE LAW. 

in fining a delinquent under the Wire-
less Act, the Hull Stipendiary ruled that 
a wireless licence must be obtained I: efore 
the parts are put together and whether 
results are good or bad. 

0000 
A CASE OF DISTORTION? 

Referring to the recent telephone test 
between Rugby and New York, thé wire-
less news bulletin stated that the voice 
from Rugby "sounded as if it had come 
from some other part of the United 
States." 
The engineers must eliminate this form 

of distortion. 

Wou'lldl 

ELY'S ELEVEN. 

Eleven residents of Ely Haddenham, 
Cambridgeshire, have been fined at the 
Ely Police Court for contravening the 
Wirelets Act. 

0000 

LOUD-SPEAKERS AT RAILWAY 
STATIONS 

A scheme for the installation of loud-
speakers for directing passengers at 
Paddington terminus is under considera-
tion by the Great Western Railway 
authorities. The system would be used 
foe emerge:1c) working only, and, if suc-
cessful. may be extended to other stations 
on the line. 

coco 

AN ANOMALY. 

Any alien in England can secure a 
broadcast receiving licence on payment 
of ten shillings at a post office. In 
Fiance the British resident experiences 
the greatest difficulty in obtaining a 
licence, and the procedure involved has 
been known to take twelve months. The 
Wireless League is hoping to remedy this 
state of affairs by making friendly repre-
sentations to the French Government. 

THE DE FOREST LOUD-SPEAKER A recent photograph of Dr. Lee de Forest, uho is 
seen testing the " Audalion," the loud-speaker of his own invention, in which a paper 
cylinder receives vibrations from a reed. It is claimed that the instrument radiates 

sound uniformly in all directions 

R.S.G.B. MEETING CANCELLED. 

From the Radio Society of Great 
Britain we learn that, owing to unfore-
seen circumstances, the ordinary meet-
ing which was to have been held this 
evening (Wednesday) at the Institution 
of Electrical Engineers is cancelled. 

0000 
END OF' WIRELESS STRIKE - 

After a struggle lasting three months 
the strike of wireless operators termin-
ated shortly before midnight on Thurs-
day last. The men are to accept pro-
visionally the wage reduction of 22s. 6d. 
a month demanded by the employers, and 
further negotiations are to take place 
regarding all matters in dispute. If no 
agreement is reached the ease will be 
submitted for arbitration. 

0000 
THE BRITISH INDUSTRIES FAIR. 

Three more evenings are available lot 
visiting the British Industries • Fair at the 
White City, which closes its doors to the 
general public at 8 p.m. on Friday next. 
A representative range of wireless 

apparatus is on view in the wireless 
section, including transmitting and 
receiving sets and components. The Fair 
ivill be open to the public during the next 
three days from 5 to 8 p.m. 

0000 
DEAD LETTER PROGRAMMES. 

The fact that the Dublin station officials 
are experiencing difficulty in securing 
suitable broadcasting material hardly 
seems to justify the adoption of a rather 
perturbing suggestion made in l'he 

• Radio Review. 
"Let them," says the writer, " broad-

cast lists of the names of people for whom 
letters or parcels are in the Dead Letter 
Office. . . . Who knows but that broad-
casting can add to its numerous powers 
that of bringing dead letters ' to life? " 

Personally, we would rather listen to the 
birthday greetings during the Children's 
Hour! 

coo o 

BOOMING BOOKS BY BROADCAST. 

The Edinburgh Library authorities are 
finding that the demand for books is in-
creasing to an embarrassing extent as a 
direct result of broadcasting. 
The Duchess of Athol' mentioned this 

fact at a farewell meeting to South 
African students of the London Uni-
versity. 
" Ii," said the Duchess, " one of those 

wonderfully eloquent speakers whom the 
British Broadcasting Company seem to 
have at its beck and call mentions a book 
overnight, the librarf is flooded out nexti 
day by people coming to ask for it." 
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BROADCASTING IN PARAGUAY. 

A site has been chosen at Asuncion. 
Paraguay. for the erection of a large 
broadcasting statbin to be controlled by 
the municipality. 

0 '3 

DUBLIN ASKS FOR REPORTS. 

Reports front English listeners on the 
-quality of transmisition front the Dublin 
broadcasting station will be warmly wel-
comed 1)y the editor of TA , Iri,h Radio 
R t view. 179, Great Brunsw tek Street, 
Dublin. 

U00 C 

P.O. WIRELESS LICENCE SURPLUS. 

The Post Office accounts. just issued, 
for the year ending March 31st, 1925, 
reveal the interesting fact that, on the 
issue of wireless receiving licences there 
was a surplus of income over expendi-
ture of £54,346. The actual receipts 
front licences issued to the public 
amounted to £685,593. 

.0000 

INDIAN BROADCASTING SUCCESS. 

The Indian Radio Telegraph Co.'s 
broadcasting station, 5AF, using .a potree 
of one kilowatt, has been picked up as 
far away as Ceylon and Burma in the 
touth. and Rawalpindi and Peshawar in 
tthe west, writes a. correspondent. The 
distances covered in some eases were well 
over 2.000 miles. • 

0000 

ANTI-DARWIN BROADCASTING 

STATION. 

The erecii‘tu if a large wireless station 
oit the Stone Mountain, Atlanta, for thy 
purpose of " broadcast ing the old 
hymns, - is the reported project of a 
FuLdamentalist Secret Society in America 
which i, engaged in combating, the 
Darwin theory. The station will have a 
power of 5 kilowatts. 

occo 
WHY NOT A MONOMARK ? 

Amateurs in general. and transmitters 
in particular, would do well to consider 
the advantitges of possessing a monomark. 
The new-Monomark system is peculiarly 

suited. to the nee& úf t ransteitting 
amateurs, mapy of ‘vliom would ieceive 
far more Q.SL cards if only their addresses 
wet-e know!) or their listeners could for-
ward communications with a minimum of 
trouble. A private anonomark. such as 
BM, XYZ3. could be easily transmitted, 
and the response would probably be sur_ 
prising. 

0000 

S„B PLAN FOR SHEFFIELD SCHOOLS. 

The establishment of a central wireless 
receiving station in Sheffieli, with tele-
phone lines to schoUL in the district. is 
being strongly urged by Mr. F. L4d, 
supported by the Sheffield re/red/di and 
the Yorkshir,' Telcaraph and Star. 
Loud-speakers and suitable amplifying 

apparatus would be installed at each 
school. It is claimed that the system 
would not 1,111 ,' effect an economy over 
the alternative scheme of supplying each 
school with a elaborate wireless set, but 
would peemit of simple switching 
arrangements which could be operated by 
inexperienced pupils. 
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WIRELESS IN THE HOSPITAL, A happy 
Eckersley, Chief Engineer of the B.B.C., sell 

Hospital Wireless Fund, at an Inaugural 

-VOX POPULI. 

America s latest in educational broad-
casting " stunts " is a course in voice 
culture. KOA, the Deliver station of the 
General Electric Company, is supplying 
the lessons, which will be illustrated by 
selected pupils who will demonstrate the 
correct uses of the vocal organs before 
the microphone. 

FORTHCOMING EVENTS. 
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 24th. 

Musical Hill and District Radio Society. 
At 8 p.m. At St. .1 am es'S Schools, 
Fortis Green, N.10. Lecture: " Wire-
ices Transmission," by 31r. J. II. Miller. 

Edinburgh and District Radio Society. At 
117, George Street. Lecture: "Sound," 
by 31e, il'. Anderson. 

Rirnsley and District Wireless Association. 
.1/ 8 p.m. At 22. Market Street. Lec-
ture: "Broadcastilig," by Mr. Lionel 
Harvey, of the Leeds-Bradford Relay 
Station. 

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 26th. 

,Sheffield and District Wireless Society, At 
7.30 p.m. At the Dept. of Applied 
Science, St. George's Squorr. Lecture: 
"Direction Finding and Directional 

reption." by Mr, it. Kern, B.Eng. 
Radio Experiment,, Society of Manchester. 

Experimental evening. 

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 27th. 

Grimsby and District Radio Society. Visit 
to the Hun Relay Station, 

MONDAY, MARCH 1st. 
and District Rodio Society. Open 

7ligh t. 
.s,,iithport and District Radio Society. At 

7.30 y.io. At Si. Andrete's, Part 
Street. Lecture by Mr. 1.1090e, of the 
Manchester Radio Scientific Society. 

Swansea Radio Society. Lecture: "Recent 
Improvements in l'alre R ',Weis," by 
Ns. T. Marna:Ham. 

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 3rd. 

In.litutian of Electrical Enginccr tWire-
less Section). At 6 p.m. (Light 
refreshments at 5.30.) At the Instila-
lion. Savoy Place, lT.('.2. Lecture: 
"The Directional Recording of Maio. 
spherics," by 31r. R. .t. Watsuit Watt, 
11.5e. (Eng.). 

FEBRUARY 24th, 1926. 

flashlight photograph, showing Captain P. P. 
ing his autograph in support of the Hounslow 
meeting in the Hounslow Council House. 

JAMMING IN THE U.S. 

Public resentment is growing in 
America against the disturbance to broad-
cast reception by naval coast stations. 

0000 

WIRELESS JOURNALISM IN IRELAND. 

Mr. W. R. I3urne has been appointed 
editor of the Irish Radio Journal and the 
Irish Radio Trader. Correspondence 
should be addressed to 34, Dame Street, 
Dublin. 

0000 

AMERICAN BROADCASTING 

ANNIVERSARY. 

On Saturday last, February 20th, the 
faitouts broadcasting station VU V. at 
Schenectady, N.Y., celebrated its fourth 
anniversary by the transmission of a 

special programme. 
0000 

IRISH AMATEURS, FORWARD: 

The International Amateur Radio Union 
is promised an accession of a contingent 
of Irish members if success attends the 
efforts inavv being made in Dublin to form 
an Irish section of the Union. 
Communications from amateurs inter-

ested in such an enterprise will be warmly 
welcomed by the organisers, Messrs. 1). 
Fisher and D. Barton • Bradshaw, 115, 
Anglesea Road, Balls Bridge, Dublin. 

0000 

FOUR-ELECTRODE VALVES CHEAPER. 

Considerable reductions in the price of 
fourelectrode valves are announced by 
the General Electric Co., Ltd. The 
F.E.3 type (bright emitter), formerly 
priced at 27s. 6d., is now available at 
Ws. 6d., while the D.E.7 ((lull emitter), 
which originally sold at 37s. 6d., has 
been reduced to 22s. 6d. 
The Mullard Wireless Service Co.; 

Ltd., are also producing a four•electrode 
dull-emitter valve, manufactured on the 
Philips pattern, obtainable at 22s. 6d. 

30 
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A.J.S. Loud Speakers and 
Ret elvers may be obtained 
by easy payments from 
H. Taylor & Co., Ltd., 
49-53, Sussex Place, 
South Kensington, 
S.W 7 (nr. Kensington 

Station). 
Write for particulars. 

111111.111MIZZIMMII 
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STANDARD LOUD 
SPEAKERS. 
Height 24 inches. . 
In Wood— 
Mahogany -or Oak Flates 

£4 15 0 
in Metal— 
Black Matt or Stove Finch 

£4 0 
Goldner!, vatious wood 
finishes 

JUNIOR LOUD 
SPEAKERS. 
In metal. Height 19-in. 
Black Horn 

£1 15 0 
Grained wood finish 

£1 17 6 

llllllll llllllllll 

g, kiddie 

WHEN using an A.J.S. Loud Speaker you are most certainly 
getting the best out of your receiver. You can hear the 
high and low as well as the middle notes of a passage of 

music, and these high and low notes are in tune, not flat. Also 
you can hear all the overtones. It is this property of reproducing 
the overtones which gives to the A.J.S. Loud Speakers the soul of 
a rare violin. These speakers can handle all the power you can give 
them without any tendency to rattle. A.J.S. Loud Speakers are not 
black unless you particularly desire them so. They may be obtained with Metal 
Flares, coloured and grained by hand, to resemble various fine woods. 

The most popula4 models are those with flares of Mahogany or Oak. They look 
well and sound better. 

Junior Models may be obtained with metal flares only. These are not " Baby " 
models, but stand 19 inches high and produce full round tone. The Junior 
Cabinet models in Mahogany are exceedingly pleasing to the eye, as well as being 
faithful reproducers of all music. 

Publication No. 118 is fully illustrated, and describes 

  re. all our models. May we send you a copy to-morrow .; 
  ..** A. J. .• 

A. J. STEVENS & CO. (1914) LTD. ...*** (1911) Ltd., 
Stevens& Co. 

Radio Branch, WOLVERHAMPTON. ...*.*** Radio Branch, 
'11.oue , 174n (7 lines). '(:(ra me : • • Reeept i(.n. W.Averhanxpton." ..** Wolverhampton. 

..** 
London Showrooms: 122;124, Charing Cross Rd., W.C.2. „se Please send Publication No. 1 18. 
Phone: Regent 71A1(2. 'Urania ( " Ajayees.o. Westceut, London:. ••• 

.** NAME  
Glasgow Showrooms : 223, St. George's Road, Glasgow. .... . 
lhon.-• Doug1:14 449. (“ram,(( •• Reeeutl(4 ., (a(sgo.n...."._ -:::\v. (:4:::.SS  

..." 
' 3 

et. 

Issued by the Publicity Dept. A.J.S. 

13 Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable. A 31 
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Whatever your set 
a Gecophone Condenser 

will heifer it 
because— 

l.—It gives micrometer adjustment. 
The patent friction-drive micrometer movement is the most 
ingenious design in the history of condenser manufacture. It 
is assisted by a control knob of extra large size. 

The beautiful slow adjustment, which is perfectly 
smooth and without the slightest backlash, far surpasses 
that of any condenser 1 have yet tested." 

Mr. S. MacDonald Ashe. 
you cannot miss a station." 

Capt. Baker, M.C.. Tewkesbury. 

2.—There is no hand-capacity. 
The square-law rotary plates are connected to the frame, a 
feature of design which completely eliminates hand-capacity. 

"Iland-capacitv elfects, which previouslv had been 
troublesome, disappeared when using the GÉCoPHONE 
Condenser." 

Mr. W. A. Andrews B.Sc. Bristol. 

3.—It is really low-loss. 
The fixed plates are insulated outside the electrostatic leld, 
and insulation is reduced to a minimum in bulk and contact 
area. Dielectric loss is thus the smalltst possible. 

•• v n.y theoretical consideration tending to reduce 
the :oss of high-frequency energy appears to have 
been given adequate attention." 

Electrical Industries. 

4.—It has low minimum capacity - 
A National Physical Laboratory report gives the minimum 
capacity of the GEC)PHONE Condenser as 1,50 of the maxi-
mum. That of the .0005 type is .00001—tower than in any 
other condenser built. 

•• A puait which impressed me was the increase of 
c'ue's tuning range, due no doubt to the unusually 

ininintutu capacity of this condenser." 
Mr. T. MacNamara. Swansea. 

Ç.tpaaty 
I • 

mid. 
'0002 
.00025 
0003 
.0005 

, .001 

Price ' 

1 
22 - 
22,-

27/6 
32'6 

5.--and excess maximum capacity. 
The N.P.L. report further states that the maximum capacity ot 
the GECoPHONE Condenser is in excess of rated value. 

6.—It is an engineering product. 
It seems to be made with the accuracy of a chrono-

meter. The plates are so closely meshed that only the 
best workmanship could produce such alignment." 

Mr. Mark Potter, in "Leeds IV7er,mry... 

Your wireless dealer sells it! 

EC0PHONE 
WW LOSS-SLOW MOTION 
VARIABLE CONDENSER 

The G.E.C.--

your guarantee. 

,;;;:»;,f;4,/  
41 ,1. of T.', ES‘Aric Co., Lei., Magri...» lion re, Eingsreoy, London, W.0 .2 

A32 Mention of ".The Wireless il'orld,'! when writing to advertisers, eustilc prompt ottentIon. 29 
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.12 AMP. 
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'Valves 

for Broadcastin8 

2-Volt Valves wÁeth a 
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COIL 

NUMBERS 

15, 20, 25, 

35, 40, 50, 

75, 100, 120, 
150, 200, 

250, 300, 
400. 

FEBRUARY 24TH, 1926. 

St»W 
.RAD 0 

" THERE IS NOTHING 

BETTER THAN 

THE BEST "— 

WE SUPPLY 

YOU WITH 

THE 

BEST. 
• "'I. 

EDISON BELL 
INDUCTANCE COILS 

PRICES: Coils number 15-50, 2/6 ; 75-150, 3/6; 200-400, 4/6. 

J. E HOUGH, LTD., Edison Bell Works, LONDON & HUNTINGDON 

ASK YOUR 
DEALER 
FOR FULL 
RANGE OF 
CATALOGUES 

- ^ - 
IF UNABLE 
TO OBTAIN 

WRITE 
DIRECT TO 

THE 
MANUFAC-
TURERS. 

TESTED 500 VOLTS 
theUeliTTYPE 

WI% 

INSIST ON EDISON BELL CONDENSERS 
THEY ARE BRITISH MADE AND GUARANTEED BYA NAME WITH 30 YEARS REPUTATION BEHIND IT 

THE 

WIRELESS 
ANNUAL 
FOR AMATEURS 

EXPERIMENTERS 

1 9 2 6 

Pi. /6 we us 'Orr« 

'Wireless 
--re-World 

LONDON 

lief &SONS LTD 

Do not 
fail 

to GET a 
COPY 
of this 

invaluable 
BOOK! 

ORDER 
TO-DAY! 

" The Wireless Annual " for 1926 is a volume 
of indispensable information for every keen 
radio amateur. It contains a whole mass of 
facts which are of daily assistance in amateur 
wireless work. Get your copy to-day! 

Price 2.6. By post 2/tq.-. 

From all newsagents and booksellers or 'Hr.-et from: 

ILIFEE & SONS, LTD., Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4 

The Diary for 
Wireless .--Edthusiasts 

The Wirh ss Diary 
. . 

Compiled lty'the.,eitiiPrial Staff of" Ii'lte,,Wirelesà, World." 
, 

Contains over 7g pages of indisperisable\lin-
formation for all who take km]: interest 
in this fascinating -4obbY, including : 

A revised list of Èxperitnental Trans-
_ 

mating Stations :Hinti for ,?kerials anti 
Earths: Efficient Crysta4, Receivers,: 
Practical One-valve, and 
Three-valve Circuits :',itieuirodyne and 
Supersonic Heterodyne Receivers. 
In addition+a convenient and well-
printed diary giving one Week gt an 
opening. 

P lEt ub 1E S 
Cloth Edition 1/-., postage extra; 
Leathee• case, with pockets, pencil, and 
season ticket window,2/6, postage 2d. extra. 

Obtainable at all Be.9ksellPrs and Railway Bookstalls. 

Published Jointly Ery 

"The Wireless World," Dorset House, Tudor St., 
London, E.C.4, and Messrs. Chas. Letts & Co. 

W.3.4 

A34 llention The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure hrompt attention. 
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A Re\,iow of the Latest Products of the Manufacturers. 

KING FILAMENT RHEOSTAT. 
Among the American apparatus it 

by Gaston E. 1%1 admix, 27-28, Anning 
Street, E.C.2, is a series of well-made 
components manufactured by King 
Quality Products, Inc. The rheostat 
manufIctured by this company is fitted 
with an " on and off'' switch so that 
the filament current circuit can be broken 
without changing the setting of tb•• 
rheostat. 
The body of the rheostat, as well as 

the operating knobs, are of moulded 
Bakelite, and possess a bright, 
a ppearance. The con t act arm ma I:. • 
smooth contact with the resistance wire. 
and at the maximum current setting rests 
on a strip of metal so that the end turs: - 
of the resistance spool are excluded froe. 
the filament circuit. 

It is interesting to note that the one. 

The Kin,,f, filament rheostat is fitted with an 
" on and off" switch operated from a knob 
concentric with the main operating knob. 

hole method of fixing is al.andoned. tfie 
resistance being attached t.. the instru-
ment panel 'by a pair of ti CI . OW'S, a toetliod 
which is at least as simple as the one-
hole system and is probably mole 
reliable. 

0000 

THE J.J.R. TERMINAL. 
An almost essential feature with regard 

to the terminals employed in wireless 
receiver construction is that. they shall 
carry identification lettering to indicate 
the connections which are to he made to 
them. 

Wfine,@@0 
WORte 

The J.J.R. terminals manufactured by 
Messrs. J. Rowe, 7-8. Ross Parade. Wal-
lington, Surrey, are fitted with polished 
inset top pieces carrying lettering to 
itidi.•ato the circuit connections. A 

J.J.R. indicating terminal fitted with 
non-rotating top. 

special merit in the design of these ter-
minals is that the centre piece dues not 
rotate, while both black and red centre 
pieces at e fitted to indicate the p' 'sit 
:Ind neat ive leads. (lose exalte tat 
reveals that the centre piece carrying the 
lot*ering is securely attached to the 

and eannot unscrew, 
o 

COSMOS ANTI-VIBRATION VALVE 
HOLDER. 

Included in the range of component 
parts recently introduced by Metro-Vick 
Supplies, Ltd., 4. Cen-
ttal Buildings, West-
minster, L o n , 
S.W.I, is the C.ismos 
ant i-viltration valve 
holder. 
The sockets mishit • 

111:11:e 'Alta it with the 
valve pins are carried 
on a plate of insulat-
ing material, and con-
tact is made with tbe-
ti sing screws through 
tour coiled bronze 
springs. A small 
ebonite st ud secured 
to a pillar in the 
centre of the holder limits the move-
ment of a valve when inserted in the 
holder, and also prevents the plate 
which carries the sockets from lifting 
when the valve is withdrawn. 

The Jew Cosmos 
valve holder. 

2Q9 

STERLING MINILOSS CONDENSER. 

Progress in condenser design still con-
tinues, and a further advance has been 
made by the Sterling Telephone ,and Elec-
tric Co.., Ltd., 210-212, Tottenham Court 
Road, London. W.1 with the introduc-
tion of the new "Miniloss " variable con-
denser. 
New features include the use of Pyrex 

glass insulators for giving support to the 
fixed plates, the bonding together of the 
fixed plates by soldering, the use of a 
braided connector for ensuring, good con-
tact with the mining ulates, the adoption 
of a pointer and engraved scale in place 
of the usual graduated dial, and a reduc-
tion gear drive operated by an auxiliary 
spindle. The pointer, which is secured 
to the shaft bv means of a pin. cati be 
set ia séveral different positions. 
The reduction gearing is of particular 

interest, as every entleavow• has been 
made to eliminate. backlash between the 
operating knob and tbe spindle carrying 
the moving plates. The ntechanism of 
the drive is shown its detail in the ac-
companying iii ustrat , and con,ist s of 

Reduction gear adopted in the new 
Sterling Minlloss condenser. 

t ruldiel-faeed 'wheels held together 
with tension springs producing a friction 
contact witls the milled pinion on the 
auxiliary shaft and a large diameter 
wheel attached to the emluenser spindle. 
A smooth. silent movement is obtained, 
with absetice of backlash, whilst the 
elasticity of the indiarubber on the inter-
mediate wheels prevents undue strain 
being applied to the moving plates at 
the positions of maximum and minimum 
setting. 

.Spait fr,,in the ,'le't rirai a ti d mechan-
i.•al me, its this new condenser, the 
geod appearance of the black and silvered 
dial twit cleanly finished Bakelite pointer 
will recommend it to the amateur who 
gives careful i4ttention to an at 
panel layout. 
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GENERATING ELECTRICAL 
OSCILLATIONS. 

A Lecture at Oxford by Dr. W. H. Eccles, F.R.S. 

D
R. W. H. ECCLES, F.R.S., adèressed a meeting of the 
Oxford University Radio Society, at Oxford, on Wednes-
day, February 17th, on the subject of " Some Recent 

Methods of Generating Electrical Oscillations." 
The meeting, which took place hethe Electrical Laboratory, 

Parks Road, was the fifth held by tne Society, which com-
menced operations only at the beginning of this term. Mr. H. 
Field, of New College, who is operating Station 6ZX, is Presi-
dent of the Society, and was in the Chair. 
Dr. Eccles, in his lecture, discussed itiethods, with which he 

has been concerned for the last year or two, of generating elec-
trical oscillations, and which are based on the utilisation of har-
monics. The idea, he said, is to take a low-frequency vibration 
which is impure to begin with, or can Le made impure, and the 
impurities are picked out, magnified and utilised. In the case 
of acoustic vibrations it is weli known to musicians that one 
does not get a pure sine wave. The tuning fork, perhaps, gives 
one of the purest sine wave curves, but even that has some im-
purities. • _. 

Application of Harmonic Frequencies. 

In the first place, Dr. Eccles showed how a tuning fork can 
be made to give a ustained vibration of constant amplitude and 
constant frequency by the use of two electro-magnets, of which 
one is in the grid circuit, and the other in the anode circuit, 
of a triode valve. It is found that the current running in the 
anode circuit contains harmonics, and that one can pick out 
any particular harmonic by the aid of suitable apparatus. Using 
a tuning fork with a frequency of 2,000 vibrations per second, 
for instance, one can pick up a harmimic with a frequency of 
16,000 per second, by putting into the anode circuit a coil and 
condenser connected in parallel and of such inductance and capa-
city as to resonate to the frequency of 16,000 per second. 
As an example of the application of a harmonic frequency, 

Dr. Eccles described what has been done by the Post Office 
engineers at the new station at Rugby. A fork is used, the fre-
quency of which can be adjusted by lengthening or shortening 
the prongs by means of a set-screw. The fork has a frequency 
of 2,000 cycles, and the current of 16,000 frequency in the fork 
circuits is amplified in five stages until 540 kW. of high-frequency 
energy is produced. The engineers lave not yet dared, or 
needed, to use the whole 540 kW., however. On the first occa-
sion on which the antenna was excited, only 50 kW. were used, 
i.e., one-tenth part of that which it was possible to use. The 
Post Office immediately received a cable from Java, to the effect 
that Rugby was jamming the Dutch station which was sending 
to Java. That was very encouraging (laughter). As the tests 
proceeded the number of valves was increased, and at present 
they are using about 250 kW. on the entenna, i.e., about half 
power. With half power there is a current of about 550 amps. 
in the antenna, and that seems to be sufficient to reach every part 
óf the globe. 

Advantages of the Tun.ng Fork. 

The application of the tuning fork to the production of high-
frequency oscillations has many advantages over other methods, 
but its value is not limited to the transmitting end alone. If 
one has a fork of 2,000 periods per second, and utilises a fre-
quency of 16,000 periods per second for inducing radiation, after 
magnification, the wavelength or frequegey is just as constant, 
proportionately, as the fork. A fork has a very small rate of 
change of period per degree of temperature. If the fork were 
to vary one degree in temperature, the output frequency would 
vary only from 16,000 to 16,001.4. That of course, is immeasur-
able by ordinary wireless telegraph apparatus. BY using a fork 
made of the alloy " Invar," however, or by putting the fork 
box in ice, even that small change .)f temperature can be 
abolished. 
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The same method can be used for receiving, and the fork 
apparatus which he exhibited has been successfully used for 
receiving Rugby., A harmonic of the fork, of a frequency about 
15j000, was used to heterodyne the 16,000, and one got a con-
stant heterodyne note. Using note tuning, there is no trouble 
by disturbance from other stations, however close, providing 
there is a difference of more than 40 cycles between them. 
The triode valve is in itself capable of distorting a sine 

wave electromotive force applied to its grid. Many inven-
tors have suggested ingenious circuits for selecting desired har-
monics, and Dr. Eccles went on to deal with some of his own 
work in this connection. One method which he suggested was to 
use the currents from the fork to produce motions of a beam of 
cathode rays in the vacuum tube. One can apply a fork to 
a cathode tube so as to produce a rotation of the cathode beam, 
which will make a ring pattern on a fluorescent screen. In-
stead of having a fluorescent seen on the end of the tube, he 
had tried to put sonic wires there, so that, when the cathode 
stream passed over the wire, that wire acted as an anode and 
received a stimulus. 
When seeking methods for exaggerating harmonics, i.e., 

methods of distorting a sine wave, he had made experiments 
with neon tubes. It is known that the current starts suddenly 
at about 140 volts, and the curve rushes up suddenly. If the 
voltage is increased further, the current increases steadily again. 
When the voltage is reduced, however, it comes down to 130 
volts before the sudden drop occurs. 

A Demonstration. 
Quite a number of experimenters have used neon tubes to 

produce harmonics which will receive signals by the heterodyne 
method. In a circuit which is well known, when the battery 
is switched on the current flows through a resistance and 
charges a condenser. The current flows in slowly at first, but 
when it attains 140 volts the lamp flashes, the condenser is 
discharged, and then commences to charge again. It can be 
made to charge and discharge 50,000 times per second, and 
harmonics can be produced in that way. In his apparatus Dr. 
Eccles has arranged electro-magnets and a fork so that the neon 
tube current can act upon it. When the fork moves in such a 
direction as to induce another two volts the lamp flashes. When 
the fork goes in the opposite direction it ieduces the voltage 
and the lamp is extinguished. 
The apparatus, which had been made up for the lecturer by 

hr. Leyston, was demonstrated. The battery used puts about 
138 volts on to the tube, but, in order to obtain fine adjustment, 
he has also put in series a potentiometer with 6 volts across it. 
The potentiometer enables him to vary the applied electro-
motive force. As soon as the fork vibrates, and the vibration 
is maintained by the pulsating currents, one can be sure that 
the period of the flashes will remain constant. That is the 
whole point of introducing the fork. Without it, the frequency 
varies from moment to moment. Even the warmth from one's 
hand warms the tube and alters the vacuum, so altering the 
frequency, whereas if a fork is used and sustained in vibration 
it coerces the tube over a very. wide range and keeps it going. 
Asked if the Rugby station has yet used speech transmis-

sion, Dr. Eccles replied in the affirmative. There is a telegraph 
plant, he said, capable of giving 540-kW. to the aerial. using 
8 masts; a telephonic plant capable of giving about 300-kW. 
to a 4-mast aerial; and there is short-wave plant. The set 
of which he had been speaking was the telegraph set. The 
telephony set was started up for speech operation at 3 a.m. on 
Sunday, February 7th, and, after preliminary tests, speech was 
commenced with New York at 4 or 5 o'clock, being transmitted 
continuously both ways until 7.30 p.m. It could go on all night, 
however, and since then it has been working many mornings 
fmm 2 until 7 o'clock. 
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An 
Economical Receiver 

of 
Simple Construction. 

E 

The single-valve reflex set with crystal 
rectification has always been popular with 
experimenters requiring maximum results 
for a minimum outlay. 
Our contributor in giving his experiences 
with this type of circuit describes many 
improvements which have been incorp9raled 
in the design here presented. 

By F. GORDON COOK. 

XPEMMENTS with various types of 
circuits have gf file to show that an efficiently con-
structed reflex, f fr .• dual ampliticati,m," receiver, 

utilising a crystal tor rectifying, gives better range and 
.power than any in which the valve performs solely as a 
detector. 
With the reflex type of circuit the. valve is made ta act 

both as a high-frequency and a low-frequency amplifier. 
and if this can be done successfully the results, for a 
one-valve set, are most gratifying. The trouble with 
reflex circuits of this type has been in the use of reaction. 
In the usual form of reflex receiver, where reaction is 
carried out in the plate circuit of the Valve. the slightest 
attempt at proper regeneration either tends to make the 
valve detect, which upsets the whole arrangement of 
double-amplifying. Or a low-frequency Iftw, peculiar to 
this type of circuit, is set up, both con' itionS making tor 
a serious loss of efficiency. The circuit shown in Fig. I 
will be found to obviate these troubles in a marke•I 
degree. 

Novel H.F. Transformer Design. 

Here, high-frequency amplification is olftained by 
means of a transformer of special design. This is 

+ 1.—Circuit diagram of the receiser 

extremely simple aml cheap to 1,...nstruct, and the process 
is as till f Ars :—Obtain an ordinary réel insulator—these 
can he purchased at any radio dealer's for one penny--
and ill the centre ridge wind zoo turns of fine D.S.C. 
wire, making your winding in clockwise direction, and 
taking care to note which ends of the wire are the begin-
ning and the end of the winding. Having done this, 
bind a single turn of empire tape over the layer. and 
then proceed to wind another layer of zoo turns in the 
same manner. Bind a turn of empire tape over this 
second winding, and then wind a third laver of zoo 

343i iM.• lns 

 ellier—••••18/¡"6-113/1.6---t 

34, 
yal— wf 

............... 

y.; 

2.—Details of the H.F. transformer and sub—panel. 

turns, joining the commencement of this winding to the 
finishing wire of your yirst %%inning. The whole may 
then be bound round with more empire tape, so that a 
neat finish is gien to the transformer. The end of the 
wire which finishes the third winding will le IP, and 
the commencement of the first winding will be 0P, whilst 
the centre winding will form the secondary, the end of 
the wire with which you commenced winding being- OS 
and the finishing end representing I. There is no special 
method in winding the wire. and the onlv care necessary 
is to see that the of Cu. windings do not get mixed 
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Valve-Crystal Reflex Set.— 
up, otherwise the transformer will not 
- work. This transformer appears in the cir-
cuit diagram with the three windings clearly 
marked. A is the. first winding on the reel, 
B the middle, and C the outer, and the 
connections are shown. 
The signals to be received, having passed 

through a stage of high-frequency amplifi-
cation, are detected by the crystal, and then 
fed back to the grid of the valve through 
an iron core transformer of usual design 
and ratio. So far, the circuit follcws ordi-
nary practice, but the main point of differ-
ence lies in the disposition of the reaction 
coil, which, instead of being in the anode 
circuit, is in the transformer secondary cir-
cuit, prior to the detector. For iroádcast 
•wavelengths this coil may be a No. 50, and, 
to give further selectivity and ease of con-
trol, may be tuned with a 0.0003 mfd. vari-
able condenser, in parallel. The reaction 
coil is coupled to the A.T.I. in th.c usual manner, and it 
is best to use a two-way coil -holder giving critical adjust-
ment, at the same time making sure that the coil is pro-
perly connected. Should no reaction take place the coil 
leads should be reversed. 

Crystal. Detectors for Reflex Sets. 

This method of retroactive coupling in á reflex circuit 
will be found a distinct advartage over the usual 
anode reaction; the degree of amplification is consider-
able, while the receiver does not so readily tend to break 
into self-oscillation. 

TELEPHONES 

134' 
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Fig. 3.—Drilling details of the receiver panel. Sizes of holes are as follow: A 51321n. 
C, 3,ióin. dia.; D, 3181n. dia.: E, 7/16m. dia. dia.; B, 3:16in. dia.; 

A must important point in the construction of the actual 
receiver is the choice of a crystal detector. The automatic 
catwhisker type of detector, of which there are several 
now on the market, may be used with confidence, but any 
instrument calling for continuous adjustment of the cat-
whisker .should be studiously avoided. A carborundum-
steel combination has much to recommend it, from the 
point of view of stability and permanence of adjust-
ment, and this, of course, necessitates the use of a small 
battery and a potentiometer. Excellent all-round results 
have, however, been obtained with a perikon type of 
detector using a combination of zincite and tellurium. 

There is another crystal on the market, though little 
known, called " Ghane '", and this, in conjunction 
with tellurium, gives results which cannot lie sur-
passed. The crystals should be gently, but firmly, 
brought into contact, and, when once set, may be 
left untouched for a long period. The certain harsh-

ness of tone associated with a cat-
whisker or carborundum detector is en-
tirely non-existent in the perikon type, 
which has a full,•rich tonal quality. A 
good quality L. F. transformer should be 
used, and the fixed condenser shunting 
the secondary winding should also be of 
reputable make. The value of this con-
denser is not critical, 0.0005 mfd. 
haying been found very suitable. 

It will be noted that in this receiver 
the lead from the plate to IP of the 
H. F. transformer has been broken, these 
points being taken to two extra ter-
minals, marked " load coil " provided 
on the panel. These are shorted by a 
metal strip when the receiver is being 
used on the lower broadcast wavelengths, 
but are made the connections for a pri-
mary loading coil when tuning up to 

REACTION 
COIL 

imarret 

AERIAL 
CO_ ilL 

AERIAL 

€11"' 
EARTH 

Fig. 4.—Wiring diagram. 
O.P. and I.P., are Joined 
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The leads from the H.F. transformer, marked 0.S., IS., 
to the four terminals in the top right-hand corner of 

the diagram. 
'Obtainable from Messrs. A. Hinderlich, 

1, Lechmere Road, London, N.W.2. 
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COMPONENTS AND MATERIALS REQUIRED. 

I Ebonite panel, 12in. 7h. ¡in. 
1 Ebonite panel, 6in. >: Ch. x tin. 
1 0.0005 mfd. variable condenser (prefeably square law, 

with vernier). 
1 0.0005 mfd. fixed condenser (McMichael plug-in type). 
1 Crystal detector (Elwell). 
1 2-way coil holder (Lotus). 

Approximat,_, 

L.F. transformer. 
1 Filament resistance (3licrostal or Liàsenstall. 
1 Valve holder; 211n. 2 B.A. screwed rod, nuts and washers; 

18 terminals; ebonite or wood distance pieces, 2in.:-: !in. 
¡in.; 1 china reel insulator: quantity No. 30 enamelled 
or D.C.C. wire; connecting-up wire; screws, etc., for 
mounting components. 

Lis. 6(1., including pGlislted cabinc.t. 

the higher band. This coil can be of the basket type. 
consisting of so turns, clamped to the reacti, ,n coil with 
its winding in the same direction. When both are basket 
coils thee may be mounted together on an ordinary 
basket coil holder, the whole forming a loading H. 1'. 
transformer for ayavelength: of 1,000 metres and over. 
Again, the secondary terminal: may " loaded " and 
the reaction coil cunnected direct t(7.; the 
primary circuit, this method being quite 
effective on the 1,41ger waves. 

Details of Construction. 

The construction of the receiver is 
quite a straightforward job if the (I(--
sign given here is followed. In addi-
tion to the main panel, a sui '-panel 
used, which in the first place is made 
up as a separate unit and, %len 
mounted. is wired up with 
the rest of the components. 
The H. F. transformer is 
fixed to the middle of the 
sub-panel by means of a 
length of No. 2 B.A. 
screwed rod passing through 
the centre hole of the reel. 
as shown in Figs. 2 and 4. 
The sub-panel ab:o carries 
the by-pass condenser, and on the end 
H. F. terminals are four other terminals which are wired 
up in the circuit as for the J.. F. transformer, and are 
marked IP, OP, and IS. OS respectively. In this 
manner, a complexity of wiring is avoided and assembly 
is 'simplified. The J.. F. transformer itself. mounted on 
the main panel. is connected to the corresponding ter-
minals on the sul)-panel. 
The details for constructing and wiring the sub-panel 

unit are given in Figs. 2 and 4. The plug-in condenser 
may, of course, be substituted by a condenser of standard 
design, but the former is to be preferred, both on account 
of its adaptability and because it may readily be changed 
if the constructor, in experimenting. desires to use a 
condenser of higher capacity. 

Having finished the sub-panel unit, it may be set aside 
and the main panel prepared. The dimensions given ill 
Fig. 3 are those of the original receiver shown in the 
photograph, and the constructor need not deviate fd.m 
them, unless he desire: to use a larger crystal detect,-.r 
than the one shown, or a bulkier transformer : in which 
case the size of the panel will 14: slightly increased acc.-4-d-
ingly. The measurements given, however. are sufficient 
to accommodate the aaerage transformer : regar, 1: 
the detector, the instrument shown has been t.:ue ,1 t cry 

()1osit(' to the 

suitable for the circuit, and has the additional advantage 
of being supplied complete with zincite and tellurium 
crystals conveniently mounted. 

Having mounted the components 171n the main panel. 
the wiring may be proceeded w ith. _1 and It 21 are 
two dista‘nce pieces of el.c.nite or wood, whiell are placed 
parallel betneen the transformer reel and the main panel, 

‘ievi of the underside 
of the panel, showing 
method of mounting components. 

so that by tightening the nuts on the (-entre rod the whole 
may be clamped up with sufficient rigidity for the purpose. 
With the sub-panel in 1-.sition the wiring may be cum-

pleted in accordance with the practical wiring diagram 

(Fig. 
To obtain best results the constructor need hardly be 

reminded that onlv components of indubitable quality 
should be used. the coil holder should be of a type 
capable of giving fine adjustment, as also the filan;ent 
rheostat and the variable c'ondenser. A fixed condenser 
of 0.002 lad, may tee shunted across the telephones, 
although this is not absolutely necessary. A loud-speaker 
may be worked comf:-,rtably on the local station, while foi-
listant reception it is as well to bear in mind that a 
little " tuning " with the filament resistance may enable 
a qlistant and elusive station tia be more easily logged. 
The feature of this receiver is the absence- of low-fre-

quency buzzing. and the consequent ease with which re-
action may be useil. A set built on the lines suggested 
here can be experimented with considerably. and, care-
fully handled. vill he found to give excellent results for 
a " une-l" 'tile " receiver. 
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5.—Capacity and Resonance in A.C. Circuits. 

By S. O. PEARSON, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E. 

CAPACITV, as the name implies, is the extent to 
which a condenser is capable of holding a charge 
or quantity of electricity when a given potential 

difference or voltage exists between the two sets of plates. 
It is unnecessary to describe here the construction of a 
condenser; suffice it to say that the quantity of electricity 
held by a condenser is directly proportional to the voltage 
between the plates and to the capacity. A condenser 
has a capacity of one farad if the potential difference 
between the two sets of plates is raised by one volt when 
a current of one ampere flows into it for one second; 
or, more briefly, the capacity is one farad if the con-
denser holds a charge of one coulomb of electricity when 
the potential difference is one volt. Thus; if the charge 
is Q coulombs when the potential difference between the 
plates is E volts, the capacity will be 

0 
C. ''' E  farads. 

This is an extremely large unit, and no single condenser 
exists the capacity of which is even 
one-hundredth part of a farad. For 
practical purposes the capacity of a 
condenser is expressed in micro farads 
(millionths of a farad), usually de-
noted by mfd. or /IF, but the farad 
must be used for purposes of calcula-
tion. Even the microfarad is a large 
unit for wireless purposes, tuning con-
densers not, as a rule, exceeding 
0.0015 mfd., and for very small 
values of capacity, such as that 
between the electrodes of a valve, the capacity is usually 
expressed in micromicrofarads (millionths of a micro-
farad), denoted by mmfd. or pg. 
When a current is flowing into a condenser the charge 

accumulates at a rate proportional to the current, and in 
terms of the practical units we may write 

, current i=rate of change of charge 
=C x (rate of change of voltage), 

because Q = C x E. 
Note that this relationship is akin to e=Lx (rate of 

change of current) as found previously in connection with 
inductance. 

Conditions Existing in Charged Condensers. 

When a condenser is in the uncharged state, i.e., when 
there is no potential difference between the plates, it 
is 'assumed that both sets of plates carry an equal num-
ber of electrons or elements of negative electricity. As 
the condenser is being charged some of these electrons 
pass round the external circuit from the plate which is 
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acquiring a positive potential to the plate which is becom-
ing relatively negative, the electrons themselves consti-
tuting the negative charge, and deficiency of electrons con-
stituting the positive charge. The passage of these elec-
trons round the external circuit represents a current in 
that circuit, the magnitude of the current in amperes being 
equal to the product of the capacity in farads and the 
rate of change of potential difference in volts per second 
as explained above. 

Capacity in an A.C. Circuit. 

When an alternating potential difference is applied to 
the terminals of the condenser it becomes charged alter-
natelv in each direction as the voltage reverses, and so 
the electrons will be surging backwards and forwards 
round the external circuit from one plate to the other, 
and will therefore constitute an alternating current in 
that circuit, the frequency being the same as that of the 
voltage. It must be noted that no electrons pass from 
one set of plates to the other through the insulating 

E material or dielectric separating the 
plates—that is to say, no current 
actually passes through a condenser 
of perfect insulation, although this is 
appareiètly the case. 

Suppose that a condenser of capa-
---,- city C farads is suddenly connected 

to a source of alternating pressure, 
obeying a sine law, at an instant when 
the voltage is passing through one of 
its zero values and increasing towards 
a positive maximum value. A cur-

rent proportional to the rate of change of voltage will 
immediately commence to flow into the condenser, and, 
as we have already seen that the rate of change of a 
sine wave is another sine shaped curve displaced by a 
quarter of a cycle, it follows that the current taken by 
the condenser also obeys a sine law. Now, as the cur-
rent is equal to the product of capacity and rate of change 
of voltage, the current will have a positive value when 
the voltage is increasing in a positive direction. This 
means that the current will pass through its maximum 
positive value some time before the voltage reaches its 
maximum positive value so that the condenser takes a 
current which leads the voltage in phase. Since the 
voltage is changing at its greatest rate at those instants 
when it is passing through its zero values the current 
will have a maximum value when the voltage is zero. We 
see then that the condenser current is another sine shaped 
wave leading the applied voltage by 90°. Note that this 
is just the reverse effect as compared with a pure induct-
ance, where the current lags by 9o°. The phase relation 

 0 

Fig. 1.—Vector diagram, showing phase 
relation between applied e.m 1. and cur— 
rent for a condenser. The current leads 

the voltage by 90°. 
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between the current taken by a condenser and the applied 
voltage is shown by the vector diagram of Fig. r, where. 
OE represents the R.M.S. value of f the applied voltage 
and 01 is the R.M.S. value of the resulting condenser 
current leading the voltage by go°. 
The next important step is to find the relationship 

between the magnitudes of the voltage and the current. 
Just as in the case of the current wave considered in the 
last section in connection with a pure inductance we see 
that the maximum rate of change of voltage across the 
condenser will be 2rf x E. volts per 
second, where E. is the maximum 
value reached by the voltage in either 
direction. Therefore the maximum 
value of the condenser current will be 
1.=C x (max. rate of change of 

voltage) 
= 2r/C x E. volts. 

The R.M.S. value of the current is 
0.707 times the maximum value, and E   

is therefore given by 
I = 2r fC x E amps., where E 

0.707 E. 
is the R.M.S. value of the applied 
voltage. The ratio of voltage to current 

E 
2r/C 

is the reactance of the condenser at the frequency f, being 
measured in ohms and usually called capacity reactance 
or condensive reactance to distinguish it from inductive 
reactance as discussed last week. Now since a condenser 
takes a current which leads the voltage by go°, its effects 
in an alternating current circuit are exactly opposite to 
those of inductance, and its reactance must therefore be 
considered as negative with respect to inductive reactance; 
so that 

0-eivvvvvv-7-re6-60 L 

• condensive reactance Xc= — - ohms. 
2r•( • 

It should be particularly noted that the reactance is in-
versely proportional to the frequency, and therefore the 
higher the value of the fre-
quency or the shorter the 
wavelength, the lower is the 
reactance and the more 
current will be permitted tc, 
flow " through " the con-
denser. 

Inductance and Capacity 
In the Same Circuit. 

We come now to consider 
the combined effects of re-
sistance, inductance, and 
capacity in an alternating 
current circuit, and the series 
circuit will be discussed 
first. Suppose that an 
alternating potential differ-
ence of E volts (R.M.S. 
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value) of frequency • f cycles per second is applied to the 
ends of the circuit of Fig. 2 (a), where -R is in ohms, L 
is in henries, and C is in farads. Then the R.M.S. 
value of the current taken will be equal to the voltage 

E 
divided by the impedance, i.e., I = -- amps, where Z 

is the impedance of the circuit in ohms.. Now we have 
seen that impedance= %/(resistance)2 +(reactance)2, the 
reactance in this case being that due to the combined 
effects: of the inductance and the capacity. The induc-

tive reactance is X/=- 2rtI. ohms and 
the condensive reactance is — Xc= 

Ee 

rig. 2.—Circuit (a) with resistance, in-
ductance and capacity in series; and (b) 
vector diagram for this circuit when 

tuned to resonance. 

ohms, the latter being nega-

tive because, as explained above, its 
effects are opposite to those of the 
former. Thus the resultant reactance 
is X =(X.1-- Xc) ohms, and the cur-
rent is therefore 

E  
1 - 

s/ R2 + (2=j1.— 2r it .)2 amperes. 
•  

This is the fundamental equation for a circuit in which 
all three of the constants are present in series.. 

Resonance In a Series Circuit. 

From the last equation it is clear that the condensive 
reactance anti the inductive reactance partially neutralise 
each other if they are unequal, and one completely 
neutralises the other if they are equal, viz., when Xe= XI, 
the resultant reactance in the circuit is zero, and the 
current is then given by 

E  E 
= vw2+0—R amperes. 
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FREQUENCY - CYCLES PER SECOND 
Fig. 3.—Curve showing relation between impedance and fre-

quency when the resistance of the circuit is 500 ohms. 

This is obviously the greatest 
value which the current can 
have for a given applied 
E.M.F., because no matter 
whether the resultant re-
actance is positive or nega-
tive, this quantity is always 
positive when squared, and 
therefore the impedance can 
never be less than R ohms. 
When the condensive re-
actance and the inductive 
reactance are equal the 
potential difference Ec 
across C is exactly equal to 
the • potential difference El 
across 1,, but as the former 
lags behind the current by 
go° and the latter leads the 
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current by go°, these two voltages balance out, as 
shown by the simple vector diagram of Fig. z (b). There-
fore the voltage Er across the resieance portion is equal 
to the applied voltage E when Xi= X c, and further, the 
applied voltage and current arc ex.a.-tiy in phase. Under 
these conditions the circuit is said to be tuned to com-
plete resonance or to be tuned to the frequency f. In 
tuning a wireless circuit to a given wavelength or fre-
quency what we are really doing is to adjust, say, the 
condensive reactance Xe so that it is equal to, and com-
pletely neutralises, the inductive reactance X/. For 
complete resonance then 

• 2zfL = 271C 
(2t)=ïLC 

Or f= zr v' LC cYcles per second. 

This is called the resonant frequency of the circuit 
and is that frequency for which the current is a 
maximum for a given applied voltage, or for which 
the impedance of the circuit has a minimum value equal 
to R ohms. 
A numerical example will make this clear. Suppose 

that an alternating voltage of constant R.M.S. value is 
applied to the ends of a circuit such as that of Fig. z (a) 
and that the frequency is gradually varied from zero to 
a value of 2 X 105, i.e., 200,000 cycles per second. Let 
the inductance be 0.005065 henry or 5,065 microhenries, 
the capacity 0.0005 microfarad, and the resistance 500 
ohms. This resistance is really too high for a practical 
wireless circuit, but it is chosen in order that the effect 
of resistance at the point of resonance may be clearly 
shown. At zero frequèncy .(equivalent to a D.C. voltage) 
the reactance of the condenser is infinitely great and no 
current can flow. As the frequency is increased the 
condensive reactance Xe decreases, being proportional to 
x/f, and the it-eductive reactance X/ increases, being 
directly proportional to f. 
The values of Xe and X/ have been worked out for a 

number of values of the frequency, and also the values 

WINDING DIMIC COILS. The air-spaced winding of the Dimic 
coils is obtained by feeding the wire over a threaded spindle, 

geared to the mandril which carries the former. 
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of the resultant reactance X and the impedance Z. 
These are given in ohms in the following table :-

Frequency 
f. 

o 
10,000 
20,000 
40,000 
60,000 
80.000 
100,000 
120,000 
150,000 
175,000 
200,000 

X/ 2 rcfL. Xc= 1/21fC.X.=--(X1-Xr),Z= ‘122+ X2 

o 
318 
636 

1,272 
1,908 
2,544 
3,182 
3,816 
4,770 
5,565 
6,360 

oo 
31,820 
15,910 
7,960 
5,310 
3,980 
3,182 
2,657 
2,123 
1,820 
1,591 

-31,500 
-15,270 
- 6,690 
- 3,400 
- 1,436 

o 
1,160 
2,637 
3,745 
4,770 

ct 
31,510 
15,280 
6,720 
3,438 
1,520 
500 

1,260 
2,685 
3,780 
4,800 

It, ealett sting the impedance here it is assumed that the 
resistance is constant at all frequencies. 

It will be seen from the table that as the frequency 
is increased the value of X/ increases and Xe decreases, 
and that when the frequency is too,000 cycles per second 
(corresponding to a wavelength of 3,000 metres), X/ and 
Xe are each equal to 3,182 ohms, so that the resultant 
reactance X is zero at this frequency and the impedance 
Z is therefore equal to the resistance, 500 ohms, this 
being the minimum value reached by the impedance. 
Plotting the impedances given in the last column of the 
table as a graph against the corresponding values of 
frequency in the first column we obtain the V-shaped 
impedance curve shown in Fig. 3. It is clear from the 
table and the curve that no matter whether the resultant 
reactance X is positive or negative the impedance is 
always positive, and in this case it reaches a minimum 
value equal to 500 ohms at the resonant frequency where 
the effects of the inductance are exactly balanced out by 
the equal arid opposite effects of the capacity. If there 
were no resistance present the impedance would be exactly 
equal to the resultant reactance X at all frequencies, being 
positive at all frequencies, even when X is negative, and 
the V-shaped impedance curve would then come to a sharp 
point touching the zero axis instead of being rounded off 
at a height R above the axis as shown. 

0000 

In the next instalment a number of impedance curves 
will be given for various values of circuit resistance to 
show how very important the effect of resiStance is in a 
circuit which is tuned to complete resonance. 

HIDDEN ADVERTISEMENTS COMPETITION. 
The following are the correct solutions for " The Wireless World" 
Hidden Advertisements Competition for Feb. 10th issue, 1926. 

Clue No. Name of A‘Iverlicer 
1 General Electric. Co., Ltd. .. 
2 Massey Motor Co., Ltd. .. 
3 Habadav's Ltd... 
4 Tunomt:ter Works 
5 Eagle Engineering Co., Ltd. .. 
6 Ward & Goldstone, Ltd. .. 

The prizewinners are as follow: 
John Cormack, Edinburgh .. 
Edward Awcock, Southampton 
E. C. Rogers, Lowestoft .. 

Ten shillings each to the following: 
Michael A. Kelly, Kilrush, Co. Clare. 

' Mrs. E. G. Neal, North Harrow. 

Page 
.. 18 
.. 28 
.. 22 
.. 9 
.. 25 

F. G. Jones, Croydon. 
J. Tastenoy, Brussels. 

.î 
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A Section Devoted to the Practical Assistance of the Beginner. 
CONSTRUCTING AN H.F. CHOKE. 
A high-frequency choke, to be 

effective over a wide range of wave-
lengths, must have a very large in-
ductance combined with the lowest 
possible self-capacity. It is also an 
advantage, as a rule, if the coil is of 
small dimensions, in order to reduce 
its external magnetic field. For this 
reason, very fine double-silk-covered 
wire should be used, if a convenient 
method of construction is to le 
aciciptci. 

Fig. 1.—Sectional sketch of a bobbin 
former for an H.F choke coil. 

Such a choke coil may be wound 
On a bobbin former as shown in Fig. 
t. Two discs of ebonite, hin. thick 
and zin. in diameter, spaced by a 
third disc kin. thick and gin. in 
diameter, are held together by a screw 
and nut passing through a clearance 
hole drilled through their centres, the 
commencing end of the winding being 
soldered to a tag held under a second 
nut. A terminal for the other ex-
tremity of the coil is provided by drill-
ing another clearance hole as near as 
possible to the edge of one of the 
cheeks, countersinking it deeply on 
the inside, and securing another 
soldering tag by means of nuts. The 
screw head should be covered with 
wax or similar insulating material, 
which filling is smoothed off level with 
the surface of the ebonite. 
The centre screw should project 

sufficiently to allow it to he held in 
the chuck of a lathe or geared drill, 

wt®11®0@ 
wonte 

and No. 45 or 47 D.S.L. copper wire 
is wound on until the slot is nearly 
full. The ends of the wire are con-
nected to the soldering tags already 
mentioned. Too much tension should 
not be applied when winding, as there 
is considerable risk of breaking this 
extremely fine wire. The winding 
may be carried out without the use 
of a lathe or drill, but will be found 
rather a tedious process, even if a 
handle is mounted on the centre screw. 
No provision has been made for 

mounting the choke, as due to its 
small size and light weight it may be 
adequately supported by its connect-
ing wires: if desired, however, a 
simple fixing may easily be devised. 

In certain circumstances, where a 
still higher inductance than that pro-
vided by this choke is required, it will 
be found desirable to connect two such 
coils in series; if they are mounted 
side by side, and on a common axis, 
the 'windings should be in the same 
direction, and the end of the winding 
should be connected to the beginning 
of the next, the external circuit being 
joined to the beginning of the first 
coil and the end 14 the second. 

00 
APPLICATIONS OF THE H.F. CHOKE. 

Probably the commonest use of the 
H.F choke is in receivers of the 
" Reinartz " or " Weagant " type. 
using capacity reaction, where it is 
connected in the anode circuit of the 
detector valve, and serves to deflect a 
part of the H.F. current through the 
reaction condenser and coil. The 
exact proportion (and therefore the 
degree of reaction) is. of course, de-
termined by the setting of the con-
denser : when this is low, a very high 
impedance is offered, and only a very 
small percentage of the total oscillat-
ing anode ctirrent is fed hack to the 
grid circuit. 

The H.F. choke also has a strictly 
limited application as an anode. im-
pedance for coupling together high-
frequency amplifying valves, but, un-
fortunately, will have only a low 
efficiency on the shorter wavelengths, 
even if the most elaborate precautions 
are taken to ensure a high value of 
inductance with low self-capacity. In 
spite of this, its simplicity may make 
it worthy of adoption under certain 
circumstances. Any capacity across 
the coil may be considered as a par-
tial short-circuit, and must obviously 
be reduced to as low a value as po-
sible. 

Another and perhaps rather ne-
glected application of the choke is for 
separating the high and low-fre-
quency currents in a reflex or dual-
amplification receiver. At the same 

H.F C 
• 

CD, 
CD• 

o 

2.—The use of H.F. chokes in a 
valve-crystal reflex receiver. 

time, it should be borne in mind that 
there is little point in inserting a large 
impedance in an H.F. circuit unless 
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we provide an alternative path of 
lower effective resistance for the 
currents we wish to deflect; this can 
generally be done by connecting fixed 
condensers in an appropriate manner. 

Referring to Fig. 2, which repre-
sents a more or less conventional type 
of single-valve reflex receiver, with 
crystal detector, it will be seen that 
the choke in the grid circuit is con-
nected in such a manner that high-
frequency currents are made to flow 
entirely through the by-pass con-
denser, and are kept out of the 
secondary winding of the L.F. trans-
former. In a similar manner, such 
anode currents as may escape rectifica-
tion by the crystal are deflected by 
the action of the choke through the 
condenser provided for this purpose, 
and do not reach the transformer 
primary. In reflex circuits, where a 
valve detector is used, the properties 
of the H.F. choke may often be 
turned to good account. 
H.F. amplifiers operating on the 

so-called " tuned grid " principle. 
of which a good example is the 
" Four-valve Quality Receiver" de-
cribed in The Wireless World dated 
September 16th, 1925, also call for 
an efficient type of choke. 

00J0 

ELIMINATING INTERFERENCE FROM 
POWER CIRCUITS. 

Induction effects from near-by 
electrical apparatus or circuits give 
rise, at the best, to a noisy back-

• Wend 
ground which is apt to be annoying, 
and, in particularly bad cases, may 
render impossible the reception of 
even a local station. A few hints as 
to simple methods which often effect 
at least a partial cure may be of 
interest to those who are troubled in 
this respect. 

In the great number of cases the 
addition of a loose coupled aerial cir-
cuit will greatly improve matters, 
and should be the first alternative to 
be tried, remembering that, if the set 
has a stage of tuned H.F. amplifica-
tion, some form of stabilising will 
probably be necessary. 
A direct " earth " to a large metal 

plate buried.as deeply as possible in 
the ground, in place of the more 
usual connection to a water pipe, is 
also well worth while trying, as is 
the use of a • counterpoise. This 
latter is very likely to assist materi-
ally in reducing induction noises, but 
it is realised that many will be un-
able to allot sufficient space for this 
sometimes rather inconvenient 
arrangement. It is also recommended 
that the effect of changing from grid 
to anode or crystal rectification 
should be tried. 
When a coupled. aerial circuit is 

used, there will normally be no direct 
connection between the batteries and 
earth. A lead should be joined be-
tween the negative L. T. and earth 
terminals, noting carefully if results 
are improved by this connection. 
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LOUD-SPEAKER FILTER CIRCUITS. 
Many readers have fitted a large 

power valve, passing a very high 
anode current, in the last stage -of 
their L.F. amplifiers, hoping that dis-
tinctly better quality reproduction of 
loud signals will result. In some 
cases failure to obtain the hoped-for 
improvement is possibly due to mag-
netic saturation of the loud-speaker 
itself. It will be fairly obvious that 
if the value of steady anode current 
flowing is sufficient to bring about a 
condition of even partial saturation, 
the variations due to the magnified 
signal voltages will not have the pro-
portional magnetising effect required 
for good reproduction. It will be 
realised that many loud-speakers were 
designed before the use of valves hav-
ing really low impedances were en-
visaged. Alterations to the instru-
ment itself are sometimes possible, 
but such work is rather beyond the 
amateur, and a better course is to use 
either a transformer, or preferably a 
so-called filter circuit, consisting of a 
choke and large-capacity condenser, 
arranged so that only the pulsating 
signal currents are passed through the 
loud-speaker windings. and the 
D.C. is fed to the anode through the 
choke. It is, of course, a compara-
tively easy matter to design the core 
and windings of the latter so that 
saturation is not reached with any 
value of anode current likely to flow 
through its windings. 

DISSECTED DIAGRAMS. 
No. I9.—A Flewelling Receiver. 

For the benefit of those who find difficulty in reading circuit diagrams we are giving weekly a series of 
sketches, showing how the complete circuits of typical receivers are built up step by step. The sensitive 
receiver shown below has been favoured by some experimenters, but, due to difficulties in operation, can 

only be recommended in exceptional cases. 

4 

1 

_ 

- 

ii I- 17 
.... 

II H.T. 
- 

3 

A tuned aerial-earth circuit, 
connected in the usual manner 
between grid and filament of 
a valve with normal connec-
tions of the low-tension cir-

cuit. 
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A leaky grid condenser is 
added, while a bank of largo 
condensers, shunted by a 
variable high resistance, is 
inserted in the grid return 

lead 

The plate circuit is completed 
through a reaction coil (varia-
bly coupled to the grid coil), 
telephones, and the high-

tension battery. 

A '• feed-back " connection is 
made by joining the low 
potential end of the reaction 
coil to the grid circuit, 
through the condenser bank 
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COMPLICA!IONS OF CRYSTAL 
RECEPTION. 

Practical Methods of Reducing Crystal Loading. 
By W. H. F. GRIFFITHS. 

(Continued from page 250 of previous issue.) 

s
IN(..¡E the rectified telephone current obtained by the 
use of sensitive galena is greater than that obtained 
from Perikon, even though the potential producing 

that current is much less clue to its heavy loading, it is 
obvious that it may be economical to shunt the detector 
circuit across only a portion of the aerial inductance I. 
in order to reduce its loading effect, and so, to some 
extent, obviate the tremendous reduction of resonant 

potential across the latter. 
By this means the increase in 
reactive voltage across the 
total inductance (as an indi-
cation of the aerial current 
flowing through 
L at resonance) 
may more than 
compensate for 
the loss of poten-
tial applied to 
the detector cir-
cuit by not shunt-
ing the latter 

across the whole of the available inductance. 
This applies, of course, more particularly to 
crystals of low resistance, to galena rather 
than to Perikon, as the curves of Figs. 14 and 
15 will show. These figures refer to the cir-
cuit of Fig. 13, in which the crystal detector 
circuit is tapped across a portion L, of the 
total inductance L. In Figs. 14 and 15 the 
resonant reactive volts across the whole of the 
inductance L and the rectified telephone cur-
rent are plotted against the inductance of the 

Fig. 13.—Circuit for reduction 
of the loading effect of a crystal. 
(Used in obtaining the curves 

of Figs. 14 and 15.) 
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portion I.., across which the crystal is tapped. . Fig. 14 
was obtained with Perikon and Fig. 13 with galena. 
The total value of L was 130 microhenries in each case, 
and it will be seen that in the case of the Perikon detec-
tor, although the volts gradually decreased as L, was• 
made more nearly equal to L, the rectified telephone 
current was still increasing, even when L1= L. The 
curves for galena, however, show a sharp increase of recti-
fied current when the value of L, is increased from o to 
30 microhenries, and after this becomes very flat, and 
actually falls after reaching an ill-defined maximutp value 
at 6o to 7o microhenries. The flatness of this curve, of 
course, agrees with the rapid falling off of voltage V. 
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which is an indication of the enormous load-
ing introduced as L, is made larger. 

Since the rectified telephone current for 
galena shows very little increase for values of 

24 L, greater than, say, 30 microhenries, it is 

20 clear that by reducing L, to this value a much 
sharper resonance curve will be obtained with-

16 out appreciably sacrificing the signal strength. 

Crystal Damping with Parallel Tuning. 
12 

The effect of reducing crystal loading by 
8 tapping L is shown to a much greater extent 

with an aerial of the dimensions in use for 
4 these experiments when receiving the trans-

mission from the higher power broadcasting 
station " 5XX " on a wavelength of 1,600 
metres. 

For reception from this station (75 miles 
distant) the circuit of Fig. 16 was used. " C " 

A 45 
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Complications of Crystal Reception.— 

being a variable condenser having a maximum capacity of 
0.0003 mfd. and L being a multi-layered air-spaced in-
ductance of about 2,000 microhenries total value, and 
• having a low effective resistance. Fig. 17 shows, plotted 
against values of L„ the values of resonant voltage and 
rectified telephone current obtained with this circuit using 
galena crystal. It will be seen that there is a distinct 
optimum value for L1 at about 230 microhenries (or about 
12 per cent. only of the total value of L), and at this 
point a very steep drop in resonant volts occurs. The 

voltage and current reduc-
tions are very great when L, 
is made equal to L, due to 
the fact that in this case the 

r-- value of _i0L Was 350 per 
j. 0 cent, higher than in the pre-

vious case of reception on the 
lower wavelength, and it is 

(O/L)2 
the ratio of   , it will be 

Fig. lb.—Circuit from a hich 
the curves of Figs. 17, 18 and 

19 were obtained. 

remembered, that governs the 
damping, or, rather, the 
effective resistance augmenta-
tion of the aerial circuit. 

From the shape of the curve of rectified current in 
Fig. 17, it is natural to expect a very flat resonance 
curve with L, adjusted to, say, 2,000 microhenries, but 
a comparatively sharp resonance curve when L,= 200 
microhenries, because at this latter point, although the 
current is high, the voltage across L is scarcely reduced 
from its no-load value. Because of the excellent shape 
of the curves of Fig. 17, resonance curves of rectified 
current were plotted against degree scale readings of the 
parallel variable condenser C for the virious values of 
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Fig. 17 —Curves with various crystal tapping points—Galena. 

corresponding to the points A, B, C. D, and E on the 
rectified current curve. The extremely interesting set of 
resonance curves of Fig. 18 were the result. 

Extent of Damping produced by Galena. 

The gradual, increase in amplitude at resonance and 
sharpening of tuning as the value of L, is reduced is a 
beautiful illustration of the additional damping intro-
duced by galena when the latter is shunted across an 
oscillatory circuit of high reactance value. The reson-

12 

10 to 

2 
o 2000 
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ance curve of voltage V. across L with no crystal load is 
plotted beside the rectified current curves in Fig. i8 for 
purposes of comparison.. It should be noted that when 
the value of L, was reduced below 120 microhenries the 
rectified current was practically proportional to the in-
ductance across which the detector circuit was tapped, 
since the loading effect under these conditions was prac-
tically negligible. 

Comparison of Galena and Perikon. 

It is interesting to note that, even with this high value 
of reactance in circuit, the best possible position of tap-
ping when Perikon was used for detection was when 
L = L„ reductions of L, effecting reductions of signal 
strength, although sharpening the tuning somewhat as 
illustrated by the resonance curves of rectified telephone 
current depicted in Fig. 19. This figure is drawn to the 

40° 80° 120° 80° 120° 
-C1 DEGREE SCALE READING 

10°. 15 mmfds 
Fig. 18.—Tuning curves obtained with various crystal tapping 

points (Galena crystal). 

same scale as the curves of Fig. 18, and the same tapping 
notation has been employed. 
The curves of resonant voltage and rectified telephone 

current shown in Fig. 2 I may be of interest. They are 
plotted against values of resistance inserted in series 
with the aerial lead under the conditions of circuit given 
in Fig. 20, where the crystal loading is almost negligible. 
From the voltage curve V, it will be noted that with a 
series resistance of 25 ohms added to the aerial circuit 
the voltage across L was almost exactly halved; this 
means that the aerial current had also been halved, since 
the reactive volts are proportional to the current. The 
total effective resistance of the aerial circuit must there-
fore have been doubled, since the E.M.F. remains con-
stant, and so we have an approximate value for the effec-
tive resistance of the aerial system, as augmented by that 
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Let it be assumed that two pairs of z,000-ohm re-

ceicers are in series; from the curve it is found that the 
rectified telephone current is 18.3 microamperes. It is 
now required to add a further two pairs to make four 
pairs in all. If they are connected in parallel with 

10 those already in circuit the total current flowing in the 
detector circuit will (from 
the curve) be 20.6 micro-
amperes, and therefore the 
current flowing through each 
telephone will be only jo. 3 
microamperes. If, however, JO 4 
these additional receivers > 
are connected in series with 
those already in use, a total 
resistance of S,000 ohms will 

4 result, and, from the curve, 
it is seen that the current 
through each receiver will be 
15.3 microamperes. a very 

2 marked improvement. 
In order to demonstrate 

the decrease of loading by the detector circuit when a.\ 
large number of telephones are used in series, two reson-
ance curves are plotted in Fig. 23. The first (curve 
2,0009) is plotted from results obtained with one pair 
of 2.00o-ohm telephone receivers in series with the micro-
ammeter and galena crystal, and the second (curve 
26,000Q) from those obtained with thirteen pairs of 
similar receivers in series with the same crystal. The tun-

This figure ing. it will he noted, is remarkably sharpened by this 
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0° 40° ao° 120° 16o° 

"C" DEGREE SCALE READING 

lo o = 15 mmfds 
19.—Tuning curves obtained with various crystal tapping 

points (Perikon crystal). 

of the aerial tuning inductance, of 25 ohms. 
only holds good, of course, at, or 
very close to, the frequency corre-
sponding to the wavelength at which 
the last test was -made, i.e., 365 
metres. 
The decrease of rectified telephone 

current caused by adding a greater 
number of telephone receivers in series 
with a galena crystal detector is 
shown in Fig. 22. This curve clearly 
indicates the economy effected by con-
necting additional telephones in series 
rather than in parallel with those 
already in circuit, due to the pre-
viously mentioned fact that the effec-
tive resistance of the crystal varies 
with the series resistance associated 
with it, even though a by-pass con-
denser is employed. It is clear, 

therefore, that the greater 
the number of telephone re-
ceivers there are in series the 
smaller will be the•effect of 
crystal loading upon the 
aerial tuned circuit, resulting 
in the interesting shape of 

0 the curve of Fig. 2 2 . 
One example will serve to 

show the use of this curve in 
determining the hest method 
of connecting additional 

20 —Circuit for the curves 
of Fig. 21. 
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Fig. 22.—Effect of increasing the number 
of telephone receivers in series. 
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21.—Reduction of volts 
anerectified current due to the 
insertion of series resistance 

in the aerial circuit. 
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100 ..15 mmfds 
Fig. 23.—Sharpening tuning by increasing 

the number of telephones 

increase of total telephone iesistance, a detuning from 
resonance of 15 mfds. reducing the rectified current in 
the first case by only 7 per cent., and in the second case 
by 25 per cent. 
The rectified telephone current curve of Fig. 24 shows 

that the use of a high-frequency by-pass condenser C, 
across the telephones is justified. It will be seen from 
the curve that the value 0.0002 mfd. adopted through-
out the experiments described in this article was quite 

sufficient. Had the microammeter not been in series 
with the telephones, however, the capacity of the twin 
lead of the latter would probably have been sufficient to 
have efficiently functioned ae a by-pass. 

P. 47 
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Complications of Crystal Reception.— 
In order to ascertain the degree of loading (due to 

either resistance and/or capacity shunting) introduced by 
the thermionic voltmeter, the rectified telephone current 
obtained when using the circuit of Fig. zo with and 
without this instrument connected was measured. The 
decrease in telephone current upon connecting the volt-
meter was found to be only o.t in 4.3 microamperes, or 
a little over 2 per cent. 

It is interesting to note, also, that a 4 per cent. reduc-
tion of no-load resonant voltage across the aerial tuning 
inductance was caused by merely connecting the detector 
circuit to the latter with the crystal itself open-circuited, 
due to the augmentation of the distributed capacity of 
the tuning coil by the opened detector circuit. 

In conclusion, the writer would like to apologise for 
the somewhat laboured descriptions and reasonings em-
ployed, but would like to be permitted to take refuge in 
the excuse that the whole subject is an extremely difficult 
one to explain clearly in general language without intro-

Successful Year at Southend. 
The sixth year of the existence of the 

Southend and District Radio Society con-
cluded with the holding of the Society's 
Annual General Meeting on Friday, 
January 29th. 
The membership for 1925 totalled 79, 

including one lady. Mr. H. H. Burrows, 
in his annual report, referred to the 
Society's experiments with portable trans-
mitting apparatus during the summer, 
when two-way communication was estab-
lished with many amateurs at Clacton, 
Margate, Chelmsford, Sydenham, etc. 
Mention was also made of the wireless 
exhibition held at the Boys' School on 
January 9th, when 53 amateur entries 
were judged by Mr. Hugh S. Pocock, 
Editor of The Wireless World, and Mr. 
Dent. 
The Mayor of Southend (Aid. H. A. 

Dowsett) has been elected President of 
the Society. 

0000 

Rome-made Loud-Speakers. 
A demonstration showing the surpris-

ingly good results obtainable with home-
made loud-speakers was given by 
members before the Ilford and District 
and the Southénd and District Radio 
Societies when the two clubs met at the 
Wesleyan Institute, Ilford, on Tuesday, 
February 2nd. The Linen attachment 
with paper diaphragm used by Mr. Carr 
was the success of the evening. The 
workmanship of a unit embodying a 
Brown's reed phone, operated by a 
Southend member was by reason of its 
excellent finish deserving of praise. The 
demonstration was carried out by means 
of a seven-valve " superhet " constructed 
by Mr. Lambert, of Ilford. 
Hon. Secretary: Mr. D. S. Richards, 

" Swinford," Empress Avenue, Ilford, 
Essex. 

0 0 0 0 

:Plotting Valve Curves. 

Members of the Croydon Wireless 
Society spent a profitable evening on 
Monday, February 8th, in the plotting of 
valve characteristic curves. It is in-
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ducing mathematics or higher technicalities. It is hoped, 
however, that at least the curves, which have been care-

17 
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"C2" IN mmfds 
Fig. 24 —Effect of a by-pass condenser. 

fully drawn, will help to make clear some of the compli-
cations met with in crystal circuits. 

NEW F2OM 
nuE CLUDS. 

tended to carry the subject a step further 
at a future meeting by the reception on a 
loud-speaker set, demonstrating exactly 
the kind of signals one obtains at various 
points of a characteristic curve. 
A short-wave receiver is being built 

for the use of members, and it is hoped 
that many long-distance signals will be 
picked up on the short waveband. 

It is a healthy sign that excellent 
attendances have been recorded at recent 
meetings. A cordial invitation is ex-
tended to visitors. 
Hon. Secretary : Mr. H. T. P. Gee, 

51-52, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2. 
o 000 

The Wireless League at Tottenham. 
A unanimous decision to •form a local 

branch of the Wireless League was made 
at a recent public meeting held by the 
Tottenham Wireless Society. Prof. A. M. 
Low, the principal speaker, explained how 
a local branch could do much useful work 
as a nucleus of public opinion and 
instruction. 
An interesting feature of the evening 

was a handsome display of apparatus 
made by members of the Tottenham Wire-
less Society. A photograph of several of 
the receivers and loud-speakers ap-
peared in last week's issue of The 
Wireless World. With the co-operation 
of local retailers an additional attraction 
was provided in the form of an exhibit 
incorporating samples of all the com-
ponents used. 

0000 

American Apparatus. 

Late-corners had to be content with 
standing room at the Tottenham Wire-
less Society's meeting on February 10th, 
when an interesting address on " A;nerican 
Apparatus" was given by Mr. Ford, 

400 

Radio Manager of Messrs. R. A. Rother-
mel, Ltd. 
Samples of almost all the best makes 

of components were available for examin-
ation. The speaker referred to the pre-
vailing impression that, whilst the 
Americans were ahead of British practice 
in the matter of H.F. components, British 
manufacturers produced the finest ap-
paratus in the world so far as the L.F. 
side was concerned. With this Mr. Ford 
did not entirely agree, stating that, in 
his opinion, some excellent L.F. trans-
formers were being produced in U.S.A. 

0000 

The Story of a Condenser. 
A lantern lecture dealing with the 

construction of condensers was delivered 
before the Barnsley and District Wire-
less Association on February 3rd by Mr. 
B. Heywood, of the Dubilier Condenser 
Co. The members were able to follow all 
the processes through which the mica 
passed from the mica mines in Bengal to 
the finishing bench at the Dubilier Co.'s 
works. 

Special interest was shown in the 
photograph of the enormous condensers, 
each weighing five tons, which are used 
in the G.P.O. station at Rugby. 

0000 

Making Valves. 
The many intricate processes involved 

in the manufacture of wireless valves 
were admirably explained . by Major 
F. P. G. Teller, M.C., of the General 
Electric Co., Ltd., at a recent meeting 
of the Lewisham and Bellingham Radio 
Society. 
Among the many processes described 

were the gas freeing of component parts, 
the sealing in of electrodes, and the ex-
haustion of the bulbs. Interesting de-
tails were given regarding the production 
of power transmitting valves and of the 
special types of valves, such as the 
dull-emitter types, loud-speaker valves, 
and water-cooled valves. 
Joint Hon. Secretaries: Mr. E. J. 

Chapman, 5e, Crofton Park Road, Brock-
ley, S.E.4; Mr. J. A. Clark, 35, Boones 
Road, Lee, S.E.13. 
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Speeding Up the Programmes. 
Several listenei's ate complaining .1 the 

delay- that are occurring in programmes. 
and one period in particular is mentioned 
by all who have written to Inc. It is 
the time round about 10.30 p.m., when 
21.0 has finished its local news laletin 
and the programme has to be held up 
while the provincial stations finish their 
local news. These stations sometime, 
exceed their time limit for local news. 
and an effort is, therefore, to be made to 
speed up the reading of the items. So far 
as 21.0 listeners are concerned, they are 
to suffer the least inconvenience po -I,-. 
and in future. instead of having to mail 
on the provincial ,t atioll.„, they will be 
regaled trith piacoforte improvisatMns 
fill up the gap. 

C. o O a 

Accompanists to be Announced. 
Ait 1/111"Vati tO be intrOdW ell by 

tile Music Department. namely. the 
announcement on special I oCCaSiOn; of t he 
names of accompanists. It is a long titis' 
since the 'inclusion of the announ...rs' 
names in the programmes was droppe,i. 
and the B.B.C. lies rigidly adhered to 
that omission. somewhat to the dis app tint • 
nient of many listeners. Accompanist-
are subject F. separate consideration. and 
are entitled itt be plated in the same 
rai cg' v as other artists. This point of 
view hits at length prevailed at Savoy 
Hill. and names will in future be 
anmninced at the discretion of the it ii' 
cal direct. r. 

C Z Z 

Rugby Testing. 
Enquiries silo si lii ng tile front 

listeners on Daventry respecting t he 
transmissions titan the II illmorton a-
tion (Rugby) of the Po-t Office. 
Listeners on Radio Paris wavelength 
have also called my attention to the Ilill-
morton transmissions. I can only say 
that while the new station is testing it is 
not certain what wavelength trill ulti-
',lately be used, and listeners must neces-
sarily. be tolerant of any tests that are 
taking place. My cor;•espondence bag 
proves, at all events. that listeners every-
where are imerested in Ilillmorton's 
activities. 

0000 

"Poy" by Wireless. 
A second drawing lesson will be given 

to listeners on March 5th. The first, it 
will be recalled, was broadcast by Mr. 
Heath Robinson six weeks ago. and 
thousands of listeners took part ia it. 
The second lesson will be given by 
" Por," the cartoonist, who probably 

By Our Special Correspondent. 

make, in..re people laugh in a year °tan 
anyone, with the exception uf Charlie 
Chaplin --

000 

Charlie Chaplin. 
-111.1 Charlie may be expected soon to 

sin. midi to the ',pelt of the micropleine 
at 21.. t. 

0 0 0 0 

"The Quest of Elizabeth." 
It is singular that of the 103 letters of 

appreciation which. I learn. were received 
by the B.B.C. in connection with the 
lilotithiisting of the hospital play. " The 

31.3 

reN)rtie 
SAVOY H ILL. 

Quest of Elizabeth," a fair percentage 
were from hospital patients and invalids. 
To these, in spite of the Press campaign, 
the play was evidently not so gruesome 
as the critics alleged. The adverse criti-
cisms of the broadcast numbered only 25. 

G0 00 

Mrs. Patrick Campbell to Broadcast. 
Mrs. Patrick Campbell, who will broad-

cast from 2L0 on Sunday next, is too 
well known not only in England and on 
the Continent. but also in America,to need 
any introduction to listeners. Those who 
remember her as the original Mrs. Tan-
queray in " The Second Mrs. Tangueray," 
and as Eliza Doolittle in Bernard Shaw's 
"Pygmalion." will welcome this oppor-
tunity of hearing her by wireless. 

o 0 0 0 

Interference ad Nauseam. 
The B.B.C. engineers are baffled by a 

problem which they declare to be the 
most difficult of any that has been pre-
sented to them in three years and a half 
of broadcasting. For over two years 
past a St. John's Wood listener has been 
the victim of a system of high-frequency 
interruption, and he has spent in the 
aggregate fruitless days and weeks in tr.,,•-
Mg to trace the trouble to its source. 

B.B.C.'s OWN DANCE BAND. The B.B.C. bas shown its musical independence by 
forming a dance band of its own, under the leadership of Mr. Sidney limita. The above 

photograph was taken in the London studio. 
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Help Welcomed. 
The interference consists of a series of 

protracted rattles which might be com-
pared with the noise made by an express 
train; but, unfortunately for this theory, 
there are no express trains in his neigh-
bourhood. He has harrowed down his 
investigations to the point where all 
sources of interference have been proved 
to be immune. Originally the trouble 
started after 2L0 had closed down. Then 
it occurred in the afternoon. Now it 
extends to the evening. The only free 
period is, as a rule, from 7 p.m. on Satur-
days until 10.20 p.m. on Sundays. If any 
listener deserved help in the campaign 
to discover and put a stop to almost per-
petual interference with his broadcast 
reception it is this listener, and the 
B.B.C. would like to enlist all the help 
that it can in his behalf. 

0000 

The Savoy Bands. 
The Press of the whole country, with 

the single exception of The Wirele.es 
World, has been engaged for many weeks 
past in assuring the public that the Savoy 
Bands would broadcast no more after 
Saturday next (I have even seen within 
the past week a " farewell " article by a 
Savoy conductor in a weekly contem-
porary). My forecast that the Savoy 
Bands would continue to broadcast is, 
however, now shown to be correct, and 
the critics who said that the B.B.C. was 
showing too much independence in its 
dealings with the broadcasting artists are 
proved to have been ill-informed. 

0000 

Censorship. 
On another point, also, I am asked by 

the officials at Savoy Hill to put matters 
in their true perspective; that is, in refer-
ence to the cutting of plays. In stating 
that its retention of the right of censor-
ship was vitally necessary in the interests 
of the service and of listeners, the B.B.C. 
did not imply that it had any intention 
of riding rough-shod over the opinions of 
an author to the extent of interfering 
with his work without his approval. 
Very isolated cases might occur where, 
owing to the pressure of time, it would 
be impossible to communicate with an 
author and get his approval to some slight 
alteration in the manuscript; but in 
normal cases no alteration has ever been, 
nor would be, made except in consulta-
tion with the author. I remember one 
case where extensive revisions were made 
in a play which had been submitted to 
the Dramatic Department-with the 
author's consent-and the play was sub-
sequently voted one of the best that had 
been broadcast. 

0000 

The "Silent" Test. 
Some unauthorised " experts " who as-

sumed the duty of checking the wave-
length experiments taken by the B.B.C. . 
en foreign station3 'during the recent 
" silent " quarter-hour subsequently circu-
lated a list of measurements which they 
alleged they obtained with their own ap-- 
paratus. Such lists should be accepted 
with a good deal of reserve. The B.B.C. 

A 50 • 
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FUTURE FEATURES. 
Sunday, February 28th. 

LoNnoN.-3 30 p.m., The Modern 
Trio. 9.15 p.m.. Albert Sand-
ler and the Grand Hotel, East-
bourne, Orchestra. 

BIRMINGHAM.-- 9.20 p.m., Schubert 
Programme. 

MANCHESTER. - 9.15 p.111. The 
Adamson Military Band. 

NiwcAsne.-8 p.m., 'The Newcastle 
Cathedral Quartet. 

Monday, March 1st. . 
LONDON.-7.52 p.m., " Romeo and 

Juliet " (Act II), performed 
by the British National Opera 
Company. 8.20 p.m., St. 
David's Day-A Programme of 
Traditional Welsh Music. 9.5 
p.m., The London Radio 
Dance Band. 

DAvEhruy.-8-10 p.m.. Welsh Pro-
gramme from Cardiff. 

ABERDEEN.-8 p.m., St. David's 
Day Programme. 9.25 p.m., 
Scottish Programme. 

BOURNEMOUTH.-8 p.m., St. David's 
Day Programme. 9 p.m., A 
Popular and Varied Pro-
gramme. 

CARDIFC.-8 p.m., A Song of the 
Welsh. 

GLASGOW.-8 p.m., The Pianoforte 
Sonatas of Beethoven. 8.25 
p.m., A Short Welsh Pro-
gramme. 

Tuesday, March 2nd. 
LONDON.-8.5 p.m., The Wireless 

Military Band. 
BIRMINGRAM.-7.30 p.m., The City 

of Birmingham Orchestra. 
BELFAST.-8 p.m., Musical Comedy. 

Wednesday, March 3rd. 
LONDON.-8 p.m ' . " The Pied 

Piper," a new Musical Comedy 
by Reginald Benyon. 

BOURNEMOUTH.-8 p.m., Winter 
Gardens Night. A Programme 
of Russian Music. 

Ensammauti.-8 p.m., Military 
Band Night. 
Thursday, March 4th. 

LONDON.-7.30 p.m., The Halle 
Orchestra conducted by Sir 
Hamilton Harty, relayed from 
Manchester. 

ABERDEEN.-9.30 p./11., Half-hour 
with Cesar Frank. 

GLASGOW.-8.40 p.m., Scottish Regi-
ments, The Royal Scots. 

MANCHESTER.-7.30 p.m., The Hallé 
Orchestra. 

Friday, March 5th. 
LONDON.-8.35 p.m., H. Fearon 

(" Poy," the Cartoonist). 
BOURNEMOUTH.-8 p.m., Some Old 

Masters. 
Saturday, March 6th. 

LONDON.-8 p.m., 2nd Edition of 
" Listening Time." 9 p.m., 
Sir Hairy 'Lauder. 10.30 p.m., 
Final episode of " Which?" 

Guisoow.-8 p.m., The Staff cele-
brating the third anniversary of 
the Station. 

FEBRUARY 24th, 1926. 

-did not, of course, publish any list, but 
has reported the results of its test to 
Geneva. The wavemeters used at Keaton 
receiving station are calibrated by the 
National Physical Laboratory, and are . 
checked at frequent intervals to ensure as 
high a degree of accuracy as possible. 
Excellent as the best typer of wavemeter 
are, however, they still give a margin of 
0.05 per cent. to 0.1 per cent. error. 

0000 

When Changes are Contemplated. 
In the criticisms concerning varying 

quality in B.B.C. transmissions, the ques-
tion has cropped up whether it is desirable 
or not to issue a preliminary warning to 
listeners when any change is made or con-
templated either in the apparatus or 
studio fixtures. Some listeners suggest 
that st is well nigh useless to introduce 
improvements at the transmitting end if 
they are not to be notified and given the 
opportunity of adapting their receivers to 
the altered conditions. Whenever the 
engineers make any changes, either by the 
substitution of the carbon microphonç, for 
one of another type, the adjustment of 
wall or ceiling draping, or the utilisation 
of the echo room, officials of the engineers' 
department are deputed to investigate and 
report on the effect from different localities 
within a certain radius of the transmitter. 
They are therefore in the position of 
listeners, and their training, in which 
acoustics play a large part, enables them 
to judge if any necessity exists for warn-
ing the ordinary listener of an impending 
change. 

0000 

Not Always Necessary. 
In most cases there is no need to do so, 

but in some instances, such as the open-
ing of a new studio, the alteration of the 
S.B. system or experiments with trans-
missions on all frequencies, with the view 
of avoiding or overcoming distortion, 
changes would be duly announced. In 
the ordinary way, it is far better from 
the standpoint of engineering investigation 
to receive repot ta from listeners whenever 
they suspect that alterations have been 
made, and these reports, besides being of 
the utmost value in research work, are 
very welcome. 

0000 

Interference by Amateurs. 
Crystal users have complained of inter-

ference by amateurs working on 45 metres 
when their receiving sets were tuned to 
Daventry. This matter has been investi-
gated, and it has been found that some 
commercial crystal receivers, -when tuned 
to 5XX, will suffer interference from 
transmissions on 45 metres, if situated a 
few yards away. It used to be said that 
while it was impossible to ensure that 
broadcast programmes should be com-
pletely immune from interference, the 
difficulties could be minimised if receiv-
ing sets were used which were capable of 
close tuning to the wave which it was 
desired to receive. This does not obviate 
the difficulty in which some crystal users 
find themselves when Daventry is work-
ing and further control of amateur trans-
missions at such times seems necessary. 
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PIONEERS OF Wi(RELESS, 
By ELLISON HAWKS, F.R.A.S. 

8.—Josepli Henry. 
H 11.1 Far.olav was at mork in England. 
another scientist, Joseph Henry. was studying 
electricity and magnetism in America. Porn on 

Decen-iber 17th, 1797. at New York, Henry was appren-
ticed to a watchmaker on lea ing schiiol. This work did 
not appeal to him particularly. however, tor he wanted 
to become an actor. He took part in amateur theatrical 
performances and spent a good part of his time reading 
popular fiction in the lilirary at AIl et ny. 

After attending a series of lectures on scientific sub. 
jells his inter:-.st in the theatre yv,ined. and, having saved 
sufficient to pay his fees, he took a course of instrtv•tion 
at the famous Old All any Academy. Later he trii-ik a 
post as teacher liere, and carried out his earlier expvri-
ments, which were to be brilliantly- continued after lit. 
became a professor at Princeton U:71iversity. 

Experiments with Electro—Magnets. 

At Albany 'Henry had little time for leisure. for his 
teaching duties claimed his attentn for seven hours eaell 
day. 1-Te found it necessary to u immune(' work early in 
the day, and some of his clas-es were held at 6 a.m. 
Half his time was occupied in 
guiding large classes of boys 
thri nigh the elements of arith-.. 
metic, but yye may well imagin, 
that on many occasions iii 

thoughts were elsewhere. 
Except (baring holiday time, 
had access to no lalroratory. 
and as his salary was only £16 
a month he had very little 
spare cash for the purchase of 
apparatus or equipment. 

Notwithstanding these dis-
couraging circumstances, Henry 
developed the electro-magnet 
while at Albany Academy, and 
he shares the honour of this 
pioneer work with Faraday. BY 
wrapping wire in silk and 
winding it on an iron core. 
Henry obtained electro-magnets 
that perfi wined extraordinary 
feats. " My new magnet." 1-1.e. 
wrote, " weighs 21 lb. and lifts 
more than thirtv-five times its 
own weight. It is probably, 
therefore, the most powerful 
magnet ever ci instructed." 

Meanwhile (in 1823) he had 
been appointed Professor of 
Natural Philosophy at Prince- loseph Henry. 

ton University. where his researches made him a worthy 
contemporary of Faraday. and perhaps even a greater 
pioneer of wireless. Unlike Faraday, who was no 
mathematician, Henry became a mathematical professor. 
and, working in the same field, but with a different 
method of appriiach, these two brilliant men had much 
in common, and it is pleasing to us to learn that they 
livcame firm friends. 

Prepares the Way for Morse. 

At Prira•eton Henry continued his researches and 
made a magnet of an improved type for Yale University. 
This magnet weighed 82!_. lb and lifted 2,300 lb., while 
a with( r powerful magnet. made by Henry for Princeton. 

s,000 lb. In his laboratory experiments with these 
magnets Henry liked to startle his pupils by suddenly 
cutting off the supply of current from one of his magnets, 
causing it momentarily fie drop i,s load ; then, instantly 
switching on the current again. Ile caused it to seize the 
load befor.:- it had fallen beyond the sphere of attraction. 
Henry's researches prepared the ground for Professor 

Morse. who, as we shall shortly see, invented one of the 
earliest practical systems of 
wireless telegraphy by "con-
duction." In his discovery of 
how a magnet might be made 
to ring a 411 at a distance of 
half a mile from the operator, 
Henry had in his hands the 
principle that subsequently 
made possible the Morse tele-
graph. Amazing to relate, he 
refused to patent it. because 
he did not think such a course 
consistent with his position as 
a scientist! Ten rears after 
Henry discovered the principle, 
Morse patented his first tele-
graph. and obtained a grant 
from Congress in order that he 
might continue his work. 
"The principles I had de-
véloped," Henry modestly 
wrote, " rendered Morse's in-
struments effective at a dis-
tance." 

Discovery of Induction. 

Soon Henry made another 
interesting discovery in the 
•• extra spark." as he called it. 
" A wire coiled into a helix," 
he stated, " gives a in o r 
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Pioneers of Wireless.-
intense spark than the same wire uncoiled. A ribbon of 
copper coiled into a spiral gives, a more intense spark 
than any other arrangement yet tried." Without knowing 
it, Henry was doing pioneer work in wireless research, 
for his " flat spiral" is in use to-day in wireless 
equipment. 

Henry's experiments with the Leyden jar showed him 
that its discharge is of an oscillatory nature. He made 
a galvanometer with a darning needle, and, connecting 
this to a Leyden jar, he noticed that, although the needle 
was magnetised on each occasion, it was not always mag-
netised in the same manner. Sometimes it pointed north, 
and at other times it pointed south. The phenomena 
require us to admit," he said (in 1842). " the existence 
of a principal discharge in one direction, and then several 
reflex actions backward and forward, eaéh more feeble 
than the preceding, until equilibrium is obtained." 

Here, again, Henry was handling forces that make 
possible wireless to-day, for he had discovered the high-
frequency oscillations now obtained with condensers in 
place of a Leyden jar. 

Continuing unknowingly to explore the fundamental 
principles of wireless, Henry next discovered induction, 
by which a current of electricity, passing through one 

Portsmouth. 

(December, 1925, and to January 18th, 
1926.) 

Great Britain: 6KO, 2MI, 5YI, 5ZA, 
6DA, 5FF, 6BT, 2P0, 6YC, 510, 6YV, 
5MA, 2XY, 6QB, 6DO, 2LF, 6UZ, 5115, 
20Q, 6RY, 6TD, 6NF, 2LZ. Germany: 
K5A, KLO, KW3, KQ7, K2HR. Italy: 
10E, 1A51. Sweden: 851UF. Holland: 
OPM, PC2. Spain: EAR20, EAR13. 
Belgium; B08, BC22. France: 8H5I, 
830, 8GRA, 8LZ, 8NN, BUSS, FL. 
U.S.A.: KDKA, NKF, WIR, U 1CJ, 
2CAN. Unknown.: S4, 3TR., SAB, 
GFP, TSA44. 

(0-y-1. Mostly indoor aerial. 40-150 
metres.) L. E. Newnham. 

Bishopston, Bristol. 

(January 9th to 18th.) 
Australia: A2CG, 2CM, 2VD, 3BD, 

3EF, 3X0, 5NJ, 6AG. New Zealand: 
Z2EC, 2XA, 4AH. U.S.A. : lAAM, MAO, 
lAI, lAIU, lAMZ, lASR, 1ATJ, lAY, 
1BKL, 1CD, 1CF, 1CH, 1CAL, 1CMF, 
1CMP, 1C5IX, 1HJ, 1JE, 1,TW, 1NAR, 
1RD, 1SZ. 1XE, lYK, 2AGB, 2ANM, 
2BRB, 2GX, 2MK, 3BTA, 3BVT, 3BWJ, 
3CDX, 3FW, 3J0, 3JW, 3LD, 3LRV, 
3QT, 4AX, 4LA, 4PY, 4UR, 5WUZ, 
8ADM, 8BYN, 8CES, 8DFR, 8GZ, 8RE, 
8RH, 8RZ, 9BND, 9GV. S. Africa: 
A3B, A4W, A4Z, A6E, A6N. Miscel-
laneous: L 2CX, L 2TR, LA 4X, LA 1A, 
PR 43E, PR 4SA. P 4FZ, P 3GX, 
PE 6ZK, PI 1HR, PI 6JD(? ), FI 8QQ. 
NPM, NPO, NTT, NOT, CH 8DU, 
NA IF, BZ lAB, BZ lAC, BZ lIA, 
C lAR, X 3YY, HEX, EGEH, LS1, 
CHA, GEM, GFP, GCS, BARI., EAR9, 
EAR21, EAR23, MB2, S 5NB. ElBH, 
ID11. J. Monckton, Jun. (G 2I3AZ). 
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coil of wire, induces another current in a second wire near-
by, but not connected to the first coil. 
" In extending these researches," he wrote, " a re-

markable result was obtained. It would appear that a 
single spark is sufficient to disturb perceptibly the elec-
tricity of space throughout at least a cube of 400,000ft. 
of capacity, and . . . it may be further inferred that 
the diffusion of motion in this case is almost comparable 
with that of a spark from flint and steel in the case of 
light." 
" Comparable it is indeed," Sir Oliver Lodge has 

commented, " for we now know it to be the self-same 
process." 
Henry died at Washington on May r3th, 1878, but 

lived long enough to be hailed as a genius and a prophet, 
but he never saw the splendid results of his pioneer 
experiments. Both Hertz and Morse took up hi > work, 
the latter developing the telegraph and signalling with-
out wires by conduction. Hertz studied Henry's 
" extra spark," and also continued Henry's investigation 
of the oscillatory nature of condenser discharges. 

Henry's researches and discoveries brought him some 
measure of recognition, and in z846 he was elected first 
secretary of the Smithsonian Institution. His name is 
perpetuated in the " henry," the unit of inductance. 

Can Nezwe. 
Extracts from Readers' 

Logs. 

Chinera. 

(During January.) 

Great Britain : 2BGO. 2CC, 2LF, 2MA, 
2MY, 2NJ, 2NX, 2QB; 2VQ, 2XY, 2ZA, 
2214", 5AX, 2FF, 5HL, 5KV, 5NK, 5NW, 
5SX, 5ST, 6BG, 6KK. 6RY, 6TD, 6UZ. 
'PhOne: 2XV, 5X0, 6GF, 6011, 6Y11. 
France: 8DK, 8DP, 8GGA, 8H8, 8JX, 
8NN, 8NS, 8PA, 8PEP, 8PRD, 8RAT, 
8SSS, 8UT, 8UU, 8ZD. Belgium: 
U3, 134, Si, S4, P2, P7, G6, C22, 4RS, 
40. Holland: OAR, OBL, OCZ, 
OGG, OHB, OMS, ON5I, ORW, OWC.. 
Spain: EAR2, EAR22. Italy: lAR, 
1BB, lAY, 1BQ, 1GW, 151T, 1RM, 1SS. 
Sweden: SAB, SAJ, SMTX, S511.35-, 
SMVR, SMYV, 200. U.S.A. : lAAP, 
lAHB, lAJO, lAKZ, 1ALK, 1BAL, 
Hitt 1BVB, 1CO, 1CRT, 1KMX, 1MB, 
1RD, 2ACW, 2BG, 2BI11, 2B5I, 2DS, 
2CGK. 2CV, 2CY, 2CJL, 2ICI, 25IKB, 
3BMS; 3AHL, 3CAO, 3CAJ, 3AV, 3CC, 
3QT, 4AT, 5HY, 5UP, 8AJ. 8ADG, 
9ADK. Brazil: lAB, IAN, JAW, 
2AB, 2AF, 5AA. S. Africa: O A6N. 
Malta: GUA. Indo-China: FI 8QQ. 
Palestine: 6ZK. Various : RPB, 
UP 1AE, NOT, LX1, LA 5X, H 9XF, 
C lAW, C 3XI, DBR, BS 1DE (n. 

L. Outridge. 
(0-v-1 Reinartz.) 

Ilford. 
(January 10th to 31st.) 
France: 8BF, 8BYU, 8CAX, 8D0S, 

8DK, 8EF, 8FP, 8GI. 8H5I, 13EISF, 
8HU, 8HW, 8IL, 8TP, &TA, 8JJA, 
8JN, 8L5ITT, 8MAR, 85113, 8NN, 8N53, 
8PAL, 8PEP, 8PY, 8RBP, 8RZ, 8XH, 
8WW. OCDJ, OCMV, FW. Holland: 
OAAA, OBL, OHB, OWC, PA9, PC2, 
POLL, PCXX, PCJP, 2PZ. Belgium: 
E9, G6, J9, 02, P7, Q2, 82, 55, D3, V2, 
W4, Z22, OCA, 4RS. Sweden: S5ISR, 
S5ITX, SMUA, SMUF, SMUJ, SMUV, 
SMVJ, SMXU, SMYD, SGC. Italy : lAS, 
1BD, 1BK, IBO, 1GW, 1RM, 1Mt. Fin-
land: 2CO, 2ND, 2N5I, 2NN, 2RVX. 
Germany: 12, W3, POF. POW. Portugal: 
3FZ, 1CN. Malta: GHA. Morocco: 
MAROC. Yugo Slavia: 7XX. Egypt: 
1DH, 6YX, 6ZK, 6ZH, GEH. Norway: 
Si. A1A, 75IT. Spain: EAC5, EAR21, 
EAR23. French Indo-China: 8QQ, 
8LBT. U.S.A. : lABX, lASR, lAAO, 
lAXA, 1BPB, 1BZ, 1CIR, 1CMF, 1CMK, 
1AFY, 1BAD, 1CMP, 1CMX, 1CRE, 
lED, 1FJ, 1GA, lIT, 1KMX, 1ML, 1SW, 
1SZ, 1WL, 1XM, 1ZW, 2ACS, 2AJX, 
2ARM, 2BW, 2CZY, 211-TM, 2LS, 251X, 
KG, 2XQ, 3BD, 3BWJ, 3HG, 3LD, 
4IT, 4SX, 5YB, 8AVK, 8BPL, 8CCS, 
8DAJ, 8DK. 9JT, WIR, WIZ. NOTT. 
Canada: lAR. 1DD, 2AX. 3XI. 8AR. 
Porto Rico : 43E, 4SA. South Africa: 
A3E, A4Z, A6N. India: 2BG. Aus-
tralia : 3EF, 3BD, 3X0. Brazil : lAB, 
lAC, 1AP, lAW, 2AF. Various : 
NAR1, M 8MX, MA 85111, VN5I, 
X GB1, DA GFD, GFP. 

(0-v-1) 30-45 metres. 
A Correction.-The dates of the calls heard 

by Mr. IL Bishop, South Normanton, on page 
256 of our issue of February 17th. should read 
" January 17th to 29th." 

J. Lion. 
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Definitions 

1 

• ICTIONL\-77 
- 

ECHNAL TERMS 

of Terms and Expressions commonly used in Wireless 
Telegraphy and Telephony. 

This section is being continued week by week and will form an authoritative work of reference. . 

Thermionic Tube or Thermionic Valve. 
A ',mania tube containing two or 1110I,3 

electrodes, une of them, the cathode, 
being a beate-1 filament. In a two-
electrode thermionic valve the cathode 
is surrounded by a cylindrical anode 
or plate made of sheet metal. When 
the anode is given a positive potential 
with respect to the filament, a stream 
of electrons is emitted from the fila-
ment, these electrons reaching the anode 
and constituting a current between the 
filament and plate. When the plate 
is given a negative potential with re-
spect to the filament, no current what-
ever passes, and thus such an arrange-
ment acts :Is m rertifi(r or electrical 
valve. The three-electrodr valve lis 
now almost completely superseded the 
two-electrode valve, and is dealt with 
separately under , THREE-ELECTRODE 
VALVE. 

Thermionic Voltmeter. An instfament in 
which a three-electrode valve is used 
for measuring small voltages of either 
high or low frequency. The voltage 
to be measured is applied to the grid 
circuit of the valve and the change of 
plate current is indicated by a micro-
ammeter connected in the plate circuit. 
the scale being calibrated to read 
directly in volts The instrument is 
calibrated on low-frequency alternating 
voltage, the readings being more or less 
independent of frequency. An instru-
ment of this type manufaet ut ad com-
mercially is known as the " Moullit, 
Voltmeter." 

rtiermo•Ammeter. An ammeter suitable 
for the measurement of high-frequency 
currents. The current to be measured 
is passed through a heater or heating 
element which raises the temperature of 
one junction of a thermo-couple to an 
extent depending on the strength of the 
current. The thermo-couple is con-
nected to a sensitive moving coil micro-
voltmeter, the scale of which is gradu-
ated to read directly the current pass-
ing through the hee;ting element. The 
instrument is calibrated un direct cnr• 
rent. The instrument obeys roughly a 
square law, the deflection being nearly 
proportional to the square of the cui-
t-eut in the heating element.' Cf. 
THERMO-GALVANOIVIETER. 

Thermo-Couple, Thermit-Electric Couple, 
'Thermo-Electric Junction, Thermo-
Junction. An arrangement in which 
two dissimilar metals, such as anti-
mony ancl bismuth, are joined together, 
forming part of an electric circuit. 
When the temperature of the junction 
is raised above that of the other parts 
of the circuit an E.M.F. is produced 
which drives a current romfd the cir-
cuit. The E.M.F. produced is pro-
portiunal to the difference in temper-
ature between the junction and the 
remainder of the circuit. See THERMO-
AMMETER :Ind THERMO-GALVANOMETER. 

Thermo-Electric Current. The curt cut pro-
Iin•ed by a th,• o-couple when the 
circuit is a closed one. 

Thermo-Galvanometer. A galvanometer 
for the measmement of small high-
frequency or low-frequency currents. 
The current to be measured is passed 
through a resistance and the heat 
liberated is caused to heat the junction 
of a thermo-couple which is fixed to 
the moving coil of a sensitive galvano-

MIRROR 

HEATER 
RESISTANCE 

THERMO 
COUPLE 

Principle of the thermo-galvanonneter. 

meter, he thermo-couple itself moving 
with the coil of the galvanometer, 
whilst the heating element is fixed. 
The calibration is effected in the same 
way as for a thermo-amm , ter. 

Thertnophone. See THERmAL TELEPHONE. 
Thermophile. A number of thtrow-eollpie$ 

connected in series in such a manlier 
that tie temperature of alternate jinni-

tions can be raised above that of the 
remainder. rsed for the measurement 
of small amounts uf radiated heat. 

Thoriated Filament. A special form of 
filament used in one form of dull 
emitter valve. Thorium is incorporated 
by a special process in the tungsten 
of the filament. 

Three-Coil Holder. A compact arrange-
ment for supporting three plug-in code 
in such a manner that the coupling 
between them can be varied. 

Three-Electrode Valve or Three-Electrode 
Thermionic Valve. A thermionic tube 
which has a third or auxiliary elec-
trode made of wire gauze or in the 
form of a wire spiral mounted inter-
mediately between the filament and 
plate or anode. This auxiliary elec-
trode is called the grid. The flow of 
electrons from the filament to the plate 
is controlled by the potential of the 
grid relatively to the filament ; for in-
stance, if the grid is given a moderately 
high negative potential it will assist 
the space charge (i.e., the electric 
field due to the electrons themselves) 
in preventing the electrons from 
leaving the filament and no plate cur-
rent will be obtained. When the grid 
is given a considerable positive poten-
tial it has the effect of neutralising the 
space charge so that very little opposi-
tion is offered to the passage of the 
electrons and a comparatively large 
plate current is obtained. For inter-
mediate potentials it offers varying de-
grees of opposition. The curve show-
ing the plate current for various values 
of the grid voltage is called the " anode 
characteristic " of the valve (see 
STATIC ('IL\RACTERISTICS). 

It is due to the fact that a small 
change of grid potential causes a com-
paratively large change in the plate 
current that the three-electrode valve 
has its great usefulness as an ampli-
fier. A' given change of grid voltage 
causes a far greater change of plate 
current, than an equal change in plate 
voltage (see AMPLIFICATION FACTOR) 
when the valve is operated on the steep 
portion of its static characteristic. 
Thus, if a suitable resistance or im-
pedance is connected in the plate cir-
cuit, the iariations of voltage across 
this. resistance which are produced by 
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Dictionary ol Technical Terms.— 
the changing plate current when au 
oscillating voltage is applied to the 
grid may be several times greater than 
the voltage applied to the grid (see 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION). 
By the use of a regenerative circuit 

a three-electrode valve can be made to 
act as a generator of electrical oscil-
lations, and when used in this capa-
city is known as gîterai ionic oscillator 
or valve oscillator. 
For the action of a three-electrode 

valve as a detector of high-frequency 
oscillations and as a rectifier generally, 
see ANODE RECTIFICATION and GRID 
RECTIFICATION. 

Three Phase. An alternating current 
system in which there are three dis-
tinct sets of currents and E.M.F.s 
displaced in phase by 1200. 

Ticker or Tikker. An interrupter which 
was used extensively for the reception 
of continuous waves before the advent 
of beat reception. The interrupter 
breaks up the received signal current 
into an intermittent current, the fre-
quency of the current pulsations being 
such as to give an audible sound in 
the telephones when a signal is being 
received. 

Tickler Coil. Another term, extensively 
used in America, for reaction coil. 

Tight Coupling. Two circuits are said 
to have tight coupling or to be tightly 
coupled when they are placed close to-
gether so that the majority of the 
magnetic flux is linked with both coils, 
i.e., when the ratio of the mutual in-
ductance to the square root of the pro-
duct of thé self inductances of the 
individual coils is a large fraction, or 
when the coefficient of coupling is 
large. Cf. LOOSE COUPLING. 

Time Constant. If a steady voltage is 
-suddenly applied to the ends of a cir-
cuit possessing self-inductance the re-
sulting current does not instantaneously 
reach its final steady value but builds 
up gradually. This is explained by 
the fact that the increasing magnetic 
field linked with the circuit generates 
a back E.M.F. which opposes the 
growth of the current, this self-induced 
E.M.F. being at every instant propor-
tional to the rate at which the current 
is increasing. Thus, if E is the steady 
applied voltage, and e is the back 
E.M.F. at ar.y instant, the current at 
that instant will be i=(E—e)/It, where 
R is the resistance of the circuit, i.e., 
the current is proportional to the dif-
ference between the applied voltage 
and the back E.M.F., and since at the 
start when the current is zero the back 
E.M.F. has its greatest value it follows 
that the rate of growth of current is 
greatest at the start. If this initial 
rate of growth could be maintained 
the current would reach its final steady 
value E/R in a definite time, and this 
time is called the " time constant " of 
the circuit. It can be shown that the 
time constant is equal to L/R seconds, 
where L is the. inductance of the circuit 
in henries and R the resistance in ohms. 
An oscillating circuit also has a time 

constant because the oscillations can 
only be built up gradually, the value of 
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Total Characteristic (of three-electrode 
valve). The curve showing the relation 
between the lumped voltage and the 

E plate current of a three-electrode valve. 
See LUMPED VOLTAGE. 

TIME IN SECONDS 
c_,rov‘th of current in an inductive circuit 

Time constant oA. 

the time constant being in this case 
given by 2L/R in seconds. 

Time Period. The time of one complete 
curb.: of an alternating current, voltage, 
etc. 

Tinted Spark System. A system of spark 
transmission in which a number of spark 
gaps is used and the passing of the 
sparks in the various gaps is so timed 
that the oscillations are superimposed 
in a manner which gives in effect a 
continuous wase.transmission. 

Tone. Term applied to the audible note 
which is produced in a telephone re-
ceiver when an intermittent current, 
pulsating current, or alternating cur-
rent is passing through it. 

Tone Wheel. A rotary interrupter used 
in connection with the interrupted C. W. 
system of wireless communication. 

Tonic Trahi. The name given to the 
system of transmission of Morse sig-
nals in which a carrier wave is modu-
lated at an audible frequency by means 
of a buzzer or other device capable of 
giving audio-frequency pulsations. 
This is not the. same as'" interrupted 
C.W.". where the actual high-frequency 
oscillations are started and stopped at 
an audible trequency. The latter 
causes less interference than the former. 

Topping Up. The addition of distilled 
water to an accumulator cell to compen-
sate for loss by evaporation. As the 
acid itself does not evaporate, further 
acid need not be added when topping up 
unless some of the acid has been spilled 
out of the cell. 

Toroid inductance 
coil. 

Toroid. A coil wound on a ring-shaped 
core. A coil with turns closely wound 
and covering the complete surface of a 
ring-shaped core has very little mag-
netic leakage, even when the core is 
made of non-magnetic material, i.e., 
practically the whole of the magnetic flux 
remains inside the coil. Self-supporting 
toroidal coils are now quite common. 

Transformation Ratio. See RATIO OF 
TRANSFORMATION. 

Transformer. An apparatus for convert-
ing alternating current at one voltage to 
alternating current at another and more 
convenient voltage without the use of 
moving parts, and for this reason some-
times a " static transformer." A 
transformer consists essentially of two 
windings so situated relatively to each 
other that the mutual inductance be-
tween them is as great as possible, so 
that energy can be transferred from 
one coil to the other by electromagnetic 
induction. For ordinary low-frequency 
or power work the windings are mounted 
en a laminated iron core. When an 
alternating potential difference is ap-
plied to the terminals of one of the 
windings an alternating magnetic flux 
is set up in the core, and this gener-
ates or induces an E.M.F. in each of the 
windings. If, therefore, an electric 
circuit is connected across the terminals 
of the second winding, a current will 
flow, and thus the second winding will 
give out power. The-winding to which 
the supply voltage is applied is called 
the primary winding, i.e., the primary 
winding is the one which absorbs elec-
trical power from the source of supply, 
whereas the winding which gives out 
electrical power is called the secondary 
winding. 
Now, since the same alternating mag-

netic flux is linked with both primary 
and secondary windings, it follows that 
the E.M.F. induced per turn in each 
winding will be the same, and there-
fore the total voltage of each winding 
will be proportional to the respective 
number of turns in the windings, i.e., 
neglecting resistance losses in the wind-
ings, the ratio of primary to secondary 
voltage is equal to the ratio of primary 
to secondary turns. (See RATIO OF 
TR A NSFORMATION. ) 
When no current is drawn from the 

secondary circuit the current in the 
primary is only that which is neces-
sary to produce the magnetic field and 
supply the no-load losses, if any; this 
is sometimes called the " magnetising 
current." If the voltage applied to 
the primary is kept constant it follows 
that the magnetic flux must have a 
constant amplitude, whatever current 
is drawn from the secondary, and 
therefore the demagnetising effect of 
the secondary current on the core must 
be exactly neutralised by extra cur-
rent being drawn from the supply by 
the primary winding, this extra (above 
the magnetising current) being of such 
a value that the primary ampère-turns 
are equal and opposite to the secondary 
ampere-turns. Thus, neglecting losses 
in the transformer, the product of 
primary volts and amperes is equal to 
the products of secondary volts and 
amperes, or the ratio of voltages is 
approximately equal to the inverse 
ratio of the currents. See Ant-CORE, 
also INTERVALVE TRANSFORMER. 
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents. 

Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, "The Wireless World,— Dorset House Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address. 

ROYALTIES AND THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR. 
Sir,—To the mind of the average man, the principal point 

in connection with the above is that the royalty claimed, in th ,. 
present sloe of (pl.( loin» cat of rad it; C,J11171i if icat ion , is 
scandalously excessive. What may have been quite fair in 
the infancy of wireless, when receivers were practically only 
used for commercial purposes, is out of the question now, when 
broadcasting has altered the whole aspect of the question, and 
when " valve-holders " are in existence by the million. Had 
the patentees contented themselves with, say, is. per valve-
holder, payable on small neat plates, I ans certain thev would 
greatly have increased their revenue, and could still. do so, 
but, if they continue their present charge, not one amateur in 
1.000 will go out of his way to meet them, and the only 
•sufferers will be themselves and the manufacturers of cœirplete 
sets, whose business would have been infinitely greater had 
titis royalty been a more reasonable one. 
As it is, the result of a few prosecutions of amateurs might 

very well create such a feeling against an absolutely unfair 
charge as would cause political action to be taken. If titis last 
statement appears a litle wild, it might be noted that in face 
of an outcry it might be impossible to give Government con-
tracts to the unreasonable firm. W. SMITH. 
Glasgow. 

INTERFERENCE ON SHORT WAVES. 
Sir.—In the article " Recent Short-wave Work " in Tbe 

Wire/Nis World of January 20th. a complaint is made regarding 
those European stations working on the waves allotted to 
U.S.A., Brazil, New Zealand. Australia, Philippine Islands. 
etc. 
The number of European stations on these waves is still 

increasing. and if there is not a stop put to it, good " long-
distance " work will soon be impossible. 
On February 6th I worked A 3X0, Brighton' Victoria. at 

20.00 G.M.T. and could manage to keep, him till 21.35 o.m.T. 
After that time A 3X0 was blown away by a European station. 
As A 3X0 stated that he had never worked Europe so long 

after the suit had risen, I certainly was out of temper when 
I had to send : "Sorry—most QRM pse don't waste your powder 
ani longer—too maul QRM stns. Hope to cuagn on better 
conditions." 

After that I sent the following message to every station I 
lay ears on :—"CQ de N STB QST ()SR.—Please boycott any 
European station working on waves between 43 and 30 -metres, 
as they spoil DX work for the others." 
I have complained to Mr. Tappenbeck, Traffic Manager. 

Dutch section A.R.R.L. and beg you kindly also to lend a hand 
to maintain the rules issued by the International Radio Amateur 
Congress held at Paris. J. RUIZENA AR. 

Chief Operator, Dutch Military Aerodrome, 
Soest erbee g. Holland. Station N STB. 

EARLY WORK OF PROF. POPOFF—A CORRECTION. 
the issue of The A's World of May 6th, 1925. 

there appeared an article relative to Prof. A. S. Popoff. which 
waii based on il. formaticen supplied l'y me. I regtet that on 

EVERS To 
THE,  —erDI,ToR. 

account of some unfortunate misunderstanding my information 
regarding the transmission by means of Hertzian waves of the 
words " Heinrich Hertz" in the Morse alphabet at the meeting 
on May 7th, 1895, was incorrect.. On that occasion Prof. A. S. 
Popoff demonstrated only with a receiving set consisting of a 
Branly coherer, a relay, and an electric bell which automatically' 
tapped the coherer. All the apparatus was enclosed in a 
metallic case, out of which protruded a small antenna. By 
taking away the antenna Prof. Popoff demonstrated the 
decrease of reception. A receiving set was operated from a 
Hertz vibrator. 
The transmission of words in the Morse alphabet was demon-

strated by hint on March 24th, 1896; also at a meeting of the 
Russian •Thvsico-Chemical Society. Transmission was con-
ducted at a•distance of about 250 metres (with two antennas, 
one for receiving and one for transmitting). 
I beg you to publish this letter in one of the numbers of 

your esteemed journal. VICTOR GABEL. 
Leningrad. 

INTERFERENCE FROM A.C. MAINS. 
Sir,—A short time ago a correspondent in The Wireless World 

asked if there were any means of reducing interference from 
A.C. mains, etc. 
While at Woolwich recently I found that the A.C. hum 

on a single-valve reflex receiver was so bad as to completely 
drown the 2L0 transmission. which otherwise comes in at weak 
loud-speaker strength. I fitted up the arrangement shown in 

z 
Circuits for eliminating A.C. mains noises. 

the diagram and the hum was reduced to such an extent as 
to be unnoticeable. • The diagrams show the grid and aerial 
circuits before and after conversion. C, is of 0.0001 mfd. 
capacity. and Z any good radie-frequency choke. 

London, S.W.7. N. G. NEWELL. 
2nd Lieut., R. Signals. 

MORSE RECEPTION. 
have read with great interest your Tecent paramph 

on Morse reception and the correspondence thereon, and I 
am extremely glad to see that. lomeone has at last had the 
courage to champion Morse work against the ever-increasing 
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partiality to broadcast reception. For, myself, I learnt the 
code last summer and built a short-wave set at the same time; 
since then I have been wondering why on earth I spent so 
much time listening to broadcasting, when there was "ham " 
reception simply waiting to be enjoyed ! 
Surely there is nothing so fascinating and thrilling as listen-

ing to brother " hams" all over the world, and in the case 
of the more lucky among us, conversing with them. These 
men have done some of the most important radio work yet 
accomplished, and their investigations of short-wave phenomena 
are of utmost value. Such calls as 2SZ, 2NM, 6LJ, 20D, 5SI, 
etc., are familiar at almost every " ham " station in the world, 
for just as their work is great., so are their signals ! 
One thing I cannot understand is that so large a number 

of B.C.L.'s build high-frequency ' receivers merely to hear 
KDKA and WGY. How a person can possess a short-wave set 
and not be a "died in the wool 'ham ' " in a month passes 
my comprehension ! 

With reference to Mr. Davenport's suggestion regarding the 

General Notes. 

The transmitting station 50Y, of the 
Belvedere, Erith and District Radio and 
Scientific Society, is carrying out tele-
phony tests on small powers, with rec-
tified A.C. at 50 cycles, every Sunday 
morning at the following times :-11 to 
11.30 a.m. on 440 metres, 11.30 to 12 noon 
on 180 metres, 12 to 12.30 p.m. on 440 
metres, 12.30 to 1 p.m. on 180 metres. 
Reports from listeners beyond 5 miles 
radius will be welcomed and acknow-
ledged by the hon. sec., Mr. S. G. 
Meadows, 85, Hengist Road, Erith. 

0000 
B W5 asks us to correct the note pub-

lished on page 180 of our issue of Febru-
ary 3rd. He transmits by telephony on 
180-200 metres every Tuesday, Wednes-
day, and Friday after 2200 G.M.T., and 
on Sunday from 9.30 to 12.30 p.m., and 
wishes to get into communication with 
British amateurs who are asked to speak 
very slowly unless they can converse in 
French and repeat their call-signs fre-
quently. Reports may be sent to M. J. 
Mahieu, Le Manoir, Peruwelz, Belgium, 
or via Mr. A. G. Binnie, 1, Cromford 
Road, West Hill, S.W.18 

0000 

The Manchester Wireless Society is 
anxious to carry out tests on 23 metres 
on power varied from 5 watts to 250 watts. 
Transmissions can be arranged for any 
time during the day or night The mem-
bers operating are Y. W. P. Evans 
(G 61IX and G 2Y0), hon. secretary, 66, 
Oxford Road, Manchester; W. H. Lamb 
(G 5MB), 808, Stockport Road, Man-
chester) ; and R. Hallam (G 5WX), 81, 
New Street, Altrincham. They would 
also like to co-operate with other stations 
on 8 metres and compare circuits, etc., 
with a view to obtaining information 
about this particular wavelength. 

0000 

Mr. N. N. Gardner, the youthful 
operator of Z 2BL, the Wellington Col-
lege Radio Club, New Zealand, sends us 
some interesting details of that station. 
A shunt-feed loose-coupled Hartley cir-
cuit is used with a UV 202 5-watt trans-
mitting valve, power being supplied by 
500-v. chemically rectified A.C. Mr. 
Gardner has worked with 12 American 
stations in the 2nd, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th 
and 9th districts, Hawaii, Samoa, and 
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publication of the Morse code in The 1Vireless World, I think 
it good, but two letters -a week seems rather few. After all, 
it is not the actual memorising of the various symbols that 
takes lime, but attaining proficiency in actual reading. I think 
that the B.B.C. might broadcast, say, ten minutes' slow Morse 
a week for practice; the only stations I know sending slow 
Morse schedules are GGB on 1,900 metres, and French YZ on 
about 80 metres. Amateurs are, however, often heard sending 
quite slowly on short waves. Once get a working knowledge 
of Morse and you will never regret it, so long live the 
" important minority " ! K. E. B. JAY 
Amersham; Bucks. (G2BMM). 
[We agree with our correspondent that memorising the Morse 

characters is the least difficult part of the task of mastering 
the code. Incidentally, we do not feel that any demand exists 
among our readers for inclusion of the Morse code in these 
columns. The "Perry Auto-Time Morse System," obtain-
able at. 7d. post free from the publishers of The Wireless 
World is an excellent aid.-En.) 

TRANSMITTING NOTES 

AND QUERIES. 

s.s. Sir James Clark Ross when near the 
South Pole. He transmits on about 39 
metres almost every evening between 6.30 
and 9.30 p.m. N.Z.M.T. (about 6.30-9.30 
a.m. G.M.T.), and will welcome reports 
from British amateurs. 

0000 

Mr. A. O. Milne (G 2MI), 41, Victoria 
Road, Northdown' Margate, is willing to 
forward cards to F 8JMS. 
Mr. A. Pacy (G 6IY) is now transmit-

ting on 23 and 45 metres, and will be glad 
to receive reports of his transmissions. 
H.M.S. Durban (GFUP), at present 

stationed at Hong Kong, is transmitting 
on 37 metres, and will welcome reports 
from British amateurs. 
The Belgian amateur. B R6, is transmit-

ting on 90 metres and will welcome re-
ports from British amateurs who should 
forward cards via Re,seau Belge, 11, Rue 
du Congréa, Brussels. 
Mr. L. F. Aldons (2ZB), 48. Harpen-

den Road, West Norwood. S.E.27, is 
transmitting on 90 metres and will be glad 
to arrange for tests with any British 
amateur on this wavelength. 

0000 
New Call Signs Allotted and Stations 

Identified. 
G 2AYX.-R. H. Hall, 41, Pollard 

Street, South Shields. 
2BDI (Art. A.).-T. E. G. Black, 

142. Adelaide Street, Blackpool. 
G 2BKI.-C. R. Waterer, 123, Upper 

Brockley Road, S.E. (who will also for-
ward communication for G 2BMA). 
G 5GU. (late 2AV P).-J. J. Hudson, 

70, Huxley Road, Upper Edmonton, N.18. 
G 6KS (late 2BCA).-F. G. Keb3haw, 

Queen Victoria Seamen's Rest, Poplar, 
E.14, transmits on 45 and 158 metres. 
EU BH.-Radio Station, Villa Victoria, 

Cairo. 
EU EH.-J, F. Hall, Tilla Victoria, 

Cairo. 

F SJE.-Radio Glub de Levallois, 17, 
Rue Froment, Levallois-Perret. 
F 8J0.-Breand, Hammam Bou Had-

jar, Gram, Algeria. 
F 8JQ.-Calten Gilbert, 7, Avenue Niel, 

Paris. 
F 8JS -De Massia. Axat (Ande). 
F 8JT.-Hechet, 28, Rue Général 

Bedean' Nantes. 
BZ 11N.-Post Box. 522, Rio de 

Janeiro. 
P 3FZ.-Ferraz, Rua de St. Maria 

261, Funchal, Madeira. 
G 5FM.-F. A. King, 35, Oakmead 

Road, Balham, S.W.12, transmits on 23 
and 45 metres. 
G 5IN.-A, H. Cooper, 58, Greyswood 

Street, Streatham, S.W.16. 
- G 6YZ.-F. G. Bet tles, Brown sea 
Island, Poole, Dorset. 
G 6RA.-The Wireless Dept., The 

Polytechnic, 309, Regent Street, W.1, 
transmits on 130 to 200 metres. 
2BPN.-(Art. A.), P. Shurety, 100, 

Uphall Road, Ilford, 
2BPP.-(Art. A.), J. V. Parsons, 

" Holland House," Sutton Coldfield, near 
Birmingham. 
F 8ER.-M. Staeffer, 9, rue Jean 

Jacques Rousseau, Montmorency (Seine 
et Oise), in place of 98, rue Réatnner. 

0000 
QR A's Wanted. 
G 2AHM, G 2AQ, G 2BL. G 2BAV, 

G 2ST, G 2ZA, G 5GQ, G 5HT, G 5MF, 
G 5RY, G 5SR, G 5S0, G 5UN, G 5VA, 
G 5WX, G 6JH, ANF, AV 1S, PI 111V, 
R DG2, X 2BG, G 2BGI, G 2EC (?), 
G 2ST, G 2ZA, G 5A ( !), G SUN, G 5VA, 
G 1DL (?), BC44, EVEA, EAR23, I 8SG, 
L6C, L 9K, LX 4LK, N 1GN (calling 
CQ on January 24th), N 8AP, R 1ND, 
R 8GN, TRRG (calling TRRA on Janu-
ary 10th), W 8HC. 

2BQ.-6YX (Palestine), AG 5MA, 
IRA, MA00, MIGB, SP. 

000..• 

A Correction. 

The call-sign of the Lewisham and 
Bellingham Radio Society, 136, Bromley 
Road, Catford, S.E., is 2BKJ, and not 
2 BJK, as printed in error on their letter 
paper and in the "Wireless Annual." 
2 BJle is the call-miga allotted to Mr. 

C. Brookes, 7, Merivale Road, Putney, 
S.W.15, for artificial aerial only. 
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" The Wireless World" Information Department 
Conducts a Free Service of Replies to Readers' Queries. 

and headed Information Department!' Each separate question must be accompanied by a 
stamped addressed envelope for postal reply. 

An Unusual Fault. 
Having to hand a 1:1 ratio output 

transformer which I use very success-
fully for the purpose of operating my 
high resistance loud-speaker in con-
junction 'with a conventional lour-

. valve set, I thought I would like do 
try the effect of using a choke filter 
output circuit, and accordingly con-
nected the primary and secondary of 
this transformer in series to form it 
high impedance choke, connecting up 
with a 1 mfd. condenser in the con-
ventional innover. To my 814Cpri4s 

no results whatever were obtained, 
very taint speech, extremely dis-
torted; being heerd by placing the 
ear close to the loud-speaker. ('on-
eluding that the impedance of the two 
windings in series was much too high. 
I tried the arrangement, using first 
the primary only, and then the 
secondary only Ws a choke, and found 
my suspicions eon firmed, loud-speaker 
volume and quality being good. I 
shall be glad it you will ea-1;1(1in how 
it is the.! the high impedance of the 
two windings in series prevented re-
sults being obtained. A.J.R. 

When connecting the two windings of a 
transformer in series to bring about a 
high inductance value we get, not only 
the added effect of the individual induct-
ances of primary and secondary, but get 
an enormously increased total inductance 
due to the mutual inductance existing be-
tween the two tightly coupled windings. 
That is, of course, provided that we have 
placed our two windings in series in the 
correct manner. If incorrectly connected, 
the magnetic fields associated with each 
winding will oppose each other. Now, in 
the case of an L.F. transformer, having 
one winding much larger than the other. 
the two opposing magnetic fields will not 
completely balance each other out, with 
the result that there will be a proportion 
of the field associated with the larger 
secondary which is not balanced out, and 
so a certain amount of inductance will he 
left, bat the value will be sufficiently low 
to offer only a very small impedance to 
the lower musical frequencies and not a 
very large one to the higher musical fre• 
quencies, and the output will lack both 
quantity and quality. In the case of a 
1: 1 ratio transformer, the two windings 

are, of course, equal, and the two mag-
netic fields will be exactly balanced out, 
leaving no inductance, and therefore no 
impedance, and so none of the musical fre. 
quencies will set up a voltage across the 
choke available for passing along. to the 
loud-speaker, via the 1 mfd. condenser. 
Actually, of course, it is highly improb-
able that the constants of the two wind-
ings are exactly equal, or that the 
coupling is so tight, that there are no 
" free " lines of force, and so a certain 
small residue nf inductance will be left 
to offer a slight impedance to the highest 
speech frequencies, which is what you 
hear in your loud-speaker in a very weak 
and distorted form. You should reverse 
the connections to either one of the two 
windings, and your trouble will be cured. 
and you will be able to take full benefit 
from the high impedance offered by the 
two windings correctly connected in 
series. 

ocoo 

Calculating Fixed Resistances for Dull 
Emitters. 

1 h ,n to raleulgte th° 
,a7nr,? at ea-v(1 filament re-

sistanc,r, rpre.,siirfi to be used in 
series w;th each of mg various types 
of dall-emitter valves: but hoer hr , n 
greatly eon fimscd by different incthada 
shown in various periodical,. Will you 
plea« hi' inc holy to eqlcule.fe these 
ralun.: correctly,' 11.8.7'. 

Possibly the simplest method of calcu-
lating the required resistance is to adopt 
the formula 

Volts to lie dropped in the resistance 
R 

Amps. taken by the valve 
For example, take the case of running a 
0.06 type of dull-emitter front a six-volt 
accumulator. These valves ate rated at 
3 volts, so that the voltage to lie dropped 
in the resistance is three volts, viz. :-

11.-3 .50 

therefore we require a value of 50 ohms. 
Do not forget that in the case of run-

ning two similar valves in parallel, the 
resistance of the filament circuit is halved 
and the current is doubled. 
Thus, supposing it were required to find 

tlte resistance necessary for two 0.06 
type valves in parallel fi-ont a 6-volt :wen-

mnlator. Three volts are still required to 
be dropped in the resistance, but the cur-
rent taken is doubled. Therefore :-

3 
R= 2 - =95 

0.1  

Therefore we require a resistance of 25 
ohms. Perhaps a better method to adopt 
in order to get a real understanding of 
the matter as distinct front the mechanical 
following of a formula is to find out the 
filament current rating of the valve as 
given by the maker, and say "What re-
sistance do I require in the circuit in 
order to maintain the current at titis value 
when using a pressure of six volts?" 

Ohm's law I1=—E renders this operation 

simple. 
In the case of the valve we have already 

considered, we know that the current is 
là.06 amps, and our accumulator gives a 
voltage of six. Therefore 

6 
0.06 = 

Therefore we require a total resistance of 
100 ohms. But the valve filament itself 
possesses a certain amount of resistance, 
and we must first find this in order to be 
able to subtract it front our total requit-e-
ntent of 100 ohms. Since we find that the 
valve will pass 0.06 amps if connected 
directly to a 3-volt battery, it is a simple 
matter to ascertain the resistance of the' 
filament from the same formula :— 

3 
R=.E — 

I — 0.06 =50 

Therefore 50 ohms resistance is present in 
the valve filament itself, and in order to 
make up a total of one hundred ohms we 
require an external resistance of 50 ohms. 

In the case of two such valves in 
parallel working from a six-volt accumu-
lator the process is similar. We know that 
if two valves are in parallel the total cur-
rent flow will be double that present if 
only a single valve were used. Therefore 

6 
11= —=25 ohms. 

0.12 • 

50 ohms is therefore the tot«, resistance 
required in the circuit, from which must 
be subtracted as before the actual resist-
ance present in the parallel filaments. We 
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know that if these two valves are con-
nected in parallel across a 3-volt battery 
a total current of 0.12 amps will flow. 
Therefore the resistance of the two fila-
ments in parallel can be found from the 
formula 

E 3 
R= = 0.12 =25. 

• 
which, being subtracted from our total 
resistance requirements of 50 ohms, leaves 
us 25 ohms as the value of our added ex-
ternal résistance. 

0 0 0 0 

Methods of Detecting Oscillation. 

If using a regenentive receiver at a time 
when -no broadc:isting is taking place 
how is it possible to detect whether 
or no the receiver is oscillating in the 
absence of a carrier wave by beating 
inith which. an audible heterodyne 
note indicative of oscillation is 
produced. T.P.M. 

In the first place it may be said that 
if a conventional single valve receiver be 
thrown into a state of oscillation and the 
tuning condenser moved through the 
whole of its tuning range during a period 
when broadcasting stations are not 
operating, a few heterodyne notes will 
nearly always be heard, due to the radia-
tions of the receiver forming beat notes 
with the emissions of distant C.W. sta-
tions, both professional and amateur, and 
also by means of it forming beat notes 
with the radiations from neighbouring 
receiving sets which are also in a state 
of oscillations. In any case when the 
local station is silent a " plocking" 
sound heard in the phones when touch-
ing the aerial terminal of the receiver 
will readily indicate that the receiver is 
oscillating, although of course when the 
local station is radiating a carrier wave 
this "plocking" sound will be heard, 
also when the receiver is not oscillating, 
due to the change brought about in the 
current sèt up in the aerial circuit by 
the powerful radiation of the local 
station. 

0000 

Clicking from Electric Light Mains. 

/ am greatly troubled by a loud click 
emitted by my loud-speaker every 
time a light is switched on and off. 
This is very objectionable as I am a 
good distance from my nearest broad-
casting station, and it so happens that 
in my .establishment lights are 
switched on and off in various rooms 
a great deal during the course of an 
evening. My mains are 240 volts D.C. 
Can you suggest .a remedy? 

This phenomenon is present in every 
household having electric light and utilis-
ing a wireless receiver, but is not generally 
troublesome, as in the average household 
lights are not very frequently switched 
on and off during the course of an even-
ing, It is recommended that you shunt a 
condenser of large capacity such as 1 or 
2 mfds. across each switch in frequent use. 
This should enable this annoying trouble 
to he completely eliminated. 
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BOOKS FOR 
THE WIRELESS STUDENT 
Issued in conjunction with 'The Wireless IVortd." 

"THE PERRY AUTO—TIME MORSE 
SYSTEM" by F. W. PERRY. Price 6d. net. 
By Post, 7d. 

" MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY 
FOR HOME STUDY" by H. E. PENROSE. 
Price 6/- net. By Post, 6/6. 

" THE OSCILLATION VALVE —THE 
ELEMENTARY PRINCIPLES OF ITS 
APPLICATION TO WIRELESS TELE— 
GRAPHY" by R. D. BANGAY. Price 6/- net. 
By Post, 6/3. 

" ELECTRONS, ELECTRIC WAVES 
AND WIRELESS TELEPHONY" by Dr. 
J. A. FLEMING, M.A. Price y/6 net. By Post, 

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from 

ILIFFE & SONS LIMITED 
Dorset House, Tudor St., London, E.C.4 

or of Booksellers and Bookstalls 

A Series-Parallel Accumulator 
Switching Arrangement. 

I hor, range &I 2-rolt valves, and also 
range of 6-volt vatves which I Mc 

in the course of my experimental 
work, and l find that much time is 
wasted in changing over the connec-
tions of my 6-volt accumulator to put 
the three cells in series or parallel 
as desired. I therefore propose to 
incorperate a switching arrangement 
to put my accumulator cells in series 
or parallel as desired, and have fre-
quently spent much time in attempt-
ing to work out the necessary switch-
ing arrangements, find am therefore 
seeking your assistance in the snuffer. 

G.P.K. 
Your proposal of a switching arrange-

ment to place your accumulator cells in 
series or parallel can be very easily 
carried out by the use of a four-pole, 

LT-. 

L.T.+ 

Fig, I. Series—parallel switch for accu— 
mulator cells. 

double-throw switch, which may be either 
of the ordinary type or one of those 
sold specially for panel mounting, such 
as the Utility " switch. The necessary 
connections are given in Fig. 1. Since 
it is quite common practice nowadays to 
place the accumulator in an enclosed box 
the switch may very well be mounted on 
the box in some convenient position. 

0 0 0 0 

Adjusting the "Roberts" Reflex 
Nentrodyne. 

I hare recently constructed the reflex 
neutrodyne receiver de:scribed in your 

July 1st, 1925, issue, using a some-
what larger baseboard" than was used 
in the original receiver, and have very 
carefully spaced all components and 
wiring. I find that when attempting 
to neutralise some difficulty is ex-
perienced, and the nearest approach 
to stability occurs when the neutralis-
ing condenser is at its minimum 
position. I shall be grateful for any 
suggestions you might offer in this 
matter. Hi.)?. 

You are, in the first place, advised to 
read carefully the further information 
regarding this receiver which was given 
in the following numbers :—Page 46, July 
8th issue; page 171, August 5th issue; 
and page 270, August 26th issuè; in this 
latter issue the author of the article deals 
with the point you raise. The trouble is 
due to the fact that you have so: disposed 
your components and wiring that the 
inter-electrode and associated capacity 
of your first valve have been "over 
neutralised," and it is impossible, there-
fore, to find the point of balance with 
the neutrodyne condenser, and it becomes 
necessary deliberately to introduce a little 
capacity between the grid and plate of 
the valve, in order that the neutrodyne 
condenser can be used to find the point 
of balance. This may be done in the 
manner suggested by the author, but 
there are also other methods which may 
be tried. Sometimes it is only necessary 
to move the wiring associated with grid 
and plate slightly in order to introduce 
this capacity. This may be done by re-
wiring that portion of the circuit, bring-
ing the wiring into somewhat closer 
proximity, or it may only be necessary 
to bend one or two wires slightly out of 
their present position. Another method 
is to obtain two short lengths (4 to 6 
inches) of stiff insulated wire, such as 
No. 22 D.C.C., attaching one wire to the 
grid socket of the valve, and one to the 
plate socket of the valve. If these two 
wires are now twisted together they will 
form a capacity across grid and plate, and 
you should try to neutralise in the «usual 
manner. Lacking success, you should 
untwist one turn of the two wires and 
try again, and so on, untwisting the 
wires one turn at a time until success 
is obtained. The projecting ends of the 
two wires may then be cut off short, and 
the ends of the two twisted together anll 
sealed with sealing wax. Many readers 
cure this trouble by using two neutrodyne 
condensers, the extra one being connected 
between the grid and plate of the valve, 
and .one condenser being balanced against 
the other. In many cases where the set 
has been constructed carelessly th@ 
amount of stray capacity existing between 
grid and plate is high, and it may be 
found that the neutrodyne condenser fails 
to find the point of balance, even when 
adjusted to the position of maximum 
capacity. Many readers have succeeded 
in neutralising by using a single plate 
vernier for the purpose, this component 
having, of course, a somewhat larger 
capacity than the neutrodyne condenser, 
but the best remedy is partially or com-
pletely to rewire, or even rebuild, the 
receiver,• in order that some of the stray 
capacity may be eliminated. 
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They cost Plug in a LEWCOS 
Coil —and listen 

less now/' 
Watmel—the better fixed condensers—are now sold at reduced 
prices, made possible by the great demand. Wherever a 
fixed condenser is needed you should specify Watmel and 
make sure of trouble-free results. Mica sheets securely 
clamped between the plates render it impossible for the 
capacity to vary. No wax whatsoever is used in their 
construction. One hole fixing is provided, and remember 
that every Watmel is guaranteed to be correct within 

5% of its marked capacity. 
NOTE THE NEW PRICES: 

moonsto ao2 21— Combined grid leak and 
reduced from 2/6. condenser . • 

'0025 to 'oo6 .. • • 2/6 reduced trom 3f•. 
reduced from 3/6. Combined variable grid 

(Size 'oci6 is the idea( condenser leak and condenser, 
with chola' &resistance coupling.) New Model .. 

Other Watmel products worth buying: 
Grid Leak (Black Knob) *5 to 5 mcgohrm .. • • 
Anode Resistance (Red Knob) 5o,000 to 1 .linis 
THE 

216 

316 

2/6 
3/6 

WIRELESS CO. LTD., 
332a, Goswell Road, London, E.C. I. 

Telephone : 7990 CiC/NCHWCii. 
Lancashire and Cheshire Representative :—M, 

23, Harifes Street, Lc.en,hubne, 111 

THE BEST WIRELESS SET 
IS IMPROVED WHEN YOUR 
BATTERIES ARE RIGHT. 

You must have noiselessness in operation, and 
steady current on continuous or intermittent 
discharge—therefore you need the 

WAIL\ II ill 

WRITE TO-DAY 

" HOME SERVICE" 

BATTERY 
ideal for use with 
Dull Emitter Valves. 

E.M.P. 1.5 volts. 

One of the great advan-
tages of this Battery is that 
IT CAN BE CHARGED 
AT HOME. The charges 
are sold in clean compact 
cartons, and are simple to 
use, as no electric supply is 
needed. Think of the, ease with 
which you get CONTINUOUS 
RECEPTION, and 

FOR DESCRIPTIVE LIST. 
  . . 

DARIMONT ELECTRIC BATTERIES LTD.:, 
DARIMONT WORKS, ABBEY ROAD, PARK ROYAL, 
LONDON, N.W.10. Telephone: Wembley 

Advertisements for " ll'ite!ess 

T HATS the test. It 
makes ail the differ-

ence when you tune in 
with a LEWCOS Coil. 
Listeners everywhere 
have been quick to 
realise the quality and 
advantages of thi; 
guarantee./ cod. 

Ask your dealer for a demonstration. Each LEWCOS Coil 
is tested in our laboratory. It is then boxed, sealed up, and . 
reaches you in perfect condition. Be sure the LEW seal is 
unbroken. 

Inductance Coil 
3 LEWCOS advantages: 

1 , iffizq01.'y ¡fit prim: 
,• . strength. 

owl resu;!ins; 
trentely fine tuning. 

1, Exceptionally low high frogwncy 
resistance with increa3rd signal 
strength. 

THE 
LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE 
CO. and SMITHS LTD., 
M.anufacturers of Glazitc 

Playhouse Yard, Golden 
Lane, London, E.C.1. 

s' 1: acccpterl from f see believe to be thoroughly reliable. A S.) 
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£10 Weekly in Cash Prizes 
A New and Simple Competition 

for all Readers of "The Wireless World 
To be continued weekly until further notice. 

HIDDEN ADVERTISEMENTS 

9 e 

Below will be found six reproductions of fragments cut from the Advertisement pages of this 
issue of " The Wireless World." Each fragment is a clue. Can you from these clues identify the 
Advertisements ? Seven cash prizes will be awarded to the first seven readers who send us 
correct solutions. No technical skill is required, merely observation. There are no restrictions 
or entry fees and the conditions are simple. 

£5 
for the first 
correct solution 

opened. 

£2 
for the second 
correct solution 

opened. 

lb 

l ; 

1 

f 
. 

1 

2 

Ni 

3 

li.• 
11.. 
lc-

4-

-4, 

.til' 0.e 
• tia c 

1 'a 
e • 
/ n  
9 

3 - 1 6 

CONDITIONS 

7. Al! solutions must be written on the special coupon appearing 
on an advertisement page in this issue and addressed to The 
Wireless World, Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, 
and marked " Hidden Adverts." in bottom left corner. 

2. Clues will not, of necessity, appear in the same way as in the 
advertisement page, but may be inverted or placed in some 
other position. 

3. In order that town and country readers may compete on 
equal terms, solutions will not be dealt with until ro a.m. on 
Monday next All solutions received before that date will be 
retained until Monday morning. Competitors may submit any 

for the third 
correct solution 

opened. 

and 

4 
consolation 
prizes of 

Each 

for the next four 
correct solutions 

opened. 

number of entries. Erasures or alterations on a coupon will 
c)iqualffy the entry. 
4. The first prize of a will be awarded for the first correct 
solution opened; the second prize of fa 70 the next correct solution; 
the third prize of ft for the third, and four consolation prizes of 
ro/- each for the next four correct answers. In thz. event of no 
readers sending correct solutions the prizes will be awarded to the 
competitors whose solutions are most nearly correct. 
5. The decision of the Advertisement Manager of The Wireless 
World is final, and no correspondence can be entered into. 
Competitors enter on this distinct understanding. No member of 
the staff of the paper is permitted to compete. 

A 6o Mention 01 The 11 .ir,qess il'odd," when writing to advertisers, will enstire p roonpt attention. 
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Paragon Fixed 

Condensers are 

Equally Essential. 

ANELS 
ROMOTE 
ROFICIENCY AND 
ERFECT SET 

ARE ESSENTIAL TO A 

Ask your Dealer, or write direr to 

The PARAGON RUBBER MANUFACTURING CO, LTD., 
SCULCOATES, HULL. 

THE NEW 
``Wootophone" 
Square Law 

LOW 
LOSS 

CONDENSER 

ANOTHER PERFECT AND 
VERY POPULAR MODEL 
The design is of solid rigid d. I type. Spetaai 
features are fixed vanes insulated out,i,le electrostatic 
field, thus reducing losses. heavy well fitting bearings 
for central spindle, brass vanes soldered in position. 
pigtail connection making permanent contact from 
moving vanes to aluminium end plates. 1.1n, 
hole fixing. 
This Condenser has been specially designed for short 
wave work, and results on test justify its introduction. 
Price complete with improved 4 in. Knob:Dial, packed 
in strong cardboard box: 

.0003 - 16/6 .0005 - 17/6 

F. E. WOOTTEN, LTD., 
WIRELESS MANUFACTURERS, 

OXFORD. 

"CAST-IIN" 
The diaphragm of the" Hearthside" 
Speaker is die-cast into a solid 
ring—that means no "rattle" or 
" overload." The horn is non-
resonant—that means " tone." A 
new magnetic system—that means 
" volume." 
You must hear this new Speaker— 
to-day! 

Send now for your FREE copy of our new catalogue. 

General Radio Co Ltd., 235, Regent St., W.I 

.35/-

GOOD 
DEALERS 

DEMONSTRATE 
SEE IT 11:14 

DAY 

Advertisements fen " The II'ss World oil:. 

Adaptable to all Circuits. 

ADVERT'S 19 

No More 
r 

Burnt-Out Valves' 
if you use a 

CAN'TCROSS " 
CONNECTOR 

(Paten( applerd for.) 
ConAiete et a plug element tor SUM, 
to panel to replace the thmal H.T. 
L.T. Terminals. The eocket element 
correspond» to the plug element. n »0 
is arranged to receive the necesear:r 
leads Iront the rempeetive batteries. 

SHORT CIRCUITS IMPOSSIBLE. 
6 ACTS AS A DISCONNECTING SWITCH. 

EASILY FITTED TO ANY SET. 
Esample wired as lollova: 1. 6.1.1. 2. H.T.2. :Terminal 5e- each 5 Terminal 6 -each 

a. 11.1.3. 4. LIS.- 5. 1.1. + 6. L.T. - 7 Terminal 7. each 
Post Free on reee,pt of Foetal Order nut Dealer's name trom— 

(3) J. 8,c W. BARTON, 22a, Virginia St., SOIJTH PORT (D 

(»hi:table at 
All Londim's 
Larell Slows. 

WILL SING 

Hen' is a Valve giving you Finest Quality and Volucas 
with Economy. It is of equally high grade as ILE., 
Detector, LE., or Power Amplifier. 

The little switch places at your command ez,,c1 
Filaments separately, nr any in parallel for Pos.-.1.-
Amplification. Each Filament gives the Valve a Ne, 
Life. 

ALL VALVES are Guaranteed. 

FOUR IMPROVED TVP1.s. 

A. 4 is 5 VOLTS, 0.43 AMPS. per Fil..ment 
D.E.A. 243 VOLTS, 018 AMPS. per Filament - 
D.E.2. lit to '2 VOLTS, 0.3.7. AMPS. per Filanont 
D.E.08. VOLTS, felge AMPS. ter Filament - 

95 

16 d 

Ii unable to obtain from your dealer. t. :— 

NELSON ELECTRIC CON! PAN Y LIMITED, 

Nl erton Park, Lon cl ø n, SAN.113. 
•! • ,r Witi.l.1».1. a 

11111111111 11minw: .... 

ut 111111 I II I t to is v., t I 

;„• 1,:q:erc to be thoroughly Tellable. 

RADIO COMPONENTS 
OF ADVANCED DESIGN. 
NEW CATALOGUENOW READY. 
Straight Line Frequency. Ultra Low 
Loss Condenser. Micro-Vernier Dial. 
High Efficiency. Low Loss Vario. 
Coupler, etc. 

The FORMO Company. 
CrownWorks, Cricklewood,N.W•2 

Manchester : 10 6 Mr.J. B. Levec.23 Hartley 
St.. Leven,' 
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS. 
NOTICES. 

THE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS in the« 
columns is : 

12 words or leis. 1.1- and Id. for every 
additional word, e.g., 18 words 1/6; 24 words, 2/-
Name and address must be counted. 
SERIFS DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers 

as follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a 
contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh 
instructions the entire" copy" is repeated from the 
previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions, 6% ; 26 con-
secutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%. 
ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted up 

to FIRST POST on THURSDAY MORNING (previous 
to date of issue) at the Head Offices of " The Wireless 
World," Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or 
on WEDNESDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices. 
19, Hertford Street, Coventry; Guildhall Buildings, 
Navigation Street, Birmingham; 199, Deansgate, Man-
chester. 

Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular 
issue- will automatically be inserted in the following issue 
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All 
advertisements in this sectión must be strictly prepaid. 

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for adver-
tisements should be made payable to ILIFFE 
& SONS Ltd., and crossed Treason' Notes, 
being untraceable if lost in transit, should not be sent as 
remittances.  

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the 
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement, 
and the date of the issue in which it appeared. 
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or printers' 

errors, although every care is taken to avoid mistakes. 
NUMBERED ADDRESSES. 

For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be 
addressed to numbers at "The Wireless World" Office. 
When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of 
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added 
to the advertisement charge, which must include the 
words Box 000, c/o " The Wireless World." Only the 
number will appear in the advertisement. All replies 
should be addressed No. oro, c/o " The Wireless World," 
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers who 
reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending 
remittance through the post except in registered envelopes; 
in all such cases the use ot tin' Deposit System is recommended, 
and the envelope should be clearly marked "Deposit 
Departnumt." 

war DEPOSIT SYSTEM. 
Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons 

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our 
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The 
Wireless World," both parties are advised of its receipt. 
The tfme allowed for 'decision is three days, during which 

time, if the buyer decides not to retain the goods, they 
must be returned to the sender. If a sale is effected we 
remit the amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the 
amount to the depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer, 
but in thè event of no sale, and subject to there being no 
different arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays 
carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or 
damage in transit, for which we take no responsibility. For 
all transactions up to Íro, a deposit fee of I/. is charged ; on 
transactions over £1.2 and under £30, the fee is 2/6; over 
fo, 5/.. All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset 
House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and 
money orders should be made payable to Dille & Sons 
Limited. 

THE SALE OF HOME-CONSTRUCTED UNLICENSED 
APPARATUS. 

A New Service to our Readers. 
‘Ve have made an arrangement with the Patentees 

whereby readers who wish to dispose of a home-constructed 
receiver not licensed under the patents made use of, can 
do so by means of the Deposit System referred to above. 
The person desiring to sell, in sending us particulars for 

his advertisement, will in every case make use of a Box 
No., and should add to the price which be requires the 
amount of royalty customarily paid by manufacturers, viz. 
in the case if Marconi Patents the amount should be 
calculated at x2/6 per valve holder. 

If the purchaser is satisfied with his purchase, the sum 
realised will be forwarded to the seller, less the amount 
due in respect of royalties, which amount will be paid by 
" The Wireless World" to the owners of the patents 
concerned. and a certificate will be handed on to the 
purchaser of the set. 

FOR SALE. 
TELEPHONES.--Pair Brown's A type, 

2,000 watts; pair 120 watts, ditto; offers. 
2 Liasen-Ti L.F. transformers, 55s. each. All 
perfect. —14, Brook Avenue, Wembley. (1831) 3-VALVE Portable Set, so E.T., 2 

with 3 D.E.R. valves, good order, 30o-
3,00n à; £9.—Box 6952, W IRELESS W ORLD 
Office. (1828) 

For Sale.—Contd. . 

CRYSTAL Amplifiers increase range five 
times. Price complete, 25s. ,Oscillating 

zincite Is. 6d. Price, circuit is. All parts 
stocked.—Particulars: Ledsham's, 297, King 
Street, Hammersmith. (1817) 
CIENERATOR, 600 volts, Marconi, new, 
•-,‘ hand or power driven, motor A.C., zzo 
to 250 volts, or D.C. 220 to 250 volts, £8; 
var. condenser Li ; Microphone 7s. 6d.; 
Microphone transformer 7s. bd. ; transmitting 
valves, 25 watts, 15s. each; accumulator, 
Exide, new, 18n amps., 6 volts., £2 15s. ; 
offers accepted.-2X0, 13, Elgin Avenue, 
London, W.9. (1827) 

50A to 2,500 Electrostatic Voltmeter, ex-
1/ change for Milliampmeter or high-

resistance moving coil voltmeter.—Lottimer, 
The Croft, Newton Mearns, Renfrewshire, 
N.B. (1826) 
A -VALVE " Wireless Equipment Receivzr; 

" Sparta " loud-speaker, 300-3,000 metres; 
particulars, offers.—Robertson, 1, New Square, 
Cambridge. (1825) 
VOR Sale.-4-valve Set, bargain, complete 
1: with Brown loud-speaker, batteries, 
phones, 250 coil.—Box 6898, W IRELESS W ORLD 
Office. (1824) 

fl .T. Motor Generator, belt drive, zoov., 
A.C. Crypto, 600v., too ma., £12; 

Mark III, tuner, polished case, complete, £4; 
both as new, seen by appointment.—Box 6969, 
W IRELESS W ORLD Office. (1833) 

MISCELLANEOUS. 
A WIRELESS Doctor.—If your set is giv-
 ing trouble or you want advice a com-

petent expert will call (anywhere in Greater 
London) and put you right. No result, no 
charge.—Alexander Black, 2A, Woodville 
Grove, N.I6. Clissold 3687. (1811) 

REE.—Ilorne Constructors' Catalogue. 
—Stamp: Garner, Everything Wireless, 

31, Little Britain, E.C.I. (1830) 
Q ECOND-HAND Apparatus taken in 

part-purchase of new ones. Leading lines 
supplied.—Wharton, 9, Victoria Street, West-
minster. (1412) 

PATENT AGENTS, 
UT BRYSON, B.Sc., Chartered Patent 
V . Agent, 29, Southampton Buildings, 
W.C.2. 'Phone: Holborn 672. (1297) 

P ATENTS 

and Trade Marks Obtained.— 
H. T. P. Gee, Patent Agent, Member 

R.S.G.B., A.M.I.R.E., 51-5z, Chancery Lane, 
London, W.C.2. 'Phone: Holborn 1525. 

(000t) 
-WING'S PATENT AGENCY, LTD. (B. T. 
11 King, Registered Patent Agent, G.B., 
U.S., and Can.). Free " Advice Handbook " 
and Consultations. 40 years' references.-146a, 
Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.4. 

(0002) 

REPAIRS. 
TRANSFORMER Repairs. — Rewound to 

original efficiency and guaranteed 12 
months. 45., post free. Phones 3s. 6d. Trade 
supplied.—Transform, 7os, Longley Road, 
Tooting. foot 1) 

SITUATION WANTED. 

WIRELESS Expert.-3 years' experience 
and study; competent in designs, cir-

cuits, theory, practice.—Box 6957, W IRELESS 
W ORLD Office. (1832) 

1.62 Mention of " The Wireless World,' when writing 

ET•pLR lieues. 
5141 Di. Caencr.lor L5,05 

LONDON. W .J. 

BOOKS. BACK Numbers of all Wireless Publications. 
—Fangs, • Ltd., si, Tavistock Square! 

W.C.1. (1829) 
TIOOKS You Want.—Foyles Can Supply.-
-Le Immense stock, second-hand and new, 
every conceivable subject. State requirements. 
21 catalogues issued. Books purchased.— 
Foyles, 121, Charing Cross Road, W.C.2. 

(0004) 

PATENTS, DESIGNS AND TRADE MARKS, 

J. S. Withers eee Spooner. 
‘R.1.1RREn Pereerr Anerrt 

erenue-1/41.404,4mr, 
Ross.. LONDON; 

7 Aon.:-480 1101.130143 

REPAIRS SETS PHONES 
TFORMERS 

— Officially approved by Radio 4 ssocialioa — 

ALL WORK GUARANTEED. LOWEST 
RATES. 24 HOUR SERVICE. 

JOHN W. MILLER, 68, Ferriegdon St , E.C.4 
'PHONE: CENTRAL 1950 

LOW LOSS NEUTRODYNE TRANSFORMERS 
As described in several recent issues 
of this paper. 
Considering them the most efficient 
type evolved, we are making them for 
the benefit of" The Wireless World" 

17 readers. Send stamp for details. 
Price with base 15/-

TORDA PRODUCTS—COTrON & CLARKE, 
55159, Lacy Road, Putney, S.W. 

TROLITE PANELS 
Mahogany Grain .. 3/6 lb. 
Black Engraved wavy 3/8 lb. 
Black plans polished 3/- lb. 

Machine cut Tested to 
to your own 2000 Volts. 
measurements. 

PUGET'S WIRELESS, 95-101, I & 
Holloway Road, London, N.7 

H.T. Accumulators 37/6 
60 Volts 3 Actual Amp.-hour 

60-volt, 3-amp.-hour, oil submerged. Will last a 
lifetime. Write for descriptive Folder. 

MONEY RETURNED IF NOT SATISFIED. Obtainable only from 

ACCUMULATORS ELITE, 31. Waterhouse St., Halifax. 
Trade Supplied. Telephone: 1304. 

to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention. 
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THE "ORPHEAN" 
If you would have ample volume 
and yet still retain distortionless, 
clear-toned reproduction of every 
kind of broadcast entertainment, 
specify the Energo L.F.Transformer 
—the " Orphean." A shrouded 
transformer in a burnished case, 
it combines purity of tone with 
extreme mechanical strength. That 
it is used by a number of leading 
manufacturers is additional proof 
of its superiority. 
Ratio 1-3, 19'66. Other Ratios, 21 - 

Open Type, 15 -. 
Ask your Dealer to show you them, 
also the "Energo" battery switch— 
for H.T. or L.T. Just screw it on 
your H.T. or L.T. terminal—that's 
all. Price li3d. 
Send a card for full particulars of 
these and other "Energo" product.. 

PRODUCTS, 
LIMITED, 

I,St.J am es 's 
Street,E.C.I. 

T 
" Energotraa, I 
7 iephone : 

Valve. lolder 
Losses— 

Capacity and Voltage Leakage bet''' 
the valve legs of ordinary valve-Ishii-I - 
are the chief reasons for the nasal,-
factory working of most sets. The 
"AERkIONIC" reduces these to the 
absolute minimum. 
A wonderful improvement where Radio 
Frequency Currents are dealt with as in 
a Neutrodyne 11.F. Amplifier, Super-
Heterodyne Detector and Oscillator. 
and any H.E. Amplifier. Reduces the. 
" howl " in a L.F. Amplifier. 
Moulded front the best possible materia:. 
/or Strength, 11(11 Resisting, p.m 
Dielectric Properties. 

MODEL 

Base-Board 
Mounting 

216 
each. 

THE NEW 

ANTI-
CAPACITY AERMONIC 

MODEL 

Back at 
Panel 

2/6 
each. 

AIR. 
SPACED 

VALVE HOLDERS 
Manufacturers et Distranin, f [midi", d "-nub Enitland 

JAMES CHRISTIE & SONS Ltd., 
246, WEST STREET, SHEFFIELD. 

.,.., London Agents: A. F. 13111.0111 & CO., 10, Curator Si, E.C.4. 
Agents—Rest British Isles : 

\ Messrs. V. R. PLEASANCE, SS. Fargate, Sheffield. 

.1 ,ire: tiselneills fo , '' 71re Wireles, 

III 

Ties fed 
Ion -loss 
condensers 

Prices, 
..,0o510/6 
*ocit 12/6 

r ,tssttUctc,r, Ir four D.X. 
mod: plump for EliCI.O.1 
Tested C.ondensers. They're 
the last word in accuracy. 
Losées are kept down 
zero. Stout 1,1100 accurately 
-paced — engineer - built all 
through. They pull their 
weight in Inier-diétance work. 
Template euppl ie 1. 
Ebonite end plates. 

Write foe to•day. 

The BRITISH LE. ERICSSO:I 
Mfg. Co. Ltd., 

67 73, Steinway, Leaden. 
W.C.2. 

TESTED 
CONDENSERS 

Retired-4e eed j2iinS 
"The Quick Fig" 

Each t, Basket Code, witl. 
1 3 P.-tag, 2.1. detachable Pin awl 

" The Universal" Knob, sec urel y 
Patent Expanding mama:. an ,4za 
Plug to a marvel of efficiency 
and neatnees. Expanding Blu.1 
quickly and firmly mount, any 
She Call. Perfect LoW•lorm rev,, 
cible rise and Ad Id 
One finish to all low'.' 
made Coils. 
Send to—day to 
Goodman. °Wry & 
Harris, 14, Broad 
Street Chambers, 
Broad Street, 

Sheffield. 

permits palm action 
and quick adjlleMent. 
Low-loss rever,ibl, 
Plug and Socket. 
Solid Ebonite 

Trade 
Enquiries 
Solicited. 

ainarietSiteruo Ina42 extt) 
In Beautiful Polished ¡Moguls or Oak— 
& SENT ON APPROVAL. De Luxe Models 
—Parlour Models, etc.. Dom 25.- to g5. 
Crystal Cabinets from 1/4. Any size MADE 
TO ORDER. Designs and Lists Free. 
Estimates per Return Post. Panels and 
Accessories Post Free. 

Send to actual Makers Pickett Brothers, Mom ers 11,4•0:2.. el 
B.B.C. (W.W.: Cabinet Works, Bexley-heath _ 

PATENTS, DESIGNS 
& TRADE MARKS. -1 

H. D. FITZPATRICK & CO. 
('bartered Patent A gent,, 

49, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2 
'Phone : Holborn 459. 

;,-1-1111111 

DE VALVES for DX WORK  
•06. —4 volts. 8 6 Post Free. 

Thein. al\ are strongly ri,iiiinii•nited 
long distance reception oning to their - 
lent performance as detectors. 

Immediate delivery. 
K. A. ROBINSON, F.R.G.S., 

325, Hamlet Court Road, Westcliff-on-Sea. 

t - h •1 .1, WI 

YIRÓT.R COIL DER  

Makers of the 
famous Lotus 
Buoyancy Valve 

Holder. 

Wilk Terminals 
26 

Tuning remains accurate 
because the Moving Block 

cannot fall back. 
Do away with that irritating, 
time wasting, fading away of 
volume caused by the failing 
of your Moving Block. 
Fit a Lotus Geared Vernier 
Coil Holder and get really 
accurate tuning. The Lotus 
Moving Block cannot possibly 
fall back. Has an easy Vernier 
movement which reduces the 
speed by eight times, and 
stays where it's put—exactly! 
Fit in any position, with any 
weight of coil — you'll be 
satisfied with the results. 
Bakelite mouldings for the 
side plates, coil blocks and 
knobs; heavy Nickel Plating 
for the metal parts. 

From all reliable Radio Dealers. 

GARNETT, WHITELEY & CO., LTD., 
Lotus Works, 

Broadgreen Road, Liverpool. 

..••• • 

1:5:, cc to be thoroughly reliable. A63 
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PRICE 1 6 
at Bookstalls 

(I 9 post paid) 

Wireless 
—fati-World 

INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS. 
Accumulators Elite ... 
Athol Engineering Co. 
Autoveyors, Ltd. 
Barton, J. iSt W. 
Beard & Fitch, Ltd. 
Brandes, Ltd. 
British L.M. Ericsson Mfg Co., Ltd. 
Burndept Wireless, Ltd. 

xton Wood Turnery Co. 
Charlesworth, W. J. ... 
Christie, James 4: Sons, Ltd. 
Cleartron Radio, Ltd. 
Cotton it Clarke ... 
Darcx Radio Co.... 

Darimont Electric Batteries, Ltd. 
Dixon, Leslie 4: Co.... 
Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925), Ltd. 
Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd. 
Electron Co., I.td., Tim .. 
Encore Mon?. Co.... 
Energo Products, Ltd. 

Falk, Stadelmann Co.. Ltd. 
Ferranti, Ltd. 
Fin,ton Mani. Co., Ltd. 

••• 
••• 
••• 
••• 
••• 
••• 
••• 
••• 

PaGB 
. 20 Fitzpatilek, H. D., & Co. ... 

Formo Company ... 
8 Fuller's United Electrio Works, Ltd. 
19 Gambrell Bros., Ltd.... 

Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd. ... 
11 General Electric Co., Ltd., The 
21 General Radio Co., Ltd. . . 

Goodman, Caney de Harris ... 
2 Graham, Alfred, I Co. ... 

Holladay's, Ltd.... 
21 Hough, J. E., Ltd. 
12 Igranie Electric Co., Ltd. 
20 Lamplugh, S. A., Ltd. ... 

Liasen, Ltd. ... 10 
17 London Elec. Wire Co. 6; Smiths, I.td. .. 17 

Lyons, Claude . . . 
1 Marconiphone Co., Ltd., The ... Cover iv. 
3 Maywood Eng. 4.1 Elec. Man?. Co., lid. .. 
7 McMichael, L., Ltd.... 

Metro-Vick Supplies, Ltd. ... .. 7 A. 9 
21 Midland Radiotelephone Manfs., Ltd... 6 

PEE e 
21 Ormond Engineering to 

... 19 Paragon Rubber Manf. Co., Ltd.. The 
... 4 Partridge 4: Wilson 

Pickett Bros. 
... 21 Pitman, Sir Isaac, lt Sons, Ltd. 

14 ét 15 Pugh Bros. ... 
.. 19 Radio Communication Co., Ltd. 
... 21 Reactone, Ltd. ... 

Cover ii Reflex Radio ... 
Robinson, K. A. 

... 16 Rotherinel Radio Corpn. of Gt. Britain, Ltd. 

. 6 Silvertown, Co., Ltd.... 
Stevens, A. J. 6; Co. (1914), Ltd. 
Stratton A. Co., Ltd.... 
Taylor, J. H., I Ce.. 
Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd. 
Tunometer Works ... 
Varléy Magnet Co., Ltd. 
Ward 4: Goldstone, Ltd. 

Wattnel Wireless Co., Ltd., The 
Webber, N. V., I I.td. 
Wilkins d; Wright, Ltd.... 
Withers, J. S., I Spooner 
Wootton, F., Ltd.... 

••• 

2 Milliard Wireless Service Co., Ltd., 5 
Nelson Electric Co., Ltd. . 9 

19 
22 
21 
22 
20 

9 
21 

13 

... 17 

NOW ON SALE PRICE 1/6 
MAN 5 re) Pitman's 1926 PLI  

sYEAR BODK 
I 'RADIO- RADIO YEAR BOOK 

The 1926 RADIO YEAR BOOK contains 
nearly 200 pages of Entertainment, Information and 
Instruction with 70 Photographs of Prominent Broadcast 
Artists--many actually as they appeared at the microphone-
38 Instruction Drawings and Diagrams and useful lists. 

RADIO HISTORY IN PICTURES—Official Articles 
contributed by the B.B.C. Authoritative Articles by Prominent 
Radio Engineers. Among others— 

Seeing by Wireless, by T. Thorne Baker, F.P.S.: Amateur Aerials and 
Earths, by J. A Fleming, M.A., 11.8c., F.R.S.: Amateur Technical Progress, 
by Norman Edwards, Editor of "Popular Wireless": Workshop Rust, 
by James Swinburne, F.R.S.: How to Telegraph Pictures by Wire and 
Wireless, by T. Thorne Baker, F.P.S.: Speaking Pictures, by C. F. Elwell. 

"Full of good things."— 
Radio Times. 

"Full of valuable and 
authoritative information 
both for the amateur and the 

expert ... the volume is 
profusely illustrated."— 

Daily Express 

" Better than even"— 
Nottingham Evening News. 

SIR ISAAC PITMAN & SONS, LTD., Parker St., Kingsway, London, W.C.2 

• he 
`GRIPPHELL" 

Registered design No. 716927. 

A device for simplifying Aerial Erection 
These brackets are made from r best quality 
Wrought Iron painted with weather-proof enamel. 

PRICES 
Combined corner bracket, insulator & pulley 3/6 
e Hold-off bracket 

Manufactured by FREE ON RAIL. 

PARTRIDGE & WILSON, ELECTRICAL 

21 7a, Loughborough Road, LEICESTER. 
Telephone 5812. 

• 

A Guide to 
WIRELESS LITERATURE 

HAVE YOU YET RECEIVED YOUR COPY 
of our booklet, "A Guide to Wireless Literature," 
which describes all the volumes published in 
conjunction with " The Wireless World" ? 
There is a book for every phase of wireless and 
for all wireless workers, from the beginner to 
the advanced experimenter and research worker. 

Write for your copy to-day. 

FREE on REQUEST. 

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., Dorset House, Tudor St., London, E.C.4 

411 

-464 Mention of " l'he Wireless Woild," g to advertisers, will ensure Prompt attention. 
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